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This b ook is a first of its kind. It is the
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newspapers are covered.
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a graphic, straightforward style.
Memorabilia fill the pages.
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Introduction

With the introduction of this History of Maine Newspapers,
the Pine Tree State will offer the only one of its kind. For there is
not, to my knowledge, any such comprehensive work covering all
the newspapers of any other state or of any region of the country
in existence.
It is to be hoped that this will stimulate others, for the history
of our public communications, via our newspapers, is one rich in
data about our heritage in all its most colorful facets.
Historians, especially those interested in less populated parts
of the country like Maine, have always relied more than they like
to admit on newspapers for their information and evidence. So it
stands to reason the institution of the press itself can be a rich
source in its own development, as well as for what has been put
down on its pages about others.
I suppose the main uses of this will be those of the historian,
although I want to say to others interested in Maine or in news
papers generally, there is great reading here. The story of the
older newspapers among our nearly 50 now publishing is one
thing, and illustrates much about the development of the state
and country during more than 100 years past.
But there is great reading also in the stories of some of the
newer ones. Did you know, for example, that one Maine com 
munity supported a mimeographed newspaper for many years
during the Post-World War II era? Or that one of the most suc
cessful and picturesque hometown newspapers on the coast is less
than ten years old?
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In fact the dynamism of the newspaper as a business and an
institution is evident from the information this work provides, as
you see how many newspapers we have, small state that we are in
population, and how often new ones keep cropping up to take the
place of older ones who have atrophied and died.
My inadvertent use of the personal pronoun “ who” indicates
the vitality of the subject. Those of us involved with them either
as journalists or readers usually regard newspapers as living, pul
sating things. And they live between the pages of Professor
Miller’s monumental “ biography.”

Brooks W. Hamilton
Stillwater, Maine

Preface

This book is meant to fill a void. For the first time a history of
newspapers currently published in Maine has been written. The
undertaking began in the fall of 1974 when every editor and
publisher of newspapers in Maine was queried about their will
ingness to have me interview them and to research the history of
their newspapers. They all agreed to my requests.
I started my travels throughout the state in early summer
1975, gathering data as I went along. In the fall of 1975, I took a
one-semester sabbatical from my teaching position at the Univer
sity of Maine, Orono, to continue my research. The work
continued for the next two years, and was forestalled for several
months after I was sidelined by an automobile accident. After the
research came the writing, which reached its most productive
stages during the summer of 1977.
Once a newspaper’s history was completed, I followed this
procedure: The manuscript was sent to the publisher of the news
paper for the sake of accuracy. Revisions were made and the man
uscript returned to me for the final draft. The publishers were
asked to supply me with reproductions of the earliest front page
and the most current front page of their individual newspapers.
Unavoidably, the reproductions vary in quality. However, the
idea has been fulfilled: to show what the first editions were yes
terday and what the latest editions are today. Once all the man
uscripts and reproductions were in order, they were sent to Eastland Press, Inc., publishers of this book.
Most of the daily and weekly newspapers in Maine are
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covered. I confined myself to general newspapers, and although
many fine newspapers appeal to specialized audiences they are
not included in this work. I recognize their endeavors and com
mend them.
Since the first newspaper, the Falmouth Gazette, made its
appearance in 1785, Maine has had a proud heritage of news
papers which continues today. Some of the newspapers
chronicled here were started in the first half of the 19th Century,
discontinued for a short time and then were restarted, sometimes
under a new name, and, more often than not, under new
ownership. Hundreds of newspapers were started and then met
their demise within these past 158 years Maine has been a state.
This book is a study of those newspapers which have met the test
of time, be it a century, decade or a year.
This history may be lacking in some respects, and for that I
hold out no excuses. This has been a long, arduous task. However,
my faith and respect in American journalism continues
unabated, and has been reaffirmed in my tracings of the past. I
am enough of a romanticist to believe that printer’s ink does get in
your blood. My love affair with newspapers covers more than a
quarter century (the historian in me now takes over when I talk in
terms of century). I am fool enough to admit that I was smitten
years ago by the world of newspapers. I expect it will last a life
time.
Alan Miller
Winterport, Maine
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Kennebec Journal

Augusta was a sprawling, pastoral town of 2,000 squatting
along the banks of the Kennebec River in 1823. Cows could be
seen grazing in the pastures through the window in a room where
a group of prominent citizens were meeting about an important
matter. The stage to Bangor was loading up with passengers and
packages. Augusta was a crossroads town, which was to help in
its campaign to become the state capital in another decade.
But the business at hand in that group was of utmost impor
tance, and was the start of another newspaper for the river town.
Augusta had been without a newspaper since James Barton’s
weekly Augusta Patriot had stopped in 1817. A decision to found a
weekly journal came out of that meeting in 1823. A paper would be
started with the support of those present.
A committee was delegated to act on the consensus: to find
someone to publish a paper for Augusta. Committee members
were Robert C. Vose, Judge Bridge and Reuel Williams.
Vose was the contact man, and while in Boston in the summer
of 1823 met Russell Eaton, whom he learned was a skilled printer
working for the National Intelligencer in Washington, D.C. Vose
invited Eaton to Augusta to look over the town with the aim of
printing a newspaper. Eaton accepted, talked with many
principal citizens and decided that Augusta would be a likely
town to support a newspaper.
Eaton went back to Washington, talked with another friend
and printer Luther Severance. They decided to gamble on the ven
ture and formed a partnership in 1824. Severance got to Augusta
1
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Nov. 20, 1824, via boat from Boston, where Eaton had stayed to
buy more supplies and equipment. Winter came, closing the river,
and Eaton came up from Boston with a wagon and team hauling
a Tufts hand press and other supplies.
Eaton and Severance set up shop in the Branch store at the
southeast corner of Bridge and Water Streets. A week later the
pair was hard at it printing their first edition of the Kennebec
Journal. Eaton did the printing and Severance did most of the
editorial work and some of the printing.
Through the distribution of subscription lists, a total of 450
subscribers was reached. The Journal sold for $2 a year. At first
the name was to be the Augusta Journal, but the partners agreed
that the name Kennebec Journal was more encompassing and
better described the hopes o f the publishers who wanted “ a paper
of extended and useful circulation.”
A prominent feature were the editorials, which Severance set
directly in type composing them as he held the type-stick in handshowing his versatility as printer and writer.
The first issue appeared Saturday morning, Jan. 8, 1825.
Saturdays remained the regular publishing day for three years,
when the paper was issued Friday evening. After a year the paper
changed to Thursday evening, then switched after a few weeks to
Friday morning.
The paper ran four pages and measured 19-by-25 inches with
five columns to a page. Some of the stories were taken from other
newspapers, but none of the news was local. It carried foreign and
national news, editorials, political and government reports. The
local flavor appeared in the advertisements which ranged from
stage coach schedules, lottery and liquor displays.
Severance, a broadminded student of politics, gave the
Journal a stand on national and state affairs winning the respect
of his readers.
The Journal changed offices, moving to a new brick building
built by the Citizen’s Bank at Oak and Water Streets, where the
Journal remained until 1857.
The paper was enlarged in 1830 and again in 1833 when a
column was added to each page. Headlines and body type were
small as was the fashion in those days.
It was the transfer of the legislature from Portland to Augusta
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that was to help transform the Journal from a weekly to a daily.
During each session, Severance and Eaton issued a copy filled
with legislative news each day, called the Maine Daily Journal. It
was supplemental to the weekly Journal and sold for $1 a session.
After three legislative sessions, the larger tri-weekly journal was
established and issued in this form until 1870.
Eaton retired in 1833. The Journal circulation was now 880. By
1839 the Journal was in financial trouble, and Severance brought
in John Dorr as a partner. A shrewd, practical businessman, it
wasn’t long before Dorr had the paper solvent.
Always dabbling in politics, through his writings and his
contacts, it was inevitable that Severance would enter the field,
leaving the Journal in 1850. He was elected to Congress and
appointed the United States commissioner to the Sandwich
Islands.
The Journal was sold to William K. Wheeler and William H.
Simpson. They published their first edition Sept. 12, 1850, but the
Journal underwent no significant changes, although still a
prosperous business venture.
James G. Blaine, 24, met John Dorr, who was still connected
with the Journal. Blaine was teaching at an asylum for the blind
in Philadelphia, but had a decided taste for writing and politics.
He had visited Augusta several times, and Dorr and others
thought Blaine would be interested in purchasing the Journal. He
was, and in the Nov. 10, 1854, issue, it was announced that the
Journal had been “ sold to Messrs. Joseph Baker and J.G. Blaine
who would thereafter conduct its editorial and business affairs...”
Baker was a lawyer who found that he couldn’t devote his time
to both the paper and his profession and decided to sell out to
John L. Stevens, a Universalist minister.
The Kennebec Journal became a Whig newspaper until the
demise of that party. It never wavered or appeared uncertain
what path to follow on political issues, and Blaine got his first
recognition as an important political figure through his
editorials.
Editorials and essays on the question of civil rights were the
sign of the troubled times. The Journal also supported political
candidates from the President down to town councilmen, who
were listed on the front page in a single column with their office
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immediately below.
Blaine’s editorial and political clout were effective, although
he left the Journal in 1857, but before he left his position on the
Journal, the legislature voted to designate the Kennebec Journal
the official state paper on Jan. 13, 1857. The words “ State Paper”
appeared on the front-page folio line during the duration of the
weekly paper. As the official paper, the Journal also did much
government printing, which has continued until today.
When Blaine entered politics in 1857, he sold his share of the
Journal to John Sayward of Bangor, who joined with Stevens in
publishing the staunchly Republican paper. The Journal never
wavered in its faith in President Lincoln, whose assassination
marked the first appearance of heavy, black turned rules in the
Journal, the newsman’s symbol of mourning.
In 1869, the Stevens and Sayward partnership was dissolved,
and the firm of Sprague and Son assumed ownership of the
Journal. A new “ Campbell’s Best” press was bought along with a
new type face. The paper grew from seven to nine columns a page,
ran four pages and was 29-inches deep making it Maine’s largest
weekly newspaper.
It was New Year’s Day 1870, and a new day in the life of the
Journal. On that date the weekly became the Daily Kennebec
Journal, and sold for $7 a year. A full half of the front page was
advertising, and local news became a focal point on the daily. For
the first year, the KJ foundered but after a year it grew stronger.
In 1882, the four pages increased to eight, and the front page
was devoted in large part to telegraph news.
Once again new owners took over the paper. Clarence
Burleigh and Charles F. Flynt enlarged the paper by 30 percent.
Ads found a prominent place on page one, some with such
extravagant claims as
Kidney Wart, the only remedy
that acts at the same time on
The Liver!
The Bowels!
The Kidneys!
Local news often were three or four-line stories; some which
would cause a libel lawyer to blanch, such as this gem:
“ Governor Garcelon intimates a plot on his life in an assas
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sination. He hints that William Johnson is involved.”
In the mid-1890’s the Journal’s format changed with adver
tising finding its way more equally throughout the pages.
Foreign and national news still rated more coverage than did
local news, but human interest was also finding its place. Sports
coverage came into the limelight with an account of the
Cambridge-Oxford crew races in Britain, and a narrative about
yachting appeared in serial form. Stock market reports along
with classified advertising- brought more diversified content to
the readers.
At the turn of the century, the trend in news reporting on the
Journal became more locally oriented.
The KJ offices were located on Water Street, opposite the
former railroad station at the foot o f Rines Hill. When the Journal
expanded its circulation area with an edition which reached far
into Somerset County, most of the staff-front and back shophelped trundle the Journal off the press, across the street to be
tossed aboard a train for its destination.
Like many of the country’s dailies, the Journal had moved into
the yellow journalism era by 1905. “ Maine’s Carnival of Trage
dies” blazoned one headline. Stories were prone to deal with a
murderer’s confession, accidental poisonings and shootings.
In contrast to an issue five years before, in 1905 only two ads
appeared on page one which carried several short items o f casual
interest and usually a poem or two. The paper now ran to 12 pages
an issue.
Editorials, so long a fixture and strong point with the Journal,
virtually disappeared in the early 1900’s. Seldom did a fiery
political piece appear, and the paper often as not took no stand on
issues of the day.
Around 1910, stock market and financial news in general
received more coverage as did sports at all levels of competition.
Photos were now printed, enhancing the overall makeup and
sparking the readers’ interest.
The circulation was 11,763 and was run in the ear to the left of
the nameplate each day in 1915, while to the right was the
weather ear.
News was centered on World War I, and although not as
partisan as many U.S. newspapers, the Journal backed a policy
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of United States involvement.
Advertising, up to 1920, was usually a catch-as-catch-can
affair. There was no advertising department until 1920. Up until
that time ads were brought in by merchants, ads were mailed in or
reporters picked them up on their rounds.
Additional revenues could be spurred by advertising men out
soliciting ads, and the paper’s owner and general manager
Charles Flynt hired Ralph Webber as the first advertising man
and manager. After a year, Webber resigned. Since then a series
of advertising personnel have replaced the one-man department,
until today it has 14 people on its staff.
A former Augusta man, Guy P. Gannett, son of Comfort maga
zine publisher William H. Gannett, had bought out two daily
newspapers in Portland in 1921 and combined them into the
Portland Press Herald and the Sunday Herald. Guy was a
wealthy man, inherited from his father who by the time he was 38
was a wealthy man, made in large part from his Comfort
magazine (more than a million circulation by 1904) and his Oxien
Health Tablets business.
Once Guy Gannett started in the newspaper business, he made
it a financial success. It wasn’t long before he branched out
looking for other acquisitions. He bought the Waterville Sentinel
and got into radio, founding WGAN in Portland and later WGUY
in Bangor and WNET in Massachusetts. A close look at the acro
nyms in part spell: W GUY, W GAN, WNET.
Dudley Zuver, who wrote a biography of Guy Gannett, The
Lengthened Shadow of a Maine Man, noted that Guy’s desk had
on it for many years a clipping which read:
“ ‘I have never regarded the paper as merely a piece of private
property to be conducted for mercenary ends; but rather as an
institution to be managed for the public good, and to be made a
force in the community, for the promotion of the welfare of our
city, state, section and nation.’
“ ‘I want to save the clipping,’ ” he said. “ ‘It says exactly what
I believe. ’ ”
Gannett bought the Kennebec Journal in June 1929. His name
lives today, more than two decades after his death. The Gannett
family still has controlling interest in the publishing company
started by Guy in 1921.
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Comfort magazine had been printed at the KJ plant, and the
Gannett family has been well known in the capital city. In 1905
Guy Gannett married Ann Howard and they had three children,
Madeleine, John and Jean.
Guy Gannett spent a year at Yale University before coming
back to Augusta to help his father manage Comfort magazine,
which had moved into a former corset factory on Willow Street
15 years before. When Guy Gannett bought the Journal in 1929,
he relocated the paper in the larger quarters, former home of
Comfort.
Since Gannett already owned the Waterville Sentinel when he
bought the Journal, it was logical to realign the circulation area
along more reasonable territorial lines. After this was done in
1931--during the Depression years--the Journal circulation fell
from 11,000 to 8,600 six years later. It took the World War II years
to revive the circulation to the 1931 figure.
On Aug. 24, 1931, Paul S. Plumer started his first day on the
job as a Journal reporter. He was to stay with the KJ for 41 years
rising to editor and general manager.
But in his early years with the paper, Plumer’s city editor was
Clyde Metcalfe and the editor was Dan Berran. Others at the
editor’s desk following Berran were John Lane who was followed
by Frank Manson.
As Plumer reported in the 150th anniversary edition of the KJ:
“The papers were slim in the early Thirties-10, 12 pages-16 could
be a special. Page one was mostly wire news; sports on two,
Gardiner on four, Editorial, six; the rest a mix of social, features,
cartoons, continued fiction. Social predominated with columns of
personals and notes o f every occasion wheresoever two or more
gather together...”
When Berran died, Dick Kendall took over as managing
editor.
The 1936 flood was one of the biggest stories of that era, and a
super effort produced a 32-page paper using photos from all six
Gannett papers.
World War II brought skeleton staffs, rationed newsprint and
slim newspapers.
Plumer recalled finding himself and a proofreader the sole
staff on a Sunday to put out the next morning’s KJ.
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Manson died near the end of the war, and Dick Kendall took
over the editorial writing along with his own column. When
Kendall left in 1949 to go to Washington on the staff of Rep.
Charlie Nelson, Plumer took on the editorial writing along with
his job as managing editor. Plumer became general manager in
1956, succeeding Ed Byron.
“ By the time I became general manager,” Plumer recounted,
“ I had made up my mind that the best way to make the KJ grow
and improve within its tight circulation and trading area
confines was to throw its weight into efforts to wake up sleepy
little Augusta (as it was generally known)....”
During the forties, the KJ staff had Fred Lord as general
manager and Ed Byron was his assistant. Kendall was editor,
Plumer, managing editor; Bob Drake, city editor, and Ruth
Henderson, social editor. After World War II, Brooks Hamilton
returned as city editor after Drake moved to the Waterville
Sentinel. Ray Siegler became wire editor.
By 1950, the KJ had expanded to 16 pages. Contributing to the
expansion was The Letterbox on the editorial page, Literary
Guidepost for book reviews and other commentary or opinion
pieces.
The format of the paper changed. The body type grew, head
lines were easier to read and more photos were used.
Although the Gannett headquarters were in Portland, Guy
Gannett’s influence was felt. His executives knew his wishes as
publisher, and they carried them out.
Gannett had seen some changes in his own family. In 1937 his
eldest daughter Madeleine had died; Guy’s father, W.H. Gannett,
was dead in 1948, and Guy’s wife died in 1951.
Three years later Guy was attending a publishers’ association
meeting in New York when he was stricken with a heart attack.
Two days later he died in New York on April 24, 1954.
Yet the family continued to play a strong role in the Guy
Gannett Publishing Co.
Prior to Guy’s death, son John Gannett arrived in the U.S. in
1950 after a postwar stint as executive officer of the Stars and
Stripes in Tokyo. He came back to manage the KJ’s commercial
printing operation, and his sister, Jean, joined her father in the
business as assistant treasurer, national advertising manager
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and later executive vice president. Today she is chairman of the
board of directors of the Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
Some changes came about in the late 1950’s to improve the
KJ’s appearance. The seven-column format was expanded to
eight. The old-English nameplate was abandoned when a new
sans serif head style was used in the news columns.
Business on both the KJ and in its commercial printing opera
tion was expanding. The old corset factory nee Comfort plant was
growing inadequate. There were two choices: to expand the
cramped quarters with an addition or to relocate and build a new
plant. The latter choice was made, and a new building was started
on Western Avenue. The new plant was ready by mid-1961, and
the KJ moved without missing a day of publication. In addition to
the move, the KJ staff had been working diligently on a 180-page
special edition published July 2 9 , 1961, which up to that time was
the largest single edition of a daily ever published in Maine.
Paul Plumer retired in December 1972 after 41 years with the
KJ. He was succeeded by Ray Siegler as managing editor and
Richard Morin as general manager. Morin left in 1977.
James Hoffman, former business manager of the Huntington
(W. Va.) Herald Dispatch, was named general manager of the
Kennebec Journal in February 1978.
The decision to go to cold-type-photocomposition-was made
in the early seventies, and the changeover was made in December
1973. Although it took the front and back shops some time to
adjust to the new offset printing methods, the advantages of the
system far outweighed the disadvantages.
In September 1974, James M. Milliken was named city editor.
Under Milliken the paper took full advantage of offset printing
and modernized both the content and the appearance of the KJ.
Significant stories were more prominently displayed, photos
made larger and a daily feature page started.
A massive effort by present and past KJ staffers was under
taken, and its results were published July 12, 1975, in the
“ Kennebec Journal 150th anniversary edition.” The edition con
tained 212 pages and to date was the largest paper ever published
in Maine.
A newspaper published in the capital city has certain advan
tages over its competing dailies. The KJ gives broad coverage to
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state government news.
Politically, Siegler says the paper is independent and there is
no pressure from the Gannett headquarters at Portland.
The circulation of the KJ is now 18,000.
Siegler has increased state house reporting. He explains: “ As
governments grow in size and complexity the possibilities of cor
ruption increase geometrically. This must be true even of such
politically ‘pure’ states as Maine because of the very nature of the
process. Under such conditions the known presence of an alert
press can dampen tendencies before they burst into actions.
“ Ombudsman is something we all should be, but there’s a con
notation there of a passive role, a waiting around to counter
bureaucracy only after its heavy hand is felt. I’d like to see the KJ,
seated as it is in the lap of government, serving by its very
ubiquity to keep that government honest and effective. Maybe
that’s a job for God, but it’s also a goal for a newspaper....”

Bangor Daily News

The Bangor Daily News got its start when Bangor shipping
magnate Thomas J. Stewart decided to run for Congress back in
the 1880’s. He sought the support of the daily Whig and Courier
but it failed to back Stewart’s candidacy. With that rebuff fresh in
mind, he decided to start his own newspaper. He founded the
morning Bangor Daily News on June 18, 1889.
Fashioned after James Gordon Bennett’s famous New York
Herald, the News was an immediate sensation, according to
observers of the day.
Under the editorship of George Miner, who came to Bangor
from the New York Herald, the News stirred up the town as few
other newspapers before it did. The News was in a highly com
petitive field that boasted two other newspapers, but the upstart
News initially made an impact.
Stewart had the News’s full support in his run for political
office, but despite that support Stewart lost his bid for office. The
News was in head-to-head competition with the Morning Whig
and Courier and the Evening Commercial.
The News had a circula tion of 2,200. Typographically, the
paper used type identical to the New York Herald and also carried
the Herald’s telegraphic national news service. It used web
presses which could print 1,000 copies an hour, and cost two cents
a copy. The fledgling paper set forth its policies editorially:
“ We intend to pay special attention to all events in Bangor
and eastern Maine; trusting that by the aid of journalistic
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enterprise and the push to greatly forward all interests in this
magnificent section now just awakening from its dormant
condition and realizing that the resources of a great country are
here in the confines of half the state.”
Miner wrote, “ This state is thickly dotted with our special cor
respondents on guard in every village and town.”
There was a place for national and international news, too.
The News was the first newspaper in New England to receive
daily New York Herald cablegrams of happenings all over the
world.
In a less-than-modest report to its readers at the end of its first
year of operation June 18, 1890, editorially the News wrote: “ The
News elected Mayor Blake; it brought about by its advocacy the
improvement of the public parks; it brought Earl Gilman to
justice; it demanded that the Johnson case be carefully and justly
investigated and it was; it improved the orchestra of the opera
house; it advocated the outdoor concerts which are to be given this
summer; its advice settled the mill strikes; it encouraged the
extension of the electric car road; it brought about cleaner streets;
it suggested gong signals on the electric cars; it showed up the
rottenness of the ‘four year to harden’ bridge job; it reorganized
the police force; it made the Fourth of July celebration last year a
success; and it always has and always will encourage every enter
prise that can be got to locate in Bangor and increase our local
industries.”
But despite its editorial boasting, competition in Bangor was
keen, and the News had difficulty rising above 2,200 circulation.
For the next five years the News did not make any real dramatic
growth in size or improve in its coverage of the area. It was
bordering on bankruptcy when two men joined talents and
resources to make the News a force to reckon with.
In 1895 a local banker, Edward N. Blake, and an enterprising
businessman, J. Norman Towle, teamed up to buy the newspaper.
Blake was a lawyer-banker and president of the Merchants
Bank in Bangor. He was born in 1856, and had been a Bowdoin
College classmate of Admiral Peary, the polar explorer. After
graduating from Harvard Law School, Blake returned to Bangor
to practice. Although a hard-working attorney, Blake had time to
master seven languages, write poetry and books on the natural
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beauty of Maine, and play the first pipe organ in Bangor at his
home. His first love was the sea; he was an authority on admiralty
law and an avid yachtsman. He once described the Penobscot as
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the Rhine of America. Although his influence was felt, Blake left
the day-to-day operation of the newspaper to his new partner J.
Norman Towle.
Towle became publisher of the News and remained in that
position until his retirement in 1929. J. Norman Towle was born
on March 14, 1864, in Port Hope, Ontario, where his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Josiah C. Towle, were temporarily residing. Towle was
only six months old when the family returned to Bangor where he
spent the remainder of his life. After high school, young Towle
became associated with his father in the wholesale grain busi
ness under the name of J.C. Towle Co., on Broad Street.
The business was founded by the younger Towle’s
grandfather, Josiah Towle, on July 14, 1823, under the firm name
of Towle and Parson’s. Upon the death of Josiah Towle, the
business was continued by Josiah C. Towle, who took his son, J.
Norman, as his partner in 1889.
In 1892 J. Norman Towle married Mary Andrews of Bangor.
When his father died in 1909, J. Norman Towle became head of
the grain company. However, Towle’s major interest had been the
Bangor Daily News, yet he managed to pursue his interests in the
grain business and other enterprises. He discontinued the grain
business July 13, 1923, just 100 years after the firm was founded.
After Blake and Towle bought out the News in 1895, Towle
immediately set to work to revamp and strengthen the News on
all fronts. Towle exhorted his staff-from front shop to back shop.
He demanded an article should and must be written in a relaxed,
easy-to-read manner. He also emphasized how important any
event was and should be considered newsworthy regardless o f its
nature.
Towle improved the news facilities, bought new equipment
and hired extra help. His efforts began paying off as circulation
started to climb. By late 1899, the News drew abreast of the staid,
prestigious Whig and Courier. Its other rival, the evening Daily
Commercial, continued to be a stiff competitor.
The Commercial, founded Jan. 1, 1872, waged a strong and
courageous news battle with its arch-rival News. But economics,
a diminishing circulation and a fire brought about the
Commercial’s demise on Aug. 4, 1956, when Bangor became a
one-newspaper city.
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Many current News staff members got their start on the Com
mercial.
But back in 1899, when the News and the Whig and Courier
were battling it out on the morning side of the newspaper
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business, it was growing more and more apparent that Bangor
couldn’t support three major daily newspapers, The owners of
both morning papers realized this, and Towle, representing Blake
and himself, approached Charles Boutelle, owner of the Whig and
Courier, about the possibility of a merger. After several con
ferences, it was agreed that the News would buy the Whig and
Courier and merge the two operations into one.
The last edition of the once-great Whig and Courier appeared
March 3, 1900. On the editorial page, the paper explained the
merger which it said was brought about by costly printing,
numerous employees and lower revenues in a “ field not sufficient
to support two papers.”
At that juncture, the Bangor Publishing Co., which had owned
the Whig and Courier, was taken over by Blake and Towle. It
would assume all advertising contracts and the Whig and Courier
subscription list, but the Whig and Courier alone would settle all
its obligations to correspondents who received their notice.
The first combined issue of the two papers was on Monday,
March 5 , 1900. Issued from new quarters at 150 Exchange St., the
Bangor Daily News and Whig-soon abbreviated to the Bangor
Daily News-was 12 pages and sold for three cents.
The original site of the Whig and Courier was where the
Northeast Bank and Trust Co. at 2 State St. now stands. After the
merger, the News moved to 150 Exchange St. A fire struck that
location, and the News moved to 170 Exchange St. In 1955 a large
two-story brick and steel building was built at 491 Main St., where
the News is housed today.
Towle took the Whig and Courier's conservatism and the
News’ relaxed style to build a paper of broad appeal. Both Blake,
and Towle were conservative Republicans, and the News didn’t
stray much from that course. However, today the News classifies
itself as independent.
Towle assumed entire control of the News, taking over the
Blake interest when he died in 1922.
On page 3 of the June 12,1923, edition, the News ran this story:
“ Mr. Towle sole Owner of the News - J. Norman Towle, managing
editor and part owner of the Bangor Daily News, for many years,
has purchased from Frederic W. Adams, residuary legatee of the
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late Edward H. Blake and executor of the Blake estate, his 250
shares of stock in the Bangor Publishing Company, publishers of
the News, and now is sole owner of the paper.
"Mr. Towle has purchased also the building at 170 Exchange
St., occupied by the News and the Bijou Theatre adjoining, from
Mr. Adams.”
Under Towle's direction as president and treasurer of the
Bangor Publishing Co., he saw the News’ circulation rise from
2,200 to more than 23,000.
When Towle bought the Blake shares, he established a family
enterprise, which remains in the Towle family, now in its fourth
generation. Today his daughter, Mrs. Lillis T. Jordan, is chair
man of the board of directors of the Bangor Publishing Co.
In 1918 Lillis Towle and Fred Jordan were married. Jordan
was a Bangor native, the son of Robert A. Jordan and Mary Ann
Jordan. He worked in local banks and then went into the invest
ment business in Boston in 1919.
Ailing and in failing health, Towle asked Jordan to take
charge of the News in 1929. Towle gave direct control of the paper
to his son-in-law, who took over the day-to-day operations.
In the April 28, 1934, Bangor Daily News this page one story
told the readers of the publisher's death:
J. Norman Towle,
Publisher, is Dead
Mrs. Jordan said she has fond memories of her father. She
recalled that like any business, the paper had its share of troubles.
It survived two floods, and, Mrs. Jordan said, “ Before the day of
the icebreakers on the river, Broad Street and downtown Bangor
would get flooded. I can remember seeing my father in the middle
of the flooded street sitting in a rowboat wearing a derby hat."
The News also came through two fires, including the
disastrous fire of April 30, 1911, which destroyed much of the city.
The News’ building was saved that day, hut it lost all lights and
power, but was printed on schedule.
"It was a frightful night,” Mrs. Jordan said recalling the fire.
“ We lived up on the corner of Somerset and Forest. Father came
home. He said, ‘I can't stay-I ' ve got to get right back to the paper.
I’ve made arrangements to have you all taken out by carriage if
the fire comes close.’
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“ We didn’t see him for 24 hours,” she said. “ Nobody dared go
to bed, and we stayed up the night watching the flames.” The fire
was brought under control before it reached that section of town
where the Towles lived.
Although Jordan had little experience with running a news
paper, his business background helped him adjust to his new
position.
Towle had left behind a firm foundation upon which Jordan
would continue to build the News. Jordan’s influence was
immediately felt when he came to the News. Jordan began
working to increase circulation. He expanded news coverage,
brought in more staff and opened bureaus and hired new corres
pondents to cover the broadest reaches of the circulation area. He
adapted quickly to his new position.
Jordan was elected president of the Maine Daily Newspaper
Publishers Association on Jan. 7, 1937, and in the same year
president of the Maine Publicity Bureau. He also held various
positions as board member for companies such as the Bangor
Hydroelectric and Bangor and Aroostook Railroad.
Under Jordan’s leadership, the News grew to be the largest
daily newspaper in Maine and north of Boston. It rose from 23,000
when he took over from Towle to about 60,000 daily in 1947.
Jordan was in ailing health in the mid-forties when his son-inlaw, Richard K. Warren, was brought into the business.
Jordan died suddenly on Nov. 12, 1947. Then-Gov. Horace
Hildreth gave this eulogy: “ The news of Mr. Jordan’s death came
as a great shock to me. Mr. Jordan by his own character, was one
of the forthright, courageous and farsighted citizens o f Maine.
These same characteristics were carried by him into his
management of the Bangor Daily News with great benefit to the
entire state.”
Recalling her late husband, Mrs. Jordan said, “ Mr. Jordan
loved people. He was a friendly type and people like him. I never
saw a man take over a newspaper business in 24 hours and be
such a success. The general manager then was Frank Ames, who,
Fred said, was the stabilizer at the News.”
Looking back on the early days of the News, Mrs. Jordan said
she didn’t take an active part in the paper when her husband took
over its management. However, “ Fred talked over much o f the
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business with me.”
When Jordan died, Mrs. Jordan said, “ The hardest thing I
ever did in my life was to bury him on Saturday and then go in
and sit down at my desk Monday morning to put out a paper.”
At first she went to the office almost every day during the
morning. “ I was always available,” Mrs. Jordan said. “ I wanted
to know what was going on, and a newspaper can only have one
head.”
In her former office at the News is an antique lift-top desk
which Mrs. Jordan's father and grandfather used in the grain
store on Broad Street. When the grain business was sold out in
1923, the desk found a place at the News and has been in use since.
During Jordan’s lifetime (and since) one of the most sensa
tional local news stories was trumpeted across page one in the
Oct. 12, 1937, edition:
“ G-MEN KILL BRADY AND PAL
One of America’s Most Widely Hunted
Desperado Trio Taken Alive as Guns
Roar in Heart of Bangor’s Business
District-Federal Agent Wounded as
Carefully Planned Plot Traps Notorious
Gang
Sitting at the managing editor’s desk at the time was John
O’Connell, who held that post from 1936 to 1954. He was a Univer
sity of Maine, Orono, graduate and worked on the Bangor
Commercial before coming to the News. During World War II he
went to Europe as a foreign correspondent for the News.
O’Connell died in 1954 and was succeeded on March 17,1954,
by John W. Moran. Moran had graduated from the University of
Maine, Orono, in 1931 and joined the News as sports editor, later
working the statehouse beat. He left the News to work for the
Associated Press and then became press chief for Gov. Horace
Hildreth. In 1949, he returned to the News as sports editor and
was appointed News’ public relations director a year before he
was named O’Connell’s successor. Moran remained as managing
editor until his retirement in 1970.
In September 1970 Marshall Ludru Stone was named
assistant managing editor, and when Moran stepped down,
Stone took over as managing editor in December 1970.
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Stone, 56, is an Oklahoman. He received his B.A. from the
University of Oklahoma in 1948 and his M.A. in English from
Cornell University in 1949. He served in the Marine Corps during
World War II.
He began his newspaper career in 1953 and successively
worked on the Arkansas Gazette, the Louisville Courier Journal,
the Detroit News, and the Philadelphia Inquirer, where he was
assistant managing editor from 1965 to 1970.
As managing editor of the News, Stone is responsible for 59
full-time news-editorial employees, 10 part-time staff and 102
correspondents.
There are news bureaus in Madawaska, Presque Isle, Houlton,
Machias, Rockland, Skowhegan, Ellsworth and Augusta.
A six-day morning newspaper, the News’ Saturday edition is
a weekend package containing the Family Weekly supplement,
Maine Event television supplement, color comics and extra
features. The presses begin rolling at 10:30 p.m. with the first of
seven editions in this order: A roostook, W ashington,
Piscataquis/North Penobscot, Somerset, Waldo/Knox, Hancock
and city. The final edition is completed by 3 a.m.
Once those editions are off the press they are transported
throughout the region by trucks which log 3,358 miles a night.
The News has a wide geographic distribution. It circulates
through 68 per cent of Maine, 33,215 square miles, or one-third of
New England. Delivery routes reach as far as Madawaska on the
northern Canadian border 235 miles distant from Bangor; 150
miles to the west, 100 miles east and 80 miles south.
Each of the seven editions nightly contains a replated full
page of zoned local news, plus other remakes for news changes
and updates. Circulation stands at 78,500 with an average of 34
pages daily. It is Maine’s largest-circulation daily.
After Fred Jordan died and Richard K. Warren joined the
News, the circulation was at about 60,000. Bangor and eastern
Maine had grown in Jordan’s time, and the News kept pace
through Jordan and his s ta ff's efforts. The upward climb in circu
lation and size was to continue at a lesser pace as both the popu
lation and readership stabilized.
As Warren said, “ Fred Jordan was the right man in the right
place at the right time. He stands out in the history of the News.”
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The major headline on page one of the News ran five columns
and read: “ House Backs Eisenhower/On Formosa Policy.” It
was Wednesday, Jan. 26, 1955, and another page one story
announced: “ Richard K. Warren Named/Publisher of THE
NEW S/Two Others Promoted” .
Warren was elected publisher and vice president of the paper.
He succeeded Mrs. Jordan as publisher, and she became president
of the company.
Born in New York City in 1920, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Warren, Warren is a graduate of Sheffield Scientific
School at Yale University. After graduation he was a chemist
with the General Chemical Co. at Edgewater, N.J., and later
became supervisor of the West Virginia Ordnance Works.
After serving from 1943 to 1945 in the U.S. Navy and after his
subsequent marriage to Joanne Jordan, daughter of the late
publisher, Warren became associated with the News when
Jordan became ill. Warren spent 18 months studying the news
paper business at the Hartford (Conn.) Times prior to joining the
News.
He became assistant publisher and treasurer when Jordan
died in 1947. Warren is still publisher of the News today. He and
his former wife Joanne Jordan Van Namee, have two children,
Richard J. Warren, now assistant publisher of the News, and a
daughter, Carolyn Warren Farley.
In 1955 Mrs. Jordan retired as publisher, succeeded by
Richard K. Warren. Mrs. Jordan is now chairman of the board of
directors. Other officers of the company today are Joanne J. Van
Namee, president; Richard K. Warren, publisher; Richard J.
Warren, assistant publisher; Arthur E. McKenzie, general
manager; Kenneth L. MacMannis, advertising director, and
Marshall L. Stone, managing editor.
In the view of publisher Warren, “ A newspaper ought to be an
influence on progress in the community, and the newspaper
shouldn’t be afraid to criticize nor to praise.”
Department heads are given as much leeway as possible,
according to Warren. “ We try to set goals, and each department
head takes an active part in determining the budget.” Like most
newspapers today the inflationary spiral and the rising cost of
newsprint have forced the News to raise the “ ad rates faster than
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we’d like to,” Warren said.
The biggest economy has been changing from hot type to cold
type, and management sees other changes in the near future.
Warren and Stone both agree that “ we have got to come to an
electronic newsroom.”
Stone amplifies this when he says that the transition from hot
type to cold type was made from 1972 to 1973. Other improve
ments were made in the press room to adapt to the move toward
cold type.
Warren sees some of the greatest economies resulting from the
change-over to cold type, and Stone believes an electronic
approach to the news-editorial side is in the near future, which
will bring control of the news story back into the hands of the
editor.
On the policy side, Mrs. Jordan still plays a key role, although
the daily decisions are made by an able staff. However, Mrs.
Jordan said, “ If there are any real changes in policies, I want to
know beforehand.”
But the day-to-day operations are handled by the publisher
and the department heads. Editorial policy decisions are usually
made consultatively among the publisher, the managing editor
and the editorial page editor. News policy decisions are usually
made in consultation with the key news staff editors and super
visors by the managing editor or the assistant managing editor,
with occasional upward consultation with the publisher.
Some key editorial policy decisions are made after meetings of
the “ editorial board,” an ad hoc group that may include the pub
lisher, managing editor, Maine editor, news editor and other key
personnnel.
According to Stone, “ In the case of the decision to endorse
Independent candidate James B. Longley for governor (in 1974)
the editorial board was comprised o f the publisher, the managing
editor, the Maine editor, the assistant publisher and the political
columnist.”
Both Warren and Stone classify the News as independent.
“ As the only daily newspaper read by the majority of sub
scribers, the News has a strong obligation to be accurate and
fair,” Stone said. “ But when errors of fact do occur, we believe we
are obliged to correct them.”
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Each day the News carries a Correction Corner and also
prompts candid correction of facts by inviting those involved in a
controversy to submit amplifying statements when they feel their
positions have not been fairly represented.
A feature to which many staff members contribute is Column
One, where they expound on subjects of their choice. A code of
ethics has been laid down by Stone for his news-editorial staff.
The newspaper’s role, according to Stone, is to “enlighten,
stimulate and entertain....”
Some improvements have been made in the paper since
Stone’s arrival, which include more staff-written local news with
broader staff range, a section break page, open feature page (op
ed), horizontal makeup, lower-case headline style, different sans
serif typeface, a growing use of wide measure type, no column
rules and nine-point body type.
Although now in her mid-eighties, Mrs. Jordan still comes to
the office “ two or three times a week.” She winters in Florida,
keeping in touch with the News by phone. During the rest of the
year, she makes her home in Bangor.
Mrs. Jordan said she has many fond memories of her father,
husband and the Bangor Daily News. “ There have been many
changes, and one o f the biggest was the new building (built in
1955) at 491 Main St. The press room was built first, and I can
remember when young Rick (her grandson Richard J. Warren)
pushed the button to start the presses in the new building.”
That press room has seen many changes with new press units
added throughout the years as the News continues updating its
equipment. Millions of copies of the paper have been printed.
Only once in its history has the News missed printing an
edition. On Dec. 30, 1962, a snowstorm of devastating propor
tions hit the state, bringing activity to a grinding halt. It was a
Sunday and some o f the News’ staff-both front and back shoptrudged through the heavy snows to report for work.
As the afternoon wore on the snows grew deeper as did the con
cern o f management about getting out a paper. Finally, about 5
p.m. then-general manager Robert Kiah made the decision: There
would be no Bangor Daily News printed that day.
Roads were impassable, and once the decision not to print was
made, many of those who made it to the News found lodging
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across the street at the Wedgewood Arms. The next day, streets
were being cleared, and Bangor and the entire state were slowly
getting back to normal. The News went to press that night and
was back on schedule.
There are always personalities who stand out on any
newspaper. Without slighting those who go unmentioned, most
agree that some notables were the late Bob Kiah and his suc
cessor General Manager Arthur McKenzie; now-retired chief
editorial writer Roger Remington, outdoor writer Ralph (Bud)
Leavitt, veteran news and deskmen Kalil Ayoob, Newell Avery,
Bob Drew, Bob Taylor, Jim Byrnes, Mike McMahon, Kent Ward
and countless others at all levels.
The News is produced by five tightly welded and interlocked
branches-news-editorial, advertising, business, mechanical and
circulation. Without any one of these none of the others could
exist.
So much for the past and the present. Perhaps the future was
most fittingly summed up by the late Lawrence T. Smythe, editor
of the News for more than 40 years, and a newspaperman for 62
years, who once wrote:
“ We can’t say any more for the future than that we face it
hopefully and with confidence in yet happier days and greater
things to com e-for THE NEWS, for Bangor, for Maine, for all of
us.
“The veterans o f the Fourth Estate will pass, their labors
done. Others will take their places and the chronicle o f life
continue. There will be a greater Eastern and Northern Maine
and a better DAILY NEWS.
“ The past is a closed book, a tale that is told, a memory that is
treasured by those o f us who lived in its sunshine and who have
survived its storms. Men come and men go, but in the making of a
newspaper there is no end. Hands tire, eyes grow weary, but there
must, ever and always, be chapters of life’s story. There must be
more copy. The printers stand ready and the press waits. The
paper must be up with the sun....”

Bar Harbor Times

More than 2 million visitors flock to Acadia National Park on
Mount Desert Island each year. Bar Harbor sits on the eastern
shoulder of the island, famed for the exquisite beauty of the
surrounding bays and inlets and in its heyday as a watering spot
for the world’s wealthy.
Although the island is no longer the exclusive realm of the rich
but a haven for millions o f vacationers from all walks of life, its
weekly newspaper, The Bar Harbor Times, has managed to
remain unpretentious, serving both residents and summer folk
alike.
But before the Times appeared on July 11, 1914, the island’s
first newspaper, the Mount Desert Herald, got its start in 1881.
The Herald centered around national politics, news and the
activities of its summer colony. During the summer of 1886, the
Herald, normally a semi-weekly, published a four-page daily
paper. It was the first and last daily publication on the island, but
after a few months the daily stopped publishing, and went back to
its twice-a-week routine.
Before the decade was over, a second newspaper, The Bar
Harbor Record, was founded. It began in 1887, and like the com
peting Herald ran only national and summer colony news. The
island couldn’t support two newspapers and in 1891, the Herald
ceased. The Record kept publishing for the next quarter century,
but again competition was on the horizon.
The time was ripe for another, broader-coverage newspaper to
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make its appearance to fill the void left by the Herald. With the
help of W.H. Sherman, owner o f a commercial printing company
in Bar Harbor, The Bar Harbor Times was launched July 11,
1914. Two years later the Herald folded leaving the Times the
only newspaper on the island. As the monopoly paper, it changed
its name to The Bar Harbor Times and Bar Harbor Record, the
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latter name appearing under the Times’ nameplate in smaller
type. Seven years later, in 1923, the name “ the Record” was
dropped and the weekly publication once again became known as
The Bar Harbor Times.
The Times’ first editor was Everett Harvey, who remained in
that post until Dec. 31, 1921. Under Harvey’s leadership the
Times became the first firmly established newspaper on the
island.
A broadsheet, seven-column paper, the Times ran eight pages
each week. The front page always carried a single photo at the
center top of the page. Usually seven to ten advertisements ran at
the bottom o f page one with the rest of the page carrying four to
eight major articles.
The remainder of the paper carried several columns such as
the state column written by a Times’ reporter; “ About Town” with
local tidbits from the surrounding communities o f Eden, Beech
Hill, West Franklin, Prospect Harbor, South Gouldsboro,
Ashville, Franklin, Steuben, Gott’s Island, Manset, Mount Desert
Ferry, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Otis and Ellsworth.
The “ Society Notes” column printed news of the summer colonies
on Mount Desert Island.
One column gaining heavy readership was “ Early Records,”
later changed to “ News of 34 Years Ago,” which ran excerpts
from a two-volume hand-written history of Mount Desert by Eben
M. Hamor. Hamor was 88 when he died Nov. 6 , 1910. He spent the
last 20 years of his life collecting old records and copying them
down in his book. When finished, his work covered two full
volumes which he presented to the town of Bar Harbor shortly
before his death.
Under editor Harvey, the Times ran editorial comments taken
from Boston’s Herald, Globe and Traveller, most of which dealt
with national issues. The Times did not write any of its own
editorials at this time, and for three years a single-panel cartoon
was carried.
Occasionally the Times would stray the local scene and carry
reprints of world news from the Boston Globe or the Boston
Herald. There was no pattern to this news policy, except during
World War I every issue carried front page coverage of the war,
with special articles on Mount Desert Island men fighting on the
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European war front.
On occasion, Harvey would run special editions. His
Christmas issue usually ran a colored border on the front and
back pages and was filled with holiday advertising. Another
special issue appeared at the close of the legislative session and
would carry lists o f the laws enacted by the legislature. The last
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Times’ issue of the year was a review of the top news events of the
preceding year, with special emphasis on local news.
The first Times’ classified advertising was started by
Harvey, and another Harvey first was a startingly sensational
“ extra.”
One week the usually straitlaced Times’ editor departed from
his conservative straightforward style in order to stir interest in
the story. His headline on the story filled a full two-thirds of the
front page and read:
“ GUY SMALL CONFESSES
In Confession To Council And
County Attorney The Otter Creek
Suspect Admits His Guilt
Was caught by murdered woman in house and terrible
struggle followed. Half-killed his victim with a
flat iron, raped her, then carried her body into
the woods and completed the ghastly work-gruesome
details of the most revolting crime Maine has ever
known.”
That lurid treatment was Harvey’s first and only departure
away from the more traditional presentation of the news.
A distinguishing characteristic of the Times was the Ameri
can flag and eagle, which first appeared over the masthead on
March 31, 1917. By the April 28 edition the flag was flying in the
nameplate as well. Today’s nameplate has a seagulls-and-rollinghills motif.
Harvey’s seven years as editor established the Times as a fix
ture on the island, and on Jan. 12,1921, Harvey was succeeded by
Albion Sherman.
The transition was smooth, so much so that throughout his 12
years as editor, Sherman’s front-page layout followed the same
format as that laid down by Harvey.
However, it was the inside pages where Sherman's influence
was noticeable. Sherman retained the state column, “ News of 34
Years Ago,” the classifieds and the obituary columns, but he
added five syndicated columns, which tended to give the Times
an entertainment orientation rather than stressing local news.
Featured were a humor column, “ Peanut Pietro and Kayen
Grier,” and odd-facts column, “ How It Started,” a women’s
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beauty column, a children’s column, “ The Sandman Story,” and
“ Condensed Classics.”
Sherman concentrated on features rather than hard news and
occasionally printed news from around the state. Although
Sherman eliminated the reprinted editorials, he offered no
substitute. No editorials appeared. He also threw out the “ Society
Notes” column.
Throughout his 12 years as editor, Sherman gave the six-toeight-page paper a truly local flavor, virtually ignoring the
summer colony, but in 1930 it did change to eight columns.
The third editor came to the Times’ Main Street office in May
and issued his first edition on May 10, 1933. During his four years
of management, Roland Darling introduced several new features
to the Times. He focussed more on island news than any of his
predecessors. “ Happenings in the towns of Mount Desert Island”
carried news of the various island towns, each under its own
headline. Later, Darling did away with the “ Happenings...” head
line and scattered the town news throughout the paper under
their own separate heads.
His first year on the job, Darling started a cottage directory in
early June, which each week listed the summer colony and places
of residence for the summer. In addition, he featured a popular
column, “ The Summer Colony” which ran the names of those
summer residents who had arrived that week. On June 21, 1933,
Darling brought yet another new feature to the Times’ readers.
“ Amusement and Sports News of the Island,” carried island
sports events, activities and movies, but, though useful, the
column was abandoned after a few months.
A brief history of the island was published weekly in another
new column, “ The Times Looks Back,” covering news and history
of 10, 20 and 30 years past. Other regulars were “ At the
Churches,” and “ Newsweek in Pictures,” which highlighted the
major world news of the week as supplied by Newsweek
magazine.
Darling is perhaps best noted for introducing the Times’ first
local, in-house written editorial. It was a modest effort with one
editorial appearing in each issue.
The first woman editor came to the Times in 1937 when Claire
Hamlin succeeded Darling. She was on the job for two years and
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kept the paper on an even keel, maintaining the policies set down
by Darling.
After two years, Asa Wasgatt assumed the editorship. He
introduced several new columns and made some typographical
changes. Wasgatt used page numbers for the first time in the
paper, and he tried to make the Times an even more local paper.
Although Darling and Hamlin had already made many inroads,
Wasgatt went even further. Wasgatt switched the editorials to the
front page-all with a local theme.
Wasgatt added “ Tumbleweeds” written by C. Edward Shea,
who wrote about strictly island topics. Local sports events,
movies and activities were run under “ Locals and Amusements.”
Wasgatt tried to offer something for everyone and added a family
page and ran a photo of a new bride weekly on the front page.
“ Hitler Makes War” greeted readers on Aug. 31, 1939, bring
ing world news to the Times’ pages for the first and only time
under the editorship of Wasgatt. It was the second “ extra” in the
Times’ history. He cut back to seven columns keeping the broad
sheet format.
Despite overwhelming odds and a real fear for its existence,
the Times recorded the biggest news and most devastating period
in the island’s history. It was the great Bar Harbor fire of Oct. 23,
1947, when the eastern portion of the island was engulfed in a
huge, uncontrolled forest fire brought on by a burning dump and
tinder-dry drought conditions.
At one point, thousands of people stood on the docks waiting
for rescue by sea as a circle of fire closed in on their town. Finally,
heroic fire crews rode bulldozers into the face of the fire to open a
land path to safety.
The people and most of the town-at least its center-were
spared.
Asa Wasgatt died in 1950 leaving a legacy of changes in the
Mount Desert weekly after an 11-year editorship.
Throughout its history, the Times had various publication
days. For its first five years, it was published on Saturdays. In
May 1919, it went to a Wednesday publication “ to better serve our
readers and advertisers.” But this was again changed in March
1935 when it decided to publish Fridays. The fourth and final
change came in May 1937 when it published on Thursdays, which
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is still its day of publication.
Wasgatt eliminated the eighth column, removed all ads from
page one and introduced a new nameplate.
Following Wasgatt’s death in 1950, C. Edward Shea stepped
in to fill the vacancy. According to his son, Charles Jr., the senior
Shea had a silent partner in the business. Shea was editorpublisher for 12 years and kept the Times a local paper. Shea
retained the local flavor and added a column of news from the
Jackson Memorial Laboratory, the world-renowned cancer
research center in Bar Harbor.
Shea had two sons who were to join him in the business.
Charles, Jr. had been in the Coast Guard from 1950-1954, and
attended the Mergenthaler Linotype School in New York during
1954. He returned to work on the Times. Also working on the
Times was LaRue Spiker, a reporter.
When C. Edward Shea Sr. died in 1962, his wife, Mrs. Mae S.
Shea, became publisher and LaRue Spiker became the editor.
Spiker was a photographer at heart and used that knowledge of
graphics to good advantage using more photos and dressing up
the pages. The paper by now was running up to 12 pages.
Mrs. Shea died in 1963, and Charles E. Shea Jr. became pub
lisher, and Miss Spiker was retained as editor. Spiker left in 1964
to join the Ellsworth American and once again the Times was
without an editor.
About this time Robert Shea, another son of the late C. Edward
Shea Sr., became editor. He was a sports buff, and the paper
reflected his interests, with complete coverage of the sports scene
at all local levels. He beefed up local coverage, and built up the
editorial page adding commentary and dealing with local issues
editorially.
In 1969, Robbie Shea turned over the editor’s job to his
brother, Charles E. Shea Jr., current publisher. Chuck Shea’s
background had been as a printer and typesetter. He knew the
business from the backshop side and has generally hired an edi
tor to take care of the news-editorial side of the Times. Shea has
retained the title o f m anaging editor and publisher for himself.
Throughout his years as publisher, his wife, Leta, has been a
mainstay in the front office, working at a variety of tasks.
The Times is a tabloid, with a five-column format and
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averages 32 pages an issue. Circulation is 4,750.
Chuck Shea agrees with past Times’ editors in that he
believes the small-town personals columns should remain.
“ Many summer folks request the paper be sent to them because of
the locals,’’ Shea said. “ I realize we don’t get into in-depth re
porting enough, but limited staff size and resources just won’t
allow us that luxury today.”
The Times covers virtually every island town, and correspon
dents send in copy each week. Those news and social columns
include Bar Harbor, Otter Creek, Town Hill, Seal Harbor, North
east Harbor, Somesville, Manset, Tremont, Southwest Harbor,
Cranberry Isles, Islesford, Swans Island and Frenchboro.
Housed in its original Times’ Building at 66 Main St., the
shop and office are crowded compactly. Modern typesetting
equipment and job presses clatter away. All the type is set in the
shop and pages are laid out, pasted up and ready for the camera
before being transported to the printer in Ellsworth on
Wednesday. Papers are in the mails and on the street Thursday.
Chuck Shea views his tabloid paper as one that serves the com
munity, and he defines “ community” as embracing not only the
famed town of Bar Harbor but the environmentally beautiful
Mount Desert Island and its peripheral islands whose shores are
touched by the broad swells of the Atlantic.

The Republican Journal

Cyrus Rowe o f Belfast had yet to reach his 21st birthday when
he and Robert White, Jr., bought out the weekly Waldo Democrat
for $1,358 in 1829. Young Rowe took out a $97.50 loan which his
father had to sign because his son was under legal age.
The presses and type of the Democrat were transferred to
Rowe and White, and on Feb. 6, 1829, they established the Repub
lican Journal. The 333 subscribers received a four-page, fivecolumn, 111/2-by-191/2-inch paper “ set in long primer type.”
The front page carried the prospectus of the Republican
Journal:
“ We propose to publish in Belfast a new paper of this name to
be devoted to Political, Local, Moral, Religious, Literary and
Agricultural Information. The Waldo Democrat, having ceased to
exist, it is thought that a new paper in the shire town o f the county
of Waldo, would not only be convenient but useful and necessary;
and that a large patronage would be obtained, if the public should
feel an assurance that it would be conducted as to deserve it. Our
paper we must leave to speak for itself; as to the execution and the
ability of the editorial matter, communications and selections. Its
columns must stand their own vouchers. This much we may say
however without any impropriety, that we intend to spare no exer
tions to make it interesting and amusing; giving to each one his
portion in due season; and hope by assiduous attention and labor
to realize the expectation of our friends and patrons. We shall
invite contributions from every quarter wherever we shall be
likely to obtain such as shall prove valuable and interesting, and
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accept of them with gratitude.
“ The political character of this paper shall be decidedly demo
cratic, and we shall never hesitate to avail ourselves of every
suitable opportunity to propagate republican sentiments, or to
support such men as most highly estimate the value of our repub
lican institutions, and are most able and willing to maintain
them.
“ We shall endeavor, within our sphere, to unite all real repub
licans who have been casually disunited by the violence of the
late presidential conflict. The contest is over, and there is no
longer any occasion for separation. Good and true republicans
have been found on both sides, and such will have no hesitation to
act in concert for the future, in support of the Administration of
the successful candidate in all its laudable measures. We hope to
be instrumental in healing the wounds which have been inflicted
on them and of reforming and reinvigorating the ranks which for
a short time have been broken. Those who are disposed to rally in
support o f the Great Republican party whatever may have been
their recent preferences as to the individual best calculated to
discharge the duties of the highest office in the gift of the Nation,
will find in us zealous, and according to our best abilities, efficient
associates.”
Foreign and domestic news predominated in the Republican
Journal. There was no local news in the first issue. Page one ran
Miscellany from the London Courier o f Nov. 23, Don Miguel
(Extract of Private Letters), From Ackerman’s Forget Me Not (a
poem) and a variety of short pieces of the Maelstrom Whirlpool,
Drunkards Again, A Cure for Pride, Sunday Mails, and Christ the
Foundation of the Church.
A long editorial about the first issue o f the Journal appeared
on page 2, which also carried news of the U.S. Congress, foreign
news and two more editorials on Our Legislature and Protection
Against Fire.
Advertising appeared on page 3, and the remaining 21/2
columns had stories on the Next Governor, The Indian War (from
the Missouri Republican) and Interesting to Pensioners.
The last page ran a 3-column piece of fiction, Manuscript
Found in a Mad House, a column on The Adventures of Robinson
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Crusoe and brief news items.
Among the first advertisers were Hiram Alder, fire insurance;
Mayo Hazeltine & Co., groceries, fish and a general assortment of
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foreign and domestic goods; James White, fire insurance, and
many notices calling for payment of accounts.
The Journal published its first issue “ every Friday morning,”
but because of better stage connections, it was changed to
Wednesday morning by the third issue. The publishers abided by
their Wednesday morning publication day. It was impossible to
receive a copy of the paper until the next morning although the
paper was printed and mailed at the post office the night before.
The young publishers were conscientious and worked
diligently to make their paper succeed where others had failed.
White was a printer, and while Rowe had a limited knowledge of
the trade, he had a flair for writing and literature. Under their
joint management, the paper flourished.
Founded a few weeks before President Andrew Jackson’s
first term, the Journal was a staunch supporter of his adminis
tration. The paper recorded Jackson’s bitter contest against the
bank and tariff schemes during his eight years as chief executive.
In the late 1820’s, news from Boston was a week old, and con
gressional dispatches on that body’s activities took 12 days to
reach the Journal columns. Merchants’ goods were hauled by “ a
regular fast-sailing schooner,” according to the Journal.
Most news in the Journal was national and international in
origin, and the first local news appeared in the fourth issue, when,
on Feb. 25, 1829, page 3 carried a half-column account of a major
fire on Main Street, Belfast.
When the first edition of the Journal appeared Feb. 6, 1829, it
was only the 29th newspaper to be published in Maine.
Although the Journal building on Main Street was destroyed
by fire on Jan. 24, 1834, White and Rowe were able to continue
publishing. By June 8, 1837, they enlarged the paper to six
columns whose overall size was 151/2-by-211/ 2inches, four pages,
with six columns to a page. The circulation was 1, 150.
The White-Rowe partnership lasted until Nov. 8, 1838, when
White left to go into the mercantile business. George C. Griffin
joined Rowe in the business and became editor. The paper con
tinued to prosper, and on Oct. 3, 1843, Rowe decided to retire from
the firm. The new owners were brothers George C. and Benjamin
Griffin who took over Oct. 7, 1843.
In June 1845, the Journal was enlarged and improved. The
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first use of engravings was June 20, 1845. Articles on natural
history were illustrated.
Once again Rowe came back into the business, and in 1846, the
firm became known as Rowe & Griffin, which continued until
January 1849. The lure of the ‘49 California Gold Rush attracted
both Rowe and Griffin, and they sold the business. Rowe lived in
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California until his death Dec. 12, 1858. Griffin stayed out west a
few years and then returned to edit the Providence (R.I.) Daily
Post and later the Syracuse (N. Y.) Democrat. He died in New York
on March 14, 1874.
Rowe and Griffin had sold the Journal to George B. Moore and
Levi R. Wing, young men who had served their apprenticeship at
the Journal. Moore had entered an apprenticeship with the
Journal in 1843 when the Griffin brothers operated the paper.
Benjamin Griffin recognized Moore’s potential not only as a
printer but as an editor, and he encouraged the young man, who
was soon writing articles for the paper.
Moore and Wing took over in 1849, and Moore became editor.
Moore was recognized for introducing “ a new style of writing to
the newspaper press o f this State-a manner of dealing with every
day events, remarkable for its freshness, conciseness, and play
ful humor. His political articles were philosophical rather than
practical, but they were always made brilliant and attractive by
apt allusions, curious quotations, and a warm glow of humor....”
The Journal continued under the ownership of Wing and
Moore until April 1855, when J.G. Dickerson, later to become a
justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, purchased Wing’s interest
in the business. The partnership was now called Moore &
Dickerson.
A firebrand editor took over ownership of the Journal in May
1858, when William H. Simpson bought out Moore and Dickerson.
Moore stayed on as editor for a short time before leaving to accept
an appointment as inspector of customs at Camden. Simpson
became editor, and he took the Journal on an editorial course
which would literally stop the presses.
Simpson opposed slavery, but was unwilling to go to war over
the slavery question. However, he was willing to fight to keep the
South in the Union.
After Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation which
freed the slaves, Simpson felt that the war became separated
from its original intent about whether or not the South could
secede, and became a question of whether or not the slaves should
be free.
Simpson protested editorially and when Lincoln called for
500,000 more men to join the northern forces, Simpson let fly a
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vitriolic editorial on July 22, 1864: “ More Victims for the
Slaughter Called for--A Draft of 500,000 Men Ordered.”
“ ...We print in another column the saddest document that
ever these pages bore-a call for 500,000 more men of this nation to
be sacrificed on the battlefield, to be mangled and torn by shot, to
yield up their limbs, or their lives, in this unhuman conflict.
“ This will make, with previous calls, two million five hundred
thousand men, that have been called for and furnished to this
administration to be sacrificed in this shocking warfare and for
all this we are as far as ever from the end unless it is produced by a
change in administration....
“ Is the bloody catalogue to stretch to the crack of doom? Is the
Juggernaut of abolition never to cease calling for sacrifice? Will
the people vote for another four years’ term of this work and sacri
fice two million and a half more men to liberate a few miserable
degraded Negroes from servitude which is their fit inheri
tance?....”
After that editorial appeared, the grand jury sitting in Bangor
indicted Simpson under an Act of Congress passed in 1862, which
rendered giving aid and comfort to the Rebellion a penal offense.
The indictment contained two counts; the first alleging the July
22, 1864, article violated the law. The second charge was general,
merely following the language of the statute, but omitting all
specification of any act.
Simpson was arraigned, pleaded not guilty and recognized for
future appearance. At a later term of court, Simpson’s lawyer,
W.H. McCrillis of Bangor, argued that the article in question was
not an offense. This position was sustained by Judge Ware, who
intimated that, if the government relied on its publication alone
to sustain the general charge, the judge should rule that it was
insufficient to convict. The district attorney admitted that his
only proof of an offense was the newspaper article. The indict
ment was pronounced to be of no legal force, and Simpson was
freed.
A short time after his acquittal, Simpson decided to suspend
the Journal with the Dec. 2, 1864, issue in which he assured his
readers that “ as soon as a changed condition of the country and
more encouraging business prospects should permit” its publi
cation would be resumed.
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He kept his promise, and on July 20, 1866, the paper resumed
publishing under his editorship.
By June 1873, Simpson moved the Journal to its own building
on Church Street. Prior to this move the Journal had many
homes. Its first office was in a wooden building on Main Street
which was destroyed by fire Jan. 22, 1834. Temporary quarters
were found in Mechanics’ Row on High Street, and then moved to
12 Phoenix Row, remaining there until July 8, 1842. It again
moved to the eastern end of the Telegraph Block. From Aug. 25,
1843, to December 1850, the office was at 10 Main St. It moved to
the third story of the City Block in December 1850, and then in
June 1873 to the Church Street building.
Simpson quite literally left his mark when he was editor.
Whenever the “ Democracy won an advantage in an election, The
Journal would head its jubilant editorial with one or more
roosters: sometimes there would be one and on other occasions
there would be a row of them extending across the whole page....”
But the political direction of the Journal was to change.
Displeased with some of the Democratic financial tendencies
and with the course of certain local members, the Journal
gradually drifted toward the principles of the Republican party,
and on July 3, 1879, announced its future advocacy of the Repu
blican party.
After 22 years as editor, Simpson retired on Sept. 30, 1880.
The Republican Journal Publishing Co. was formed in
October, 1880. A portion of the stock was owned by Charles A.
Pilsbury and Russell G. Dyer. Pilsbury became the editor-in-chief
and business manager and later conducted the “ local
department.”
By October 1883, the Journal had enlarged by adding one
column to each of its four pages.
When Simpson died his stock in the company went to his sis
ters, and on their death to Dana and Ralph Southworth.
In 1892 the size of the Journal went from four pages to eight
and a new steam press was installed. The building was added to
accommodate the press, engine and boiler. Dyer resigned as local
editor in October 1892 and was succeeded by John S. Fernald.
Pilsbury continued as publisher, and in 1911 Pilsbury increased
his stock holdings to a major share. The rest o f the stock was
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bought by his friends, C.O. Poor, Charles Knowlton, Ralph and
Alfred Johnson, Mrs. W.V. Pratt and Charles Twombly of
Belfast, and Edwin Burleigh of Augusta.
Pilsbury was the president of the Journal Publishing Co. and
Twombly the treasurer. Under Pilsbury, the weekly newspaper
was merged with the commercial printing operation.
After 44 years under Pilsbury, the company changed hands
when Nathan H. Small, 33, a Belfast businessman, bought the
company. He became editor and publisher of the Journal. Al
though he had no previous newspaper experience, he was a suc
cessful businessman.
The first thing he did was to build up the printing plant and
buy new equipment which had been allowed to deteriorate under
the former management. He undertook the prodigious task of
publishing the Republican Journal’s 100th anniversary edition
in 1929.
During its century of existence, the Journal had witnessed the
birth and death of 17 competitors: The Maine Farmer and Poli
tical Register, Maine Workingman’s Advocate, American Advo
cate, Belfast Intelligencer, Waldo Patriot, Waldo Signal, New
Planet, Signal and Planet, People’s Advocate, Common School
Advocate, Progressive Age, Maine Free Press, Age Evening Bul
letin, Belfast’s only daily which lasted 26 issues, Union Banner,
Belfast Advertiser, Belfast County Press and the Waldo County
Herald.
In addition to owning and operating the Journal Publishing
Co., Small was active in other business enterprises. He had a deep
interest in transportation and became president of the Belfast
and Moosehead Lake Railroad. He was at a national meeting of
small railroads in Colorado when he died Aug. 25, 1936. He was
45.
After Small died, the eight-column, eight-page weekly con
tinued to be published by the Republican Journal Publishing Co.
In 1943 Eugene C.C. Rich o f Camden purchased the Journal and
appointed Alton H. Crone, then of Rockport, as manager. Later,
in 1948, Robert W. Carrick was editor and Harry Todd, Jr., adver
tising manager.
Roger W. Brace purchased the paper in 1949 and subsequently
became its editor. He appointed Todd as managing editor.
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Brace, a graduate of Williams College where he majored in
economics, had no experience in newspapers but had a strong
business management background. He had been with the United
Fruit Co. in Central America and with the Goodall Co. in Sanford,
Maine.
Shortly after taking over the Journal, the paper grew to 10
pages and circulation rose to 3,000. Brace built up the backshop
and had three Linotypes and a duplex flatbed press.
Eventually, Roger Brace continued expanding the size of his
weekly newspaper, and by 1965 it was averaging two sections
totalling 18 pages. The Journal Publishing Co. published other
periodicals including the Maine Coast Fisherman, later merged
to become the National Fisherman, which it continues to print
and publish today.
On March 24, 1966, Roger Brace, president of the Journal
Publishing Co. and publisher of the Republican Journal and the
National Fisherman, died in a Waltham, Mass., hospital after a
brief illness. He was born Sept. 30, 1904.
In the March 24, 1966, Republican Journal, an editorial noted
Roger Brace’s death:
“ ...He believed that a local newspaper has an obligation to
boost the morale of the community which is its home. He believed
that a newspaper could instill and sustain a pride in the com
munity and its activities. He also believed this morale and pride
were integral parts of the business climate of the city and the
county....”
Harvey R. Kelley, who had been editor under Roger Brace,
continued in that position. Roger Brace’s son, Russell Brace, a
1956 Dartmouth College graduate, became publisher after his
father died. George Patterson continued as advertising manager.
Brace served in the U.S. Air Force from 1956-1959. He became
editor of the Maine Coast Fisherman from 1959 to 1961, the
National Fisherman from 1966-1971, and vice president and
treasurer of Maine Coast Printers from 1966-1971, when he was
also publisher of the National Fisherman, The Republican
Journal and Maine Life. In addition, Brace was president of
Journal publications during this time. Since 1971 he has been
president of Diversified Communications.
The Republican Journal continued its pattern of growth under
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the younger Brace. Its commercial printing operation increased
in volume, and The Republican Journal grew to 20 pages.
On Aug. 29, 1968, Allen D. Brown of Northport was named
editor, succeeding Kelley. Brown was a Belfast native, had been
on the staff of the Rockland Courier-Gazette and had been associ
ated with the parent Journal Publishing Co. for seven years. He
began as a reporter for The Republican Journal and had worked
as assistant editor and columnist of the National Fisherman in
Camden just prior to his taking over The Republican Journal
editorship.
Under Brown, the paper had crisp layout and design, and used
many photos to good advantage. Brown was a strong editor and
was known statewide for his strong stand on environmental
issues. His editorial broadsides at the Belfast poultry industry
over chicken waste treatment gained wide press coverage.
Brown’s aggressive editorial stance made for lively skir
mishes with local businesses and governments. The editorial
page became a forum for the readers, and circulation grew.
Russell Brace was busy beefing up the printing and publish
ing capabilities o f the Journal Publishing Co. Outside printing
contracts grew to the point where additional presses and equip
ment were needed. He made the decision to convert to offset
printing in 1967, and the company became more and more of a
central printer for regional weeklies and other publications. The
Republican Journal and its parent company saw its greatest
period of growth under Brace.
The editorship changed hands Sept. 16, 1971, when Brace
announced the resignation of Brown as editor effective Sept. 3.
Concurrently, Brace announced the appointment of Steven M.
Curtis as editor and Margaret E. McMullen as assistant editor.
Curtis was born in Belfast in 1948 and attended the University
of Maine for three years. He worked as a reporter on the Belfast
Journal for nine months prior to being named editor.
Towns covered by the Republican Journal correspondents are
Palermo, Frankfort, Searsmont, Sandy Point, Morrill, Monroe,
Brooks, Burnham, Freedom, Lincolnville, Islesboro, Liberty,
Searsport, Stockton Springs, Thorndike, Troy, Unity, Winterport
and Belmont.
The circulation is 6,504.
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After many years at its in-town location in the Journal
Building on Main Street, The Republican Journal moved to a
million-dollar, modern, concrete and glass structure on Northport Avenue, Belfast, on July 1, 1976.
But there were also improvements and changes in the overall
corporate structure. In 1973 the Republican Journal was pub
lished by Journal Publications, which became a subsidiary of
Diversified Communications.
Some changes made by Curtis have been a regular weekly
feature page, and the evolution of the Family Living page which
has become consumer oriented, according to Curtis.
Denise W. Goodman joined the staff in July 1973. She was a
1961 graduate of Ohio State University with a B.A. in journalism
and did graduate study in urban political science at New York
University. She worked on the Dayton (Ohio) Journal Herald for
10 years as a general assignment and later as urban affairs
reporter. Today she is assistant editor of The Republican Journal
and has been primarily responsible for transforming the
women’s page into the Family Living page.
Editor Curtis said Goodman has brought a new dimension to
the paper, adding “ a great deal of depth to our regular reporting
and emphasis on consumer information in the Family Living
page.”
Another change made by Curtis included more horizontal
makeup and wider use of photos.
Advertising runs about 57 percent, news 43 percent, and the
average number of pages is 24.
The ad deadlines are Tuesday at 5 p.m., and news, 2 p.m.
Wednesday. Once the pages are closed, the copy is sent down
stairs to be composed, laid out and pasted up. After Curtis
approves the pages, the 8-unit web offset press begins to roll.
“ We try to get out on the newsstands by 6:30 Wednesday
night, and we’re in the mails Thursday morning,” Curtis said.
The Republican Journal has office space in the new milliondollar building on Northport Avenue, owned by Diversified Com
munications. The weekly is one of several publications published
by Journal Publications.
“ We’re another customer of Journal Publications, and the
editorial decisions and policies are made autonomously,” Curtis
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said.
Once Diversified Communications became the owner, Rusty
Brace’s duties increased, and George W. Patterson was named
publisher of the Republican Journal. Patterson, longtime ad
manager of the Journal, still holds this responsibility.
If there are any questions of policy that arise, Curtis consults
with his staff members, and, when necessary, will seek out
Patterson’s advice. “ But usually, the news-editorial decisions are
made after consulting with the editorial staff,” Curtis said.
Curtis believes the paper’s circulation will stabilize at its
current figure, but that advertising will increase because the local
economy is perking up. With more advertising comes more pages,
which means more news.
“ We’ve been instrumental in helping get the town a new
swimming pool,” Curtis said. “ We’ve been a strong backer to
bring more cultural activities to the area, have supported our sen
ior citizens on most fronts, and have worked for more public dis
closure by elected officials under the freedom of information act.”
Although Curtis admits he sometimes gets frustrated with the
community's apathy on many commonplace issues, he also is
proud of the community which the Republican Journal serves. He
believes the paper is doing a good job, “ and is the only weekly
newspaper in the county-nobody devotes 24 pages a week to the
news of Waldo County except the Republican Journal.
“ I see our newspaper as a mirror of the community,” Curtis
said. “ It’s reflected in the news pages and in our editorial stands.”

Bethel Oxford County Citizen

June 10, 1896
“ BETHEL BOASTS: 500 voters, cider mill, corn shop, five
hotels, one spool mill, one dentist, a brass band, a tennis club, two
cobblers, three parrots, savings bank, trotting park, five
churches, a bicycle club, a taxidermist, two stage lines, ladies
club, five physicians, a new fire bell, a baseball nine, six black
smiths, three sawmills, good fruit store, one law student, 2,250
inhabitants, two meat shops, two drug stores, many large elms,
Honest Corner, five sign painters, two barber shops, four public
halls, two undertakers, veterinary dentist, Gould Academy, two
jewelry stores, three fish peddlers, two hose companies, four
bicycle dealers, three livery stables, two public fountains, three
dramatic clubs, four stamp collectors, about twenty widows,
seventy-nine pretty girls, forty-seven ‘girl bachelors,’ dogs worth
about a dime each, a town library, a telegraph operator who sings,
‘They’re after me.’
“ BETHEL WANTS: Electric lights, a shoe factory, more side
walks, summer boarders, a stone library building, caterpillar
exterminator, a railroad to Rumford Falls, endowment for library
building.”
That thumbnail sketch of the town nestled amid the
mountains o f western Maine appeared in a special centennial
edition a year after The Bethel News was founded in January,
1895. The paper was chock full of biographies of leading citizens
and pictures of the town.
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Aked D. Ellingwood of Milan, N.H., established The Bethel
News and set up his printing facilities on the ground floor at the
rear of the Cole Block on Main Street. The Cole Block was built in
1891 and once was the location of Bethel’s two banks as well as
the town offices.
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This was Odeon Hall, whose handsome sign still is centered
above the third-floor windows of the four-story building. It has
served as a movie theater and was the location of town meetings,
socials, Gould Academy graduations, church services and other
gatherings.
Before the News occupied the Cole Block premises, the
Reading Assn, had been located there from 1893 to 1895. The
News--now the Citizen-has been in the same location since its
founding.
Ellingwood, as proprietor, edited the eight-column, four-page
News, and claimed the circulation “ exceeded 1,250 copies in
weekly circulation.” Ellingwood told his readers that the News
was “ An independent family newspaper, devoted to the interests
of Bethel and surrounding towns.”
The New Hampshire editor was off to a strong start, and his
ambitious centennial edition a year and a half after starting his
paper helped establish the paper. It hasn’t faltered since its
founding.
E.G. Bowler of Palermo was Bethel superintendent of schools
during the 1890’s and took an interest in the weekly newspaper.
He bought half interest in the paper in 1896 and joined
Ellingwood in publishing. By 1897 Bowler took over full control of
the publication, which was published on Wednesday by The
News Publishing Co.
The News grew to six pages but went to six columns by 1902.
Bowler put out a special edition in 1904 and in another two years
he opened a newspaper office in Rumford where he started the
Rumford Citizen. Bowler managed both papers as separate
entities, but printed them from his Cole Block print shop. In 1908
Bowler merged the two papers into the Oxford County Citizen
which continued being published in Bethel and served chiefly as
the region’s weekly newspaper.
During the early 1900’s more than six passenger trains a day
would pass through Bethel. On Sundays there was a special train
called the Paper Train. It left Portland early Sunday morning and
delivered the newspapers to the towns from Portland to Berlin,
N.H. On the return trip it would make the milk run, picking up
milk that farmers had brought to the various stops along the line.
The Paper Train ran until the late 1920’s when distribution trucks
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took over newspaper deliveries. Mail service was prompt in those
days. A letter mailed in Boston at 7 a.m. would arrive in Bethel the
same day on the afternoon train.
It was 1911 when Bowler hired printer Carl L. Brown. He was a
loyal employee and a craftsman at his trade who remained with
the company through its several changes of ownership.
When Bowler left for Portland in 1913 to become business
manager of the Daily Eastern Argus, he sold the Oxford County
Citizen to Fred Merrill. Proximity may have been a factor in
Merrill’s buying the paper.
The Cole Block had the newspaper out back, and the MainStreet-facing offices and stores were occupied by E.E. Burnham
millinery and fancy goods; L.C. Hall, art goods and stationery;
and the Bethel Savings Bank. The law offices of Herrick and Park
were in the back of the Savings Bank. Merrill had been associ
ated with Ellery C. Park and Judge A.E. Herrick in the practice of
law and the management of the Bethel Savings Bank and the
Bethel National Bank.
Although Merrill ran the newspaper for seven years, his bank
ing interests never diminished. He sold the printing and news
paper firm to David Forbes of Gorham, N.H., in 1920. Merrill
returned to the Bethel National Bank as assistant cashier and
was local manager of the Casco Bank and Trust Co. in the late
1940’s.
The Citizen missed two issues as a result of a fire in the winter
of 1923 when extensive water damage curtailed publication for
two weeks.
Although not a foregone conclusion, it came as no surprise to
Bethel residents and Citizen readers when Forbes sold the paper
to Carl Brown. Brown had been with the paper since 1911, and
when he became owner in 1927 he assumed the editorship, con
centrating on the Bethel region.
Bethel is bounded on the east by Milton and Rumford, west by
Gilead and Mason, north by the Androscoggin and Newry and
Hanover, and south by Albany, Greenwood and Woodstock. Most
of the area was covered by Brown’s paper.
Another special edition was in the works within a few years of
Brown assuming ownership o f the paper. He gathered his corres
pondents and local historians about him and prevailed upon
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them to assist in publishing the “ Indian Raid Citizen Aug. 3,
1931.
Margaret Joy Tibbetts recounted in the July 10, 1974, bicen
tennial edition of the Citizen that “ my mother was responsible for
about ninety per cent of the text of that 1931 edition, and I well
remember accompanying her as she visited the various business
and professional men assembling the material for her
articles...We have always been very proud of her work and
consider the 1931 paper an achievement of lasting usefulness.
“ The other person mainly responsible for the edition
was...Carl Brown. He was a fine editor and over many years all of
us knew and appreciated his kindness, patience, and integrity. He
was a man of highest principle and standards. His devotion to
Bethel, his hard work and his concept of an editor’s role were out
standing and led to the bolstering o f local pride and morale as
well as the preservation of a lasting record of value....”
Also in the 1931 special edition commemorating the 150th
anniversary of the Indian Raid on the village was a piece by
George N. Thompson written Aug. 3, 1931. His was a unique effort
to jog the memories of the town’s citizens today and to serve as a
chronicle of the past.
“ The writer would like to convey to the people who will take
our places 25 or 50 years from now, some of the habits, customs,
thoughts, and pleasures of the average person living in Bethel in
1931, so that you who may read this in 1956 or 1981 may compare
your lot with ours.
“ About everyone has an automobile of some kind, which will
travel over our roads safely at the rate of 45 mph. The majority of
these cars cost approximately $600 new, and 70% of the cars one
sees are in this class, about 60% being purchased on the install
ment plan.
“ Our main thoroughfares are mostly of tarvia with stretches
here and there of cement and macadam. Without doubt you in
1956 will have all cement roads or something even better.
“ About everyone has a radio, this being invented only eight
years ago and every day becoming more active as a source of
pleasure and interest. Recently we have heard a great deal of tele
vision, but as yet it has not been placed on the market.
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“ We have two airplanes in Bethel. Many of us have been up,
but there are still some who cannot be induced to fly. It is now
possible, and has been accomplished several times, to fly to
almost any section of the world. There are established air routes
between every important city. One wonderful record has just been
made by two American aviators, who flew around the world in
less than 10 days.
“Talking pictures afford a great deal of pleasure, these being
improved upon every day. Very fine productions and talent have
been given the public at very reasonable prices, hence their
immense popularity.
“ Rents in Bethel are from $12 to $25 per month. Groceries are
the lowest they have been in 20 years. Wages are from $3.00 to
$3.50 per day for the ordinary workman.
“ For the past year and a half, we have been passing through
the greatest depression of all times, and extending throughout the
entire world. If however, History repeats itself, conditions will be
better before long.
“ We look back 50 years and see many changes that have
taken place during those times and these and try to imagine what
the future holds for you. What changes and improvements you
will be subject to we can only guess. Nevertheless, please remem
ber what with the things mentioned above, short skirts and prohi
bition? Our lot could be worse.
Our last word to you is that we hope you of 1981, will find life
as good, if not better than we of 1931.”
This sense of community strikes home when this small com
munity newspaper is studied and its volumes perused. In its
relatively brief history, the Citizen has published four special
editions: 1896, 1904, 1931 and 1974.
In that July 10, 1974, 24-page special edition, more that 30
people contributed material for the issue. These included: John
Brown, Catherine Newell, Stanley Howe, Clare Smith, Rosalind
Chapman, Edith Labbie, Virginia Kelly, Louise Chapman,
Seymour Butters, Stephen Seames, Margaret Tibbetts, Pearl
Ashby Tibbetts, Gwendolyn Stearns, Richmond Roderick,
Edmond Vachon, Rebecca Bailey, Madeleine Gibbs, Alan
Chapman, David Thompson, Cynthia Mason, Aimee Walker,
Barbara Merrill, Albert Skillings, Doris Lord, Elsie Davis,
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Virginia Keniston, Steve Wight, Ralph Hall, Edward Hastings,
James Hudson, Richard Fraser, J. Mac Davis, Stephen M.
Anderson, John Willard, Francis Parkman, Betty Willard.
Back in the 1930’s, one of the top stories to make the columns
of the Citizen (although publication was delayed a few days) was
when the Androscoggin River jumped its banks and flooded the
town March 19, 1936.
The Citizen was now a tabloid and averaged eight pages.
Brown had six sons, and three of them, Donald, Edwin and
John, would each make his own contribution to the Citizen.
Under the firm leadership of their father, the three sons joined
him in the business, and in 1961 it was incorporated as Citizen
Printers, Incorporated.
When Mr. Brown died in April 1963, his son, John, became
editor o f the paper, a position he has held ever since. His brothers,
Donald and Edwin, and Edwin’s wife, Musa, became actively
associated with the paper.
But the Bethel Oxford County Citizen is more than a family
business. This is immediately evident when entering the shop.
Nothing much has changed in the printing plant since it was
founded in 1895 by Aked Ellingwood. Much of the original equip
ment is still in good, serviceable use. The Linotype dates back to
1917 and the flatbed newspaper press still operates smoothly and
efficiently, although it does have its own temperamental nature.
‘ ‘Parts are getting harder to find these days, especially for the
Linotype,” John Brown said. Although John is the editor of the
Citizen, he and his brothers are busy in the back shop most of the
week.
Each can double in brass when necessary. They are familiar
with all the equipment, and most of the repairs are made by one or
the other of the trio.
Stepping into that charming shop with its bulging shelves of
type galleys, stacks of paper, racks of type, cans of ink and the
smell of good old-time lead, antimony and zinc-cast type appears
an anachronism, yet it is not.
“ We don’t intend to switch to offset, although almost
everyone else in the trade has today,” John said. “ Hot type suits
our needs. We’re a small town and have a small paper (circula
tion 2,086). We do lots of job printing-posters, programs bill
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heads, reports. Our presses and the newspaper press do a good job
for us.”
The Citizen and The York Weekly are the only two weekly
newspapers in Maine printed by letterpress.
In the back shop it is cozy and warm, although the winter skies
are leaden and a frigid wind blows off the mountains surround
ing this picturesque village of lovely antique houses and well-kept
lawns. Bethel is also the home of Gould Academy, a private pre
paratory school. The town’s greensward mall and neatly
groomed homes, offices and businesses come as a pleasant divi
dend to the visitor. And still another added pleasure is found
hidden in the print shop “ out back” on the ground floor of the Cole
Block.
Suddenly the door to the shop swings open, triggering a tink
ling bell and bringing in a blast of cold air. A tiny tot of about five
years, her cheeks rosy and her eyes twinkling, runs to Edwin
Brown at the compositor’s stone. She has another young girl in
tow. They wait standing beside him impatiently until he stops his
conversation. When he notices her she reaches up, and he bends
down to receive an energetic kiss. “ Hi granpa,” she shouts ready
to tell him all the news of her day. He hugs her, smiles and sends
her on her way to make the rounds of the shop, greeting the other
Brown brothers. Mother arrives and sweeps up her daughter who
chatters her way out the back door along with her “ best friend.”
Edwin Brown returns to his composing-making up a piece of
job work. He smiles after his departing granddaughter and her
friend with affection.
John Brown believes in taking an active part in town affairs,
and simply because he is the Citizen’s editor is “ no reason why I
can’t get involved.” He has been a member of serveral town
boards, because in a small town it’s difficult to avoid taking part
in helping run the town.
As the afternoon wears on, the shadows lengthen and dusk
arrives. Again the back door opens briskly and in prances a
muffled and woolen-capped boy of about 10. He struggles to take
off his mittens and reaches up to the counter in the front office to
drop a handful of change on the counter. One of the newsboys has
returned from his rounds delivering the six-column, eight-page
Citizen.
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“ It’s all there,’’ the boy announces enthusiastically. With
mock solemnity, John Brown counts out the change and says,
“ You owe me two cents.’’ The boy digs deep into his mackintosh
jacket, finds the two pennies, and is off and running as soon as he
and Brown have settled the finances.
Late Thursday afternoons some of the papers are delivered in
town by carrier and the others are in the mails that night.
Workhorse in the shop is the Linotype, which sets all the body
copy, most of the advertising and the headlines. Some handset
type is used where needed in the ads.
The Citizen runs advertising on the front page, and it uses
vertical makeup-mostly single-column stories with small 10- or
12-point headlines.
News is sent in by correspondents from Andover, East
Andover, Bryant Pond, South Woodstock, Magalloway and
Wilson’s Mills, West Paris, Newry, East Bethel, Sunday River,
Gilead, Songo Pond, Locke Mills, Albany, West Bethel, East
Stoneham, North Paris, Upton, Hanover, Greenwood City, and
Bethel and vicinity.
Most weeks there is a front page “ Comments From The Town
Manager’s Office.” Many meetings are announced throughout
the columns, and broad coverage is given the School Administra
tive District 44 board and the historical society.
The Citizen carries no editorial page as such and editorials are
few and far between. A report from the local representative to the
state legislature appears when that body meets, and “This Week
in Washington” by Sen. Edmund S. Muskie and “ From
Congress” by Rep. William Cohen are run. A regular column
appears covering Telstar Regional High School.
Two full pages of advertising have been used as supplied by
the copyrighted Dennis M. Kasum “ Town & Country Review.”
The name of the business and its owner is given along with a des
cription o f the concern.
Each week the Brown brothers put in long hours, greet their
customers and the townspeople who drop by the office with a
warm welcome. As John Brown reported in the bicentennial
edition of the Citizen, “ ...a 79-year record of only two issues
missed, and none missed since 1927 is a source of pride to the
family Brown. It may not be a record, but it’s a (expletive deleted)
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good average.”
Few people realize or appreciate the long hours that go into
publishing a weekly newspaper, and this is perhaps more the case
than not on the Bethel Citizen. But as Margaret Joy Tibbetts,
then-president of the Bethel Historical Society, noted in the
Citizen’s special edition on the town’s bicentennial:
“ If you look at the 1931 edition you will note that on Main
Street we have two outstandingly successful examples of busi
ness in the same family, the popular Brooks Brothers and ‘The
Citizen.’ We are particularly lucky that you and your brothers are
continuing your Father’s fine traditions. I hope that some years
from now with another special edition-perhaps in 1996 when
Bethel will have been incorporated 200 years--we will still have
our ‘Citizen’ edited by a descendant of Carl Brown.”

Journal Tribune

A troika can best describe the Journal Tribune, which today
encompasses Biddeford, Saco and Sanford. Up to the spring of
1977, the history of the Biddeford-Saco Journal was the tale of two
cities which in the past had their own newspapers.
The Journal Tribune got its start Monday, May 2, 1977, when
the Biddeford-Saco Journal, the parent newspaper, merged with
the semi-weekly Sanford Tribune. However, its lineal descen
dants go back to Feb. 7, 1845, when William S. Noyes and Lewis
O. Cowan began publishing the weekly Union, one parent of the
tri-city daily. Like most of its contemporaries, the Union was a
four-page broadsheet. An editorial in December 1845 takes up the
U.S. proposal to purchase the Californias and states that the U.S.
Minister to Mexico, Mr. Slidell, was authorized by the U.S.
government to offer from $10 million to $15 million for the
territory.
The Union’s office was in Saco. Meanwhile, over in Biddeford
Mayor Daniel Somes started another weekly. The Eastern
Journal. Somes sold out to Noyes and Cowan in 1856 when they
merged the two papers under the name Union and Eastern Jour
nal. Shortly after, Noyes retired.
The paper was now published in the old Central Block, site of
the old City Building in Biddeford.
About 1864 Oliver Butler and his son, John, bought the Union
and Eastern Journal after Cowan died. In 1868 John Butler be
came the owner of the-now Union and Journal. His father started
a paper called the Advance.
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The younger Butler owned the Union and Journal until the
late 1870’s when he sold out to George A. Hobbs, who only re
tained it for a year or two.
Now came a decided change in its name and fortunes. On July
1, 1880, it was bought by the brothers William and Charles H.
Prescott, whose first move was to change the name to the Bidde
ford Weekly Journal. William Prescott did not remain long, and
C.H. Prescott became the owner. He set to work to build up the
weekly newspaper and by the latter months of 1883 he had built
up advertising to a point which he felt would support a daily.
Prescott decided to publish a daily newspaper, but would also con
tinue the Weekly Journal, which ceased publication in 1929.
It was Jan. 5, 1884, when the first edition of the Biddeford
Daily Journal made its appearance. It was a four-page, sixcolumn broadsheet, published for evening distribution.
Page 2 carried an introductory editorial: “ This day we
present to the public, as most fitting offering upon our entrance
on the untried destinies of 1884, the initial numbers of the Bidde
ford Daily Journal. The enterprise is not wholly a new one, the
Daily being the natural outgrowth of the Weekly Journal, a result
which we have long had in contemplation, and one which our
increasing advertising patronage coupled with the apparent
needs of the community has made almost imperative.
“ Our newspaper experience admonished us that in taking on
this new responsibility we assume no easy task. We have an able
corps of assistants, a conveniently located and well-stocked
office, backed with small money, indeed, but by a large invoice of
courage; and we now put our hands to this new branch of labor
with no purpose to turn back, but with an earnest determination
to do what in us lies to make our venture a success--to render the
Daily Journal not only well worth its low price, but also to make it
sought after as a mental necessity as well, in every household,
store and workshop in these two cities and throughout the county.
“The leading features o f the daily Journal, which have been
adopted after careful deliberation, are somewhat fully discussed
in our Prospectus, printed elsewhere in this paper, and such other
information is there given...”
Prescott introduced his daily by giving away the first edition,
explaining to his readership: “ Please accept this first number of
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the Biddeford Daily Journal with the New Year’s compliments of
the publisher. No charge is made for it. We have printed a very
large edition of this number which we shall distribute gratuitous
ly....As it is always best to begin at the beginning, in every laud
able undertaking, we trust our friends will take time by the fore
lock by subscribing at once....”
For those receiving the sample newspaper, they learned from
the page one prospectus just what Prescott intended.
“ In fulfillment of a long cherished purpose, we shall begin on
Saturday, January 5th, 1884, the publication of the Biddeford
Daily Journal.
“ We have long been impressed with the belief that the many
thriving industries, the development of trade, the thrift of the
army of wage-workers and the general moral and social well
being of these two cities of Saco and Biddeford with the outlying
towns and villages which center here, call for precisely that
stimulus and ready help which can be best supplied by a live daily
newspaper.
“ While the city dailies, east and west, furnish a record of the
great outside world, they do not supply us with home news, which
we most desire, nor in any way fill the requirements of a home
paper. Hence in considering plans for the establishment of the
Daily Journal, we have been actuated by no desire to engage in
hot competition with others, but have had in mind the single pur
pose of entering a new and comparatively untried newspaper
field, which we hope by hard work and judicious use of our humble
means to fill acceptable to this great reading community...”
The paper carried local and telegraphic news, corrected
market reports with a weekly review and financial articles for
businessmen.
Prescott stressed York County news and claimed to have
“ able correspondents in every town and nearly every large
neighborhood in York County and adjoining towns, who will
favor us with daily or semi-weekly letters covering everything of
interest transpiring in their several loalities.”
The Daily Journal carried telegraphic dispatches from the
American Press Association of New York.
A year’s subscription cost $5 delivered by mail or two cents a
copy on the newsstand or via newsboy. The paper had an
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“ assured circulation of 1,000 copies daily.”
The prospectus filled one column on page one. The rest of the
page was filled with wire dispatches from the national and inter
national scene. Page two ran the editorial announcing the start of
the paper, several one-paragraph items, a column on Maine
Matters and two and one-half columns of ads, ranging from the
“ New Biddeford Roller Skating Rink at the junction of Hill,
Summer and Birch Streets....” to “ E.L. Cowan & Co., 145 Main
Street, The Old, Reliable, Tea, Coffee, Fancy Grocery, Fruit and
Confectionery Establishment....”
More national news appeared on page three along with one
and one-half columns of Saco and Biddeford news, “ Home per
sonals, and “ County Matters.” Another two and one-half
columns of ads appeared (the New Saco Roller Skating Rink,
Storer Street) gave its Biddeford counterpart a little competition.
Page four had four columns of national stories and features
and two columns of advertising.
The first subscribers to the Daily Journal were Colonel L.H.
Kendall and the McKenney & Heard Hardware Store of
Biddeford.
Although numbering both Democrats and Republicans
among its subscribers, the Daily Journal was a staunch advocate
of Republican principles.
However, around 1887 or 1888 some Democrats of the two
cities formed a syndicate, purchased the weekly Sentinel and
changed its name to the Standard. Among a variety of editors
was P. W. McIntyre, a fine writer who had worked for the Portland
papers. One of his feats in Portland was the hot political contro
versy between the Argus and’ Press, when he wrote scathing
articles for one and replied to them in equally fiery and sarcastic
style in the other. The Standard was published in Saco.
But the Saco paper caused no problems for C. H. Prescott’s
Biddeford Daily Journal. Prescott was to set the tone of the paper
and was responsible for its success for almost a half century. He
served as president of the Journal Publishing Corporation for
four decades up to the time of his death in 1923.
Charles H. Prescott was born in Barnstead, N.H., the son of
James Lewis and Harriet Morrill Trip Prescott, on Aug. 3, 1857.
While Charles was a child, his family moved to North Berwick,
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Maine, where his father established a manufacturing firm which
he and his sons operated many years.
Charles was educated in Berwick grade schools, entered
Berwick Academy and later studied law at Boston University. He
was admitted to the York County Bar in 1880, but had no sooner
started to practice his profession when, in the same year, he
became a newspaperman when he and his brother bought the
Union and Journal.
Prescott was highly respected in newspaper, civic, political,
business and fraternal circles. His interests included almost
every phase of life in the Biddeford-Saco area and the state.
Among his business interests, Prescott was a trustee of the
York County Savings Bank for many years and succeeded John
Berry as president. He was director of the First National Bank of
Biddeford and followed Charles A. Moody as president in 1917.
Prescott was also a director of the Union Mutual Life Insur
ance Co. of Portland, the North Berwick Manufacturing Co., the
Biddeford Improvement Society and other corporations and
organizations o f an industrial nature.
He was active in the development of the Biddeford and Saco
railroad when it was first established and later, when it was in
danger of being abandoned, he was influential in its reorgani
zation. In the reorganized firm he was president and manager,
and for several years was secretary and treasurer.
Long interested in transportation facilities, Prescott was a
director and vice-president of the Portland Street Railroad Co.,
which in later years was absorbed by the Cumberland County
Light and Power Co.
Prominent in the Republican party, Prescott played a leading
role in the political life of Maine. When only 26 years old, he was
elected to the Maine House of Representatives in 1883 and was
the youngest member o f that legislative body. He was re-elected in
1884, and in 1885, he was nominated for another term but de
clined to take office.
He became York County treasurer in 1887, a position he held
until 1890. From 1888 to 1892 he was chairman of the Biddeford
Republican City committee. He was a delegate-at-large to the
Republican National convention which nominated Benjamin
Harrison for president in 1888. He was also a member of the com 
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mittee on resolutions headed by William McKinley.
Prescott was a member of the governor’s staff during Gov.
Henry B. Cleaves’ two terms, from 1893 to 1897. He was elected
Maine State Senator from York County in 1895 and 1896 and was
chairman of the executive council under Gov. John F. Hill.
Prescott was a Republican candidate for governor of Maine in
1904.
Prescott was also interested in charitable and educational
institutions. As a trustee of the Cornelius Sweetser estate, he was
instrumental in building the Sweetser Home for Boys in Saco,
now the Sweetser Children’s Home.
He was a member of the Webber Hospital board of managers
from the time it was established and was also a trustee o f Thorn
ton Academy in Saco. He was a member of Dunlap Lodge, Free
and Accepted Masons of Biddeford, the Ancient and Honorable
Artillery Company of Boston, the Cumberland Club of Portland
and the Biddeford and Saco Country Club.
Prescott married Ellen S. Hobbs on January 17, 1882. Mrs.
Prescott was associated with her husband in the publishing busi
ness. She entered the business office in 1884 and for 40 years was
seldom out of touch with the paper’s financial and bookkeeping
records.
Charles Prescott, 66, died at his family home in Saco on Dec.
19, 1923.
Since 1880, the papers-the Weekly and the Daily Journal-had
several homes: a wooden building on Main Street next to the
Masonic Building, the Savings Bank Building, the Quimby and
Sweetser Block at the corner of Main and Lincoln Streets, site of
the First National Bank Building where Prescott moved in 1891.
Business was expanding and new quarters were needed. Prescott
built the Journal Building at 11 Adams Street in 1905, and the
Journal moved in during 1906.
As the daily grew, the need for more modern, faster-producing
presses and typesetting equipment increased. Prescott saw to it
that the mechanical equipment kept pace with the Journal’s
needs. At first all composition was by hand with six girls doing
the work. The first press was a cylinder affair, sheet-fed by hand.
In January 1895, two Thorne typesetting machines replaced the
hand compositors. Linotypes succeeded the Thornes on Aug. 22,
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1903.

During his half century of ownership, Prescott had a loyal
staff. He engendered this fidelity through his leadership and per
sonality. Many of the staff members stayed with the Journal their
entire careers. In his lifetime on the Journal as publisher and
owner, Prescott had only three editors. Edward M. Yates o f Old
Orchard was the first, holding the position until 1894. He was
succeeded by his son, Edgar Yates, who was editor for six years,
followed by R. Fulton Wormwood, who held the editorship
through the rest of the first half century until he retired.
Wormwood’s successors have been Harry Phillips, Timothy
J. Mahoney, Elston (Al) P. Ingalls, Charles Sutton, and Brian
Thayer, a former University o f Maine journalism student and
Bangor Daily News reporter who joined the Journal in 1973 as
city editor, was made executive editor in 1975, and assumed
additional responsibility as assistant to the publisher in 1977.
Running a parallel course with the Journal was the Biddeford
Record which began its career on March 25, 1895. John W.
Robinson and George L. Sands, both former Journal city editors,
bought out the old Standard and began running a Democratic
daily. The Record was first published from an office in the block
next to the Masonic Building. The paper continued publishing
until October, 1926, when the Biddeford Journal bought it.
A few years prior to this, Prescott decided to sell the Journal to
Julius Mathews of Boston, head of the Julius Mathews Special
Advertising Agency. Mathews and Prescott were old business
associates. Mathews’ firm had become the Journal’s foreign
advertising representative in June 1896. After all those years of
business transactions, it came as no surprise when Mathews
became the new owner. With the sale, the Journal Publishing
Corporation was organized May 28, 1922.
Mathews sold the Journal in the 1940’s. Today corporate
control rests with the Journal Publishing Corp., whose owner
ship is shared by the estates of Alta Whitehouse Foster and
Benjamin F.C. Whitehouse. Miss Gladys M. Whitehouse of
Harwich Port, Mass., sister of the late Mrs. Foster, is president
and treasurer of the company. She, th e Foster and Whitehouse es
tates are the sole stockholders, and their newspaper interests em
brace two other dailies (Milford, Mass., and Little Falls, N. Y.) and
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other weeklies in the ALTA Group (Dover and Rochester, N.H.).
The Sanford Tribune had been printed by the Rochester print
ing plant in the ALTA Group, although it maintained news and
business offices in Sanford at 201-A Main St.
On Dec. 19, 1895, George W. Huff began publishing the
Sanford Weekly Tribune. The paper changed names-Sanford
Tribune, Sanford Tribune and Advocate and again the Sanford
Tribune. Huff sold out to Fred B. Averill on May 1, 1899. After 12
years, Averill sold the paper to Myron E. Bennett who was also
the editor.
By 1929 Bennett sold the business to the Sanford Publishing
Co., which hired general managers to take care of the business.
Some past managers were E.J. Batchelder, Albert Spendlove,
Roger N. Woodcock, William F. Wright, Jr., and Fred O’Connell,
who was the general manager at the time of the Journal Tribune
merger.
The editors since 1929, when the Sanford Publishing Co. took
over, have been Noel LeVasseur, 1929-31; Duncan Cassidy, AprilDecember, 1931; Ruth Cassidy, December 1931-35; Miss Claire
Fontaine and Mrs. Claire Fontaine Crowley, 1935-October 1947;
Norman E. McCann, October 1947-August 1951; Miss Elizabeth
H. Mitchell and Miss Isabel O’Connell, who was the editor at the
time of the consolidation.
For years the Tribune was printed and published at 48
Washington St., Sanford. In 1964 it went offset and was printed
in the Rochester Courier plant. The Tribune became a semi
weekly newspaper in 1972, which was the prelude to its becoming
a daily when it was consolidated with the Biddeford-Saco Journal
in 1977.
In the late Thirties, W. Paul Casavant became affiliated with
the Journal as a newsboy, and while in high school he worked in
the press room and the circulation department. After graduating
from St. Louis High School, Biddeford, in 1945, Casavant joined
the Navy. He was discharged in 1946 and came back to the
Journal for a “ temporary six-month stint before I enrolled at the
University of Maine,” Casavant recounted.
He never did go on to college. Instead he became a Journal
reporter and trained under then-City Editor A l Ingalls and the
publisher at the time, Leo Joncas. By the early 1950’s Casavant
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had transferred to the advertising department and then later to
the business side as a management trainee.
"I was being groomed to become Leo Joncas’s successor when
he retired,” Casavant said. “ Unfortunately, in October 1956,
when he was 56 years old, Joncas died.”
Casavant was 28 and became one of the youngest daily news
paper publishers in the United States. He continued as publisher
until January 1978, when Brian Thayer succeeded Casavant.
In the 1950’s, Casavant presided over an 8,500-circulation
daily which was serving the two cities bordering the Saco River.
It was only natural that on the 75th anniversary of the paper’s
founding that the paper would take a significant step looking to
the future. On page two of that diamond anniversary edition ran
this announcement:
"Welcome Saco! For seventy-five years this newspaper has
served the people of this area as the ‘Biddeford Daily Journal.’
Since it was located in York County's largest community at the
time of its inception as a daily, it was only natural that its founder
include the name of that city in the paper’s masthead.
“ Over the years, however, it has become apparent that Bidde
ford, by itself, is only part of the county’s biggest ‘city.’ Today, we
believe, we must consider Biddeford-Saco as one when referring
to the county’s largest residential, industrial and mercantile area.
"While from the governmental point of view, they are still
separated, it is obvious that the changes brought about by the
years have made each city dependent upon the other. When there
are good times in one community, there are good times in the
other. When one suffers, so does the other.
"In recent years we have noticed that more and more projects
have been undertaken on a joint basis. Witness the area approach
to industrial development as one. Another we can cite is the Com
munity Chest which is operated by a board composed of residents
of both cities, and which represents agencies in both cities to the
benefit of both. This, we believe, is all for the good. Now, more
than ever before, the peoples of our cities must combine all of their
assets and talents if they are to continue to grow and prosper.
"We at the Journal have long pointed out the need for such an
approach to solve the many problems affecting both
communities. We are just as much a part o f Saco as we are of
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Biddeford. We are just as much interested in Saco’s future as we
are in Biddeford’s. We are Saco’s LOCAL news daily, too, and the
time has arrived, we believe, when we should identify ourself as
such by placing the name of that city alongside of Biddeford in
our masthead. We feel that it is particularly appropriate to do it
today as we start our 76th year of service to the two cities and to
York County.
“ It is our hope that the step we have taken will serve as proof
positive o f our belief that a ‘one-community’ approach must be
followed if the Biddeford-Saco community is to progress in the
years ahead.”
Casavant believes the Journal played a significant role in
starting an industrial development drive in the late 1950’s and
‘60’s. “ There was high unemployment and industrial revitali
zation was needed,” he said. “ I think the Journal had great influ
ence here. We’ve also made some impact on the city administra
tion of Saco. We’re still working on administrative changes in
Biddeford.”
From the day he took over as publisher, Casavant has
assumed full responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the
Journal. Corporate decisions are made by the board of directors,
which includes Casavant as well as Miss Whitehouse, Assistant
Treasurer Charles W. Jesson and Howard Nichols.
Casavant said: “ I always try to respect the autonomy of
the department heads, but ultimately the buck stops here, and I
reserve the right to outvote people at a staff meeting...I very
seldom do it, but I wouldn’t hesitate to overrule any department
head if there was an honest difference of opinion, and I felt I was
right. If it were a toss-up, then I’d let the department head have
the benefit of the doubt and let he or she go their own way. "I’m
involved in making policy decisions, and I’m perfectly willing to
listen to all arguments advanced.”
In reaching news-editorial policy decisions, Casavant said,
“ We talk about it, and we ask: are we accurate, are we fair, do we
really have a news story? We try to make these valid judgments
and then we act accordingly.”
The Journal’s primary rule, according to the publisher, is
that “ we always make every attempt to be fair. I have to acknow
ledge that sometimes we make errors, but they are honest errors.”
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Casavant said the Journal is an independent newspaper and
started endorsing political candidates only in the past few years.
However, “ if we can’t endorse any candidate, we wouldn’t, and
we’d leave the choice up to readers.”
As an afternoon, three-edition daily, the first deadline is 10:30
a.m. Presstime is 12 noon when newspapers “ should be moving
out of this plant,” Casavant said. “ However, we have no qualms
about holding up if there’s a breaking story. Eighty percent of our
papers are home delivered. But the 20 percent newsstand sales are
important to us, and our carriers expect their bundles to be there
at a certain time.”
The 14,000-circulation Journal Tribune covers Biddeford,
Saco, Sanford, Springvale, Old Orchard Beach, Kennebunk,
Wells, Kennebunkport, Ogunquit, Dayton, Cape Porpoise,
Lyman, Arundel, Hollis Center, Buxton, Alfred, Waterboro, Bar
Mills, Lebanon, North Berwick, Acton, Shapleigh, Newfield,
Cornish, Limerick, Limington, Parsonsfield, Kezar Falls, Emery
Mills, Porter, Scarboro, South Hiram and Steep Falls. The paper
averages 24 pages.
A major undertaking was in the planning stages during the
late sixties and early seventies, when the corporate decision was
made to change from letterpress to cold-type and offset. It was a
carefully planned operation. In 1972 the Journal acquired a site
on the outskirts of Biddeford and in early spring 1974 the ground
was broken for a new, modern plant. By Jan. 6, 1975, the Journal
moved from its old plant on Adams Street into the new building
on Alfred Road.
But there’s more to the transition than that. “ In October of
1974,” Casavant said, “ we had our cold-type suppliers send equip
ment, and we set up a training center in some vacant rooms in the
old plant. We started a three-month training program with all
personnel involved. In addition to retraining our mechanical
people in offset production, we also trained reporters to produce
scannable copy.”
By the time the Journal was ready to move, its staff “ had a
pretty good idea of what we were going to do.” The first full
edition set in cold type and printed offset was Jan. 6, 1975.
Prior to the move, the Journal staff produced a special yearend supplement in cold type, which was run through the new
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plant in December 1974 and inserted in an edition printed in the
old Adams Street production department. “ Among other things,
we wanted to have the experience factor of starting from scratch,”
Casavant said, “ and also to give our readers a look at what the
new product would look like when produced by offset.”
However, changes in overall design and layout of the Journal
were underway beginning in 1973, two years before the conver
sion to offset. A move to horizontal makeup, departmentalizing
the news and opinion analysis pages made it easier for the reader.
Once the move was made to the Alfred Road location, the goals
of a modern-designed paper were near fruition. The full versa
tility of offset printing was put into effect. Photos were larger and
better reproduced, the format changed from seven to six columns
on prominent news pages.
The transition of moving from the old letterpress plant into the
modern, wall-to-wall carpeted, computerized and electronically
up-to-date plant was a major benchmark in the history of the
paper.
“ It was challenging and hectic,” Casavant said. “ As a pub
lisher I am blessed with being surrounded by extremely
competent and loyal personnel. Everybody on the payroll pitched
in, worked together and exchanged knowledge. The conversion to
offset was successful for two reasons: management attitude and
employee attitude. Management wanted to develop the best
possible newspaper. The employees knew this, and they responded-they’ve always been like that.”
Another change came in May 1977 when the Sanford Tribune,
owned by the ALTA Group, ceased publication as a semi-weekly
and was merged with the Biddeford-Saco Journal which took over
its circulation area. This change came about in part because
growth projections show that York County is to grow substan
tially, and Casavant said, “ We feel we are geared to continue our
responsibilities as a paper to meet whatever needs may crop up in
the future.”
The Journal Tribune also began publication at that time of a
free weekly called Outlook.
Just before the merger with the Journal, the Sanford
Tribune’s average circulation was about 5,500. The Journal
circulation was 9,970. After the consolidation, the Journal
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Tribune circulation was 14,000.
A major management change took place on the Journal
Tribune in January 1978 when Thayer succeeded Casavant as
publisher.

The Weekly Packet

Before Gayle and Jerry Durnbaugh started The Weekly
Packet in 1960, Blue Hill, Maine, had been without a newspaper
for more than 138 years.
Although the thrust of this piece is the Packet, let’s take a
quick look at Blue Hill’s first newspaper. Records on that paper,
the Bluehill (sic) Beacon and Hancock County Journal, are
sketchy. There are some past volumes on file at the Blue Hill
Public Library, but the earliest one is numbered Vol. 1 No. 4,
Thursday, April 22, 1830 (Terms fifty cents per quarter in
advance, $1.75/yr. in advance) by Benjamin Franklin Bond. In
that issue, the pages were numbered consecutively (one through
four, the next week’s five through eight, etc.). If there were any
volumes prior to that April 22, 1830, edition, they have disap
peared.
That first four-page newspaper was a four-column affair with
15-pica-wide columns. Its orientation was agriculture, and the
columns were filled with such items as Agriculture-Disease in
Sheep, Utility-Breaking Steers, the Hessian Fly, Introduction of
Potatoes, Effect o f Industry, Domestic Economy-Easy Mode of
Raising Melons, Preservation of Seeds, Peculiar Cultivation of
Potatoes, Preserving Plants from Caterpillars to Correct Dam
aged Grain, and Preservation in Cases of Fire. Some feature-style
stories included The Salamander Hat, A Conditional Bargain to
New Way to Avoid Scruples.
Page two was a mix of news stories and an editorial. The
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stories covered such things as “ Dreadful Events”-story of a
steamboat explosion in Memphis, Tenn., which looped over to 13/4
columns. There were two accident stories from the New York
Daily Advertiser and one from the Gloucester (Mass.) Telegraph.
An election story read in part: ‘‘District Representative Election:
Below are the returns of votes thrown on the fifth instant, for
Congressional Representative, with the exception of a few small
towns and plantations which cannot materially effect (sic) the
result-by which it appears that Leonard Jarvis Esq. of Ells
worth, has received a handsome majority.”
Over on Page three ran more news: CommunicationsConstructive powers, On Elections, Temperance in Bluehill (sic),
News...from Abroad, News...at Home, and three advertisements
filled a column.
Page four had 21/2columns of Miscellany and 11/2 columns of
advertisements (Embrocation or Whitwell's original Opodeldocfor bruises, sprains, gout, rheumatism, cramp, numbness and so
on). And a small one-column-inch house ad reads: “ This paper is
published on Thursday mornings. Job Printing neatly executed
by Benj. F. Bond."
Although the ad read that the paper came out Thursdays, the
next volumes read Friday, April 30, 1830; Saturday, May 8; Thurs
day, May 20; Thursday, June 2; and then apparently changed per
manently to Wednesday publication with the June 16 issue.
Then for reasons unexplained the numbering read: No. II,
QRII and The Beacon came out on Saturday, Nov. 6, 1830.
But on Nov. 30, 1830, Benjamin Franklin Bond gained a
partner in one Chas. C. Hill as announced on page two of that
edition: “ In the last number, notice was given of the intention of
the publisher to continue this paper while three hundred sub
scribers should comply with the terms known. For the purpose of
insuring regular publication and in some measure lessen the
responsibility, Mr. Chas. C. Hill has become a partner in the
establishment, in connection with whom, the Beacon will
hereafter he published. In consequence of this arrangement, it is
necessary that all arrears should be speedily paid."
The last edition on file at the library is the Saturday, May 21.
1831, issue with only two of its four pages intact. Whether or not
the Beacon continued to publish after this date is one of pure
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speculation. No succeeding copies other than that May 21, 1831,
“ half issue” at the library can be found. Apparently it ended
publication after 13 months.
As far as can be determined, the Bluehill (sic) Beacon was the
first and last newspaper to be published in the town until the
Durnbaugh’s came to this lovely coastal village in 1960.
Jerry Durnbaugh was no stranger to the region when he and
his wife Gayle came to Blue Hill in 1960. He had served in the
Navy at Winter Harbor in 1952-1953 and had written for the
Ellsworth American and Downeast magazine. He was impressed
with the area then, but after four years of navy duty, he went back
to his former employer in Indiana, the Wabash Plain Dealer, a
six-day evening daily newspaper. He had started with that paper
as an assistant sports editor in 1949 and had moved up to
managing editor by the time he left for Maine in August 1960.
The Durnbaughs had met as students at Manchester (Ind.)
College where both Gayle and Jerry had served as editors of the
student newspaper. Gayle taught English and history at Noble
Township High School in Indiana. They were married in 1957.
When they came to Maine, she taught English for a year at Ells
worth High School. Today she is head of the English Department
at George Stevens Academy in Blue Hill.
The Durnbaughs initially had decided to attempt to purchase
the Ellsworth American, and they started an Ellsworth
American fund with proceeds from free-lance photography and
writing. But the fund hadn’t even reached $600 when the owner of
the American died. Trustees of the estate decided to retain it.
Friends of the Durnbaughs urged them to come to Maine anyway
and start a paper in Blue Hill to be on hand if the American ever
went on the market. (When it finally did come up for sale three or
four years later, three different offers of the Durnbaughs-in
combination with several potential partners-were declined. But
two years later it was purchased by James Russell Wiggins.)
In the ’60’s weekly newspapers, especially rural weeklies, were
dying out, and “ I thought it was dumb to come to Maine and try to
start another new weekly,” Durnbaugh confesses, “ but I was
strangling where I was in Indiana.”
The Durnbaugh's came to Maine in the summer of 1960 for a
vacation and “just to look around to see if there might be some
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possibilities for starting a paper.” By his own admittance Durn
baugh said he didn’t see many opportunities then and he still
doesn’t today, but despite the odds, he decided to start a news
paper in Blue Hill.
“ Jerry had always wanted to come to Maine," Gayle said. “ He
quit his job in Indiana, and we came to Maine.” In the summer of
1960, the Durnbaughs visited Blue Hill. “ There was a void in area
news coverage,” Gayle said.
The Durnbaughs decided to fill that void.
“ We tried to design a newspaper that would do other things
too; we’d fill the paper with hard news and let the other papers fill
their columns with personals,” Jerry explained.
He had heard of offset printing, but “ I hadn’t the foggiest idea
what it was all about. We looked around for a printer when we
came to Blue Hill, but decided that we might as well invest in
offset equipment ourselves rather than job out the work.”
Jerry went back to Indiana and visited a printer friend who
had published a small letterpress weekly. “ I spent three evenings
with him, and he taught me all that I knew about offset in those
three evenings.”
Jerry returned to Maine, and set up shop. He and Gayle had
hoped to have their first issue off the press in October.
How did the Packet arrive at its name? “ Well, we spent a lot of
time on what to call the paper,” Jerry said. When seeking a name,
they “ thumbed through a nautical dictionary. We didn’t want to
tie it to a town.” Even today Jerry gets perturbed when people
wrongly call the paper the Blue Hill Packet. “ The correct name is
The Weekly Packet,” he says firmly. “ We were kind of proud of our
name, although it was two years before we found out that there
was another Packet (the Princeton, N.J., Packet).”
Once the name was decided upon and the offset printing equip
ment purchased, the Packet was ready to open shop, but they
missed their target date of October.
Gayle was familiar with the news-editorial side of the news
paper business after her stint as editor of the Manchester College
student newspaper, “ but I didn’t know anything about produc
tion,” she said.
Yet after a day of fulltime teaching, she’d find time to help
chase down ads and paste up pages on their dining room table,
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working into the early-morning hours.
The Packet was in the Pendleton Building on Water Street for
17 years. Its first home was the single room which became the
composition room, the northwest downstairs corner of the build
ing. Ultimately, the paper occupied three-fourths of the ground
floor of the old four-story hotel, plus a former machine shop in a
separate building to house the printing equipment.
In the summer of 1977, the Durnbaughs purchased an old
home across from the Blue Hill town hall on Main Street and con
verted the downstairs into offices, darkroom and composition
rooms. A one-story addition was built in back for the presses and
heavy equipment.
Originally, the Durnbaugh's believed the Packet would be a
man-wife operation, but small as it may have appeared at first, it
was more than two people could handle. Gayle also was holding
down a teaching job in Ellsworth. By the end of the first month
the staff included two paid employees and several volunteers.
Gayle enthuses about the Packet staff, “ We’ve always had a
terrific staff.”
Although they had planned to publish the first issue in Octo
ber. it wasn’t until mid-November that all the equipment was
installed and the Packet office was open for business. Other than
the Durnbaughs, the first employee was Mrs. Charles Torry,
secretary and typesetter. She was joined by Mrs. Merle Grindle Jr.
who volunteered her labors as a typesetter and paste-up artist.
She also wrote an article in the first edition explaining the deri
vation of the paper’s name.
That first issue was two days late and didn't get into the mails
until early Saturday morning. The Packet carried a Thursday,
Dec. 1, 1960, dateline but actually didn’t get to the post office and
in the homes until Saturday, Dec. 3. But that was soon remedied
as production flaws were smoothed out. The second issue was out
by Friday morning, Dec. 9. Although it wasn’t smooth sailing
then, the Packet since Dec. 15, 1960, has never missed a Thurs
day publication date.
Jerry Durnbaugh had a plan for what a newspaper should be,
and what he felt strongest about was editorials. He felt that way
when he started the Packet and still believes that “ editorials will
be there, and they will take stands on local issues. I've never
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bought the theory that national and world events should be
commented upon only by daily papers. And I was determined that
my paper wouldn’t promote every little thing that came along.
When we did promote something, we'd do it heavily. We’ve done
the latter twice in the past 15 years.”
In 1967, the Packet said it would raise the money for an ambu
lance service in Blue Hill. It supported the effort throughout its
columns and was able to raise twice the $4,500 needed. The other
time, the Packet crusaded against privately driven vehicles
which took students to extracurricular activities. It successfully
promoted a mini-bus plan, which would be the direct responsi
bility of the Academy.
In the first issue of the Packet, which was a 5-column tabloid, a
salutatory editorial ran on the front page:
“ This is the first issue of THE WEEKLY PACKET, a general
circulation weekly newspaper to be published on the peninsula
bounded by the Penobscot and Blue Hill Bays. It is a triangular
area with, roughly, Castine, Stonington and Blue Hill at the
points of the triangle.
“ It is printed on quality paper by the photo-offset method. This
method does not require converting matter to be printed into
metal. As a result, it is exceptionally adaptable to the use of pic
tures and The Packet will use them generously....”
Reception to the Packet was “ excellent,” Jerry Durnbaugh
recalled. “ Of course, through the years the reception has varied.
The newness is gone, but when we first came out we were the first
in Maine to do many things.”
Some of those “ firsts” were down-style headlines which had
not been used by any Maine papers until The Packet came along.
The eight-page weekly started running four-color process
printing, and, according to Durnbaugh the Packet has been in the
forefront of taking strong editorial positions.
“ I was given all sorts of advice on what kind of editorial
positions to take when I was planning this newspaper.” he ex
plained. "Some publishers suggested I not get involved in any
thing of local controversy, another said that you may be out in left
field but if you’re with a majority of people a majority of the time
then you'll be safe, and yet another said to reflect the views of the
people you serve. One said to go your own way, and I guess ‘go
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your own way’ is a very good idea. That’s the route I’ve chosen.”
In his first editorial. Durnbaugh delivered this message in
straightforward terms to his readers:
News, editorial and advertising policies will he strictly
divorced. News will be judged solely on its value as news, and not
what our editorial opinion might be. If a business event is news
worthy, it will be published whether or not is is advertised. If it is
not newsworthy, it will not be published as news, regardless of the
size of the ad.
Our goal is objective reporting of as much news as we can
physically collect, you can help by sending us news by mail or
phone (DRake 4-5643), or bringing it in person.
Our basic assumption is that the people have the right to
know, particularly in the reporting of government affairs and the
handling of public money. It works two ways. Adequate reporting
helps the public official in explaining his job and policies to you,
and it helps you by informing you as to what your tax money is
going for, and why.
“ Names Make News" is an old saw that has been kicking
around newspaper shops for years. Somebody should have kicked
it out the window, for nothing is farther from the truth.
If it were true, newspapers could publish the telephone direc
tory each week at a considerable saving in expense and effort.
News is made by people-people doing things, saying things.
Newspapers-and newspapermen-don't make the news. They
merely seek out the news and report it. THE PACKET will be a
chronicle of the doings and happenings of the peninsula area. We
will picture as many of these as we can.
Our judging of the news will be quite simple-that which is of
interest, importance or significance to the greatest number of
people is of the greatest news value. Sometimes an item isn’t very
interesting, but is significant to you, and a great many others,
because it affects you directly. The more local an item is, the more
newsworthy.
But sometimes things happen at a distance-in Washington,
for instance-which have a direct effect here. THE PACKET will
cover them.
We’ll have features, too, about you and your neighbor.
And we’ll maintain a calendar of coming events-to help you he
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informed of meetings of interest which you might like to attend in
neighboring towns, and to help you in scheduling your own meet
ings.
No special interest group will dictate PACKET policies, nor
receive favored or unfavored treatment.
It is our pledge to be informative. If we can entertain you, too-well, then that is a bonus.
Editorially, THE PACKET will be independent Republican.
We tend to Republican philosophy, but won’t follow the party
when we think it’s in the wrong.
That’s sort of a fancy way of saying we’re conservative.
We strongly oppose massiveness in government; the paring
away of individual freedoms; the welfare state; bad roads, cradleto-the-grave security; federal aid to education; class legislation;
hot-rod driving; pessimists; suppression of minority groups;
government waste; high fashion; teen-age a lc o h o lic s , news sup
pression; high taxes, and newspapers that never take a stand.
We strongly favor a sound, non-inflationary economy; the pri
vate enterprise system; integration, an orderly, economic growth
for this area; less pork-barrel legislation; a massive foreign
exchange program as the key to world peace; individualism;
lower taxes; conservation; moderation; more voice in govern
ment by the individual; and a good cigaret after a delicious meal.
We have infinite faith that this area, bounded by a line from
Castine to Blue Hill, and the Penobscot and Blue Hill Bays, is on
the verge of a substantial economic upswing, and we want to do
our bit to help bring it about in an orderly manner.
And we’ll defend to our death your right to disagree with every
thing we print-and give you the space to do it.
We consider our publication as YOUR newspaper. We hope
you will come to consider it your newspaper, too.
The Durnbaughs left little doubt where they stood editorially.
As with any new publication there are always problems to over
come, and The Packet was no exception. It looked at some of those
problems in the Dec. 8, 1960, edition:
“The news problem:
“ Some readers have complained that news from certain areas
on the peninsula was missing from last week’s issue.
“ It is a legitimate complaint, and a true one, too, and we’re
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trying to do something about it.
"We still need correspondents for Stonington, Deer Isle and
Brooklin, Sedgwick and Penobscot. If the situation warrants, we
will add a correspondent for Surry....
“ Because we have no sports news does not mean that we
intend to ignore this important facet of peninsula life. Our sports
coverage just hasn’t been developed yet.
“ What we really need are more 36-hour days, more 8-day
weeks. In basketball, we intend to feature a game of the week
pictorially, with paragraphs on other area games.
“ It takes months to build up a news coverage system for a new
publication, particularly a small weekly newspaper such as this."
At first printing and production were less than ideal. The
paper was printed in the Packet’s own plant one page at a time
with pages pasted together to make a whole newspaper. The late
Harry Drew, Mrs. Torrey’s brother, was appalled at the cumber
some production methods and invented several binders for
speedier gluing. He showed his ingenuity in other areas, and soon
became a volunteer press operator.
Today the senior member of The Packet is Richard Hill. He
started out in December 1960 as a printer and today is the mech
anical superintendent in charge of the paper’s production and
commercial printing. Through the dogged efforts of Hill and the
other members of the small staff, the Packet made progress and
became a force in the communities it served.
An old Webendorfer press was bought in the summer of 1961
and the printing operation was transferred to the north third of
what formerly had been Lu Piper Sr.’s machine shop.
The Webendorfer was able to print two pages at a time which
represented a great step forward in production of the paper, and it
meant no more gluing of sheets together. The Webendorfer saw
service until 1968 when a new Heidelberg press was bought. It is
still in use today.
At 10 months of age, The Packet had established a reputation
for hardhitting editorials. In a Sept. 28, 1961, editorial, it
admonished:
“ Cancer requires treatment. When a bunch of young punks are
able to disrupt a school social function to the point where the
function must be terminated, something is wrong. And though
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those involved definitely were at fault, the whole town and area
has to share some of the blame.
"A few of those involved we know personally. And we know
that they know, full well, the difference between right and wrong.
But they, in the words of one local citizen, ‘just don’t give a damn’ .
“ And there is where we as a society are to blame. For we, it
would appear, just don’t give a damn either...”
Throughout its lifetime, The Packet was able to stir up its own
controversies, such as the time it editorially called the children
soliciting for UNICEF at Halloween time “ little beggars.” This
incurred the wrath of readers and letters to the editor flooded in
the week following.
Its editorial stands have been in keeping with a Benjamin
Franklin quote of 1731 which the Packet carries on its editorial
page: “ If all Printers were determin’d not to print any thing till
they were sure it would offend no body, there would be very little
printed."
In 1962, Mrs. Clarence Gordon succeeded Mrs. Torrey as secre
tary and typesetter. Today Mrs. Gordon is office manager and
handles all bookkeeping as well as typesetting and proofreading.
About that time The Packet moved into a room now occupied by a
veterinary clinic. It formerly housed the Merle Grindle Agency.
Another first occurred when former Packet correspondent
Mrs. Philip Johnson joined the staff as a reporter, feature writer
and advertising salesman.
The Packet made good use of its offset production facilities by
liberally using unusual pictures such as an 1893 lithograph of
Greens Landing, Stonington which filled the top half of page one
in the Aug. 16, 1962, issue. Photographs taken by Jerry Durn
baugh were of high quality and when Hugh Bowden joined the
editorial staff in 1964 Jerry taught him the finer points of photo
graphy.
One of the more imaginative photo displays was a full front
page of photos showing a baby in diapers surrounded by tax
forms. The caption read: “ For Heaven’s Sake, What Nincompoop
wrote these instructions?” Appropriately enough the date was
April 11, 1963.
On the news side, the Dec. 5, 1963, issue devoted page 1 to a 35column-inch story with three photos depicting the headlined
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story: “ Southerly winds, high tides pummel area." It continued
on page 4 with a roundup story on area damage and two more
photos.
In reviewing its past performance on Dec. 5, 1963, The Packet
commented editorially: “ This week marks the start of the fourth
year of The Weekly Packet...In its first issue as a paid news
paper, The Packet published 800 copies of six pages-a total of
4,800 pages. The Packet now publishes 1,325 copies in the winter,
1,600 to 1,700 in the summer...in addition it prints the Dow Air
Force Base weekly, the Lincoln News and the Bimonthly Maine
Maritime Academy Alumni News...”
Coverage included an annual edition at the time of the Blue
Hill Fair in late August and early September. At Christmas it fills
page one with children’s Christmas drawings, paintings, yuletide stories and poems.
Much of The Packet’s success is the result of the remarkable
relationship between the Durnbaughs and editor Hugh Winslow
Bowden.
Bowden, 35, current Packet editor, was born in Washington,
D.C. and came to Brooklin, Maine, when he was two. He attended
the local schools and served in the U.S. Army from 1960 to 1963.
Bowden returned to the region in April 1964. Jerry Durnbaugh
hired him in May as a combination editor-reporter. He stayed on
the job learning the ropes, but left for three months in the summer
of 1965. He returned that fall and took up his news-editorial
duties.
From his corner office in the Pendleton Building, Bowden
reminisced about those early years. “ I always felt I had a good
teacher in Jerry, and I’ve always been reasonably able in the
English language.” It wasn’t long before Bowden established
many contacts through “ sheer legwork." As he grew into his job
with more confidence and competence, he learned the elements of
good photography, again through the tutoring of Durnbaugh.
The Packet has no country correspondents, and Bowden
handles most of the newsgathering duties Thursday, Friday and
Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday he does the majority of the
writing. The Packet goes to press Thursday.
But when Bowden first came to The Packet, he had much to
learn. And learn he did. He was promoted to news editor in 1966.
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He progressed rapidly, and in 1968 he was made editor and given
overall responsibility for the newspaper’s contents. This freed up
publisher Durnbaugh, who became a state house columnist for
the daily Kennebec Journal in Augusta. He turned the operation
over to Bowden, and as Bowden laconically puts it, “ I have more
free rein than free time.”
Advertising was assumed by David Cummins in 1965. He
had come to Maine after operating his own ad agency in New
Jersey. He died of a heart attack at 52 in 1973. Mrs. James Lay,
who had been working in the production department, assumed
advertising duties, and Richard Wyatt succeeded Mrs. Lay in the
fall of 1973. Ronald Russell became advertising manager in 1974
and held that job until 1975, when he left to start his own busi
ness in Bangor. Miss Helen Nowland became advertising
manager in mid-October 1975.
In 1968 the Merle B. Grindle Agency vacated offices in the
Pendleton Building, and The Packet moved its business, adver
tising and editorial offices across the hall to the suite of offices left
by the Grindle agency. For the first time, private offices were
provided for publisher, editor and ad manager.
Other staff members in the back shop were Earl Gray, press
operator and darkroom technician for six years until a blood clot
hospitalized him in May 1974. As The Packet’s only employee
emeritus, he is still very much part of the Packet family. He was
replaced by a young high school graduate, Miss Elizabeth
Bakeman of Brooksville, who had spent her month of
independent study from George Stevens Academy in the Packet
press room. She learned and loved the business. She accepted the
job when the opportunity arose to work for the Packet. She is one
of a handful of women in the country to operate a heavy press,
according to Durnbaugh.
Another stalwart in the production crew has been Mrs.
Kenneth Taplin. She is a six-year veteran of the Packet staff and
“ has lived through four generations of typesetting machinery
and mastered the intricacies of two new highly sophisticated
typesetting machines. Her typesetting speed is legendary.”
Coupled with this skill, she is also circulation manager.
On the news side, Bowden said, “ I like to think we’ve played a
major role in educating people via the news stories and editorials.
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It’s difficult to gauge the role a newspaper plays but I believe
we’ve played a major part in getting the peninsula ambulance
corps.”
But public apathy is something that Bowden “ tries and tries to
combat. More than anything else I hope to make the people think
about what’s going on in the world...that’s the most important
job.”
When Durnbaugh went to work for the Kennebec Journal, he
left the Packet in Bowden’s hands. Durnbaugh worked in
Augusta for the Kennebec Journal for four years, and then went
to work for the state in an ambulance training program.
Since its first days in 1960 the Packet has been printed on
high-quality offset paper. In 1973 the paper’s size was increased
to a wider size and its format shifted from five columns to three
columns. The makeup became more horizontal so that fewer
stories were stacked, Bowden said. The type style changed at the
same time. The body type was English Times, and Stymie was
used for headlines. Every page of the paper is dummied.
“ Hugh is more than an editor-he’s a quasi publisher,” is how
Jerry Durnbaugh describes Bowden’s position. “ I would trust
Hugh with anything.”
Durnbaugh continues to hold down another job outside the
newspaper, and because of his trust in Bowden, Durnbaugh feels
that the arrangement works out well. Bowden agrees.
The end result is that Bowden runs the paper on a day-to-day
basis. And the two men agree “ pretty much philosophically,”
Bowden said, so that if Jerry can’t get an editorial written to meet
the deadline, Hugh will write it. Most of the daily decisions are
made by Bowden. The editorial writing “ depends on the subject,”
Bowden said. “ I feel the editor has to reflect the public point of
view. If I’m sure of Jerry’s philosophical point of view, then I'll
write the editorial. If I don’t know his viewpoint, I’ll leave it
alone.”
Jerry Durnbaugh still holds closely to most of those editorial
ideals set forth in that first editorial. However, there is one excep
tion: he no longer advocates that “ good cigaret after a delicious
meal.” Jerry’s given up smoking.
Durnbaugh and Bowden make a good team. One seems to
dovetail the other nicely. And the arrangement of absentee pub
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lisher has worked since 1968 when Durnbaugh went to work for
the Kennebec Journal.
Perhaps Gayle Durnbaugh best sums up the years in her Dec.
4, 1975, Gayle Winds column, which has run since 1964:
"Fifteen years--Wow!
“ It seems a long time ago now since we rode along the Penob
scot Ridge into Blue Hill, wondering all the way where our sub
scribers were going to come from. There was hardly a light all
that way.
“ And some things are almost too painful to remember, like the
night I worked all night long and then went home to change
clothes so my students at Ellsworth High would think I had been
in bed like normal people....
“ It is fun to be able to pass the time of day with the person on
the other end of the line even when getting the wrong telephone
number, and to be able to pick wild raspberries in August and go
directly to the salt water to cool off. It is comforting to know
service and repair men personally so I can be typically vague in
what’s wrong with the car or the dishwasher, and it is so good to
be in an area where kids can be kids without over-confinement.”

The Boothbay Register

The night of January 6, 1945, was one of the coldest of the
winter at Boothbay Harbor, Maine, when the temperature fell to
zero. At around 2 a.m. the strident ring of the telephone awakened
publisher Roy E. Kelley.
“ The whole waterfront’s on fire,” the telephone operator told
him,” and the Register’s right in the middle of it.”
Boothbay Register publisher Kelley sprang out of bed, got
dressed and rushed down to the waterfront where he watched the
worst fire in the town’s history destroy six buildings and 27 boats
The Register building on Commercial Street was demolished and
all that remained was a mass of steaming metal heaped among
the charred pilings at the edge of the harbor’s mudflats. The only
things salvaged in the building were the subscription list and
other records which were in the office safe found in the ruins.
That was early Sunday morning and before the embers had
cooled, Kelley was contacting printers around the state. The
Journal Publishing Co. in Belfast came to his aid, printing that
week’s paper and succeeding editions. Not a single issue of the
Register missed publication, and the weekly newspaper could
announce proudly: “ The Register may be down-yes, even flat on
the ground — but it is not out.”
At that time the Register was 67 years old. Over those years
the fire was the closest near-disaster to strike the weekly paper
since it was founded on December 9, 1876, by Benjamin T. Cox,
whose four-page, 71/4-inch-by-101/2 inch weekly paper cost 50 cents
a year. Its office was in G. Hodgdon’s clothing store.
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Cox's first concern was building up the Register's circulation
and paid subscriptions. The tiny paper dealt with local items and
issues concerning the condition of roads, the need for new
schools, revival meetings and fluctuations in the fishing indus
try.
Although pious in his outlook, especially when it came to the
question of prohibition, Cox displayed a dry wit which was
sprinkled throughout his columns.
Some forewarning of his piety was evident in an editorial
printed six months after he started the paper: “ Years ago we
learned that ‘he who tries to please everybody, pleases nobody.’
So we have kept on our course, striving to do ‘what seemeth to us
right.' ”
The temperance issue was given a decided boost in articles
signed by an anonymous “ A.N.R.'' which started appearing in
the Register on May 19, 1877. One column laid it on the line:
“ There has been a grand moral awakening going on in our state,
and the time is auspicious to give the temperance cause a mighty
push forward." It’s questionable whether the cause was given
much impetus, hut Cox’s editorial comment and the A.N.R. col
umns did serve to split the readers, and soon the region was
divided into two factions-the wets and the drys.
This was no flash-in-the-pan issue, and it became more vola
tile as the years passed. In 1885, editor Cox, who was short and
stocky and had a long, flowing beard, was walking on Townsend
Avenue when he was accosted by a man bearing a horsewhip. The
man proceeded to whip Cox across the back and shoulders. A
crowd gathered to watch the hiding, but no one tried to intervene.
Cox finally escaped, and in the next issue of the Register sug
gested somewhat guardedly that the assault was engineered by
the rum dealers and was meant to frighten Cox into editorial
silence or to drive him out of town. Neither happened. To the con
trary, Cox stayed on as editor of the Register and continued his
fight against the wets, but the odds were growing against Cox's
cause as the region grew.
Finally he did sell his paper’s name and subscription list to
eight businessmen, six of whom were Boothbay Harbor residents.
They took over the operation under the name of the Boothbay
Publishing Co., and Cox took his type cases and printing equip-
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ment to set up business in Tennessee.
One of those eight businessmen was Francis B. Greene who
took over as editor and business manager. He was also operating
a jewelry business at the same time. Starting with his first edition
on May 25, 1888, Greene ran the Register for 47 weeks when he
decided it was time for him to bow out as “ interim editor-business
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manager.” The Register plant was leased to Joseph Burgess of
Waterbury, Conn., after Greene retired as editor. Burgess ran the
paper for only a few months before it was sold to Charles E.
Kendrick.
In later years, Greene, who was a history buff, published a 693page volume, “ History of Boothbay, Southport and Boothbay
Harbor,” which has since become a classic history of the region.
He retired from business in 1934 and died November 29, 1943, at
86.
The fourth Register editor, Kendrick bought out the paper in
1889 and stayed at the helm for 25 years. He was born in Bangor,
orphaned early in his life and raised by his grandparents until he
was 14, when he made his first venture into business operating a
newsstand in the rotunda at the State House in Augusta.
By the time Kendrick was 18 he established an express service
on the Boston-to-Maine steamer, and at 21 sold out this business
and took over a notions sales route in Maine for six years. He
moved to Boothbay Harbor and opened a grocery store in what
was then known as the Miller block and opened a branch store on
Squirrel Island. He sold those businesses in 1888 and bought the
Register in 1889.
Kendrick brought a different tone to the Register. Where his
two predecessors sought out controversial issues, Kendrick was
more prone to seek out the warm and the humorous and might run
such a vignette: “ A perfectly blue lobster was brought in yester
day by one of the fishing smacks and put on exhibition. Probably
his brothers and sisters are green with jealousy. But they need not
mind. The blue will soon change to red.”
However, he did needle some politicians who attracted his
notice. Although he seldom discussed the prohibition question
editorially, he did state in his December 13, 1902, issue that the
law against selling cigarettes “ should be enforced without fear or
favor in every city or village.”
When he took an editorial stand, he did so firmly. He, along
with former editor Greene, was strongly in favor of the division of
Boothbay Harbor from Boothbay, a thorny issue. He was a
witness at hearings which were held on a petition favoring the
division of the towns.
Kendrick’s editorial philosophy was set forth in the July 16,
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1904, issue: “ An editor ought to be estimated, his labor under
stood and appreciated, by the general conduct of his paper-its
tone, uniform, consistent course, aims, manliness, its dignity and
its propriety. To preserve these as they should be preserved is
enough to occupy the time and attention of any man.”
As the years passed, Kendrick did his best to abide by these
principles, and the Register grew steadily. It increased not so
much in the number of pages but in page size. The Register meas
ured eight, 13-pica-wide columns so that a fully opened news
paper was an arm stretcher. The ambitious editor went a step fur
ther in announcing on Dec. 19, 1903, that “ On account of the large
amount of advertising being bestowed upon us, we shall be
obliged to enlarge the Register to a nine-column sheet after Jan. 1,
1904, thus adding nearly one whole page of space...Let the good
work go on.” That latter sentence was a Kendrick favorite, for
which he gained notoriety.
Kendrick continued as editor-publisher for another 11 years up
until his death May 10, 1914. Under Kendrick, the paper had been
published in the building which later housed the Smiling Cow
Gift Shop. All type had been handset. However, with a new owner
coming on the scene, radical changes were to be introduced to the
Register.
A nine-year newspaper veteran and Boothbay native,
Benjamin E. Kelley came back to his hometown in 1914 to pur
chase the Register from the Kendrick estate. He was the first
native-born editor-owner to publish the Register.
Benjamin Kelley was educated in the Boothbay public
schools, a graduate of Lincoln Academy and Bowdoin College,
class o f 1902. He worked at a private school for boys in Green
wich, Conn., and in 1905 became associate editor of the Green
wich News. He remained there until 1914, when he bought the
Register.
It wasn’t long before Kelley made some changes in the
Register. In the Nov. 28, 1914, issue he wrote: “ With today’s issue,
if nothing serious befalls, the Register is printed in its present
form for the last time, and in the present location also for the last
time.”
His first move was to cut down the large page size. Rather than
the old four-page, nine columns, Kelley decided to change to eight
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pages with six, 20-inch-long columns to a page. He bought a tworevolution Whitlock press, which was installed in a new plant.
Kelley bought out L.A. Moore’s printing plant and business on
Oak Street.
In 1917 a Linotype machine was bought and installed by
Kelley. No longer would type be handset.
Along with the physical and mechanical changes in the plant,
Kelley also revamped the layout and design of the Register’s
pages. He cleared the front page of advertisements and replaced it
with news. In Kelley’s opinion news was all-important, and the
Register soon carried many more stories and items than it had in
the past.
Legend has it that Benjamin Kelley was such a well-known
figure in town that it would take him a good part o f the morning to
make his way from his home at the upper end of Townsend
Avenue to the Register office, which, after a few years, had been
moved to Commercial Street. Enroute he’d stop to chat with
friends and acquaintances, and by the time he reached his office
he had collected a fistful of news items.
He was a newsman and editor whose journalistic talent
brought about its own news. Not long before his death in 1936,
while writing of a Region murder case which had attracted news
papermen from far and wide, Kelley reported that an unnamed
reporter from a Boston paper had hidden a hacksaw blade in a
cake which was to be sent to the accused in prison.
A reporter covering the murder case sued Kelley for libel.
Although the Register story had not named the reporter, he
claimed it referred to him directly since he was the only Boston
reporter in town. Kelley countered, saying there were several
reporters on the scene and his story might have pointed to any
one of them.
The libel suit was dropped after Kelley died in June, 1936. He
was stricken with acute appendicitis, operated on for a ruptured
appendix and seemed to be recovering, but an embolism or blood
clot developed and he died in June 1936.
Benjamin Kelley’s nephew, Roy E. Kelley, had come to work
for his uncle in 1920 as a Linotype operator. Roy was 16 and lived
with his parents in Boothbay. In 1924 his father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Robie Kelley, moved to a new home in Boothbay Harbor.
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Roy married Eunice Reed of Boothbay in 1925.
Roy worked long and hard on the Register, learning the pro
duction and business side of the operation. His uncle promoted
Roy to business manager in 1935. A year and a half later Uncle
Benjamin died. His widow assumed ownership, and Roy was
named manager.
Mrs. Kelley owned the Register until 1940 when she sold the
business to her nephew.
When Roy Kelley took over operations after his uncle’s death
he hired Burton Mullen, a Massachusetts native, as editor, a
position he held until 1942, when he was succeeded by Ralph E.
Delano. Delano was with the paper about a year before he entered
the U.S. Army in January, 1943. These World War II days were
lean years as paper, print and personnel were all in short supply,
but many townspeople filled in during Delano’s absence. The
Rev. Kenneth Gray, former minister of the Boothbay Harbor Con
gregational Church, assisted from 1943 to 1944. For the next year
and a half, the Rev. M. Stetson Lincoln, former pastor of the
Boothbay Baptist Church, helped out part-time. He worked dili
gently, especially after the fire wiped out the Register in 1945.
After Kelley contracted with the Journal Publishing Co. of
Belfast to print the Register after the fire, he immediately set in
motion plans to build a new plant. It was during this interim that
Kelley and his wife made the 175-mile roundtrip to Belfast weekly
to pick up the Register. Kelley said he never would have been able
to keep going without the help of his wife, Eunice, who assisted by
reading proof, writing news items, wrapping and addressing
papers and other myriad chores that accompany putting out a
weekly newspaper.
It was 11 months before the new building at 95 Townsend
Avenue was completed and equipped. In the Dec. 14, 1945, issue,
the words went forth that “ The Register is home again.”
After the war, Delano came back once again to take over as
full-time editor. He carried on in that capacity until he left in 1951,
when he bought a newspaper in Benson, N.C. Delano was
replaced by George H. Taylor, whose first job was to get out the
Register's 75th anniversary edition on Dec. 7-a week after he took
over.
Taylor edited the Dec. 7, 1951, anniversary edition, producing
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an 18-page paper chock-full of the history of the weekly and the
Boothbay region. Successful? Today that particular edition is a
collector’s item.
Kelley continued to build up the Register and job printing over
the course of the next 20 years.
Taylor joined the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries in
1957 and was succeeded by Robert Foster Corthell. He remained
in the post a little over a year, and the editor’s chair was then
filled by Donald C. Hansen, who resigned in August of 1958 to go
on active duty with the Armed Forces, and later joined the Guy
Gannett Newspapers. Webster C. Powell served as editor for only
three months, and in February 1959 Perleston L. " Bub" Pert, Jr.
joined the Register as editor, resigning in July 1961. Pert was
replaced by Richard E. Booker of Boston, who stayed on until Sep
tember 1962, when he returned to the city. His assistant was Miss
Mary Dodge, who started working for the Register in 1960 during
the summers when she was a University of Maine at Orono
journalism student. She assumed the full-time editorship in 1962
when Booker left to work in Boston. Mary was the first woman
editor in the Register’s history, and today, now married, Mary
Dodge Brewer still holds the position.
It was during the 1960’s that Daniel Paul DeRepentigny be
came acquainted with Roy Kelley. DeRepentigny was the plant
foreman at the Rockland Courier-Gazette. He had joined the
Rockland publishing house in 1963 to help design its new offset
printing plant and to train personnel in offset printing.
DeRepentigny had been a printer most of his adult life and had
gotten started as a boy in his father’s commercial printing shop in
Saco, Maine. Dan was born in Manchester, N.H., in 1934, when
his father came to Saco, and bought the Community Press, which
he ran until his death in 1961.
Dan recalled his early years. “ I started work with my Dad in
1946, cleaning floors, wiping down presses and got into hand
setting of type and making up forms. Eventually I went on to the
presses.”
After graduating from Old Orchard Beach High School in
1953, he went into the U.S. Marines, but a perforated eardrum
ended his Marine experience after a few months. He was married
in 1954, and he and his wife, Agatha, set up housekeeping in
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Portland where Dan worked for the printers, Hall & Hall, Inc.,
directly under Ed Hall, who was then 98. Hall lived to be 106,
active in printing up to his death.
Over the next decade, DeRepentigny was a p eripatetic
printer. He held down jobs in Maine, Florida, Boston, Chicago,
Mississippi, and Portland, Maine, where he stayed as supervisor
for the Bryant Press from 1957 to 1963. It was in 1963 that he went
to the Courier-Gazette in Rockland, which eventually led to his
meeting Roy Kelley.
Kelley met Dan when at the Courier-Gazette seeing about
some job printing. Through the years, the two struck up a friend
ship. In 1969 DeRepentigny left the Rockland printer to take a job
as manager of the Sun Newspapers in Arizona. Shortly after, Dan
came back to Maine to sell some property.
While in Maine “ I stopped in Boothbay to see Roy Kelley, and,
Roy was having a birthday party and was feeling sad about
everything; he was 65, had no family, and he and Eunice had
worked on the paper all their lives,” Dan recounted. “ I had known
Roy for years through my association with the Courier-Gazette.
We got to talking, and he asked me why didn’t I buy the Register. I
told him quite pointedly that I didn’t have any money, but he sug
gested I try it for six months and if I liked it we’d make arrange
ments. Well, we did, and I never did go back to Arizona. That was
the summer of 1969, and I purchased the Register in May, 1970.”
Dan ran the back shop; his wife, Agatha, came in as book
keeper; Mary Dodge Brewer continued as editor, and Roy Kelley
went from publisher to a helpful, happy Linotype operator. Roy
worked about a year during the transition and still drops by the
office.
“ We made some changes,” Dan said. “ When I purchased the
Register we had one Linotype, were setting heads by hand, were
making up eight pages at a time, printing on an old Miehle flat
bed, and using an Omaha folder...a recently purchased Ludlow
streamlined things a little bit. In the summer I bought another
Linotype and a machine to make our own cuts.”
That fall of 1970, Dan started another weekly newspaper in
Wiscasset, marking the first time in over 50 years that the com 
munity had its own paper. The Wiscasset Newspaper, with Velma
Sutter as editor, has been “ very well received in the area, with
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residents proving that they wanted, and were willing to support,
their own weekly newspaper,” Dan said.
Changes on the Register were in the offing. Dan was publish
ing two newspapers, and “ we were going two ways at once.” At
first both papers were printed letterpress, then later Dan switched
over to offset for the Register, but continued printing the
Wiscasset Paper letterpress.
“ We were having some trouble trying to get a second Linotype
operator, and I advertised in the Publisher’s Auxiliary,” Dan said
with a smile. A young man from Ohio answered the ad, and Dan
hired him over the phone. “ He was the fastest Linotype operator
I’ve over seen in my life, but he was eccentric to say the least.”
One week the Linotype operator asked if he could paint his
machine. “ It was a shoddy old Number 5 Linotype, so I said, ‘Sure
go ahead.’ He asked if he could paint the walls while he was at it,
and I said, ‘Sure, go ahead.’ ” Dan went away the weekend the
man was painting. “ I came back, and I’ve got pictures of that
Linotype. It was painted every color under the rainbow: red,
yellow, green, orange, and chartreuse. Not only that, he painted
the walls and the windows and everything. I almost had a heart
attack when I came in.”
Despite the wild color schemes, the man was an excellent
worker and he stayed on and worked through to the following fall.
There were a number of factors which eventually led
DeRepentigny to switch over completely to offset. It grew in
creasingly more difficult to find good Linotypists, and the size of
the Register grew. The old press could only run four pages at a
time and each press run would take 41/2to 5 hours. It would take
three men just to print, fold and take out the papers. “ It meant
long, long hours, so at that point (fall of 1972) I decided to go over
to offset,” Dan said. “ The Register was printed offset and the
Wiscasset Paper letterpress.”
About that time, the Register became the first weekly news
paper to go to a four-day work week.
It wasn’t long before the Wiscasset Paper also went to offset.
When this came about the Wiscasset Paper no longer was printed
in the Register plant. Arrangements were made to have both
papers printed by the Times Record Publishing Co. in Brunswick.
In the spring of 1974, DeRepentigny made a major decision.
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He sold the commercial printing business and equipment to two
former employees. This operation was moved into the basement
of the Townsend Avenue Register building. Dan leases space to
them. On the first floor the Register has its offices and production
space. Cold type is set on a Compuwriter, the pages are laid out,
pasted up camera-ready and carried to the Times Record plant.
In reaching the decision to sell the job shop, Dan said, “ I felt
the choice had to be made: you either had to be in the commercial
printing or the newspaper business. I don’t care what weekly
newspaper it is...to do the job correctly on the weekly newspaper
you should be a weekly newspaper...”
With the change to offset came some typographic changes to
the Register. It moved from a seven-column format. The two
DeRepentigny papers have formed a cooperative advertising
agreement with the Times Record and the Lincoln County News.
The four papers all run a broadsheet, six-column format, which
means the cooperative advertising program is practical and
“ makes sense from a standpoint of needs in makeup, savings in
paper and speed in pasteup,” Dan said.
The Register has an off-season circulation of 3,700 which
climbs to 5,000 in the summer. It averages 20 pages with 55
percent advertising and 45 percent news. The Register has cor
respondents covering Trevett, Barter’s Island, Boothbay, East
Boothbay, Boothbay Harbor, West Boothbay Harbor, Edgecomb,
North Edgecomb, Ocean Point, West Southport, Southport and
Newagen.
Dan is president of Boothbay Register, Incorporated; his wife
is vice-president, secretary and treasurer, and Robert Robinson, a
Portland attorney, is clerk. DeRepentigny is a past president of
the Maine Press Association.
On the editorial side Dan said, “ I’d say I give my editor a very
free hand on editorials. If I didn’t agree with what was written, I
wouldn’t stop her from putting it in the paper. However, I would
probably write my own view. I have on several occasions, but only
when I feel strongly about something in the community that
should be brought to the public’s attention.”
Like other Register publishers before him, DeRepentigny has
been enbroiled in editorial controversy. He said that the Register
fought long and hard against school funding law L.D. 1994. “ We
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championed that cause long before it got into the legislature,” he
said. ‘‘We initiated all the anti-elements. If the people had listened
to what was said in the Register, L.D. 1994 would have been
stopped. But the politicians keep coming back and coming back
until they wear you down. That’s what happened when L.D. 1994
was finally passed and made into law.”
DeRepentigny views the Register in this light: “ Any com
munity that’s had a paper for more than a hundred years some
times takes its role for granted. But on many occasions we’ve
brought the problems of the community before the public. We
serve a very useful purpose of keeping the left and the right from
gaining too much power. I think we try to keep everybody
honest.”

The Bridgton News

The Shorey name has been a part of The Bridgton News since
its first edition on Sept. 9, 1870, published by Brevet Major Henry
Augustus Shorey, “ a bombastic writer, vigorous Prohibitionist,
ardent patriot, and a slipshod businessman with an abundance of
self confidence,” as his grandson Henry A. Shorey III describes
him.
Major Shorey brought his strong personality to the News,
often hammering away at national and international issues
which was common for weekly newspapers of that day. He was a
self-made man who was born in Waterville, Maine, April 3, 1840.
When his father died, Henry left school at 14 and became an
apprentice printer at the Eastern Times in Bath to help support
his mother, brothers and sisters.
Up until the Civil War he worked at the Times and then volun
teered to serve in the Army. At first he was rejected, but later
joined as a second lieutenant. He served five years and was mus
tered out as a brevet major of the 15th Maine Regiment.
He married Miss Ida D. Currier in 1864, and returned from the
army in 1866, to resume his vocation in printing, spending a few
months in the book publishing house of John Wilson and Son,
Cambridge, Mass.
In 1867 he returned to Bath, and with Elijah Upton purchased
the Bath Daily Times and American Sentinel (a weekly), which
they sold to W.E.S. Whitman on Sept. 1, 1869. Major Shorey then
started a job printing shop in Bath, also publishing and editing
the Maine Temperance Advocate, which he continued until
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August 1870.
Major Shorey had decided that Bridgton was a good place to
start a newspaper. In 1870, the town had a population o f about
2,700. Many power sites along Stevens Brook served several
mills, bringing industry and employment to the area.
The print shop in Bath was closed, all its equipment packed
and readied for the trip by canal barge to Bridgton. Eventually
Shorey’s goods and chattels made their way to Bridgton and were
landed at Plummer’s Wharf, transported to town, and the print
ing equipment set up in Bennett’s Hall on Flint Street.
It was Sept. 9, 1870, when the first Bridgton Weekly News
appeared that Friday as “ An Independent Local and Family
Newspaper Devoted to Agricultural and General Intelligence and
the Local interests of Bridgton and Vicinity.”
Major Shorey was off and running. He explained to his readers
who paid $1.50 a year for the newspaper: “ Owing to innumerable
delays and vexations incident to the removal of our printing mat
erials from Bath and getting our machinery into running order,
we are several days behind in issuing the first number of the
News. We hope to be on time in future.” (sic)
On his editorial page he expanded on his plans for the News
under the headline A Few Words Salutory:
“ ...As its name indicates, the News is to be especially devoted
to the local interests of the section and no effort will be spared to
render it so attractive a local newspaper that it will be eagerly
sought for by all interested in the prosperity of Bridgton. While we
shall not aspire to furnish a paper o f great literary merit, or one
which shall vie with the metropolitan press in giving the latest
foreign and general news, it will be our aim to excel all other
papers in news pertaining to this locality. We shall have regular
correspondents in Fryeburg, Naples, Waterford, Lovell,Harrison,
North and South Bridgton and in the other towns adjoining
Bridgton....”
That first edition was a six-column, four-page broadsheet
whose front page carried columns of miscellany: How I Edited an
Agricultural Paper by Mark Twain, What Shall Children Do On
Sunday?, The Local Paper (reprinted from the N. Y. Tribune),
How Chinamen Get to America and one column of “ Our Chip
Basket” which was filled with short expressions or news items—
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none local.
Page two carried the introductory editorial, other national and
foreign news and a column of miscellaneous editorial pieces
along with more than two columns of advertising.
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Finally some local news appeared on page 3, which included a
Bridgton and vicinity church directory, meetings of organiza
tions, The New Congregational Church and various news items
(marriages, deaths), and three columns of ads (Alvin Davis and
Co. opposite the Pondicherry Mills was offering “ foreign and
domestic dry goods—white and colored flannels from 25 to 87
cents; ladies’ serged button shoes for $2.25. and crystal white
glass tumblers only $1 Der dozen’’).
The last page had some poetry, miscellaneous news and “ The
Story of Mutiny” which spilled over two and one-half columns.
The remaining three columns were filled with ads.
After about a year at the Bennett Hall site. Major Shorey
bought “ The Paint Shop” and moved the News there.
Although Major Shorey was editor and publisher of the News,
its mainstay was Charles O. Stickney, who did much of the writ
ing, reporting and editing. He attended Bridgton Academy and
had published a novel by the time he was 16. He was with the
News for 30 years, but also found time to contribute articles to a
variety of newspapers including the Boston Post, Boston Journal,
Worcester Daily Spy, Portland Evening Express and Lewiston
Journal. Stickney died in 1912.
Up to Sept. 8, 1871, the nameplate read: “ Bridgton Weekly
News.” File copies from Sept. 15 to Oct. 1, 1871, are missing, but in
the file copy of Friday, Nov. 3, 1871, the paper changed its name to
The Bridgton News and went from a six-column to seven-column
format.
On the editorial page the change was explained: “ A New
Departure—We this week take a new departure and present to the
subscribers of The Bridgeton News a paper considerably en
larged in form with a new head and other improvements...As to
the future policy of the News we have only to say that as in the
past, it will be an independent (not neutral by any means) local
newspaper....”
Advertising ran on the front page in later editions. A typical
one was this May 19, 1871, P/z-inch ad for Dr. L. G. Kimball
(replete with a sketch of teeth and dental instruments with this
claim): “ Satisfaction given or no charge made. Ether and nitrous
oxyd gas administered when desired. Office over Stuart’s
Clothing Store, Bridgton, Me.”
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And Douglas and Moors Blacksmiths gave particular
attention to horse and ox shoeing.
Major Shorey was particularly active in the temperance move
ment and state politics, and he was prone to make editorial com
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ments generally about national-international issues.
On occasion the editorials touched on local topics such as this
one on June 9, 1871, “ The Iron Horse at Fryeburg: Tuesday of this
week will long be remembered by the people of Fryeburg as the
occasion of the arrival of the first train of cars at that beautiful
village, an event which must be highly appreciated by a popula
tion who, heretofore, have been compelled to submit to a 35 miles’
pilgrimage by stage coach before reaching the outside world...”
Starting out in quarters at Bennett Hall, the News later moved
to The Paint Shop, but a fire destroyed that building in 1873. The
disaster was reported in the following week’s paper: “ Though
somewhat scorched, the News still survives.”
Major Shorey rebuilt on the site, but still another fire
destroyed the News building as well as five others adjoining in
1879. Again, on his usual optimistic note, the Major told his
readers: “ We ain’t dead yet and we ain’t going to die either!” This
time he relocated in the old Post Office Building. In 1895 the News
moved to 44 Main St.
Over the course of years, Major Shorey continued to sound off
editorially, running the gamut of issues, especially promoting a
railroad line to Bridgton. After years of supporting the cause, in
January 1883, the railroad finally reached Bridgton.
In 1889 the Major changed the name of the business to H.A.
Shorey and Son, with the hope that his son Albert C. would join
him. Albert had other ideas and went to work at the Bath Times
and later edited the Brunswick Telegraph for a short time before
going to Boston to work as a reporter on a daily. Later he returned
to Bridgton to work in the printing shop as a compositor.
Meanwhile, another son, Henry A. Shorey, Jr., (Harry) began
an aborted career on the News. He graduated from Bowdoin
College in 1900, and went to work on the Bangor Commercial
before settling in at The Bridgton News working with his father.
Young Harry apparently chafed under the father-son arrange
ment, and left to work for the state in the secretary of state’s
office. Harry stayed in Augusta and helped organize the state
police and was named the state’s first chief of the State Highway
Police. He was married in 1905 to Helen M. March of Bridgton, a
schoolteacher, who died in 1945.
His father had been a dominant figure and known throughout
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the state, especially for his strong stands on prohibition and his
active role in the temperance movement. The strong-willed Major
controlled the News for as long as possible, but at 83 years of age
finally turned over the reins to Harry in 1923. The Major died in
1926.
Under Harry, the News took a new direction. It moved from
the national and international scene to more coverage of local
and state news. Harry built up a loyal corps of country correspon
dents whose lo^e for the business was epitomized by Mrs. Julia
Chadbourne of North Bridgton, who was a regular correspondent
up until shortly before her death at the age of 100. She was
claimed to be the oldest newspaper correspondent in the county.
Harry Shorey was not without political influence, although
his notoriety, by choice, never matched that of his father. When
the younger Shorey took over, the News’ financial condition was
shaky, and later the U.S. economy was flagging. Yet he was able
to keep the News afloat financially.
Harry was well equipped to crusade for state expenditures
toward better roads. Road building and improvements had long
been of keen interest to him, and he was always eager to see the
results of any road project which he might have influenced.
A competing newspaper, The Bridgton Star, was started in
1947 by Ed Decker. Six months later he sold out to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Dingley, both former News employees, who published the
paper for about a year before it ceased publication.
With competition out of the way, Harry continued publishing
the News from its 44 Main St. office and print shop. But the years
were beginning to take their toll, and while walking up the hill to
the family homestead he complained of chest pains.
Harry was stricken with a heart attack on Friday, Jan. 5, 1952,
and died the next day in Memorial Hospital, Bridgton. He had
been born in Bridgton on Oct. 14, 1877.
The Jan. 11, 1952, Bridgton News was a six-page paper which
carried this glimpse of Henry A. Shorey, Jr.
“ In recent years in his editorial columns, he had enjoyed mix
ing his observations on current issues with reminiscences of the
past. These anecdotes of former days and experiences evidently
gave his readers pleasure as well since his older readers fre
quently wrote him to contribute additional information or ask for
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more details. His faculty of being able to reminisce without be
coming nostalgic kept this type of editorial from becoming
limited in its appeal.
“ He was a familiar sight walking across the Square—the
ever-present cigar in his teeth, hat at a jaunty angle, one hand
gloved, the other bare. As much a part of Bridgton as the Square
itself. His passing is deeply felt by all, whether they knew him as
Harry, Mr. Shorey or Dad.”
At the time of Harry Shorey’s death, Lawrence B. Gray was
managing editor of the News.
On page one of the Jan. 11 edition ran a small box. “ The
Future of the News—The suddenness of our Editor’s death has
left the family and the News staff unprepared to issue a longrange statement of plans for the future.”
However, yet another Henry Augustus Shorey (III) was to take
over operation of the News. The son o f Harry and grandson of the
major, Henry III was a native of Bridgton, a graduate of Bridgton
High School, attended Hebron Academy and graduated from
Bowdoin College in 1941. Henry served with the U.S. Army Field
Artillery until 1945 and later attended the Carnegie Tech School
of Printing Management. He worked with textbook publisher
Ginn and Co. in Boston from 1946 to 1952, when he came back to
his hometown to take over operation of the News.
It took a few months for the transition to take place after his
father’s death, and on July 18, 1952, the News announced in a
page 2 editorial: “ The Skipper Comes Aboard—it is expected that
Henry A. Shorey, owner of the Bridgton News, will assume active
management of the paper next week. He and Mrs. Shorey, with
children, arrived this week to occupy the Shorey homestead,
which has been throughly renovated this spring.”
Henry Shorey became editor and publisher July 25, 1952.
According to his own accounting, “ The new editor moved
with characteristic conservatism in making changes, and a
casual reader might well have missed the passing of the mantle.
Early in the game he became much concerned with industrial
development for the area, since the need for a better balance in the
local economy was apparent.. .Through the medium of the Bridg
ton Industrial Development Corp., this became a reality...today
there are some 400 manufacturing jobs in Bridgton over and
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above those available in 1952.”
But Henry’s active part on the News only lasted a few years.
His own newspaper announced his departure from a day-to-day
role on the News in this page one story on April 4, 1957:
“ Appointment of Acting Postmaster Made—Henry A.
Shorey has been approved by the post office department as acting
postmaster.”
His appointment as postmaster was confirmed at a later date,
but since the April 4, 1957, announcement the masthead has read,
Publisher: Henry A. Shorey; Managing Editor: Eula M. Shorey.
Mrs. Shorey is a native of Indiana and was educated at
DePauw University. She worked for newspapers in Indiana,
Pulaski, Va., and briefly for the New York Daily News. In New
York she was an editor for the E. R. Squibb Co. and later worked
in Boston as the editor of an insurance company publication.
When her husband Henry took over the News in 1952, Eula
Shorey did some part-time reporting—mostly features—until she
took over as managing editor. The paper was still located at 44
Main St., and “ we had one person who reported and wrote, two
people in the job shop, which was quite active, and one Linotype
operator,” Eula said. The News was printed in its own shop by
letterpress.
Eula had experience with offset printing and layout and
design, and she started revamping the appearance o f the News,
modernizing it within the limitations imposed by the letterpress
operation at 44 Main St.
Once Eula took over from Henry, she started making more of
the overall decisions on the News until today, she said, “ Henry
does very little on the paper now, but Henry and I usually will
discuss any major policy decisions. By and large the decisions are
mine. I’ll sit down with Betsy (Moriarty) to talk things over. I
have free rein. As far as what our views are, I’d say we’re a Repub
lican newspaper.”
A series of events eventually led the News to make a major
change in its printing. For years, the weekly had printed in its
own shop at 44 Main St. However, the equipment was getting old
and the condition of the building was less than desirable.
When the Linotype operator broke his leg, it meant the News
needed to have the type set by another shop, but the presswork
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was still being done at the News up until the late 1960’s. At that
time the paper started being printed by the Central Maine Press
in Lewiston. It was a long roundtrip, but continued that way for
three years.
Finally it reached the point where a decision had to be made
whether to update the entire News’ printing plant by going offset
or to farm out the entire production of the paper. It decided on the
latter.
As announced in a page two editorial on Aug. 6, 1970:
“ We’re Cold Type! To some of our readers, cold type has little
or meaning. To us, it. is a pain in the neck!
“ After years (100 this year) of having The Bridgton News
Copy set in metal, everything is now put into print the modern
way...
“ Your News has gone modern—by necessity and not by
choice. Please bear with us until we become tranquil and the
method is perfected."
But although offset was declared a “ pain in the neck” in 1970,
today Eula Shorey fervently says, “ I’d never want to go back to
letterpress again.”
Once the decision was made to go to offset and have the News
printed by the Oxford Hills Publishing Co. in Norway, there was
little need to keep the job printing plant. The News building at 44
Main St. was sold, and the handsome old building was renovated
and is today an art gallery. The News, meanwhile, moved next
door to 42 Main St., where its editorial, business and circulation
offices are maintained.
Both Henry and Eula have been active in town and state
affairs since they arrived in 1952. On Sept. 24, 1970, Henry was
elected president of the Maine Press Association and in 1975 Eula
was also elected president of the organization, the first woman
president of the MPA in its history.
Today, the 4,800-circulation News averages 16 pages and is
typeset and printed in Norway, about 18 miles away. The paper is
printed Wednesday, delivered to the newsstands Wednesday
night and is mailed Thursday.
The weekly news cycle means copy begins flowing to the
printer on Friday, but the bulk is sent over on Monday and Tues
day.
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Bridgton’s population is now 3,400 and the News' circulation
area includes Bridgton, Harrison, Naples, Casco, Raymond,
Sebago, Denmark, Fryeburg, Baldwin, Lovell, Sweden, Hiram
and Waterford.
The News isn’t without its competition, which Mrs. Shorey
says includes the Portland papers and a shopping guide as well as
area radio stations.
Some of the key personnel on the News are son Stephen E.
Shorey, business manager; assistant editors Betsy R. Moriarty
and Mike Corrigan; advertising manager Robert H. Kingsley;
circulation manager Barbara Lackee and a host of town corres
pondents. Henry and Eula’s daughter, Mary Elizabeth, is some
times a contributing reporter. Now-retired Alice Whitney, who
covered circulation, classified advertising, bookkeeping and
office public relations, was a key figure during the “ growing
years.”
The News has been embroiled in town politics, and has “ won
some and lost some issues in town,” Mrs. Shorey says. She sees
The News as performing “ a service to the community. We do, I
think, have people who look to us as a leader in community pro
jects. We try to serve the local area and don’t go into state news,
although we carry a wekly state news digest.”
Taking advantage of the flexibility of offset printing, the
News generally uses many photographs within a generally hori
zontal page format. Its tightly written, pithy editorials are a far
cry from the lengthy discourses which graced its pages in yester
year.
The Bridgton News and the Shorey family have run a parallel
course in history. The Major, Harry, Henry and Eula have left
their benchmarks. In the future, a fourth-generation Shorey—
Stephen Edward—stands on the threshold ready to carry on the
family tradition of serving the newspaper and his community.

The Times Record

The origins of the Times Record trace back to 1820, and
midway in the paper’s history a family tradition started when
Frank Barrett Nichols became publisher of the Bath Daily Times
in 1897.
In 1902 Nichols founded the Brunswick Record, a weekly. He
brought his son-in-law, Paul K. Niven, into the business in 1932
as Record publisher. Paul’s son, Campbell B. Niven, joined the
family in their enterprises in 1956 when he became advertising
manager of the Brunswick Record. In 1960 Cam succeeded his
grandfather as publisher of the Times and the weekly
Independent. The next year Cam also became publisher of the
Record. The Times and Record merged as an afternoon daily in
1967, and Cam became the Times Record publisher, a position he
still holds today.
With obvious pride, Cam reflects upon his heritage: “ The
Bath Times was purchased by my maternal grandfather, Frank
B. Nichols, in 1897. He’d come to work in 1895 for the owner of the
afternoon Times and did an amazing job.’’
The family publication line goes back to 1897, and when Cam
succeeded his grandfather he became only the second Time’s
publisher in 63 years. Nichols was publisher those 63 years and
was still active shortly before he died in 1960 at 92. “ Up until three
weeks before he died he was in the office five hours a day,” Cam
recalls. “ A remarkable longevity in a very difficult market for a
small paper.”
Nichols was born at Round Pond on Feb. 2, 1868, a son of
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Captain Thomas and Augusta Barrett Nichols. He attended
Coburn Classical Institute in Waterville and was graduated from
Colby College in 1892. For a brief time he taught school and was
principal o f Cherryfield Academy when he accepted a position in
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the advertising department of one of the many large patent
medicine firms then flourishing in Maine.
He got into the newspaper business through his advertising
contacts, and in 1894 he and two fellow Colby graduates, S.D.
Graves and W.B. Nash, founded the Rockland Daily Star. Nichols
was business manager.
The following year, Nichols sold out his interest in the
Star and joined the Bath Daily Times as business manager. The
publisher was John O. Patten who purchased the Times on Jan. 1,
1893. In 1897 Nichols bought out Patten.
The Times had a long line of predecessors in the daily field,
and its origins went back to an 1820 weekly. On Dec. 8, 1820,
Joseph G. Torrey and a Mr. Simpson began to publish a four-page
weekly, The Maine Gazette. This modest pamphlet was the lineal
descendant of Nichols’ newly purchased Times and today’s
Times Record.
In 1824 The Maine Gazette strongly supported the candidacy
of John Quincy Adams for president, but the opposition wanted a
vehicle for their views, and on Oct. 14 started up the rival weekly
The Maine Inquirer under the ownership of Thomas Eaton. He
was backed by many Democratic stalwarts, among them William
King, Maine’s first governor. From 1824 to 1832, the two papers
flourished side by side, the Gazette representing the Whigs, and
the Inquirer the Democrats.
During the next decade the paper changed hands many
times. In 1832 a Mr. Harris of Haverhill, Mass., purchased both
the Gazette and the Inquirer and consolidated them under the
name of the Gazette and Inquirer, which was Whig. Harris
published the paper for a year and then sold out to Hamlet Bates,
who published it to 1834. That year Josiah Swift took over and
ran the Gazette and Inquirer until 1836. He sold the paper to
Elisha Clarke, a young man from Bristol who had learned the
printer’s trade while attending Hallowell Academy.
Under Clarke, the paper’s name was changed to the Lincoln
Telegraph, for at that time Bath was in Lincoln County. When
Clarke bought the newspaper from Swift, the circulation was only
100, but through his management he boosted its circulation and
prestige. It was an ardent Whig supporter, and before long
Democrats were looking for an outlet to express their views. In
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1842 John J. Ramsey started a competing newspaper, The Maine
Inquirer, adopting the name of that earlier newspaper. From 1842
to 1846 the Telegraph and the Inquirer competed vigorously, but
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in 1846 both papers changed hands and names.
Clarke sold the Telegraph to the firm of Chamberlain, Haines
and Plummer, which changed the paper’s name to the Northern
Tribune. Ramsey sold the Inquirer to John T. Gilman, who named
it the Eastern Times, from which the Bath Daily Times derived its
name.
The newspaper scene in Bath grew contentious over the next
two decades, matching the rising tide of political bitterness that
led up to the Civil War.
In 1849 Rufus R. Haines started the weekly Mirror. Haines
was a member of the firm which had formerly published the
Tribune. Late in 1853 Haines started the Daily Mirror, the first
daily in Bath. It was a morning newspaper, and his shop was kept
busy printing both the daily and weekly Mirror.
More changes came in June 1855 when the weekly and tri
weekly Tribune and the weekly and Daily Mirror were sold to
Charles Cobb and George A. Kimball, who merged the papers
under the nameplate Daily and Weekly Tribune, which
eventually became the Daily Times. After three months, Mssrs.
Cobb and Kimball sold out their interests in the papers on Sept. 1,
1885, to the Tribune Association, made up of a group of
prominent, but anonymous, Bath men. But these neophytes to the
world of journalism found the going difficult and financially
costly. In September 1857, the association sold out to Elbridge
Roberts and Elisha Clarke. They also bought the Democratic
Eastern Times, consolidating the two into the Northern Tribune
and Eastern Times, which supported the Democrats.
Simultaneously, John T. Gilman, a former owner of the
Times, started another Democratic paper, the tri-weekly People’s
Organ, as an active rival of the established Northern Tribune and
Eastern Times. However, the rivalry ended after a few months
when Gilman bought out the Northern Tribune and Eastern
Times, merged them with his own paper and changed the name to
the Daily Morning Times. Gilman called the weekly edition the
Eastern Times. They were published until June 1862, when he
sold out to James M. Lincoln, who combined them with his
American Sentinel tc form the Daily Sentinel and Times. At this
point the paper changed its politics to Republican. The Times’
volumes were numbered beginning in 1862, although the
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continuous publication of the daily edition goes back to the Daily
Mirror o f 1853.
After James Lincoln died, his widow continued to publish the
papers until Dec. 1, 1866, when Elijah Upton and Major Henry A.
Shorey bought her out. They published the Daily Sentinel and
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Times and the weekly Sentinel until September 1869, when the
business was purchased by W.E.S. Whiteman who changed the
name of the daily edition to the Bath Daily Times. The Times had
been a morning paper, but on July 1, 1870, Whiteman changed the
Times over to an afternoon publication.
Once again the paper was to change hands within a short
period. In October 1870, Whiteman sold out ot Elijah Upton. In
1872 Upton’s son, Joshua, was brought into the business. After
the elder Upton died, his son continued to publish both the weekly
and daily until the end of 1888 when he sold out to the Sentinel
and Times Publishing Co. It was composed of his father’s old
partner, Major Shorey; the latter’s son, Albert C. Shorey; and the
major’s brother, Walter S. Shorey, who up to that time had been
operating a book-binding and blank book manufacturing
business in Bath.
The Shorey regime lasted until Jan. 1, 1893, when John O.
Patten bought the paper. He personally assumed the editorship
and continued in that role until ill health forced him to move to a
warmer climate, and he sold out to Frank B. Nichols in 1897.
When Nichols took over the Times, it was a four-page, 1,224circulation evening daily. He wanted to build up circulation and
he did so by expanding its news coverage. As the friction between
the United States and Spain grew during 1897, Nichols realized
the need for better worldwide news coverage. He joined the
Associated Press as a charter member of the newly restructured
news wire service. He took pride in his pioneering role in the
Associated Press and attended most of its annual meetings until
the years immediately preceding his death.
Nichols’ interests were varied. He served as president of the
Maine Daily Newspaper Publishers Association and president of
the Maine Press Association. He was also former vice president of
the Biddeford Journal Publishing Co. of Biddeford. In 1958 he
received a plaque from the Maine Press Association and the New
England Weekly Press Association honoring his 65 years service
to Maine journalism. Upon his sixtieth anniversary as Times’
publisher in 1957, Nichols received a congratulatory message
from then-president Dwight Eisenhower.
During his 63 years as Times’ publisher, Nichols supported
many civic improvements and policies through his paper, but for
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the most part, he remained in the background.
His wife, the former Ella D. Nickels of Cherryfield, whom he
married in 1895, died in 1954.
In his early years while running the Bath Daily Times,
Nichols’ interests turned to neighboring Brunswick. The com
munity had been served by other newspapers in its earlier days.
Among them were the Maine Intelligencer, Eastern Galaxy and
Herald, Androscoggin Free Press, Brunswick Journal, Juvenile
Key, Brunswicker, Pejepscot Journal, Harpswell Banner,
Brunswick Herald and the Brunswick Telegraph, which
published from 1853 to 1904.
By most accounts the Telegraph had been the most successful
but when Nichols took an interest in the city in 1902, the
Telegraph was no longer the newspaper it once had been and its
standing with readers had slipped. Noting this, Nichols started
running a page of Brunswick news and advertisements in the
Bath Independent, the weekly mate to the Daily Times, gaining
some readership in the Bowdoin College town. Good public
reception soon convinced him that Brunswick residents wanted a
new newspaper of their own rather than being served by one page
in the Bath weekly. On Oct. 4, 1902, Nichols founded the
Brunswick Publishing Co., and he started publishing the
Brunswick Record Nov. 28.
Its first home was at the corner of Maine and Dunlap streets
in a building that had occupied the spot for more than 100 years.
It was built by Capt. John Dunlap for his son, David Dunlap, a
lumber merchant and general grocery trader. Nichols secured a
lease on the property through a friend, Fred H. Wilson, who
owned it. The building had no basement and the foundation was
poor, but repairs were made along with structural changes to
adapt the building to the needs of the young newspaper.
Nichols insisted that the new publication become a
Brunswick industry and not an offshoot of the Bath newspaper.
He installed a new Whitlock printing press and bought hand type
for setting ads in Brunswick. The news type was machine-set at
the Bath Times’ plant and shipped to Brunswick on the electric
street car which then connected the two towns. The type was then
put in its forms and run off on the Whitlock press at the
Brunswick plant. Volume I, Number I was off the press Thursday,
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Nov. 28. The price was three cents a copy and it came out every
Thursday at 3 p.m. Circulation was soon up to 1,200 copies, ther.
1,500 copies, and it grew steadily to 7,000 by the time it merged
with the Times in 1967.
In selecting the name for the weekly Brunswick Record, much
time and forethought were spent. James A. Cook, editor of the
proposed paper, considered and discarded a score of possible
names, finally winnowing it down to two suggestions: The Record
and The Recorder. He took the names to Nichols, who reportedly
said, “ Let it be the Record-for brevity....”
Several months later the Brunswick Publishing Co., parent
company o f the Record, acquired the subscription lists of the rival
Brunswick Telegraph. In a subsequent issue, readers were asked
if they preferred retaining the name, the Brunswick Record, or
using the name Brunswick Telegraph. Readers overwhelmingly
favored the name The Record.
Under the guidance of Nichols and editor Cook, the Record
was off to a strong start. Cook was a Maine native, attended
Dartmouth College and entered journalism in his native state. He
worked for the Bangor Daily News and later moved on to an
editorial position with the Lewiston Sun before being hired by
Nichols. Cook gave the newspaper a firm lease on life and stayed
with the Record as editor for about 10 years.
The other key member of that first Record team was business
manager John Dunning. When the Record was in the planning
stage, Nichols invited Dunning to become the newspaper’s first
business manager. Dunning was the entire business operation,
soliciting and writing advertising, selling and planning printing
and tending to circulation, subscriptions and carrier boys and
girls.
However, it was the local news which was the mainstay of the
paper. In the first issue of the Record, editor Cook clearly stated
the purposes of the newspaper:
“ Along with Thanksgiving greetings, we express thanks for
the cordial support we have received, a continuance of which we
shall work hard to retain. Briefly, it is the purpose of the Record to
promote the interests of Brunswick and to furnish the people with
a first-class newspaper. The Brunswick Publishing Co. has
established here one of the best newspaper and printing plants in
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Maine because the publishers are convinced that the town of
Brunswick needs such a newspaper as we propose to give and that
it is prepared and amply able to support it. Politically, the Record
is not ambitious to pose as a party organ. It will notask its readers
to deceive themselves with buncombe that befogs campaign
issues. It will not undertake to show that the salvation of the com
munity, the state or the nation depends on the election of any one
man or the continued supremacy of one party. For purposes of
classification, as well as to satisfy any curiosity on this point, the
Record may be written down as independent Republican.” It re
mained independent Republican until it merged with the Daily
Times in 1967.
The Record had various editors, but throughout its life,
Nichols, and later his son-in-law, Paul K. Niven, left their mark.
Nichols kept the two businesses going under varying
economic conditions, both locally and nationally. When Nichols
felt he needed additional help in his enterprises, he asked son-inlaw, Paul K. Niven, to lend a hand. Niven didn’t start out his ca
reer in journalism. A native of Cranston, R.I., Niven graduated
from Bowdoin College in 1916 and went to work on the staff of a
hotel in Southern Pines, N.C. In May 1917, Niven received a com
mission in the U.S. Navy and spent time during World War I lay
ing mines across the North Sea from Scotland to Norway. Later
he served aboard a Navy transport. He left the Navy in 1919. In
1920 Niven married Dorothy Nichols o f Bath, a Vassar graduate.
She was the daughter of the-then publisher of the Bath Daily
Times and the Brunswick Record. Niven worked in sales and ad
vertising in Boston until he came to Maine in 1932 to become
editor and manager of the Brunswick Record.
Besides their daughter the Nichols had a son, Barrett C.
Nichols. Today he is a director of the Brunswick Publishing Co.
and for 20 years was executive vice president of the Maine
Savings Bank in Portland prior to his retirement in 1970.
When Paul Niven came to Maine in 1932, the Record was well
established, but he arrived during hard times. The Depression
was already well entrenched, and as his son Cam Niven says,
“ My father made substantial contributions in the business and
the growth of the paper, holding it together during the Depres
sion.”
Paul Niven adapted well to the newspaper business and built
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the Record’s circulation up to 4,900 by the time Cam took over as
publisher in 1961.
In the paper’s fiftieth anniversary edition on Nov. 27, 1952,
Paul Niven wrote under the masthead, which listed him as editor
and manager: “ ...As we look back over the years between 1902
and 1952, we realize that the birth of the Record came at a time
when the community was waking up. The great new forces of
electricity, the telephone and the automobile were stepping up the
tempo of living here and the area was entering upon a far dif
ferent era than any in its past....In looking to the future, we pre
sent-day editors express deep appreciation o f the support of our
newspaper by loyal readers and advertisers. We are mindful of
the ever-so-great responsibility of a hometown paper, and we are
resolved to continue publication of the Brunswick Record along
the sound principles laid down by the founders a half century
ago.”
As publisher, editor and manager, Paul Niven was active in
his community and in journalism on the state, regional and
national levels. He was a founder and director of the New Eng
land Weekly Press Association (now the New England Press
Association) and was active in the National Newspaper
Association. His community interests were diverse. He was a
trustee and vice president of the Regional Memorial Hospital,
chairman of the Brunswick Committee of Boy Scouts and
chairman of the Republican Town Committee. He had been a di
rector of Central Maine Power Co. from 1952 to 1970. However,
one of his prime interests was his alma mater, Bowdoin College.
He was a loyal alumnus, devoting much time and effort on its
behalf, and in 1961 he was awarded an honorary degree by
Bowdoin.
One of the highlights in Paul Niven’s career on the Record
was the construction of a new plant and quarters on Industry
Road, Brunswick, His account in the Oct. 31, 1958, open house
souvenir edition of the Record tells it all:
“ Nearly two years of planning preceded the recent move of
the Brunswick Publishing Co., the full name of the corporation
which produces the Brunswick Record and other forms of
printing, from its old quarters in the Dunlap Block at the corner of
Maine and Dunlap Streets to its new location on Industry Road.
“ They’ve been exciting years and at times frustrating. The
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whole project of moving an entire business from its time-honored
premises was fraught with many problems. The disassembling,
moving and re-erecting of so many heavy machines, was, in itself,
a problem of considerable magnitude. Another was the
maintenance o f production with the least possible interruption.
Many commercial printing customers of the Record Press must
have their work delivered on certain dates every month without
fail.
“ Unlike many businesses a newspaper cannot shut down for
a fortnight to move its heavy, complex, expensive machinery. The
Brunswick Record has to come out every Thursday. Although
readers are usually sympathetic, they don’t care too much about
our production problems. And why should they?
“ In late 1956 it became apparent that the Brunswick Pub
lishing Co. was bulging at the seams. It had been in its quarters at
75 Maine Street for about 40 years. During that time the number
of weekly pages of the Record had more than doubled. The com
mercial printing operations had grown to large proportions. The
addition of new, modern machinery had put operating space at a
premium.
“ Early in 1957, we began looking for a suitable site for a new
home for the Record. We combed older buildings which might be
available, looked at land that might meet requirements. The land
owned by the Brunswick Industrial Development Corporation
between Water and Stone Streets seemed to have many
advantages....On Nov. 13, 1957, a special Brunswick town
meeting approved the acceptance and naming of Industry Road,
the street leading from Water Street into the new development. In
the summer of 1957, the Brunswick Publishing Co. took an option
on a piece of land in this area. The actual purchase was made on
Dec. 26, 1957....In the early months of 1958, the publishing
company concentrated on detail planning for the new
building...and on May 15, 1958, it signed a contract with J.H.
Miller, Inc., general contractors, and ground was broken on June
7. It took less than four months to complete the one-story, 7,750
square foot building.
“ Moving day was set for Sept. 25, 1958. Every piece of equip
ment down to the last wastebasket was tagged showing the area
in the new building to which it was to be taken. Moving day went
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without a hitch. The entire contents of the office were removed
and placed in their new locations by noon. The office procedure
suffered interruptions of only about four hours....”
The issue of the Record for Thursday, Sept. 25, was printed at
the old plant for the last time. During the next two days the other
pieces of equipment were moved and by Saturday the large print
ing press was moved, ready to print the next week’s Record in its
new home at Industry Road, Brunswick.
While Paul Niven was busy setting up the Record in its new
quarters in 1958, Nichols and his staff were hard at work pro
ducing the Daily Times and the weekly Independent. And just as
the Record had outgrown its quarters, the Times and Independent
were on the threshold of doing the same.
The Times had been in the same location at Front Street,
Bath, since before the turn of the century and had leased property
from the Central Maine Power Co. all that time. Nichols had
begun negotiations to buy the property, but Nichols died shortly
before the purchase was consummated on Aug. 22, 1960. There
were further negotiations when the First National Bank of Port
land sought a new site for its expanded operations in Brunswick.
The Times’s Building on Front Street, now owned by the Times
company, was swapped for the former Liberty Bottling Co. plant
on Arch Street, and final papers were signed in late August 1960.
The old bottling plant was razed and the new one-story Times’s
building was erected at 5 Arch Street, Bath, by J.H. Miller, Con
tractors.
Like its neighboring newspapers in Brunswick, the Times’s
staff had its concerns about the move to its new quarters. The
move began Sept. 7, 1961. Equipment not needed in every day
operation was taken to the new plant first. On Friday the busi
ness office was moved and a temporary office provided on the
second floor of the old building. Friday night the teletypes were
relocated in the new building. Saturday morning copy from these
machines was carried by messenger from the new location to the
old building and fed to the Linotypes. The city room, with its
handling of local news, remained in the old building until
Saturday afternoon as did the composing room. Employees went
to work earlier in the morning and took shorter lunch breaks in
order to meet the earlier deadlines because the paper was going to
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be printed by the Brunswick Record until the Times’s press had
been moved to its new site.
The biggest job was moving the press which had gotten under
way Friday, but it was finally ready to roll by the following
Tuesday. Saturday afternoon after the final page of that day’s
paper had been closed, the movers started on the second-floor
composing room. A hole had been knocked in the north side of the
second floor and the Linotypes taken out by derrick. Other com 
posing equipment was moved Sunday. On Monday morning the
Times’s employees were at work in their new plant. The first edi
tion of the Times to be completely prepared and printed in the new
plant rolled off the presses Tuesday, Sept. 12, 1961.
But with the Times’s relocation came the suspension of its
weekly paper, the Independent, which had served the county
towns since the turn of the century. The Times picked up the bulk
of the Independent’s coverage.
Once the Times staff settled into its new home, new ideas and
innovations became the order o f the day. It was under the dir
ection of 29-year-old publisher Cam Niven that the Times and
Record would take the path which ultimately led to their merger.
Cam and his late brother Paul K. Niven, Jr. were both
destined for distinguished careers in journalism. Paul, a 1946
Bowdoin graduate, became a foreign correspondent for CBS tele
vision and with educational television. He died in a fire at his
Washington, D.C., home in 1970.
Cam Niven received his degree in economics and government
from Bowdoin College in 1952. Upon graduation he worked for
E.I. Dupont in Seaford, Dela., as a trainee, until 1954 when he
joined the U.S. Army. He served in the public information office
in Frankfurt and Heidelberg, Germany, rising from private to
sergeant. He served until 1956 and returned to Brunswick at that
time to become advertising manager of the Record. In 1960 he
became publisher of the Bath Daily Times, and in 1961 he was
appointed publisher o f the Brunswick Record, succeeding his
father, who became president and later chairman of the Bruns
wick Publishing Co. The elder Niven died in 1974.
In Cam’s years as publisher of both papers, many changes
took place. He played an active role in helping plan the new
plants in both Brunswick and Bath. The Record went to offset
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printing in 1965, and a year later the Times was printed offset in
the Record plant. The first Times Record was printed Feb. 6, 1967,
and in September of that year a merger between the Times’s and
Record’s production facilities took place. With that came ad
ditional growth, and in 1972 the Industry Road plant was
expanded.
When Cam came home from the Army in 1956, the Bath and
Brunswick papers had been in his family for almost 60 years. In
1956 the Record had a circulation of 4,000 and the Times a
circulation of 2,800. The weekly Record grew steadily while the
1laily Times stabilized at about 2,800. The growth of Brunswick
and its shopping base led to the merger of the Times and Record.
The groundwork was laid when the Record started printing the
Times in its Brunswick plant in 1966.
The merger of the papers on Feb. 6, 1967, “ seemed like a sen
sible goal to accomplish and had been a long-range goal of mine,”
Cam said. “ The weekly was growing rapidly and was the bigger
of the two operations, and we couldn’t very well operate the
weekly from Bath, so it was a matter of biding our time until tech
nology caught up with us."
In 1965 the first offset press was installed in the Brunswick
plant, and in 1966 the Times was printed at the Record.
“ In 1967 we followed up with what seemed like a very
sensible, logical maneuver,” Cam continued. “ There’s a common
interest in the area. Some of the activities were joint such as the
Bath-Brunswick Mental Health Association and theBath-Brunswick Retarded Childrens Association. Some were in existence be
fore we started and some came about as a result of it. The largest
employer in the area is the Bath Iron Works and when it got a
contract it was news in both communities.”
Trying to cover news events in Brunswick with a weekly
newspaper wasn’t feasible, Niven said. “ Bath, with a small,
stagnant population which had been within 500 of a 10,000 popu
lation for 110 years, just couldn’t support a daily, so it just made
sense to make one common paper out of it,” he said.
The circulation of the Times Record started out at 7,000.
Before the merger, the Record’s circulation was being mailed out
of state to former Record subscribers. In the first year the Times
Record lost 1,000 of that 1,200 mail subscription but gained 1,000
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subscribers in the immediate area. At the end of a year, the Times
Record circulation remained at 7,000 hut had made some substan
tial gains, and circulation rose on a steady basis until today it is
12, 191.
In such a merger what happens to the editors of the respective
papers? In this case, John Cole, editor o f the Record, became
editor o f the Times Record, while Times’s editor Peter Cox became
managing editor of the Times Record. Cole had been with the
Record since 1960, and Cox had been editor of the Times for about
a year prior to the merger. He had been hired with the under
standing that the merger would take place and helped prepare for
that end.
A year after the Times Record started, Cole and Cox left to
found the Maine Times, a statewide weekly newspaper in neigh
boring Topsham. But before they left they designed the original
Times Record with considerable help from Syracuse University
graphics expert Edmund Arnold, according to Cam.
Niven said that Arnold would critique the newspaper
annually and most of his suggestions have been adapted. Since
inception, the Times Record has won numerous awards for its
simple elegance.
Much of the Times Record’s success can be credited to former
managing editor John Goodwin, 40, who joined the paper in 1968.
Goodwin, a 1963 graduate of the University of Vermont, was a
member of the editorial staffs of the Burlington (Vt.) Free Press,
the Springfield (Vt.) Times Reporter and the Charlotte (N.C.)
News before becoming the Times Record managing editor in
1968.
Goodwin, proud of the Times Record, took even greater pride
in his staff, which, he claimed, “ doesn’t have to be told; they go
after a story by instinct.” Goodwin said the paper “ reflects a cer
tain tone and is somewhat schizophrenic. We serve many publics
including the college, industry and the military.”
Goodwin resigned his position in the spring of 1977 and was
succeeded by James P. Brown on May 15, 1977.
Brown joined the Times Record as assistant managing editor
in January 1977 after 10 years as a member of the editorial board
of the New York Times. He also worked for papers in Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Maine and has lived and worked in India.
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Kay Lindsey, a Times Record copy and wire news editor, and
J. Scott Gibson, Times Record reporter, were appointed to the
newly created posts of news editors in May 1977.
The paper endorses political candidates down to the state
level, and it has a definite Democratic leaning, although Niven
says his paper doesn’t hesitate to jump party lines “ when we
believe the better candidate is on the other side. We do not try to be
impartial in our editorials, we try to take firm stands and take the
irate phone calls,’’ the publisher says. “ On the other hand, we do
try to be as impartial and fair as possible in our news columns.
Our reporters are instructed all the way down the line to report
what happened as accurately and fairly and impartially as pos
sible.’’
On the administrative side, there are three operating
divisions in the Brunswick Publishing Co.: The Times Record, the
commercial printing department, and outside newspaper
printing. About 10 weekly newspapers are printed including the
Maine Times, the New Hampshire Times, the Boothbay Register,
the Lincoln County News, the Bowdoin College student
newspaper, Yarmouth Shopping Notes, Church World, apd the
Westbrook American Journal.
Niven explained his company’s role in the Church World, the
official Catholic newspaper in Maine: “ Under a special arrange
ment started in 1974 with the bishop...we pay all the expenses and
take all of the revenues and provide them with a 32-page tabloid
newspaper each week. We provide them with a package and they
have a news hole to fill. The bishop is the publisher and I’m the
general manager. The bishop appoints the editor, and the bishop
and I decide on the editor’s salary, but outside of that I have no
control over the content.”
However, the Church World is only one of many of the
company’s diverse interests. There have been some substantial
changes in plant operations, according to Niven, and as owner
and publisher, he, of necessity makes the final decisions. On the
other hand, he says the company has attempted to develop a con
siderable amount of independence by department heads who
meet weekly.
The Times Record employees work in pleasant, modern sur
roundings. An addition to the Record building was completed in
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1972. Plans for expansion began in September 1971. Work started
Dec. 4, 1971 and was completed April 24, 1972.
Part of the reason for expansion was the additional need for
more space to accommodate equipment and personnel brought on
by the growth of the daily newspaper and additional commercial
and newspaper printing. Throughout the decade of Times Record
history there has been change and updating, which continues
unabated.
The Times Record started out as an eight-column newspaper,
and it was the first Maine daily to be printed offset. The entire
composing and printing operation converted from hot type to cold
type early in 1970. That fall the newspaper’s format went from
eight columns to six, 15-pica-wide columns.
Niven says he is an adherent of the Ed Arnold philosophy of
newspaper design. “ It is one of those unusual things where it is
artistically attractive and is economically practical,” he says.
The Times Record was one of the first 25 dailies in the United
States to adopt the six-column format, which today is universally
popular.
Since its start in 1967, the Times Record has won more than
120 awards for excellence, including seven general excellence
awards from the New England Press Association.
Niven believes that the major technological changes have
been made on the Times Record and “ anything from now on is
going to be just a modification of what we now have.” Utilizing a
recently installed ECRM front-end system, wire service and local
copy is all edited on video display terminals. Reporters can type
their stories on typewriters and feed them into a computer
through a scanner or they can input directly on terminals. After
editing, all copy is sent directly through the computer to one of
two typesetting units.
Classified ads are also handled on the same computer. Ad
takers type classifieds on Video display terminals and the
material is then fed to the computer which sorts it and prepares
the material for typesetting. “ There will be minor modifications
of what we’re now doing but they will be relatively minor and
should be easy to accomplish without any dramatic changes,”
Niven says.
The Times Record is a five-day-a-week Monday-through-
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Friday evening paper by choice, although the Bath Daily Times
published six days a week. According to Niven, Saturday is a
light advertising day and a money-losing day for newspapers. In
addition, Niven says, “ weekend habits are changing so much
that Saturday has become a light readership day...a large percen
tage of our population, as is true all over the country, is on the
move on the weekends, and what they do the rest of the week is not
what they want to do on the weekends.”
But during the week, the Times Record is the paper of record
for the 16 communities stretching from Freeport, its western
boundary, to Wiscasset on the east and Lisbon to the north.
Although it is difficult to measure the impact of a newspaper,
Niven says, “ We feel we have a substantial impact. Our critics
give us credit for a lot more than we deserve.
“ Whether this area is somewhat more liberal because we are a
liberal newspaper, or we’re more liberal because it’s a liberal area,
it would be very difficult to discern,” Niven explains. “ Certainly
with a naval air station and a large military shipbuilding firm in
the area, the anti-military stand we take is not necessarily the
most popular cause to be in.”
Local government reforms have come about to some degree
through the work and persistence of the Times Record, Niven be
lieves. By opening up government more “ I think we have intro
duced the feeling of contact” for the readers and citizens of the
area. “ We’re willing to do battle over these issues and we’ll do it
continually. That is the most important aspect of what we’ve been
able to accdmplish,” Niven says.
Fire broke out at the Times Record plant Sunday, March 13,
1977, but damage was limited to several rolls of newsprint and
some electrical circuitry.
Niven said the fire caused no major problems in publishing
Monday’s paper, thanks to a crew of employees who came in
Sunday to help clean up.
In order to increase its capabilities for both newspaper and
commercial printing, a two-story addition to the current Bruns
wick Publishing Co plant was completed by spring 1978.
Innovation and imagination have played strong parts in the
success of the Times Record, and these attributes will continue to
be major factors in the future of the paper.
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Cam Niven takes an optimistic view of the future. “ We’ve
gone through some very challenging times for a publication o f our
size: the conversion to offset, the merger into a daily, rapid
growth, a host of things. We continue to look at and explore all
kinds of possibilities. Virtually every piece of equipment we have
opens up new opportunities to us for a variety of things....I would
not anticipate any changes in the near future, which I would
define as the next year. After that I would think that anything is
possible.”

Bucksport Free Press

Philip W. Buxton Jr. comes from a family of newspapermen.
Grandfather Henry Buxton was a former editorial staff member
on the Springfield (Mass.) Republican and the Philadelphia
Public Ledger. He wrote the book, Assignment Downeast.
Philip’s late father had been a New Jersey editor and publisher of
the Bucksport (Maine) Free Press.
Originally, Philip Jr. had planned on a career in agriculture
after he received an associate degree in agriculture from the
University of Maine in 1958. That year his father became ill, and
Philip abandoned his agricultural aspirations and started out to
learn the printing and newspaper publishing business that year.
He has remained with the weekly newspaper since the fall of 1958
when he assumed most of the responsibilities of running the
Bucksport Printing Co. on Main Street. His father had bought the
business seven years before from Bernard Pooler.
Pooler had started the newspaper on Nov. 13, 1940, as The
Bucksport Shopping News. It was a free-distribution sheet
measuring 9-by-12 inches. Volume 1, No. 1 was four pages, three
columns to the page. The new columns measured 11 picas and the
advertising columns were 14 picas wide. The front page carried a
news story: “ Oblate Fathers of Lowell, Mass., Buy the Seminary
Buildings for a School.” Advertising also ran on page one, and
sandwiched between the ads was the announcement: “ Shopping
News to Reach You Free Each Wednesday with News of Your
Local Merchants. Bucksport’s progressive merchants believed it
important to make an earnest effort, especially during Thanks-
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giving and Christmas season, to retain local trading within their
territory and are soliciting your interest in this matter by calling
your attention to their advertising in this Shopping News.
“ This Shopping News will be delivered to your door free each
Wednesday by the Bucksport Printing Company in conjunction
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with Bucksport’s merchants.”
Page 2 carried three inches of the page 1 story about the
seminary; the rest of the page was filled with ads.
Over on page 3 was a piece exhorting readers to join the Red
Cross, another story told of Bucksport Lions Club plans to pre
sent a benefit play. A local grocer was advertising coffee at “ 2 lbs.
for 25<t or 2 lbs. for 33<t.”
The last page continued the promotional piece on the
Shopping News.
In the next issue, readers were told that the “ tenth
anniversary of the operating of the Maine Seaboard Paper Co. of
Bucksport will be celebrated Nov. 24.”
By Dec. 11, 1940, the Shopping News claimed “guaranteed
circulation of 500.”
Copies of the Shopping News are missing after Dec. 11, 1940,
until Nov. 12, 1941. Sometime during the year, the paper had
changed its name to The Bucksport Free Press-“ Circulation 800
copies-Covering Bucksport, Castine, Orland and Verona.” The
masthead read: “ Established Nov. 13, 1940, published every
Wednesday by the Bucksport Printing Co., Bernard Pooler, editor
and publisher.” During the course of its name change, the Free
Press became a paid-circulation weekly, charging $1.50 a year by
mail. It still was a three-column, four-page paper.
That year the Free Press started running editorial shorts such
as, “ Thus far, how do you like the winter?”
“ The Canadian Wartime Price Board has frozen the
circulation rates of Canadian newspapers. If such should happen
here we might have to pay you to read the Free Press.”
With the Nov. 18, 1942, issue, the little four-pager proclaimed,
“ Free Press Begins Third Year Today. With today’s issue The
Bucksport Free Press begins its third year of publication, having
completed two years of publishing with the second year better
than the first. The publishing of the Free Press is made possible
through the consistent advertising of local advertisers, which we
gratefully appreciate. War has hit newspapers hard, so to expect
a bigger and better paper is out of the question.”
In the early 1940’s the Free Press was filled with war-related
stories and advertisements. Patriotic gestures were the order of
the day and duly reported were such generous acts as “ Pledges to
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cut four cords of pulp for four sons in service. George F. Went
worth has pledged to cut four extra cords of pulpwood each for his
four sons (all officers) in the armed forces of this country...”
The largest edition of the 9-by-12 paper came Dec. 20, 1944,
when it ran 16 pages. Christmas advertising filled the pages.
Although the war years had brought hardships, the Free Press
managed to continue publishing, and was averaging six pages an
issue. November 14, 1945, the Free Press was entering its sixth
year as was noted in a page 3 article: “ Today’s issue of the Free
Press marks the beginning of the sixth year of publication, with
many issues being costly to publish, but by looking ahead the
Free Press has been kept alive for the future, which indicates bet
ter business conditions. We now have a circulation of 600 and this
will become larger, we feel certain.
“ We thank the advertisers for this progress.”
Bigger and better days were ahead for the Free Press as Pooler
predicted. On July 24, 1946, the paper expanded to 9-by-14 inches,
four columns a page. The price was now three cents a copy or $2 a
year. The paper was last issued in this size and format on March
19, 1947, Vol. 7, No. 19. Editorials were non-existent, and the four
pages were still jammed with ads.
However, the Free Press became a five-column, four-page
tabloid with the March 26, 1947, edition. The front page carried
seven short stories, including “ Basketball Banquet in Honor of
Team,” “ Senior Scouts Reorganized,” “ Debate Winners,” No
story on the changeover to its new size appeared in the paper.
Over The Free Press nameplate the legend read, “ ‘When the
Press is FREE and Every Man Able to Read, All is Safe’-Thos.
Jefferson.” It appeared for the first time in Vol. 10, No. 1 in
November 1950. The price was now five cents a copy or $2 a year,
and it now averaged eight pages.
Pooler had owned the Free Press for nearly 11 years when he
sold the paper to Philip W. Buxton, whose name appeared in the
page-one masthead as editor and publisher on Sept. 16, 1951, Vol.
11, No. 44. A front-page story announced the change in
ownership:
“ Free Press Purchased
By Philip W. Buxton
“ Bernard Pooler, editor and publisher of the Bucksport Free
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Press since he founded it in 1940, has sold it and the Bucksport
Printing Co. to Philip W. Buxton of Haddonfield, N. J. The deal
was effective Sept. 1, 1951.
“ Mr. Buxton is well qualified to publish the Free Press as he
has been the night city editor of the Courier-Post of Camden, N.J.
for the past 23 years. He was formerly with the Philadelphia
Evening Ledger.
“ Mr. Buxton is a native of Springfield, Mass. He is married
and is the father of two sons, Richard and Philip Jr. They will re
side in the Sherman Bamford House on Second Street.
“ Mr. Buxton was the winner of the 1949 Philadelphia Press
Association’s Award for his strange telephone interview with
Howard Unrah, killer o f 13 persons, while the latter was shooting
it out with police in his Camden, N.J. apartment.
“ Mr. Buxton is an accomplished pianist and is well known as
an orchestra leader in New Jersey and Maine.
“ Mr. Buxton’s father, the late Henry J. Buxton o f Stockton
Springs, Maine, was the author of the Maine book, Assignment
Downeast...”
In an interview that December, Buxton reminisced. “ I used to
come up to Stonington summers as a kid. I ran an orchestra that
played for dancing at various summer resorts and netted enough
money to help me through college and to build myself a cottage.
And I got the Maine bug so bad then that I decided I’d never rest
easy till I lived here all the year round.
“ For some 30 years I worked on newspapers out of the state,
but I generally managed to have the sort of job from which I could
take a leave of absence summers. I got in enough time in Maine to
give me the pep and energy to work through the winter.
“ Then I found m yself serving as night city editor of the
Camden, N.J., Courier-Post newspapers. The boss took some
pains to explain to me that in his opinion it was a full-time job-with no lengthy leave of absence. I decided I’d have to do some
thing . I looked into the Maine weekly newspaper field to see if
anything was for sale. Through correspondence with L.W.
O’Connor, Bucksport town manager, I learned that Bernard
Pooler, owner of the Free Press, was not in very good health and
that he might consider selling. I shook a leg and began a
correspondence o f negotiation with him.
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“ The result was that in August of this year I went to the boss
down in New Jersey and handed in my resignation.
“ ‘What’s a matter?’ he asked, ‘not enough money?’
“ I saw he was going to try to make it hard for me to quit. I told
him money had nothing to do with it. I’d decided to move to Maine
and I’d bought a weekly newspaper there. He thought I was crazy
but he evidently saw I was in earnest. He said he thought I’d
better see a psychiatrist, but he wished me luck.”
Buxton was born in Springfield, Mass., in 1902. He attended
public schools there and in Worcester, Mass., and graduated in
1922 from Pennsylvania Military College, Chester, Pa. His father
was publicity manager and public relations counsel for the
college and had been on the editorial staffs of the Springfield Re
publican and the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
When Phil Buxton Sr. came to Stonington with his father, he
organized Phil Buxton’s Collegians, a six-piece dance orchestra,
which he directed and in which he played piano. He put up the
orchestra players in the cottage he built.
After college in 1922, Phil Buxton’s first job was as a reporter
for the Chester, Pa., Times, a daily. Later he joined the editorial
staff of the Worcester Gazette and went from there to the
Philadelphia Ledger. When that paper ceased publishing, Buxton
went to work for the Camden newspapers. During his career there
he rose to city editor, the job he held when he decided to come to
Maine permanently.
His introduction to his Free Press readers took a different
twist.
Up to the time Buxton came to Bucksport as the new owner of
the Free Press, he had worked on dailies for nearly 30 years, and
admitted he had “ a lot to learn about country weeklies. One of our
delivery boys didn’t show up the first time I put out the Free Press,
so I picked up a bundle of papers and went out and peddled them.
In that way I met a lot of people in the town and got a chance to
introduce myself as the new publisher of the paper I was peddling.
It was a quick way to get acquainted. I’m glad the boy didn’t come
in.”
Initially, Buxton ran no editorials, and the format of the paper
remained tabloid, averaging six pages an issue. After the first few
issues, Buxton stopped running the masthead on page 1.
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The first letter to the editor set a precedent. It was printed on
page 1 under a boxed heading “ Readers’ Opinion.” Also
appearing on the front page were personality profiles run in a
column, “ Know Your Neighbors” by BUCK.
Editorials appeared regularly in the paper.
Within a few months of his purchase of the Free Press, Buxton
started running editorials. In a Nov. 8 editorial, Buxton asked his
readers, “ What Does Bucksport Need?” And the newcomer to
town admitted to the readership that “ the management has, up to
now, purposely refrained from making editorial comment
concerning the current needs of what we believe to be one of the
finest towns in America.”
In the same issue he printed a statement from Rep. Frank
Pierce stating that the Waldo-Hancock bridge would be toll-free in
two years. That news brought this response from editor Buxton:
“ Maine’s greatest need unquestionably is more business. The St.
Regis Paper Co. has meant a great deal to this town. But we’ve got
to do something to get new small industries going in this section.
“ I don’t know what efforts have been made in that direction al
ready, but it doesn’t seem to me we’re getting our share of the
business being done in the rest of the country. With more diversi
fied employment and a free bridge across the river, this town
would be a real shopping center...I honestly believe we’ve got
great possibilities here.”
Buxton made the most of those possibilities. He soon
discovered that between keeping his commercial printing
business operating and the advertisers satisfied, his hours on the
editorial side of the business were limited. But his 30 years of
newspaper training often shone through, as in the Jan. 1, 1952,
editorial on Page 1: “ When the Press is Free...The New Year is
here and we feel that it now becomes our obligation to declare our
1953 intentions to our readers. So let’s start out by stating a few of
our beliefs.
“ We believe that even a small-town weekly, to be worth its salt,
should support to the very limit of its resources every movement
for good in the community; that it should oppose with equal
strength and fervor all the forces (which are rampant in the
country today) that aim at stifling the voice of a Free Press...We
have made blunders, and for those we are sorry. But perhaps out
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of the welter of error some good did come....”
Buxton brought new life to the paper. Like his predecessor,
Buxton was a supported of Bucksport and surrounding
communities in word and deed. The Free Press gained in circula
tion and size, although it remained a tabloid. After seven years of
long hours and weekly deadlines, Buxton faltered. He became ill
in 1958. It was at this point that son, Philip Jr., came to assist his
father. But that assistance turned into a full-time job, and the
younger Buxton soon was responsible for the entire operation of
the Free Press and the commercial printing business.
“ When I was in college, I’d do odds and ends on the paper,”
Philip said, “ but I never really knew much about the business
until I started working full time after my father became ill.”
It was a case where Philip had to “ learn by doing. Much of
what I learned, of necessity, was on my own.” For all intents and
purposes, he became editor and publisher of the Free Press in
1958.
His father died in June 1962, and Philip again plunged into the
job of publishing a weekly newspaper. The small, neat shop on
Main Street, with its impatiens-laden flower boxes gracing the
two front picture windows, was a focal point in town. Its easy ac
cess and central location are a convenience which attracts
passersby to drop in the shop to leave off a news item or pick up
printing. The building fronts on Main Street and has the majestic
sweep of the Penobscot at its back door. In the shop, like many of
its weekly counterparts, working, storage and office space are at a
premium. The office, typesetting, layout and press facilities are at
street level. The ATF Chief, on which the Free Press is printed, a
platen press, a Little Giant, type cases and a mellowed com
posing stone whose wooden frame and legs carry a rich patina,
occupy much of the backshop.
When the Free Press went to offset printing in 1964, the type
was set on a Friden Justowriter, which has served the composing
needs of the newspaper and print shop for 13 years. Buxton has
ordered a Compugraphic I to replace the Justowriter.
“ Prior to buying the Justowriter, we always jobbed out the
typesetting,” Buxton said. “ We never had a Linotype, and for
years the type had been set in Brewer by Thompson Printing.”
Buxton started printing the Free Press on white book stock on
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Feb. 29, 1968, when he also increased the size of the nameplate. A
series of price rises occurred through the years, and the cost of the
Free Press changed from five cents to 10 cents on Feb. 29, 1968;
Sept. 6, 1973 it went to 15 cents and July 1, 1976, it went to the cur
rent price o f 20 cents a copy.
The paper has varied little in format and size over the past de
cade. It remains a tabloid, but now averages 12 pages an issue.
The circulation is 1,750. Wednesday is press day, and the paper
carries a Thursday publication date.
Staff members include Buxton’s wife, Patricia, who works in
the office and also sets type; Gladys Boyce, layout and graphics;
Connie Philbrick, also layout and a part-time ad solicitor;
Deborah Thomas, presswoman; a sports writer and social news
writers.
A few years ago, Sister Patricia Veale, a nun at the Hermi
tage in Orland, expressed an interest in reporting and writing for
the Free Press.
“ She did a fine job and continues to write for us today,” Buxton
said.
For years, Anna K. Young wrote a popular column, “ Heard in
the Park.”
Buxton heads up the staff as editor-publisher. He is the sole
owner of the Bucksport Printing Co., which publishes the
Bucksport Free Press.
As editor, Buxton said the Free Press has taken a firm stand
opposing proposed oil refineries at Searsport and Eastport.
“ I’m something of an environmentalist,” Buxton said, “ and
the paper’s editorials reflect this.”
Buxton’s firm position on environmental issues started years
ago and was typified by a Dec. 5, 1968, editorial which asked,
“ Will We Want to Live There?” In his editorial, Buxton gave this
answer:
“ ...Manmade change has been taking place on the Maine coast
for 300 years. But in the past change has been slow. It will not be
slow again...Economic growth and development can be
compatible with a high-quality environment. But only an
informed citizenry can make the wise decisions that such
responsibility requires. These decisions are land-use decisions.
They must be made in the knowledge that only dedicated civic
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stewardships can maintain an attractive, healthy and livable
community.
“ Means of achieving such balance between development and
an attractive environment include:
“ 1. Municipal land-use regulations, such as zoning,
subdivision ordinances and building codes.
“ 2. Creative and active support of town and regional planning
bodies.
“ 3. Creation of town park and conservation commissions to
make conservation official.
“ 4. Community action programs of beautification, involving
youth groups, civic and business organizations.
“ 5. Enactment of state programs to attack statewide problems.
“ The future of this region should be decided by the people and
the communities of coastal Maine. No one has a better right, a
stronger reason or a greater responsibility.”
Throughout his years as editor and publisher, Buxton has kept
up the clarion call and kept his readers abreast of the news of and
about their communities.
But coverage of the various town offices, committees and
boards notw ithstanding, the environm ent has gained
prominence in the news columns as well as the editorial page. For
many weeks in early 1971 the Free Press ran page 1 stories about
“ Sears Island Being Eyed for Huge Oil Refinery” (Jan. 7): “ Sears
Island Refinery Would Use Leasing Plan” (Jan. 14); “ Public
Meeting on Refinery Planned at Deer Isle” (Jan. 21); a fivecolumn headline bannered across the top of page 1 on Jan 28: “ At
Refinery Hearing-'We’ll Fight to Save Our Jobs,’ Lobsterman’s
Association President Asserts.” And in the Feb. 4, 1971, Free
Press, the front page had two prominently displayed stories:
“ Speaker Asks-Does it Make Sense to Clean up the River and
Pollute the Bay?” and a column across the page ran “ Oil Refinery
Plans Ousted By Irate Rhode Islanders.”
His editorials are often succinct and straightforward vis-a-vis
his stand in a Jan. 9, 1975, piece which concluded “ ...The legal
drinking age should be raised to twenty.”
Another editorial in the same issue warns of “ incidents” at
nuclear power or processing plants and goes on to explain the
virtues of solar energy, asking why Maine can't become the leader
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in solar energy.
Although the tabloid pages reflect the publisher’s priorities,
it’s evident to even the most casual observer that this is a home
town newspaper which has its community’s best interests at
heart. As a community supporter and critic, Buxton keeps his
readers informed about local news. The Oct 6, 1977, edition’s front
page carried a full half-page drawing of the proposed town offices
as well as the floor plans.
“ We try to cover as much news as we can,” Buxton said. “ Some
of our concerns are the growth of the community and population
problems.”
Under its nameplate, Bucksport Free Press with its engraving
of Peary’s ship Roosevelt, runs a single line: “ An Independent
Newspaper.” Today’s editor-publisher Phil Buxton reflects that
same independent spirit.

Calais Advertiser

Democrats, the pro-slavery element, rum sellers, opponents of
temperance and employers who underpaid or mistreated their
help were all fair game to John Jackson who belabored them
mercilessly in the Calais Gazette and Advertiser during the late
1830’s.
Jackson and George Snow founded the paper as a Whig organ
on Aug. 16, 1836. On the first page of volume one, number one was
a tribute to the late James Madison. News that week included the
attempt on the life of King Louis Phillipe of France.
The Jackson-Snow partnership lasted only a short time, but
Jackson continued to publish the paper for two years. It had been
described as “ containing the withered remains of the Boundary
Gazette and the incipient germ of the Calais Advertiser; but
neither could save it from dissolution. Snow soon melted away
from the concern; Jackson, after running it alone for some two
years, let it be shut down.”
But Jackson was not to be denied. He started the Calais
Advertiser in 1841, which was Whig and later Republican in
outlook. Jackson cut a broad swath editorially gaining notoriety
along the reaches of the St. Croix River. He supported striking
lumber mill workers, attacked the “ cran system” (a system of
credit where logs were paid for by millowners by giving credit for
provisions to the workers), denounced wasteful lumber operators
and urged conservation and a more diversified economy for the
valley.
The Advertiser was published every Wednesday morning
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from Jackson’s “ office over Washington Hall. $1.25 a year to
those who pay strictly in advance and $2 if not paid till the end of
the year.’’
His advertising rates ran: for one square (15 lines) or less, three
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weeks-$l. For each insertion afterwards-17 cents. And “ yearly
ads inserted on the most favorable terms.”
The six, 13-pica column, four-page broadsheet typically ran a
column of poetry, a column of miscellany, a reprint of the New
York Tribune’s story on “ Power and Magnificence of England.”
and 2V> columns on a piece by Seba Smith’s “ Peter Punctual’s
Way to Collect Bills.”
Jackson followed the slavery question closely in the
Advertiser and in 1847 carried this account: “ This is the season
for Negro-hiring for the coming year, and for the last four days
this business has been actively conducted in the street under the
window of the house I put up at. Hundreds of Negros of both sexes
and all ages and sexes mixed up with the masters and Negro
buyers and persons wishing to hire have been constantly
blocking up the whole street during that time, questioning and ex
amining and bargaining like many jockeys at a horse market....”
On Dec. 28, 1846, Congress was reported as doing little that
week. “ The only business of note was the passage of the bill for
the relief of the great Alexander Hamilton.” The Advertiser of
that day talked of Whigs and Tories, and it supported William
Henry Harrison for vice president and Edward Kent for governor.
Calais was a busy lumbering center during the mid 1800’s and
in 1871 the port of Calais reported there were 1,301 domestic
arrivals, 1,284 domestic clearances, 41 foreign arrivals and 34
foreign clearances. There were shipyards, a marine railway and
dry docks for building and repairing vessels.
The wood industry played a major role in the economy of
Calais much as it does today. But in the old days logs were cut in
the winter, hauled up to the streams on sleds and rafted up to the
mills when the ice broke up in the spring. Roads were simply log
ging roads with stumps and rocks in them and the wet places
filled in with logs laid side by side and called “ corduroy” from the
French meaning King’s rope.
Because of its river traffic and its importance as a river port,
the cities of St. Croix and Calais were natural havens for
smugglers and their booty. Most people along the river supported
smuggling or simply learned to live with it.
Editor Jackson wrote on Sept. 6, 1853:
“ We understand that a gondola loaded with laths was seized
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by a customs inspector, doubtless the work of an informer. We
hope that he will receive a reward for it. If it was who we think it
was, we are sure he is guilty. We do not know how he kept it con
cealed for so long, but ‘murder will out.’ If he is guilty, we are sure
he will he punished.”
The Advertiser of April 9, 1845, denounced the low $26-amonth pay received by lumbermen. It announced and fully
supported the forming of the Workingman’s Society in Milltown,
N.B.
Through his tenure as editor, Jackson built a strong
newspaper, usually averaging four pages of broadsheet. By 1872
the Advertiser increased from six to seven columns. The fiery
editor was slowing down in his later years and the newspaper did
likewise.
When Jackson died in 1876, his sister, Miss Lizzie Jackson,
became the owner and editor. She was later joined by A1 Smythe
and James Pike, who erected the milestones on U.S. Route 1. Al
though they managed to continue publishing the Advertiser, it
was a less than marginal venture. Machinery and equipment
became outmoded and the effects began to tell as the circulation
continued to dwindle from a high of 5,200 to a low of 300.
According to its own account in an Aug. 7, 1975, edition, the
Lizzie Jackson-run Advertiser tried to “ keep the townspeople
from realizing the decline, the basket which took the newspapers
to the post office was first filled with scrap paper and then the
fresh copies were placed on top.” But despite these vainglorious
efforts the Advertiser needed better management. It was to come
in 1899.
In that year, the paper was “ purchased by 12 local men who
were interested in seeing the paper kept publishing,” according to
an Aug. 7, 1975, account in the Advertiser. “ The firm was re
named the Calais Advertiser Publishing Company, and the
dozen saviours were called ‘The Twelve Apostles.’ ”
Those dozen were led by Charles Rose, who had been named
editor the year before. Rose continued as editor of the Advertiser
and was named president of the company.
The format changed to five columns by 1900, and in 1906 it
went to six columns and averaged 10 pages. Rose ran no
editorials. He served as editor and manager of the Advertiser un
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til his death in 1936.
Rose was born Dee. 18, 1851, in St. Stephen N.B. Early in his
life he worked on the St. Stephen Courier, and later moved to
Calais where he and Charles Whidden established the Calais
Times. He conducted the business after Whidden retired, and then
joined the Advertiser as editor and publisher.
Rose had been in the printing business along the St. Croix
River for more than 70 years. He died after a brief illness at his
home on Germain Street.
During his lifetime, Rose was a promoter of the region, and in
1906 the Calais Advertiser “ complained that while natives of
Milltown walked the streets without jobs, weavers and other
operatives were brought out from England and Scotland, and the
next year it querulously reported that ‘the cotton mill
management have imported another gang of Frenchmen to fill
those places that under judicious management could be filled
with competent native help.”
The paper’s financial condition strengthened under Rose’s
direction, but the years began to take their toll, and he asked his
son-in-law to join him in 1926. H. Waide Randall had married
Rose's daughter. Randall was born and educated in Calais, at
that time promoted as “ the only city in the world where they get
their drinking water from a foreign country.”
Before working for his father-in-law, Randall had been in the
retail jewelry business both in Calais and in Massachusetts for
several years. He agreed to help out Rose, and quickly broke into
journalism, learning both sides of the business. It wasn’t long
before he was editing and selling advertising. Rose taught him
much about the business, and Randall was assuming more and
more of the operation when Rose died in 1936. Randall took over
as editor and manager of the Advertiser at that time.
“ We don’t delve into politics at all,” Randall had said in a
1942 interview. “ We give them the news and let them digest it
themselves, and we have no editorials. We were organized as a Re
publican paper, but we are independent of all politics.”
The value of a weekly paper to a rural population was of a
different sort than when Randall first became associated with the
Advertiser in 1926. “ I was surprised when I first came down hereand we did a little survey relative to increasing our circulation-1
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was surprised to find that many country people took no daily
paper at all.”
Randall was a Washington county advocate and said that if
the region “ hadn’t been good to me I’d never have stuck with the
paper. We cover some 25 towns in the county and also go over to
St. Stephen. It’s not booming economically perhaps, but we’ve got
a lot of sound, rugged people up here. They buy the paper and they
need job printing. I can’t complain.”
The Advertiser printing plant in the 1940’s had two
Linotypes and a full complement of printing equipment. It did no
engraving in the shop in the 1940’s. The plant was located on
North Street where it remained until the Advertiser was sold in
1958 to Jay Baldwin Hinson. Randall had been with the paper as
editor until its sale to Hinson. Randall died Jan. 2, 1968.
The staff members working for Randall were all Calais
natives. The foreman, John Pettit, had worked for the Advertiser
for 45 years. The three Linotypists were Nina Pike, Randall Hewett and John Moore. In the office were Sarah Polleys as manager,
and Blaine Campbell.
A native of Kansas City, Mo., Hinson moved to Westchester
County, N.Y. when he was five, attended Bronxville high school
and worked in Connecticut a short time before coming to Isle Au
Haut, Maine, in the summer of 1942, where he worked on a lobster
boat. He left to go in the service and returned to Isle Au Haut in
1945. He went to Colby College and graduated in 1950 with a
degree in English.
“ I drove a taxi cab after graduation,” Hinson said. “ I had an
agreement with the cab owner that he’d give me time off to
interview 23 newspaper publishers because I wanted to find out
about the newspaper business and whether I should enter it. I
interviewed them and asked two questions: why were they in the
newspaper business and what was it doing for them? I got enough
positive answers to convince me that the newspaper field was for
me.”
In 1951, Hinson worked for the Presque Isle Star-Herald for
10 months and then went to work for the Bangor Daily News. He
became the News’ Calais bureau chief in September 1952. Hinson
and his wife worked in the Daily News’ Calais bureau,
and during the next five years they made many acquaintances in
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the area. Hinson learned that the Advertiser was for sale, and he
became the new owner in late 1957. The first issue of the Ad
vertiser under the new ownership was Jan. 2, 1958.
“ At that time I learned that Mr. Randall was a fine
gentleman, and he was reluctant to injure anyone’s feelings by
sending out bills,” Hinson said. “ About three months after I took
over the paper, I brought home a copy of the paper that had an old
wing mailer address label on it. I noticed this Jan. 31 date on it,
but I had no idea what it meant so the next day I asked the fore
man what it was and he said, ‘Oh, that’s when they expired.’ ”
Hinson said he checked out all the subscribers’ names and ex
piration dates on “ huge yellow sheets they had printed up and cut
out with scissors. It was then I found out that out of a 3,600 press
run there were 400 going to news stands—delivered in a wooden
wheelbarrow—and another 600 paid for by subscribers. That
meant 2,600 papers were being mailed out free each week. And
some of them hadn’t been paid for since Mr. Randall took over.”
At that juncture, Hinson wrote a letter which was sent out to
all those receiving the Advertiser. He explained that the Hinsons
had just taken over the paper and told them what “ they intended
to do with the paper-give it more features and beef it up in the
news department. I also wrote that ‘according to our records your
subscription expired on...’ and we left this blank and wrote in the
date.” Hinson computed the averages and sent out the bills and
letters in one mailing.
A newspaper colleague forewarned Hinson that his letter
would only get “ about a five percent return because many people
had moved away, were protected by the statute of limitations or
wouldn’t be interested.”
Hinson had asked for advance payment, and the “ highest
bill we sent out was $37, and we mailed 2,600 letters. We ad
dressed them and often worked until three in the morning. It took
three months to do it.”
The response was no less than surprising. The mail brought
in more than 75 percent return in the county and 90 percent from
outside the county, Hinson said. “ We took in more than $13,000 in
the next three months. We also got recipes and letters explaining
that they had requested a bill be sent or the paper be cancelled but
neither was done.”
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Hinson wrote a story about this experience with his
subscirbers which appeared in the Publisher’s Auxiliary and was
used as a chapter in a University of Missouri textbook on cir
culation methods.
“ What it proved to me was that weekly subscribers are loyal
and very honest,” Hinson said. “ That $13,000 put me on my feet
because I started with about 20 cents operating capital.”
Initially, Hinson ran a one-man news-editorial operation. He
did all the writing, sold the ads and took photos. He “ rode the cir
cuit from Princeton to Lubec.”
The paper was located on North Street and was a broadsheet
printed on a Whitlock Flatbed press.
One of the first major changes Hinson made was the paper’s
location. It moved from North Street to its current Hog Alley site,
which was the former Maine Central Railroad station. Hog Alley
inherited its name from the days when hogs and other livestock
would be driven down the street to the railroad siding to be loaded
on waiting railroad cars for transport.
In its 130th anniversary edition in 1966, the Advertiser
reported that “ we have installed more than $60,000 worth of
letterpress and offset equipment making it the best-equipped com
mercial printing plant east and north of Bangor.
“ In 1966 we are still here reporting the news from all over
Eastern Washington County, covering 22 communities. We have
a circulation of over 3,500 papers a week, with many faithful read
ers outside the County. The Advertiser is international and in the
summers of 1963 and 1964 we published the ‘Passamaquoddy Re
porter’ advertising businesses and containing features from
both sides of the border. Due to work pressure we couldn’t put it
out this year but we plan to start it again next year.”
Editorials were not run when Rose and Randall edited the Ad
vertiser. Hinson set out to change this. “ Right off I started writ
ing editorials in my first edition,” Hinson said. “ Later I started
writing ‘The Column’ which replaced the editorials. ‘The Column’
is filled with opinion and comments on various and sundry topics.
About 90 percent of the editorial writing has been done by me.
Once in awhile we’ll run a guest editorial.”
In his first editorial, Hinson explained to the readership that
editorials had been a rarity in past Advertisers, and that he was
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“ going to write material which might prove upsetting to some
people, but he wanted people to react.”
Response, according to Hinson, has been slow in coming.
“ Down here we don’t get many letters to the editor,” Hinson said,
“ and I’ve put my neck out, but we don’t get much response. One
reason I bought the paper was in order for others to have an
avenue of approach for their own thoughts and opinions-as long
as they signed it. Once I even wrote a front-page editorial, ‘Calais,
Thy Name is Apathy.’ ” That caused barely a ripple on the sur
face of public opinion that Hinson anticipated.
One of those issues Hinson took a strong stand on and of
which he is proud was the question of educational television for
Washington County, which he supported in the early 1960’s.
After much “ political pressure to take the relay tower for ETV and
put it elsewhere, we were finally able to convince the legislature
and the voters that ETV would be good for our region. That was
one editorial battle we won.”
Another involved building a vocational school in Calais.
Hinson supported the proposal, although other newspapers and
many politicians were against it. Money was allocated and the
vocational school was built.
Hinson says he follows an independent course editorially,
but has taken firm positions on many issues including an oil
refinery for Maehais Port or Eastport.
A changeover was made from broadsheet to five-column ta
bloid format about 1971 on the 4,000-circulation Advertiser. The
paper is set on an IBM Selectric in 10-point Press Roman, ragged
right. Headlines are also set on the IBM in bold face and then
blown up 200 or 300 percent.
Deadlines for ad copy are 12 noon Tuesday and for news copy
noon Wednesday. Today the paper is still tabloid, but it changed
to a three-column, 19-pica-column format in August 1975.
The paper is printed two up on a Heidelberg Press. Each
4,000-press run takes 45 minutes per two pages, which means the
bigger the paper, the longer the press run. The Advertiser aver
ages 24 pages.
After the paper is printed, high school girls come in to hand
coilate and fold the newspapers on Wednesday afternoon,
working until 11 p.m. The paper is all addressed and in the mail
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bags late Wednesday night before the girls go home. The Adver
tiser carries a Thursday publishing date and is in the mails
Thursday morning.
The circulation area goes from Topsfield down Route 1 to
Lubec, Eastport, Alexander, Crawford, Meddybemps, Charlotte
and St. Stephen, N.B. The Advertiser doesn’t cover St. Stephen,
but people in the city do buy the paper. St. Stephen has its own
weekly, the Courier, which has a circulation of 7,000.
Hinson wears two hats. He is the managing editor and
publisher of the Advertiser and co-owner of the Machias Valley
News Observer, a weekly. He also edits the Machias paper, which
means he spends much time covering the broad expanse of both
circulation areas.
Although he has resisted a central printing plant for both
weeklies, he said that the time may come when he will have
camera-ready pasteups sent down to Machias and then forward
them to the printer at Ellsworth. The Machias paper is printed
offset by the Ellsworth American.
Staff members on the Advertiser include Advertising Mana
ger Ada Taber, Business Manager Patricia Walker and Foreman
Phil Moreside; Pressmen Bud Taylor and Richard Townsend;
typesetter Susie Poole and Consultant-Designer Cave Best.
Hinson’s son, Eric, has joined the staff.
Hinson has managed to maintain his placidity despite a
more-than-full schedule between the Advertiser and the Machias
paper. On the Advertiser he sets all policy.
“ The nice part about this Calais operation is that I determine
policy, which doesn’t take too long,” Hinson said with a smile.
“ Often I'll make policy as I walk down the hall. It’s that simple,
and I enjoy it.”

The Camden Herald

Camden, Maine, is a coastal town rich in seafaring history. Its
cozy harbor, opening into Penobscot Bay, is still adorned year
round with graceful schooners and smaller craft which find
safety in the sheltered waters there.
Since 1869, the Camden Herald has been the voice of the busy
little seaport. Although there were other journalistic efforts
initiated in Camden, the Herald is the single lasting and, by far,
the most succesful newspaper in the town’s history.
Accounts of the early development of newspapers, including
the Herald, are sketchy, but apparently, Camden’s first attempt
to publish town news came in 1840 with the publication of the
American Citizen, a political sheet lasting only a few weeks. A
second paper, The Advertiser, was begun 12 years later in 1852
but continued for less than a year. In the same year, the Pine Tree
State, another political sheet, was published for only six weeks.
Finally, in 1869 William H. Berry published the first edition of the
Camden Herald, challenged in later years only by the Village
Echo (1875) and the Rockport News (1892). These two lasted one
and two years respectively.
The bound volumes of the old Camden Herald now preserved
in the newspaper’s office are incomplete. Of the first 22 volumes,
the only one available is 1881. However, from 1891 to the present,
the archives remain intact. Among existing records is an issue
carrying an article about one of the earliest Herald editions which
had been found and brought in to the editor by a resident. Volume
1, No. 7, published in March, 1869, was described as a four-page
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sheet consisting chiefly of reprinted articles and advertisements.
In an editorial centering on women’s rights, Editor Berry argued
against giving the vote to women, claiming that a woman already
had rights with which “ every sensible woman” should be
satisfied. A second editorial complained about exorbitant
insurance rates and praised the good condition of the village’s
fire-fighting equipment.
Berry, the first editor and publisher, sold the Camden paper
before the first year ended to D. L. Crandall, who, with William H.
Twombly as his editor, continued its publication. Then, in 1870,
Twombly purchased Crandall’s interest in the paper and
continued to publish it alone for two years.
In September, 1872, Aubrey W. and Abner F. Dunton became
proprietors of the paper, publishing it until January, 1874. At this
point the paper was sold again, this time to Wilder W. Perry, who
edited it until 1883 when the Camden Publishing Company was
organized, incorporating the Herald and a job printing business.
The 1881 editions found at the Herald office were among those
edited by Perry. The Herald was a four-page broadsheet, seven
columns a page and introduced itself with a Gothic nameplate,
differing from the Roman nameplate present where the volumes
pick up again 10 years later. It was still restricted in coverage of
events and relied heavily on material already printed in other
publication. The motto “ The Greatest Good to the Greatest
Number” ran on page one.
With creation of the Camden Publishing Company, the job
printing division helped finance the operation when it was doubt
ful the newspaper alone could support itself. The first editor of the
Camden Herald under the new management was T. R. Simonton.
Heading the Herald staff for 10 years, Simonton filled the paper
with a wide variety of reading matter. The first page of the fourpage sheet featured poetry, short stories and anecdotes, all light
and chatty. Area news, society notes, births, deaths and
marriages were covered on the second page, and the last two
pages carried advertisements and miscellaneous items.
Editorials were not separate from the news at this stage and
commentary could be found in most articles.
Advertisements also had great variety. There were small
display ads for such products as Hoffman’s Headache Powders
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Cruder s Dyspepsia Syrup and Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment,
which claimed to be “ Unlike any other.’’ Other ads appeared in
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news-article format. Subscription rates were $1.50 a year. The
number of pages remained constant; however, it went from seven
to eight columns.
Several major changes in the Herald came in 1893. It
expanded to eight pages of six columns each, introduced by a new
nameplate with a large illustration of the Camden Hills and
harbor. The paper announced in an editorial:
This week the Herald makes its appearance as an
eight-page paper with a new illustrated heading and
new dress of type. This change of form was decided
upon several months ago and we purchased a suit
able Hoe press with this object in view. This will
enable us to give our advertising patrons more space
and a better show without detriment to our reading
matter. Our new heading will prove, we trust, an
agreeable feature to all who take the local pride in our
grand mountain and bay scenery.
The editorial also mentioned the paper’s hopes for an in
creased list of subscribers and pledged to make the paper a
“ literary” one. An immediate result of the change was the in
crease in local news, which now occupied pages four, five and
eight.
Later in 1893 Simonton’s name disappeared from the
masthead, and was replaced by D. F. Mills, formerly listed as
“ Local Editor” and “ Office Business Manager.” However, no
mention of the change or the reasons behind it appeared in the
Herald.
Mills held his new position for less than two years. He was the
first Herald editor to experiment with printing photographs in
the newspaper, including the publication of a Holiday Souvenir
Edition at Christmas, 1893, featuring pictures of many town
streets and buildings. He decided to leave the newspaper busi
ness late in 1894 because of “ serious inroads” in his health. He
had been with the Herald staff for nearly 15 years.
Replacing Mills was Reuel Robinson, a local lawyer and later
a town historian. Robinson directed his interests much more to
matters of local concern than had his predecessors. Earlier
volumes had been reliant on copy from sources outside Camden,
but Robinson believed the Herald should devote itself primarily to
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news and opinions of Camden. He aimed his editorial comment
chiefly at town problems, such as his criticism of its outdated side
walks: “ Ten years ago plank sidewalks were all very well, even for
a place of this size. But for Camden to have them at this late day is
indeed ridiculous.”
Continuing to stress the importance of the town, Robinson
moved local news to page one for the first time, placing state and
national news on the inner pages. He changed the nameplate to
large, bold type once again and began using larger type and,
occasionally, more than a single column for front-page head
lines.
In one issue of 1896, Robinson wrote his view of the Herald’s
role:
...a person owning a complete file of the Herald over
the years it has existed has almost a complete his
tory of Camden for that period. (It has been) the
mouth piece and chronology of the people of Camden
all these years, identifying itself with all their inter
ests, rejoicing in their prosperity, sorrowing in their
misfortunes and with all, giving them a true record of
all that they have accomplished.
After three and one-half years, Robinson gave up the editor
ship, writing in his final editorial that “ business arrangements
that I have now made render it impractical for me to continue.”
After this, he had a law practice in Camden and established a
second office in nearby Rockland. However, his Herald associa
tions were far from ended.
In the interim following Robinson’s departure, Jesse H.
Ogier of the Damariscotta Herald temporarily directed the
Camden newspaper.
The Camden Publishing Co. stockholders appointed him to
the position permanently. Ogier accepted, giving up his editor
ship and selling his financial interests in the Damariscotta
paper. His name first appeared in the Herald’s masthead as editor
with the June 17, 1898, issue and was to remain there for more
than 20 years.
Ogier was a Camden native. Born on a local farm in 1871, he
was a descendant of Abraham Ogier, one of the town’s first
settlers back in 1773. Jesse’s father was a French Huguenot.
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Growing up in town, Jesse was class valedictorian at Camden
High School in 1889 and graduated from Colby College in 1893.
After college he bought an interest in the Damariscotta Herald,
where his career in journalism began and where he stayed until
he returned to his hometown in 1898.
Assuming the Herald editorship, Ogier followed in the path of
Robinson in his news policy. In his first issue as editor, Ogier took
the editorial stance that the local weekly newspaper had a
“ special mission” to emphasize local news and advertisements,
leaving national and political issues to “ papers in whose sphere
these matters belong.”
Ogier adhered to this philosophy while editing the Herald.
National and world news, with the exception of human interest
articles, generally were excluded from its pages. The editor kept a
low profile editorially. He was reticent even on local issues and
commented less than any o f his predecessors. But news and other
articles relating to Camden were covered more thoroughly than
ever before.
Following developments in journalism around the country,
Ogier made further use of photographs, particularly of important
town events such as the launching of the John B. Prescott in 1899,
called the “ Largest Schooner in the World.” The editor made
other advancements, including more frequent use of two-and
three-column headlines for important events, the near
elimination of advertising from the front page and the
publication of more regular columns each week. Occasionally a
novel would appear in the Herald in installments.
A weekly sequence of articles, the “ History of Camden and
Rockport, Maine” began January, 1906, and ran until April,
1907. Appearing prominently on page one, in a double column
stretching the full depth of the page, the history went into great
detail about the early development of the town especially the
individuals involved, but little was said about the Herald’s first
years. The author of this comprehensive record of Camden’s past
was former Herald editor Reuel Robinson.
Another column appeared on page one soon after Robinson’s
history began publication, this one, “ Over the State,” gave
accounts of and comments on state news. It continued for quite
some time in the Herald, moving to different spots in the paper
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and eventually enlarging to several columns each week.
In 1910 Ogier moved the Herald into a new, larger office on
Bay View Street. With two floors and a basement area, the build
ing housed all operations of the Camden Publishing Co.
Ogier continued to make gradual improvements in the news
paper over the next 10 years, modernizing the Herald. His
editorial comment increased in later years. Although he was
never a crusading editor, Ogier was always concerned with the
welfare o f Camden and its citizens and was active in local affairs.
He had been superintendent of schools, a member of the Masons
and Knights Templar, a benefactor of the Camden Y.M.C.A., and
he was Maine Press Association president for one term.
Plagued by chronic tuberculosis, Ogier died Nov. 1, 1920. The
Herald published three days later, printed a short biography and
tribute to its long-time leader. Appropriately, the piece was by
Robinson, who wrote:
Young Ogier grew up in his community as a
genuine loyal and patriotic Camden boy, qualities
that clung to him all his life, for no man ever loved
his native town more, was more jealous of its good
repute, worked harder for its interests, or took a
deeper interest in its welfare and the prosperity of its
institutions than he.
(He had a) tine gift of speech and his voice was
an influential as well as eloquent one in town meet
ings and on the platform, always raised in encour
agement and advocacy of righteous or patriotic
cause or progressive movement.
Ogier’s widow owned the Herald for the next three years, and
continued publishing it with Robinson who became editor once
again. But this was temporary. In December, 1923, the paper was
bought by Col. Ernest A. Robbins, a World War I veteran, and a
Camden summer resident for many years.
Assuming editorship of the Herald, which the Bath Times
called at this time “ one of the best weekly propositions in the
state,’’ Robbins began remolding it with firm hands into an out
standing weekly paper. Robbins was deeply concerned with
government and politics. He defined the Herald’s political stand
in an early editorial:
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Politically the Herald has been Republican. It
desires to continue and hopes to do so without bias or
prejudice, reserving the right to give its support to
every cause for the furthering of the community and
national good. This country is not the product of one
political party. Party lines in state and town issues
too often defeat the interests of the public. The
Herald values independence and desires at the begin
ning of its new management to put itself on record as
an independent wherever the interests o f the people
are at stake.
Perhaps “ Independent Republican”
would best describe its stand.
Robbins made an appeal to the citizens of the town for their
help in improving the quality and increasing the quantity of the
paper's news coverage.
We feel the Camden Herald has a real purpose in life.
It should seek out the news of the community and get
it to all o f the people. In a community such as this
there is o f interest much that is purely personal and
local, yet intensely interesting to the constituents of
the Herald. To get all of the news and present it, we
need the cooperation o f the townspeople and we trust
we will have it.
The Herald soon expanded to 10 or 12 pages. Robbins contin
ued where Ogier had left off, making much use of photographs of
places, people and events. Headlines of two and three columns
appeared regularly. In addition, Robbins brought numerous syn
dicated columns such as “ Movie World,” “ Just Automobile” and
“ Tips for the Housewife” to Camden’s readers. He introduced a
comic strip, “ The Nebbs,” which appeared for many years.
Local news still received the most attention. And for the first
time, sports news was given substantial covrage. But he didn’t
neglect the arts by any means. Poetry and other literary forms
found a place in the Herald. Robbins also created a weekly piece
which he called “ Twice Told Tales,” consisting of reprints taken
from Herald archives, emphasizing personal news.
By this time display ads had grown considerably in size and
number in the Herald. Robbins added a classified section. In
creased advertising in the paper produced a Christmas issue
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reaching 16 pages in Robbins’ first year, and in subsequent years
around the holiday season this rose to 20 or more pages.
On a Saturday afternoon in June 1927, a fire destroyed much
of the Herald office, damaging thousands of dollars worth of
presses and equipment. But Robbins secured the aid of the Bath
Times, where he temporarily published the Herald. The change of
presses required a shift back to eight pages of seven columns.
Robbins purchased a new press and other modern equipment
which he had in operation by August. Remarking about the
Herald’s new facilities in an editorial, Robbins wrote:
...we are able to increase our circulation and give our
advertisers and readers better typography. Our new
plant is numbered among the most modern and upto-date newspaper and job printing establishments
in this section of the state.
In following years Robbins continued innovating. On July 1,
1935, the Camden Herald Magazine Section was published as a
16-page tabloid supplement. It was issued at no extra charge to
subscribers and contained illustrations, comics, and cartoons,
non-local news columns, news of society and fashion, and fiction.
An article about the new supplement itself explained that it was
“ made possible through the combined efforts of 15 leading weekly
newspapers of Maine."
Most important in the account of Robbins years with the
Herald was his involvement in politics at all levels. Through his
strong editorials, a feature called “ The Colonel’s Column,” and
political cartoons, the colonel enlarged the sphere of the Herald
and gained widespread attention. He was a pioneer supporter of
U.S. Sen. Ralph O. Brewster’s candidacy and an early advocate of
preparedness in the years prior to World War II, including about
aid to Britain long before America was aware of the crisis. As the
war years approached, the colonel saw fit to devote a large portion
of the Herald’s pages to national and international news and
opinion.
Robbins had a keen sense o f humor. His writing was often
entertaining as well as informative. In one article, headed, The
Editor Has An Easy Job.” Robbins wrote, with tongue in cheek,
about tasks of a small-town editor. All this involved, he told his
readers, was sitting at a desk 10 to 12 hours a day, six days a week,
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four weeks a month, 12 months a year and editing the likes of this:
“ Mrs. Jones of Milltown let slip a can opener, with the result that
she cut herself in the pantry.” And “ Mr. Long, while harnessing
his horse Saturday evening was kicked just south of the corncrib.”
In the early 1940’s Robbins developed a heart ailment and
moved to New Orleans. Although forced to limit his activities, he
still continued to make major policy decisions and wrote “ The
Colonel’s Column” and other articles. He died June 26, 1942.
In the July 2 issue, the Herald paid tribute to the man who had
been its mainstay for 19 years:
As editor of the Herald, he established himself as one
of Maine’s outstanding editors in the weekly field.
He...brought this old established paper up-todate...and improved its general attractiveness to sub
scribers and advertisers...
Robbins’ widow maintained ownership of the paper for a year.
In 1943, Robbins 'stepson, E. Hamilton Hall, a native of Louisi
ana, bought the Herald. In his youth, Hall had spent summers in
Maine and later attended Bowdoin College. His first association
with the Camden Herald came in 1936 when he edited the paper
for his stepfather, who travelled around the world that year. Hall
then returned to Louisiana. By the time Colonel Robbins died,
Hall was back in Camden, working at the shipyard which was
busy during wartime. Hall bought the Herald, but did not become
editor until 1946 when he had completed his shipyard duties.
In the meantime, Charles Cookson of the Augusta Press ran
the Herald through most of World War II. The labor shortage
made it difficult for the paper to find a Linotype operator and, for
a time, as many as two or three different styles of typography
appeared on the same page of an issue. The paper got temporary
help from local people and nearby newspapers and managed to
continue publication. The Herald suffered from high prices and
the newsprint shortage. Cookson was forced to cut back to eight
pages from the standard 12, and soon raised the subscription rate
from $1.50 to $2.00 a year.
The years following Robbins' death saw the Herald’s shift in
editorial focus back to the local scene. Many featured columns
still carried national news and opinion, but they were now more
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oriented to the particular interests of Camden. The lead editorial
was generally concerned with the local war effort. Congresswoman Margaret Chase Smith and Sen. Ralph O. Brewster both
made weekly reports covering current matters in Washington
relevant to Maine. Other features passed on news of local men in
the Armed Services and gave outlines of the ration stamps which
were good for the coming week.
On Dec. 20, 1945, the Christmas edition of the Herald
appeared, 14 pages and in color, which Cookson commented, was
to celebrate the end of the war. He believed this was possibly the
first time a weekly newspaper had used color in this way and
wrote, “ from prophecies we have read color may become quite
general in the newspaper field.”
His wartime duties over, Hamilton (Ham) Hall assumed the
editorship. The paper emphasized a community scope more and
more. Editorials adhered, for the most part, to local affairs,
pressing for progressive efforts to improve the town. Notes from
surrounding communities were given increased coverage by the
Herald. A regular column, “ Grape shot,” covered state news, par
ticularly politics and government. It was written by John Wilson
of Hope.
_
Technically, the Herald continued to improve. In 1947 Hall
purchased a new Blue Streak Linotype and a Kelly C Automatic
Cylinder Press. The paper was a modern journal. Ham Hall
carried it on for several years without making any significant
changes in production methods or editorial policy. The subscrip
tion rate was increased several times to compensate for inflation.
By 1956 the Herald sold for $3.50 a year or 10 cents a copy.
Hall worked personally to help establish the Camden Com
munity Hospital during these years. He later became involved in
the development of the Camden Snow Bowl. The editor also was
one of the original members of the Camden Planning Board.
Through the paper’s editorial page he gave vigorous support to
such projects as a zoning ordinance, providing for properly quali
fied growth of the town, fluoridation and precautionary measures
against the threats to Camden of Dutch Elm disease, pollution
and littering.
In 1962, W. Douglas Hall, the editor’s son, a graduate of
Hebron Academy and Tulane University in New Orleans,
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became advertising manager of the Camden Herald Publishing
Co. Two years later he replaced his father as editor and general
manager of the newspaper. Ham retained the position of publish
er, president and treasurer of the company.
The younger Hall expanded the job-printing operation and
experimented with offset printing in his first two years with the
company. Then, as editor, he occasionally employed offset
methods, but the permanent transition was not to come for
several years.
In the fall of 1964 Douglas Hall did what no Herald editor
before him had done. He came out in strong support of a Demo
cratic candidate for President. In a larger-than-usual editorial
headed “ Johnson for President” in bold type, Hall expressed
these sentiments:
(The) nation cannot afford the dangerous rad
icalism...of Barry Goldwater...and William
Miller, who sometimes sounds as if he doesn’t
know for what office he is running and
why...Lyndon Johnson is a solid man, a
conservative in the best meaning of the word.
No public servant of our times has so
skillfully and successfully worked with our
elected representatives in Congress. He is
equally at home with the heads of foreign
governments and the man on the street....and
unlike Barry Goldwater he listens.
The editor ended the statement saying the paper still intended
to consider itself as an Independent Republican journal. The
Herald was not “ bolting the party,” but for the reasons expressed
found itself unable to support the choice of the Republican party.
In October 1968, Hamilton Hall retired from the Camden
Herald Publishing Co. after 25 years as its head. Douglas Hall
succeeded his father, elected by stockholders in the company. At
this point he discussed his position and the scope of the Herald in
another editorial:
...we wonder if even being in Camden can still offer
us security against the mad race of overt activity en
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meshing us all. We think it can, however, and while
we have every intention of according the world its
due respect, even as Ham did in his concern with
civic pride and advancement, and supporting those
causes he deemed to be in the best welfare of the town
as he saw it, so we also intend to keep well in mind the
motto that Camden is “ the prettiest spot in Maine”
and devote our efforts to the preservation of its
beauty and condition as an island refuge in a grow
ing sea of hypertension.
And since that time the paper has continued, following the
more conservative line and keeping its emphasis on local and
state acitivity. Another improvement in printing was the transi
tion to offset printing with the Oct. 2, 1969, issue. This also
expanded the Herald to eight columns. The changeover appropri
ately came on the Herald’s 100th anniversary.
Near the end o f 1970, Hall raised the subscription rate to $5 a
year, 15 cents a copy and enlarged the paper to 10 or 12 pages a
week.
In October 1971 Allen D. (Mike) Brown became editor while
Douglas Hall remained as publisher. Brown, former editor of the
Belfast Republican Journal and a respected Maine journalist,
had been a political conservative and a crusader in the area of
environmental protection and improvement. While with the
Republican Journal, Brown stirred up a controversy between
ecologists and Belfast’s chicken-processing firm.
In his time with the Herald, Brown strengthened the editorial
page, making the editorials themselves more prominent by in
creasing the type size and printing them in double-column form.
Brown also added a column called “ Eco-Wise,” concerning itself
with all aspects of conservation. The Letters to the Editor column
was emphasized with more space devoted to reader comment
than previously existed.
But the editorials also took on a more strident and forceful
tone than previously. On Dec. 16, 1971, Brown wrote this
editorial:
“ About Freedoms--The leaders of this community’s
government has challenged the right of this news-
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paper to function as a free press. He has questioned
our authority to inform the public of its right to know
the deliberations of the officials who have been given
the precious mandate of public trust. It is not a new
challenge. And for as long as the press has been free
in this country, it has been scarred and damned and
burned in effigy-but it has not been silenced...”
Under Brown’s editorship the Herald took a new direction
and his reputation as a crusading editor didn't suffer, as the fore
going editorial shows.
However, it was on Feb. 8, 1973, that Brown issued his last
edition before he took a job with the state government. Doug Hall
became editor and publisher with the next issue. He maintained
those roles until Jane Day was named editor on Nov. 1, 1973. Hall
stayed on as publisher.
Day, a seasoned newspaperwoman, came to the Herald in Feb
ruary 1973. She had worked for the Washington, D.C., bureau of
United Press International, and a Maryland weekly newspaper
for five years and the National Observer. She came to Camden in
1971 and worked just down Bay View Street at Downeast maga
zine for a year before joining the Herald.
With D ay’s arrival, the tone of the newspaper changed. A
fresh, breezy quality crept into the pages, enhanced by more
features and mood pieces. And Day features along with her excel
lent photos were prominently displayed on page one and through
out the paper. Sometimes a full-page photo feature would appear
such as the piece on “ Blueberries are an August Thing” which ran
in the August 15, 1974, edition.
Some changes were made in the corporate structure when
Mary Hall Bok, Doug’s sister, became president of the Camden
Herald Publishing Co. Day remained editor, Doug Hall publisher.
General Manager and Associate Publisher was James Cullen,
advertising manager was Frank Bennett and computer graphics
was headed by Edgar F. Eaton, Jr. Later Ralph Atkins served as
general manager, succeeded in January 1977 by Bennett.
Doug Hall was severely injured in an automobile accident
shortly after Day became editor. As a result, policy had been
rather haphazard, Day said, “ When Doug Hall left because of his
accident,” Day said, “ the editorial policy was sort of left to me.
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When Mary (Hall Bok) came it was pretty much my full decision,
except when it came to the school issue.”
That issue revolved around building and funding a new high
school. As editor, Day was against building and funding a new
school. As president of the Herald, Bok supported the new school
project. Day asked Bok to write a special editorial. Bok didn’t but
told Day to have it expressed in the Herald columns that Bok
favored the school.
Here was a case in which the editor and publisher didn’t
agree on an issue, but it was resolved when the chairman of the
school board wrote a long “ guest” editorial which outlined all the
reasons the community should vote for the new school funding.
Day said: “ So I just pointed out in the editorial column that
this was where the newspaper stood: The publisher favored one
side of the issue, and I outlined my position. I don’t know whether
this had anything to do with swaying opinion. I believe people
had pretty much made up their minds before then. But I felt it
incumbent upon the newspaper to take a stand.
“ As far as the role we (the Herald) played, I think it was pri
marily one of informing.” Day said, “ Just because of the situa
tion, we really steered clear of beating the tom toms for one side or
the other, until the week before the election when I took a stand
against the school.”
According to Day, the Herald has a news-editorial staff of two,
along with an advertising manager and a part-time photo
grapher.
The paper closes its pages each Wednesday. All the type
setting and pasteup is done on the Herald premises, then it is sent
north to be printed Wednesday evening by the Belfast Republi
can Journal Printing Co. The Herald has a Thursday publication
date, runs 12 and 14 broadsheet pages and has a circulation of
3,800.
Day said the paper has been strengthened. “ There has been a
broader attempt at covering news in the area and feature
material. The editorial page has become considerably strength
ened...we have a number of columnists who contribute on a more
or less weekly or bi-weekly basis. We are fortunate in having a
great number of competent, educated, articulate people in this
community with a variety of talent or who are community-
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spirited enough to want to do this kind of thing or find the time to
do it.”
There are social correspondents on the Herald and “ they
write only social news and we do carry it, mainly because...we opt
to be a community newspaper..."
Camden has a great fluctuation in summer population.
“ These aren’t just tourists, but people who have summer homes
here and have had them for generations,” Day explained. “ These
are six-month residents...It makes for a great variety with
permanent and part-time six-month residents.”
Day firmly believes the role the Herald plays in the com
munity can be improved, and it bothers her when she feels the
paper isn’t reaching all segments of the community.
“ We grouse and complain when something threatens to des
troy or weaken the characteristics of Camden, but the paper tries
to be realistic about some of the bumps and bruises which any
town must incur in order to survive economically and cultu
rally,” Day says.
A Jan. 27, 1977, editorial points out the realities which face the
town when it dumps its waste snow off the highways into the
harbor. “ ...Then there’s all that sand, bought at considerable
expense to keep traffic moving in winter. This past year the town
approved $36,000 for dredging at the head of the harbor. And,
ironically, the demands of winter street-keeping amount to
shoveling the ingredients of silt right back...”
Day has built up an Around the Harbor column which she
"tries to keep going throughout the year.” The column is chatty
and may cover weather conditions, who’s coming and going,
boats in and out of the harbor, who’s building a new craft.
Summing up her affinity to the Herald, Day reflects: “ The
thing I feel about this newspaper, and I guess it's because I’ve
been in the newspaper business starting out as a kid-in and out of
business-is that a newspaper, if it has any quality at all, has to
have its own life and its own beat. I think the people who are with
it may help it along, encourage it, improve it and may even
contribute to its downfall. But somehow or other the paper has a
beat of its own, and I think the Camden Herald...has certain
vibrancy.”

Aroostook Republican and News

A young Hampden, Maine, lawyer visited Caribou with all
good intentions to practice law, but when he saw the potential of
the town he decided it needed a newspaper.
The first permanent paper, the Aroostook Republican,
started in Caribou on Jan. 14, 1880, and that lawyer was Samuel
W. Mathew's. He was so impressed by the town that he moved his
family, his wife and two daughters, Mae and Harriet, to Caribou,
and they all took a prominent place in the community.
Daughter Mae married Alfred Winslow Hall, who was to
figure in the news himself within a few years.
Mathews got the Republican off to a vigorous start and kept it
on a firm footing for several years. However, in 1887, Mathews
was appointed the first labor commissioner of Maine. He looked
for a buyer and found one in his son-in-law, A. W. Hall. The paper
changed hands on May 11, 1887. Hall became editor and
publisher, and Mathew’s moved to Augusta.
Hall had been a newspaperman in other New England states
and out west before taking over as the new owner of the Re
publican. During his 15 years as owner, Hall made the paper a vi
tal force in the growth of the town. Residents, it was reported at
the time, “ considered the Republican the best country newspaper
in Maine, if not in the United States.”
Before Mathews founded the Republican in 1880, Caribou
had another paper, the North Star, published in 18711 by the Rev.
W. T. Sleeper. How'ever, the North Star shone over Caribou only
two years before it was purchased in 1874 by Presque Isle parties
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and moved to that town. Caribou was without a newspaper until
Mathews started the four-page Republican.
Hall owned the Republican for 15 years-on and off toward
the end of his career. The firm of Porter and Leonard became
publishers from Sept. 1, 1899, to Sept. 29, 1900. Florence Collins
Porter was editor, and Oscar W. Leonard was business manager.
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Leonard left Caribou for the Los Angeles Herald Oct. 1, 1900.
Soon after, this editorial appeared in the Oct. 4, 1900, edition
which again listed A.W. Hall as the editor:
“ With this issue the Republican again changes hands and
passes to the control of its former editor and proprietor. When I
laid down the editorial pen about a year ago there was a feeling of
weariness that resulted from the 13 years of steady work during
which time the Republican had been placed on a sounder business
basis, and its influence of promoting the development of Caribou,
and Aroostook County, in general, was recognized as the Pine
Tree State. It is a matter of sincere regret among Caribou people
that Mrs. Florence C. Porter, who as so ably conducted the
editorial columns of the Republican during the past year, has
been compelled hv ill health to not only sell her paper but to
change her home from Caribou to Los Angeles, California.”
But that weariness which beset Hall earlier to prompt him to
sell the paper, once again overtook him, and Hall sold the
Republican a final time to another newspaperman.
A letter written by Hall appeared in the Feb. 13, 1902,
Republican:
“ To my Friends:
“ With this issue after having, with the exception of one year,
owned and edited the Republican since May 11, 1887, I sever my
connection with the paper having sold the same to Mr. Lyman J.
Pendell of Presque Isle.
“ Mr. Pendell, the new proprietor, has been a worthy and able
assistant of editor George H. Collins of the Star-Herald at
Presque Isle for quite a number of years past, and has had exten
sive newspaper experience and training that will prove of great
benefit to him as editor and proprietor of the Republican. He is
well-known in Aroostook as the Presque Isle correspondent of the
Bangor News and as a local news-gatherer he is conceded to he
among the very best in the county.
“ Mr. Pendell has all the qualifications for a successful country
editor including that of being a practical printer, and he is a man
of irreproachable character. I take pleasure in recommending
him to the people of Caribou and vicinity, and to speak for him in
the continuance of the very liberal patronage bestowed upon this
paper.
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“ Under Mr. Pendell’s management the Republican will, I
predict, he improved and continue to be one of Maine’s best
country newspapers. As the endeavors of the best years of my life
have been devoted to building up the Republican, and in
advancing the interests of Caribou and Aroostook County in
general, I feel a certain degree of pride in the work accomplished
together with a feeling of deepest gratitude to the people of
Aroostook without whose patronage the Republican would not
have prospered. It is conceded that the paper has been foremost in
the work of upbuilding this section of Maine, and the deep regret I
experience because of giving up this work is tempered by the fact
that the man who undertakes it is worthy of the task evolving
upon him....”
Pendell began his new position Feb. 20, 1902, and immediately
set to work to build up the paper even more than had Hall. He was
always active in the region, and although he was the full-time
editor of the Republican, he was elected president and chief
engineer of the Caribou Fire Co. on June 2, 1904.
His experience as a newspaperman grew apparent when he
started the first annual meeting of Aroostook Republican corres
pondents on Friday, June 17. 1904. Twenty-six correspondents
gathered with their boss in the Grange Hall that day and started
a Pendell tradition. It gave both correspondents and the editor a
chance to exchange comments, ideas, and criticism.
Some news items filling the pages in those days:
Potatoes are selling for $2 a barrel.
Puffing bees amongst the women in the county are becoming
more and more popular as they go from house to house making
puffs for each other.
And 10 pack peddlers were seen in this community of North
Washburn last week.
A colorful account was reported in the Feb. J, 1903, edition
about an itinerant peddler, W.T. Ashby “ who was lost in the
section during the storm Friday and Saturday. He had just come
from Boston and was carrying a line of summer goods. His
English was worse than the roads and as he was left-handed he
took the wrong road every time. He wanted to get to Fort Fairfield
and crossed and recrossed the Aroostook River three times Friday
and at night was a half a mile farther from Fort than when he
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started that morning. Some boys conducted him to a hilltop and
pointed out the town. He started in the blizzard in a beeline across
the fields, and soon got his pack tangled up in a barbed wire fence.
A snowshoe party come to his rescue. They found him in the snow,
making a noise like two dogs fighting, and they did not know
whether he was praying or swearing. He sold one undershirt in
two days.”
A somewhat slanted news item from the New Sweden
correspondent of July 12, 1906, claims: “ There are newspapers
and newspapers, but the Aroostook Republican is a newspaper
that is not full of horror or crimes and glaring pictures and one
that I feel safe in letting my children read. It is a clean paper, a
family paper, and it suits the hired man and keeps him contented
through the long week as he waits for Saturday night to rope out
his horse from the pasture and hitch up his covered carriage and
take his best girl for a drive.”
By March 7, 1907, the Republican was printing 1,950 copies
each week.
Apparently those annual meetings with correspondents didn’t
always get the desired results, for editor Pendell handed out this
rebuke in Jan. 12, 1911, issue: “The Republican would liketohear
more regularly from its news gatherers. We have 50
correspondents on our lists, and newsy budgets want to be
received every week from at least one-half of that number.”
After that editorial crackdown, the first issue of the new year
ran as follows:
Page 1: brief chief events of the past 12 months; short daily
record of the world’s events told in single paragraphs, and the
year’s local obituary roll.
Page 2: completely filled with ads, ranging from small display
box ads to probate notices, and one ad, “ Worms and Children by
Dr. True.”
On page 3 is the Washburn News. The other 75 percent of the
page is ads.
An editorial page is next on page 4. There is a brief statement
about the New Year, a short piece on the superstition of the
number 13, church news, and six full columns of ads.
Page 5 is filled with three columns of local news items, the rest
advertising.
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A full-page ad for a clothing company appears on page 6.
The front-page stories are continued on page 7, surrounded by
four columns of ads.
The last page of the eight-page paper has a half column of
news from Stockholm and Woodland. Patent medicine ads help
fill the remaining columns.
Pendell sold the business to the Caribou Publishing Co. in
1927. Pendell continued as editor for a few months. After re
signing the position, he was succeeded by John W. Wilson, who
was editor through 1933.
J ohn A. Partridge became president of the Caribou Publishing
Co., and in 1934 William L. Robbins was named editor of the
Republican. Partridge continued as president of the firm, in 1937
R.W. Powley became editor, and in 1938, C. Robert Taylor was
named manager.
During World War II a new group of local citizens became
involved in the Republican as announced in the Jan. 7, 1943,
edition:
“ Aroostook Republican Sold to New Caribou Group”
“ Negotiations for the transfer of the Republican and the job
printing plant operated by the Caribou Publishing Co. from the
present ownership to another company of townspeople will be
virtually completed this week and it is likely the next issue of the
Republican will appear under new ownership.
“ The corporation taking over the Caribou Publishing Co.
plant includes S.W. Collins, president of the Aroostook Trust Co.
and the S.C. Collins, Co.; Michael Corey, restaurant proprietor;
Walter T. Day, proprietor of the Vaughan House; Dr. FrederickL.
Gregory; Elmer J. Johnston, jeweler; Elizabeth Kirkpatrick,
manager of the Aroostook County Federal Savings and Loan
Assn.; Dr. Nathan S. Lowrey; David Solman, attorney; Charles
A. Stetson, insurance agent; Beecher Swain, manager of the
Caribou Water Light and Power Co.; C. Robert Taylor, editor and
manager of the Republican; and Mrs. Emily Tibbetts, proprietor
o f the S.F. Tibbetts Co.
“ The retiring company comprised John A. Partridge,
principal of the high school; Gen. George M. Carter and Charles
T. Bishop, a local merchant.”
From 1944 to 1945 the Republican changed format to seven
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columns but on March 19, 1945, switched back to eight columns.
Without any story to explain the changeover, the masthead of the
Jan. 18, 1945, Republican reads: W.P. Hamilton, president; C.
Robert Taylor, editor and manager.
Another change in command was in the offing, when on June
5, 1947, this story with a two-column headline ran:
“ Former Florida publisher purchases Caribou Publishing Co.
The entire stock of the Caribou Publishing Co., owners of the
Aroostook Republican, was sold this past week to Charles P.
Helfenstein, president o f the National Editorial Association and
a former publisher in Live Oak, Fla.
“ Stock of the company was acquired from W.P. Hamilton, E.J.
Johnston, C.R. Taylor, S.W. Collins, Dr. F.L. Gregory, Dr. N.S.
Lowrey, Beecher Swain, Mrs. Emily Tibbetts, Walter T. Day,
Mike Corey, Mrs. Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Annie Stetson, and
Miss Charlotte Wright.
“ The new owner is well acquainted with Maine, since early
boyhood having first visited various parts of the state and New
Brunswick where he and his parents and Mrs. Helfenstein almost
annually enjoyed vacation camping. Helfenstein was born in
Harrisburg, Penn., and while at Yale University was a corres
pondent for Boston and New York papers. During high school
and college vacations, he was a reporter for dailies at the old
family home town of Shamokin, Penn.
“ He purchased the Suwanee Democrat at Live Oak in May,
1929, and sold it last year to a former employee, Colonel L.C.
Wadsworth.
“ Active in newspaper association work, Helfenstein has been
president of the Florida Press Assn., became affiliated with a
national organization 14 years ago, and in April was elected
president of the NEA.”
Under Helfenstein, the Republican grew and started covering
Fort Kent and the St. John Valley.
Helfenstein wrote in the Sept. 4, 1958, edition in this front
page column, Down the Line with Helfenstein: “ First acquiring
an interest in politics back in national state campaigns in 1928
many of the intervening years slipped by before I became willing
to admit that newspapers are often of a doubtful value to candi
dates. Be that as it may, the public expects the voice of a
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newspaper to take a stand come election time...”
The Republican started revamping the paper under Helfen
stein. Doug Costello joined the staff as news editor and it wasn’t
long before his byline was appearing from points in the county
other than Caribou.
By September, 1958, the Republican was offering its 16 pages
in three sections to readers.
Section A was devoted to news of Aroostook County (social
news, weddings, hard news, personals in and about Caribou,
Madawaska, Van Buren, Grand Isle, St. John, Stockholm.)
Section B was headed St. John Valley News and might
include a story headlined: “ Van Buren Hospital Drive to start
Soon, Grant of $250,000.” Madawaska Roads, Stockholm and
New Sweden personals, classified ads, Frenchville and
Madawaska personals would fill out the rest of the six-page sec
tion.
Section C featured “ Washburn High Round and About” on its
front page. Page 2 of this section was reserved for the editorial
page, whose editorial that Sept. 18, 1958, deplored “ shocking
figures dealing with the month of August produced a figure
Maine could very well have done without. In that 31-day period,
28 persons died violently within the boundaries of the state...”
National Newspaper Week got a big play in the Oct. 2, 1958,
Republican with a photo essay on the paper’s staff and printing
operation.
Predicting things to come, but not quite in the manner sug
gested, an editorial page column on Jan. 2, 1964, sees “ Ford for
President” and goes on to say that “ Congressman Gerald Ford of
Grand Rapids, Mich., is being mentioned in the press as a possi
ble Republican presidential nominee. This gratified the writer
who just a year and half ago said that Representative Ford is well
qualified for that office....”
Publisher Helfenstein expanded his holdings when toward
the end of 1962, he and Bernard Esters, publisher of the Houlton
Pioneer- Times, bought out the Presque Isle Star-Herald and
formed the Consolidated Printing Service of Presque Isle. The
pair now owned the Star-Herald, the Pioneer Times, the
Aroostook Republican and the Consolidated Printing Service.
February 1, 1966, saw another change in the ownership,
bringing it to its present status. At that time the Northeast Pub
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lishing Co. bought out Helfenstein and Esters. Northeast is a sub
sidiary of the Bangor Publishing Co. which also owns the Bangor
Daily News.
With the changeover, Costello became editor and publisher of
the Republican; William J. Bedard was advertising director and
assistant publisher, and Margaret Smith, a long-time employet
and mainstay ot the paper, was news editor.
Costello expanded news coverage and began running a full
editorial page, with an editorial, columns by John Chamberlain
and Russell Kirk, and a nationally syndicated cartoon by Hugh
Haynie, along with a column on current comments.
During 1968 and 1969 the Republican ran a Saturday and
Wednesday edition and by 1970 was averaging 22 pages. The
paper was printed offset out of the Northeast Publishing Co.
plant in Presque Isle. It was similar in makeup to the other two
Northeast-owned papers.
Costello became a well-known figure during his tenure with
the Republican, but he was destined to leave the county to head
for Pottstown, Pa., as consultantto a newspaper publisher in Feb
ruary, 1970.
Costello was honored by fellow Kiwanians at a testimonial
banquet and cited as a leading figure in community affairs.
“ Doug came to a small newspaper and started one of its best
features, ‘The Madawaska Road News’ ” said Joe Kelley,
governor of Kiwanis club. “ The Aroostook Republican became
more than just a hometown newspaper through the man we honor
tonight. He was controversial at times, but always fair. He was
dedicated to the proposition that people have the right to know.”
Margaret Smith as news editor, took up where Costello left
off. The front page makeup was lively and bold as was the
editorial page.
On Nov. 17, 1971, the nameplate of the Republican changed
from the Aroostook Republican to the Aroostook Republican and
News.
A local man was named general manager on Jan. 10, 1972.
Reginald Thompson, a native of Caribou and a graduate of local
schools, joined the staff o f the Aroostook Republican and News in
November, 1968, as advertising sales representative. He was
named advertising director as well as assuming the overall
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management responsibility for the company in 1972.
Along with Thompson on the ad side was Phil Doak, and
working in news-editorial were Margaret Smith and Terry
Burgess.
The Republican offices are located at 20 Access Highway,
Caribou.
Changes in the editorship took place during the past few
years when Margaret Smith retired. Jeanne Huber became editor
for about two years from 1973-1975, and in 1974 Tom Umphrey
joined the staff as sports writer and reporter. When Miss Huber
left in June, 1975, she was succeeded as editor by Umphrey.
Umphrey, born in Caribou on June 10, 1949, attended
Caribou schools and received a B.S. in economics in 1971 from the
University of Maine, Orono. Before coming to the Republican in
the fall of 1974, Umphrey held various positions in Maine, and
Virginia, and returned to Caribou employed by a local company
prior to working for the Republican.
“ I see my responsibility as keeping the Republican readers in
formed about things that will affect them,” Umphrey said. “ I
think the Republican is the best newspaper in Aroostook County
based on the variety of news coverage and photographs display
ed. We have a good group of correspondents who keep us well
posted in all our communities.”
Those correspondents cover Washburn, Limestone, New
Sweden, Stockholm, Perham, Woodland, Colby and surrounding
towns.
The Republican averages 24 pages a week with a circulation
of 5,400. Like its sister papers in Presque Isle and Houlton, it uses
an eight-column format on a 15-inch-wide by 23-inch-deep page.
This is done through the use of a shrink lense, which reduces type
size, yet allows the paper to remain eight columns. It cuts down on
the amount of paper used, which can mean a considerable saving
over the long run.
Tom Umphrey left in September 1976, when he was
succeeded by Elizabeth Umphrey. She in turn went to work on the
Presque Isle Star-Herald in August 1977.
Back in May 1977, Kathy Swanson joined the news-editorial
staff of the Republican and News. She had come to Maine in May
1974 and had been a correspondent for the Bangor Daily News
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and had taught journalism at the University of Maine-Presque
Isle. Born in Battle Creek, Mich., she is a graduate of the
University of Illinois and holds a masters in English from the
University of Wisconsin. She has taught high school English and
journalism in Wisconsin and Concord, N.H.
Today she has assumed most of the editorial duties on the
paper.
Management is optimistic about the future of the Aroostook
paper and its parent company, Northeast Publishing. After
nearly 100 years of publishing, the Aroostook Republican and
News reflects a bustling community, with the growth of the
weekly newspaper paralleling that of the communities it serves.

Lincoln County News

The name of today's Damariscotta-based weekly newspaper,
The Lincoln County News, had its origins in Waldoboro, but its
direct antecedents go back to the tiny four-page Lincoln Adver
tiser published in 1854 in the former thriving port of Damariscotta.
Founded by C.H. Paine in 1854, the Lincoln Advertiser’s aim
was to publish “ a family journal devoted to politics, literature,
general intelligence, etc. being the only paper in Lincoln County
devoted to the dissemination of Republican principles.” With the
slogan “ Freedom is National” , Paine supported Abraham
Lincoln’s stand against slavery.
He carried on his paper until it was taken over by E. E.
Dunbar in 1875. In the July 1875 issue on page 2 ran an editorial:
“ Introductory: We do not deem it necessary, nor do we think it
wholly out of place to say a few words to introduce the Advertiser
as a regular publication....We shall give our advertising patrons
all that can be offered by circulation and attractive adver
tisements, while at the same time we shall endeavor to interest
the general public by presenting to them through our columns, so
far as we are able, matters of interest and importance to the
people of our village and county.
“ We are aware that our paper is small but we shall endeavor
to make up in quality what we lack in quantity; therefore keeping
in view as a motto: Multum in Parvo, we submit our effort to the
public.”
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Page one of that tiny paper earned three stories: A Leap for
Life from Phi Rhonian (two columns); and two half-column pieces
on Camping Out and The Use of Paper.
In addition to the editorial, on page 2 ran one column of
Lincoln County News, nearly a full-column ad on reed organs and
a small ad for the W. F. Morgan Fish Market in Damariscotta.
Pages 3 and 4 had Damariscotta and New Castle (sic) news,
briefs and sayings, along with four columns of advertisements
including one for F. D. March’s Marble Works New Castle (sic).
Meanwhile, over in Waldoboro, Samuel L. Miller had
returned to town from the Civil War after serving with the 20th
Maine Regiment. He was appointed Waldoboro postmaster and
in 1872 started printing a small paper called the Advertiser,
which he distributed free to his postal patrons. Later it became a
monthly paper and sold for $1 a year. Shortly after, it changed its
name to The Lincoln County News, which was issued weekly,
averaged four pages with six columns a page and cost $1.75 a
year. Its masthead declared that it was “ an independent local
newspaper published every Friday afternoon.” The office was at
the corner of Main and Water Streets, Waldoboro. Samuel L.
Miller and Charles M. Atwood were listed as editors and
proprietors.
Apparently Miller was able to hold down both jobs as post
master and newspaper owner without difficulty. In the Jan. 16,
1874, edition of the Lincoln County News a story appeared under
Local Items: “ During the six months ending December 31, 1873,
$850 worth of postage stamps were cancelled at the Waldoboro
office.’
Some of the fare offered the Waldoboro paper’s readers in
cluded poetry, fiction, stories and articles on farm, garden and
household, Bears in Colorado, The Curse of China and a 2'/>column advertisement proclaiming a patent medicine in these
glowing terms: “ Opium morphine habit speedily cured by Dr.
Beck’s only known and sure remedy. No charge for treatment
until cured. Call on or address Dr. J.C. Beck, Cincinnati, O.”
An editorial on page 2 dealt with capital punishment:
“ ...That the frequency of the awful crime of murder has aroused in
the people of Maine, if not the nation, a sense of the necessity of
enforcement of the death penalty, we firmly believe...”
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Back in the neighboring town of Damariscotta changes were
being made in that town’s newspaper, which became The Village
Herald and Lincoln Record, making its first appearance on Wed
nesday, Nov. 15, 1876. It was a four-page broadsheet with six, 13pica-wide columns a page and was “ published every Wednesday
by the Dunbar Brothers. Main Street, Damariscotta.”
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Edward E. and Kendall M. Dunbar told the public in their
first issue that “ It is useless for us under the caption to indulge in
lengthy promises, for we are aware that the editor of a newspaper
must do as well as say in order to achieve success.
The fact that the twin village of Damariscotta and New
Castle occupy a highly important and conspicuous position in the
social and business interests of Lincoln County-a position in
truth second to none and one that increases yearly in wealth and
population, may be mentioned as one inducement that led us to
offer the Village Herald and Lincoln Record to the public.”
The pair goes on to point out that the paper will feature agri
cultural news and features. Under their editorial it reads,
“ Another special feature of the Herald and Record will be the
local and county news. We have intelligent correspondents in
every town and village in the county, who will keep our readers in
formed of every interesting and important event that transpires
in their respective localities.”
With the Nov. 15, 1877, edition, the Herald and Record in
creased in size from six to seven columns, and, according to the
editorial, was “ enlarged from 24 to 28 columns.”
The Dunbars published their paper until they sold out to
Jesse H. Ogier of Camden, a Colby College graduate who
published the Damariscotta paper for five years. In 1897 Ogier
bought out the Pemaquid Messenger of Bristol and combined its
good will and subscription list with the Herald. But Ogier had his
eye on his hometown weekly up in Camden during the years he
owned the Damariscotta Herald and Record. Finally, in 1898, he
returned to Camden and took over that town's newspaper. He
sold the Damariscotta paper to George W. Singer and O. L.
Sumner of Hallowed in 1898. Within a short time, Singer became
the sole owner.
The new owner changed the weekly’s name for the third time,
this time to the Damariscotta Herald.
Singer had been a school teacher at Waterville, Hallowed and
Bristol, and his paper took up the campaign editorially in the in
terests of “ good living and righteousness.” In 1912 the Lincoln
County News of Waldoboro stopped publishing. The Damaris
cotta Herald stepped in to fid the breach. When Singer sold the
paper to Leon Arnold Gray in 1919, Gray merged it with the
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Sheepscot Echo, which he had been publishing in the county
seat of Wiscasset. Gray bought the century-old brick building at
Main and Water Streets, Damariscotta, named the two merged
weeklies the Lincoln County News and published at that site until
a fire destroyed the block in 1943.
In the first issue of the Lincoln County News on Feb. 13, 1919,
a page one story announced: “ After an unavoidable hiatus of a
week, the Lincoln County News steps forth upon the local
newspaper stage. It is no small job to move an outfit such as
comprised the Sheepscot Echo plant in and move the Herald
outfit, or most of it, out. Quite a bit of repairing in the building
was necessary. The new Babcock press and folder weighs some
IV2 tons and reaches clear across the width of the press room. Two
brick walls had to be erected in the cellar to hold up the
machinery. Hardwood floors have been laid. The interior of the
office has been completely rearranged. About all that remains
unchanged is the personnel of the working force. Mr. Gray, who is
now the owner of the plant, has retained all the Herald force in his
employ....”
George Singer stayed on as editor, a job he continued to hold
after Gray died only a few months after taking over ownership of
the News. Gray’s widow, Alice M. Gray, carried on as owner for 14
months, but in the Dec. 2, 1920, edition of the News she wrote in a
front-page story, “ The time has come for me to retire from the
ownership of the Lincoln County News...realizing the great res
ponsibility that had been forced upon me so suddenly, and
knowing fully Mr. Gray’s plans and ambitions, I decided to
continue his business, endeavoring each day through the past
year to do as I thought would be pleasing to him. It was ever his
policy to ‘give credit to whom credit was,due.’ I feel today it is no
more than right that all should know of the wonderful loyalty of
those upon whom the carrying on of his work has rested....”
In that same edition, George Singer, who had been editing the
News for Mrs. Gray, wrote his valedictory:
“ ...The local paper is recognized as a vital factor of the life of
the community. Altho (sic) I gladly lay down all connection with
the News, my interest in it and my desire for its continued success
will not cease by any means and it is a deep satisfaction to believe
that it will continue to stand up for the best interests of the county
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and that it will have an able leader in the new owner.”
Although Mrs. Gray sold the News, she continued making
contributions to its pages for more than 20 years in her popular
column, Threads From The Shuttle, which roamed in
commentary from the national scene in Washington to the local
setting of Lincoln County.
The new owner of the News was Samuel H. Erskine, who
published his first edition Dec. 9, 1920. He was a native of Whitefield, Maine, and an 1891 graduate of Bowdoin College. Erskine
was principal of Limerick Academy at Limerick, Maine, and
then of Lincoln Academy at Newcastle. In 1893 he went to
Rutland, Vt., as high school principal. After 15 years as
principal, he resigned in 1908 to become superintendent of
schools in Lancaster, Mass. He returned to Vermont in 1914 as
superintendent of the Windsor Northwest District. While living
in Rutland, Erskine had worked on the Rutland Evening News
for several months.
As editor and publisher of the Lincoln County News, Erskine
wrote in his inaugural edition: “ In this first issue of the News
under the new ownership, it is eminently fitting to pay tribute to
the memory of the man who established the paper in its present
form and planned so wisely for its improvement and growth...”
Part of that planning had been to expand the size of the
paper, going from six to seven columns. It averaged eight pages
when Erskine took over and was published every Thursday. He
built up the business through the years and was joined by his
wife, Amy Albee Erskine, who was active in the Maine Writers’
Research Club. The Erskine’s daughter, Dorothy, frequented the
news offices while growing up and learned all facets of the weekly
newspaper business from her parents. Her father was twice
president of the Maine Press Association and was instrumental
in bringing the National Newspaper Association to Maine in the
1930’s.
Mr. Erskine’s career on the News spanned 23 years, but
during the latter years of his life, his daughter, Dorothy, and her
husband, Francis C. Roberts, became active on the News. Mr.
Roberts died in 1941, and Dorothy Erskine Roberts took over her
husband’s work on the News. By now her father was 80 years old,
and she took over most of the responsibilities. The masthead read
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on Jan. 28, 1943: S.H. Erskine, Editor and Publisher; Dorothy
Erskine Roberts, Associate Editor. In a few months the roles were
to be reversed, when the Aug. 26, 1943, masthead would read:
Dorothy Erskine Roberts, Editor and Publisher, Samuel H.
Erskine, Associate Editor. The change was precipitated by a
major news story which was headlined in the Lincoln County
News of July 22, 1943, with a 72-point headline: “ Worst Fire in
Damariscotta’s History.” This was followed by a 36-point head
line: “ Lincoln County News Total Loss-Six Buildings Flat-seven
Damaged, Fire Started at Weeks-Waltz G arage-C au se
Unknown.”
The accompanying story read:
“ A disastrous fire, the worst Damariscotta ever had, swept
the little town Monday...Immediately north of the garage was the
brick building housing the Lincoln County News, supposedly fire
proof, but almost immediately everyone was ordered out of the
building. There was no time to save copy, typewriters or even the
files-by special permit of the Chief the mailing list was gotten out
the next day....”
Everyone escaped injury, and immediately after the fire they
went to work restoring some semblance of order. There was a
newspaper to get out that week. The News and other properties
were burned out Monday, July 19, 1943. Mrs. Roberts set up tem
porary quarters for the News in a one-story grocery building.
Friends in and out of the newspaper business helped, and a
Linotype was set up in the makeshift office. News, editorial and
advertising copy was set in shop. For a time the News was print
ed by the Bath Daily Times, and then later by the Waldoboro
Press.
The News was able to meet deadline, despite being wiped out
by the fire and that Thursday following the fire, in the July 22
edition appeared an editorial:
“ Thank you. Through these columns the News takes the
opportunity to express to all friends and especially to the many
editors of Maine weeklies, its sincere appreciation for the many
kind offers of assistance so promptly given when its plant was
destroyed; especially to Mr. Nichols and the staff of the Bath
Times for making it possible for the Lincoln County News to
appear as usual though in slightly different form) this week.”
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In a matter of a month, Mrs. Roberts succeeded her father as
editor and publisher of the News. He was 82 years old at the time.
Mr. Erskine died two years later in 1945 when he was 84.
Mrs. Roberts was a Smith College graduate and formerly
worked in the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., and as a
teacher of languages in Bridgeport, Conn., and Glen Cove, N.Y.
She returned to Damariscotta in 1924 with her husband, Francis
Roberts. He worked on the business side of the News. Mrs.
Roberts started working on the paper in the late 1930’s, and she
became active in the Maine Press Association (MPA), serving as
MPA secretary during the 1940’s.
Her career reached its heyday during the 1940’s and 1950’s.
After the fire, she managed to continue publishing the paper, pro
ducing a stronger and revitalized News. Its circulation grew from
1,350 in 1943 to 2,400 within four years. She was able to cope with
wartime red tape and priorities to construct a new one-story
building for the News on Church Street, which was completed in
1945.
By this time, her son, Samuel E. Roberts, had already had a
taste of the printing business. He was born in Damariscotta Nov.
18, 1930, and started helping out around the shop when he was
still in elementary school. “ I was sweeping the floors when I was
in fifth grade,” Sam reflects today. He started operating printing
equipment in the shop before he finished grammar school, and
that was where his interest in the News has remained-in the
backshop and the business side of the operations.
While Sam was learning the basics of printing and the news
paper business, his mother was editing and publishing the
weekly newspaper. She was one of the few women editors in New
England at the time, but her interests went beyond the field of
journalism. Mrs. Roberts was the first Damariscotta resident and
the first woman to represent Lincoln County at a Republican na
tional convention. She sent stories from the Chicago convention
to the News.
Samuel Erskine’s daughter was in the forefront of helping
revive and rebuild the New England Weekly Press Association
(NEWPA) and was a well-known figure in area and national
press associations. That legacy is carried on today by her son,
Sam, who is active in the New England Press Association (lorm-
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erly NEWPA) and is a past president of the MPA, and former
member of the MPA board of directors.
Sam wentto Fryeburg Academy, joined the navy in 1949, and
was a printer aboard a heavy cruiser. When he was discharged
from the navy in 1950 he went to work for the Hyde Park, Mass.,
Tribune for a year “ to get some outside experience,” he said. Sam
returned to work on the News with his mother in 1951. He wentto
work in the commercial printing side of the business, and his
mother continued as editor and publisher.
In 1966 his mother retired as publisher, and Sam took over
ownership of the News. His mother stayed on as editor and editor
emeritus until her death May 25, 1973.
Today Samuel E. Roberts is president and publisher of the
Lincoln County Publishing Co. His wife, Abbie, is vice president
of the company.
The News’ administrative offices are on Church Street in a
cape cod-style house. The printing plant is next door in the News
building built in 1945, when a duplex press was bought from the
Houlton Pioneer-Times. The News printed in-house until 1967
when newsprint became difficult to obtain for the duplex.
At this time it was decided to go to offset. The type was still
set on the Linotype then, but the format of the paper was changed
from eight columns to five columns on a broadsheet page. The
paper was printed offset by the Rockland Courier Gazette for four
years, and then changed to the Brunswick Times Record, where it
is still printed today.
Ever since Samuel Erskine purchased the News in 1920 “ it’s
been a family business,” his grandson Sam Roberts said. His
wife, Abbie, is the News’ managing editor, and their four child
ren, Deborah, Beverly, Chistopher, and Frances, have all been in
volved in the business at one time or another. “ They couldn’t get
away from it,” Sam said smiling. “ They’ve all written. As young
sters they all had their own column, and they’ve also worked on
the business or production side.”
Sam is grooming his son, Christopher A. Roberts, a 1977
graduate of the University of Maine, Orono, College of Business
Administration. Chris has worked part-time and summers on the
paper, and Sam is candid in the hopes Chris will work into a
management role on the newspaper. “ I hope to be able to change
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over as soon as possible to take care of my other business in
terests outside the newspaper,” Sam said. “ What will happen will
be that he can come in, and I’ll sneak out the back door as soon
thereafter as possible. Then we can operate as ‘son of the owner.’
I found that when I tried to operate under my mother's ownership,
it was quite difficult; I hope I don’t hinder my son too much.”
Although Sam spends much of his time on the business side
of the company, he does take time to review all the editorials, work
occasionally on news stories and fill in on the production end
when necessary.
As managing editor, Abbie oversees much of the weekly
operation and acts as Sam’s assistant on all fronts.
Coverage extends to some 14 towns with 32 correspondents
sending in their news each week. News and advertising deadline
is 9 a.m. Wednesday. All typesetting for the paper is done in the
News’ plant on Compugraphic equipment to set cold-type head
lines and body type. A Fairchild perforator and a Hendrix
terminal are used for proofreading and editing. The pages are
laid out and pasted up camera-ready by the News’ staff. There
are six employees on the newspaper and 13 who are employed in
the printing plant. By Wednesday noon everything is ready to be
taken over to the Brunswick Times Record for printing that after
noon.
The circulation stabilized under Sam’s mother, and started
its upward trek when Sam took over in 1966. Today it is up to
4,800 circulation, peaking during the summer to 5,300. Over the
course of a year, the News averages 18 pages an issue.
When the papers are brought back to the News office from
Brunswick, they are addressed and bagged Wednesday evening.
By 7:30 a.m. Thursday, the News is taken to the post office and the
newsstands and is in the readers’ hands that same day.
On Jan. 1, 1976, the News changed from a five-column to a
six-column format which came about when the News, Times
Record and the Boothbay Register teamed up on cooperative ad
vertising.
Once the weekly cycle is over, Sam and Abbie have a chance
to respond to questions about the overall philosophy which they
see their newspaper following.
“ Through the years the newspaper has tried to work on a
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local level in town government and tries to motivate county
government to be more responsive to the needs of the people,”
Sam said. “ We want to be sure we make the public officials more
responsive to their constituents.”
Sam and Abbie believe that the small weekly newspaper still
has a place to report the minor hapenings in the communities it
serves, which can bring about criticism, as Sam pointed out.
“ We were criticized once after we reported about a cat having
kittens,” Sam said. “ My response to it was, ‘Thank heavens
there’s a place that the fact a cat is having kittens can be re
ported.’ We have always carried personal items and will continue
to carry them. A major part of the paper is devoted to personals.”
However, he does believe that local issues deserve to be cover
ed and, when necessary, should be reported in depth.
Damariscotta has a population of about 1,000, yet the News
has a circulation of 4,800. This in part is accounted for by the
large number of six-month residents in the town. “ We do have an
influx of summer tourists, but not visitors as such because most of
them own their homes, live here six months and somewhere else
the other six months,” Sam explained.
The Roberts classify their newspaper as conservative Repub
lican. “ The paper normally supports Republican candidates only
because they’re more often than not conservative,” Sam said.
For years the paper carried the Republican label, but it doesn’t
today.
The Lincoln County News, as viewed by the Roberts, is a
small weekly newspaper devoted to the personal happenings and
the chronicling of history as it develops in the area.

The Eastern Gazette

When the husband and wife team of Robert and Jane Lord
came to Dexter, Maine, and purchased the Eastern Gazette from
Russ and Emmi Gerould in 1974, the Lords also invested in a tra
dition which got its start back in 1853.
The first issue of what was to become the Eastern Gazette was
printed on March 12, 1853, under the nameplate The Gem. Its pu
blisher was the Rev. Joseph F. Withered, who previously publish
ed and printed religious periodicals in New Hampshire. He was
probably induced to come to Dexter by his brother-in-law the Rev.
Cilley, pastor of the Dexter Universalist Church. The Gem was a
religious periodical at the outset, and after several months
changed its name to the Gem and Dexter Literary Gazette, which
included psalms and proverbs and advice on how to live a moral
life. Later the paper’s name was shortened to the Gem and
Gazette. Under the Rev. Withered, the paper became a literary
journal of sorts, but its prime emphasis was on religion.
On the editorial side, the paper’s position on dancing in 1855
took on this tone: “ While I cannot join in the wholesale and in
discriminate denunciation of dancing, I wish it to be understood
that I do' not and cannot approve of ad the modes of dancing, nor
of ad the places and seasons where the amusement is
practiced.”
Public waltzing gained editor Withered’s disfavor because “ if
there must be caressing, let it be in private.” Dancing at late hours
he believed to be a sin against health. Home was the best place for
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it, he thought, and the worst place, a hotel or tavern “ where the
company are all young, and spirituous liquors can be easily ob
tained.”
The Gem and Gazette was a seven-column, four-page sheet
filled largely with religious articles and highly moral poetry and
fiction. Little news matter was printed.
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The entire back page and a large part o f the third were devoted
solely to advertising. This included business and professional
enterprises in town.
The printing press was a hand-operated Tufts press. Paper
and ink were expensive and not easily available. Although the
work was difficult and took long hours, there was little financial
profit to be gained from the paper. However, the Rev.
Witherell was dedicated, community-minded, and he stayed on
despite adversity. The original office of the Gem and Gazette was
in a second-floor room in a building on Main St., later owned and
occupied by Marvin Salisbury. Witherell’s brother-in-law owned
Cilley’s book and stationery store which was on the first floor.
During hard times, the Gem could always count on a printing job
from the store.
The Gem and Gazette expanded considerably under
Witherell’s guidance and was read not only by the people in
Dexter but also citizens from surrounding communities such as
G uilford and Sangerville. As circulation picked up,
advertisements also developed and the price for placing an ad
increased. Ads varied and reflected the growing prosperity of the
community. There were claims of wonder drugs, such as Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. This miracle drug claimed to
be “ the most thorough blood purifier yet discovered.” It cured all
human disorders from “ pimples to rough scaly skin and loss of
appetite.”
The bulk of the ads were primarily from local merchants such
as W.D. Eaton, grocery store proprietor. One “ shop at Eaton’s” ad
read:
Low prices for Cash:
Granulated sugar-. 14<t
Splendid molasses-. 16b
Beautiful molasses-.80b
Good Flour-$7.00
Splendid Flour-$8.50
Good 0 0 Long Tea-.80b
Fine 0 0 Long Tea-$1.00
As the business of the Gem and Gazette expanded, larger
quarters became necessary. The local paper moved into the newly
built Mercantile Block buildings and it was advertised as The
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Leviathan Printing Establishment and remained in the
Mercantile block as long as the Rev. Withered was publisher. The
printing business expanded, running off flyers for the local
merchants, stationery for the bookstore and other jobs which
came its way.
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It was during the Civil War that the Gem and Gazette was
threatened and fought for its very survival. There was a severe
shortage of manpower to aid in publishing the paper. Many men
were off fighting in the war. It was mentioned in the newspaper’s
columns that it was hard for “ an old man and a little girl” to do
the work of printing a paper, but though the times were hard the
paper continued to publish. Difficulty in obtaining paper and ink
was also bitterly mentioned, and the quality of these essential
materials was low.
During this era war news was included in the paper which up
until then had been only concerned with religion and moral
literature. However, news was usually a recopy from national
newspapers which had the income to hire and equip war
correspondents. Every so often men from the community would
return from the war, and when they did, their news on the war
was printed on the first page.
Publication was suspended a few weeks during the summer so
that the Rev. Witherell could help with chores such as haying and
harvesting crops at his Witherell Island farm in the lower
pond.
From the four-page Gem and Gazette of May 23, 1857: “ A
press of job work will oblige us to omit publication of the Gem next
week.”
And when summer came, the Rev. Witherell told his readers
as he did in the July 11, 1857, edition: “ The publication of this
paper will be suspended for a few weeks, until after haying, when
it will be resumed enlarged to its former size.”
Eventually the strain of doing farmwork and the task of se
curing paper, ink and getting the paper out singelhandedly be
came so great that the Rev. Witherell made the Gem and Gazette a
monthly.
Although the paper supported the war, it seldom editoria
lized for Northern victory. The townspeople were in no mood for
literary and religious advice. They wanted news and first-hand
information on how the war was going. Money was scarce and
people had no money for anything but necessities. Advertising
decreased, as well as circulation. This, coupled with the high cost
of securing paper and ink, made the paper unprofitable and it sus
pended publication.
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However, with the coming of peace in 1865, publication was
resumed. The name of the paper was changed to the Gazette and
Dexter Advertiser. This perhaps may in part be attributed to the
change in shift of emphasis to an advertising paper. In 1869 the
paper was sold to two printers from Dover, Maine; R.O. Robbins, a
former Piscataquis Observer employee, and a man named
Gallison became the new owners. Shortly, after this, the name
was shortened to the Dexter Gazette. The Rev. Witherell died in
Dexter on June 17, 1898, after devoting his life to providing Dexter
with a local newspaper.
With the change in ownership, the Dexter Gazette took a new
tack. It became involved in statewide matters, stressing this
rather than literary works.
In the gubernatorial campaign of 1869 the paper was a strong
supporter of General Chamberlain. As disagreements arose in
political matters between Robbins and Gallison about which
issues to support in state matters, Gallison severed relations, and
Robbins alone continued publication for nearly 10 years.
Robbins emphasized local as well as economic and labor news.
There were many references to bringing in the ice crop. “ Very low
wages are paid workmen on the icefields this year. A man with his
horse can get but two dollars and twenty-five cents a day and fend
for themselves; but there are plenty o f applications at this price.”
As the paper shifted its emphasis to news and comment,
circulation began building up to pre-war days and there was a
new economic resurgence in the area. The Gazette office again
moved, this time into the entire second floor of Advent Hall on
Upper Main St. A cylinder press was installed, powered by a
small steam engine which made the work of running the Gazette
easier.
Robbins had a keen sense of news judgment and one story he
covered in the Gazette made headlines all over the country.
Dexter gained a measure of notoriety when the Gazette reported
the tragic death of J.W. Barron, treasurer of the Dexter Savings
Bank on Feb. 22, 1878. Barron was alone in the banking rooms on
the Feb. 22 holiday. Night came, but he didn’t return home. A
search was made. His hat and coat were found in their usual place
in the bank, but there was no sign o f the man.
The rooms occupied by the Savings Bank and those of the
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First National Bank were on the second floor of the bank
building, with a vault between them, over the stairway. Both
doors were locked.
Finally the door on the National bank side was opened; a man
squeezed over the top of the safe into the Savings bank side of the
vault.
There was Barron, bound hand and foot and gagged. He was
rescued alive but died within a few minutes of his rescue. No trace
of any burglars was found. Although two men spent several years
in jail for the crime, it was generally conceded at the time that
they were innocent of any connection with the affair.
The paper’s readership and circulation expanded as local
people of all types and positions in the surrounding communities
hungered for more news.
Later, in 1878 the paper again changed hands and M.F.
Herring became editor and publisher, the youngest newspaper
editor in the state. He personalized local news and introduced the
newsletter into the paper, livening the article up with catchy
alliterative headlines such as, “ Corinna Cullings,” “ Garland
Gleanings,” “ Harmony Happenings,” etc.
In the 1880’s the front page carried much local news, but
national news also began to receive attention. The nature of t.hp
news was ofter bizarre: “ H.K. Morrie, Esquire, of New York, some
time ago strained his sciatica nerve, and as a result has been
suffering a great deal of agony. The fact that he was insured in
the Travellers helps him financially, but has no effect on his
sciatica.”
Most news reported, including national news, contained
human interest. National news was reported if it were
sensational, such as suicides. “ A dramatic suicide ocurred in
Wayne County, Alabama. T.A. Cox, a respectable young man
attended a party. At midnight he arranged the chairs around the
room, invited the ladies to be seated and look at him when he died.
He then placed a chair in the center of the room, sat down upon it,
and taking a pistol from his pocket blew his brains out before the
astonished spectators could interfere."
The Gazette again ran into trouble in the latter part of the
1880’s as it had during the Civil War but this time of a different
nature. The Gazette had competition from spiritualist, Dr. Orin
FitzGerald, who wanted more publicity for himself. To get it, he
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started another paper, The Eastern State. He located the printing
plant on Lower Main St. with former Gazette publisher R.O.
Robbins as editor. The two papers fought for local support in their
columns both realizing they were in a situation of two papers in a
town which found it difficult to support one. The Gazette was
more varied in its offerings and gained more local readers than
the spiritually oriented Eastern State.
In 1886, when the Gazette moved from the Advent Hall to
quarters in the Dustin Block, The Eastern State promptly moved
into the quarters vacated by the Gazette.
In the Eastern Gazette’s centennial anniversary edition in
1953, former publisher George F. Huff wrote about his
introduction to the newspaper business: “ It was when the paper
was first located in the Dustin Block that I first saw a printing
press in operation-little did I dream that practically all my adult
life would be spent in close communion with type and printer’s
ink.”
Herring was the first to yield when in 1888 his interests in the
Gazette were taken over by Holman Day, Edwin Bunker and
Charles Lane. Day was a gifted writer and Bunker an experienced
printer. In 1892 The Eastern State gave up and the subscription
list was absorbed into the Gazette. The circulation was 5, 125. The
names of the two papers were combined into The Eastern Gazette.
Soon after the union, Day left Dexter for larger fields of
newspaper work and fame as a noted author. When Day worked
at the Gazette, he used to say that he earned $7 a week and was
“ vastly overpaid.”
Lane decided to leave the business, and Ernest E. Warren
became affiliated with the Gazette. The firm became Bunker and
Warren.
The paper was now much more concerned with local and state
news, but stayed out of politics. It was in this period that the
“ Dear Aunt Fannie” column emerged in which children would
write:
“ Dear Aunt Fannie,
I am a little girl five years old. I never went to
school but three days, Mama and Papa teach me at
home. I have made myself an apron this winter. I am
making a pair of pillowcases now. I have a nice sled
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my grandpa made for me.
Mamie M. Lane"
The Aunt Fannie column was a success and stimulated
juvenile readership. The column reflected the paper's bent toward
human interest and its reduction in sensationalism which was
prominent in national newspapers of the day.
The Gazzette’s circulation rose and its internal operations
expanded. The paper was moved to the bottom floor of the Daniel
Crockett Building and installed a new Campbell two-revolution
press capable of printing four, eight-column pages. Other
technical advancements included the installation of a folding
and cutting machine.
On January 1, 1896, the Gazette printing plant was sold to
Wallace and Bert Ladd who conducted it under the name of The
Ladd Brothers. After two years Bert retired from the firm and
Wallace continued the business alone. The paper continued to
grow and in 1899 the Gazette plant was moved to the second floor
of the old Dustin machine shop.
The paper developed a social conscience and commented on
such items as tramps invading the Dexter area and advocated
throwing them in jail. “ The people of Dexter deserve greater
security from these worthless vagabonds,” the Gazette
admonished.
On May 1, 1901, George C. Furber of Littleton, N.H., succeed
ed Ladd as owner. Furber expanded from the newspaper business
into job printing as had been done earlier by the Rev. Witherell.
Soon Furber took over the job printing business conducted by L.R.
Damon and combined it with the Gazette to make the overall
operation more profitable.
Contrary to past trends, the Gazette became less involved in
national and international sensational news events, realizing it
could not compete with the larger papers in these areas. Instead it
concentrated more and more heavily on local news and events.
Along with typical local ads there were also many interesting
ads of people claiming to be mystics and palmists.
“ Madame Freemont, The Scientific Palmist; If you have
troubles of any kind, whether domestic or business,
this gifted lady will show you a way out of them. She
tells your past, present and future. She tells who your
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friends and enemies are, whether wife, husband or
sweetheart is true or false, what business you are
best suited for, your lucky and unlucky days. She
helps you to overcome enemies, rivals, and sickness
of all kinds. Consult her, the Scientific Palmist."
The Gazette was a mirror of local accomplishments, reflecting
such achievements as higher education by local students. “ Er
nest Crockett has gone to Boston with a view of entering Tufts
College and fit himself for a civil engineer.
“ Mr. Crocker is a young man o f good ability, a graduate of our
high school and will undoubtedly succeed in his work. He will
have the best wishes of our people.”
When Furber retired, he disposed of the Gazette investment
and a corporation was formed. He and his family retained a
portion of the stock and the remainder was taken over by George
F. Huff, with the understanding that he could buy out the Furber
interest at his convenience.
Huff had started out on the Eastern Gazette as a printer’s
devil June 23, 1893, and was paid 50 cents for a 10-hour day. He
worked on the Gazette until 1897 when he left to join the staff of
the Waterville Evening Mail. He returned in 1901 to work for
Furber a year, leaving again in the fall of 1902 to work on the
Kennebec Journal in Augusta. It was shortly after that Huff come
back to buy into the Gazette corporation. Huff took over
management o f the Gazette Publishing Co. May 1, 1907, and later
on bought out the balance of the stock.
Huff was a strict prohibitionist and a conservative. He ran his
paper as he ran his life, unbendingly and straightforward. As a
prohibitionist H uff would allow no liquor or cigarette ads in the
paper. He also wrote many articles for the Gazette on the evils of
“ demon rum.”
A great advance in typesetting came when a Linotype
machine was added in 1913. Previously all type for the paper had
been assembled laboriously by hand and then hand-distributed
back into the type case. Ownership of the building which housed
the Gazette came in 1920, but disaster followed when fire,
originating in a neighboring building, completely destroyed the
building and printing plant Oct. 13, 1924. All back issues of the
Gazette were lost.
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It was unknown whether the contents of the office safe had
survived the fire. The strongbox contained, among other valuable
papers, a copy of the list of subscribers, vital to the Gazette’s
future operation. Fortunately, the contents of the safe, somewhat
scorched, came through intact.
Arrangements were made to have the typesetting and
presswork done by the Pittsfield Advertiser until a new outfit
could be assembled. Temporary quarters were secured, new
printing machinery, type and equipment gotten together, and the
Gazette appeared without interruption.
With the coming of spring, work was begun on the
construction of a new building on the site of the old. In July 1925,
the press and all other equipment for the Gazette were moved into
its new and final home.
In December 1945 the Gazette again changed hands and Paul
J. Maxwell of Brooklyn, N. Y., became the new owner. He added a
new cylinder press and made other changes, but in March 1948,
he sold it to Russell Gerould, who came to Dexter from
Washington, D.C., where he was press director of the Air
Transport Association of America.
New machinery and equipment were added, and the paper was
printed by “ hot type” process. A Linotype with teletypesetter for
setting body type, a Ludlow for setting ads and headlines and a
folding machine for newspapers were used. The Gazette used a
No. 1 Miehle press with an automatic feeder for newspapers.
Other equipment included two saws, a caster, a router, and
addressograph and graphotype for mailing.
When Gerould bought the Gazette, he immediately stamped
his own brand of journalism on the paper. The 1920 Harvard
graduate, Boston Herald editor and former press secretary to
Leverett Saltonstall while he was governor of Massachusetts, set
out to build up circulation and offered neighboring Newport a
special edition, making over the front page and one inside page
each week. He expanded coverage to more than 20 towns within a
radius of about 15 miles of Dexter. The paper came out each
Thursday.
The Gazette ran eight pages with a formula of 55 to 60 percent
of the paper devoted to advertising. Income for the Gazette came
from two sources: Two-thirds from newspaper advertising and
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sales and one-third from job printing. The net paid circulation
fluctuated around 3,000.
The Gazette policy under Gerould was to present all important
news for the area in municipal, political and personal affairs. The
stress was solely on local news, and Gerould wanted only to give
the people in the area facts, and “ they can draw their own
conclusions.” He was against editorializing, wanting to devote
space to news “ rather than preaching to the people.”
Gerould said his was an independent paper and ran no regular
editorials, because he wanted people to reach their own
conclusions; but “ whenever an issue warranted it I’d take sides
and have my say.” But he wanted the Gazette to be a strictly local
journal giving the fullest possible coverage to all local events
thereby “ fulfilling its function as the purveyor of information."
Besides breathing new life into the Gazette, Gerould and his
wife Emmi fell in love with the Moosehead Lake region and after
receiving that area's support launched the Moosehead Gazette in
1949. It ran from Memorial Day through Labor Day, serving
Greenville and the Moosehead Lake area.
After more than 54 years in the newspaper profession, Gerould
decided it was about time to retire. In July 1974 he sold both the
Eastern Gazette and The Moosehead Gazette to Robert and Jane
Lord of the Boston area.
The Gazette was still a letterpress facility with the work done
in its shop in the old building behind the Merrill Trust Co., just off
Main Street, when the Lords took over July 8, 1974.
Surveying the “ hot-type” equipment and production areas,
the Lords decided that one of their first moves was to make a com 
plete conversion to modern typesetting equipment and more upto-date photo-offset production facilities.
The Lords were both journalists when they took over the
Gazette. Jane Paley Lord was a 1969 graduate of Boston
University and had been a news editor in Tewksbury at the
weekly Merrimack Valley Advertiser and a senior writer-editor at
the Boston University office of public relations. Robert M. Lord
graduated from Boston’s Eastern School of Photography in 1952
and worked as a photographer for the Haverhill (Mass.) Gazette
and the Haverhill Journal. He joined the reportorial staff of the
Lynn (Mass.) Item in 1964 and became an editor with the
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Merrimack Valley Advertiser in 1966. He was editor of the Griffin
Report in Boston, a food trade monthly, just prior to buying the
Gazette. He and his wife were both familiar with offset printing
and the changeover from letterpress to offset was a natural
evolution.
Bob Lord believes that “ a local paper has to reflect what the
community wants.” He has taken strong editorial stands, often
standing directly in the middle of controversies which in some
instances were sparked by the Gazette.
“ We are an issue-oriented newspaper,” Lord said. In a few
short years, the Lords have accomplished some of their intended
goals. They have modernized the offset production facilities in
the old plant, updated and renovated offices and production areas
on the paper. The Gazette has become a focal point of attention
with its feisty tone and issue-oriented approach to news
coverage.
Under the Lords, the Gazette has won several awards from the
Maine Press Association, the New England Press Association,
and in 1975 was named a member of “ The Golden Dozen,” one of
the top 12 editorials entered in the annual Golden Quill contest
sponsored by the International Society of Weekly Newspaper
Editors from among 1,200 entries.
The Gazette has taken a firm position editorially and is
expanding in other areas. It published a bluegrass music
magazine, called Salty Dog, aimed at New England fans. The
Lords continued the Moosehead Gazette as a weekly newspaper
in the summer and a biweekly during the winter with the addition
of a full-time editor overseeing the operation, which has its own
office in Greenville.
In November, 1977, The Eastern Gazette and the Moosehead
Gazette were combined into the Gazette. The Dec. 1, 1977, edition
of the Gazette claimed, “ Now! 20,000 Readers Along Maine’s
Moosehead Trail....New features and new correspondents cover
twice their territory they did, and because of this, the single copy
price of the paper will be increased to 25 cents beginning with the
next editon....Moosehead Gazette subscribers, who formerly re
ceived only 32 issues a year, will now get 52 issues a year...."
The paper continues to publish out of its Dexter office, and
has correspondents in Cambridge, Corinna, Dexter, East
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Corinth, Greenville, Guilford area, Monson, Newport and Ripley.
In bringing a new editorial viewpoint to the Gazette and
engaging in community issues, the Lords feel that they’ve found a
niche for themselves as owners o f the oJdest weekly newspaper in
Penobscot County. They both agree that somehow they’ve
“ always been out here in spirit.”

The Piscataquis Observer

“ OnProfane Swearing No. 1--Mr. Edes-The following com
munications of the subject of profane swearing are composed of
extracts taken from an unpublished address, delivered some two
or three years since, before the Anti-Swearing Society of Guilford;
if you consider them deserving a place in your paper, you will
confer a favor upon a friend by giving them an insertion.”
Such was the fare of the Piscataquis Herald, a predecessor of
the Piscataquis Observer, and founded on June 1, 1838, by George
Valentine Edes when he was 41 years old. Edes made a point of
telling his readers his views at the outset and in a straight
forward introduction to that first edition of the Herald, he wrote:
“ Although we came upon our friends without scarcely a
single letter of introduction, or even the friendly tap at the door, so
significant of the question, ‘May we enter at your firesides and be
admitted to hold social intercourse with your families?’ we hope,
at least, we may be able to make ourselves an acceptable visitor...
In matters of religion, while we intend to be courteous to all, we
shall espouse the cause of no sect or party-through the columns of
this paper-we wish each to enjoy his own honest convictions...
Politically we are and always have been Republican. We feel an
abiding interest in the prosperity and advancement of our
country. Suffice it to say that we have hung the Whig banner
upon the outer wall, and shall do our best endeavors to protect it
from dishonor.”
When Edes originally sent out the prospectus for his news
paper, which was customary in those days, he planned to publish
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“ a neutral paper to called the Piscataquis Herald. That pros
pectus was issued without knowledge of the wants and circum
stances of the section of the state; and although we had assur
ance of a very respectable patronage for such a paper, we are now
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fully satisfied that the times and people demand a more decided
course. That Whig principles and Whig measures are the order of
the day, and upon their triumphant success depends our national
and individual welfare."
In yet stronger terms he states that the Herald was to be “ de
voted to the promulgation and support of Whig principles and
Whig measures-and a steady, calm, but determined opposition to
the dangerous experiments of the National Administration, sub
versive as they have been and still are of our Republican Insti
tutions and of individual prosperity...”
What was, the Herald like? That first edition in 1838 was a
four-page affair with five columns to a page. Pages measured 12by-18 inches, headlines were modest, about one-sixth of an inch
high, and the pages were gray and monotonous in design. Little
local news was carried and much news was reprinted from other
sources, because publishers were more often printers first, editors
second, and they had little or no reportorial staff.
As would be expected in a first edition, the Herald touted the
reading of newspapers and chided the non-newspaper reading
public. Poetry often had a prominent place on the front page, and
Endes’ inaugural edition was no exception. The poem dealt with
abstemiousness, and the virtues of not drinking alcoholic bever
ages was followed by testimonials supporting the temperance
movement.
Advertisements were few and far between. Filling the four
pages were pieces on agriculture: The Grain Worm, Bread Stuffs
Consumed in the United States, Stumps, Sow Turnips Among
Corn. Stories on politics, Riot and Arson in Philadelphia, and
several state of Maine stories and “ Miscellany” also appeared.
True to his word, Edes espoused the Whig cause, and on Aug.
10, 1838, he filled five columns of page 2 with editorials hailing
the Whigs and castigating President Martin Van Buren. In a
brief paragraph Edes enthused: “ We are happy to state, as an evi
dence that Whig Principles are gaining ground in this region,
that seventy new subscribers were added to our list last week.”
During the ensuing weeks he continued supporting the Whig
candidates running for state offices and the U.S. Congress.
Politics has always been a rough game and 1838 was no
exception. After publishing such strong pro-Whig and anti-Van
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Buren statements apparently some disgruntled readers--or per
haps non-readers-took matters into their own hands. Stealing in
the cloak of night some unidentified persons threw rocks through
the Herald’s office windows on Aug. 19, 1838. The office was
located in the attic story of the A.S. Patten Esq. store on Merrick
Square, Dover.
In his Aug. 24, 1838, edition Edes wrote in a page three story:
“ OUTRAGE-The establishment of a Whig paper in this country,
has brought upon us, as we foresaw it would, the bitter hostility of
the Loco Foco party. They have let slip no opportunity of doing us
injury...
“ On Sunday night last (an appropriate time for such deeds of
darkness) our office was assaulted by some bold and dauntless
men, who with unheard o f courage, threw stones into the win
dows among the type which was set for this week’s paper, but for
tunately no damage was done beyond the breaking of the glass.
We mention this that the public may be aware of the nature o f the
opposition we have to encounter. Such outrages cannot have any
other effect than to drive out all honest men from the party which
sanctions them.”
But Edes was a gritty individualist, an attribute perhaps
gained from a famous ancestor, Benjamin Edes, noted Boston
printer, and a prime mover in the American Revolution. With
such lineage, it’s no small wonder George Edes found himself the
center of controversy. He was born in Boston Feb. 14, 1797, and
died in Foxcroft on November 26, 1875.
As a youth, George Edes learned the printing trade from his
uncle, Peter Edes, who had worked with his father Benjamin in
Boston. Peter was the first printer and newspaper publisher in
Augusta and Bangor. As Peter’s apprentice in Augusta, young
George did a commendable job, and when his uncle decided to
move up to the pioneer town of Bangor to start the Bangor Weekly
Register in 1815, George accompanied him. George worked for his
uncle until August 1817 when he sold out the printing business.
George continued in the trade, working for Joseph Griffin of
Brunswick. Young Edes was the first journeyman employed by
Griffin.
In 1823 Edes struck out on his own in Norridgewock. There he
formed a partnership with Thomas J. Copeland and on April 15,
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1823 published the Somerset Journal. Somerset County’s first
newspaper. The partnership lasted a year and a half when it was
dissolved and Copeland bought out Edes’ share in the newspaper.
However, Edes continued in the printing business and printed the
Journal until December 1836. He worked in mercantiling for a few
years, and in 1838, soon after the incorporation of Piscataquis
County, he bought some printing equipment and moved to Dover.
It was in Norridgewock that he met, courted and married
Susan Withered. They were married Oct. 13, 1825, and had eight
children, Augusta, Marcia, Caroline, Edward, Charles, William,
George and Samuel.
Samuel was the youngest Edes child and later was to join his
father in the printing business yet another in the long line of Edes
printers.
The Herald was started under adverse circumstances. During
the spring of 1838, George Edes bought a small handpress and
some printing material at Waterville and moved them from that
town to Dover with an ox team, arriving one fine morning in May.
Edes’ wife followed him and set up housekeeping with her-then
six children, the oldest of whom was 12. The work in the shop was
done by Edes, with some part-time help from a young boy until
Edes’ own boys were old enough to lend him a hand. Edes worked
hard early and late, always trying to economize to make ends
meet. Oftentimes he worked at the type case all night long by the
light of a single candle or a tallow taper. His oldest son, Edward,
worked some 15 years with his father until Edward left for Sacra
mento, California, to take up the trade. His other sons, Charles,
William and George also worked in their father’s shop, but later
moved out west where they all became printers, but, with the
exception of George, they drifted into other professions. The only
son to stay with the Observer permanently was Samuel.
With the publication o f the Piscataquis Herald on June 1, 1838,
George Edes immediately jumped into the political fray with this
piece in the first edition of his four-page, tabloid-size paper: “ Run
ning Down--We not only say that the Tory party is running down,
but that all its principles and conduct proved long ago, that it
must run down, and what we now see from Maine to Georgia is
only realizing what many were wise enough to forecast...” He con
tinued in this vein up and through the August night when rocks
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crashed through his office windows. Undaunted, he flailed away
with editorial invective, continuing to publish from his upperstory perch in the Patten building.
In 1839, when politics ran high, a Mr. Davis started a rival
paper named the Democratic Republican. But it proved unprofit
able and in less than a year it was bought by Edes and absorbed
into the Herald.
Although Edes started out in modest offices over the Patten
store and stayed there for about a year, business improved and he
sought another more central location. This time he described his
new location as “ opposite the N. Hopkins store near Foxcroft
bridge.”
Other changes took place. Edes remade his paper’s name
plate on Friday, April 9, 1841, No. 37 Volume III. An eagle gracing
the center of the nameplate disappeared and in its place appeared
a heavier typeface without an eagle and with a line reading: The
Liberty of the Press and the Liberties of the People Must Stand or
Fall Together.-Hume.
A printer’s lot was often reflected in his dunning noticespleas to his subscribers to pay past due bills and it didn’t much
matter whether or not cash was the measure of trade. As was com
mon-day practice by printers and other merchants alike, Edes
would be happy to accept “ most kinds of country produce taken in
payment for the Herald.” And if you were a conscientious type
“ any person who will procure six good subscribers shall receive
the Herald gratis for one year.”
Edes thought he knew the readers’ wishes and the grassroots
tempo of his times, and in a March 4, 1842, editorial conjectured
about his subscribers wanting the Herald to remain a Whig
paper. If not, he wrote, “this paper will cease to be a political
paper forever.” And, to a degree, that’s what happened. He sought
200 additional subscribers, but unable to reach his goal, Edes
decided to suspend publication of the Herald, which he did for a
few weeks.
It was with a new six-column format and a new editorial direc
tion that Edes started the Piscataquis Farmer on April 15, 1842.
With its new name came a variation in contents. Down on the
farm was indeed the bent of the paper as these pieces attest: Stir
ring the Soil, Maine butter, Curing of Bacon, Cob Meal, Age of
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Trees, Manure, Farming Tools, Examine Your Instruments, The
Kitchen Garden and the like.
In a page 2 editorial, Edes proclaimed: “ After an interval of a
few weeks, since the discontinuance of the Herald, we are enabled
again to come before the public and around the firesides in a new,
and we hope and believe in an improved arrangement...” His new
front-page nameplate read: “ Piscataquis Farmer-Devoted to
Agriculture, Literature, Morals, Temperance, News, & etc...
Neutral in Politics and Religion.” And that’s what Edes did,
maintaining this bucolic editorial stance until he heard the siren
call of politics during the 1844, campaign. He couldn’t resist the
urge once again to support the Whig party candidates, to it was on
Aug. 8, 1844, that the Piscataquis Farmer changed direction
restating its motto so that now it was “ Devoted to Politics, Agri
culture, Literature, Morals, Temperance, News, & etc.”
Such was the Farmer’s careening course for the next few
years. Agriculture was given its due, but politics also got its full
measure. Then Edes changed direction again and in an editorial
on Oct. 22, 1847, he wrote “...a neutral paper will be issued from
our office under a new title, if sufficient encouragement shall be
given.” Apparently it was and on Nov. 26, 1847, the Piscataquis
Observer made its first and enduring appearance, self-described
as “ A family paper, devoted to literature, morals, news of the day,
&c.”
In his book, “ The Old Schoolmaster,” William Smith Knowlton reminisces:
When a small boy the Observer became a con
stant companion. I read it completely, advertise
ments and all and thought the editor wrote it com
pletely and must be an extraordinary man. The Pis
cataquis Observer was the family paper. When 10
years old I decided to become an editor.
We lived three miles from Dover and Foxcroft
villages. Those towns personified, in my youthful
mind, the sum total of all that was typical of the great
bustling world. One day my father took me to the
town to see the sights. I can recall at this hour the
marvelous sights I saw, the individuals I met and im
pressions received.
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The first place we visited was the printing office.
Father hauled a load of wood to pay for the Observer.
Then, for the first time, I saw a real, living editor. The
reverential awe that stole over me as I gazed on the
solemn features of G. V. Edes completely paralyzed
my tongue and caused me to whisper in low tones as I
enquired about the paraphernalia of the office. Mr.
Edes was a tall, spare man, somewhat deaf, and
spoke in loud tones. He was busily pulling a long
lever backward and forward and I discovered that it
seemed hard work. That operation took away some of
my desire to become an editor.
The dingy little office did not seem just what
was expected and when I saw a compositor pull bits
of unwashed metal from the mouth that had become
by association of the same color of the type, my desire
became fainter still, and when Mr. Edes informed my
father that the occupation was not a healthful one
the last desire vanished and all the glorious achieve
ments of Horace Greeley that had so stimulated my
soul, passed by like the Pharisee, on the other side.
The memory of G. V. Edes should not pass
lightly from the remembrance of the citizens of Pis
cataquis County. He was not a learned man, but a
thoroughly honest one. He faithfully did his duty
made his paper the best possible. With him the pub
lishing of a paper was not simply a business enter
prise. He felt that the editor of a paper occupied the
position of a moral reformer and that he ought
always to be found on the right side of every social
controversy. No doubtful advertisements appeared
in his paper. He never kept silent because silence
paid. His influence upon the moral and political
world around him was always good and will never
die.
Over the years, the Observer held to its objective of being a
family newspaper, trying to satisfy the wants of its readership as
interpreted by Edes. The paper was like many other weeklies
then, often devoting an entire front page to a fictionalized run
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ning serial or novelette.
That first edition of the Observer set the pattern for many
following issues, and the first four stirring chapters of “ Isadore,
or the Captive of the Norridgewocks, A Tale of Real Life” was pre
sented to country housewife, local merchant or whomever else
was among the readership. And through the weeks this serial and
others would find a prominent place in the Observer’s pages and
in the readers’ hearts.
But life was more than the pathos of Isadore, and the
Observer’s pages reflected it. There was county news, though
somewhat scanty in coverage. Local news was often superseded
by state, national and foreign news. During the Civil War, the
Observer reader was given long accounts of historic battles, more
often than not statements and explanations of strategy reprinted
from a New York or Boston paper.
Edes evidently operated the Observer on a proverbial shoe
string and his credit was nil. He secured his newsprint from
Dillingham’s in Bangor and occasionally he could not pay his
bill; hence no paper; hence no Observer. The newsprint came from
Bangor on the Moosehead Lake stage and sometimes a storm
would hold up, for the time being, the coming of the stage and,
therefore, publication of the paper, for he lived from hand to
mouth.
Although his sons assisted him, it wasn’t until Edes was 73
that he decided to bring his youngest son into the business as a
partner. In 1870 Samuel D. Edes, who had learned the printer’s
trade at his father’s elbow, became his father’s partner, and the
business was called G.B. Edes & Son. But the burden of printing a
newspaper grew heavy, and George Edes’ health was failing by
the mid-1870’s. On Jan. 1, 1875, son Samuel formed a new partner
ship, selling half the business to Fred D. Barrows. The firm’s
name was changed to Edes & Barrows. Shortly after, the paper
changed from six columns to eight columns.
When George Valentine Edes died on Nov. 26, 1875, he was one
of the state’s oldest printers at 78. He was eulogized by an old
friend, Frank K. Smith in the 13th Annual Report of the Maine
Editors and Publishers Association of 1876, who wrote: “ ...He
belonged to a family o f journalists, and early devoted himself to
that useful profession which he steadily pursued up to a few days
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before his decease.
“ Quiet and reserved in his social relations to a marked and
almost peculiar degree, he was still so generally appreciated that
his death is felt to be a public loss to the community. His tastes
and aspirations were intensely local and individual. He had wit
nessed the organization of this county and nearly forty years of
its progress, in which he took a lively interest, and through the
columns of his press he had been closely identified with this
growth and progress yet during all these years he had scarcely
been outside its boundaries; indeed, outside his family circle.
“ We will here remark that Mr. Edes did not visit Bangor for
more than 50 years after he went to Dover and that the first loco
motive he ever saw was that of the Piscataquis Railroad, when
the road had been built almost to his very door.
“ He took small heed o f the great world around him. The
theater of his active life was his printing office; the world he lived
in, the world of newspapers; his familiar friends and acquaint
ances, his exchanges. With these he lived and wrought and was
content. To a mind so individual, practical and self reliant as that
of Mr. Edes, theories and organizations of which the present age
is so fruitful, had no attractions; from all this machinery he stood
apart, self-poised upon the sure foundation of practical judg
ment, honest intention and unquestioned purity of mind and pur
pose; presenting in this respect an example of all imitation.
“ The wonderful equanimity o f temper, the most marked
characteristic of Mr. Edes, was a proof against all antagonism; a
shield of protection in the harrassing (sic) profession to which he
was devoted. To the numerous frictions which beset him, he
opposed a quiet smile or a harmless jest-a defence (sic) which few
antagonists had the heart to dislodge him, however hot their
temper or sore their grievances, fancied or real...”
Edes and his son Sam are both buried in the Rural Grove
Cemetery just off the highway between Dover Foxcroft and Guil
ford.
After his father’s death, Samuel Edes carried on the business
with his partner Barrows. Former Observer owner Ora Evans
recalls Samuel Edes with humor:
“ Sam Edes was much less belligerent than his father (I can
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recall him well) and would never intend to hurt anyone’s feelings.
One Fourth of July it was decided to have something different in
the way of celebration — fireworks set off from a raft in the bend
of the river. The fireworks were secured, a raft constructed and
equipped and a man who had a reputation in pyrotechnics
secured to ignite them.
“ The man was also super-patriotic and when the night of the
Fourth arrived and it was time for him to perform his duties he
was more than a little inebriated. Things went well for a time, but
at last he inadvertently dropped a match and the remaining
fireworks all went off together in a blaze of rockets, stars and
pinwheels. The technician saved his life by jumping into the
river.
“ One of the rockets went through the open window of a house,
causing considerable consternation to the occupants. In report
ing the event, Sam stated that the rocket badly frightened Mrs.
Rogers and her child. That was correct in part, except for the fact
that the ‘child’ was still in an embryonic stage. That was a
period when, with Victorian modesty, the source of babies was
supposed to be a great mystery. Mrs. Rogers was not at all pleased
to have her maternal status publicized and told Sam so in no un
certain terms, but the matter was finally settled peacefully.”
But changes in the Observer were slight during the next
decade. On Jan. 7, 1886, the eight-column paper, with the motto
“ Devoted to the Interests o f Piscataquis County” gracing a place
under the nameplate, was running such pieces as “ Jay Gould is
now the richest man in America. He is estimated at $125,000,000
and is only 49 years old.” Under local and other news ran many
one- or two-liners such as “ Congress assembled on Tuesday.”
Things continued in this vein until March 15, 1888, when the pair
sold out, and a new corporation was formed made up of 11 local
men, including Sam Edes. The incorporators were S.O. Brown,
Dr. William Buch, Edes, W.T. Elliot, Liston P. Evans, Dr. C.C.
Hall, C.B. Kittredge, W.E. Parsons, J.B. Peaks, Dr. E.A.
Thompson and C.H. Woodbury.
It was at this point that the first stirrings of interest in the
newspaper profession became apparent in 36-year-old druggist
Liston P. Evans*. When he came an Observer stockholder, it
marked the start of a radical change in careers and the beginning
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of a long career with the weekly newspaper.
Evans was born in Brownville on Aug. 2, 1852, the son of Dr.
and Mrs. David Evans. When Liston was five, his father moved
the family from Harmony, where they stayed a short time, over to
Garland. It was in Garland that Liston spent his boyhood,
receiving a public school education. At 22 he married Clara V.
Getchell on Nov. 23, 1874. They settled in Dover in 1875, where
Evans worked for three years as assistant to his father-in-law,
Register of Probate Asa Getchell.
In 1878 Evans bought John K. Chase’s drug store. Evans
became a full-fledged druggist, dispensing his wares and
expanding his business and his interests, investing in the
Observer on March 15, 1888, when he and the other 10 local
businessmen formed the Observer Publishing Co. Thereafter,
more Republican news and editorials supporting the Republicans
became apparent. And one-liners became popular in its columns:
“ Hail to the Sun,” “ Tuesday was payday on the B&P,” The ice left
Sebec Lake last Saturday, Now for the trout.”
This was Evans’ modest beginning in the newspaper business
until he decided to buy out the other stockholders in 1890, making
him the sole owner. The Observer’s circulation was about 1,000.
Fred B. Cenney was made business manager, a job he held until
his death in 1898. However, Evans continued running his drug
store, while Samuel D. Edes and Joseph D. Brown were hired to
edit the paper until 1895. That year, Evans consolidated his drug
store with the E. E. Cole Co., forming a partnership, but
Evans switched his full-time efforts over to the Observer as
editor and publisher.
Changes were soon forthcoming under Evans. An Oct. 24,
1895, editorial on page four read: “ Mark of progress—The readers
of the Observer receive their papers the present week in changed
and improved form. For more than 57 years running through as
many volumes, the paper under its different names has been
issued in folio form of four pages. But the spirit of progress some
time since invaded its domicile, and, like its leading
contempoaries, the Observer hereafter will appear as a quarto —
eight pages. This change of form has been contemplated for a
long time and to this end last April a new Improved Cranston
Press was placed in the office by the publisher and the old press
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before used discarded. The destructive fire of June 20th and
the,consequent demoralization of the office by fire and water, pre
vented the change from being made as early as intended and
causing to be deferred until the office building was thoroughly
renovated and the office reoccupied...In its makeup hereafter the
first page is to be devoted to general news, the second to editorial
and selected matter, the farmer column and ads, the third to
selected matter, the fourth to editorials and locals; fifth to local;
sixth current comment; seventh, literature, matters, stories, etc;
and the eighth to county news and other matter.”
Finally, on Nov. 7, 1895, Evans assumed full editorship of the
Observer. He wrote in a page four editorial; “ Putting on the
Armor—After interruption by fire and sickness, I am at last able
to assume editorial management of the Observer which I had
planned to do last July. I have not taken up this work because I
expect to do any better than it has been done, for I have
considered the Observer under the editorial care of Messrs. Edes
and Brown one of the best of the many local papers that have
come under my observation... For over seven years I have tried to
serve two masters, the drug business and the Observer . .. and ...
at last I was compelled to acknowledge that it was a physical
impossibility for me to continue in this dual service....”
From that time until his death at age 97, Liston Evans served
many masters; Observer readers.
That readership would notice a change in the size, and the
quality of printing improved under Evans. A six-column format
was used and the headline size increased from eight points to
about 12 points. Advertising ran upwards to five columns on page
one, but this was typical of newspapers then.
On May 22, 1893, a son, Ora, had been born to Clara and
Liston Evans. He was their only child. Ora was raised in Dover
and graduated from Foxcroft Academy in 1912. While in high
school he had learned to operate the Linotype in his father’s shop.
However, at this time he had no intention of becoming a
journalist. His aspirations were toward the liberal arts, especially
literature and language. He went to Bowdoin College and
majored in English, government, and Latin, with the aim of
becoming a Latin teacher. He received his bachelor of arts from
Bowdoin in 1916, but his plans to pursue a teaching career were
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shortlived when he returned to Dover and the Piscataquis
Observer. He joined his father in the business, working on the
reporting and editing side of the newspaper, as well as actively
working in the printing plant.
Ora recounts: “ I have none but pleasant and appreciative
recollections of my father. I was an only child, and he had been
married to my mother 19 years when I was born when he was 41
years old. The father-son relationship, therefore, was different
from many such, due in part to the disparity in age and the fact
that he was a quiet, somewhat dignified person. He never played
the usual father-son games with me. At the same time, he was a
loving and generous parent. His life was a busy one involving not
only the newspaper but also offices in Masonic circles and for
many years in the Congregational church in which he was very
active on both the local and state levels. At the same time he never
refused to spend time with me to answer the questions of a
growing and inquisitive boy.
“ I was born and brought up in the house in which I now live,
47 Pleasant Street, and which is, of course, filled with memories of
my parents. College vacations were spent largely at our cottage
on Garland Pond where I spent much time reading books which
had been begun in college courses. I was married in 1917 to Lelia
May Gerry, a graduate of Farmington Normal School and former
teacher.
“ I cannot recall the dates when I became editor or associate
editor of the Observer. My father conferred the titles on me when
advancing years made it seem wise to do so. After his death, in an
effort to infuse new blood into the paper, I employed various
graduates of the Journalism Department of the University,
including Donald King, Alan St. James, Donald Gross and
Walter P. Schurman Jr.”
“ When I entered the Observer in 1916 my father relinquished
many of the duties he had previously assumed and devoted his
time largely to writing articles of a more general nature, many of
them dealing with local history . . .
“ Until I went to the Observer office in 1916 I had spent very
little time there and actually knew nothing of its operations.
Three years in college spent with the idea of teaching Latin were
hardly a preparation for journalism. There were no courses in
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journalism at Bowdoin, so I entered the office with an English
major plus two years of assistantship in the department. So my
knowledge of newspapers came from a sort o f process of osmosis,
plus various texts on journalism which I purchased.”
Ora said that the operation of the Observer during the early
1900s was a freewheeling affair. His father and Ora were the
main staff, along with a woman who did the proofreading,
bookkeeping and some outside reporting. There were
correspondents in the countryside who kept the readers abreast of
county life, and the editorial bent o f the paper remained
Republican.
There were few discernible changes in the newspaper until the
1930s when more photos and pictures and advertisements were
used. Ora’s father had taken an active part in the Observer most
of his life, but gradually Ora took over the operation of the
newspaper.
My father was still active in the newspaper up until twoyears
of his death,” Ora said. “ At 95 years of age he was still going to
the office. He died at 97 on March 17, 1949, and was buried in the
Dover Village Cemetery.”
After his father died, Ora became sole owner o f the Observer,
virtually becoming a one-man operation. Ora said he felt there
should be more local news coverage and expanded that area. But
the editorial stance remained about the same.
“ By inheritance, the Observer was a Republican breed,” Ora
said. “ But the paper never really got into crusading; it was not
aggressively Republican in its editorial stance. We didn’t follow
in the footsteps o f George Edes about being aggressive
editorially. We confined ourselves to county affairs.”
When Ora had j oined the Observer staff in 1916, the paper had
been in the Flatiron building for about eight years. “ The Observer
had many homes,” Ora Evans recalled. “ We moved to the
Flatiron Building in 1908 or thereabouts. When the Flatiron
Building was constructed and it was time to frame the roof, there
was no one in town capable of doing it. A ship’s carpenter was
sent for, and he built it like a ship.”
Ora Evans continued as editor and publisher but as the years
passed the “ problems of publishing a newspaper were
increasingly great, and when I got to be 75 years old I began to
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think about retirement,” he explained. “ I felt that if I were ever
going to get any freedom I had better retire from the business. We
had tried to improve the looks of the paper by using electro-cuts,
and later we got a Scanograver to reproduce the photos in the
paper. But one reason I was glad to sell was because the offset
printing era was creeping up and at my age I didn’t want to invest
the time nor the money for offset.”
About the time Ora’s thoughts of retirement were becoming
more frequent and serious, James Roy Thompson, a native
Californian, had come to Dover-Foxcroft. He was a senior human
factors consultant for the System Development Corp. of Santa
Monica, Calif., and his travels for that company had brought him
to Dover-Foxcroft where he and his family settled while he
worked with the Air Force facility in nearby Charleston.
However, Thompson said he “ was always interested in
communications — one way or another. I dabbled in radio and
thought I’d start a radio station in Dover-Foxcroft, but that never
came about.”
A friend in Dover-Foxcroft told him that the Observer might
be for sale. Thompson investigated further, talked with Ora
Evans and found that Evans was interested in selling, and
Thompson was interested in buying. The weekend after Labor
Day 1967, Thompson began serious talks with Evans about
purchasing the Observer, and the sale was consummated on May
10, 1968.
Thompson was born on May 11, 1937, in Santa Monica, Calif.,
and raised there. He attended Territorial College in Guam, while
serving in the U.S. Navy. Later he received an associate of arts
from Santa Monica College, and earned a bachelor of arts in
history from San Fernando Valley State College in Northridge,
Calif., in January 1965.
Other than an abiding interest in communications, his
practical experience in the field was minimal, but with
enthusiasm Thompson and his wife, Veda, a commercial artist,
set to work. When he took over, Thompson was the advertising
solicitor, printing salesman, photographer and editor, while his
wife laid out advertisements, newspaper pages and commercial
printing. There was a full-time staff of five and two part-time
employees.
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“ Because it was a 19th-century newspaper in many ways —
particularly the hot metal composition, the printing and the
antiquated equipment — it took most of the staffs time to produce
the weekly newspaper,” Thompson explained.
New ow nership m eant the gradual transition to
modernization. The shop had been equipped with a linotype for
typesetting and a press which printed four pages at a time. Lack
of newspaper publishing experience had hindered Thompson in
his initial efforts to raise capital, but he was able to secure a loan
and plunged into the business of publishing a newspaper.
It was without fanfare that the Observer changed hands. The
only notice given was an editorial in the May 16, 1968, Observer
written by Ora Evans: “ Valedictory — During the 51 years in
which I have been associated with the Observer, this is the first
time, I believe, I have written using the first person singular. In
fact, I had seldom made use of the ‘editorial we’... I want to thank
all those who during the years have by readership and
advertising patrongage made the Observer possible....” The
weekly newspaper changed hands.
That edition’s masthead read:
Liston P. Evans 1852-1949
James R. Thompson Editor
Ora L. Evans Senior Editor
Arno D. Emery Manager
It was this low-key approach and sense of history which
Thompson brought with him to the Observer. There were no
immediate changes in format or design of the paper. It was an
introductory period in which the Thompsons became oriented to
the communities and readers their newspaper served, and the
readership and communities learned more about the new
publisher and his family.
The first two years running the paper proved to be the greatest
learning experience for Jim and Veda Thompson. It was
important to them that the continuity of the paper be maintained,
but they wanted the Observer to shed its image of being a onetown newspaper. In order to become a county newspaper,
Thompson believed that a different approach to news coverage
had to be taken. He cut down on the chit-chat columns, but not
without some pressure from townsfolk to keep the columns.
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However, the phased-out columns gradually were supplanted by
more news and features dealing with the entire county.
The changes brought about by Thompson became accepted,
and the newspaper gained in circulation, rising from 2,800 when
he bought it in 1968 to more than 4,000 today. Half are sold on the
newsstands, the remainder through subscription.
Another change came in the editorial columns and the
political leanings of the Observer, which through much of its life
had been Republican. Under Thompson, the Observer took up the
D em ocratic standard. P iscataquis County was strong
Republican territory, and in the early days of his ownership
Thompson believes there was some reluctance by Piscataquis
County citizens to accept his politics. But Thompson maintains
that both parties are given equally fair treatment in his
newspaper. The Observer and the daily Times Record of
Brunswick are the only newspapers in Maine to be listed as
Democrat in the Maine Register. Most others are identified as
independent.
Once his editorial house was in order, Thompson made some
physical and operational changes in the production area. He
converted to offset printing in May 1971, using IBM Selectric type
setting equipment. The Observer was an eight-column
broadsheet, averaging 12 pages. Eventually, Thompson stopped
printing the Observer in his own shop and jobbed it out to have it
printed in the Independent Reporter plant in Skowhegan.
Thompson kept pace with improvements in the offset printing
field. Today the newspaper is set on an electronic photo
typesetter, a Compugraphic, which, after photographic
processing, produces ready-for-camera typeset copy. He changed
the typefaces of the headlines and body type and modernized the
makeup of the paper with a horizontal rather than vertical
design, yet still maintained the broadsheet size until he was ready
to make a radical design change in 1975.
Thompson has been able to reverse the role of the gross
revenues. When he bought the Observer, 60 percent of its
revenues wre derived from commercial printing and 40 percent
from the weekly newspaper. Today 80 percent of revenue comes
from the newspaper and 20 percent from the job shop, which is a
far healthier economic climate from which to operate a
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community newspaper. Commercial printing is still an important
function of the Observer Corporation and many custom jobs are
done on the premises, which underwent extensive interior
renovation in 1976, and the old Flatiron at 126 Union Square was
revitalized with a fresh coat of paint o f antique Williamsburg red
paint in 1975.
Throughout its history, the Observer has had but four names
associated with its publication: Edes, (Edes and Barrow), Evans
and Thompson. “ I like to tell the readers of our relationships to
the founder of the Observer and my predecessor here,” Thompson
said. “ It gives the reader the impression of solidity when he learns
our origins go back to 1838.” Today’s masthead reads, in part:
Founded 1838
Ora L. Evans, editor emeritus
Liston P. Evans, 1852-1949
George V. Edes, 1797-1875
J. R. Thompson, editor and publisher
As Thompson sees it, the job of newspapers has changed in the
last two decades. “ I’m trying to convince the people that they
need to know what the local government is going,” Thompson
said. “ I think the citizenry in Dover-Foxcroft and in the county
are the best informed about their governments.” And he believes
this is one result of the Observer’s efforts to prompt town and
county governments to be more open. Part of this has been
brought about by Thompson’s own personal initiative, but it is a
never-ending battle to attain these goals of more open
government, and the road has not been easy.
The Observer’s strong stands on many issues were not always
popular, but Thompson believes a newspaper’s principles should
not be compromised, and newspapers have the duty to inform the
public.
Thompson used historical perspective and the complete back
files of the Observer to research and write a news story comparing
impeachment proceedings against President Andrew Johnson in
1868 and the Watergate hearings which led to President Nixon’s
resignation in 1974. This in turn led to a prizewinning editorial
which called for Nixon’s impeachment. Thompson said that as
far as he can determine, the Observer was the only newspaper in
the state calling for Nixon’s impeachment. The editorial was
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awarded first in its class in a New England Press Association
contest in 1975.
Another editorial stand taken by Thompson, who writes all
the editorials, brings a ring of pride in his recounting: “ In 1970, it
became apparent that rather than continuing to have three small
hospitals serve the area, it would be far better to have one large
central hospital do the job. There were many disparate views and
plenty of controversy over the issue. The Observer supported the
regional, single-hospital concept. When the issue went to refer
endum, the final vote was a lopsided l,400-to-40 vote favoring the
single hospital.”
Thompson says the educational system in the county has been
enhanced by the Observer, but “ admittedly the coverage has been
thin at times.”
Town and county issues take up much of the staff s time and
Observer space, but Thompson and the staff believe it is worth the
effort they put into their product.
The Observer staff works four, 10-hour days a week, Monday
through Thursday. Thompson is often in the office Friday and
gets a near-dawn start each day with an early coffee and roll at
the local bakery just across the street from the office.
The paper is printed each Wednesday by the Somerset
Reporter and on Thursday it is delivered to the homes and
newsstands. Once the paper is out, the cycle begins again. On
Thursday morning a staff meeting is held, the newspaper is
critiqued, editorial and advertising assignments are made, and if
there are any problems they are discussed. The next regular staff
meeting is Monday morning. News and advertising copy are
processed, edited and set Monday. Tuesday the final decisions are
made on what the lead story will be and what photos will be used.
The editorial side wraps up by noon; and the paper is laid out and
completed by Tuesday night with the exception of the editorial
and front pages. Wednesday morning all the pages are closed and
ready to be photographed and negatives made o f each page to be
sent to the printers for plate making and printing that afternoon.
The Observers are off the press by about 7 p.m. and back in DoverFoxcroft by 11 p.m. for delivery the next day.
After much time and study, a major design change came about
in May 1975 when the Observer went from an eight-column
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broadsheet to a four-column, tabloid-size sheet. Each column now
measures 13 picas wide.
“ When we were changing to tabloid,” Thompson observed, “ I
also changed the format of the newspaper. Many ideas I used
came from broadsheet newspapers — particularly the National
Observer, whose masthead design we adapted to our own use. But
we wanted the (Piscataquis) Observer to keep its identity even
with such a complete change, and Veda drew the new nameplate
with this in mind.”
The result of the changeover is a handsome tabloid paper
which averages 20 to 24 pages a week. In redesigning the
newspaper, Thompson said he wanted to do something with
wider columns, and he believed the impact o f ads would be greater
on a smaller page than on the larger broadsheet. He said it didn’t
make fiscal sense to buy a large camera to photograph large
pages for platemaking, and, overall, it was more economical to go
to the tabloid size. In addition there is more heft to a 24-page
tabloid than there is to a 12-page broadsheet, says Thompson.
When he isn’t putting long hours in at his weekly paper,
Thompson may be found working at a variety of community and
civic projects. He has taken an active role in professional
newspaper associations and is a past president of the Maine
Press Association and served as president of the New England
Press Association in 1976 and is a member of the National
Newspaper Association.
Although in a competitive market, which includes the local
radio station, the Bangor Daily News and weeklies in Dexter,
Milo and Greenville, Thompson is confident the Observer serves
Piscataquis County the best of any media. His achievements are
backed by several awards the Observer has received over the
years since Thompson became editor and publisher. His office
walls are lined with several citations of merit from the Maine
Press Association and the New England Press Association, but
he takes particular pride in two editorial awards given the
Observer by the New England Press Association, which placed
the Observer’s editorial pages first in its class of non-daily
newspapers in 1975, and cited the Observer with an honorable
mention for best editorial — the one calling for President Nixon’s
impeachment.
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What is in store for the Observer in the future is pure
conjecture, but Thompson said, “ I have the sinking feeling that
the Observer has outgrown its economic base” He believes this is
not an unusual or untenable position for a weekly newspaper to be
in today, and envisions smaller community newspapers such as
his, as expanding into larger, regional newspapers, printed in a
central printing plant. Whether such a move is economically
feasible, only time will tell, but Thompson said with confidence:
“ I’m the kind of person who will sometimes make decisions on the
quality of the product rather than solely on pure economics.”

The Quoddy Tides

If the weather in Passamaquoddy Bay isn’t too foul,copy from
the Quoddy Tides office is put aboard a boat dockside at Eastport
and carried over to Deer Island, N. B., Canada. There Stirling
Lambert sets it in his print shop, lending a bit more international
flavor to a newspaper serving both the United States and
Canada.
This is but one o f many varying qualities of the twice-amonth newspaper, but perhaps its outstanding quality is its
owner-editor Mrs. Winifred B. French. She is the wife of Eastport
physician Rowland B. French. Now in her mid-fifties, Winnie is a
native of Elizabeth, N. J., received her A. B. in psychology from
Cornell University and was a cartographer with the U.S. Army in
Washington, D. C., during World Was II. She married Dr. French,
a Dartmouth and Harvard Medical School graduate, and spent
time in Hanover, N.H., Wisconsin and Arizona before settling in
Eastport in 1953. The Frenchs have five children, ranging in age
from 18 to 26.
The year she arrived in Eastport, the local weekly, the
Eastport Sentinel, had ceased publication. Shortly thereafter the
Lubec Herald went out of business and there were other abortive
attempts at weekly news papers. Eastport was without any
newspaper to serve it, and this alone was enough to frustrate
someone as active and interested in her community as Winifred
French.
After years of pondering the idea, she started to take informal
surveys about peoples’ reactions to an Eastport newspaper. “ I
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thought people should have a voice and there should be a paper in
the area,” she said. “ I had a few meetings at my house about
starting a newspaper. I also talked with members of the Chamber
of Commerce who were quite interested in having a town
newspaper, although I think they were quite doubtful it would
succeed because other papers had failed in the past.”
Winifred French didn’t plunge haphazardly into publishing.
She did much thinking, reading and research. She talked about
the idea of a town newspaper at club meetings, and sounded out
townspeople about what they wanted in a newspaper.
“ I talked to quite a few people before I started the venture,” she
said. “ I consulted with Jerry Durnbaugh of the Weekly Packet in
Blue Hill and with Prof. Brooks Hamilton at the University of
Maine, Orono, Journalism Department. They gave me good
advice; I thought about it for at least a couple of years, and I felt
more and more convinced that we did need a paper.”
Although Mrs. French had no formal journalism background
or training, “ I read books about the subject that were available,
and I studied as much about the business as I could before I made
the move to start a paper.”
In her research and preparation, she realized that advertising
wouldn’t full support a weekly newspaper nor would she have the
time to devote to a weekly. The answer was obvious “ so I started
out as a twice-a-month newspaper.” Apparently she hit on the
right formula, for the Quoddy Tides still comes out the second and
fourth Fridays of the month.
A newspaper is only as good as its content, and Mrs. French’s
informal surveys of the regional folk showed that they wanted a
paper that would cover the news-which meant personals, births,
town council meetings and the myriad other activities which
make up life in most small towns.
Mrs. French felt that the people wanted a paper with which
they could identify, which was “ their” paper. This also affected
her thinking when it came to deciding on a name for the
newspaper. “ We had a lot of discussion on what to call it. Tides
come in and out; and they change about twice a month so we
thought that would fit into the name. All the towns facing the
bay--Passamaquoddy Bay-would be covered. So many people
here depend on the sea that the name Quoddy Tides seemed
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appropriate.”
With the name, contents, printer, staff and correspondents
decided upon, the newspaper was ready to get underway. Mrs.
French set up her news-editorial office in the dining room of their
spacious home which also serves as her doctor-husband’s medical
office. Circulation and mailing would take place in Inez Segien’s
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hardware store. The logistics were taken care of, the copy for news
and advertising sent off to Stirling Lambert’s print shop on Deer
Island. Lambert’s print shop isn’t equipped to print the
newspaper, but it sets all the type ad does the paste-ups. Mrs.
French and Stirling or his wife Alice are in phone contact for the
layouts.
All the long hours of planning had finally culminated in the
pasted-up pages ready for transport just before Thanksgiving in
November 1968. The first edition of the Quoddy Tides was ready
to launch. But it was a rough passage enroute to the printer in
Blue Hill-in more ways than one.
Driving down Route 1 with the copy for the printer, Mrs.
French was blinded by the sun and her car ran off the highway
and hit a telephone pole. She ended up at the Ellsworth hospital
with a broken nose, but all was not lost.
The Blue Hill publisher was as good as his word, Mrs. French
recalled with a chuckle. “ I was in the hospital, with a broken nose,
and the printer from the Weekly Packet came to the hospital,
picked up the copy, printed that first edition of the Tides, sent the
papers back to Eastport and we mailed them out.”
In that first edition on Nov. 29, 1968, Quoddy Tides’ readers
were treated to a 12-page, four-column tabloid newspaper. It
carried a three-column map of the Passamaquoddy Bay region
drawn by cartoonist Dick Ebbeson. In the remaining news
column ran a story “ Ferries, Ferries, Ferries” which carried ferry
boat-related items with datelines ranging from Deer Island,
Digby-St. John, N.B., Welchpool-Lubec to Eastport. Below this
ran a box:
“ We’re late. The Quoddy Tides is late-the first isse has had its
problems-Thanksgiving holiday on the U.S. side of the border;
we are running 12 pages instead of the anticipated 6; the ed. had a
car accident taking copy to the printer in Blue Hill and now has a
broken nose and black and blue eyes. After this the news should
come in and go out as regularly as the tides.”
From the outset, the Tides has always carried marine news.
The sea is a way of life in this farthest corner of downeast Maine
and the Marine Page was in keeping with the central theme o f the
newspaper-the sea. Mrs. French runs such items as tide tables,
weather reports, salt water temperatures in Eastport, vessels
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entering the port of Eastport, fish landings and the myriad
activities which reflect life on the coast.
Other columns carry chart revisions, lights and buoys
information, special notices provided by the U.S. Coast Guard
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and other U.S. and Canadian government agencies. The nautical
flavor prevails throughout the pages. A column of tidbits (In
Perry they are now making pumpkin whiskey and beet wine) is
found in “ The Whirlpool” -referring to the Old Sow-Eastport’s
whirlpool which is the second largest in the world. Letters to the
editor run under the headline “ Mailboat-Rex IV ” -the name of
the former mailboat which plied the Bay waters for years.
Questions from readers are answered in the “ Radar” column.
Full coverage is given Quoddy Bay towns and islands on both
sides of the border including Cutler, Deer Island, Eastport, the
Island o f Grand Manan, Campobello Island, Pleasant Point,
Robbinston, Whiting, Dennysville, Lubec, Pembroke, Perry
B lack’s Harbour and Beaver Harbour. Canadian and
“ American” English nicely dovetails the other and goes without
comment. Readers know that if the dateline is Canadian, the
spelling will have British overtones (ie: anchored in the harbour);
while their American counterparts may have anchored in the
harbor.
Meanwhile back on Water Street, Eastport, Maine U.S.A.:
In the third edition of the Tides on Dec. 27, 1968, under Quoddy
Opinion, page 4, Mrs. French wrote:
“ We generally try to have someone in the Quoddy area write
an opinion but this is a hectic time of year for one and all, so we
thought you might not mind if we kept you abreast of the
development of the ‘Quoddy Tides’ instead.
“ This is our third issue, and we are running 10 pages instead of
12 pages as in the first two complimentary issues and are printing
2,000 copies instead of 4,000 as in the last issue.
“ We have been quite pleased with the reception-you evidently
like having a local paper again and with your comments,
thoughts, news and advertisements maybe we’ll stay afloat and
‘The Old Sow’ won’t claim us.
“ The subscriptions have been piling in-keeping Inez Segien
busy and happy. The first issue we had 48 subscriptions before
publication, 216 before the second, and 487 before this issue. We
have been interested to see where the ‘Quoddy Tides’ is now
going-Florida, St. John, N.B., Tennessee, Texas, N.J., Nebraska,
Maryland, Alaska, California-to someone who graduated from
the first graduating class at Shead High School, to boys in the
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service, to former residents of the Quoddy Area who like to hear
the ‘back home’ news, and to all of you who still live near the
Quoddy Bay.
“ P.S. I appreciate your concern about my car accident before
the first issue. My sons used to stare at me every morning and say,
‘What color are your eyes today, Mommy?’ You’ll be glad to know
they are no longer black, green, or yellow.”
As Mrs. French had forecast, advertising was lean during the
first year or two, averaging about 10 percent. But things on all
fronts started picking up.
Circulation has climbed steadily since 1968. A key to its
success has been Mrs. French and her knack for gathering a
loyal, hardworking staff about her. That staff includes the
correspondents in each of the U.S. and Canadian towns in the
Tides’ circulation area, although Mrs. French said, “ We sell many
papers in St. George and we don’t have a regular correspondent
there.”
Correspondents send in their copy by mail, and those on the
Canadian side send it directly to the typesetter on Deer Island.
The rest of the correspondents send it to or drop it off at the Tides’
office.
At the typesetters, copy that isn’t mailed directly by the
Canadian correspondents is sent over from the Tides’ office via
fishing boats or other craft plying the waters between Eastport
and Deer Island. In the summer copy goes over on the Deer
Island-Eastport ferry. Often as not, during a five-month span,
Stirling Lambert will take the copy in his 16-foot boat.
On other occasions-if there is rough water or other exigencythe camera-ready paste-ups make it via ferry from Deer Island to
L’Etete on the New Brunswick mainland, then the 40 miles to St.
Stephen where it re-enters the United States at Calais and is
picked up. News copy, during storms, is taken to Calais and
picked up by Lambert for the trip to Deer Island.
But this is more the exception than the rule in what to most
would seem a more than complicated method of getting the type
set. Most of the time the raw copy finds its way directly across the
bay from Eastport to Deer Island. Like everything else crossing
the borders, raw copy has to clear customs, as must the cameraready paste-ups which Lambert prepares.
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To many, just the ordeal of having the type set over the waves
would be enough to provoke an ulcer in this duodenally oriented
newspaper business. But Mrs. French and her crew manage to
remain cool throughout. It’s as though each effort to get out the
newspaper is relished with delight and lends to the adventure of
the less-than-routine method of producing the Quoddy Tides.
Mrs. French plans to continue publishing the paper in about
the same manner she has since 1968. She says Stirling Lambert is
an excellent printer, very precise, and it “ gives us an even closer
working relationship with our Canadian neighbors.”
The Tides has had more than one location during its relatively
short life. After a few years of operating out of Mrs. French’s
dining room and the Segien hardware store, operations moved up
Water Street closer to the breakwater. But Mrs. French had her
eye on another building just up the street by the Eastport
breakwater, and the Tides was ready to move there after
extensive renovation.
The building (formerly Booth Fisheries office and later a
Christian Sciency Church) today not only houses the Quoddy
Tides, but is also the site for the Quoddy Tides Foundation. The
foundation has built a marine library and meeting room. It aims
to deal with aquaculture and other areas of economic growth
using the natural resources which are available in the area. The
foundation is funded by subscription and monies donated by the
Tides. The Tides’ new building also houses an aquarium of native
marine specimens in the basement area, and at the side, not far
from the breakwater, is a garden with plants native to the
area.
Charter staff member Inez Segien recalls those early-day
locations when the Tides was struggling not to ebb:
“ There was an old Addressograph given to us by Jerry
Durnbaugh in Blue Hill. We’d do all the addressing and mailing
in the hardware store on Water Street. The store was difficult to
keep warm. One winter’s night when we were mailing out the
Tides, the temperature dropped to zero. It wasn’t much warmer
inside and the ink in the Addressograph froze.” They ended up
thawing the ink on Mrs. Segien’s kitchen stove, finished the
addressing, and made the mails on time.
But despite adversity, the newspaper was as good as its word-
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to come in and go out like the tides. Those early editions portended
the success of the paper.
By Friday, Nov. 26, 1971, the Tides had swelled to 28 pages,
and in two front-page stories it noted:
“ We’re three years old-it doesn’t seem quiet possible-but it is—
the ‘Quoddy Tides’ is now three years old, and if you look carefully
at the top of this page you will note ‘Vol. 4-No. 1’. Perhaps we
should have put this milestone number in large type. The way our
circulation keeps growing, we know that you must like the efforts
of the staff to bring you the news of the Quoddy area and the other
information of interest which reaches you as regularly as the
tides.
“ We have all enjoyed every minute of publishing the ‘Quoddy
Tides’ and hope that we have produced a newspaper which you
feel is ‘yours’ and in which you can contribute news, your
opinions, thoughts and ideas-and your advertising.”
The circulation stood at 4,248 which included 2,722
subscriptions and 1,526 news stand sales.
With that success came the need to raise the subscription rates
effective Jan. 1, 1972. The rates for Washington County, Maine,
or Charlotte County, N.B., were set at $5 a year. All other
subscriptions went up to $6 annually. “ Our costs have risen
considerably since we are now printing more pages than we did a
year ago, and as you all know, postage rates have risen-so in
order to keep the ‘Tides’ coming to you regularly, we have to
increase our charges.”
Stalwarts on the Tides have been Inez Segien; Marie Jones,
Eastport correspondent, reporter and reviewer; John Pike Grady,
whose knowledge of local history and his long, flowing beard
have given him some notoreity. He is listed as “ consultant” in the
masthead and is in fact a general factotum who serves as liaison
man on many fronts.
Mrs. French’s children have always played an active part in
the paper, with three of the boys taking over the photographic
assignments. Robert started out as chief photographer and when
he went off to Dartmouth College he was succeeded by younger
brother Hugh. When Hugh left for Williams College, Edward took
over and now Edward has left for Middlebury College. All the
boys, including John, have helped with the routine, but
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necessary, work involved in publishing a newspaper. However,
Winifred’s husband, Dr. French, has a medical practice which
keeps him busy, and “ he really doesn’t pay much attention to
what I do,” she said.
There is a warm, casual atmosphere that is pleasant to
experience when visiting the Tides’ office. A peaceful, happy crew
works conscientiously and seemingly without much pressure.
The deadline pressures are there, but the calm, equanimity of
Mrs. French acts like oil on troubled waters. And she admits, “ We
really don’t have any competition. A few copies of the Calais, St.
Stephen, Machias and Ellsworth papers come into town, but we
don’t try to get into their towns. We blanket the Quoddy Bay
area.”
When she started the Tides, Mrs. French thought she should
be an issue-oriented paper, but soon changed her mind after
consulting with townspeople and others. “ When I first went into
this, I thought, well, I’ll just cover the issues and forget the
personals...but now I always include the personals and try to
have a balance. It’s difficult to get into issues, so we stick to
meetings and such.”
The Tides started out with and has maintained its four-column
format because Mrs. French believed it was the easiest to read.
Each column was unjustified; it was simpler to set and cheaper.
And from the first edition she showed consideration for her elder
subscribers by using a larger, nine-point type size, which is easier
to read.
The newspaper has evolved into a handsome tabloid which
now averages 32 pages and carries about 30 percent advertising,
which Mrs. French hopes will level off to about 40 percent.
However, she refuses to sacrifice news space because of a lack of
advertising to support it. The Tides circulation now is 5,600.
Along with this healthy expansion in size and circulation, the
Tides has maintained its nautical flavor. In addition, Mrs.
French said, she has condensed the sports which are popular and
tries to have a center-spread feature with photos at least once a
month. She has built up a real estate page, and says, “ We’re the
only one in the county to carry real estate transfers.”
As far as news and editorial policy goes, “ I’m it,” said Mrs.
French. She is the sole owner and as such makes all the decisions,
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but only after seeking advice on all fronts.
She decided right from the start that the paper would be “ for
the people,” and “ I don’t take stands editorially. I want the people
to speak for themselves. I’ve had to ask people to write editorials,
and they have agreed to do it, by and large.” On occasion she’ll
run a guest editorial from another Maine newspaper, but
generally the editorial page has a guest columnist.
Although the Tides comes out twice a month, timeliness of the
news appears to pose no problems. “ No one seems to mind our
coming out the second and fourth Fridays of the month,” Mrs.
French said. “ This is a slow-paced area, and we don’t have any
competition. There are some people who would like us to go
weekly, but the logistics of getting out the paper works out far
better when we aim for twice a month.
During the years, the growth o f the Tides and a change to
cheaper newsprint brought about changes in printers. In the past
the paper has been printed offset by the Weekly Packet in Blue
Hill, the Calais Advertiser, and Journal Publications in Belfast.
Today, the Quoddy Tides is printed by the Ellsworth
American.
Mrs. French classifies her newspaper as independent. “ I try to
be objective in everything,” she said. “ I think the people should be
able to make their own decisions. I started off the paper as an
educational thing to inform the public.”
Some of the things accomplished with the help of the Tides
have been “ bringing issues before the public to keep them aware
of what’s going on.”
A major issue which has raged for the past few years has been
whether or not the Pittston Oil Co. should build an oil refinery in
Eastport. “ I have tried to remain objective about that, and have
printed letters and opinion pieces on it from all factions,” she
said.
Although the pace may be hectic and often filled with
surprises, a gentle and slightly disheveled Winifred French looks
like the busy editor she is, but she takes life in stride. Calmly she
reflects, “ I enjoy my work, and I think our circulation shows we’re
doing a good job.”
In 1976 the Maine Press Association awarded a coveted first
place for general excellence to the Quoddy Tides for newspapers
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in its class.
Mrs. French said she plans to continue as editor and publisher,
but will devote some of her time to the Quoddy Tides
Foundation.
After more than 20 years in Eastport, some of the Downeast
quality is bound to rub off. Asked what she views as the role of the
Quoddy Tides, she replies laconically: “ Communication.”

Ellsworth American

The third-floor room in the 100-year-old brick building is the
sanctuary for James Russell Wiggins, editor and publisher of the
Ellsworth American. His work-a-day office is across “ The
square” at 63 Main St. But here in the retreat one can stretch out
in comfortable armchairs away from the hectic pace of a growing
publishing and printing business.
The 12-foot-by-12-foot room is reached by stairs from the
second-floor print shop below. The walls hold a vivid photo
biography of “ Russ” Wiggins, former editor of the Washington
Post and U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations. The photos
reflect his lifelong career as a journalist along with some personal
glimpses. In one photo he and other journalists are with
President Franklin D. Roosevelt; on another Dwight D.
Eisenhower signed his regards to Wiggins. A cartoon depicts
Lyndon B. Johnson and Wiggins around a campfire holding
branding irons initialed “ LBJ” and “JRW.”
Within the complex of buildings, which today houses the
Ellsworth American and its commercial printing plant, is a
mixture of the past and present. Some old presses and type are
used on occasion, but most of the shop is filled with modern
equipment.
Two men stand out in the history of the American: Wiggins
(1966-present), and W.H. Titus (1894-1945).
Within a few years, Wiggins took a struggling weekly
newspaper and built it into a handsome, modern, prize-winning
28-page weekly.
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Titus’s influence was felt over a 50-year span at the
American, and his feats of storytelling are legendary. He would
be delighted with Wiggins whose intellectual breadth and
dexterity, youthful exuberance (he’s now 74), tale telling, newseditorial savvy, prose and poetry have gained him no small
amount of notoriety.
Before unfolding the story of the Ellsworth American, some
of its predecessors deserve mention. In 1866, then-owner of the
American, N.K. Sawyer, wrote a report on newspapers in
Hancock County which appeared in that year’s Maine Press
Association handbook. Charles Lowell of Ellsworth is quoted in
the first paragraph:
“ In the autumn of 1826 we commenced the publication of the
Independent Courier, which was the first newspaper published in
Ellsworth. It advocated the re-election o f Mr. Admas. In 1829 we
disposed of our interest in the establishment to the Messrs. Hale,
who published a neutral paper for a few months. An anti-Jackson
paper called the Hancock Advertiser, was published several years
afterward, from the same office, by Mr. Robert Grant, and
afterward by Grant & Moor. In 1834 it ceased to exist. In 1835 The
Radical, a Jackson paper, with a new office, was established by
D.T. Pike & Co. In 1836 it fell into the hands of others, and was
converted into a whig paper. It was published by a Mr. Washburn
some six or eight months. In the spring of 1837 it passed into the
hands of Joseph H. Jordan, who published a neutral paper for
about eight months called the Laborer’s Journal. In November,
1837, we (Charles Lowell) took the office, united it with another,
and commenced the publication of the Northern Statesman.
During the twelve years which have elapsed since the establish
ment of the Courier in 1826, there have been issued from the press
various other sheets purporting to be newspapers printed in
Ellsworth, which, in fact, were only hand-bills issued in that form
to avoid postage, &c. In reality all the papers ever published in
town up to this time, are the Courier, Advertiser Radical, Journal,
and Statesman, five in all.’
Sawyer continued:
“ The history of newspaper publishing in this County from
Nov., 1838, when the Statesman was discontinued, is one of sad
mortality. Next after the Statesman was the Bee, published by
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Joseph H. Jordan. This paper was issued in the autumn of 1839,
and continued in existence less than two years. The Hancock
Democrat was started by the same gentleman in June, 1847, and
lived for about three years. The same gentleman commenced
another journal, called the Eastern freeman, in 1853, and
continued it one or two years. We find it utterly impossible to
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ascertain just when the two last mentioned papers were first
issued, or when, to a week, they were discontinued.”
Immediately preceding the American was the Ellsworth
Herald which was published in 1851 by Elijah Couillard.
James Belcher was editor. In those early Heralds it was declared
to be “ A family newspaper-devoted to agriculture, literature,
morals, education, temperance, etc.” It was a four-page, six
column paper measuring 20 by 17 inches, and was published
every Friday morning from its office in the granite Building on
Main Street.
Some of those early issues carried “ Ladies of Maine” by
Harriet Beecher Stowe, poetry, fiction, “ The Death of a Notorious
Slave Trader” , humor, an article on Equality of the Sexes, a
scattering of advertisements extolling the benefits of medicines
such as “ Dr. J.S. Houghton’s pepsin, the true digestive fluid or
gastric juice-another scientific wonder.”
The paper continued under Couillard’s ownership until fall
1854, when it ceased publication. The press and materials
“ passed into the hands of W.H. Chaney who started the Ellsworth
American in November or December 1854. Subsequently, he was
joined by Charles W. Moor and the firm published the American
until 1855. In December 1855, N.K. Sawyer purchased the
American, three weeks before it reached its 52nd number.”
Sawyer was a vigorous writer and a fearless, outspoken man
who became popular with Hancock County residents. As editor
and manager, he declared in the American: “ We live in deeds, not
years; in thoughts, not breaths.”
The American was now seven columns, four pages.
The impending strife between the North and the South was
filling up to one-third of the American’s columns. News of the
Maine legislature and the 36th Congress, Hannibal Hamlin and
Abraham Lincoln, the Democrats vs. Republicans reached the
readers in Hancock County. Lincoln’s victory prompted the first
extra of the American.
The Civil War years, Lincoln's assassination, the end of the
war were all top stories in the American. National and
international news predominated. By 1870, the paper had
expanded to eight columns, four pages, measured 27 by 20 inches,
published on Thursday and cost $2 a year. More columns were
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added, including correspondence, letters to and from
Washington, and agriculture featuring fall plowing, time to feed
poultry, horse driving, transplanting and mulching, and stable
feeding in the summer.
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Along with the more prosaic came news of the war in Europe.
“ Napoleon Surrenders, Napoleon a Prisoner.”
Flamboyant advertising found its way into the American:
“ Free Love and its Votaries-the most startling book of modern
times. The whole subject laid bare and its hideousness exposed to
universal execration.”
The Hancock County Publishing Co. was formed after N.K.
Sawyer sold the American in 1872. Authur F. Drinkwater was
editor and manager until 1878 when E.P. Sampson took over as
editor. Sampson, previously principal of the Ellsworth High
School, only stayed with the paper for three months. His
successor was Dr. H. C. Vaughan, who was editor for the next
seven years.
More of the American’s four pages were filled with special
columns. It now carried home and foreign news via telegraph
dispatches; the Marine List was well read and reported the arrival
and departure of ships.
J.C. Chilcott assumed the editorship on Aug. 29, 1885. The
paper was now nine columns, four pages. Job printing became an
important part of the American when the printing plant of A.W.
Packard was bought by the Hancock County Publishing Co.
Packard became the job shop foreman.
The American was located in the Masonic Block on State
Street in 1891. Not far away the steamship Juliett docked at
Ellsworth, and announcements of its schedule for Blue Hill and
Ellsworth appeared in the American. Crime, suicide and murder
stories were introduced. In addition to national news still
prominently displayed, a local personals column was added to
record the comings and goings of the Hancock County citizens.
F. W. Rollins became the editor and owner in 1898, and it was
a year after that W.H. Titus came to the American to start a career
that would last more than 50 years. Rollins expanded the paper to
eight pages in 1895, reducing the number of columns from nine to
six. Assistant editor Titus was in charge of the day-to-day
operations, and the American began to emphasize more local
news. The front page now carried town and county news, and
court happenings gained prominence, along with photos. Titus
was given much latitude in editing the paper.
Titus was born in Babylon, Long Island, N.Y., and first came
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to Ellsworth in 1894. He was a printer and worked at his trade in
Long Island before going into newspaper editing. For three or
four years he ran the Mamaroneck (N.Y.) Paragraph and was
also associated at one time with one of New York's largest
advertising agencies. He had left the Ellsworth American for
New York in 1902 only to return in 1905, and remained at the
American until his death in 1945.
"I fell in love with Maine, and I wanted to stay here,” he said
in a 1942 interview. He was married to Anne Woodward of
Ellsworth.
When Titus first came to Ellsworth in 1894. Rollins was
postmaster of the town and also editor of the American.
Officially, Titus was assistant editor, but actually he ran the
paper for Rollins until 1913 when Rollins died, and Titus bought
the paper.
One of the first things Titus did as new editor was to remove
from the masthead the words. A Political Newspaper. “ I cut it
out,” he said. “ You’ve got to give both sides. Just give them newsall the time.”
As editor, Titus had weathered two catastrophes, a flood and
a fire. They occurred 10 years apart-the flood in 1923 and the fire
in 1938. In all his years as editor, he never missed an edition. But
in the ‘23 flood, with the electric power cut off so he couldn’t run
his presses, Titus hopped a train to Bangor where the Commercial
was going to print the paper for him. He wrote up his copy on the
way to Bangor on the train and came out on time with the regular
weekly edition.
The May 1933 fire skirted right around back of the building,
and the offices of the American were spared the devastation of the
flames that laid the entire Main Street flat to the ground. The
American made deadline and reported the fire in full along with
news of the man who had confessed to starting the blaze.
Titus had a simple news formula which he applied
successfully. Once he pulled a large red ledger from his desk and
said, “ Here is the bulwark of the paper. Over a hundred rural
correspondents. They are what make my paper. Names, names,
names. Friends. Relatives. Weddings. Births."
A story Titus enjoyed telling over and over again was about a
sea captain years ago “ who put into a Chinese port, and he went
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ashore. His name was Captain Thompson, and he was walking
up the street amongst all the foreign sounds and smells of China.
There along the street were dealers hawking papers from all over
the world. They’d pick them up off ships that came in and sell
them. Captain Thompson stopped and looked over the
newspapers on the dealer’s wobbly cart, and there in the midst of
papers from all over the world was the Ellsworth American. He
bought it-paid fifty cents for it. Quite dear for one little second
hand paper. Well he walked down the street bumping into
Chinamen and coolies reading over all the items from back home.
He found in it a news item that interested him. His father owned a
very small hen. That very small hen had laid an unusually large
egg. Way off in a noisy Chinese street it was well worth the fifty
cents for Captain Thompson to learn all about that little hen’s big
egg.”
A feature which was long an American institution was its
Mutual Benefit column, which Titus started in memory of his
mother, who was one of the country’s first woman columnists.
She did a column for the old New York World.
At first the American column was written by an “ Aunt
Madge,” and she was succeeded by Mrs. Harry Woods, known all
over the county as “ Aunt Anne.” But in 1950 she was in poor
health and went to Virginia to live with her daughter. Mrs.
Carolyn Orcutt of Amherst took over and continued to solicit
poems, chatty letter, receipes and nature yarns. The column still
runs today, written by “ Patricia.”
Aunt Anne was hostess to an annual “ contributor’s Picnic”
when those who sent in items for her column would get together
every summer at some nearby farm or shore cottage.
Titus seemed to sense the true character of a country weekly.
He built up an all-inclusive organization of local correspondents
and had them in to Ellsworth for annual banquets.
An inveterate birdlover, Titus was proud of his membership
in the American Audubon Society. He was a supporter of his
community and admitted “ we boost everything there is to boost.
One of the things we undertook alone was the purchasing of a new
clock for the Congregationalist Church.” The American launched
a campaign for voluntary subscriptions of not more than one
dollar a person. The clock cost $1,200. The campaign was a
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success; the clock was installed in the handsome church steeple,
and there were “ hundreds of dollars in the bank left over to gather
interest for buying another clock if one is ever needed.”
Titus attributed the overall success o f the fund drive to a
young man who had come to the paper in 1935 when he was 19.
“ I’ve got a Scotchman in the bookkeeping department,” Titus
said back in 1942 when he recalled the money-raising effort.
“ Donald Stuart--the real Scotch Stuart-he looks after the money.
The financial success of the American is his Scotch doing.”
Stuart was clerk and bookkeeper of the company. Stuart was
born in Ellsworth and graduated from Ellsworth High School.
He was to remain with the American for 24 years.
Titus continued as editor up until his death in March 1945. By
this time, Stuart had learned all sides of the business through his
close association with Titus. It was only natural that Stuart
would take over as editor and manager after Titus died.
Stuart credited the success of the American to Titus when
Stuart took over as editor and manager in 1945. The tradition of
country correspondents continued under Stuart’s direction.
“ I think we have the largest number of correspondents of any
New England weekly,” Stuart said back in 1951. “ There are 30
towns and one city in our territory, and we have 123
correspondents. The towns we serve are divided into many
subdivisions, some of which have their own post offices, though
they are legally part of one community. For instance, look at
Brooksville. There’s Harborside, Cap Rosier, West, North and
South Brooksville, Brooksville and quite a slice of West Sedgwick
that is surrounded by Brooksville. We have a correspondent in
each section of the towmship.”
There were no trade secrets to successful weekly publication,
according to Stuart. “ A newspaper,” he said, “ is property like any
other business--a drug store, a grocery, a machine shop. You learn
all you can by working at it, and then you keep right on working.
There’s nothing romantic about it. I’d suggest anyone thinking
of going into this field work at least two years on a small paper
before investing his own money in it. He’d better make sure he
likes it.
“ A good many people have jumped into smalltown
newspaper ownership because it seemed to offer a congenial way
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of life. They didn't investigate the headaches. They probably
didn't know much about the job printing business.
“ You soon come to realize that a small weekly is
automatically closer to the people than a big metropolitan daily.
Personal contacts and consideration for individuals pretty well
govern a weekly. You must understand people and let the events
speak for themselves. You can’t manipulate people to create a
story.”
In 1940, Stuart wrote a book, “ New England Weeklies," a
survey of cost and production problems, which was used as a
textbook by some journalism schools.
Stuart was a director of the American Press Association, a
member of the legal affairs committee of the National Editorial
Association an officer of the Greater Weeklies Association and a
past president of the Maine Press Association.
Stuart died in November 1959, and the American was left to
his nine-year-old son. Since he was a minor, the paper was
managed by the Stuart estate lawyers, and the day-to-day
operation became the responsibility of Hale Joy, who had taken
over as editor upon Stuart's death. Joy worked in his father
Charles Joy’s grocery store for many years before coming to the
American.
Joy said when he took over the paper it was a one-man shop.
He did all the reporting, photography and editing. There was no
advertising manager. Joy kept the American publishing and
tried to make gradual improvements, which were difficult to
accomplish because of restricted finances.
Along came James Russell Wiggins. Russ Wiggins and his
wife Mabel had owned a summer home-now a 280-acre farm-in
Brooklin since 1952. He had sailed the Maine waters for years in
his splendid Friendship sloop, Amity, built in 1900. Wiggins knew
Maine and particularly the Ellsworth-peninsular area. He was
also aware the American had been on the market on and off since
Stuart’s death.
It was 1966. Wiggins was going on 66 and planned to retire
from the Post when he was 65.
May 4, 1966 the Ellsworth American exchanged hands, and
Wiggins became the new owner. His obligations at the Post and
then his appointment as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
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by President Lyndon Johnson from 1968-1969, prevented his
taking an active role in the day-to-day operation of the American.
His son. Jack, and Hale Joy were the mainstays on the paper
those first few years under Russ Wiggins’ ownership.
The American took an immediate turnaround. Wiggins
invested in new, additional equipment, updated the printing
plant and made sweeping changes in the layout and design o f the
paper. Its content changed radically, and it was on the road to
becoming the prizewinner it is today.
At that time the paper was being printed by letterpress,
which Wiggins termed “ efficient and suited our needs. But the
the major factor in converting to offset was our inability to keep
the Linotypes running. Linotype parts and service were not
available. The trend was toward offset, and an increasing
number of advertisers were supplying camera-ready ads. There
was a change in the character of the advertising business.”
On the road to that change, Wiggins hung on to his
letterpress equipment as long as economically feasible. Finally
in January 1974 the change to offset came about for the
American. New equipment, a new press, new quarters at 63 Main
St., and expanded office and production space were added to the
American’s 100-year-old brick building on Water Street.
When Wiggins walks across the courtyard formed by three
sides of the American buildings, he refers to it with a chuckle as
“ Printing House Square” borrowed from Fleet Street of London
fame. With “ The Square" on this side of the Atlantic, the
American houses news-editorial, business and advertising offices
just off Main Street. Production, composition, layout, some job
printing are done in the old Water Street building. Another
structure across the courtyard houses the press along with the
circulation and mailing departments.
In addition to printing the 9, 100-circulation American, the
plant is humming—keeping pace with its commercial job
printing. The American also prints other weekly papers.
Wiggins was born in Luverne, Minn., Dec. 4, 1903, and
attended Luverne public schools. Although he did not attend
college, he holds three honorary degrees.
Wiggins began his newspaper career as a reporter for the
Rock County Star from 1922-1 92b. He was editor and publisher of
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the Luverne Star from 1925-1930; editorial writer for the Dispatch
Pioneer Press in St. Paul, Minn., from 1930-33; that paper’s
Washington correspondent from 1933-38 and became its
managing editor from 1938-45 and editor, 1945-46. He served in
the Army Air Corps from 1943-45.
After World War II he returned to St. Paul and in 1946 went to
the New York Times where he served as assistant to the publisher
until 1947, when he left to become managing editor of the
Washington Post. While with the Post he also served as vice
president and managing editor, 1953-54; vice president and
executive editor of the Post and Times Herald, 1955-60; and editor
and executive vice president, 1960-68.
After he left the Post to go to the United Nations for a year,
Wiggins had decided his course of action. When Nixon became
President in 1969, Wiggins resigned his ambassadorship and
came to Maine to become editor and publisher of the American,
three years after becoming its owner.
Once on board, Wiggins’ hand was evident in reshaping the
American. He modernized the layout and design of the sevencolumn paper. The piece de resistance is his editorial page-he
writes the editorials, a regular column, “ The Fence Viewer," and
a weekly verse which serves as a cutline under a scenic photo.
The circulation has risen to 9, 100 and averages “ 24 to 32 pages
a week.”
The American continues to cover Ellsworth and surrounding
towns, often taking their causes right up to the seat of authority in
Washington. Wiggins’ strong editorial stance, has oh more that
one occasion, been quoted by the national press.
After the U.S. Postal Service decided to sort all mail from
Ellsworth and surrounding communities in Bangor 25 miles
away, Wiggins set out to prove the follies of government
bureaucracy. He hired a drover and a team of oxen to carry his
mail to Surry seven miles away. Wiggins sent a duplicate letter
through the U.S. mail. The ox-cart letter made its destination the
same day, hut the letter sent via the post office arrived 19 hours,
52 minutes and 30 seconds later.
All of this was duly reported in the American. The wire
services picked up the story, which gained national coverage.
Wiggins tried sending mail a variety of ways, including by
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canoe, and each time be beat the post office delivery handily. He
and the American had made their point, but it didn’t change the
bureaucracy. The mail still is sorted in Bangor.
Wiggins classifies the American's editorial policy as
“ independent,” and that philosophy is followed as he continues
his relentless watch-dog role of government at all levels-federal,
state and local. But he never loses sight of his reader, bringing
the effects o f federal action right down to the local scene.
Wiggins’ challenges to the United States government spans
several years and began in earnest when he was president of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors in the late 1950s. He
upheld the people’s right-to-know laws nationally and in state
legislatures. He continues the cause for press freedom today and
has worked diligently with the Maine Press Association on
expanding the right-to-know and freedom-of-access laws in
Maine.
“ We’re losing ground on the right-to-know laws in this
country,” Wiggins said. “ I have some grave doubts about whether
that trend can be reversed.”
Bringing a sense of history to his weekly newpaper readers
and to the United States as a whole has been another of Wiggins’
pursuits. He is president of the American Antiquarian Society,
and often as not chides those journalists and citizens who fail to
recognize what he calls “ historical perspective.”
Another editorial joust Wiggins continues is with the Maine
legislature over the state lottery, which went into effect in 1973.
Editorially, Wiggins fought it right down to the wire, and con
tinues to castigate it today as “ disreputable effort to take money
from the pockets of the poor and put it into the pockets of the rich.
W’hen it first was advertised the advertisements were scandalous
and salacious.” The lottery became a “ fraudulent skin game. It
violates postal and other laws, but the law has not been en
forced....”
Published every Thursday afternoon from its 63 Main St.
office,the American has a sizable staff which includes Wiggins as
editor and publisher; Joy as managing editor; John R. Wiggins,
news editor; Robert J. Mohr, advertising manager and Richard A.
Estep, Jr., production supervisor.
Wiggins and his staff have pushed for conservation, the
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cleaning up of the Union River, and have constantly fought the
seeming mindlessness of government bureaucracy.
The
American has battled unionization of the Ellsworth police and
tire departments by the Teamsters and opposed the Indian Land
suits. Other major news issues covered by the American have
been LD 1944 (school funding), industrial development, and
school administrative districts.
He is concerned that weekly newspapers will continue to
have financial difficulties because “ it has become increasingly
difficult to provide adequate news service on the commercial base
provided with the community.”
Despite its sophisticated editorial pages and handsome fea
ture layouts, the American still maintains its touch with its
readers covering the area, reaching up as far as Bucksport and
often running up to three columns of news from the Fifth District
Court (Central Hancock Division).
Other popular features are the columns “ Mutual Benefit” by
Patricia, Joy’s “ Just Pondering” and “ Collector’s Corner” (on
antiques and collectibles), “ The Retir’d Gardener” by Roy
Barrett, “ Thoughts While Shaving” by retired University of
Maine President Winthrop Libby, Wiggins’ “ The Fence Viewer,”
a discerning weekly piece on the Maine legislature by Mrs.
Thomas (Patricia W.) Schroth (Wiggins’ daughter), the legis
lative calendar, sports and regular feature articles by Jack
Wiggins.
Through employing a successful formula of sophistication
and down-home flavor, James Russell Wiggns is publishing a
paper which would make long-time editor Will Titus proud in
deed.

The Franklin Journal

“ Farmington, Maine, Feb. 21, 1919— Farmington Chronicle
and Franklin Journal Merged. Journal Company Purchases
Chronicle and Will Issue Eight-Page Paper Twice a Week With
All of the News.
“ Thursday morning the final steps were taken by which the
subscription list and good will of the Farmington Chronicle
passed into the hands of The Franklin Journal and next Tuesday
this newspaper will be issued to all subscribers of both
newspapers under the amalgamated title of The Franklin
Journal and Farmington Chronicle. This important business
deal was accomplished only after careful study of the field, for the
question is economic rather than sentimental. It has been felt for
some time that two newspapers in the town of Farmington were
too many for the limited field of operation, especially in this era of
rapid news transmission, but just how to accomplish the desired
change was not apparent.
“ Somewhat more than a year ago a controlling interest in the
Farmington Chronicle was secured by the Knowlton & McLeary
Company and with their excellent printing facilities the
typographical appearance of the paper was greatly improved and
the news service broadened. In the last month J. Eugene Brown’s
sudden death left the Chronicle Company badly handicapped, as
Mr. Brown has been associated with the newspaper for many
years and his place, in these times of labor scarcity, was difficult
to fill. A proposition was therefore submitted to The Franklin
Journal Company by F. E. McLeary that they take over the good
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will of the Chronicle and retire from the local job printing field,
subject of course to the assent of the stockholders of the two
corporations. A meeting of the Chronicle Company was held
Saturday afternoon at which it was unanimously voted to make
such transfer of stock to the Knowlton & McLeary Company as
would give them absolute control of the paper and warrant them
in making any deal with The Franklin Journal Company they
might deem wise. As a result the papers and agreements were
drawn up Monday, with the understanding that the Chronicle
should be issued on Wednesday of this week as usual and that
formal announcement of the change would be made in the issue.
This was done and with that number the Farmington Chronicle
as such ceased to exist after a long and honorable life of four score
years.
“ It has been said that turn about is fair play. In November
1886, following the big fire, The Franklin Journal’s subscription
list and good will were turned over to the Chronicle and the
Chronicle in return transferred its job printing business to
Knowlton, McLeary & Co. After thirty-two years the reverse takes
place and The Franklin Journal today is the sole survivor of a
chain of newspapers that has been established in Franklin
County since 1831 when the Sandy River Yeoman was published
by William A. Dunn. The Yeoman had but a brief existence and
was followed in 1840 by the Franklin Register, which was merged
into the Chronicle in January, 1845 ... the Farmington Chronicle
has outlived all its competitors until the present time. The
Franklin Journal Company believes that it should be recognized
and to that end will retain the time-honored name as part of its
stock in trade. The newly-named newspaper will be published on
Tuesdays and Fridays. It will consist of eight pages to each issue
and will strive to cover the news of the day as it has never been
covered in this County before. A more formal announcement of its
policy will be made in the issue of next Tuesday.
“ The price of The Franklin Journal and Chronicle will be
$2.00 in advance. The copy price will be two cents. These prices go
into effect next Tuesday, but all paid in advance subscriptions on
that date will be continued until the time expires at the old rate.
The management hopes to retain all of its loyal friends of the past
seven years. It will endeavor to print a thoroughly reliable
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newspaper, devoted to the interests of Franklin County. The
Franklin Journal Company retires from the local job printing
field in favor of the Knowlton & McLeary Company and the latter
Company retires from the newspaper field in favor of The
Franklin Journal Company. It is the mutual desire that the most
cordial relations exist between the two corporations.”
So it was that one era ended and another was to begin in the
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history of Farmington newspapers. The foregoing account
appeared in the Feb. 21, 1919, edition of The Franklin Journal. In
viewing the merger, which was a new beginning, it is necessary to
harken back to earlier days of both weeklies, and to one
individual in particular.
Josiah S. Swift is regarded as the father of journalism in
Franklin County. Prior to 1840, Swift published the Inquirer in
Bath, Maine. Shortly after the organization of Franklin County,
Swift moved his printing equipment to Farmington and began
publication of the Franklin Register on Jan. 31, 1840. The
Register, a Democratic organ, continued until Dec. 26, 1844, when
it merged and became the Farmington Chronicle, appearing for
the first time as the Chronicle on Jan. 11, 1845, continuing until
its merger with the Journal in 1919.
Swift’s Chronicle was four wide columns of four pages which
was published each Saturday. In its second number, Swift wrote:
“ The Chronicle — Egotistic — We should not do justice to our own
feelings by neglecting to express our gratification at the reception
of our first number recieved (sic). Only four have sent back the
Chronicle while we have received a very flattering addition to the
R nr'^jj-’s list in new subscribers to the Chronicle.”
.he weekly was neat appearing, the front page was devoid
of any advertisements. Swift was considerate o f his readers,
departmentalizing the news under such headlines as Legislature,
Religious, Congress, Scientific, Agricultural and Miscellaneous.
The second page ran nearly two columns of ads with the other
two columns carrying a summary of news and a “ Thermometrical Record.”
Page three was filled entirely with brief ads, and page four
ran a five-inch poem, with the rest of the page ads.
A man of many talents, Swift wrote original fiction pieces
which began appearing on page one with the Feb. 1, 1845, issue.
Readers were treated to Swift’s tales — “ A Thrilling Story,” “ The
Haunted Cellar,” and “ Sailor’s Yarns.”
Eventually the departmentalizing gave way to terse
headlines: “ Horrible Depravity,” “ Authenticity of the Gospel,”
“ Something Strange.”
Now a five-column paper, Editor Swift started “ Editorial
Scribblings” on the front page, and he told subscribers that
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“ produce, manufactured articles, etc., taken in payment.” The
Chronicle became six columns in 1846, and Swift ran an index of
the Chronicle which covered two or three pages of the six-page
paper.
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It was announced on Jan. 7, 1847, that Swift had transferred
his interest in the Chronicle to J.F. Sprague as publisher. Swift
was to remain Chronicle editor but would “ engage in the
publication of a monthly religious journal.”
Swift’s name was dropped from the masthead by Aug. 17,
1848, and the Chronicle became oriented toward agriculture,
often listing premium crops. The paper was also prone to long
lists of names, such as the Oct. 10, 1848, front page which ran a
complete catalog of the officers and members of the Franklin
County Teachers’ Institute.
Although he had left the Chronicle to pursue other ventures,
by March 1854 the weekly was published every Thursday by J.S.
Swift & Co. It now averaged four six-column pages, and in
September 1854 Swift and Lucien Prescott were publishing the
Chronicle at No. 3 Knowlton’s Brick Block, Farmington. Swift
continued his habit of running issue numbers accumulatively:
Vol. XI, No. 621.
Eventually, Swift’s duties diminished, and in November
1855, Prescott assumed the positions of “ editor and proprietor.”
Five years later on Jan. 12, 1860, Prescott told readers of his nowseven-column paper that it had changed to “ a political journal for
the information and amusement of its patrons — independent in
all things.”
A competitor had come on the scene in 1858 when Eben F.
Pillsbury began publishing the Franklin Patriot on Jan. 29. It
was a Democratic organ, and was printed at Lewiston for two
years until Pillsbury bought printing equipment and set up
quarters in Farmington, now under the management of Linscott
and Pillsbury, who had been law partners. They published the
Patriot until 1864 when it was taken over by Leander B. Brown for
about a year, and then the equipment was sold and the Patriot
discontinued.
But the Chronicle continued under Prescott, who was
followed by Andrew C. Phillips. The Chronicle again changed
hands Jan. 5, 1871, and A. H. S. Davis became editor and
publisher. Within a few years, the Chronicle would have a com
petitor in the Farmington Journal.
The Journal evolved after W. D. Chase began the Farmington
Herald in April 1880. It was a Greenback newspaper, and Chase
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was succeeded in September of that year by F. I). Whiting, who
made it a Democratic organ. Whiting stayed with the paper until
the fall of 1882 when the Herald merged with the Franklin
Journal, an independent paper, published by the Journal News
paper Co. and edited by Henry P. White and I). H. Knowlton. The
presswork was done by Knowlton, McLeary and Co.
White was editor of the 3-cent weekly which was "published
Friday and Saturday by the Journal Publishing Co." It claimed to
be “ a paper for the people” and often carried long pieces of fiction
along with farm-oriented articles.
But the Journal was to cease operations abruptly, to resume
on yet another day in yet another century. The last issue was a
one-page, four-column pamphlet issued “ Oct. 30, 1886, No. 359,
price 1 cent.” Two columns carried advertising, another was a
reprint from the Wilton Record, but the lead column had the major
news on the Chronicle’s demise:
“ Finis. The fire in Farmington last week ate up our stock of
printing material and entailed a heavy loss. It would cost a lot of
money to refit, and we have our doubts as to whether the
investment would pay. We have, therefore, disposed of our
business to C. W. Keyes & Co. of the Chronicle and that paper will
be sent to our subscribers as long as they want it ... Our thanks...
to Mr. H.A. Merrow...who got this number of the Journal out for
us....”
Although that was the last issue of the Journal for several
years, the roles would be reversed in later years.
Meanwhile, the Chronicle in the mid-1880’s had remained
stable under the ownership and editorship of Charles W. Keyes,
who was joined in the business by John M. S. Hunter. He had
bought a half interest in the paper and was appointed editor June
10, 1886. The transaction was announced in that issue: “ We have
sold half interest of the newspaper and business, the firm name of
Charles W. Keyes and Co. appearing as publisher. Mr. Hunter is a
Farmington native who has worked in the Chronicle office 10
years. He was with the Portland Press and also was printer,
foreman, and city editor of the Portland Sunday Times. Hunter is
a thorough Republican and advocate of the Temperance Cause.”
Hunter remained with the Chronicle for the next two decades,
and in 1889 he changed the size to eight columns, broadening the
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Chronicle again in 1891 to nine columns. The paper sold for four
cents a copy. He ran many ads on page one and issued special
editions filled with state legislative acts and resolves. Toward the
end of his career, Hunter filled the paper with much boilerplate
and little local news.
Hunter died in the summer of 1905, and in the Aug. 9 edition,
his widow wrote a brief piece telling readers that “ with this
issue the Franklin Chronicle passes into the management of
Mssrs. Jr. Eugene Brown and W.G. Mallett.”
An editorial in the same edition stated the new owners’
editorial policy:
“ We hold toward the management of a newspaper high ideals
of its opportunities and usefulness. Along with the Christian
Church, Public School and Public Library, it may be an educative
force of top rank . .. Since the founding of the Republican party in
1854, the Chronicle has championed its policies and principles...
Its sympathies are with that party, but its position will never be
offensively partisan if we can help i t ... The party, right or wrong,
is not our motto....”
Brown was editor and Mallett “ local editor.” The Chronicle
carried news of Farmington, Wilton, East New Sharon,
Fairbanks, Strong, Rangeley and other surrounding towns.
Often page one had ads at the top of the page and headlines were
eight or 10-point type. Editorials were standard fare. When a
competitor came along in 1912, the Chronicle was a six-page,
nine-column paper, and its headlines increased in size, making
for a more attractive newspaper.
The competitor was an old one, last seen in Farmington in
1886. Picking up its former volume number (eight) from 1886, the
Franklin Journal resumed publishing Feb. 10, 1912. It was
published Saturdays by the Franklin Journal Co., and a
subscription cost $1 a year. It was an eight-page, seven-column
paper, neat appearing with its decked headlines and long
columns of type stacked in a vertical, but gray, makeup. The
editor was H. P. White; news editor was Harry B. Brown.
White harkened back to his earlier years with the Journal of
old in a page-four editorial: “ Foreward — A sheet of paper 11 by
16 inches printed on one side and dated Saturday, Oct. 30, 1886,
was the last issue of the Journal — the week following the great
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fire which destroyed our property and our hopes. I was not
reconciled to the end and although 25 years have come and gone, I
have always cherished the hope that some time and some how it
would be reborn under more favorable conditions. That time and
how have now arrived....”
This was the beginning of a long and lusty life for the
Journal. Meanwhile, over at the Chronicle, J. Eugene Brown was
now the mainstay and business manager. World War I came and
the Chronicle began running war news on page one. On Dec. 26,
1917, H. L. Goodwin was made editor. He went to a six-column, 10page format, using all capital headlines.
In a front-page story under a two-column headline, the Jan. 2,
1918, Chronicle gave little to indicate that a change was taking
place, to the contrary, the story boasted: “ Chronicle Plans for
Many Important Improvements — Price increased to $1.50 per
year in advance or $2 per year when not paid in advance. New
dress of type and new Linotype. Are best-equipped in Franklin
County and one of best in Maine. Special offers for past and
present subscribers.” The Chronicle was printed by the Knowlton
and McLeary Co., which portended what the future would bring.
Now coming full circle, as recounted at the outset, the
Franklin Journal Co. bought the Farmington Chronicle, which
was reported Feb. 21, 1919. Hereafter, the paper was called
The Franklin Journal and Farmington Chronicle, a semi-weekly
published Tuesdays and Fridays.
Henry P. White, long-time editor, continued his association
with the merged papers until 1937, when Ethel Wright took over,
directing operations to 1947.
For a few years, the paper faltered, but continued publishing
as an eight-page, eight-column semi-weekly.
Things changed somewhat in 1950 when Howard MacDuff
became managing editor on Dec. 8. Editorials again appeared,
but most were about matters well beyond the ken of Farmington
and environs.
After MacDuff left in October 1954, the paper was bought by
Jacob Wirth who became president of the Franklin Journal and
Farmington Chronicle Co. at 41 Main St., Farmington. Clifford
Gove was editor, and within a year Harold P. Beach joined the
staff on Jan. 14, 1955, as managing director. Wirth and Gove held
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their respective positions, but in 1958, Gove was succeeded as
editor by Margaret Beach, wife o f the managing director.
Wirth left the business, and by October 1961, H. P. Beach was
president of the company, and his wife was still editor of the semi
weekly. On Jan. 5, 1965, Beach took the titles of president and
managing director; his wife was editor and treasurer. However,
Mr. Beach died that year, and in an Oct. 15, 1965, article, Mrs.
Beach lamented:
“ Another thank you. The head of the house, my helpmate,
has departed. He did not live to enjoy that new ‘little box’ on the
hill. But his spirit and influence will remain there forever....”
Mrs. Beach succeeded her late husband as president of the
firm and remained editor. The assistant editor was Lois L. Gould,
and Clyde H. Meader was advertising manager.
The management changed June 17, 1969, when Margaret
Wiles became “ president-editor,” a position she held for 18
months until it was announced in a page-one story on Jan. 15,
1971:
“ The Franklin Journal and Farmington Chronicle Sold to
Joseph C. Nemi of Jay.”
Nemi was a veteran of 21 years in the printing business and
was owner and publisher of the Livermore Falls Advertiser which
he had bought in April 1968. Before that he was associated for 11
years with the Guy Gannett Publishing Co.
At the time Nemi said it was his “ intention to continue
operating this paper to serve the entire Franklin County area.
. . . It is my hope that we will be able to continue our operation in a
manner similar to the established policies of the Journal.. .. It is
my sincere desire to see the Journal grow along with the fabulous
Franklin County area.”
A native of Jay, Nemi graduated from Jay High School in
1949 and served in the U.S. Marine Corps from 1950-1953. Prior to
entering the printing business he attended the New York School
of Printing.
Nemi appointed Philip E. Cote general manager of the newly
formed Franklin Journal Co., Inc. in Farmington. Cote is still the
general manager of the company, and Lois Gould is editor of the
semi-weekly Journal and Chronicle.
After about a year in its old in-town location at 41 Main St.,
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Nemi had a building constructed on the outskirts of town. In 1973
he moved the operations out to the new plant. Formerly, the
Farmington paper had its own separate printing plant as did the
Livermore Falls weekly. Nemi consolidated the printing in the
new plant, and both papers are now printed in the central
printing plant.
The new plant was originally letterpress, but converted to
offset in 1974. As a semi-weekly, the Farmington paper's
deadlines run: Friday for the Tuesday edition, and Tuesday for
the Friday edition.
Nemi said that his personnel have “ free rein in the editorial
and opinion columns. I let Phil Cote run the place, but he does get
his orders from me; however, by and large, Cote has a free hand in
operating the business."
Circulation on both papers runs around the 4,200 mark, with
the Tuesday paper averaging 10 pages, and the Friday issue
running 16 pages.
“ I’m a great believer in going after volume in advertising and
having decent, smaller papers,” Nemi said. Since he bought the
Farmington paper, Nemi said more photos have been run to take
advantage of the offset printing quality reproduction. The paper
remains eight columns, but the column width was reduced from
12 to 11 picas. "We also run larger type — 9 on 11 — since we have
some elderly readers,” Nemi said.
The area is growing because of expansion at International
Paper Company’s plant in Jay, and Nemi sees the Farmington
paper keeping pace with this growth.
“ We try to do things the dailies can’t — more personals, more
local-flavor pieces,” Nemi said. “ We don’t get into in-depth
reporting. One of our more popular pieces has been 'From This
Corner’ by Mickey McGuire. It touches on personalities and was a
favorite before I bought the paper.”
H. P. White has been cited by Nemi as one of the outstanding
figures in the life o f his newspaper. White resurrected the Journal
after it lay dormant for more than 25 years, and it was the Journal
which gave the Chronicle a new lease on life. The Chronicle had
its Josiah Swift, who started that weekly paper, and also is
considered another memorable figure in the history of these
newspapers.
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Nemi said with pride: “ The paper has been here for more than
100 years, and I hope it will be here for a least another 100 years.”

Fort Fairfield Review

A capacious, sagging, nondescript brown leather uphol
stered sofa with a few unsightly tears in its cushions squats near
a wall, and a huge rolltop desk cluttered to overflowing is jammed
against another wall. At the desk sits a 69-year-old editor up in
the County. The balding, cigar-smoking curmudgeon is the editor
of the six-page weekly Fort Fairfield Review. Fie has been ham
mering away at sacred cows on all levels for more than 47 years.
He is Kingdon Harvey. “ It’s an awful name, Kingdon,” observed
the man bearing that appellation. “ K-I-N-G-D-O-N. Most people
get it D-O-M. Kingdom.”
Then again, many call him King, and that he is as ownereditor of the Review. His crusty, pugnacious personality has
pervaded the paper’s columns for more than four decades, during
which time the Review has been the most cussed and discussed
newspaper in the state at one time or another.
King took over as editor when his publisher-father died
January 25, 1940, and although the years have tempered King’s
offerings he manages to fire off a salvo in regular volleys
sometimes heard ‘round the State. This badinage finds its way
into his weekly column, Tom E. Rott, which tosses slings and
arrows at public officials and other persons or issues King finds
worthy of comment.
King Harvey practices his own brand of personal journalism,
and tries to keep his news columns impartial. To wit: In a 1945
issue of the Review, the court column on page one listed Kingdon
Harvey as charged with passing through a red light at 1:45 a.m.
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That independent air and jauntiness are still evident today,
although King admits he's slowed down some the past few years.
He classifies the newspaper “ the same as I do myself. I’m
enrolled as a Republican because when I came back here from the
University of Maine in 1930, this county was rabidly Republican.
The Democrats in Aroostook couldn’t even fill out a ballot, so
there were blanks in the primary ballots. There was no need to go
to the primaries at all....I said to hell with it. I’m going to enroll as
a Republican and at least have something to say about who the
Republicans nominate. And I still feel the same way. If it wasn't
for losing my right to vote in June, I’d be enrolled as an In
dependent."
It came as no surprise when King returned to Fort Fairfield to
work on the Review with his father upon graduation from the
University of Maine in 1930. That year he was married, and he
and his wife, Erminie, started life together on the Review.
A small-town weekly, the Review was founded July 1, 1892.
With $1,000 pledged advertising and a small subscription list, the
Fort Fairfield Printing Co.’s owner, business manager and editor,
Caleb H. Ellis, started the Northern Leader. It kept that name,
until King’s father, Chandler Cushman Harvey, gained control
in 1902.
But before the Northern Leader was a year old, it had com
petition. The Beacon, which was another name for the Aroostook
Democrat, had moved from Presque Isle to Fort Fairfield. The
two papers vied for reader and advertiser support. The Leader
had secured advertising patronage, and before the close of the
first year, the Beacon suspended publication.
Caleb Ellis was born in Weld, Maine, Nov. 18, 1825. In 1843
he left school to accompany his father to the Aroostook. He met
all the hardships and privations of pioneer life head-on. His
school was the lumber woods for 11 years, driving lumber down
the rivers and clearing new lands.
But he made an abrupt career change and in 1854 became a
Methodist Church preacher serving in a variety of Maine towns
until he was elected chaplain of the 11th Maine Regiment in 1861.
He was appointed captain of Co. E, 31st Maine Regiment in 1864
and on June 7 was wounded. He was discharged and became an
itinerant Methodist minister for more than 10 years. He re-
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located to South Dakota, got into the land and loan business, then
went to Washington, D.C., and received an appointment to the
51st Congress. He moved to Fort Fairfield in 1892 to start the
Leader.
When C. C. Harvey bought out the Leader, he was an ardent
Democrat. Ellis was a Republican and sold the paper to Harvey
with one condition. King Harvey related, “ Ellis was an avowed
Republican and my dad was as strong a Democrat. He insisted
dad run a GOP column in the paper as long as Ellis lived, or
wanted to write it, which dad let him do.”
King holds his father in high regard. “ He was smart. He took
a regular four-year course in civil engineering in three years at the
University of Maine and came out Phi Beta Kappa in 1890.”
After graduation, C. C. went out west and worked on the
Union Pacific Railroad as a civil engineer, came back to Fort
Fairfield, taught school and became superintendent of schools
and was postmaster. He was a native of this town, born up on
Harvey Hill in 1867 at the old Harvey Homestead on the Presque
Isle Road, the son of Mr. and Mrs. James C. Harvey.
Asked what prompted his father to leave education for
newspaper work, King said, “ I don't know. I’m glad he did be
cause probably if he hadn’t I probably wouldn’t have.”
C. C. Harvey built up the newspaper, changed its name to the
Fort Fairfield Tteview and carried on a profitable job printing
business. In King’s words, “ The business must have been pretty
good if he put four kids through college. Of course, the prices
weren’t as much then, and his advertising rate was 28 cents an
inch.”
The Review has never missed a week’s publication, but there
was a close call in 1923 when King was in high school. “ The town
was flooded and the power was off, but the paper got out that
week,” he said. “ We set it up in tabloid form and put it on the big
job press. Dad had a handle, a crank attached to the flywheel. We
turned it by hand and got the paper out. That was the closest we
ever came to missing a deadline.”
Although he hung around his father’s newspaper plant as a
boy. King said he was never bitten by the printer’s bug in those
boyhood days. “ By my second year in college I had a very high
ambition: I wanted to be on the Maine State Police and ride a
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motorcycle. But by my senior year in college I decided what I
wanted to do, which was work on the newspaper.”
In 1930 King went to work for his father. King has some sec
ond thoughts. “ It may not have been the right thing to do,” he
said. “ I thought afterwards that maybe a fella should go
somewhere else. Pick it up somewhere else and then come
home....”
King said his father was a good man to work for, but “ I
thought when I was a young fella and I first started working for
him that he was kind of slow in learning. But he picked it up
awfully fast. He learned awful fast,” King said chuckling.
“ I started out just writing, and I sold a little advertising,” he
said. Later on, after he learned the rudiments of reporting, King
started working in the back shop. He did “ everything. The only
thing I couldn’t do was handset type because I didn’t know my
case. Of course, the cap letters are no problem. They’re right in
order. But your lower case letters are like a Linotype keyboard or a
typewriter keyboard.”
He became proficient on the Linotype, and he mused, “ Funny
thing, you know, but when I was running the Linotype I never
thought of the typewriter keyboard, and vice versa. When I was
typing I never thought of the Linotype keyboard. They’re dif
ferent.”
All that practical backshop experience came in handy over
the years. Many a time he ran virtually a one-man shop, work
ing as an editor-printer when necessary.
“ That was back during the war when help was a little hard to
get, and you might hire a guy and he’d get drunk on you or move
or something,” King said. “ There were times when I regretted
that I had learned it, but I guess the balance was in favor of hav
ing learned it because it bailed me out.”
C. C. Harvey had a busy shop and employed up to a dozen
people. King and his father and two women worked on the
Review. The women did the office work and some local reporting,
King was a reporter and his father the editor. Although Mr.
Harvey wrote the editorials, he did bend a little when customs
officer A1 Rogers was allowed to write a column called Tom E.
Rott in the late 1930’s. After Rogers stopped writing Tom E. Rott,
King picked it up. “ I didn’t want to let it go,” King said.
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King’s pithy column runs regularly, but only on occasions
does he write an editorial as such. When he does, it’s marked
editorial. There was a time beginning in 1967 when he ran a
number of editorials over three or four years which dealt pri
marily with two unsolved murders in Fort Fairfield. For two
years after the homicides, he carried the names and death date of
the victims each week. King felt then as he does today that the
investigations into the crimes were mismanaged by the autho
rities.
Although Rogers relinquished Tom E. Rott, it wasn’t long
before he grew restless and started writing another review
column, Dumm Remarks by I.M. Dunn, which King carried for a
few years.
A weekly newspaper is an all-consuming job at best, and
King thrusts himself into his work. He’s done so for more than 47
years, and a vacation for him is a rarity, which prompted this
dialog:
Do you ever take a vacation?
“ Well, I haven’t for a long time,’’ he replied.
A long time being how long?
“ Oh, probably 15 or 18 years,’’ he said with an elfin grin.
Can’t you get some enterprising journalist to fill in for
you?
“ Well, I’m not trying to create the impression that I’m in
dispensable because nobody is, but you know you kind of get the
feeling sometimes, I guess when you get older, that I want it
done this way and he wouldn’t do it that way, or she wouldn’t do it
that way. You look back on it and it’s stupid.” King’s point is well
taken. His small newspaper reflects his personality, which is
nowhere more evident than in Tom E. Rott.
That lineage of strict adherence to journalistic integrity and
independence started by C. C. Harvey has been carried on by
King, who has never let strict newspaper conventions stand in his
way. In times past when advertising was running light, King
would tighten up his paper.
“ Years ago we used to keep sheets of seven and eight-column
newsprint on hand. If it got slow a little one week then I’d cut
down from an eight-column paper to seven columns. The next
week we’d go back to an eight column sheet if it warranted. It
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varied from seven-column to eight-column format. It was sheet
fed paper and we could do it. The old hand-fed news press we used
then made it a practical matter to print in multiples of four; but to
go six, 10 or 14 was a nuisance. So we’d switch the number of
columns from seven to eight or from eight to seven.”
Once when the news was unusually light, King left two full
columns in the middle of page one blank, except for a small note at
the bottom reading, “ The news that didn’t happen in Fort Fairfield this week would have filled these two columns.”
Harkening back to his early days when he worked with his
father, King said he and his father were much alike. “ Oh yes, Dad
was interested in politics like I am, or I am like he was. As a
matter of fact, when he was running his paper he was clerk of the
Maine House of Representatives for two terms. That was, of
course, one of the few times the Democrats took it over. He’d go to
Augusta and spend the week and then come home weekends.”
His father was a “ well-read man,” King said. “ If he’d been
south of the Mason-Dixon Line, I bet he’d have been governor or a
legislator...He had the biggest library.”
C. C. Harvey, according to his son, was a stern man who
neither drank nor smoked. When King graduated from college,
his father offered him $100 to quit smoking (King smoked a pipe
in those days; today he contentedly puffs long, pungent cigars).
When made the offer, King said, “ Dad it wouldn’t be fair to take
your $100 and spend it on tobacco.”
The first time King voted, he and his father’s politics were put
to the test. Unbeknownst to his father, King was a registered
Republican. His father was a registered Democrat. “ I came up to
the voting line,” King recalled, “ and sitting there was Dad. He
was a ballot clerk and sat there with a big smile on his face to
greet his son who was voting for the first time. I went by and said,
‘Sorry dad, wrong kind.’ He didn’t say a word. When I got home
that night, though, I heard about it. He was awfully dis
appointed that I was a Republican. But he was 114 proof, tho
roughly honest and had the courage of his convictions. Too blunt
as I am, so I have to use an alibi: I inherited it from him.”
King’s respect for his father and mother still runs high:
“ That’s his picture and mother’s right over the door out there, and
I want them to stay there, too.”
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“ One time dad made out a list of his duties to be done. The last
item on the list was, in his own handwriting, ‘Do the general
thinking.’ I always got a kick out o f that.”
Chandler Harvey practiced personal journalism “ to an ex
tent, but I don’t think as much as it’s done today,” King said.
‘You see my connotation of a personal journalist is a person who
is largely responsible for much of the content of the paper. Of
course, dad had more help than I have, and he was printing a
bigger paper.”
When three neighboring weeklies in Houlton, Presque Isle
and Caribou were bought out by the Bangor Publishing Co.
someone asked King Harvey if he had been approached to sell his
paper, the Fort Fairfield Review. King replied no. Asked how
many employees he had working for him, King answered, “ One
and a half...A girl works five days a week and another girl works
three.” His friend chortled, “ Well, of course they wouldn’t buy it.
All you’ve got to sell is King Harvey.”
And that is about the size of it: King Harvey is the Fort
Fairfield Review.
With more that 47 years of editorial jousting behind him on
the newspaper, King Harvey has become a legend of sorts not
only in Fort Fairfield but the entire state. Over the course of those
years he has his share of friends and detractors, and he has
established a rapport with the townsfolk.
He knows just about everyone in town, which he qualifies,
“ Well, you know, fellas that have been around as lond as I have, if
you haven’t got a spy system then you’re not very effective. Once
you get people to know they can trust you, you tell them their
name won’t appear and you’ll respect their confidence, then you
can go back again and again. I’ve been fortunate that way.”
With those contacts, he manages to keep on top of the news
and give his readership insights which on a larger newspaper
might be overlooked. But competition is keen, and the Review is
surrounded by three larger weeklies, the Bangor Daily News and
WAGM-TV.
King views the News as his greatest competitor: “ Back when
dad had the paper when I first got back here, hell, you could sit on
a story for six days; nothing short of murder would get as far as
Bangor. Now the News is up here and they’ve got six chances to
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your one of beating you. It’s kind of tough odds.”
King doesn’t shrink from self criticism and he’ll aim a dart at
his own efforts as well as someone else’s. He says that Fort
Fairfield will remain a small town and the Review will remain a
small paper. “ There probably aren’t too many four or six-page
newspapers,” he said. “ I keep it at that size...if some fella picks up
the paper and says, ‘Is that all there is to it?’ , I say, ‘Well, you just
wait and I’ll give you the rest of it next week.’ ”
There’s so much news that comes over King’s desk each week
that he has to be choosey about what he puts in because the space
is so limited. He generally runs about 40 percent news, the rest
advertising.
The front page is filled with news and his Tom E. Rott
column; the rest of the six-page paper is crowded with
advertising, many personals and local news items. But it’s Tom
E. Rott which the readers generally turn to today. It wasn’t
always that way, according to King.
His late wife, Erminie, wrote a column, Soapsud Soliloquies,
which was a favorite for many years. It was filled with “Just little
homey stuff,” King said. “ It had a good readership among men,
too....The time that I’ve been here, it was the most popular feature
the paper ever had. I had one fella tell me...‘King, I shouldn’t tell
you this, but I read your wife’s column before I read yours.’ I think
quite a few did that too.”
Personal journalism aside, King Harvey is a firm believer in
the role o f the weekly newspaper in the towns it serves. In a small
town, King said, a reporter is treated as a personality and in turn
is treated with a little respect, “ and he’d get to know a lot more
people in a small town than he would in a city. I think a weekly is
a good place to be.” And he maintains a person can make a living
in the area. “ If I can, anybody can.”
He has watched the changes over his lifetime of journalism.
In 1940 his mother became owner of the Review when her
husband, Chandler, died. King was editor. He worked for his
mother, Lena, until her death in 1967. All those years the pair
agreed on most decisions, but his mother took exception to a Tom
E. Rott column which was critical of former Sen. Margaret Chase
Smith, who cancelled her subscription to the Review. King’s
mother was an admirer of the senator and asked that King
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continue to send the senator the Review. King honored his
mother’s request until her death.
And the changes continued. The Review has had four homes
since C. C. Harvey bought it in 1902. Three were south-side Main
Street locations, and today it sits on the north side at 222 Main St.
In 1971, after the last move to its present location, King
decided to sell o ff the Review’s old letterpress equipment and go to
offset. He admits that “ my conception of offset printing was nil
prior to 1971, and to me it was just pure magic. Now, of course, I’m
familiar with it and I’m inclined to dismiss it.’’ The Review is
printed by Northeast Publishing Co., Presque Isle.
King is the sole owner of the Review. “ It’s always been a
single ownership since Caleb Ellis founded it as the Northern
Leader.”
Now that the Review is printed offset by Northeast, there is
little other than office equipment to greet the visitor. King says a
little wistfully when he recalls his printing days, “ Now all I ve got
here is my typewriter. I still think offset is sort of a miracle, but
I’m used to it now.”
Advertising and news deadlines are 4 p.m. Tuesdays, unless
there’s a late-breaking story Tuesday night. All the production
work is done at the Presque Isle plant. King furnishes the copy,
dummies the pages, and the paper is printed offset and delivered
back to Fort Fairfield. Its circulation is 2,300 which is distributed
throughout the town, to some surrounding communities and to
out-of state subscribers.
King views his six-page paper as “ an average newspaper that
just keeps in there. I give them the news, keep pounding away. Do
a little stirring once in a while, but I try to tell them the difference
between right and wrong. I happen to be a blunt person and I talk
more than I should. I think there is a right and wrong, which is
every person’s right to choose between.
“ I’m a person who tries to count his blessings, and I
frequently suggest that other people do the same thing: Count
your blessings. And one of mine is that the town has not yet, of
course, I’m still alive, offered a bounty on me. And I hope to beat
the rap.”

Moosehead Gazette

“ Greenville, June 21, (1949) (AP)-Maine’s newest weekly
newspaper will make its appearance next Friday.
“ The Moosehead Gazette, covering the lake area, will be pub
lished during the summer. It will have one or two winter editions.
The publisher is Russell Gerould, who publishes the Eastern
Gazette in Dexter.
“ The tabloid-sized newspaper’s staff includes Horace P.
Landry, editor; Leo A. Peters, manager, and Mrs. Ruby Brett,
Greenville, news editor."
That 1949 Associated Press account was a routine news item,
but for the young offspring of the Eastern Gazette it was the
beginning of a success story. Through the foresight, optimism
and sheer hard work of Russ and Emmi Gerould and their
Moosehead Gazette staff, the seasonal paper established itself as
part of the magnificent lake scene and in the hearts of residents
and thousands of visitors.
Before former Eastern Gazette owners Russ and Emmi
Gerould launched the new paper in 1949, they spent several days
that spring visiting owners of stores, camps and hotels around
the lake asking if they would support a local paper. There was an
enthusiastic reception to the idea because dailies and nearby
weeklies seldom reported Greenville and Rockwood acitvities.
The Moosehead Gazette originally was published from
Memorial Day to Labor Day and had a mid-winter edition. Russ
and Emmi agree that their aim had been to produce a newspaper
of interest to residents and vacationers alike and to attract more
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visitors.
“ The Gazette recognized that Moosehead’s triple-threat
fishing-salmon, togue and trout-was a major human lure,” Russ
said. “ But it followed the theory that of equal attraction were the
area’s majestic mountains, and its no-nonsense people. It is.
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indeed, a last frontier...”
For the first issue the-then Maine Governor Frederick G.
Payne sent greetings” ... Your new venture will fill a long-felt need
for an effective publicity medium for your great section of Maine.”
An editorial in the Sept. 9, 1949 issue summarized the first
season: “ It would be hard to imagine a newspaper beginning its
career with a more appreciative interest and cooperation than ex
perienced here. The camp and hotel owners, businessmen,
residents and visitors have given the finest sort of encourage
ment to the publication of a newspaper which we trust will con
tinue for many years, not only to report the many and varied
events in the region but also to reflect its great spirit, so that more
and more widely will Moosehead be known as without an equal
among the nation’s vacation spots."
In December, 1964, the Gazette added a ski issue in addition
to its summer schedule.
The Moosehead Gazette became a four-season paper in 197273 with semi-monthly issues in fall, winter and spring. Town
Manager George Campbell included in his regular Gazette
column: “ I would like to congratulate Russell Gerould for his new
efforts to bring the Moosehead Lake region a year-round weekly
newspaper. Because of this new continual service the Selectmen
of Greenville have passed a resolution naming the Gazette as
Greenville’s official town paper.”
When The Gazette made its first appearance, the paid cir
culation was about 700. By 1952 it had climbed to 1,480. It
continued to grow slowly. In 1965 it had almost reached 2,900. In
1969 it hit 3, 100 and in 1974 it was about 3, 150, where it hovers
today. Nearly 50 percent was outside central Maine.
The original price was 5 cents a copy or $1 a year.
In 1957 the single copy price was 7 cents. In 1964 it went up to 10
cents and $1.25 annually. In 1967 the subscription was $1.50; in
1969, $1.75. In 1970 single copies went to 15 cents and sub
scriptions to $2. By 1973 single copies remained at 15 cents but
the added 4-season issues required a subscription hike to $3. In
1974 increased costs forced another boost to $4. In 1975 the new
owners, Jane and Robert Lord, raised the price to 20 cents and
$5.50.
For its first three years, The Gazette usually ran 10, 12 or 14
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pages. Then the number rose to 16 and IS. In the 70’s there were
many 20-page papers. The mid-winter issues were always 24
pages.
To help promote the Moosehead region, The Gazette sent free
copies to information centers of the Maine Publicity Bureau, in
cluding those in New York City and Montreal, Gerould said.
The mid-winter issue press run was usually about 15,000
copies, allowing for a wide free-copy promotional distribution
over and above the regular circulation.
For some years the Moosehead Gazette gave free copies to
Greenville groups which had a booth at major Sportsman Shows.
A problem arose when the region gave up its show booths. It was
solved by accepting the Gazette’s suggestion that it handle all dis
tribution itself, raising advertising rates to cover the extra costs,
with the Moosehead Development Assn. (MI)A), Chamber of
Commerce (C of C) and the Rockwood Moosehead Lake Summer
Visitors Association paying only for the postage.
The State Department of Economic Development distributed
many copies at its show booths. For a small charge The Gazette
sent copies to hotel and sporting camp mailing lists, to
companies, colleges, and to area residents spending the winter in
the South. When several years ago, the state gave up show
booths, the Maine Cooperative Campowners Association stepped
into the breach by distributing copies at its show booths and other
outlets.
“ Moosehead is a place for laughter because the atmosphere
makes everyone happy,” Russ Gerould avows. “ Even the
mountains, when it’s foul weather, just stick their heads through
clouds to sunshine and you can hear the rumbling of their
laughter. The strongest winds are just howling with laughter.
Many fish gurgle with laughter, specially the big ones that get
away.
“ So, The Gazette tried to put the smiles and chuckles into its
columns. They even invaded the ads.”
Russ grins when he recalls some humorous accounts such as
the whimsical feud carried on between Boom Boom Breton and
Tony Bartley in their ads or many other Breton ads, such as the
one licensing operators of shopping carts in his store; Irving’s Fly
Dope ads, each with an Irving's Anecdope in a dopey stanza; the
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Frosteeland and some Indian Store ads; Dean’s, Poulson’s
Spencer Bar Camps and Sanders the Real Estate Man ads, each
with a wisecrack. Frequently The Gazette ran as one of its own
ads:
The Moosehead Gazette
Handy to Wrap a Fish in
Its early “ editors” served as advertising manager, reporter,
photographer, columnist, job printing salesman, delivery boy
(not to mention bill collector).
These pioneer Moosehead journalists were Horace P. Landry,
1949-50; Don Gross, 1951-54; and Asher S. Kneeland, Jr., 1956-64.
Filling in gaps for two summers were Harry O. Rosenzweig and
Edna (Mrs. Robert) Bunker.
Beginning in 1965 the Geroulds moved each summer from
Dexter to Greenville Jet. to handle the entire Gazette job, with
Margie Flavin assisting as part-time reporter-photographer. In
1963 they had bought the “ genuine” log cabin on Birch St., built
by Mel and Mona Morrell, to serve as the Gazette office and
editor’s living quarters.
Many out-of-staters who called to renew subscriptions or
place ads first asked, “ Where are the presses?” The answer was
that all printing was done in The Eastern Gazette plant in Dexter.
In 1973 the printing was done offset by the Somerset Reporter in
Skowhegan, while the typesetting and make-up continued at
Dexter.
After a competing lake-area paper, The Spectator, folded,
Wally Sinclair became Gazette advertising manager in 1973 and
also covered the area for news and pictures. He continued until
the Geroulds sold their papers.
For nearly 25 years the Gazette’s Greenville correspondent
was Ruby (Mrs. Rodney) Brett, who covered most local news with
emphasis on personals under the heading, “ What Your Friends
Have Been Doing.” Her post was a key point of the cooperation by
the M D A /C of C because as hostess at the Information Center she
had an office in the village where she could pick up news items,
classified ads and subscription orders. When Ruby was ill on two
occasions, Barbara Walden and Emma Cole took her place.
Other correspondents covered towns in the local circulation
area in a radius of about 50 miles from Greenville, including the
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newest community, Beaver Cove Plantation.
Newsboys were important members of the team. The Gazette
added newsgirls to the home delivery crew, which operated in
Greenville, the Junction and Monson. Among the Gazette’s first
newsboys in 1949 are Greenville’s School Superintendent Dr.
Ralph Ryder, and Jerry Richards, recreational programs
director.
News topics which appeared regularly were: Weather
Report— U.S. Observes who cooperated were Hugh Sawyer, Mrs.
Clifford Sawyer, Anne Howe, Allen Later and Ellery Markey,
Fishing-big ones that didn’t get away. Hunting-Deer kill. Lake
Water Level. Ice Outs. Hospital Notes. Coming Events. Church
Services. Camp, Hotel (and Motel) Notes.
The Gazette regularly and comprehensively covered news of
the churches, schools, clubs, municipal departments, (town office,
fire, police). Forestry and Fish and Game departments, and the
information Center where more than 9,000 visitors now call,
compared to 2,808 in 1947, its first year.
There have been varied feature stories about the “ good old
days” , fishing, lakes, and mountains. Many have run in series of
two or three installments. Others have been regulars, appearing
year after year, most every week. Here are some of the latter
which became favorites:
Lana Gagnon, “ Chesuncook Memories,” Jet Briggs Dyer,
“ My Father’s World.” Frances C. Hayes, “ The Ballad of John
Bean." Bill Geagan, “ On the Trail.” Dorothy Boone Kidney,
“ Glimpses of the Allagash” . “ Kitchen Gossip,” Emmi Gerould.
Ten Years Ago at Moosehead. Ted Kesting, “ Sports Afield.”
Gerald E. Lewis, “ Up Here In Maine.” E.C. (Felix) Fernald,
Pittston Farm. Rosemary Poulson, “ Newsy Notes from Madeline
Moose.” Things to do At Moosehead. Area map (drawn by Russ
Gerould) with key to location of camps, motels and hotels.
In addition to news photos, The Gazette used many pen or
camera illustrations, among them, air photos by Luther Phillips
and Henry Beverage; cartoons by Bob Ware and Everett Sands;
old-time photos mostly from the files of Harry A. Sanders, Jr., and
Jerry Hamilton. Poetry: Ruby True, Ina Ladd Brown, Stan
Walden, the Rev. Julius Ward, Anne Folsom Macomber and Mort
Malkin.
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The feature stories in series included “ Big Little World of Doc
Pritham,” condensation of a biography by Dorothy Clarke
Wilson. “ A Country Doctor’s Case Book,” by the Doc himself.
“ The Penobscot Man,” condensed from the book by Fannie
Hardy Eckstorm. “ In the Maine Woods,” (1853) by Henry David
Thoreau. “ A Moosehead Journal” (1853) by James Russell
Lowell. “ Indians of Maine,” Walter Arnold, noted trapper and
hermit of Indian Pond. Larry Lougee, “ Snake Oil, Magnets and
Cherry Pits.” Chief Henry Red Eagle (Henry Perley) and also by
his son Hank. Other Greenvilles (27 of them). “ Guide to
Moosehead Lake,” by John M. Ray, Jr. Bill Nye, noted humorist,
a Shirley native. Robe Young, “ Do You Remember?” Rodney A.
Young, “ Young’s Yankee Yarns.” Albion Ende, “ Moosehead
Diary” (He brought Buffalo boys on annual camping trips; wrote
other Moosehead features and for a time was on the Eastern
Gazette Staff.), Edmund Ware Smith, managing editor of the
“ Ford Times.” Don Wilson, Jr., “ Fishing the Moosehead Area”
and “ Wilsons Notes.” Stories about John Kussak, “ hermit” of
Moose Island. George Rongner, miscellaneous Monson features.
Roger AuClair, “ Long Range Fish Study” and other “ fish stories”
and poems. Wayne Hanley. “ Nature’s Ways.” Harold Walden,
Harold Moon, Elinor Stevens Walker, Francis W. Hatch and
many others.
Several Moosehead topics kept constantly making news: For
instance, the Rockwood Dump, which provided a treat for
thousands of bear watchers and required much effort to keep the
bears and Forestry officials happy.
Others have been: Deer and other normally wild pets at
Tomhegan Camps; Archie Bolduc and the Moosehead Fish
Hatchery at Squaw Brook; the Lily Bay Fish Rearing Station,
which the Gazette referred to disrespectfully after state bureau
crats renamed it Fish Cultural Station; Wilsons, Sanders Store
which celebrated 100th anniversaries, and the Indian Store; boys
annual canoe trip through the Allagash; 4-H Club; Mark Gartley,
the prisoner of war for whom the entire town turned out at a re
ception in 1972 and who is now Maine Secretary of State;
Sangerville covered bridge; Gulf Hagas, Katahdin Iron Works
and the Appalachian Trail.
“ The Gazette also have full advance coverage to the
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Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan Fair and Rockland Sea Food Fes
tival, believing that many visitors liked entertainment as well as
wildlife,” Gerould said.
Moosehead has many annual events, some famous far and
wide. Most seem to be permanent though a few have gone into
history after several years. The Gazette has given them columns
of advance publicity as well as full coverage. Among the tops are:
Hunter’s and Fisherman’s breakfasts (Kiwanis Club); Rockwood Sportsman’s show (Lumbermen’s Contest) and Firemen’s
Buffet; Greenville July 4 celebration; Winter Carnival with down
hill Canoe Race and Knitten Mitten Contest; Men’s softball
games; Pleasure Bent and Grapevine Sail Boat Races; Power
Boat Predicted Log Race; Henry Briggs films; Historical Society
Open House; Hospital Fair; Legion Carnival, snowmobile Races;
6-mile Road Race, Squaw Mt. Octoberfest; Band Concerts on the
Village Green. One of the most picturesque was the boat Parade,
no longer held. The Gazette was winner once with a small boat
hidden by a lively 14-foot togue.
Not many contests have survived apart from the Chamber’s
Christmas Lighting Contest and the Kiwanis Ice-Out Contest.
There have been some Fishing Derbies but with growing regard
for the fish population there are few now except those held by
some sporting camps with special rules to discourage overzealous fishing efforts.
Many noted Greenville natives, as well as famous visitors,
some of whom became residents, often made headline news.
Among them were three Indians, Chief Red Eagle, Chief
Needehbah and Lewis Annance. Others included delegations
from the United Nations, Ted Williams, Gene Tunney, Chet
Huntley, Eileen Farrell, the opera singer, and Berenice Abbott,
the photographer.
“ Separating Gazette history from Moosehead history is
almost impossible because the former is only a tiny part of the
latter,” Gerould said. “ So it is necessary to trespass on Moose
head history. The Gazette served simply as a mirror for the
events happening all around it. The task of its editors was to keep
the image accurate, without any distortion and too much silver
lining.”
The most important trends and the outstanding events, with
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no attempt to rate their relative importance, were:
Advent of condominiums together with land development
and the land-use battle. Approaching end of log drives, supp
lanted by highway “ drives.” Passing of the axe and saw in the
sweep of mechanization. Revival of canoeing and growth o f sail
ing. Supplanting of fire towers by airplane patrols. U se of planes
to water-bomb fires. Popularity of camper car campgrounds at
the expense of conventional sporting camps.
Women’s participation in the road race and log drives; and
the filling of a pulpit by the first woman pastor, the Rev. Gertrude
Harris, at the Methodist Church.
Squaw Mt. Ski Area. 1961, Squaw Mountain Corp. formed,
starts work. 1963-4, first season. 1967, chair lift. 1970, con
troversial sale to Moosehead Resort, of which Scott Paper was
principal shareholder. First artificial snow-making. Completion
of new Dean Memorial Hospital, 1968. Ambulance service, 1974.
Completion of sewerage treatment plant and system. Con
troversy over discharge of effluent into Lake. Operation o f
new sawmill in 1973 by Beaudry Lumber on site bought from
Great Northern Paper after closing its shop and base in the Jet.
Closing of mill in 1974 with future uncertain.
Closing in 1973 of plywood plant by Stover which had bought
Atlas Plywood in 1960. Prospects drag in bringing a box factory
here. The many activities of the famous Doc Pritham, culmi
nating in a big celebration in 1955 of his 50th anniversary as a
country doctor. Completion o f new gym and elementary school.
Completion of Senior Citizens housing project back of Holy
Family Church. Construction of Leisure Life dwelling units with
motel, restaurant and already popular bowling alley. Establish
ment of community gardens for home farmers without land
enough of their own.
The end of High school football, replaced by soccer. Erection
of radio homing beacon for the Airport. Railroad diesel engines
replace steam locomotives. New East Outlet dam. Building o f
hydro power station by Great Northern Paper near Ripogenus
Dam and of Central Maine Power’s dam at Indian Pond. Fall
meeting of Maine Press Association at Squaw Mountain Inn,
celebrating 100th anniversary of the Eastern Gazette, parent of
Moosehead Gazette. Revival of active Boy Scout program.
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Finally a road to Onawa. Dial phones and outdoor phone booths
come to Greenville. Convention of Outdoor writers of America.
Greenville starts own police department with Bud Pelletier as
chief. Destruction by fire of Squaw Mountain Inn June 30, 1968,
now site of Squaw Mt. Village with condos and restaurant. Clos
ing of famous Mount Kineo Hotel with land development now in
progress. Lily Bay State Park completed in 1961. Picnic grounds
also established at Preo Park and Jet. wharf. Cable TV aids
Greenville reception. New Northeast Bank tops new buildings,
which have also included a town office, post office, Harris Drug
Store, Morrell Lumber block, Scott Paper offices and many
others.
Along with new owners in 1974, came modest changes in the
Moosehead Gazette. Stephen Maines was named editor. He had a
strong background in photography as did new publisher Bob
Lord. More photos were used, and a full page one photo became
the trademark for the Greenville-based paper. The format was
changed to more modern design and to four columns rather than
the previous five-column tabloid.
Although updated, modernized and expanding, the die for the
"M G” had been cast bv Russ and Emmi Gerould. Its acceptance
by the communities it serves continued as Bob and Jane Lord,
along with their staff, renewed their efforts to give readers yet
another dimension of Moosehead Lake region news.
In November, 1977, the Eastern Gazette and The Moosehead
Gazette were combined into The Gazette. The Dec. 1, 1977, edition
of The Gazette claimed, “ Now! 20,000 Readers Along Maine’s
Moosehead Trail....New features and new correspondents cover
twice their territory they did, and because of this, the single copy
price of the paper will he increased to 25 cents beginning with the
next edition....Moosehead Gazette subscribers, who formerly
received only 32 issues a year, will now get 52 issues a year....”
The paper continues to publish out of its Dexter office, and
has correspondents in Cambridge, Corinna, Dexter, East
Corinth, Greenville, Guilford area, Monson, Newport and Ripley.

Houlton Pioneer Times

There are those up in the County who claim that “ no agency
has contributed more to the progress of Aroostook County than
the press.”
This could be interpreted as faintly praising or damning the
newspaper profession. It all came about after members of the
Maine Press Association-prominent Maine editors in its
membership-made an excursion in 1858 to Aroostook. They were
delighted with what they found-a wealth of natural resources
and new, unexplored territory. They returned to their more
southern Maine towns and extolled the virtues of the
northenmost county for all those interested in finding and devel
oping farms.
Among those playing a prominent role as host to the Maine
newspapermen was William S. Gilman, publisher of Presque
Isle’s Aroostook Pioneer. This is where the Houlton Pioneer
Times actually got its start-in Presque Isle.
The Aroostook Pioneer, oldest newspaper in the County, was
founded in 1857. Its first editor was Joseph B. Hall, and it was
published by Gilman. The first issue appeared Dec. 1, 1857. Thus
the Houlton Pioneer Times, of which the Aroostook Pioneer was
its lineal descendant, is the oldest continuous business in
Aroostook County.
In his one-year stay as editor of the Pioneer, Hall had many
sources of news not readily available to other editors of the time.
He was also a clerk in the Maine House of Representatives, which
meant that his paper often carried news stories of more than local
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interest. The state was his beat.
However, Hall’s affiliation with the paper was short-lived,
and after seeing the paper firmly launched, he sold out his in
terest to Gilman, who took active charge of the Pioneer and
became its editor and publisher, printing his weekly out of its
Presque Isle plant.
Meanwhile, in Houlton, The Aroostook Times was founded on
April 13, 1860, by Theodore Cary, 25, who had no previous news
paper training. He was the son of former Congressman and Mrs.
Shepard Cary and was born in Houlton April 9, 1835.
Prior to launching the Times, Cary had introduced the first
printing plant to Houlton in 1858.
The first issue of the Times printed only 100 copies which
were laboriously produced on an old George Washington hand
press. That old press remained in the shop until the 1920’s when it
was sold to Henry Ford for his Dearborn, Mich., museum.
Cary’s shop was in the Cary homestead on the south side of
Military Street, but it soon moved to Court Street and then later to
the building occupied by the Salvation Army. Cary ran his
publishing business for 38 years, from 1860-1898.
During those 38 years, Cary saw keen competition come on
the scene, when for some inexplicable reason Gilman moved his
newspaper operation from Presque Isle to the county seat of
Houlton, where he set up the Pioneer’s shop just across the street
from Cary’s Aroostook Times.
Now there were two competing weeklies in Houlton, which
was to continue for 64 years. For many years Houlton was the
only town in Maine where two newspapers were published by
separate companies. Each left their mark on Houlton until the
two weeklies were merged Jan. 1, 1933.
But back in his first edition, Cary set forth his aims in an
editorial April 13, 1860:
“ The Times will be emphatically a local paper, devoted to the
interest and prosperity of Aroostook County. Having faith in the
opulence of its resources, and believing that no part of the Uinon
offers greater inducements or more solid advantages to the im
migrant than our own county, the Times will labor steadily and
earnestly to spread before the people reliable information of the
fertility of its soil, the affluence of its production, and the char-
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acter of its people, hoping that at least a part of the tide of West
ern emigration, which has proved so disastrous to our state may
be turned back to its own borders, and the waste places and
solitudes of Aroostook may be made glad with sounds of honest
labor. Believing that the railroad facilities are a powerful and
necessary agent in the accomplishment of the object, as well as
demanded by the best interests of the state, the Times will earn
estly advocate the immediate construction of the Aroostook
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railroad, so called, by the aid of the state, if necessary.
“ The Times will not be an organ of any man or party, but it
will not hesitate to deal frankly and fearlessly with all men and
parties whenever the substantial interests of the people require it.
“ Finally, it will be the aim of its conductors to make the Times
a readable paper, and a welcome guest at the homes of all our citi
zens.”
Theodore Cary proved to be a forceful, independent and
enterprising newspaperman.
He made improvements in the overall operation, keeping a
more than watchful eye on the competing Pioneer just across the
street. He gave his readers many spicy items to gain their interest.
The Times was busy carving out its own territory and a record of
accomplishment within the community.
Toward the end of the century, Cary’s health began to fail.
Finally he had to curtail his activities to such a degree that he
decided to sell the Times. On Feb. 8, 1898, Stephen H. Hanson and
J. Alton Reed became the owners. Cary died four years later in
1902. Within a span of 10 years, there were several new owners of
the Times.
Hanson and Reed conducted the business for the next two
years. Reed retired in 1900, and Hanson became proprietor,
selling out within a few years to a partnership composed of
Charles E. Dunn and Llewellyn M. Felch. That partnership
dissolved in 1907 when the property again changed hands. The
new owner was Charles H. Fogg.
Fogg took an immense pride in his community and in his
newspaper, which he believed could be of great help to the town.
He set out to improve the Times. He had a brick building erected
and moved the entire plant into its own building. For 10 years
after Fogg became owner of the Aroostook Times, the newspaper
kept that name. But by 1917 he changed its name to the Houlton
Times. Fogg explained to his readers that the switch was made on
the theory that Houlton Times would mean more to the
community than Aroostook Times.
For 25 years Fogg continued as the active publisher of the
Houlton Times until 1932. His pace had slowed, but he main
tained an interest until his death in 1935.
During his ownership, the Times won a national prize for
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front page makeup and another award for the editorial page. On
Jan. 1, 1933, the Aroostook Pioneer and the Houlton Times com
bined, and the paper has been known ever since as the Houlton
Pioneer Times.
However, in those formative years for the county and its
newspapers, the Aroostook Pioneer was also playing a prominent
part in the newspaper history of Houlton.
Pioneer founder William S. Gilman edited the paper until his
death in 1887. During his reign, Gilman kept a firm grip on the
newspaper as well as the printing business, until, in the March 12,
1884 issue, he announced, “ a business change in publications
...his son, Mr. George Gilman, has been taken into partnership by
his father, in the newspaper and news printing departments.”
The firm name was changed to W. S. Gilman and Son.
The following year, 1885, W. S. Gilman died, and the paper
was taken by son George who was to develop into one of the most
colorful characters of Aroostook County journalism. George
Gilman had a more vigorous personality than his father, and the
Aroostook Pioneer bore the stamp of his personality until his
death in March 1906.
Ironically, George Gilman’s obituary never appeared in his
own newspaper. He died following publication of the last issue in
March 1906, and for two months the paper suspended operations
until the Gilman estate was settled. This two-month hiatus was
the only period between its founding and the present that an
edition of the Pioneer did not make a weekly appearance in Aroos
took.
During the early 1900’s Charles A. Lyons, who had been
foreman of the Aroostook Republican plant in Caribou, was run
ning a job printing business in Houlton. Two months after George
Gilman’s death, Lyons and his partner, A. W. Hall, bought the
Pioneer. Hall assumed editorial responsibilities. The printing
business was consolidated with the newspaper and publication of
the Aroostook Pioneer was soon resumed. However, the part
nership lasted only to the end of the following year. With the issue
of Jan. 2, 1908, Charles Lyons acquired his partner’s share of the
business and became the sole owner.
Lyons admitted with editorial candor that “ the Pioneer from
the first has been a firm believer in the resources of Aroostook and
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has been a live medium in making known the merits of our fertile
and healthy county. It has been the means of attracting within its
borders thousands of citizens, and has always been an ardent and
consistent advocate of its development.”
While Aroostook County was growing and developing, the
new editor was pleased to note that “ the Pioneer, too, has
developed some.” Lyons believed that the paper “ has increased in
size and importance nearly as much as the community which it
serves. We promise our subscribers and the people of this section
just as good a paper as the patronage accorded us will warrant.
Further than this, we have few promises to make, but it will be our
aim to make the Pioneer a power in the community, and to
represent the best element of citizenship in all things concerning
the public at large.”
His wife, Mrs. Eunice Lyons, had been active in the business,
and following Lyons’ death she took charge of the paper, with the
assistance of Albert K. Stetson, who later purchased it.
Stetson had first been employed for a time with the Aroostook
Times during his summer vacations from Colby College. After he
graduated from Colby, he became associated with the Aroostook
Pioneer, and worked there until he took over as publisher from
Mrs. Lyons. Stetson was the owner of the Pioneer from 1916 until
his death in February 1930.
Across Court Street at the Houlton Times, a young man fresh
out o f Colby College joined the staff in 1921. Bernard E. Esters, a
Houlton native, first became associated with the Houlton jour
nalistic scene soon after he graduated from Colby in 1921. Prior to
this he had done some special work for the Aroostook Pioneer,
and while in college had been a correspondent for several news
papers including the Boston Herald, Boston Post, Portland Press
and Waterville Sentinel.
Esters stayed with the Houlton Times for a year and joined
the Springfield (Mass.) Republican in 1922, later going into public
relations and advertising around Boston. He returned to Houlton
in 1928 rejoining the Houlton Times’ staff.
Two years later, on the sudden death of Pioneer publisher
Albert Stetson, Esters persuaded a group o f local businessmen to
join him in buying the Pioneer. In 1932 an agreement was reached
and the Aroostook Pioneer and the Houlton Times merged,
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forming the Houlton Pioneer Times. Esters was editor, and in
1935 became editor-publisher.
The first issue of the new Houlton Pioneer Times made its
appearance Jan. 1, 1933. Under Esters’ managementthe Houlton
Pioneer Times expanded. After winning several awards from the
Maine Press Association, the Pioneer Times received a National
Newspaper Association award in 1940 for its special edition rec
ognizing the anniversary of Aroostook County. In 1951, the New
England Weekly Press Association awarded the Pioneer Times
first place for best editorial page.
Throughout the years, four Houlton publishers headed the
Maine Press Association. Charles Fogg was president in the early
1920’s, Albert Stetson in 1928, Bernard Esters in 1934 and 1935,
and Marshall B. Hammond in 1973.
Esters was elected president of the National Editorial Asso
ciation in 1951.
Today’s editor and publisher, Marshall B. Hammond, looks
back affectionately on his memories of “ Bunny” Esters, who died
in 1966. Hammond is a Pittsfield, Maine, native, and had worked
for the Pittsfield Advertiser from 1945-1949, the Bangor
Commercial for four years and then spent six years with weekly
newspapers in New Jersey. He came back to Maine as the Bath
Times’ business manager before heading north to Houlton in
1962.
“ Bernard E. Esters, and it’s ERS,” Hammond recalled. “ If he
got mail that come ESTES he wouldn’t even open the mail. He
was proud of the “ R” in his name.”
Hammond said he answered an ad in Editor and Publisher for
a news editor on the Pioneer Times which Esters had run. “ We
drove up here in a blinding snowstorm in December for the inter
view, and I was offered the job which I took. I came up in January
of 1963 with the understanding that we would be here at least five
years. I was news editor and Bunny Esters remained editor. It
was a very good arrangement.”
By this time Esters’ duties dealt mainly with writing his
column, the editorials and editing the editorial page. Hammond
was out covering the town. “ I learned one new term from Bunny,”
Hammond said. “ Bunny gave me a couple of articles with the
letters ‘BOM’ on them. I never heard of the ‘bom b’ and it wasn't
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too important to me, so I set it aside. I found out after I didn’t
publish that ‘BOM’ article that it meant ‘Business Office Must’.
Nonetheless, Bunny and I got along fine.”
Esters died in 1966, shortly after Northeast Publishing Co.
had bought the Pioneer Times from him. Northeast is a
subsidiary of the Bangor Publishing Co., publishers of the
Bangor Daily News. Northeast also owns the Presque Isle Star
Herald and the Aroostook Republican and News in Caribou. The
three papers are printed out of a central plant in the Presque Isle
industrial park.
When Northeast bought out the Pioneer Times, Hammond
was named editor and publisher. He has a news editor, business
manager and advertising manager as full-time help and about
seven others who work part-time.
Typesetting is done in the Houlton office, and “ the busy pro
duction days are Monday and Tuesday. Type is set, pages are
pasted up and we try to get out at least 10 pages, camera ready
and shipped up on the bus by Tuesday noon. Everything else has
to be on the bus that leaves Houlton 8:30 Tuesday night. If we
miss it, we hand deliver it, so it adds two hours-it’s a 100-mile
roundtrip to the Presque Isle plant.”
The paper is printed Tuesday night. The Presque Isle plant
production crew works straight through until everything is print
ed. Sometimes they work until 3 or 4 a.m. Wednesday.
When the papers are ready, a Houlton Pioneer staff member
goes up and brings them back to Houlton where the Times is put
into the mails about 12:30 or 1 p.m. Wednesday. Delivery is made
to all news dealers Wednesday afternoon.
The Pioneer Times averages 22 pages and has a weekly
circulation of 5,821. It runs about 55 percent advertising.
On the news side of the paper, Hammond says that he prefers
“ to approach things from a conservative angle. I’m not radical.
This is a conservative community, and we put out what I consider
a very conservative newspaper.
“ I think it’s important that a weekly newspaper attempt to re
flect its community,” Hammond said. “ I think we’re a good, solid
part of the community. We try to be honest. If something is wrong,
we don’t hide it. We completely bypass the so-called hard news.
We don't run police neews. We will do fires; some fires you can’t
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ignore.
“ These policies have been strictly of my making because,
despite the fact that we have ownership that extends into Presque
Isle and into Bangor, any editorial policy has been strictly and
100 percent mine.”
Hammond says the Pioneer Times had an editorial policy
that “ I would guess we’re trying to be independent. But again, we
are in an area that for years was a real hard-core Republican
area...all I will do as far as the newspaper is concerned with a
local issue is to treat everybody alike.”
Today’s Houlton Pioneer Times carries no editorials.
Hammond qualifies this: “ We stopped writing editorials as such
some while ago because in order to write an editorial I used to wait
until Flag Day and I can write something about Flag Day. Then
I’d have to wait until the Fourth of July and I was trying to write
some kind of an editorial. It had to be done every week and it
couldn’t he done; or I couldn’t do it so I changed it to a free-type
column so that I can touch on several subjects if necessary...”
Aroostook County and potatoes are virtually synonymous,
and over the course of the years “ potatoes are always a major
news issue,” Hammond said. “ But you can’t say that the crop
looks good or looks bad because whatever you’ve said is the wrong
thing at the wrong time.”
In reminiscing about his days with Bunny Esters, Hammond
said Esters “ left an indelible imprint on the newspaper, and the
Houlton Pioneer Times is completely his. He was a good
newspaperman. He and I just got along fine, and I have seen no
reason as far as what I've been doing to try to put out a different
newspaper than what Bunny had been doing for 35 years. I don’t
try to write down to people, but I have never been able to write
over their heads, anyway. So I’m writing on the same level that
they are, and have no problem communicating, except that
sometimes I write the same way I speak: once I get started there’s
no stopping.”

The York County Coast Star

W. Lester Watson was something of an anachronism. When
he died in November 1941, he was 86 years, seven months and 12
days old and was, in years o f ownership, the oldest publisher of a
weekly newspaper in the United States.
His Kennebunk Star started out at 4 pages, and at his death it
was four pages. But the intervening years had been full ones for
the Watson family of printers.
Even in 1928, Printing Magazine was impressed with W.
Lester, who at 73 was then achieving milestones in longevity.
“ Fifty years an active printer, 48 the publisher of a weekly
paper, is a record that doesn’t come to all men, yet W.L. Watson of
Maine has achieved that distinction,” the magazine wrote.
“ Mr. Watson was born in Biddeford, the son of widely known
printer and publisher, Marcus Watson, who established the
Westbrook Chronicle. He came naturally by his love for the ‘art
preservative’, as his uncles as well as father, were prominent
printers in this county. Another uncle, William H. Watson, was a
pioneer in the comic magazine field. His other uncle, Oscar F.
Watson, was associated with Marcus Watson as proprietor of the
Maine Democrat and the Daily Times, Biddeford.”
W. Lester’s two brothers, Clarence M. Watson and Franklin
L. Watson, were also printers. W. Lester learned the trade at the
Maine Democrat, Biddeford, and later worked on the daily
Evening Star of Biddeford which was owned by his father. The
daily was printed on a hand press.
In August 1877, W. Lester Watson bought the Evening Star
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from his father and brother. He discontinued the daily and
started the Eastern Star as a weekly in September, 1877. In
January, 1877, he moved the six-column, four-page weekly
Eastern Star to Kennebunk. Its predecessor, the Kennebunk
Gazette and Maine Palladium, had ceased publication in June,
1842.
For 43 years, with two exceptions, the Eastern Star came out
weekly until it changed its name to the Kennebunk Star to give it
a distinctly local flavor.
The Star had a printing plant which had a three-magazine
Intertype with side magazine, a cylinder press, Chandler and
Price press with a Miller feeder, two Goldings, and a Chandler
and Price without feeder, all operated by electric power.
In 1924, W. Lester Watson admitted his three sons to the busi
ness, incorporating under the name The Star Print and included
as officers: President, Willis E. Watson; vice president, Perley L.
Watson; treasurer and general manager, W. Lester Watson;
directors, W.L. Watson, W.E. Watson and Carl E. Watson.
Watson was the oldest (73) publisher in the county in 1928
and one of the oldest in the state.
Watson’s modest six-column, four-page weekly made its
home in the Ferguson (later Rutter) Building on Water Street after
the move from Biddeford in 1878. It was published Fridays and
cost $1 a year, or four cents a copy. Watson was editor and prop
rietor.
In a July 2, 1886, issue, page one carried a six column by fiveinch advertisement at the top of the page for “ Spectacles or Eye
Glasses--Gold, nickel, shell, celluloid, & Rubber Frames. J.H.
Otis-Next to Post Office-Kennebunk, Maine.” The rest of page
one had two columns of other ads and four columns o f news.
By May 19, 1905, the Star was selling for three cents a copy
and was seven columns, four pages. The Eastern Star remained
impartial politically until 1916 when its columns took a turn
toward Republican partisanship.
Within a few years another change was to come about. On
the editorial page (four) of the now eight-column, six-page weekly,
ran this announcement on Jan. 7, 1921: “ With this issue, the Star
drops the prefix Eastern and henceforth will bear the title of
Kennebunk Star instead of the Eastern Star under which name it
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has been published for 44 years by W. Lester Watson, the present
proprietor.
The year before, 1920, has proven to be the Star’s highpoint in
advertising when it ran more ads than ever before in its history.
Late-twenties’ advertising urged readers to make the
roundtrip excursion via boat from Kennebunk to Boston for $3.50.
If you preferred making the journey in a car you could buy a “ New
Essex Super Six, 4-Door Sedan for $795.” Food prices at the local
grocer were: chuck roasts 22 to 24 cents a pound, lamb legs, 33
cents a pound, and oyster cost 39 cents a pint.
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Page one was still carrying up to three columns of ads in 1927
along w ith four colum ns o f news from Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport, Cape Porpoise, Alewive, Webhannet Club,
Kennebunk High School Notes, Boy Scout Notes and 11 inches of
bowling results.
Moving day came on May 10, 1929, when this two-column
headline told readers: “ Star Print Moves 30 Tons of Presses and
Equipment to New Home, Garden St.
“ After 41 years as a tenant in the Ferguson (now Rutter)
Building on Water Street, the Star Print Inc. is now occupying its
own home, the first floor and basement of a brand-new, two-story
frame building at the corner of Garden and Parsons Streets. The
front, or main, entrance is directly opposite the rear entrance to
Wakefield Clothing Store, which block, the second story, was the
original home of the Star 51 years ago....
“ Just one piece of machinery of the original Star plant is still
in use, a Tufts handpress used by Publisher Watson to print a
daily paper in Biddeford more than half a century ago and which
has been in daily service for 51 years. It’s now used for taking
proofs and printing posters.
“ There are 2,400 square feet on the main floor.
“ This issue o f the Star, No. 2723, was intertyped, made up and
printed in the new home.”
Bound volumes of the Kennebunk Star from the end of 1929 to
1940 are missing from the collection at the Kennebunk Library,
but can be found in the Brick Store Museum on Main Street. In
the July 4, 1941, edition W. Lester Watson was still listed in the
masthead as treasurer and business manager. The paper sold for
$2 a year or five cents a copy.
The end of an era was at hand, as readers learned in the Nov.
7, 1941, edition of the Star: “ W. Lester Watson, Oldest Publisher
of a Weekly Paper in U.S. Dies Suddenly.”
“ W.L. Watson, beloved publisher and treasurer of the Kenne
bunk Star, died suddenly about 12:30 Thursday afternoon at the
home of his son Perley L. Watson of High Street.
“ He visited his office Wednesday for the first time in eight
months, and Thursday morning was about the house. His
passing came peacefully at the dinner table without apparent
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indication of his approaching demise....”
After their father’s death, the Watson brothers reorganized
the corporate structure of the Star. Willis was president and
business manager; Perley, treasurer and secretary, and Herbert
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C. Hume became editor.
The paper was a four-page affair and carried mostly local
happenings, and still ran page one ads. Hume apparently left as
editor in 1949 with Willis assuming the editorship. The paper re
mained a Friday publication and ran four pages with a circula
tion of 1,200.
Despite the Star’s small size, 35-year-old Alexander B. Brook
saw the potential in the struggling paper. He decided to buy it,
and on March 21, 1958, the Kennebunk Star carried the story:
“ Star Sold to A.B. Brook.
“ After eight years of ownership by the Watson family, the
Kennebunk Star was sold Monday to Alexander B. Brook of Bask
ing Ridge, N.J. Thirty-five years old, Mr. Brook was a long-time
resident of Ogunquit during his youth, and his purchase of the
Star was partially prompted by his wish to return to this part of
Maine.
“ With a lifetime of publishing and printing for the people of
Kennebunk behind him, Willis E. Watson will continue to
maintain his offices as Town Clerk in the Star building for the
time being. His brother, Perley L. Watson, plans to retire and
take a well-earned rest. The present staff will be retained at the
Star....
“ Publication schedules will not be changed in the immediate
future, although the new management is making plans to
increase news coverage ir Kennebunk and the surrounding
areas. All job printing, which has always been an important ser
vice offered by Star Print, Inc., will be continued, and orders will
receive prompt attention.
“ Mr. Brook will be assisted by John N. Cole, East Hampton,
L.I. Also 35, Cole has worked as a writer and editor for most of his
career....
“ Brook is a graduate of Yale and was a Navy pilot during
World War II.
“ ‘I eagerly look forward to publishing a newspaper that will,
above all, serve the people of the community by providing them
with thorough and accurate news of significant importance to the
majority of our readers. I invite all the residents of Kennebunk
and neighboring communities to stop in at the Star offices any
time....”
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In his first edition of March 21, 1958, although still a fourpage paper, page two carried the new owner’s imprimatur:
“ Introductory Statement of Policy-Let us introduce
ourselves. We are John N. Cole and Alexander B. Brook who will
act as co-editors. The editorial ‘we’ is therefore ‘we’ in fact. We
come to Maine with a love for the New England coast, a
preference for New England people and a long-standing wish to
edit a weekly newspaper.
“ We shall attempt complete and accurate news coverage, not
only in Kennebunk but in the area which stretches from Goose
Rocks to Ogunquit on the coast and as far inland as possible. We
hope you will find us readable. Your comments are welcome...
The American community is, we are thankful to state, all the
people in it, and all the people are the people we intend to serve.”
Where there had been no editorial running during the
declining Watson years, now there were two or three editorials
appearing each week. Brook was the publisher and editor, and
Cole the managing editor. The paper slowly increased from four
to eight pages during the first eight months under the new owner
ship. The editorials were well written, and the paper was selling
for $3 a year, or six months for $1.75.
John Cole, former editorial pages editor of the Maine
Times, recalls his two and a half years on the Star:
“ We had a lot of work when I first got there. In fact if you
want to learn to be a newspaper person, I mean all-round, not just
a journalist, you ought to take over a paper like the Star.
“ We did everything. We set headlines, ran typesetting
machines, ran the press, cut paper, folded papers, addressographed and did the billing, and I also sold advertising. I’ll never
forget when we did the advertising billing, I used to take the paper
home. My wife and I would go over it and check o ff every ad and
write out the bills. I mean, you learn the whole operation.
“ But after a year of working 16 hours a day, seven days a
week, and then another year to get things in shape, we had essen
tially a running operation. By the time it got running smoothlythe circulation was about 3,000-we had two strong people without
a whole lot of work to do, plus two growing families. There wasn’t
enough. That’s why I left because I wanted a place that would
have a little more potential, and I needed to support my family.”
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Cole left to become editor of the Brunswick Record. He said
goodbye to his Star readers with this July 29, 1960, editorial:
“ Valedictory. As an editor, I have been part of this weekly
newspaper and the Star has been to me all the things I have des
cribed here. Thus it was with many regrets that I made the de
cision to resign from the Star as of next week, Aug. 5.
“ This is the last of my 125 editorials, and I use it now to say
thanks to the public who made it possible for me to come to Maine
and work here. And thanks, too, to all the people both in the shop
and out, who have helped to make the Star live, breathe and
grow.”
Brook continued in his role as publisher and editor, and built
the paper into a prize-winning newspaper. In 1974 and again in
1976 it won first prize for general excellence among all weeklies in
the United States in its circulation class, in 1974 those from 6,000
to 10,000 and in 1976, having outgrown that class, for all weeklies
of more than 10,000 circulation.
However, it took years of hard work, long hours, and an
excellent staff for the Star to attain that status.
Along with Brook and co-publisher Robert Brigham, one of
those who has helped build the weekly newspaper into a 60-page
force in southern Maine has been George Pulkkinen, current
managing editor.
Pulkkinen is a success story himself. He was born in
Rumford, attended Edward Little High School in Auburn, went to
college for a few years, served in the Army from 1957-1958, and
then attended the New England Linotype School in Boston. He
went to work on the New Milford, Conn., Times as a linotype
operator. During late 1959 he was visiting Maine when he
answered an ad for a Linotype operator on the Star.
“ I came and have been here since,” Pulkkinen said. “ I
pounded out type until we went cold type in 1969, and at that time
they couldn’t find anything for me to do so they gave me a pencil.
I’d been here 10 years, and they asked, ‘Why don’t you try to write
something?’ Well, I tried, and I’ve been trying ever since. I did
sports, general reporting assignments, and just kept working at
it. I became managing editor in 1970, and we were putting out a
24-page paper then. Now we’re putting out 60-page papers.”
“ Sandy Brook was the editor, and he ran the paper totally,”
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Pulkkinen said. “ He did everything but deliver the paper, and I
guess he did that, too. As the paper grew larger and his demands
were tending toward the business end of the operation, he just
couldn’t stretch himself any thinner. He was probably working
100 hours a week, and it was just getting to be too much.”
When Pulkkinen took over in the new position as managing
editor, there were three people on the news-editorial staff. Today
there are nine full-time staffers and some feature and special
assignment personnel, along with stringers and correspondents.
Today the Star has doubled in size, and its circulation is near
12,000, with a 10 percent rise above that in the summer months.
“ We covered nearly all the communities we do now, but we did it
much more sketchily,” Pulkkinen said reviewing his early years
as managing editor. “ We just didn’t round out the issues, develop
them fully explore and explain them as we do today.”
One reason for the Star’s success today has been the broad,
in-depth coverage, and “ we have some good reporters,”
Pulkkinen said. “ Perhaps it’s unusual for weekly newspapers, but
if it is, then it’s only unusual by Maine standards. Looking over
the papers here, they usually don’t have enough staff. In fact, we
could use a couple of more people.”
Everyone’s job on the editorial side is essentially the same:
he or she, as the case may be, is an editor. Each one is a weekly
newspaper editor. Pulkkinen explained: “ We have one man who
covers York and South Berwick, and he’s really the editor for
those communities-covers everything from sports to hard news.
There are others in Kittery and Eliot, Wells and Ogunquit, Kenne
bunk, North Berwick and Arundel, Biddeford-Saco, Old Orchard
Beach.
The Star declares itself as independent and allows town
reporters to write editorials for their given area. “ These are the
people who are in the community every day,” Pulkkinen
explained. “ They’re observing, covering meetings, watching
town officials, and no one sitting up here in Kennebunk can com
ment as intelligently on those local issues as the person covering
the local scene.”
Although publisher Sandy Brook has the final say about the
editorials, he never has restricted what appears on the editorial
pages “ Sandy reads all the editorials,” Pulkkinen said, “ because
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he likes to know what’s in his pages...but there have been many
occasions here where different people on the staff have written op
posing points of view on an issue. Sandy and I have done that
many times...Sometimes I’ll write one, and he’ll read it and think
about it and say, ‘I don’t want anybody to think I’m as far out as
that,’ and he’ll write a rebuttal the next week. But it works the
other way, and I’ll disagree with what Sandy has written, and the
next week I’ll respond. We initial all our editorials...It really
makes everybody feel so much more a part of the newspaper
because they’re commenting not just reporting.”
The Star has a column, “ Be Our Guest,” for anyone who
wishes to write something that’s more than a letter to the editor.
The space is always available. In addition, each reporter is en
couraged to write a column, and most of the staff do write them,
some more regularly than others.
The reporters carry cameras and do their own photographic
coverage. A darkroom technician processes and prints their
photos.
Pulkkinen lays out page one and the editorial page. Most of
the inside pages are laid out by the paste-up crew. Other than
page one and the editorial page, none of the rest of the paper is
dummied.
The role of the newspaper in the community is to write the his
tory of the community, Pulkkinen said. “ We’re the paper of record
in York County. Probably there’s nothing more important than
that unless it’s the leadership roles: taking stands on issues and
taking the time, space and effort to explain to people why we are
taking a position.”
In March 1972, Bob Brigham became co-publisher. Although
a veteran journalist with nearly 20 years on Life Magazine as
reporter, Moscow bureau chief and associate editor, Brigham de
cided to try “ the other side of the profession” and when with the
Star he concentrated on its business aspects. He left the Star in
1977.
The Star has a large commercial printing business, which
includes such things as long-run food flyers and shorter runs of
periodicals or commercial flyers. This means the two Goss
Community presses are constantly busy.
Close press-run scheduling is necessary. Four or six sections
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of the York County Coast Star, two or three of the new Sanford
Star, and one of the Pease Air Force Base Seacoast Flyer, pub
lished by Star Press, are printed each week. Each of the two fourunit Goss Community presses can handle up to 16 pages
broadsheet at a time, two or three on Tuesdays, the Seacoast Flyer
on Thursdays and the rest Wednesdays. *
The Kennebunk Star and an edition called the WellsOgunquit Star, started in 1960, were consolidated in 1963. Brook
had bought the good will of the Kittery Press, a small weekly in
Kittery, and had published that separate weekly as the KitteryEliot Star. In 1963 he bought the good will of two small weeklies,
the North Berwick Enterprise and South Berwick Chronicle.
“ Instead of having all these little Stars,” Pulkkinen said, “ we
decided to have one big bright one, and so they were all merged
into a York County Coast Star.” Later Star Press purchased the
good will of a small weekly alternative newspaper in Biddeford
and Saco called the Weekly News Review and expanded coverage
to those communities and Old Orchard Beach.
In 1965 Star Press purchased two neighboring old homes on
High Street, Kennebunk, built a shop between them, and moved
from 3 Garden St. By 1976 that space, too, was outgrown and a
new production plant was built on Water Street, where the print
ing and bindery work is done. The Star offices are still on High
Street.
A major change in ownership came in March 1977 when Joe
L. Allbritton, former owner of the Washington Star among other
interests, bought the stock of Star Press, Inc. and its York County
Coast Star from Brook, Brigham and Pamela Wood, widow of
former working partner and shareholder, John Wood. Under the
new ownership Brook remained publisher and editor, and
Pulkkinen managing editor.
Another noteworthy story made the columns of the York
County Coast Star when it announced that Star Press, Inc., would
start a weekly newspaper, the Sanford Star. The new weekly was
to fill a void created after the merger of the semi-weekly Sanford
Tribune with its affiliated newspaper, the daily Biddeford-Saco
Journal.
When Allbritton took over the Kennebunk-based paper,
rumor in the profession was that the York County Coast Star
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would become a daily. By starting the Sanford weekly, Star Press
caught many unawares. With such a financially powerful owner
in Allbritton, the future of the Star does indeed gleam brightly on
the horizon. Some even say it may be a Morning Star its readers
may see in the not too distant future.
However, Allbritton sold the York County Coast Star to the
Worrell chain of Virginia on Jan. 19, 1978. William Kirkland took
over as publisher, and Brook retired. Morin left a short time later.
Whatever the future speculation, the past is based on fact. A
small-town, family-owned newspaper was a faltering four-page
weekly in 1958. Entering the scene 20 years ago was Sandy Brook,
who built the paper into a prize-winning, nationally recognized
60-page weekly newspaper. The York County Coast Star had
reached its zenith because of a strong leader. As one staff member
aptly put it: “ Sandy is the guy who made it all work.”

Lewiston Evening Journal

When the Journal was established in 1847, Lewiston and
Auburn had only 4,000 inhabitants and the water power of the
falls was virtually undeveloped. Known as Lewiston Falls, there
was a woolen, saw and grist mill and a few scattered shops and
stores.
But 1847 was a turning point in the twin cities’ destinies, for
Benjamin Bates came to Lewiston Falls with his friend
Alexander Dewitt and recognizing the potential power of the
waterfalls set about developing the town. From that day the
future of Lewiston was assured. Several mills were built and a
million dollars flowed into town in four years.
All these factors helped in the development of a newspaper.
William H. Waldron and Dr. Alonzo Garcelon took advantage of
the situation and began the weekly Lewiston Falls Journal on
May 21, 1847. Waldron, a printer by trade, was among several
men who started the Boston Herald early in 1847, but the Maine
city interested him and he headed out of Boston to Lewiston Falls
determined that it would have a newspaper. He found an ideal
partner for the paper in Dr. Garcelon, who raised his share of
money to start the weekly newspaper by selling a piece of his land
to the city.
The two men launched the paper. Dr. Garcelon was editor, but
Dr. Francis Lane carried on most of the editor’s chores. Waldron
supervised the mechanical department.
The 33-by-23-inch original Journal was printed on a Franklin
hand press in a wooden building situated on Lower Main Street.
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The equipment used to print that initial paper was brought from
Boston to Portland by ship. From Portland Dr. Garcelon’s father,
William Garcelon, hauled the press to Lewiston Falls by ox cart.
In the second-story office of an old wooden building on Main
St., Waldron and Garcelon printed their first edition, which took
no little effort as the-then mayor of Lewiston Falls, J.B. Ham, ob
served: “ It was the first press I had ever seen and I remember the
event well. I was present when the press made its first impression
and recollect the trouble Mr. Waldron and his assistant Mr. Moore
had to make it work just right. The rollers seemed to bother them
the most. The making of the rollers caused the printers much
annoyance, and the brinestone kept mixing with the glue.”
The Journal was neutral in politics, had 300 subscribers and
was kept alive by shrewd management.
Starting out largely as a literary journal, subscriptions the
first year cost $1.50. Almost anything was taken in payment, in
cluding sheepskins and pumpkins. It was six columns and
printed on a folio sheet. The front page carried a department de
voted to original Poetry and an Original Tale presumably written
by Lane. In addition there was a miscellaneous collection of
material.
The second page carried a salutatory editorial, which noted:
“ We shall not cease to make war with intemperance while we are
able to strike a blow for the public good: and yet we shall carry on
the contest in our own way, by no means seeking to brand, as with
an iron, our fellow men whose views do not coincide with ours.”
The page also carried a lengthy article on the position and destiny
of Maine, another poem, some correspondence and a few items of
general and foreign news.
Over on page three was a column devoted to a report on the
Maine legislature and another half column of the governor’s mes
sage to that august body. Reports of marriages and deaths ran
alongside three columns of advertisements.
Page four carried agricultural items, miscellaneous stories
and poetry.
Over the next few years, the Journal remained about the same
except for a change in format in mid-1848 when another column
was added and the overall page size was increased. The earlier
journals were by no means attractive by today’s standards, but
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they were not much different in appearance than their
counterparts. Waldron bought out Garcelon’s interest in the
paper in 1850.
After seven years of financial struggle, the Journal came on
better times in 1854. Androscoggin County was formed, Lewiston
Falls became a political center and the county looked to the
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Journal for information. That year the paper supported the new
Republican party, and about this time Nelson Dingley Jr., a
senior at Dartmouth College, contributed political columns to the
Journal. After graduation, he taught at Sabbatus and travelled
abroad after that. He continued to write articles for the paper and
in 1855 began working full time for the Journal.
In 1856 he bought half interest in the paper and in 1857, at
Waldron’s request, bought the weekly outright. Dingley was
unequivocable on what political stance the Journal would take
under his leadership. Now strongly Republican he lashed out at
the copperheads and southern sympathizers.
The Journal took an unusual step with the issue of Feb. 16,
1857, when it announced a daily edition would be published so the
public could be informed about a sensational murder trial.
Bearing the nameplate, The Daily Journal, it was issued for 27
consecutive days, except Sundays, and proved popular. Despite
widespread sales, the Journal reverted to weekly publication after
the trial.
But this switch to a daily portended the future of the paper.
Editorials under Dingley changed from commonplace to firm
political partisanship:
“ The final defeat of Lecompton in the House of Representa
tives is an event calculated to cheer the heart of every true patriot
and philanthropist... It shows unmistakably that the slave power
has culminated and is now declining. No longer will it proudly
dictate terms at the Capital....”
Lewiston Falls became Lewiston March 15, 1861, and shortly
thereafter, the Journal declared in its April 20, 1861 issue: “ We
issue tonight the first number of a daily paper, called the
Lewiston Daily Evening Journal, and it will continue to be issued
everyday, except Sunday, about 4 o’clock, P.M., as long as the
receipts from the enterprise shall meet the actual expenses.”
The daily Journal was reduced to five columns, but it was
packed with far more news than the earlier weekly.
As the first daily Journal reported, feelings in Lewiston ran
high when Fort Sumter was fired upon: “ Our community is
aroused to the highest pitch of excitement that has ever been
known here. Men of all parties and all opinions vie with each
other in expression of devotion to the Union and the Flag. Every-
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body seems to be anxious to serve his country in this time of
danger....”
By 1862 the paper expanded to eight columns, and Frank
Dingley joined his brother Nelson as an equal partner in the
business. Frank had worked for the Journal two years prior to his
partnership. Meanwhile, the Journal published both a weekly
and a daily newspaper.
Reflecting on those chaotic and emotion-charged Civil War
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years, Nelson related in an interview in 1887: “ The constant ex
citement and physical and mental strain during the four years of
civil war, were felt in a greater degree, if possible, by publishers of
daily papers than by any other portions of our population. It was
emphatically a wearing time for newspapermen. It necessitated
also a complete change in the system of newspaper publication in
Maine, as well as elsewhere. The telegraphic news became at once
the most important factor in the daily newspaper, and the
expenses of newspaper offices suddenly increased enormously,
but this increase was offset by the growth in circulation.”
Nelson Dingley Jr. was elected to the U.S. Congress and
served there for 25 years. However, he still retained his owner
ship and interest in the Journal. He put more Maine news into the
Journal and took steps to systematically gather state and local
news, gaining space by carefully condensing foreign and out-ofstate news.
From 1861 to 1900, the year the Journal moved to a new
location at 14 Lisbon Street, the newspaper underwent a series of
stages that saw it enlarged several times. The daily’s editions
increased the number of pages in 1864, 1866 and 1883. The daily
was made an eight column paper in 1887 with a double number
Saturday. By 1891 the daily regularly published eight pages, and
the Weekly Journal grew to 16 pages. In the daily’s Saturday
double ran features such as State Chat, Saturday Night Talks
and Lessons.
Facilities were improved on a regular basis, keeping pace with
technology and with competing newspapers. Several different
presses were used from 1861 to 1900.
Ralph B. Whittum tells how conditions were: “ From 1883, we
passed to the Hoe Turtle press that printed a great blanket sheet
from a web of paper. This was an innovation and proved
successful after a fashion. The forms were tremendous in weight
and the press was slow; but it was efficient and printed both sides
of the paper at once. We had, in turn, hand power at 250
impressions an hour; hand power by crank at a faster speed; a
calorie engine; a water-power Chandler and Silvermotor; a steam
plant, and finally electric power. In 1883, we had no electricity for
light or power; no general use of telephone-only one in the build
ing; on linotype composition; no stereotyping; no web presses; no
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half-tones; no pictures of any kind; no street sales by boys; no
attempt to sell the papers except by carrier and by office sales...”
That same year, the editorial staff was expanded to seven.
There were no reporters as such, except for a large number of town
and country correspondents who sent in news in exchange for the
paper, and there were no space-rate (paid) correspondents then.
As the daily Journal rose in popularity, its weekly counterpart
diminished in strength. Shortly after the daily started publishing
the Journal Saturday Magazine as an additional feature in 1899,
the Weekly Journal ceased publication. The Saturday Magazine
section was devoted to Maine persons, places and events. It is still
a strong feature today.
In 1900 the more spacious quarters on Lisbon Street enabled
the Journal to carry out a number of improvements to its equip
ment, which included the installation of a Hoe 28-page press.
Stereotyping and engraving departments were set up, and the
Journal’s half-tone engraving department was the first under
taken by any newspaper in Maine and was one of the earliest in
New England.
The Journal was among the first newspapers to recognize the
advantages of membership in the Associated Press and was one
of the early supporters of the cooperative news service.
When the Hoe press was installed in 1900 it was considered the
best. It served the paper well and long until the demands for
greater speed caught up with the press making it obsolete. The
Hoe was replaced by a Duplex Tubular Press in 1923, which lasted
nearly 40 years, finally being replaced by a Goss in 1962.
That duplex printed up to 24 pages at a normal speed of 18,000
papers an hour. When the Journal was bought out by George
Wood (owner o f the Lewiston Daily Sun) on Jan. 25, 1926, from
Nelson Dingley Jr., the duplex was dismantled and set up at the
Sun-Journal plant on Park Street, where another unit was added
increasing the page capacity to 32.
As the years rolled by, the Journal saw many numerous
changes. Its makeup became more lively, headlines grew larger.
Yet with the sale of the Journal to Wood in 1926, the paper still
maintained its identity. Although the morning Sun and the
evening Journal printed from the same plant and shared common
offices and production facilities, they were still in head-to-
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head competition. Both staffs vied for the exclusive stories.
Throughout its history, the Journal had a galaxy of wellknown staff members who saw service with the evening paper.
Edward Page Mitchell was a member of the Journal staff in
1873. He went on to become the famous editor of the New York
Sun.
Harry E. Andrews left a deep impression on the Journal before
he left to become the valiant managing editor of the Los Angeles
Times.
J. Otis Swift, famous as an all-round man on the New York
World, and then outdoor columnist on the World-Telegram,
began his career as a printer boy and then as a reporter on the
Lewiston Journal.
Ed Perry, one of the greats on the Boston Herald staff, started
with the Journal.
Holman F. Day (1870-1935), novelist, poet, playwright and
short story writer, worked 17 years on the Journal. Day captured
the Maine vernacular in his poetry and was the first author to
feature the drama of the Maine lumbermen and lumber barons.
Several of his 25 novels were filmed. His Victorian home, now a
private residence in Auburn, is at the corner of Court and Goff
Streets.
Authur Staples was a mainstay on the Journal and
affectionately known as A.G.S. He was a noted author and
columnist of diminutive sta ture and salty wit who traveled and
lectured throughout the country. Although known far and wide,
he loved Maine and stayed with the Journal throughout his
career. He joined the Journal staff in 1883 as a reporter after
graduating from Bowdoin in 1882. He worked his way up through
the Journal ranks and by 1893 was managing editor. He was a
firm believer that the newspaper had a responsibility to the
people and an obligation to present the news clearly, objective
ly and fairly as possible. He ran a column, Just Talks on Common
Themes, in which he scanned the problems of the times. In 1919
he became editor-in-chief of the Journal, a position he held until
his death in 1940.
Another former Journal staffer was Erwin D. Canham of
Auburn, former editor of the Christian Science Monitor. His
father, Vincent W. Canham, was the agriculture editor of the
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Lewiston Sun.
Several women joined the ranks of noted journalists on the
Journal, starting with a Miss Stanly in 1891. She was succeed
ed by Florence E. Farrar. She was followed by Anna L. Dingley,
who was a news editor for well over a quarter of a century. Emmie
Bailey Whitney was editor of the Journal Magazine for many
years. Under her guiding hand, the magazine developed into a
favorite. Today the magazine is edited by Rose O’Brien.
Back in 1926, when Wood bought out the Journal and formed
the Sun-Journal Publishing Co., he was the first of three family
generations which have carried on the business. Louis B. Costello
of the Sun was to take a more prominent role in the operation of
the merged companies. Louis brought his son, Russell, into the
company in 1928. Louis died in 1959, and son Russell, became
owner of the company. His son, James, worked at the papers
during his earliest years and was destined to join the family
business.
Sitting in his comfortably appointed office in the Sun-Journal
building on Park Street, Lewiston, James Costello, 42, took a few
minutes in his busy day to reminisce about his grandfather,
Louis, who was a major force in the success of the Sun, which
acquired the Journal in 1926.
Costello had formed a partnership with George Wood in 1898
and took over the Sun which had been founded in 1893 by a group
of businessmen. Wood and Costello made a good team. Wood was
on the news-editorial side and Costello handled the business side.
By 1926, the morning Sun had outstripped its competitor, the
evening Journal. The Journal was bought by Wood and merged
as a corporation with the Sun. However, there were two
competing staffs with the same ownership, and that rivalry of old
still exists today.
James said his grandfather although he had an Irish name,
may not have been Irish. “ It’s an Irish name,” James said, “ but it
comes from a great, great grandfather who was picked up in the
south seas. He was brought to New Orleans and was adopted by a
sea captain there by the name of Wells. My great, great grand
father took the name Costello. He married Captain Wells’
daughter, and that started the Costello family name.
After the Journal came under the ownership of Louis Costello
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in 1926, the papers became stronger. Up to that time there had
been head-to-head competition which was slugged out in a cir
culation war between the two dailies. Ultimately the Sun became
the winner when it bought out the Journal.
Louis’ son, Russell Costello, was brought into the business
early in his life. He started working around the plant during his
high school days. He enjoyed the work and it was a natural tran
sition for him to make after he earned his electrical engineering
degree from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Young
Russell came to work full-time on the Sun-Journal papers in 1928.
He specialized on the production side of the corporation and even
tually took over the business side.
Russell’s son, James, followed in his father’s footsteps.
Brought up in a newspaper family, it was virtually impossible for
James not to become interested in the family business.
“ I worked here when I was a youngster,” James recalled. “ I
delivered newspapers and worked in the plant summers.” He
attended the University of Maine, Orono, as a mechanical
engineering student in the early 1950’s, and he served two years
in the U.S. Army.
When young Costello got out of the Army in 1958, he “ served
a six-year apprenticeship. I worked for six months in each of the
various departments of the newspaper. I worked in every depart
ment except the newsroom.”
Today James Costello is assistant publisher of the Lewiston
Sun and Journal. His father is publisher. When grandfather
Louis Costello died, he left the papers to his son Russell. Today
the papers are owned jointly by Russell and James Costello.
However, James explained, most of the policy decisions are
“ really a combination o f Roger Fontaine, advertising director;
Quentin Whittier, general manager; my father and myself.”
Financial decisions are made by the Costellos.
But James Costello hastened to point out that editorial
decisions are consensus viewpoints and shared by the publishers
and the editors of the papers. The Journal considers itself in
dependent Republican, the younger Costello said.
The Journal today has a circulation of 15,000 compared to the
morning Sun’s 34,000. “ The disparity,” Assistant Publisher
Costello said, “ lies in the fact that it is impossible to produce an
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afternoon paper and have it distributed over such a broad area
and in the homes any earlier than we do. There is a definite im
balance between the afternoon distribution and the morning
paper’s distribution.”
The Journal is off the presses with its first edition by 2:10 p.m.,
which goes to the outlying area, and Bath, Brunswick, Augusta,
Randolph, Mechanic Falls. The second and last edition is out by
2:55 p.m. and hits the local areas. The two editions cover more
than 30 towns, and about 98 percent of the papers are home de
livered.
Although Lewiston and Auburn are two distinct cities, there is
no special Auburn edition. “ We consider everything within metro
politan Auburn-Lewiston as one city,” James Costello said. The
Journal is delivered by 4:30 p.m. by its own circulation
department trucks and newsboys.
Current editor of the Journal is Edward Kisonak. He has been
editor since 1961, when he succeeded L.A. Lemieux. Kisonak has
some firm opinions of the newspaper he edits:
“The influence a newspaper has on the community it serves is
difficult-just about impossible, in fact-to assess....The in
fluence exerted may not, however, be in the direction hoped for by
the newspaper. We believe for instance, that the vast majority of
readers respect the newspaper.” But, he said “ while this is true,
the newspapers can count among its readers some enemies, as
well as friends.
“ There are those in politics in the two cities...who make no
secret of the fact they deeply resent the good-government efforts
of the newspaper and undoubtedly succeed in convincing more
than a few uninformed supporters that the newspapers (The
Journal and Sun) are trying to run the city. And some of these
people may vote against a sound proposal for no other reason
than that it has the support of the newspapers.
“ We hope, of course, that we played some role in the shaping o f
public opinion which led to these wise decisions.”
But despite this natural adversary relationship between
newspapers and government, Jim Costello said that the
newspapers and its employees have a deep commitment to their
communities. “ We encourage our employees to participate in com 
munity activities,” he said.
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Costello served as a police commissioner for six years, and
found no conflicts between his role on the newspapers and that of
a government official. “ We didn’t get into any major scrapes in
which the paper was going to editorialize, but there was good
blanket coverage of the police commission by both papers.”
He said that by serving on the commission and as assistant
publisher it gave him the chance to see “ both sides of the picture.
It gives you a good feeling to see that there were very few
misquotes.” By and large, he said, coverage was on the mark.

The Lewiston Daily Sun

The Sun was born Monday morning, Feb. 20, 1893, in a whirl
of snow and wind, the greatest storm of the season. The snow and
frost had been falling slowly throughout the night and it was not
until the morning that the blizzard came; how the white masses
whirled about the corners up and down the street peering into
every crack and crevice and insinuating itself into the clothing of
the mill folks. How it worked even into the very eyelids of the
early milkmen and marketmen and policemen, it whitened them
too, for the snow was damp and stuck where it struck.
Early the newsboys were on hand, a score of them hardy
plucky lads, anxious to earn an honest penny. Despite the trials
and tribulations which always has and always will afflict the
first edition of a new newspaper, they got each the quota of the
Sun in good season and then faced the bitter storm.
This account of the Sun's reception appeared in the Feb. 21,
1893, edition of that paper, started by Henry A. Wing of Lewiston.
Volume 1, No. 1 came out that snowy Monday morning and
was a four-page, eight 13-pica-wide columns which sold for two
cents a copy. It was printed in its plant at 32 Ash St. “ every
morning of the year except Sunday, the only morning newspaper
published in Lewiston and Auburn, and the only Democratic
daily paper published in central Maine which is over half the
population of the state of Maine.”
Three columns of ads ran on the front page displaying the
winter cloaks, shawls and furs of the E.S.Paul Co. and other ads
for the Banner Clothing House and shoe store.
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In its inaugural editorial, the Sun was generous in its praise
of its evening competitor, the Journal. After lasting a few years,
this honeymoon turned into a name-calling contest as the
realities of competition came full circle.
But in that first editorial, the tones were conciliatory.
“ Lewiston and Auburn, practically one city, have a
population of nearly, if not quite, 40,000 people. That these two
cities which in wealth and prosperity and general intelligence
compare favorably with those of like size in the country have
heretofore had no morning paper has been a surprising fact. That
there is a demand for such a paper, no person of good judgement
can for a moment doubt. It is to supply this demand that the
Lewiston Daily Sun is published. It is the object of this article
briefly to outline the business and political policy of the Sun.
“ First of all, the Sun will be a newspaper; its aim will be to
publish ‘all the news’ and to aid every interest which will ad
vance the material and moral progress of Lewiston and Auburn,
the county of Androscoggin and the state. In this object, the Sun
believes it will have the hearty cooperation of every citizen.
“ The Sun is a member of the Associated Press...The service of
the AP will be supplemented by dispatches from special corres
pondents and no event deserving notice will be neglected.
“ The local news of Lewiston and Auburn will be made a
special and prominent feature and will be presented by trained
and efficient newspapermen. In this respect it can be understood
that this newspaper will be non-partisan, non-sectarian, free
from every prejudice. The one object will be to present every event
of local interest, be it a religious event, a social affair or business
matter or political caucus fairly and correctly. Politically, the
Sun will be Democratic. The Sun will owe its existence partly to
the fact that the great Democratic party has had no
representative in Lewiston and Auburn and no daily paper in
central Maine which has been an exponent of its principles. The
Sun will be an advocate of the principles o f democracy as they
were expounded by those great statesmen Jefferson and Jackson
and as exemplified today by the broadminded and grand man,
president-elect Grover Cleveland. The Sun will be published every
day in the year except on Sundays, and in every issue will have
something to say about Democratic principles, the advancement
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of which it believes are for the best interests o f the whole people.
The Sun will aim to be fair in all its political discussions and will
attack measures, not men.
“To its evening contemporary, the Sun extends the right
hand of journalistic good fellowship. The Journal has grown from
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the growth of the two cities and is today a paper which is not only
representative of the industry and ability of its proprietors but it
is a credit to the Spindle City. The Sun would do that which is both
unfair and unjust if it did not recognize the Journal to be what it
is: a first-class and able newspaper. This recognition is carefully
made and the editor of the Sun has no reason to think that the
pleasant relations which for a long time existed between the
proprietors of the Journal and himself will not be continued.
The Sun expects its relations with its contemporaries in the state
to be of the most pleasant character. Its editor has been a co
worker and is not a stranger to them. He knows the editorial
writers of the Maine papers to be loyal men who are doing grand
work to further the interests which they believe to be for the ad
vancement of the good old Pine Tree State. To the citizens of
Lewiston and Auburn, the Sun would especially say that the
paper will labor for the best interests of the two cities, that it will
work for their advancement in every honorable way, and so long
as it does this, feels certain it will have the help of all their people
regardless of sectarian or political beliefs.”
Up to a year after its start, there was no formal
announcement or story about the ownership of the sun, other
than a bried mention that it was “ under management of Wing
and Hawkes...”
After 54 issues, the Sun changed format with the April 22,
1893, edition, from eight to six columns, raising the number of
pages from four to eight.
On its first anniversary, Feb. 20, 1894, Vol. 2, No. 317, an edi
torial read: “ The Sun was started under different auspices than
any paper in Maine ever began publication. The day it started it
had a guaranteed subscription list of between 1,700 and 1,800,
and this gave the advertisers a constituency. From within one
year of its start, the subscription list of the Sun nearly doubled
(from 1,700 to 3,200).”
In the same issue it was announced that the Sun “ now
owned by a stock company under the laws of the state, and the in
corporators are well-known businessmen of solid financial
standing. The organization of the Sun is as follows: president,
Guilford Stratton, Gorham, N.H.; treasurer, Henry A. Wing,
Lewiston; clerk, William Newell; directors, Stratton, Wing, John
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W. Lindlow, Berlin, N.H., and Thomas Day, Bryants Pond.”
Although the Sun ran a masthead daily, it failed to list any
staff members. However, on April 12, 1895, G.S.H. McDowell was
listed in the masthead as manager and treasurer.
By Oct. 21, 1895, the Sun was claiming it had “ passed the
4,000 mark. The Sun circulation has been steadily increasing
during the past month and now equals that of any morning paper
in the state.” The Sun circulation reached 4, 175.
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A significant change took place when the Sun editorials took
on a far different tone than in earlier years. The editorial of
Feb. 27, 1896, took off the kid gloves and pummeled its evening
competition: “ ...Plain talk to Lewiston taxpayers...The Lewiston
evening paper is notoriously unreliable in its political statements
especially before a political election. That people have little or no
confidence in them...These statements of this notoriously un
reliable evening paper deceive no one who has had the oppor
tunity to keep posted as to the finances of Lewiston municipal
affairs.”
Although the Sun did suffer some early growing pains, its
advertising and its circulation increased. If you were so inclined
on June 25, 1897, and had a few dollars in hand, a walk to a down
town merchant might yield a bargain if this full-page Sun ad were
answered: “ Dress suits, $6.96 or pay $3.90 instead of $10 for men’s
finest. Boys’ suits, $1.90 or boys’ sailor suits for $17 cents.”
The Sun was operating from 21 Lisbon St., and Perkin
Warbeck was the editor in 1897.
One event in 1898 made for king-size banner headlines on
May 9 when the full front page carried news dispatches of the
Spanish-American War. Another newsworthy piece never saw
the light of day in 1898 when George B. Wood became the new
owner of the Sun. The Sun carried no story about the change in
ownership.
Wood was a Lewiston native who had graduated from Bates
College and went on to Yale University where he received his doc
torate in economics and law. Shortly after he took over as pub
lisher of the Sun, he brought his nephew, Louis B. Costello, into
the business. Costello had graduated from Bates College that
June, and as general manager immediately set to work in
building up the Sun. By October 1898 the paper switched to a sixcolumn format, and its offices were located at 102 Park St.
Wood believed the news should be “ handled with an inde
pendent point of view, that news should not support or distort
under any circumstances.”
Today, while discussing the newspaper’s history, James
Costello said his grandfather, Louis Costello, stands out during
those early years. “ Looking over some old profit and loss
statements, the biggest profit back in the Sun’s first years was
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$36 a week;” he said. “ For a fledgling to take a newspaper from
scratch against established competition wasn’t an easy task
then, and it certainly isn’t now.”
Through the early 1900s the Sun, like its counterparts, used
larger headlines and featured more people-oriented stories. Sen
sational would be too strong a term to apply to the news contents
of the Sun, but more human-interest stories were run.
Under the general guidance of Wood and the day-to-day
management of Louis Costello, the Sun reached a dominant
position in Lewiston journalism. Its supremacy in the market
place reached its zenith and set the stage for the merger of the Sun
and the Journal.
The morning Sun was averaging 12 pages and by 1922 had
become an eight-column broadsheet. Its circulation had cut into
the Journal, and the competition grew keener. A circulation war
ensued. By 1926 Wood bought the Journal from Nelson Dingley
Jr., and the Sun and Journal were merged into the Sun-Journal
Publishing Co. However, the morning and evening papers re
mained separate, fiercely competing dailies. Both staffs took
pride in keeping the papers autonomous and beating the competi
tion to the news. Care was taken to retain the character of both
papers despite the single ownership.
It was at this juncture that the histories of the Sun and the
Journal mesh. Under the Wood ownership, and Costello manage
ment both papers grew stronger, although the Sun continued
gaining circulation and gradually doubled in strength over the
evening Journal.
When Wood died in 1945, Louis Costello inherited the papers,
later passing them on to his son Russell, who came to the Sun
after receiving his degree from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1928. Russell started on the business side, a role he
still maintains today; although he still is in the office most days
he is gradually turning over more and more of the day-to-day
operation to his son James.
There were some changes in the Sun’s overall format and
design over the next decades, and by 1956 the paper cost five cents
a copy and was running eight columns a page.
Economics and keeping abreast o f the latest production
methods have played a strong role in the Sun’s course of history,
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but this was no more apparent than in tne early 1960’s when the
-Sun changed over to a nine-column format, along with its sister
paper the Journal. According to James Costello, the changeover
to nine columns “ afforded us just that much space per page
without using more newsprint.”
However, the nine-column format, although economical, can
cause some design problems, James Costello admits. “ We’ve been
held up to ridicule as having the worst format of any newspaper
that happens to be at the clinic,” he said, referring to newspaper
clinics which oftentimes will critique newspapers o f those attend
ing.
There have been many production changes over the last four
years, which have affected both the Sun and the Journal. The
papers went to photocomposition in 1971, and “ when we went to
cold type we did make a few minor changes, such as dropping
column rules,” James Costello said. The papers made the change
over by first setting the advertisements in cold type. As com
petency in the new process grew, the conversions were made in
the news columns as well as advertising. Today the process is
complete and the papers are both printed out of the same plant
using the same offset production area.
On the editorial side of the Sun, the news staff goes about its
job unhindered, and although city editor Kent Foster says, “ We
know our work is being observed,” he also points out that
“ management doesn’t tell us how to run the newsroom.”
The editorial policy of the Sun runs “independent Republican
on both papers,” James Costello said, “ but we’re probably
stronger as an independent Republican in the morning paper
(The Sun) than in the evening paper. We do try to have a
newspaper that reflects the wants and needs o f our subscribers,
but it is a difficult thing to measure what subscribers want.”
One way to satisfy this need is to cover a broad range of news,
which the Sun does with regularity. “ We cover everything,” Sun
editor Foster said. The staff of 12 covers the metropolitan
region of Lewiston and Auburn thoroughly, but local news is only
part o f the coverage.
“ We’re still small enough to be a small county daily,” is how
James Costello views the Sun. “ Many of our employees have a
deep commitment to their communities.”
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With that kind of management philosophy to back them up,
the staff prides itself on its regional coverage. There are 71 corres
pondents scattered throughout Androscoggin County. With such
broad coverage comes broader competition which Jim Costello
feels includes the Kennebec Journal, the Central Maine Morning
Sentinel, Portland’s two dailies and the Manchester Union
Leader, the latter because the Sun’s coverage reaches as far as
Berlin, N.H.
Unlike its evening competition, the Sun has a distinct
advantage in news coverage simply because of the time factor.
The Sun is ready to roll by midnight, which means it can deliver
the papers a greater distance and have them in the homes for the
readers to enjoy over breakfast.
Mainstays in the Sun’s operation, outside of the Costellos,
have been Quentin A. Whittier; general manager of the Sun and
Journal; City Editor A. Kent Foster, Editor of the Editorial Page
L.A. Lemieux and News Editor David Ehrenfried.
The interior of the Sun-Journal Building at U'4 Park St. has
undergone extensive renovations, which began with the transi
tion to cold type and offset printing in the production department.
Here up-to-date equipment is housed in a wall-to-wall carpeted
suite of rooms. ,The building has been renovated making for a
pleasant working environment.
There is no mandatory retirement age for employees, and
James Costello says with some pride that some of the Sun and
Journal employees have been on the job more than 50 years. Cos
tello says the management has always been paternalistic. A long
time employee verified this when he enthused, “ Working here is
just fine; it’s like a big family.”

Lincoln News

If you ask Lincoln News publisher George Daniel Aiken who
stands out in the brief history of his newspaper, he’ll tell you
Ralph Long and Aiken’s “ whole family, along with some of the
original staff members still with us.”
But few will disagree that it has been Aiken who has been in
the limelight and often the center of controversy since becoming
owner of the News in 1962. Aiken has been described as “ a
Democrat (with a capital D) who tries to be independent (with a
lower-case i.)” But he says his editorial policy on the Lincoln
News is independent.
The News was started in November 1959, but it is one of many
weekly newspapers to have published out of this northern Penob
scot County town of Lincoln. None of the predecessors to the
News lasted more than 10 years, and most of the papers publish
ed were of short duration.
The first newspaper in Lincoln was the Mattanawcook
Observer, published on March 16, 1847. The legend read, “ Errors
Vanish and Truth Survives.” It measured 8-by-l 1 inches and was
printed weekly at No 1 Mechanic’s Square by J. R. Hopkins. Its
cost was advertised at 75 cents a year, but by the May 5 edition,
Hopkins announced that he thought it was a mistake to publish
such a small paper, and he stopped publishing the Observer.
Although publishing only eight issues before he went out of
the newspaper business, Hopkins gave the editor of the Bangor
Whig and Courier cause for comment in the Bangor paper’s
March 24, 1847, edition: The Observer would be “ a success if the
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editor will take an interest in giving his readers the local
intelligence of the upper branches of the Penobscot.”
On other occasions, the downriver editor had this to say
about his upriver colleague: “ That joker, the editor of the Mat-
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tanawcook Observer, anticipates a great freshet and suggests to
Bangoreans to be ready for a pleasure excursion down river. We
have no idea of going down river in a hurry this year, but when
strawberries are ripe we shall take the new steamboat for an ex
cursion up river and stop at Lincoln.” --8 April, 1847.
And on April 24, 1847: “ We are the happiest men on the river.
We ought to be. The editor of the Mattanawcook Observer has
offered to provide for us on our visit to Lincoln a feast of the fattest
things on earth, viz: Strawberries, cream from real cow’s milk and
lasses from the forest.”
However, before the strawberries had a chance to appear, the
Observer had stopped publishing with its first issue in May.
The next paper to be sold in Lincoln was the Up-River Weekly
News, printed in Bangor and sent to Lincoln via second-class
mail. The first issue was published June 12, 1885. It was four
pages, 18-by-24 inches.
Frank Smith, a commercial printer in Bangor, published the
paper. The editors were W. S. Reed of Bangor and W. C. Clark of
Lincoln.
The April 8, 1887, edition carried news from East Lowell and
Burlington:
“ E. H. Shorey has got home from Foxcroft where he has been
stirring dough for Mr. Greeley for the past eight months.-!written
by Aunt Sally).”
“ A couple of two-horse teams passed through town Saturday
from Lowell, loaded with boards. We learn the lumber is for
repairs on Jonathan Darling’s summer residence at Nicatous
Lake, and as the Legislature has taken into account the pleasures
and comforts of the sportsmen, we see no reason why those
coming from abroad would not do well to engage quarters with
Mr. Darling....”
In 1889, the Up-River Weekly News merged with the SemiWeekly News and later was absorbed by the Bangor Daily News.
No other papers appeared locally until September 1905, when
the Lincoln Chronicle and Millinocket Journal was published out
of Millinocket by printer E. E. Morse. The paper changed its name
to Lincoln Chronicle when the 14-by-18 inch weekly started print
ing in Lincoln in 1907. It sold for five cents, and it limped along in
Lincoln for 10 years.
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The front page of the May 25, 1907, Chronicle featured a story
about the McGregor Spool Mill in South Lincoln along with two
pictures. The rest o f the page carried three paragraphs of
anecdotes and advertisements.
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Other news was local or reprinted from other papers. A serial
ized novel, The Prison of Zenda, by Anthony Hape was on page
four and was illustrated by woodcuts. “ Farms, Field and Garden”
appeared more of less regularly and was written by “ Saccharine
Sorghums.”
Some o f the towns covered by the Chronicle were Orient,
Chester and Seboeis. The Maine weather came in for its stock
comment in January 1912 when the Chronicle reported from
Seboeis: “ We give a hearty welcome to the New Year, butnotto 32
degree below zero as it was here at six a.m.
“ A good number of men in town gave a weed bee to the ‘poor
old hermit’ this week and filled his shed to overflowing with
wood. We are glad they feel such an interest in the poor and needy
and hope he will be comfortable the remainder of the winter.”
Despite its efforts to present Lincoln and environs with a
newspaper, the Chronicle lacked support and ceased publication
in 1917.
Another 21 years passed before another newspaper made its
debut in Lincoln. The Gateway News was edited and published by
Alec Weatherbee. The first issue was published in January 1938
and was a mimeographed 10-page paper, selling for 3 cents a copy
or $1.50 a year. The Dec. 11, 1939, issue pleaded with subscribers
to support a local industry-the Gateway News:
Gateway News Ends a Year Of Service to Merchants
And People Of The Town Of Lincoln
“ Next week will be our 52nd issue of this Gateway News. At
that time a number of subscriptions will expire. They can be
renewed at our special Christmas offer.
“ We feel that we have done our part. We have tried to deal fair
ly with everyone. We have convinced you that a paper can be op
erated in Lincoln.
“ We need 300 new subscribers in Lincoln. Will you help
support a local industry by mailing in your dollar to-day for a
years subscription?
“ A paper cannot continue for any great length of time
without your support and co-operation.
“ Will you help by mailing a subscription to-day?”
The paper blended news and advertising into its columns and
these typical stories appeared in the Oct. 20, 1939, issue:
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LINCOLN DEPT STORE
“ The Lincoln Department Store under the supervision of
David Rosen, has assumed its place in the Community, as a
modern, up-to-date center for Ladies furnishings. Mr. Rosen since
coming to Lincoln has proven himself a man of marked ability in
the line of business he has established. All his stock is the very
latest in style and prices follow the low market trend. He makes
frequent trips to the great fashion centers, does his own buying
and thus is able to keep in stock always the latest in styles and
values.
“ Mr. Rosen outside of his store activities takes an active
interest in all matters that pertain to the best welfare of the Town.
He is an active member of the Lions Club and of the newly or
ganized Chamber of Commerce. He has always been found ready
to do his part even without solicitation in all matters of public
concern.
“ A most desirable citizen and his business is a good contri
bution to the progress of Lincoln merchants.
“ In hearty accord with the manager of this weekly, Mr. Rosen
believes that Lincoln will become the greatest shopping center in
this whole section of northern Penobscot and with that in view, he
plans to keep his stock modern, and up-to-the-minute in styles and
values.”
LINCOLN THEATRE

“ The Lincoln Theatre under the managership of William D.
Scanlon takes its place in the progress of the Town. Lincoln can
boast of as fine a picture hall as can be found in any Town of its
size. Here you will see the best there is in pictures and enjoy the
comforts o f a modern picture hall, with new soft cushioned seats,
automatic heat and ventilation, in fact everything to add to your
comfort and entertainment. “ Watch the ads in this paper for
weekly offerings.” These “ stories” filled the front page.
The Gateway News had difficulty garnering enough local
support, and its advertising faltered in the continuing
competition with the Bangor newspapers. The Gateway News
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stopped publishing in 1940.
For nearly 20 years Lincoln was without its own homepublished newspaper. This void was filled in part by the Old
Town weekly, the Penobscot Times, which gave limited coverage
to the town. A Lincoln section was slip-sheeted in the regular
edition of the Times along with advertising from Lincoln
merchants.
When the Old Town paper made inroads into Lincoln,
Bernard Esters, owner of the Houlton Pioneer Times, looked at
the prospects for a newspaper to serve Lincoln, 75 miles to the
south of the Aroostook County shire town. In 1959, Ralph Long of
Boston became Esters’ partner on the Pioneer Times. Both men
had extensive newspaper experience, and both were convinced
that Lincoln should have its own newspaper.
Long, originally from Dover-Foxcroft, had worked there as a
youngster in a print shop. Later, he worked on the Bangor
Commercial, The Bangor Daily News, the Chicago American; the
New York American and the Boston Record American. Long had
married a local woman who wanted to return to the Lincoln area.
When the opportunity came to join Esters at the Pioneer Times,
Long left the Boston Record American to become a partner in the
Houlton weekly.
By November 1959, Long and Esters established a Lincolnarea weekly, the Lincoln News and Shoppers’ Guide. After two
issues the paper became the Lincoln News. It was composed in
Lincoln by Raymond Potter and his wife in an office rented from
the Masonic Hall and was printed in Houlton by the Pioneer
Times. The Lincoln News sold for 10 cents a copy and had a
circulation of 2,000.
Competing with the Penobscot Times, the Lincoln News
fought for the advertising dollar. At first it appeared to be an up
hill battle, but the Times was vulnerable because it was not a
“ hometown” newspaper-only an extension of the Old Town
weekly. However, the two-newspaper circulation and advertising
competition was to continue for a few more years.
In 1961, George D. Aiken, who had written wildlife articles
while with the Maine State Fish and Game Department but had no
formal journalistic training, joined the staff of the Lincoln News.
Bom in Brewer in 1924, Aiken graduated from Brewer High
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School and joined the U.S. Air Force in 1944 and became a pilot.
He flew 24 missions in World War II. On the second, he was forced
to bail out over Yugoslavia, and spent 25 days with the Yugoslav
underground getting back to his unit. He flew 22 more missions
before war’s end.
When he returned home, he attended the University of Maine,
Orono, and received a degree in wildlife conservation in 1950.
From 1950-1951, he was a game biologist with the state of Maine.
Once again he served with the U.S. Air Force from 1951-1952, fly
ing 100 photographic missions in Korea. Home in 1952, Aiken
was employed by the Maine Fish and Game Department, where
he stayed until 1961, when he joined the Lincoln News’ staff.
Working with Long and Esters, Aiken learned both the news
and business side o f a weekly newspaper.
Partners Long and Esters decided to move the News’s
operation down to Lincoln, and they bought a building which
they converted into the newspaper’s offices and printing plant.
An offset press was installed at the Lincoln paper, and on May 18,
1961, the News printed its first issue in Lincoln.
However, in February 1961, Long sold out to Esters. Aiken
and Esters had some skirmishes over editorial policy. In 1962
Aiken bought the Lincoln News from Esters-with the exception
of the presses which still belonged to Esters. Later the Lincoln
offset press and other equipment were taken by writ of replevin by
Esters. A victim of circumstances, Aiken was without a press or
typesetting equipment in 1963.
After Aiken bought the News he had it printed in Esters’ Con
solidated Printing Co. in Presque Isle. According to Aiken, Esters
insisted on editing an editorial which referred to the cost of
Esters’ central printing plant.
“ I refused to edit the financial reference out,” Aiken said,
“ and allowed him to print the issue but with a blank editorial
space.”
The next week Aiken had the News printed in Blue Hill by the
Weekly Packet. Aiken’s paper carried the original editorial intact
and unedited.
Aiken still managed to continue printing and publishing the
paper. One issue was done by volunteers who set the news and
advertising copy on typewriters, pasted it up and had it printed
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out of town. Other stopgap measures were used by Aiken to keep
the paper operating. He printed in Blue Hill and Presque Isle.
Meanwhile, the circulation and advertising competition with
the Penobscot Times was unabated, but a change would soon take
place.
Aiken beefed up his local news coverage including court,
town council and politics. Editorially, he unhesitatingly stepped
into controversial issues, taking unequivocal stands.
In 1964, Aiken was still without a press, and was facing the
prospect of closing down his newspaper when he was able to raise
the needed money when radio man Richard Nirenberg bought
into the business. A new press was acquired and after a year,
Nirenberg left, selling out to Aiken, who once again became sole
owner of the News.
By this time, the competition with the Penobscot Times had
diminished. Aiken said the Times vs. News competition stopped
because of his fondness for controversy and because the Lincoln
News was the hometown paper. The Times was always looked
upon as an Old Town paper, which had difficulty getting the feel
of things.
Aiken ran into a similar situation in 1963 and 1964 when he
tried publishing a Millinocket and East Millinocket edition of the
Lincoln News. The News replated some pages for the northern
towns, but it was never really successful.
In 1963 the Bangor Daily News purchased the Millinocket
Journal and three Aroostook County papers. After a year, the
Bangor Publishing Co. sold the Millinocket Journal to Vance
Laite. It was apparent that Millinocket wasn’t a two-newspaper
town, and Aiken dropped his edition, concentrating his efforts on
Lincoln.
The Bangor Daily News, through its subsidiary Northeast
Publishing Co., started the Lincoln Journal, a slip-sheet news
paper, in competition with the Lincoln News. The Journal lasted
only six months.
With the Penobscot Times no longer causing him any great
distress, Aiken found his competition coming from the Bangor
Daily News, but by this time the Lincoln News had become es
tablished and accepted. However, today Aiken still regards the
Bangor Daily News as his chief competition.
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The format of the 5-column tabloid has changed little since
Aiken took over as owner in 1962. The circulation is 3,850 and it
averages 16 pages an issue. Advertising is run on the lower part of
the front page, and ears to the right and left of the front-page
nameplate carry small ads.
The News sells for 20 cents a copy and often runs up to 70 per
cent advertising. It is published every Thursday by Gateway
Press, Inc., of which Aiken is president.
Gateway Press, Inc. does commercial printing, including the
Maine State Labor News each month. There is a full-time staff of
four, which includes Aiken as editor and publisher; Francis
Cruciani, assistant editor and production manager; Rita C.
Aiken, women’s editor; and Paul Thibodeau, commercial art and
layout.
There are five part-time staff members.
Deadline for advertising is 5 p.m. Tuesday and for news, 5 p.m.
Wednesday. The paper is published every Thursday, and is
printed in-shop on a Goss Suburban offset press.
Aiken runs guest editorials, but writes many editorials himself
He also writes a weekly outdoor column, “ Over the Tea Pail.”
The News’ role in the community is seen by Aiken to provide
“ entertainment, aid in development o f the area and to be informa
tive.” Adding to this, Aiken believes the News has played a
significant role in helping the town on a variety of fronts, such as
the regional hospital, access roads to 1-95, attracting new
business to town and the re-purchase and operation of the Lincoln
Pulp and Paper Co., the town’s major employer.
On the news-coverage front, Aiken said one of the most
important results of his efforts was his insistence that “ they get
the Town Council out of coffee shops and back into chambers,”
Aiken said. The right-to-know laws have been backed by Aiken,
and the News has had school-board meetings opened to the
public.
When the district court refused to give Aiken the name of an in
dividual who had been tried in court for publication in the News,
Aiken complained. The matter was resolved by Chief Judge
Robert Browne, who, Aiken said, “ set the local court straight, and
I’ve had no problem since.”
Deeply involved in town affairs, Aiken has found that his
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editorial jabbings sometimes have been delivered a counterpunch
by an opponent. He had made some provocative editorial
comments which in effect threatened his position as president of
the 15-town Hospital Administrative District No. 1. As a result of
the editorial broadsides, Aiken ran into keen competition when a
local nurse decided to challenge his position. The Newsostensibly her opponent Aiken-provided her with free
advertising, but offsetting this was a page-one piece which read:
“ A Statement from the Publisher
“ A Page one story in this paper this week lists the candidacy of
Barbara Russell, of Lincoln, for the seaton the Board of Directors
of Hospital Administration District No. 1 which is presently held
by myself. Such a situation poses an unusual position for the
owner of a newspaper. Theoretically, he could have an advantage
over an opposing candidate for public office in that he would have
access to ‘free’ advertising space.
“ Therefore, although there is no legal requirement to do so,
Mrs. Russell has been informed that equal advertising space will
be made available to her on a ‘no charge’ basis. In the issue of
March 9, the week before the elections in Lincoln, an advertise
ment three columns by seven inches will be reserved so that I
may express to the electorate why I would like to continue to serve
as a Director o f the Hospital Board. A space of the same size will
be reserved for the opposition candidate so that voters will have
equal opportunity to learn the reasons each candidate is seeking
the office and, as a byproduct, an expression by the voters on
March 14 as they grade progress on the Regional Hospital to date.
Signed, G. Daniel Aiken, Publisher.”
The publisher was re-elected to the hospital board.
A fire of major proportions struck the Lincoln News’s plant at
2 a.m., Friday, Feb. 7, 1975. The fire gutted the interior of the
building housing the typesetting, layout and other production
and composing facilities. The Goss Community press was in
another building and was undamaged.
“ Although it was like working in a coal mine for awhile,” ac
cording to Paul Thibodeau, “we were able to get out the next
week’s paper.”
Undaunted, Aiken and his staff continued publishing the
News, although they all worked at a handicap for many weeks.
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Often involved in an imbroglio of one sort or another, feisty
editor-publisher Aiken enjoys the fray. Aiken is optimistic about
the future of his weekly newspaper, which he said will see “ steady
growth, increasing in tempo.” The Lincoln News is the first paper
in town to last more than 10 years, and Aiken views this as an out
standing characteristic. He believes the Lincoln News “ looks to
be the area’s paper from here on.”

Lisbon Post

“ A newspaper should be a bridge between the community and
its people,” is Norman Fournier’s conception of his weekly Lisbon
Post.
With that idea aborning, Fournier came back to Lisbon Falls
after an absence of 10 years to start the Lisbon Post, Thursday,
Sept. 23, 1971.
In that first edition of the tabloid newspaper, Fournier as
editor and publisher, told his readers via the editorial page:
“ Your newspaper-Tt seeks your support. The birth of a news
paper is most always a special occasion. In most cases, it marks
the realization of a long-held dream, and the start of a voyage on
an unchartered (sic) road.
“ The birth of the ‘Lisbon Post’ fits neatly in this category. Its
creation was planned many years ago--an event which almost
seemed destined to come to pass.
“ It was here the publisher of this newspaper started his news
paper career, and it is fitting that it is here that he has chosen to
become a publisher.
“ What of its future? It would be nice if there were some magic
formula available which could assure its success. But there is
none.
“ The ‘Lisbon Post’ will rise or fall on its own merits. If it per
forms well as a servant of the community, it will succeed. If it is
negligent in its role as a community beacon, it will fail, as sure as
other publications have failed.
“ The management of the ‘Post’ does not relish the thought of
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failure. We think the ‘Post’ has an excellent chance o f succeeding,
but we are not so foolish to believe that this will be achieved over
night without a determined effort to make it happen.
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“ In the final analysis, the ‘Post’ will succeed if you come to
accept it as your newspaper. It is this objective we want most to
achieve.”
The Post was a 12-page, three-column tabloid. Fournier had
bought the former Lisbon Enterprise building at 4 Union St.,
Lisbon Falls, which was a log cabin built by former Enterprise
owner John Gould. The Enterprise had stopped publishing in
1968.
“ We felt the log cabin was ideal for our operation at first,”
Fournier said. “ It was compact and efficient, but we soon out
grew it. Six months after the paper started we bought out a vacant
hardware store across the street and moved in there.”
At first the Post set its type on an IBM composer, pasted up the
pages and was printed at the Times Record in Brunswick.
The Lisbon Post started out as a three-column tabloid, but
later was converted to a five-column tabloid “ because it gave us
greater flexibility,” Fournier said.
From its inception, the Lisbon Post was offset.
Fournier and his wife Margaret (Danse) Fournier set to work
as a husband and wife team. She took care of the office work and
Fournier handled the news-editorial and advertising. A news
editor had been hired, but he only stayed a week. The operation
through the years has been more or less a one-man effort-Norm
Fournier-with an able assist from his wife.
Fournier started his newspaper career in Lisbon in the
summer of 1957. He had just gotten out of the Air Force where he
had been running an air base newspaper, and he was a student at
the-then Portland Junior College. His first newspaper job was as
editor of the Lisbon Enterprise. “ I was still in college at the time
running the newspaper and attending classes,” Fournier
recollected. Later he became editor of the Freeport Press and then
managing editor of the Lisbon Falls Weekly News.
He spent five years in the Lisbon-Freeport area and left in 1962
to join staff of the Portland Press Herald, Evening Express and
the Maine Sunday Telegram. He was a public affairs writer and
book review editor.
While working for the Gannett papers in Portland, Fournier
went back to college, resuming his education at the University of
Maine, Portland-Gorham, and receiving his degree in history and
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government.
In late 1969, he resigned his job with the Gannett newspapers
to become director of the Job Training Centers in Portland,
Yarmouth and Lewiston.
After three years in that job, Fournier and his wife, who was
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from Lisbon Falls, decided they wanted to do something different.
“ I guess you can’t convert an old newspaperman,” Fournier
said.
Born in Lewiston in 1933, Fournier had many friends and
established many contacts in the area, especially during his
years as a newspaperman. “ I was known here, had been here
before, and Fd been approached by some townspeople who felt
there was a need for a newspaper in Lisbon,” Fournier said. “ I
was promised all kinds of advertising support which never did
materialize.”
Lack of a strong advertising base was the main reason
Fournier decided to start another weekly two months after the
Lisbon Post. “ The principal reason we started the Androscoggin
Post was because the Lisbon paper didn’t have the advertising
base, and if we were going to survive we’d have to solicit ads out of
Lewiston,” Fournier said.
James T. Miller, a 1971 Bates College graduate, was made
editor of the Androscoggin Post. The paper covered Mechanic
Falls, Poland, Minot, Green, Leeds and Turner.
“ Miller tried to cover the entire area by himself, which was
quite a trick,” Fournier said ruefully. “ The paper was well ac
cepted because the towns covered never had their own newspaper
in the recent past.”
The two weekly newspapers were published out of the Union
Street log cabin and within six months the hardware store at 9
Union St., Lisbon Falls, was bought and renovated. Offices and a
production area were set up, and the Fourniers and their staff
were busy producing two area newspapers. But the emphasis was
on the Lisbon Post. The Androscoggin paper had eight replated
pages of the normal 12. Four pages-the editorial, two features and
the classified-were the same in both papers.
Once again, lack of advertising support called for publishing
yet a third paper-this time the Freeport Post. Fournier decided to
expand the advertising base and started the Freeport Post.
Its concept was about the same as the Androscoggin Post: It
would have eight replated pages to carry Freeport-related news
and ads, with the remaining four pages the same as the parent
Lisbon Post.
The Freeport Post first was issued April 20, 1972, in Freeport,
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which had gone 14 years without a newspaper.
Maine’s birthplace had its own newspaper again, the Post
declared in its first edition. It was the first local paper to be
published in Freeport since the Freeport Press was last printed in
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the spring of 1958.
The Freeport Post was published by Fournier’s parent
company, Eastland Publications of Lisbon Falls.
Miller became managing editor of the three Posts; David E.
Sellars was advertising director of the three newspapers, and
Robert Lawson was assistant editor who was assigned to cover
the Freeport area and to serve as a local advertising counselor.
All three newspapers were operating on a marginal basis, and
the only way the entire area could be served by the three weeklies
was to use the replate method. After being printed by the Times
Record for three years, Fournier decided it was time to consider
doing his own printing. In 1974 he bought out the Church World
Publishing Co., Portland, which had relatively new equipment
and a three-unit Cottrell Vanguard offset newspaper press. After
that purchase, Fournier set up Eastland Press, Inc. The original
plan had been to finance the printing company through a Small
Business Administration loan, but Fournier was able to arrange
his own private financing.
The new press was installed in the basement of the 9 Union
Street building which was used as a central printing plant for the
three papers.
Both corporations later were merged into Eastland Press, Inc.,
which publishes the Lisbon Post, Freeport Post, Maine Scene and
Maine Artisan, all started and owned by Fournier.
Miller left after a year, and Fournier and Lawson ran the
newspapers. Fournier’s efforts were devoted to the Lisbon and
Androscoggin Post, while Lawson concentrated on Freeport.
However, the grueling pace was to quicken for Fournier. Once
the Freeport Post was established, Lawson departed after about a
year. Fournier was now running the three papers. “ For a period of
three years, I kept the three papers going,” Fournier recalled. “ It
was a constant battle to find correspondents who were
dependable and would provide enough material for the papers.”
It was after three years of managing the three weeklies that
Fournier decided to sell the Androscoggin Post. However, he
continued printing and publishing the Lisbon and Freeport
papers. The Freeport paper continued as a replate of the Lisbon
Post.
After the newspaper press was installed, Fournier expanded
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his commercial printing plant. He printed his three newspapers
and other outside jobs to keep the press busy.
By selling out the Androscoggin paper, Fournier was able to
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devote more time to publishing the Lisbon Post. He still manages
to cover town council meetings as well as hold down a real estate
business which he operates out o f his spacious and newly
renovated Victorian home on Main Street.
Deadlines for both Lisbon and Freeport are the same: ads and
news theoretically must be in no later than Monday at 5 p.m., but
the realities of covering Tuesday night council meetings means
that “ I’m still writing early Wednesday morning, which means
the deadlines are really Wednesday morning,” Fournier said.
The paper is printed Wednesday and in the mails for Thursday
delivery.
Now in its seventh year, the Lisbon Post has had an impact on
the towns it serves, Fournier said. “ I believe the paper was
instrumental in getting the town to support construction of a new
middle school and an addition to the high school.” he said. The
town had been discussing the school building issue for years, and
the Lisbon Post supported a compromise version of adding to the
high school and building a new middle school. The town passed
the plan overwhelmingly.
On another matter, the Lisbon Post had followed a policy of
not endorsing political candidates for office until about two years
ago. “ The paper endorsed a slate o f candidates, and four of the
five we supported were elected,” Fournier said. “ Some people were
unhappy with the stand we took and the people we supported. But
it proved to me that if a newspaper wants to get involved in
politics it can have a direct influence on the outcome.”
But this editorial stance isn’t always evident in the Lisbon
Post. Fournier admits that the pressure of “not enough time”
means that often he won’t write an editorial, and “ I’m sorry to
admit it but when I do run editorials, they have a tendency to be
canned--mainly because of the time factor. But once in a while
when something comes along, I’ll toss in a local editorial.”
Fournier also writes an “ Editor’s Notebook” column on
occasion which has a prominent spot on page one. He’ll take a
broadside at officialdom at times, such as these remarks he made
in an Aug, 11, 1977, “ Notebook” piece:
“ Town hall has changed.
“ Once, not too many months ago, you could find some degree
of efficiency and cooperation among the people working there.
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“ But all this has changed.
“ What we now have is a Town Hall crew which has doubled in
size, producing less work than it ever did, and costing the tax
payers much in money and in efficiency.
“ Stories in the area dailies tell the outside world that the Town
of Lisbon is in trouble financially. We don’t think so.
“The trouble is not with our financial status or resources, but
with the people hired in recent months to administer our town
finances...
“ Our trouble is one o f incompetence, precipitated mostly by
federal programs which supposedly help us with a lot o f free help
at no cost to local taxpayers. Maybe. But we don’t think so....
“ We don’t mean to indict anyone on the Town Hall staff. But
we’re damn unhappy with what we see going on there.
“ We suspect that our sentiments are widely shared by local
taxpayers who would like to see some degree of common sense
and efficiency returned to Town Hall.”
Such editorial jousting is another role of the weekly
newspaper, Fournier observed.
Today the Lisbon Post circulation has stabilized at 1,700.
The typesetting and printing capabilities of the Lisbon Post-or more correctly the Eastland Press Inc.,-has increased
markedly since its start. Typesetting originally was done on an
IBM composer, and in 1972 a Compuwriter, Jr. was installed.
Another machine, an Addressograph Compset, was acquired,
adding to the typesetting capability.
The additional commercial printing plant equipment was
acquired by design, not happenstance. Fournier explains: “ In the
future I see us becoming more of a printing house than that o f a
newspaper publisher. We’ll continue printing the Lisbon Post, the
Freeport Post and some other publications I started-the Maine
Scene and the Maine Artisan. But we’re increasing our job
printing business.”
Although Fournier is a realist about how much more business
the Lisbon Post or the Freeport Post can generate, he is convinced
that the community newspaper plays an important and vital role.
The population o f Lisbon is about 9,000, but it still has the flavor
of a small town. This is where he sees the Lisbon Post playing its
part in the town.
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“ There are many news gaps--although we’re sandwiched
between the dailies--the Lewiston Sun-Journal and the
Brunswick Times Record,” he said. This is where the Lisbon Post
plays its part-by filling those news gaps.
“The paper also provides the people with a good forum to
discuss-or fight over-issues,” Fournier said.
One of those issues involved a sewage treatment plant.
Fournier took an editorial stand opposing the sewer district.
Through a strong editorial effort, the sewer issue was placed on
the ballot. “Things grew a little bitter on that one,” Fournier
recounted. “ It went to a referendum and was defeated. We lost
that effort; but you win some and you lose some.”
The two Lewiston dailies and the Times Record provide plenty
of news competition, but on the advertising side “ there isn’t any
competition,” Fournier said. “ Most of my advertisers don’t do
much advertising and when they do, it’s usually locally.”
The Lisbon Post covers Lisbon village, Lisbon Center and
Lisbon Falls along with Durham and Bowdoin. It carries regular
columns from the offices of U.S. Sens. Edmund Muskie and
William Hathaway and Rep. William Cohen. The editorial page
will run a cartoon along with State Rep. James Tierney’s column
“ In the Legislature” and, when possible, an editorial. Local items,
weddings, engagements and selectmen’s meetings round out the
news columns. A crossword puzzle and sometimes a filler column
or two complete the pages other than those filled by classified ads
or other local ads.
Managing two newspapers, the commercial printing plant
and his own real estate business keep Norm Fournier occupied to
the fullest.
It was perhaps for that reason that on Jan. 26, 1978, Fournier
decided to sell the Freeport Post to Jerry Wolfe of Durham.
“ By finding a full-time publisher for the Freeport Post,” he
said, in announcing his decision to sell the paper, “ we hope to
gain precious time with which to improve the quality of the
Lisbon Post, the mainstay of our operation.”

Livermore Falls Advertiser

Back in 1916, Eugene I. Beck, founder of the Livermore Falls
Advertiser, was ready to sell his paper after publishing it for
nearly 25 years, and he told his readers why in the Dec. 28 edition.
“ Announcement: Owing to the unprecedented rise in
everything which enters the makeup and production of the news
paper today, and as conditions are such in the field that they will
not warrant the necessary rise in advertising and subscription
rates, it is necessary to suspend publication of the Advertiser, the
same to take effect from this date.
“ Many papers have successfully raised their rates sufficiently
to offset the great rise in prices, but after careful investigation, we
find this field too limited. Could we have secured the proper rates
necessary today, the continuation o f the Advertiser would be
assured. We are sorry, indeed, to make this announcement, as we
have published the Home Paper for a long period (25 years the
coming summer) but no good businessman feels warranted in
continuing in a business which does not give a living or daily
wage above expenses. We are forced to the move which we have
today decided absolutely necessary.
“ The Advertiser has many staunch patrons and especially so
among the businessmen of Livermore Falls and to all such, we
wish to say Thank You.
“ The entire plant and complete outfit for publishing of an upto-date paper can be purchased right. If not sold, we shall retain
the office and all rooms now occupied by the business, and early
in the year the same will be used in another line of work than
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publishing a local paper.”
Despite his forewarnings of the imminent demise of the
weekly newspaper, Beck declared in the Jan. 11, 1917, issue that
the paper would continue publishing. The Jan. 4 edition file copy
was irreparably damaged, but the Jan. 11 issue enthused on page
1: “ For Nearly Quarter Century Stood Faithfully and
Successfully for the Upbuilding and Uplifting of Worthy Causes.
“ Greetings thrice, for the New Year, from the Advertiser, its
editor and its patrons. Over its new lease of life, we are certain
that the latter have reason to rejoice and in its continuance all
should aim to aid generously in its support.”
Three decades before this change of heart, Beck had started
out as editor of The Local Press, which was owned by John M.S.
Hunter of Farmington. Hunter started the Press in October 1889,
but Beck and R.A. Wing took over ownership in May 1892. The
paper became the Livermore Falls Express and Advertiser.
However, Wing departed shortly after, and Beck became sole
owner.
The offices of the paper were located successively above
Walkers Store on the west side of Main Street, on the second floor
of the Merriman Block, on the second floor of the Lamb Block on
the north side of Depot Street, and on the second level of the bank
building.
The Express and Advertiser was published by the Advertiser
Publishing Co. each Thursday, and a subscription cost $1 a year.
The weekly had started as a five-column, four-page paper and
employed three people.
After a major fire hit downtown, the Express and Advertiser
reported in its Sept. 15, 1898, edition:
“ The worst fire disaster that had thus far befallen the village
of Livermore Falls struck Sept. 10, 1898, and destroyed all the
buildings below Mill Hill as well as everything on the south side
of Depot Street from the Riverside Hotel to Main Street.
“ The first alarm sounded about 10 o’clock Saturday forenoon
at which time fire was discovered in the large saw mill, the pro
perty of International Paper Co., caused presumably by a hot box.
Like all mills of this description, quantities of fine dust and
sawdust were all through the building and the flames spread with
lightning-like rapidity and in a very few minutes the entire
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building was a mass of roaring flames.”
Within the year, another major fire struck on June 21, 1899. It
completely destroyed the remainder of the main business section.
The Express and Advertiser occupied half the second floor in the
Merriman Block, which was a new, three-story brick building
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built in 1898. Fortunately, the building was not in the fire zone,
and the occupants of the building went unscathed.
At the turn of the century, the Express and Advertiser
claimed it was “ Devoted to the interests of Livermore Falls,
Chisholm and Surrounding towns.” The Advertiser Publishing
Co. now issued an eight-page, seven-column paper each Thurs
day. The Jan. 11, 1900, issue was typical of its day, as an
inventory of its pages shows:
Page 1 carried Our Jay Letter, Canton News, East Livermore,
Livermore Falls, (The Live Newsy Items About Town and
Personal Mention and Other Matters), North Leeds, Leeds
Center, Jay Hill, West Mt. Vernon, Chesterville. No ads appeared
on the page.
Page 2: three columns of news--usually national in originalong with features; advertising ran to four columns.
Page 3: three columns of news included Specialties for Good
Cooks, Maine at Boston Show. The remaining four columns were
filled with ads.
Page 4: filled with 4V> columns of news and 2V-> columns of
ads.
Page 5: Livermore Falls Church and Society Directory and
news from Weld and West Mt. Vernon.
Page 6: Fish and Game; Report of the Commissioners for the
Year 1899, September Shooting Law Believed to Have Proved
Very Beneficial (all one headline).
Page 7: all the news columns were filled with national, state
and international news; no story carried a local dateline.
Page 8: town news from no less than seven towns including
North Jay, Livermore, North Fayette, Wayne, South Fayette,
East Dixfield and South Livermore.
The paper increased in size on March 15, 1900, when readers
learned in a front-page story:
“ For the Fourth Time
“ The Advertiser is Enlarged,
“ Eight Columns Added
“ Ever realizing that to give the people a good paper, a clean
paper, wins the pleasure and esteem of the public, also to give the
largest possible paper, filled with the news o f interest to our read
ers is always a popular idea, and the management of the
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Advertiser increases this week the size of the paper eight columns
which will be the regular size of pages, over an extra page of seven
columns. How many local papers in our state furnish more? They
are few in number. TheCourier, Canton, and theSentinel, Wilton,
also published by E. I. Beck, are also enlarged with this week’s
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issues. And many new and desirable features will be added to
each of the papers for 1900. The increase along this line, also in
the job printing department, has necessitated more room, which
has already been acquired, and the office rooms formerly occu
pied by G. A. Gordon are now being utilized.”
For some inexplicable reason, Beck switched back to seven
columns by Sept. 13, 1900.
Publication day changed from Thursday to Wednesday on
July 17, 1901, although the masthead over the editorial read,
“Thursday, July 18, 1901.”
A few months later tragedy hit the American scene as
another president was assassinated. The Express and Advertiser
of Sept. 14, 1901, commented in a front-page piece on the assassi
nation of President William McKinley: “ From the heights of jubilation--the nation is plunged into the depths of grief-let us
remember that God doeth all things well and that the grave wins
not the victory.”
Without any fanfare, “ Express” was dropped from the
paper’s name and with the Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1901, edition the
nameplate read, “ The Advertiser.” The paper claimed a “ Guaran
teed circulation of 2,000 copies, weekly average. Goes into 2,000
homes-5,000 readers.” There was no story about the name
change.
Beck celebrated a decade of publishing in 1902. “ The Adver
tiser closed with the issue of August 13th, ten years of successful
newspaper business in Livermore Falls. Ten years, prosperous
from the start, a continual growth of newspaper industry from the
small five columns, four-page paper of 1892, when but three
people were employed, and but a small plant necessary for its
publication, from that time up to the present in which our people
have seen the business of the paper forcing it to repeated enlarge
ment.”
The Advertiser fluctuated in size over the course of several
months during 1906. In February it was six columns, by March it
was seven, 14-pica-wide columns.
It was now published by the “ E. I. Beck Co., Depot Street.”
Years later (April 3, 1952) Advertiser columnist Lincoln
Hatch reminisced about Depot Street. “ When sleighing (they used
to call it good footing) was good on Main and Depot Streets, they
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used to race horses from the corner of Richardson Avenue and
Main Street to the old railroad station (on Depot Street). John
Hyde owned a black mare called Molly. He used to come in ahead
most of the time.”
Advertising began appearing on page 1 and increased in
volume until by July 22, 1908, (Vol 17, No. 1) three of the six
columns on page 1 were filled with ads, and on the same page the
editor announced, “ The Advertiser commences its 17th year, or
volume, with this week’s issue.”
Sometimes the news coverage was spotty, but editor-pub
lisher Beck usually gave the hometown news prominent display.
On occasion exceptions were made, and one of them was Wednes-'
day, April 17, 1912. The front page carried the routine, onecolumn headline, “ Big Event-Livermore Falls High School
Athletic Assn. Benefit.” But on a jarring note, a less-than-routine
story told of an international disaster in a two-column headline:
“ Over 1200 Lives Lost.
“ By Sinking of Big Steamship Titanic
“ Monday after Coliding (sic) With Iceberg“ 2200 Persons Were on Steamer Board.”
As new technology came to printing, the Advertiser kept its
readers abreast of its latest acquisitions, as in this Dec. 31, 1913,
page 1 story: “ The Advertiser to Install New Typesetting
Machine-We shall with the New Year install a new type-setting
machine and other material necessary to the up-to-the-hour
paper, practically doing away with hand composition.”
Into his third decade as publisher of The Advertiser, Beck’s
editorial package slipped somewhat, and he started using fiction
pieces, filler stories and a comic strip on the editorial page. The
Advertiser’s overall appearance had grown predictable when
Beck made known his intention to sell the paper on Dec. 28, 1916.
However, after his plans to sell out were aborted, his new lease on
life meant that Beck would continue to publish for a few more
years.
Beck sold out his interests in The Advertiser to Daniel L.
Bryant in 1918. Under Bryant, the name was changed from The
Advertiser to the Livermore Falls Advertiser. Within the year, as
manager and owner, Bryant reduced the size of the paper. On
Sept. 25, 1919, the paper shrank from eight to four pages. Bryant
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justified this in a page 2 story. He said decreasing the number of
pages an issue was preferable to raising the price. The cost of a
year’s subscription remained at $2.
But after three years in the newspaper business, Bryant
found that his interests and time were consumed by the commer
cial printing business. Yet another owner would take over, and by
June 23, 1921, the transaction was completed, according to a page
2 story.
“ Announcement to our Readers-I have sold the Advertiser to
James W. Mann, who is now in possession, beginning with this
issue. He assumes all obligations to subscribers who are paid in
advance, and all subscriptions which are due or about to be paid
are to be paid to him.
“ When I entered this office we began a department of job
work which department has grown so rapidly that it now re
quires a large amount of time and thought and it has become no
longer possible for me to care for both departments with justice to
both. I shall, therefore, retain the job printing business and de
vote my time to that with the intention of giving the best possible
service.’’
Immediately following this notice was a message from the
new owner.
“ To the Public: I wish to supplement the above announce
ment that it will be my sole ambition in the publication of the Ad
vertiser to give the'public a local newspaper that will satisfy the
readers...The columns of the Advertiser will be open to all classes
of people to express their views upon any and all subjects and we
invite you to do so.
“ Thanking you in advance for the anticipated support that
you are going to give me. I am your servant, James Mann.”
Mann’s first act was to drop the subscription price from $2 to
$1 a year, which he did on June 30, 1921. He also changed the pub
lication date, which had been Thursdays under Bryant, to Wed
nesdays.
James Mann had been a journeyman printer who came to
Livermore Falls in 1907 and worked for former Advertiser owner
Beck until 1917. Mann remained owner of the paper from 1921 to
July 1928 when he sold the paper to his son, Clyde, who owned
and operated it until June 1948. At that time he sold the business
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to his brother, Kenneth, who had begun his duties with the paper
years earlier. He started working full time on the Advertiser after
he graduated from Livermore Falls High School in June 1923. He
served his printer’s apprenticeship under his father, James. After
his father sold the paper to Clyde Mann, Kenneth continued
working for his brother as manager and editor.
Later Kenneth left to enter the field of education, but he re
turned to the newspaper when he purchased the business from his
brother in 1948. Kenneth Mann was editor and publisher until
April 21, 1966. The Advertiser was then selling for seven cents a
copy or $2.50 a year, and above the page 1 nameplate ran this
quote: “ Contentment To The Mind Is As Light To The Eye.”
In that edition, the sale of the paper was told in a two-column,
30-point headline:
“ Livermore Falls Advertiser
“ To Change Ownership
“ Joseph Nemi Purchases Prosperous 74 Year
“ Old Weekly Newspaper--To Take Posses
s i o n May 2-In Mann Family 45 Years
“ Purchase of the Livermore Falls Advertiser was announced
this morning by Joseph C. Nemi, new owner and publisher. The
purchase price was not disclosed.
“ Mr. Nemi, a native of Jay who presently lives in Winthrop,
purchased the 74-year-old weekly newspaper from Kenneth L.
Mann. He will officially start publishing the paper with the May 5
edition. In making his announcement today, Mr. Nemi said that
Mr. Mann will continue as editor.
“ ‘It is my intention to continue operating this paper to ser
vice the Livermore Falls-Jay area. There are no personnel
changes anticipated at this time,’ Mr. Nemi said.
“ ‘It is my hope that we sill be able to continue our operation
in a manner similar to the established policies of the Advertiser.
It is my sincere desire to see the Advertiser continue its growth as
our community is now growing.’
“ Mr. Nemi will assume control of the paper May 2. He will be
owner and publisher. In addition to his general duties, Mr. Nemi
will also take over responsibility of advertising sales.
“ He was born in Jay Feb. 28, 1931, the son of Joseph and
Quintina Nemi. He attended schools in Jay and was graduated
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from Jay High School.
“ Nemi served in the U. S. Marine Corps from 1950-53. Priorto
entering the printing business he attended the New York School
of Printing.
“ He is married to the former Sally Anderson, and they have
three children, Gregory, 9, Richard, 6, and Sandra, 3.”
As the new owner, Nemi brought new vitality to the paper. He
increased the number of pages from six to 10 pages, printed in two
sections, by June 2, 1966.
On Dec. 31, 1967, Kenneth Mann retired from the newspaper
as a page 1 story’s headline read, “ Kenneth L. Mann Retired from
Local Newspaper Dec. 31.” The veteran newspaperman
concluded his duties as editor after 430 years of association with
the paper.
Mann’s immediate successor was Paul Berube who served as
editor from Jan. 5 to Sept. 7, 1967. Berube was succeeded by Mrs.
Helen Caldwell Cushman, who assumed the title of editor and
feature writer.
The paper had increased to an average o f 12 pages under the
ownership of Nemi, who inside a few years had doubled the
Advertiser’s number of pages and the advertising volume.
After three years under Mrs. Cushman, a substitute editor
was hired to fill in while Mrs. Cushman was on vacation. But
when Mrs. Cushman didn’t return to the editorship, interim
editor Mrs. Cora Briggs was named editor and feature writer on
June 4, 1970. She continues in that position today.
Cora Crouse Briggs was born in 1933 in Crouseville, Maine.
The Aroostook County town was named after one of Mrs. Briggs’s
ancestors. She moved to Auburn and attended Edward Little
High School, went on to Brandeis University and the University
of Maine at Farmington. She is married, has five children and
she lives in Livermore Falls.
About 17 years ago, Mrs. Briggs grew interested in
newspaper work and started reporting for the Lewiston Sun,
covering Livermore Falls. At that time the Sun and the Livermore
Falls Advertiser were archrivals. Prior to her joining the Adver
tiser as interim editor, she had been serving in the dual roles of
correspondent for both the Sun and the Advertiser.
“ Originally, I was substituting as editor for Mrs. Cushman,
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who went on vacation in February 1970,” Mrs. Briggs said. “ She
never returned to the Advertiser, so I stayed on.”
The Advertiser is printed at the Franklin Journal and
Farmington Chronicle plant, also owned by Nemi.
Although the Advertiser carries a Thursday publishing date,
it is printed around noon Wednesday and on the streets by 1 or 2
p.m. It is in the mails for Thursday delivery. A good share of the
distribution is done by news boys and girls.
The Advertiser has correspondents in Leeds, Mt. Vernon,
Turner, Livermore, Fayette, Jay, North Jay and Wilton.
“ Our Leeds correspondent-Eula Carville-is in her eighties,
and the Fayette correspondent-Nettie Mitchell--is nearly 92,”
Mrs. Briggs said. “ They are fantastic. Their hands are as steady
as can be; they write their copy in longhand. We send much hand
written copy up to the plant to be set in type.”
Advertiser correspondents sometimes also report for the
Lewiston Sun, and Mrs. Briggs said, “ I don’t like to use Jay or
Livermore Falls items that have been in the Sun.”
With a circulation of 3,300, the Advertiser has a firm foothold
in the community, but the weekly does have a competitor in the
daily Lewiston Sun.
On page 1 the Livermore Falls Advertiser runs display ads
which sometimes reach nearly half way up the page. Crowded
into the remainder of the page may be as many as 16 stories, often
continued on inside pages.
Those photos appearing on the front page and,elsewhere
throughout the paper are, more often than not, taken by Cora
Briggs. She uses a Polaroid “ which fulfills our needs,” she said.
The photos are usually enlarged at the Journal-Chronicle’s offset
printing plant in Farmington.
Geraldine Fournier is the Advertiser office manager. Nemi
continues as advertising representative for the Livermore Falls
weekly in addition to his duties as publisher of the Advertiser and
the Farmington semi-weekly.
The Advertiser carries editorials on occasion. Mrs. Briggs
writes them, “ but if there is anything of a controversial nature, I
check with Joe (Nemi),” she said.
“ As far as news is concerned, I have free rein, but any de
cision I make is subject to Joe’s approval or disapproval,” Mrs.
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Briggs said. “ He very seldom questions what I do, but he has the
final say.”
The Advertiser takes an independent editorial stance “ within
a strong Democratic community,” Mrs. Briggs said.
Without ostentation, the Advertiser concentrates on the local
scene. “ We don’t go into state or national news,” Mrs. Briggs said.
“ I think we do the thing that most weekly newspapers try to do:
cover news in the communities we serve.”

Machias Valley News Observer

“ On it was printed the first issues of the Machias Valley
News and millions of pages of annual town reports, school books,
etc. It may be interesting to note that the big Whitlock has been
used every week for 43 years, being in service for every issue.
Although I am fully aware that the old must give way to the new
in this changing world, it seems I am parting with an old and
faithful friend. Would that your new equipment performs as
well.”
This was retired printer Llewellyn Maker’s valedictory on
Oct. 1, 1975, when the Machias Valley News-Observer converted
from “ hot type” to “ cold type.” His statement reflects the
sentiments of many printers and newsmen brought up during
those hot type days.
Maker had worked as Linotypist-compositor-pressmanforeman on more than 2,400 weekly editions of the Machias
Valley News-Observer during his 46 years on the paper.
The Machias paper of today is the result of the amalgamation
of four papers, two of which, the Union and Republican, pre-date
the Civil War.
The earlier of the two papers, the Union, was first published
in 1853 by George A. Parlin, whose grandson would later take it
over in the early 1900’s. Grandfather Parlin was part of a long
line of Parlins in the newspaper business in Machias. He had
learned the printing trade in Bangor and came to Machias to
found the Union.
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Later his grandson, Earle C. Parlin, recalled, “ My people
came here originally from Skowhegan. My great-grandfather
was given a grant of land down here, but later went back to
Skowhegan, my grandfather remaining here.”
Following George A. Parlin as owner of the Union in 1899,
was William R. Pattangall. He was chief justice of Maine as well
as Union editor and owner, when young Earle Parlin, fresh out of
Machias high school in 1906, went to work for the judge on the
Union.
Later Parlin went to work for Roscoe Emery, publisher of the
Eastport Sentinel, for two years. He returned to Machias and
bought the Union from Edwin Hill in 1917.
He said, “ I took over the Machias Union about the time the
boys started for the Mexican border.”
As far as can be determined from back volumes in the
Hancock County Courthouse in Machias, the Republican was
founded in August 1856. The earliest issue on record is Vol VI, No.
1 dated Aug. 20, 1861. Five years previous, the Union got its start.
It was advertised as “ A Family and Political Newspaper” and
was published every Tuesday morning by Charles O. Furbush,
publisher and proprietor; E.M. Yates, editor. It was a four-page,
six-column broadsheet sometimes filling the entire front page
with one story topped by a small 10-point headline.
The Republican continued under a variety of owners since
Furbush started it is 1856. William B. Nash took over the Re
publican in the early 1900’s and his ownership was followed by
Alfred I. Babb. In 1922, Earle Parlin and F.W. Bowker bought out
the Republican and combined the Union and Republican.
Reorganizations and mergers continued. Teague Publishing
Co. put out the Union-Republican from 1924 to 1930. The Addison
Observer was absorbed in 1932 after being printed by Teague and
Parlin for Observer owner Clayton Small of Addison.
Parlin started another weekly, the Machias Valley News.
The first edition of the Machias Valley News came out April
3, 1930, and its editor was Elmer S. Ingalls. It was published
weekly by the Parlin Printing Co. at Machias. The Valley News
was a five-column tabloid printed on offset book stock.
A page 2 editorial read: “ Our First Issue; We take pleasure in
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presenting to you the first issue of the Machias Valley News. It is
not a very good one. Haste in preparation, failure of some of our
equipment to arrive in time and lack of room have combined to
make this the worst edition we shall ever run off the press...
“ This paper is not being published with the intention of
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competing with anyone. We shall cater to communities not al
ready supplied with a weekly, to bodies interested in the develop
ment of Washington County’s resources and to citizens who have
at heart the civic betterment of the Machias Valley.
“ In community projects, we shall stand for what we consider
the best, in politics we intend to be independent and impartial,
and in handling the news we propose to be accurate, brief and
clear...”
The paper was a four-page affair and on July 23, 1930, it
remained the same number of pages but grew to six columns.
Parlin published both the Addison Observer (formerly owned
and edited by Clayton Small) and the Machias Valley News until
he merged both papers July 13, 1932, when they became the
Machias Valley News-Observer.
A subscription for the News-Observer then cost $1 a year.
Disclaimers in the Machias Valley News’s first edition to the
contrary, it was in direct competition with the Union-Republican,
which Bowker had operated. The Union-Republican was located
on Maine Street, now the site of the A & P and the Mobil station.
When Bowker died, Henry D. Teague bought the paper from the
Bowker estate in 1937. Teague and his wife became the new
owners and editors of the paper. Teague had come to Machias in
1928 from Waterville where he had been city editor of the daily
Waterville Sentinel for seven years.
When he bought the Union-Republican, Teague had said,
“ The weekly paper is much closer to the people than the met
ropolitan daily, so the approach to the people must be more simple
and more personal.”
Carried over from his earlier daily morning newspaper days
was Teague’s habit of working nights. He claimed he could get
nine times as much work done at night as in the daytime.
Mrs. Teague had been society editor on the Waterville
Sentinel. She worked alongside her husband on the newly
acquired Union-Republican.
The first thing they did was to modernize the offices and
machinery of the Union-Republican. They installed themselves
in a new building on Center Street with a new Linotype and other
modem printing equipment.
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From his former newspaper experience, Teague knew the
value, of good format and clean type faces. The format of the
Union-Republican was completely modernized as was the news
gathering side.
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Teague tried to bring more efficiency and cost-saving to his
paper. He used a dictaphone machine for reading proofs. He made
the usual two-person job of proofreading a job that could be done
by one person. The correct copy was read into the dictaphone, and
then the proofreader played it back to himself.
The dictaphone machine aroused so much curiosity in the
first month it was in use that “ everybody in town came to try it,”
Teague said at the time.
Machias was a two-newspaper town for more than a decade.
The News-Observer was printing out of its plant on 73 Main St.,
and the Union-Republican was published at Center Street.
Following a fire at Center Street in 1943, the News-Observer took
over and combined with the Teague’s Union-Republican. The
paper was printed in the Sullivan Building, now razed, and the
land used as a parking lot for Gay’s Red and White. Teague con
tinued a job-printing shop on Lower Main Street. Later Julian
Mugnai bought out Teague. Marc Nault followed Mugnai as
owner and started the now-defunct Washington County times.
In putting out his Machias Valley News-Observer, Earle
Parlin was joined by his son, Francis W. Parlin. The senior Parlin
had said, “ We are modest country publishers--we get out our paper
every week with no pretense at ‘great’ issues. It is a community
newspaper.”
Earle Parlin’s wife was the “ local editor” and worked at least
two days a week on the weekly.
Before the merger, the News-Observer took pride in its 30
country correspondents who contributed regularly to the paper
and who made up the volume of local news. Parlin was
enthusiastic about the material the readers of the News-Observer
would send in to be published, and he said: “ They like to see it the
way they prepare it, and they write well and are very faithful
contributors. It is a reading public down through here.”
Reading public or not, after Teague’s plant was destroyed by
fire the merger of the papers occurred in 1943.
Although the Machias Valley News-Observer had an
involved and, at times, confusing history, the man who brought it
all together was Earle Parlin and his Parlin Printing Co. Parlin
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gradually turned more and more responsibility over to his son
Francis, but the paper became a monument to the efforts of Earle
Parlin, who had been editor and publisher, advertising manager,
compositor, job-printing estimator, director of circulation-and as
he said at the time, “ I’ve done about everything around here.”
In 1951, Earle Parlin was still making up pages and claimed
that he had turned the paper over to son Francis, who said his
father was “ still the paper up to that time.”
“ It’s hard to get him to talk about it, though,” Francis had
said about his father's part in the paper. “ He’s been so close to it
so long that it’s just second nature to him now. You know how it is:
you grow up with something and you forget all about the growing
pains.”
The paper was then covering Machiasport, East Machias,
Harrington, Cherryfield, Steuben, Milbridge, Indian River,
Bayview, Gouldsboro, Columbia Falls, West Kennebec, Deblois,
Buck’s Harbor, Cutler, Jonesboro, Jonesport and Addison.
State legislative activities were covered in full as were the
efforts of the Washington County Chamber of Commerce to push
through the Quoddy Tidal Development. The paper also ran an
original poem every week and had a newsy letter to “ Daisy” each
week from Columbia Falls.
Francis Parlin did take over the paper in the early 1950’s, and
in 1958 the News-Observer building was constructed on
Broadway in Machias. The Whitlock press, which Llewellyn
Maker had so fondly referred to, was moved by C.F. and D.W.
Look of Jonesboro to the new building. The “ Look Brothers and
crew did such an efficient job of moving the entire plant that not
an issue of the paper was skipped in the process," Maker said.
In his reminiscences of 46 years on the News-Observer,
Maker revealed that the News-Observer “ has never used a ‘stone’
as such. Mr. Parlin purchased the billiard tables damaged in the
Masonic Hall fire, stripped them of the wooden trim and pockets,
and the slate tops made excellent stones for make-up space. We
have used two candy slabs from the old Chandler candy-making
plant. All of which I expect will have outlived their usefulness
with the installation of your new photo-offset equipment.”
Offset notwithstanding, a billiard table continues in use
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today on which to lay out the pages prior to pasting up.
Francis Parlin’s News-Observer building was erected next to
his home on Broadway. He had spent more than 30 years working
on the paper. It was still being printed on the old Whitlock and
used hand-set type for headlines.
During the 1960’s, Jan Hinson, owner of the Calais
Advertiser, tried to purchase the News-Observer from Parlin, but
to no avail. According to Hinson, “ When Parlin died in the mid
1960’s, I made an offer on the paper to his wife, she accepted, and
Gene Townsend and I bought it.”
The new co-owners’ first edition was Oct. 25, 1967. That issue
was six-columns and a page-one story announced in a threecolumn, 30-point headline:
“ Machias Valley News-Observer Changes Hands.”
“ Mrs. Francis Parlin, owner of the weekly newspaper, the
Machias Valley News-Observer, announced its sale this week to
Jay B. Hinson and Eugene M. Townsend, both of Calais. The
county-seat weekly newspaper has been operated for many years
by the Parlin family, including Mrs. Parlin’s late husband,
Francis, and his father, Earle.
“ The new owners are both businessmen from Calais. Hinson,
a 1950 Colby graduate, came to Washington County in September
1952 as a bureau chief for the Bangor Daily News and served for
five years until he bought the Calais Advertiser in 1958.
“ Townsend is a lifelong resident of Calais, where he grad
uated from local schools. He served in the U.S. Air Force from
1941 to 1945 and attended art school two years in Connecticut and
is an artist and sign painter. He has worked recently for the
Calais radio station as sales manager.
“ The new owners plan to maintain the Machias paper as a
politically independent publication and to operate in the present
plant in the Shiretown. The foreman, Llewellyn Maker, his
assistant (and son-in-law) Richard White and Mrs. Julia
Schoppee, who handles the front office, will remain on the staff.”
Over on the editorial page of that edition, Hinson and
Townsend wrote:
“ ...We think the possibilities that lie in this venerable news
paper are terrific and, as time goes on, we plan to develop as many
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of them as we can. for one thing, we want to expand news
coverage of Machias by making regular contacts with
newsmaking sources. We also are going to use photo coverage
from time to time and will welcome any pictures that our readers
might like to have printed. We are also going to introduce an edi
torial column and would heartily welcome guest editorials'and
letters to the editor.
“ We also plan to call on our advertisers to help them in any
way we can, and we guarantee absolute cooperation with anyone
wanting to advertise in our paper. A newspaper has three basic re
sponsibilities as we see it: to its readers and coverage area, to its
advertisers and to itself. Unless it continues to be financially suc
cessful it abviously cannot be successful in any other way. One
way to stay on the right track is to cooperate fully with our ad
vertisers and that is what we intend doing: anyone wanting to
advertise will be able to get the size ad he wants run when he
wants it, the way he wants it.
“ One or both of us will be working out of the Machias office
each week.
“ Editorially speaking, we would like to make the standing
offer to any organizations in Machias or in the rest of the county,
to use the newspaper to promote their organization’s programs
and if they would like special coverage of some of their events, let
us know. We’ll be glad to work with you.
“ It’s going to take a while for us to get our feet braced so in the
meantime we ask only that you bear with us and come on ahead
with any suggestions you might have. Our newspaper is your
newspaper and that’s the way we want it.”
The News-Observer continued to print on its old Whitlock
press. Hinson said that a Ludlow headline machine was bought
and a more modern Linotype was added.
For the first few years, the editorials appeared most every
week, but in 1971 they disappeared from the paper. Photos were
used to good advantage throughout the News-Observer, more
often than not taken by Hinson, who also acted as editor.
Townsend was advertising manager.
Hinson said when he and Townsend took over the paper “ we
made a deal. I set it up where I’d make sure the money came in so
long as he made sure that we were paid up. It’s worked out very
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well.”
The paper continued to be published weekly by the Machias
Valley Publishing Co. at 31 Broadway. The company is owned
equally by Hinson and Townsend.
The News-Obserever was now printing seven columns and
averaging eight pages an issue. A major change in the overall
operations was to come about when the paper announced in page
one boxes: “ WATCH for our new look next week.” This is the last
issue of the last letterpress newspaper in Maine (We have been
told). “ Next week this paper will be printed offset.”
The qualifier--(we have been told)-vindicated the NewsObserver, inasmuch as there are two newspapers still printed
letterpress in Maine today (The Bethel Oxford County Citizen
and The York Weekly). However, Oct. 1, 1975, the News-Observer
presented a modern five-column tabloid. It was a dramatic
change from the seven-column, predictable and gray-looking
design of the former paper.
Initially, the News-Observer’s front page carried a full-page
photo, and the inside pages were set ragged right with more white
space, giving the paper a crisper, more up-to-date look. Even
tually, the full-page cover photo gave way to a more traditional
news format. Page one now carries news columns and photos.
Overall, news runs about 40 percent and advertising 60 percent.
Hinson explained the changeover. “ We had been using a
sheet-fed press, and the press run and folding time involved about
10 man-hours for 3,300 copies of an eight-page paper. Now all
typesetting is done with an IBM Selectric Composer, which
produces cold type for paste-up. We do all the lay-out and paste
ups in our Machias shop, and they are sent down to the Ellsworth
American to be printed.”
During the transition from hot type to cold type, Gaye Best of
Eastport acted as consultant.
The papers are printed Wednesday by noon, are on the news
stands that afternoon, and put in the mails Wednesday evening
with a Wednesday dateline. Circulation is 3,450. The tabloid now
averages about 20 pages a week.
Editing both the News-Observer and the Calais Advertiser,
Hinson has his hands full. “ I have to be attuned to what people
are saying about the two areas,” he said. “ Machias people have
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been very good to us. They are very protective of their own area
and very proud. They don’t like to be thought of as a country
cousin to Calais.”
In order to keep abreast of the news and events in the farflung areas covered by both papers, Hinson has covered many
miles. He also has found himself wearing two editorial hats on
more than one occasion:
“ As editor of two papers, there is something rather unique
about it. I’ve had to take opposite stands in each paper at the same
time. I might have to take one stand in Calais and another in
Machias. For instance, there was an airfield proposed for the
town of Charlotte. I opposed it in my Machias Valley NewsObserver editorial. Then I had to turn around and support it in my
Calais Advertiser editorial.”
Through it all, the Machias Valley News-Observer remains
the county-seat weekly giving its readers “ all the home news”
because, as the legend under the nameplate reads, it’s “ The
Friendly Paper.”

St. John Valley Times

The St. John Valley Times began over a cup of coffee in arestaurant at Thomaston, Conn., early in 1957. Thomaston Express
editor Joe Falter and advertising manager Emile Genest had
been working in their respective jobs for about six months. They
sat in that restaurant and talked about starting their own weekly
newspaper.
Genest, who hailed from Waterville, Maine, had visited the
St. John Valley once in his youth and according to him, once he
got into the newspaper game, the area stood out in his mind as one
that would support a newspaper. Falter had visited the area
when he was with the Associated Press in Philadelphia. Falter
and Genest were of a mind, especially after another later visit to
the valley.
Falter and Genest found that there was no newspaper
serving the St. John Valley. It had been covered by correspon
dents for a central Aroostook weekly, and there was a French-lan
guage paper coming into Madawaska and environs from
Edmundston, New Brunswick.
“ It was strictly a French-language paper,” current publisher
Forrest Rahrig said. “ When the Times started in 1957, 90 percent
of the on-street language was French. But in the 1930’s the school
systems changed from French to English in the schools. The
Times came along in the late 1950’s, so by the time we had started
the paper most all of the people under 30 could read and write
English.” The Times was accepted in the Valley after a few years.
Most o f the people are bi-lingual. In the schools children are
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taught both languages. The English-speaking child is taught
French, and the French-speaking child is taught English.
Rahrig said that when he came to town in 1960, there were a
few language problems, but because of the language programs in
the schools there has been a turnaround. Today 90 percent of the
street language is English. Today there are no language barriers
to overcome.
By running many photos (although, admittedly of
questionable quality initially), the Times got the message across
and became known as the region’s own newspaper. Rahrig be
lieves the Times was instrumental in breaking down former
language barriers. “ I feel the Times has helped speed the process
of bringing English to the region,” Rahrig said modestly. There is
a certain note of irony, Rahrig said, “ because today the trend here
in the Valley now is to go from the English that they’ve picked up
in the last 10 or 12 years to French.”
But back in 1957, Falter and Genest thought the Valley
needed a paper. They came away from their visits convinced that
the communities of Van Buren, Madawaska and Fort Kent could
support a weekly newspaper. They saw the three communities in
a line along the river in the same French or ethnic area. Valley
clannishness was a favorable and unique characteristic which
the two men believed should have its own newspaper with which
to identify.
Their initial reactions to the towns were confirmed when they
went to public officials, businessmen (including Fraser Paper
Ltd.) and Valley bankers in May, 1957. Those contacted said the
area would welcome a newspaper. Enthusiasm and the promise
of support helped the pair decide to start the St. John Valley
Times.
Most of the planning for the Times took place in Thomaston,
Conn., where the two men worked and where it was easy to con
tact equipment salesmen. They decided that offset printing was
the best direction for the paper to take, which later proved correct.
By late summer, 1957, most of the necessary equipment to
publish had been secured or was available on demand. Both
Genest and Falter left the Thomaston Express and moved to
Madawaska to set up the operation at the end of the summer.
The paper was financed through sale of stock to friends, re
latives and a few persons in the Valley, Ohioan Rahrig became a
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Times’ stockholder. On paper it looked as though the original
funding would be sufficient, assuming advertising and cir
culation revenue came in quickly. Rahrig reflected, “ In re
trospect this assumption almost appears humorous, but what can
top the idealism of several determined young persons?”
After setting up shop in an old apartment building at 372
Main St., Madawaska, equipment arrived through the late
summer weeks of 1957. By early October the capability to pro
duce a newspaper was on hand, although the technical know-how
was a bit shaky.
On October 2, 1957, the first 16-page tabloid issue went out;
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some 6,000 copies were distributed at various outlets.
Falter introduced the paper to the public:
“ We’re happy and proud also. Happy that today marks the
birth of the St. John Valley Times. Proud that we can help serve a
need in the Valley.
“ The two go hand in hand. For the happiness that has re
sulted in producing this first issue of the Valley Times can only
last among newspapermen as long as the paper is serving a
useful purpose in the area that it covers.
“ This means performing a public service to residents of the
St. John Valley. And such public service will always be the
foundation of the Valley Times existence.
“ For this reason-a paper to perform the service that the re
sidents of the valley deserve-the Valley Times was founded. And
such will always be the goal of this publication.
“ The Valley Times will be a weekly paper published every
Wednesday at 372 East Main Street, Madawaska. The area it will
serve starts at Van Buren on the east to St. Francis on the west
and as far south as Eagle Lake.
“ We feel this area needs its own newspaper to carry the news
and views of the people living in this area. We feel that a weekly
paper such as the Valley Times is the best medium to do the job.
“ And we also feel that the weekly newspaper is-and will
become in the Valley--an indispensable voice to the community.
It knits together the people who live in the market area. It is the
public record which notes the births and deaths of citizens-and
most every accomplishment between those two points-the
beginning and the end.
“ For with no local newspaper, there is no voice to reflect com
munity pride. No voice of leadership in community projects.
“ We’re happy and proud to provide that voice and the service
a paper can provide here.”
The second issue, priced now at 10 cents a copy, dipped to
under 3,000 circulation, and that fall the paid circulation dropped
to hover around 2,000. There were sound reasons for this,
according to Rahrig. “ The reproduction of pictures was very bad
due to a lack of knowledge of the process or the precise technique
required,” he said.
For its first three or four years, the Times gained a certain
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notoriety for its poor quality photos. Despite the technical dif
ficulties in reproduction, the Times used many photos, averaging
two to a page. Although the quality wasn’t always up to
standard, illustrations were used, in part, to help some of the
French-speaking populace in their introduction to an Englishlanguage paper.
At first the Times used a pictorial-style front page layout
which included several photos with captions summing up the
major news events in a simple, graphic way. But after about a
year, the Times changed over to a more conventional design with
headlined stories and some photos displayed on page one.
“ Quality reproduction of pictures was to plague the paper for
quite a few years and of all the production problems encountered,
this was the hardest to solve,” Rahrig said.
Another reason for limited circulation was an overextension
of the newspaper’s editorial arm. “ We were trying to do in a few
weeks what eventually took years to accomplish,” Rahrig said.
“ This is said with hindsight, of course, but the Valley should have
been developed town by town (as it eventually was) rather than a
quick saturation attempt o f the entire area. We simply could not
adequately cover such a vast area with such a small staff.”
Falter and Genest were the mainstays on the staff.
By early 1958 the mistakes were catching up. Advertisers did
not pay promptly as had been hoped and original funds were
gone. The winter of 1957 was to the Valley Times what Valley
Forge had been to Washington-tough.
By late winter it was evident the paper had troubles meeting
its costs. It was losing money despite the most aggressive selling
that could be mustered. Under such circumstances, Genest, who
had a family, sold his interest in March 1958 to Falter, who was
single.
Because o f continuing financial problems during that period,
there was a temporary withdrawal from attempting to cover the
end Valley towns of Fort Kent and Van Buren. The cry was
“ salvage Madawaska” and from this base, to make future moves
outward. Eventually this is what happened.
The staff was cut to an editor-publisher, one ad salesman, one
reporter and two make-up people, and a number of corres
pondents. Throughout the rest of 1958 this was the basic size of
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the paper, following the now-established formula of working from
the center out, as dictated by necessity. Slowly the financial pic
ture brightened, and although the paper lost money during this
period, the amount was less.
“ During this dark time, money was secured by selling addi
tional stock where one could; mostly to close outside-the-Valley
friends,” Rahrig said. “ It is fair to say little help could be found at
the local banks, although the paper could put up good adver
tising accounts for small loans. This practice, though hardly one
that would solve the problem, was instrumental in staving off
disaster.”
Color of a sort was introduced in a short-lived Emerald
Section, which was a four-page section aimed at the whole family.
It consisted of cartoons, comics, puzzles, television listings, and
features. Printed in black ink on green paper, the section never
caught on and was dropped at the end of the year.
An early contributor to the paper and a brother-in-law of
publisher Falter, Forrest Rahrig decided to move from Findlay,
Ohio, to Madawaska to join the staff. Rahrig had been in vending
machine sales for many years and immediately became the
Times’ advertising manager. He was born in Ohio in 1922 and
spent most of his adult life in Ohio, except for four years during
World War II which he spent as a flight crewman with the Army
Air Corps in the Aleutian Islands. He attended Ohio State
University and went into sales work which he continued until
going to the Times as advertising manager and printing solicitor.
From 1960 to 1964 the Times started improving financially,
slowly at first and then at an ever-increasing pace. Additional
revenues were brought in through increasing advertising and
commercial printing sales. The paper grew in size from 16-and 24page editions to its current 48-page issues. It grew in other areas.
A new press was obtained in the early 1960’s, the editorial depart
ment added personnel as needed, and an office was again opened
in Fort Kent. Things were looking better.
A sound footing was reached by the mid 1960’s and the news
coverage moved up the Valley. Circulation went well beyond
Madawaska, while revenue and circulation also came from
across the river in Canada.
A Canadian Section was started in the Times in 1960 and con
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tinued until 1973. It served the 16,000 to 20,000 Canadians living
in border towns across the St. John River. Edmundston, a city of
12,000, lays directly across the river from Madawaska and is the
largest community in the Valley.
The Canadian Section had its own nameplate and news and
photos and advertising of the region. The section was part of the
regular paper, but as a pull-out the four-page section formed a
small, yet separate newspaper complete with its own front page
and a concise summary of Canadian news. The V alley Times was
introduced to such Canadian towns as Edmundston, St. Basile,
St. Leonard, Reviere Verte, Baker Brook, Claire, Siegas and a
number of smaller localities.
“ In retrospect, it’s fair to say that by 1965 the operation was
successful, although better days were still to follow,” Rahrig said.
For the first seven years of publication, the Times was
printed on a heavy offset white paper stock, but it changed to
newsprint in 1965.
In 1967 the original quarters became cramped. A new lo
cation on West Main Street with a much larger building (a former
garage) was bought and remodeled. Further expansion came
again in 1968 with the pruchase of new equipment for the com
mercial printing department, which had been steadily growing.
At the newspaper end of the shop, the weekly was becoming
too large for the press to handle. No vast sums of money were on
hand for a new web press. The Times was farmed out to a central
printing plant in Presque Isle, which helped take pressure off
management and allowed a greater concentration on regional
and statewide business and advertising.
Falter, now married and a family man, decided to sell the
Times in 1971. He wished to return to his home state o f Ohio to
accept an offer as editor of a much larger weekly newspaper.
Several prospective buyers looked over the Times, but eventually
Rahrig decided to buy out Falter’s interests rather than see the
weekly sold to strangers.
The paper began over a cup of coffee and was sold the same
way. Falter left the Times in August 1971.
After Falter’s departure, the paper continued with the same
format that had been used for years. The page size has always
been a five-column-by-15-inch tabloid, and today’s issues average
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48 pages. Circulation held steady and as the retail area developed
more new advertising accounts were added.
Other editors to follow Falter were Dorothy Grey, William T.
Hayes, Ed Seneff, John (J.W.) Johnson and Mike Dostie. The
general manager is Barry A. Stokes, and sports editor is Emery L.
Labbe.
Through the years the price of the Times has risen. It sold for
10 cents an issue in 1957, went to 15 cents in 1964, rose to 20 cents
in 1968, then up to 25 cents, and today sells for 30 cents a copy.
The Times is published Wednesday mornings. Circulation is
about 5,800. The Times’s circulation area is within a 25-mile
radius of Madawaska with some minor circulation in Canada
and central Aroostook.
Rahrig keeps the advertising at 55 percent and the newshole
at 45 percent. In order to keep pace with rising cost, the
news matter is tightened up by setting lines closer together,
which means 12 percent more news can be put in the same
amount of space used before the lines were set eight-point type on
an eight-point slug. Prior to this change in 1975, type had been set
eight point on a nine-point slug.
The Times was always an offset-printed newspaper, but
today there is a large web press capable o f turning out thousands
o f newspapers an hour. In the beginning the paper was printed
painstakingly on a two-page ATF Chief 22, which meant running
two pages through the press, turning them over and running
them through again. This was done until 1968 when,the paper
was farmed out to a printer in Presque Isle.
In 1973 some major changes came about when Rahrig was
approached by a major newspaper chain with a management
contract offer. He sold out to Walls Newspaper, Inc. of Cleveland,
Tenn. A new corporation, the St. John Valley Publishing Com
pany, Inc., was formed in Maine for the company. Rahrig is a
minor stockholder in the St. John Valley Times.
Immediately the company made a major capital investment.
An extension was added to the existing building on West Main
Street, and a large web press and related production equipment
were purchased. Once again the Times was being printed at the
home plant.
Although there is a strong French-American population
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which the Times serves, it does not carry any regular Frenchlanguage columns or advertisements.
In the past, the Times has taken strong editorial stands sup
porting the Dickey-Lincoln Dam proposal.
Rahrig said the paper “ would still be pro Dickey-Lincoln
today. There are many benefits other than hydroelectric power
We’d have flood control of Fort Kent and many down-river bene
fits such as control over the river for the power installations in
New Brunswick. It will have to be a two-country agreement
before the dam could be built.”
The Times has “ promoted education over the years,” Rahrig
said. “ We promoted the growth for the University o f Maine at
Fort Kent from a teachers college and from a two-year to a fouryear p rogram a w a rd in g other degrees as w ell as
education...which makes it more convenient for students from the
Valley. It opens up so many more opportunities for our local stu
dents.”
Although not in the immediate offing, Rahrig said there has
been talk about the Times going to semi-weekly publication.
However, Rahrig looks at such a consideration pragmatically.
“ Look at it this way: we’re a big little newspaper now, and if we
did go semi-weekly we would be two editions a week of a small
newspaper, which would be published on Wednesday and
Sunday. However, with economic conditions as they are, I would
assume that we will maintain our once-a-week publication for
some time.”

Katahdin Journal

Millinocket is the gateway to Baxter State Park and Mt.
Katahdin. The town was chartered in 1901, the year the
Millinocket Journal was founded. As the town’s first weekly
newspaper, the Journal has had a history which has been
obscured and convoluted by the virtual disappearance of most of
its early editions.
Attempts to trace the years of the Journal are frustrated by
the lack of primary resources--the newspapers have vanished or
been cached away, unavailable to the researcher. Like an extinct
species--or one threatened with extinction-most past copies o f the
original Millinocket Journal and its earlier successors cannot be
found.
A few prized copies have been unearthed by Millinocket
Memorial Librarian Karl Beiser, who patiently issues pleas to
townsfolk to bring early editions of the town’s newspapers to the
library for safekeeping and preservation or microfilming. The
library has managed to collect unbound volumes of the Journal
(Millinocket and Katahdin) from the late 1960’s to the present.
Despite the roadblocks placed by a dearth of past papers, a
history of The Katahdin Journal and its predecessors has been
pieced together.
E. E. Morse founded the Millinocket Journal in October 1901.
It was published every Saturday by the Millinocket Printing Co.,
and Morse was the editor and publisher, who brought his readers
a weekly newspaper typical of its day. It was seven-column, fourpage broadsheet for which he charged $1 a year “ when paid in
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advance; $1.50 when paid within a year and $2 when deferred a
year.”
The activities of the town’s largest employer, the Great
Northern Paper Co., were often the major sources of news. The
rapid growth of the paper company set the pattern for Millinocket
and environs. News stories about the GNP were given prominent
display-usually in the lead position on page one.
By the end of its first year the Journal was ready to make a
change. In Vol. 2, No. 12, on Jan. 17, 1902, a page 2 editorial an
nounced:
“ The New Journal--At this time we wish to thank the people
of Millinocket and the surrounding towns for their generous
support of the different departments of the Journal and to
promise to them our efforts to make the Journal still more worthy
of their confidence and support.
“ With this issue the Journal makes its last appearance in its
infantile garb and next week will appear clad more as becomes a
growing youth. The paper will be enlarged, and more pages will
have to be turned in order to get at all the reading. The Journal
will now be an eight-page paper with five columns to the page
instead of seven columns as now appear. New departments will
be added and we hope to make it a necessity in every household.”
There were some discrepancies in that last seven-column
Journal. It carried a Jan. 17, 1902, date and Vol. 2, No. 12 in its
masthead, but on page one its folio read Vol. 2, No. 2, Jan. 17,
1903. The 1903 date also appeared on pages 2 and 4, while page 3
had 1902.
The major news story in that issue was carried on the front
page in three full columns; “ The Great Northern Bill Full Text of
Bill Presented to Legislature-West branch Driving and Resevoir
Dam Company.”
Other pieces included a story on County Attorney Bertram L.
Smith, the Methodists Thank Offering (from Springfield, Mass.),
a regular feature, “ Back of the Burnt Cork" by Epes W. Sargent,
and a variety of short items, including one on “ Jim Corbett is
getting bumptious again.”
Accompanying the news stories were many brief notices
advertising a variety of items, hut mostly patent medicines of one
sort or another. A typical ad might read; “ A neglected cough or
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cold may lead to serious bronchial or lung troubles. Don’t take
chances when Foley’s Honey and Tar affords security from
serious effects of a cold.-L. J. Heebner.”
Editorials filled two columns of page 2, and much of the re
mainder of the page was devoted to more patent medicine ads.
“ All The Local News” appeared on page 3, and two columns
was crammed with chatty briefs;
“ Chickenpox is all the go around town.
“ A number of teachers were out of school sick Monday.
“ Fred O’Connell, explorer for Bangor landowners who have
land in this section, is here for the winter.”
Church notes filled another half column and the remaining
three columns were advertisements.
The last page was one column of out-of-state news briefs,
another had a Millinocket Directory with notes on churches,
societies, post office hours and the departure and arrival of trains.
The other five columns were ads, including a large house ad, “ The
Millinocket Journal Teachers’ Voting Contest” which promoted a
Journal subscription drive whose gimmick was tied to a local
teacher popularity contest.
By May 4, 1905, the Journal had converted to a six-column,
eight-page format. The front page was filled with one-column
stories topped by 12- or 14-point headlines, all standing in a dull,
gray, vertical makeup. Some page-one stories were the “ Bal
Masque Friday Evening,” “ Cooperative Store,” and “ Island
Falls Expectant.”
E. E. Morse was still the editor and publisher. He ran this suc
cinct editorial on page four of his eight-page paper: “ The river
drivers are getting anxious. Unless there is some rain very soon,
much of the lumber now in the woods will remain there another
season.”
Another editorial condem ned advertising circulars
inasmuch as they were in direct competition with newspaper ads,
and a third editorial was an essay on “ The Local Paper” which
was reprinted from the Belfast Republican Journal.
The other pages carried Patten, Island Falls and “ Local
News” along with national and international reports and fillers.
Ads were spread liberally throughout the paper, which was now
running its own ad, “ The Journal Voting Contest”-subscription
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drive-which now offered a “ Pillow Head Couch or Automatic
Drop Head Sewing Machine” to the winner.
After the 1905 edition, further evidence on the longevity of the
Millinocket Journal is missing-with a gap in its history that
stretches to 1939.
However, another paper, The Millinocket Times and Weekly
Exchange, apparently started in September 1912, although the
only available copy in the Millinocket Memorial Library is the
Vol. 6, No. 30 issue of June 15, 1917. It was published every Friday
by the Reliance Publishing Co. of Millinocket and sold for 5 cents
a copy or $1.50 a year. Burdette D. Miller was the editor and mana
ger. The nameplate, The Millinocket Times, had as its legend:
“ An unbiased presentation of all the news of Millinocket, East
Millinocket and surrounding towns.”
The Millinocket Times was an eight-page, five-column paper
which carried two columns of advertising on the front page. The
page-one lead story was about the suffrage victories in the United
States during 1917. Times’s readers were treated to 3V> columns
of the serialized novel, “ The Man Without a Country” by Edward
Everett Hale which appeared on page 2.
Much boilerplate filler and ads were on page 3, along with a
21/2-column story, “ Akron, Ohio, Has Big Patriotic Day.” Scant
space was devoted to local news with the exception of page 5
which ran locals and East Millinocket Notes. Page 6 ran two col
umns of illustrated annual flowering plants by L. C. Corbett. The
remainder of the page was advertisements.
Afghanistanism-ignoring local problems in favor of foreign
or non-local ones-ruled the editorial page much as it did the news
columns. A page-8 editorial was of national origin: “America is
Going Full Speed Ahead-Don’t Let Anyone Talk You Out of
That.”
Whatever happened to the Millinocket Times remains a mys
tery, for once again there is a gap in chronicling its years.
Coming on the scene in April of 1925 was a handsome 3column publication printed on glossy stock and measuring 9-by12 inches. The Merchants Bulletin was published and supported
by local businessmen, and was “ a publication devoted to the
welfare of Millinocket.” It was issued monthly by the Merchants
Press, Inc., and Dan J. Smart was publisher.
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Again there is a void until October 1939 when the Millinocket
Journal reappeared, this time as an 8'/v-by-4-inch mimeo
graphed, 10-page newspaper.
The Millinocket Journal in its new format was published
Wednesdays by Robert Marshall Hume, Jr. It cost five cents a
copy or $1 a year, and was published weekly at “ No. 1 Journal
Place.” The pages were stapled together, and at first none of its
pages were numbered. Often as not, Hume would run an editorial
on the front page. The nameplate was a sketch of Mt. Katahdin
with “ The Millinocket Journal” in bold type.
Another newspaper appeared in competition to the mimeo
graphed Journal in April 1941, when the 5-column tabloid,
commercially letterpress printed Millinocket Herald began publi
cation. Its managing editor was Lawrence E. Brawn and the
paper was “ published Wednesday for the Millinocket Herald by
the Houlton Publishing Co.” The Herald Claimed a circulation of
2, 000.
In the Herald of May 21, 1941, (Vol. 1, No. 7) the front page
was filled with stories and photos about a major conflagration in
which “ Nearly 60 camps are destroyed by forest fire-causes
$85,000 loss.” The story said the “ loss is partially covered by in
surance, and the section is now a mass of ruins. A ban was placed
on fishing by the governor.”
No other copy of the Herald could be found, but speculation
has it that the weekly lasted only a few years.
Meanwhile, the mimeographed sheet, The Millinocket Jour
nal, continued publishing under the direction of Hume. He
regularly took editorial potshots at town officials in his twocolumn-wide newspaper. The paper regularly ran ads and at
times carried full-page ads from car dealers and such merchants
as Newberry’s department store.
By 1951 Hume was stating in the masthead: “ The Millinocket
Journal, the oldest weekly mimeograph newspaper in the U.S.”
The Aug. 19-20, 1951, Journal was a 34-page special edition
which commemorated the town of Millinocket’s fiftieth anniver
sary (1901-1951). Although the original Millinocket Journal had
been founded in 1901 there was no mention of that significant
event in the anniversary edition. The last eight pages carried only
ads.
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Among the mimeo sheet’s regular columns was the “ Stearns
High School Socials” and a full page'of television listings. The
classified ad page admonished: “ Don’t JustSitThere...Sell Some
thing.” Another widely popular feature was “ As We Were
Saying” by Portia, the pseudonym for Mrs. Josephia Evans
whose poems, philosophical tidbits and vignettes of the town
made for light reading.
Hume employed a variety of methods to fill his now fivecolumn pages. Some news stories were typewritten, others were
news clippings or boilerplate reproduced directly, making a
hodgepodge of typefaces and headlines.
Photos, although of poor quality, were reproduced by 1967.
In the March 22-23 edition of the Journal of that year, page
one featured the Stearns High School Science Fair including
photos. It wasn’t until the eighth page that the reader discovered
this piece of news in its entirety at the top of a cluttered page:
“ Robert Marshall Hume Jr.
“ R. M. Hume II Owner and Publisher of the Millinocket Jour
nal Died Unexpectedly at his Home Early Wednesday Morning.”
Upon Hume’s death, there were no immediate changes made
in the paper, and in the April 5-6, 1967, issue, under a masthead
which still read, “ Robert M. Hume, Jr., publisher-editor,” it was
announced:
“ The Millinocket Journal will continue operating under its
usual policy. The weekly issue will be published each Wednesday.
Advertising rates will remain unchanged.”
The Journal continued to be published by the Hume family as
a mimeographed, 10-page newspaper until it changed ownership
with the Dec. 6-7, 1967, edition (Vol. 28, No. 49), when Floyd S.
Farren became the new editor and publisher.
In the Dec. 13-14 edition, a page-one story read: “ Wishes to
Express Thanks. With the Journal established under new
ownership, we, the Hume family, want to express our
appreciation to the many business establishments in the area
who have used our publicity sources during the 16 years that we
have published the paper....-Blanch Hume and family.”
Soon Farren was making gradual changes in the Journal.
Although it was still mimeographed, the quality of reproduction
was better and column rules were no longer used. By January
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1968 several changes were made. The paper was now printed on a
white book stock, headline type was used as were page numbers.
These step-by-step improvements finally culminated with the
April 3, 1968, issue. (It was now a one-date folio used, rather than
the two dates-Dec. 13-14-used.) From a nondescript mimeo
graphed newspaper, the Journal became a commercially printed,
professional-looking tabloid. Page one carried the five-column
headline:
“ The Look of the Journal is New.” The accompanying story
explained: “ ...The new look includes printing on newsprint. The
pages are folded instead of stapled. In simple terms the look is
new. We are now truly a newspaper.”
However, Farren’s tenure as owner, editor and publisher was
short-lived, lasting a little more than five months. On May 8,
1968, the Northeast Publishing Co., a subsidiary of the Bangor
Publishing Co., (owners of the Bangor Daily News), bought out
Farren and installed Robbie Robinson of Presque Isle as the new
editor of the newly purchased and revamped Millinocket Journal.
Robinson had worked as advertising manager and sports
editor on the Presque Isle Star-Herald, also owned by Northeast
Publishing Co. When Robinson became editor on the Journal, he
set up shop at 255 Penobscot Avenue, Millinocket.
The May 8, 1968, edition was the first edited by Robinson. It
was a 20-page, 5-column tabloid printed by Northeast at its
central printing plant in Presque Isle. The new editor told his
readers in a page-4 editorial: “ The Millinocket Journal enters a
new phase in its long life this week. Effective May 1, the owner
ship passed to Northeast Publishing Co. The Millinocket Journal
will be a local newspaper dedicated to serving the needs of the
community....”
The Journal remained a tabloid until the July 3, 1968, issue
when it became an eight-page, eight-column broadsheet. Under
its nameplate ran the legend, “ The Town that Paper Built.”
Larger headlines and photos dressed up the pages.
After Robinson resigned as editor on March 5, 1969, there was
a quick succession of editors.
Northeast Publishing Co. business manager Jack Faulkner
was named acting editor after Robinson left, but within a week
Mrs. Anne Benjamin became editor. However, with the May 14
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edition, Vance Laite assumed the editorship, and Anne Benjamin
became news editor.
The paper was now located at 127 Central St., Millinocket, and
was published Wednesday by the Millinocket Publishing Co.,
which was formed by Laite after he bought the Journal from
Northeast Publishing Co. Laite continued as editor, and Karl Hill
was general manager of the company. The paper was running
six-page editions. By July 30, 1969, Beverly Manzo succeeded
Anne Benjamin as news editor.
Without any explanation, beginning with the July 8 issue, the
weekly converted to tabloid size and was called “ The Journal.”
The tabloid lasted until Oct. 20 when it went back to an eightcolumn broadsheet. The tabloid carried many stories and
features aimed at the outdoors lover and those vacationing in the
region.
Another shift in ownership came Feb. 24, 1971, when Lewis B.
Estes president of Coastal Publishing Co., Brunswick, became
publisher of the Millinocket Journal. He in turn renamed the
paper The Katahdin Journal (incorporating the Millinocket
Journal). The staff was enlarged and included publisher Estes,
Peter Cummings, general manager; Sheila Picard, office
manager; Vance Laite, executive editor; Jim Smith, news editor
and Bill McKeen, production.
The Katahdin Journal now sold for $7.50 a year, and it claimed
it was “ serving over 10,000 readers in the Katahdin Region since
1901,” which placed its circulation at about 2,500.
Again there was a turnover in personnel, management and
ownership. In April 1972 John Allen succeeded Laite as editor.
Allen’s stay was brief, and in August 1972, Jim Smith was named
editor. The staff diminished in size.
Under Estes and Laite the Journal had been running an
editorial page, but when Jerry Javine became publisher in
September 1972, the editorial page stopped. Smith remained as
editor until November. After Nov. 29, 1972, Javine took over as
“ editor, publisher and advertising manager” of the eight-page
Katahdin Journal, but within a few weeks there was yet another
new owner. Early in December 1972, Thomas Giordano, formerly
on the staff of the now-defunct afternoon daily County Times,
Presque Isle, assumed ownership of The Katahdin Journal.
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Giordano was publisher and general manager. Anne
Benjamin, who had formerly served as editor, was appointed to
that position by Giordano.
When Giordano took over, he said, “ We intend to produce one
of the finest weekly newspapers in New England, and we have
several stages of development we’ll put into effect over the next
few months to bring this about....”
By April 11, 1973, Giordano had hired Gary Brugger, 25, of
Hollywood, Fla., as managing editor. Brugger had been a reporter
and wire editor on a Florida daily after graduating from the
University of Florida.
News coverage was beefed up somewhat, and a bolder,
horizontal layout was used. In 1974, the Journal was awarded
first place by the Maine Press Association for the best-designed
front page in its class.
A former staff reporter, Denis O’Brien, was named managing
editor on Dec. 31, 1975. The paper was now averaging six pages a
week and was on the threshold of impending change.
The next few years were spelled with uncertainty for the
Katahdin Journal which was housed at 143 Penobscot Avenue.
Although his name remained on the masthead as publisher,
Giordano had left the state sometime in 1976. Managing editor
O’Brien resigned in July 1976, which precipitated other staff
changes.
Veteran office staff member Florence Daisey became general
manager and advertising manager. Sheila Murphy was
appointed editor. The masthead up to Sept. 9, 1976, listed
Giordano as publisher. However, after that date, Robert Sallies,
former owner of the Norway Advertiser-Democrat, became
publisher o f the Katahdin Journal. Sallies had acquired a major
share of the Journal and became an absentee publisher; Mrs.
Daisey ran the day-to-day operation.
As major shareholder, Sallies wanted to sell the Katahdin
Journal in 1976, but he had difficulty locating Giordano who was
still a minority shareholder in the business. One potential buyer
was Mrs. Anne Erickson, who decided to start her own
newspaper, The Katahdin Times, after her plan to purchase the
Journal from Sallies failed to materialize.
According to Mrs. Daisey, the Journal has had a “bumpy
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history as far as ownership is concerned, and the transition over
the past several months has been difficult.” Daisey had started
working at the Journal office in March 1973 and has viewed those
years since realistically.
Merchant support of the Journal was lacking, Mrs. Daisey
said, and in an effort to combat this diffidence, the Journal had
tried to broaden its advertising and news base. It changed from a
six-page, eight-column broadsheet to a 12-or 16-page tabloid and
distributed 900 free copies in Lincoln, Howland, Winn, Enfield
and Mattawamkeag. The rest of its circulation went to Millinoc
ket, East Millinocket, Patten, Medway and Sherman Station.
The first five-column, tabloid-size Journal was published
April 7, 1977, and was distributed as a “ sample copy.” There was
no story in the Journal about the new size paper. The frontpage
was filled with an Easter-oriented photo of a white cross on a leaffilled background, with a poem running under the illustration.
Page 2 was used as an inside front page, with a five-column,
72-point headline, “ MDOT Reveals Results of Millinocket Traffic
Study.” Scattered throughout the paper were a feature on “ Dis
patchers Ease Workload on P.D.,” a piece by F. Boynton on
“ Johnnie Isn’t Learning: Who Can We Blame Now?” Stearns
High School News, Lincoln news and other town news.
Promotional stories about new businesses opening in Medway
and Lincoln rounded out the paper, which averaged about 60 per
cent advertising.
Deadlines took into account that the Journal had its type set
and was laid out and pasted up at the Houlton Pioneer Times
office and printed by Northeast Publishing in Presque Isle. News
and advertising copy was sent by mail on Monday and by the 7
p.m. bus Tuesday. Mrs. Daisey or Dot McLain laid out and pasted
up the Journal in Houlton Wednesday mornings. It was sent to
Presque Isle by 1 p.m. Wednesday and printed late that afternoon.
Mrs. Fredericka Boynton became publisher of The Katahdin
Journal, Mrs. Daisey, general manager and advertising director;
Toni Denis, managing editor, and Dot McLain, distribution
advertising.
Although the Katahdin Journal had been near foundering at
one time or another during the past few years and there was
another competing weekly in town, the staff expressed optimism
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about the future.
But the fortunes of the Journal were to take yet another turn
when it was announced in the Sept. 1, 1977, edition in a front-page
box: The Millinocket Katahdin Journal has decided to come out
as a bi-monthly (sic) publication. We feel we can do a better, more
in depth and wider coverage of town affairs. Since news is only
news when it’s happening, more often than not we find ourselves
reporting an incident that has already been covered by WMKR, or
picked up by the Bangor Daily News, which has the advantage of
being a daily paper.
“ Week-old headlines, as we have seen in local papers recently,
have moved us into considering a different approach. We feel we
can become a much more informative paper if we dedicate our
reporting to what is going on, over and above just the obvious re
port of a happening. Detailed accounting and investigative indepth coverage cannot be given as adequately when one has a
time limit of seven days. We hope to become more informative
and will be able to present a wider scope of Millinocket important
happenings that have a long-lasting effect on our community.”
Despite these declared intentions, the Sept. 1, 1977, edition o f
The Katahdin Journal was the last to appear.
Sallies said the Katahdin Journal has been liquidated.
Operations were suspended with the Sept. 1, 1977, edition, and the
assets and name were sold to Anne Erickson, publisher of the
Katahdin Times.

Katahdin Times

Anne R. Erickson, editor-publisher of The Katahdin Times,
thought about owning her own newspaper for years. Her original
plan had been to buy Millinocket’s other newspaper, the
Katahdin Journal, which had been ailing for some time. Her ef
forts were thwarted because of legal complications, and she de
cided the only alternative was to start another weekly.
She and her husband, Albert, a local insurance broker,
approached the Millinocket-area business community to solicit
support. The Ericksons were reassured by the favorable reception
the idea of a new paper received, and they decided to publish The
Katahdin Times.
Anne Erickson had been a correspondent for the Bangor Daily
News, but got started in journalism “ when I bought a new
camera. I wanted to pay for it, so I started taking photos locally
and did free-lancing for the-then Millinocket Journal. Eventually
I was also writing stories to go along with the photos, and then
the chance to work as Millinocket correspondent for the Bangor
Daily News came along.”
Within a year she was soon the News’s top-producing
correspondent, and the urge to have her own newspaper grew.
During 1976 she and her husband tried to purchase the Katahdin
Journal from then-owners Robert Sallies and Thomas Giordano.
Legal complexities were unearthed, and the Ericksons decided to
found their own paper.
Anne loved the outdoors and the vastness of the Baxter State
Park which has been a part of her life all her 47 years. She was
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born in Millinocket, raised there and graduated from high school
in 1947. After that she became a registered X-ray technician and
gained her license as an insurance agent. She worked with her
husband in the Harry E. Reed Insurance Agency for 20 years. The
agency had been started by her grandfather years ago. As a
businesswoman and journalist she had many local contacts and
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was thoroughly familiar with the community.
“ I felt Millinocket deserved a better newspaper than they were
getting,” Anne said. “ We had planned on buying the Journal, but
could not get a clear title, which was a real disappointment. After
that we decided to start another paper which better reflected my
concept of good journalism.”
Anne received much encouragement, particularly from Arleen
Wyse, who became business manager of the new enterprise. Next
to join the staff was E. Shirley Kozlovich, as advertising
manager.
Although she had photo and news reporting experience, Anne
knew she needed help on the graphics and in producing a
newspaper. She turned to regional artist Margaret SoucierBrown, who volunteered to join the staff.
First things first. An office was found and set up at 116
Aroostook Avenue, site of the former Baxter State Park Head
quarters. Advertising was solicited. A printer was found-at the
Lisbon Post in Lisbon Falls “ a seven-and-one-half-hour
roundtrip,” Mrs. Erickson said in remembering those first days of
the paper.
The name was selected, printer alerted, ads in and news
gathered. The type was set on an IBM composer. Anne carried all
copy to Lisbon Falls where it was pasted up and printed. Anne
brought The Times back for Tuesday distribution.
“ I decided on a Tuesday delivery date for The Times simply be
cause it would be better for everyone-advertiser and reader alike,” Anne said. “ Payday is Wednesday in East Millinocket and
Millinocket, and Tuesday was the logical day to get the
newspaper in people’s hands.”
The design o f the paper--an eight-column broadsheet--was
decided “ out of my own personal preference,” Anne said. “ I don’t
like tabloids, and the broadsheet was more adaptable for photos.”
The Katahdin Times made its first appearance Nov. 2, 1976,
with a conventional eight-column format. A four-column photo of
“ Katahdin’s first winter snowcap...” filled the top left of the front
page, and the remaining four columns above the fold were filled
with a Millinocket annexation hearing story. Other page-one
stories were ranger use o f snowmobiles in Baxter State Park,
Jerry Elwell’s column, Feathers ’n Fur, a piece on trucks hauling
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wood chips and the Baxter State Park headquarters opening in a
new building.
The first edition was printed in two, six-page sections and was
crammed with congratulatory ads. Six months later The Times
would level off to eight pages a week.
Page 8 carried three editorials in the inaugural edition, and the
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third essay read:
“ Vol. 1, No. 1,
“ Here we stand...
“ This represents the first number of The Katahdin Times, the
community weekly newspaper of the Katahdin Region. And so it
seems appropriate that we should establish here, in this
inaugural number, the philosophical doctrines and editorial
principles which motivate this undertaking.
“ The Katahdin Times seeks recognition as a forum of the
people, for the people and by the people. Our purpose, function
and goal is to provide a weekly essay of sorts on the people, in
terests, issues and events of this geographic area called
Katahdin.
“ The Katahdin Times pledges resolute obedience to the
traditional doctrines, tenets and dogmas which have
promulgated press freedoms since the adoption of the
Constitution o f the United States of America. We shall further
more endeavor to defend and jealously safeguard the inherent
rights of the people to know the truth. The Katahdin Times shall
zealously pursue the rights and responsibilities o f the free press to
publish that truth. The Katahdin Times shall strive to attain a
fashion of journalistic propriety that reflects a certain fashion of
clarity, conciseness and innovative style. The Katahdin Times
will endeavor to publish the news, views and events of the region
in a candid and forthright manner. The newspaper is committed
to an unswerving reliance upon reader and citizen participation
and involvement.
“ The Katahdin Times will be a record of times past, a chronicle
o f times present and a sort of forecast of future times. More im
portantly it will serve these changing times. It will be mindful of
the rich regional and professional heritage it enjoys as an in
tegral member of the Katahdin community and therefore pledges
itself to being informed as well as informative, enlightened as
well as enlightening, comprehending as well as comprehensive
and responsible as well as responsive.
“ The Katahdin Times seeks to establish a fashion of integrity
on these pages that will ensure this newspaper never being used
as an instrument to cause slander or contemptuous or malicious
action to dishonor, injure or abuse any individual or body in an
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unfair, unjust or improper manner.
“ The individuals, the coteries and the crowds are encouraged
to stimulate a meaningful dialogue within these pages. The
critics, the plaudits and even the apathetic are challenged to test
their pens and opinions against such a forum. The readers and
subscribers of this, our inaugural number, are asked to test ourdedication to the lofty standards we have established for ourselves
by responding to our call for reader participation.
“ The Katahdin Times will embrace a stance of fierce political
independence, harking to no partisan philosophy, shackled to the
restraints of no thesis or platform beyond a firm and stalwart
commitment to the people we serve and the individual political in
fluences that will serve those people in a responsible and re
sponsive manner.
“ The emphasis of this journalistic undertaking shall embrace
the individual personalities which comprise this precious area of
the earth we call home. Things larger in scope, of national or in
ternational bearing, will find little mention or attention within
these pages. Such matters shall be left to those newspapers
keeping accounts of such things. The destiny of this newspaper
and the people who will bring it to you each week shall be with
things such as they are, for better or worse, here amid the lush
wilderness, the rushing waters, the tranquil lakes and the virgin
mountainwood in the shadow o f Mount Katahdin in all its glory.
We wouldn’t want it any other way. We hope you concur.”
Another regular feature on the editorial page is “ the party
line” by Ellsworth North, and each week a four-column photo by
Anne Erickson or another staff member gets good display in the
upper right-hand corner of the opinion page.
Reception to The Times was better than expected, and the first
edition sold more than 1,000 copies. Today the circulation is up to
1,600 and climbing. The average number of pages is eight,
reaching 10 during the winter and up to 18 pages for the special
graduation issue in June.
Other than Anne, none of the original staff had any
newspaper experience. “ We experimented with the layout and de
sign of the paper each week,” Anne admitted, “ and we never have
been afraid of criticism. We welcome suggestions. I’m here to put
out a good product.”
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After the first few issues, Anne decided to switch to a larger
banner headline at the top of page one each week, and she often
uses 72-point type. Some major stories which blazoned across
page one in The Times were Dec. 28, 1976: “ RIVER IS
THREATENED,” and in the Feb. 1, 1977, edition Millinocket
citizens read in The Times four bold headlines on page one:
“ Convicted murderer vows he’ll never be taken alive succumbs to
mother’s plea to surrender,” “ Town seized by night of terror,”
“ Housewife outwits her captor-flees 3 hrs. of horror!” and
“ Escapees captured” was the caption on a photo taken by Anne
Erickson.
The ubiquitous Anne has a propensity for being in the right
spot at the right time. “ I am about the only reporter who always
covers all the Baxter State Park Authority meetings in the area,”
she said.
A few years back, as a Bangor Daily News freelance
correspondent, she covered the drama o f park rangers and rescue
teams recovering a climber’s body from snow-packed Mount
Katahdin in the dead of winter. She snowshoed in more than
three miles to cover the story and then “ ran all the way back to
make deadline.” She was the sole reporter on the scene, and her
story was picked up and carried by the wire services.
Such conscientiousness and nose for news has earned her the
respect o f townspeople and her fellow journalists alike.
“ People often seek out Anne for help--especially other
newspaper people,” her husband A1 said. “ During the Baxter
State fire in July 1977, the wire services set up headquarters in
The Times’s office. And when some photos were needed, the
Associated Press used some taken by Anne.”
That particular news event was another in a series of stories
which made the front page of The Times.
Anne Erickson is a lover of the outdoors and oftentimes finds
herself in conflict with environmentalists, especially in the
Baxter State Park.
“ I’m an avid snowmobiler,” she said, “ and I’m also
conservative, so I can’t quite agree with the environmentalists
and the park authorities about forbidding snowmobiling in
Baxter State Park.”
However, she doesn’t allow her political views and her feelings
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to enter the news columns. “ I try to remain as objective as I can in
presenting the news-giving all sides to the story,” she said.
Her facility with camera and typewriter came to the fore with
the July 26, 1977, edition. The front page carried an eight-column,
half-page photo showing an aerial, panoramic view of the forest
fire raging out o f control in the park with Mt. Katahdin looming
in the background. In a small plane, Anne flew over the area,
photographed and reported the event and after she was on the
ground also managed to get a Katahdin Times exclusive photo of
Gov. James Longley visiting a park ranger who was injured in
fighting the fire.
The entire front page was given over to the forest fire which
burned more than 3,800 acres before it was brought under control
after more than two weeks:
“The tragedy o f Baxter State Park recorded in words and photos”
“ also-FORESTRY BEAVER AIRPLANE CRASHES!! See page
6. ”
“ 3,800 acres burned at Baxter Park”
Anne Erickson let her editorial page carry her feelings about
environmentalists in the July 26 edition at the height of the
Baxter Park fire:
“ Resentment against ‘extremists, ’ ” the editorial headline
read.
“ Feelings o f resentment are running very strong throughout
the Katahdin Region against five so-called ‘environmentalists’
who were successful in taking out an injunction to halt salvaging
operations with skidders in the blowdown areas of Baxter State
Park, and against the Maine Supreme Court judge who upheld
the injunction.
“ ...This past week, Aime Gauvin of Kenduskeag, one of the
signers of the court injunction which stopped the salvaging, said
he did not feel ‘guilty’ about the fire. He and some o f his fellow co
signers have stated in the past that fire is nature’s way.
“ We in the Katahdin Region who have watched all the smoke
and fire with horror can hope Mr. Gauvin and his fellow
environmental ‘extremists’ can sleep well at night. We know a lot
of bone-weary firefighters who cannot until they have complete
control of what we call a very unnecessary fire.”
Although she labels herself a conservative Republican, Anne
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says she tries to maintain an independent stance on the editorial
page. But when she takes a stand, it is usually a forthright ex
pression of her convictions. She gets particularly incensed over
“ outsiders” trying to come into the region to run her beloved
wilderness area through bureaucratic mandate.
This was the case when she reported on the front page of the
Dec. 28, 1976 edition: “ River is Threatened-Feds seeking take
over of East-West Branches of river.”
And on the editorial page of that same edition, she wrote:
“ It’s become commonplace petulance for governmental
bureaucracies and conservation cliques to foster the dogma of
placing our wilderness streams, rivers and forests under
protective covenants that exclude humanity’s interference. Such
petulance is now approaching a point whereat there’ll soon be
precious little wilderness left for human habitation to expand or
enjoy. The federal government’s enthusiasm for designating the
East and West Branches o f the Penobscot River as federally
protected-and federally protected means federally ownedriverways is intentionally aimed at halting human enjoyment of
the river and its environs...
“ When the feds confiscate the East Branch-West Branch
they’ll have effectively robbed us of our birthrights. The Baxter
State Park Authority has already done as much in recent years...”
An ardent outdoor enthusiast, she doesn’t mind putting in
long hours because “ I love being where the action is” -and news
paper work has provided her with plenty of action. But the
additional day spent on the road and in the Lisbon Post plant
waiting for her newspaper to be printed was a long grind for the
energetic mother of three. A change was in the offing.
Eventually, The Times’ staff grew as business increased and
circulation rose. Layout and design tables were installed in The
Times’s building and the staff did all the production work
through the pasteup stage. Finally in June 1977, Anne decided to
have The Times printed at the Ellsworth American. “ It meant
cutting down on the travel time and giving us an even better
looking product,” she said.
Unlike most weeklies, The Katahdin Times had a Thursday
copy deadline and copy is set right through Friday night and by
part-time help on Saturday. Often Sundays are spent writing
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editorials and other stories. By Monday the paper is pasted up,
goes to the printer, and is ready for Tuesday morning delivery.
J oining in the weekly effort is a corps of loyal workers. Popular
columnists Jerry Elwell, Wilmot Robinson, Ellsworth North and
Verda Mitchell have regular features most every week. Town
correspondents in Milo, Island Falls, East Millinocket and
Medway send in their news. But the mainstay on the newseditorial side is Anne Erickson.
Others lending to the weekly publishing of The Katahdin
Times are E. Shirley Kozlovich, advertising manager; Amalie
Crandall, business manager; Margaret Soucier-Brown, art and
layout; Rose Ann Davis, circulation, and Gayle Thornton,
typesetter.
Both Ericksons admit that The Times is growing, but it needs
greater support from the business community in order to become
self-supporting. And they readily agree that Millinocket is not a
“ two-newspaper” town. The competition was the Katahdin
Journal, whose origins date back to 1901. Anne bought out the
Journal in late 1977.
Anne Erickson is optimistic about the future, which she
predicts will be “ excellent.”
A1 Erickson expands on this laconic appraisal: “ Anne’s quite
a person; she’s doing a great job.”
But if helpmate biases are put aside, the future of The
Katahdin Times undoubtedly rests on the energetic efforts of its
editor-publisher Anne Reed Erickson.

Norway Advertiser-Democrat

The Norway Advertiser-Democrat can trace its ancestry to
1824, when Asa Barton of Paris Hill started the Oxford Observer.
Barton supported John Quincy Adams for president of the United
States, while many Paris Hill residents and subscribers backed
General Andrew Jackson. This political estrangement led to
Barton taking direct action.
Under the cover of night, Barton moved from Paris Hill to
Norway, where he set up shop. Norway was more amenable to
Barton’s politics. He sold the paper in 1829 to William Goodenow,
who changed the name to the Politician in 1832. Shortly after he
moved the paper to Portland, and Norway was without a paper
for a brief time.
Once again Asa Barton started a newspaper, The Oxford
Oracle. He published it for seven issues before selling the Oracle
to George W. Millett of Norway and Octavius King of Paris in
1833. The pair moved the weekly newspaper’s office to Paris Hill,
changed its name and began publishing the Oxford Democrat on
Aug. 20, 1833.
The paper was started as a party organ for the Democrats. A
young lawyer, Joseph G. Cole, wrote the political articles and for
all intents and purposes was the editor, but his name never
appeared in the masthead.
Five wide-measure columns filled the broadsheet, four-page
paper, which sold for $1.75 a year during its first year. At the end
of the second year, a subscription cost $2 a year.
Millett became sole proprietor in 1834 when King retired. Cole
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remained “ shadow editor” for the first six years of the Democrat’s
life, and in 1839 publisher Millett also took over the editorial res
ponsibilities.
George W. Millett was born in Norway, July 27, 1813, the son
of Nathaniel and Martha (Merrill) Millett. He became an
apprentice printer on the Oxford Observer in the fall of 1830. He
also worked for the Jeffersonian and went with it to Portland in
April 1833. He and fellow apprentice Octavious King returned to
Norway in August 1833, where they set out on their venture as
publishers of the Oxford Democrat.
Millett continued publishing up until Dec. 14, 1849, when a
$3,000 fire destroyed the printing plant. However, he immediately
set to work to restore the plant to working order, bought a new
press and equipment and was printing the Democrat again by
Feb. 12, 1850. This time the paper was restarted by Millett and
George L. Mellen.
Millett sold the Oxford Democrat in October 1850 to “ George
L. Mellen & Co.,” referred to as “ Free-Soil bolters,” who con
tinued publishing the paper.
There were a series of ownership changes through the years
and George Atwood and Arthur Forbes moved the Democrat to
South Paris in 1907. Forbes was the publisher and owner in 1933
when he sold out to Fred W. Sanborn, who at the time was also the
owner of the Oxford County Advertiser. It was at this juncture
that the Norway Advertiser-Democrat was to make its
appearance. But leading up to this merger, were many years of
hard work by Sanborn.
Fred Waldo Sanborn was born in Loudon, N.H., Feb. 10, 1855,
the son of John and Dorcas Sanborn. When he was four, his
parents moved to Meridith, N.H., where he attended school and
graduated from the New Hampton Literary Institute in 1876.
Sanborn attended Eastman’s Business College in Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., in 1877. Following that he was a teacher in the New Hamp
ton (N.H.) Commercial College. He learned the printing trade in
the offices of the Lake Village (N.H.) Times, the Norway
Advertiser and Laconia (N.H.) Democrat, which he bought in
1878 and owned for four years until he went to Norway in May
1882
Prior to Sanborn’s arrival in Norway, Simeon Drake and C.E.
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Meserve had started the Oxford County Advertiser, but on April
24, it was destroyed by fire.
Sanborn joined forces with Drake and again published the
Advertiser. Their first issue appeared June 23, 1882, and was a
six-column, four-page paper. It was printed laboriously on an old
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Washington hand press, which Sanborn had bought for $100
from C.O. Lord of Somersworth, N.H. From June 1882 until the
next spring the press was used to print the Advertiser one sheet at
a time. A sheet of newsprint was placed over the form and a man
pulled the lever to make the impression. It took three and a half
hours to print 800 copies.
In that first edition of the revitalized paper, the masthead on
page 2 read: “ ...An Independent Local Newspaper. Terms $1.50
per year. When paid in advance, $1.25.
“ Announcement: After a lapse of nearly two months, we
resume publication of the Advertiser. In the main, the paper will
be the same as formerly...As in the past, the Advertiser will be
independent in politics.”
On the front page was pasted a yellow note:
“ TAKE NOTICE: In the recent fire we lost our subscription
lists, accounts and everything pertaining to the Advertiser office.
Part of our list is made up from memory and cannot be otherwise
than incomplete. If we have omitted any whose name should be
on the list, we hope they will notify us of the fact by postal card or
by calling at our office. We have no definite means of knowing
those who have made advance payments or how much is due us
on the old list from subscribers, who are in arrears. We shall
expect the former to notify us (as they hold receipts) and get their
proper credits and the latter we hope will not be ‘backward in
coming forward’ with such amounts of cash as they think they
owe us so that we may be able to get our list into shape at an early
date.”
The initial editions carried no editorials. Later, on Friday,
Oct. 13, 1882, the Advertiser increased to seven columns.
Advertisements were run on page one, and the Oct. 13 edition
carried a long account of “ The Halifax Horror: Awful scenes of
the burning of the Poor Asylum-31 Lives Lost-Pierding Cries of
Hospital Patients While Roasting to Death...”
News from towns in the area ran on page two along with more
than three columns of advertising.
Page three ran news items on Norway and vicinity:
“ Have you your house banked?
“ If you owe on the old score before the fire, then settle up.
“ Mr. L. Millett has moved into J.E. Long’s tenement house on
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Pleasant Street.
“ Capt. J.F. Fitz wants horse radish some half a ton, cannot
some of our readers supply him?”
A two-column piece of fiction ran on page four, along with a
story on the late election and assorted news stories from out-ofstate points. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters and Merchant’s
Gargling Oil Linament helped to fill up the two columns of
advertisements.
Fred Sanborn and his wife, Laura, along with Drake, ran the
paper with an able crew operating in the back shop. On Jan. 1,
1883, Drake sold out his interest to the Sanborns, and thereafter,
they continued as a team for many years.
The old Washington press gave way to a Country Campbell
steam press in 1883. The Washington was used as a proof press
for the next four decades.
Under Fred Sanborn, the Advertiser grew and was soon
publishing 2,000 copies a week. In a centennial supplement, the
Advertiser ran a piece on “ Newspaper History:”
“ The office from which this paper is issued is well supplied
with all the material that goes to make up modern country
newspaper offices. It cannot boast of light’ning-speed-Webbperfecting presses but it is amply equipped for the work it has to
do. It is supplied with power presses of modern make. All the
machinery, type and fixtures have been purchased within the
past four years as in April, ‘82, everything in the old office was
consumed by fire. Steam power is furnished by a Pa^ne & Son
boiler and engine.
“ ...The ADVERTISER is a local paper. It makes no pretense
to be other than simply ‘local’ (and by that is meant) the gath
ering up of the every day occurrences in the section of the County
it occupies and publishing it in a readable form. It takes no
interest in the affairs of the State or Nation, other than what may
concern Oxford County.
“ The growth o f the Advertiser in the past four years is
equalled by but few county papers in New England. During the
time its circulation was increased in round numbers, from 600 to
2,300 copies per week. The size of the paper has also been enlarged
from a six-column to a nine-column folio. No edition of the paper
has been less than 2,000 per week for the past twenty months.
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“ The Advertiser has a large corps of correspondents
representing nearly the entire county and it weekly publishes up
to twelve columns of news furnished by them...”
Sanborn worked diligently at developing the Oxford County
Advertiser into a quality weekly newspaper. He took great in
terest in the latest equipment and methods in the business. He
travelled throughout the state and area to visit other newspaper
shops and pick up new ideas and applications as well as share
with other publications his knowledge and experience in the
newspaper field.
Mrs. Sanborn was an able editor and manager of the paper
during its years of development. In the early days she learned to
be a printer and became office manager and helped edit the paper.
She died in February 1923.
By 1895 the Country Campbell was replaced by a G.B.
Cottrell Drum Cylinder, which was run by electricity and was
kept in service until June 1924. It was replaced by a tworevolution Whitlock Seven Column Quarto.
Noted as an avid fisherman, Sanborn built a summer home at
Round Pond, Norway, on Waterford Road. He and Mrs. Sanborn
called the place “ Sanborn’s Folly.”
Sanborn’s prowess in business and fishing drew this
comment in the brochure published for Norway’s sesquicentennial in 1936. “ Mr. Sanborn is a keen businessman and his
success has been phenomenal. He has been a power in Norway for
many worthwhile enterprises and perhaps especially in banking
circles. He is an ardent fisherman and the summer months find
him away at some lake. He attributes his success to ‘sticking to it,’
whether it is running a newspaper or ‘just fishing.’
The Sanborns had no children of their own, and when Fred
Sanborn’s nephew, Ralph S. Osgood of Lowell, Mass., came to
visit them during the summer of 1908 he was given a warm
welcome by his aunt and uncle. He spent more than one summer
working on the Advertiser and eventually became a staff member
of the paper. He had learned the business from the ground up from
his Uncle Fred.
When his Aunt Laura died in 1923 following surgery, Ralph
Osgood assumed editorial and managerial control. He continued
recording the intimate daily happenings in the Oxford County
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communities. His uncle’s philosophy that no personal item was
too insignificant to print was followed. Sanborn believed it was
the personal items which made up the living history of the towns
covered by the Advertiser.
Fred Sanborn still exercised strong influence on the paper,
although he was turning more and more control of the business to
Ralph Osgood. However, when he was 78, Sanborn decided it was
time to come to the aid of a faltering competitor. He acquired the
Oxford Democrat in November 1933 from owner Arthur E.
Forbes.
The Democrat, which had its start 100 years before, was to get
a new lease on life as was announced in the No%. 10, 1933, issue of
the Oxford County Advertiser:
Oxford Democrat Suspends
“The last issue of the Oxford Democrat under date of Nov. 7,
1933, contained the following notice which we print in full:
“ With this issue, the publication of the Oxford Democrat is
definitely suspended.
“ Frankly, the reason for this is that which is so familiar to us
all-business conditions. It helps things out a little to make the
depression the subject of more or less light jest, but the fact is that
the depression is a very real thing, and it doesn’t require an elabo
rate set of books to demonstrate it.
“ During the past few years, the advertising patronage of the
Democrat has gradually dwindled to a low point.
“ The Democrat’s experience in this line is not unique, as little
examination of our exchanges will show. Local advertising has
been greatly reduced and the ‘foreign advertising’ as the printers
call it, has nearly disappeared.
“ With things as they are, the Democrat deems it best to
suspend, for the present at least.
“ Subscribers who have paid for their paper in advance will re
ceive the Norway Advertiser during the time for which the De
mocrat is paid.
“ Accounts due the Democrat may be paid at the office of the
Arthur E. Forbes Co., South Paris....”
The merged papers were given a new name, and on Nov. 17,
1933, The Norway and Oxford Democrat Advertiser appeared.
The paper became a tabloid on Jan. 5, 1934, under the name
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Advertiser-Democrat.
The depression years were hard on the Advertiser-Democrat,
but by cutting back to a tabloid size and exercising austerity it
was able to stay solvent. After two years as a tabloid, the paper
was able to resume its broadsheet size as economic conditions
improved.
Fred W. Sanborn, 83, died in 1938. Ralph Osgood took over as
editor and publisher.
In a piece written for the Oxford County Review in January
1963, Mearle M. Brown wrote: “ Two people could not have been
more unlike than those two. Fred Sanborn was brusque, fiery and
turbulent; Ralph Osgood was quiet, almost retiring, but their
ability in the newspaper business was almost on a par.”
The Advertiser-Democrat continued publishing from its ori
ginal home at the corner of Main and Bridge streets. As
additional equipment and a new press were added, the building
was renovated and added to by taking over the space once used by
a barbershop and small apartment on the Bridge street side.
Ralph Osgood was unmarried, and by the late 1940’s the
business was growing, so that by the summer of 1949 he invited
his nephew Robert C. Sallies of Weirs Beach, N.H., to learn
something about the business during summer vacations-much
as Osgood did from Fred Sanborn. Sallies spent summers at the
paper during his late high school and early college years. In 1954
he graduated from the University of New Hampshire, and Sallies
joined the staff of the Advertiser-Democrat in January 1955 as
business manager.
Commercial printing and the size of the Advertiser-Democrat
increased and by 1958 the Premier & Potter Press, a flatbed ro
tary press, was no longer adequate to keep pace with the demands
for speedier printing. It was replaced by a Cox Duplex Web Per
fecting Press. To accommodate the new press, a large one-story
addition of a new pressroom with a pit was built on the northwest
side of the building.
Within a year another major change would take place. On
July 2, 1959, Ralph Osgood died. Sallies inherited the business
and became publisher and editor of the Advertiser-Democrat.
In 1960 Benjamin Tucker of Norway was named editor.
Tucker had come from The Boothbay Register in 1954 to work on
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the Advertiser-Democrat staff.
Shortly after Tucker took over the editorship, Sallies, who
had been a lay-preacher during college and was lay minister of
the Bryant Pond Universalist Church, entered the AndoverNewton Theological Institute in 1961 to study for the Universalist
ministry. He received his B.D. degree in May 1964, and his S.T.M.
degree in May 1965. In September 1965 the Rev. Mr. Sallies
assumed the ministry of the Universalist Church of Westbrook,
Maine.
Meanwhile, he still maintained his position as publisher. In
1964, Tucker was succeeded by Stanley Newhall as editor. By
1966 the circulation had risen to 5,400 with the number of pages
averaging 18.
The need for increasing capacity and the faltering of the old
press led to installaton of a new press and a new system of print
ing. A Goss Community Offset Printing Press was installed in
July 1966. During the changeover, the Advertiser-Democrat was
printed for a few months at the Brunswick Record; its press was
similar to the new one ordered by the Norway weekly.
The new press arrived June 12 and took a month to install.
On July 12, 1966, the first section of a 20-page paper was run
off on the new press in 23 minutes, and on July 13 the second
section was printed in the same time.
The Advertiser-Democrat began using a six-column
broadsheet format in 1968 with a 10-point typeface. With its
increased press capacity, the Norway plant became a central
printing plant for other area weeklies such as the Bridgton News
and the Rumford Falls Times.
After serving as minister in Westbrook for a few years, Robert
Sallies came back to the Advertiser-Democrat. His wife Margie G.
Sallies, an experienced journalist, became editor after Stan New
hall retired. Sports Editor during the early 1970’s was William H.
Haynes, who would later become managing editor under yet
another ownership.
The Sallies announced July 1, 1976, the sale of the newspaper
and publishing business to Howard A. James, publisher o f the
Berlin (N.H.) Reporter and the Rumford Falls Times.
During the years that the Sallies owned and operated the
newspaper and publishing business, a new steel and brick
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production building was constructed in 1971-72, which increased
the production space by 6,400 square feet and facilitated the grow
ing business of publishing weekly newspapers.
On the sale of the Advertiser-Democrat, the Sallies said they
“ believe James will continue the tradition and independent news
paper editorial policy which they have pursued as did Fred W.
Sanborn and Ralph S. Osgood before them.”
The sale included the stock of the corporation and real estate
owned by the Sallies including the old and new AdvertiserDemocrat buildings, the Gingerbread House (commonly referred
to as the Cummings House) with the carriage shed and the house
at 271 Main St.
“ We have enjoyed our association with the newspaper and
the people of the area who have made it possible for us to develop
the newspaper to its present quality and expect that the new
publisher will continue many of the traditions and programs
which we have begun,” the Sallies were quoted in an AdvertiserDemocrat story of July 8, 1976.
The new owner, Howard James, is a graduate of Michigan
State University where he majored in communications. He
worked his way through college as a radio and television reporter
for WJIM-TV in Lansing, Mich, and WOOD-TV in Grand Rapids.
He also was a correspondent for United Press.
His first newspaper job was with the Daily Mining Journal in
Marquette, Mich. In 1960, James became a reporter for the
Chicago Tribune and in 1964 was named Midwestern Bureau
Chief of the Christian Science Monitor.
In 1968, James was awarded a Pulitzer Prize for national re
porting for a Monitor series on the American justice system. The
articles, rewritten as a book, appeared under the title, “ Crisis in
the Courts.” That series also was awarded a silver gavel from the
American Bar Association, the Public Service Award of the
American Trial Lawyers, a Sidney Hillman Award by the founda
tion o f that name, and other awards.
In addition to that first book, James is the author of two other
books, “ Children in Trouble” and “ The Little Victims.”
James left the Monitor in 1970 to research, write, lecture and
serve as a consultant. In 1972 he became publisher of the Berlin
Reporter after marrying Judith V. Munro, a widow with four
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children. They have seven children.
Mrs. James, wife of the late Stevenson Munro, published
shopping guides in the Rumford, South Paris and Berlin, N.H.,
areas in the mid-1960s.
James purchased the Rumford Falls Times in June from
Albert Rowbotham. James retains the title of publisher and editor
of the Berlin Reporter, the Rumford Falls Times, and the
Advertiser-Democrat.
On the news-editorial side, Haynes moved from the sports
editing position to managing editor after James took over the
Advertisr-Democrat. Haynes held the managing editorship until
his departure in the summer of 1977.
James is a busy man, which is a foregone conclusion for the
publisher of three newspapers and a thriving publishing
business. However, he takes a philosophical view about his enter
prises.
“ From a practical point of view, the purchase of the
Advertiser-Democrat in addition to my other two papers makes
sense,” he said. “ With the costs of publishing newspapers con
tinuing to rise, it is becoming more and more common for one pub
lisher to own three or more newspapers.”

Penobscot Times

On South Main Street, Old Town, stands a former horse
linament factory which once housed the Penobscot Times. In the
basement squatted a web press on which the weekly was printed.
After 1972 the Times no longer printed its own paper, but four
years later the press still held the final in-house printed edition, a
roll of paper threading its way from blank sheet to printed pages.
Though dust-covered, headlines and stories were still sharp and
clear on the newsprint, evidence of a bygone era in the history of
the Canoe City’s weekly newspaper.
The Times had moved to the Bickmore Building about a year
after Arthur Merle Hillman joined the Penobscot Times in July
1948. That June Hillman had received his B.A. in philosophy
from the University of Maine, Orono, and started learning the
printing business. Several years later he was named editor of the
Times.
Although horse linament and Bickmore’s Gall Cure Salve
were no longer manufactured on the premises, other products
such as blackfly dope and detergents were produced. Hillman
smiled when he recollected that the Bickmore Co. “ sold this horse
linament all over the world. Apparently every farm had some.
They still had the old conveyor belt in the building when we
moved in there. They formerly made the stuff upstairs, it came
down and they filled cans on this conveyor belt. We occupied the
second floor when we moved in about 1950 or so. The Bickmore
Company still occupied the ground floor and the third floor. We
were entirely on the second floor in the beginning.”
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In those days the Times was printed on a two-page press. The
newspaper was printed during the day, and town reports were
printed on the same press at night. Later a four-page Miehle
hand-fed press was acquired with a folder attached.
A few years later a web-fed press was bought from the York
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County Coast Star in Kennebunk and was used only a few years
before the Times went to offset, jobbing out its newspaper press
work in 1972.
In that ghostly atmosphere of the Bickmore Building base
ment those pages of the Times’s history disappeared when the
press was dismantled in 1976 by the building’s new owner, but
that seemingly endless roll of newsprint personified the romance
of the weekly newspaper, anticipating things yet to come and
chronicling the past.
It was the winter of the great blizzard that C.W. Robbins set
up shop in Old Town. Under Robbins, leadership, the Old Town
Enterprise went to press in February 1888. Robbins was a
colorful editor, well-known and popular in the community which
helped his paper off to a successful start. He published his eightpage weekly newspaper each Saturday filling the six-column
pages with literature and town news. Robbins and his small staff
all contributed stories, and a subscription cost $1 a year.
The paper was off to an auspicious start, and Robbins was the
chief reason for its success. Once he established the paper, he was
prone to wanderlust, leading tours throughout Europe around the
turn of the century, meanwhile leaving the weekly Enterprise in
the hands of his managing editor.
By 1900, the newspaper sold for $1.50 a year and cost four
cents a copy on the newsstands. On March 2, 1901, the Enterprise
changed over from an eight-page broadsheet to a 16-page tabloid.
Before the year was out, the weekly reverted to its original
blanket pages, but the price dropped to three cents a copy.
After 22 years as publisher and editor, C.W. Robbins sold the
Enterprise to A.H. Brown in 1910. Brown edited the paper until
1935 and during those 25 years he made some major changes. In
1914 he introduced sports news to Enterprise readers and brought
them financial coverage. The pages were unnumbered.
He gained some notoriety for public service when he brought
out the paper’s first extra which was carried with the regular
edition in 1919, but the extra contained 12, eight-column pages,
while the Enterprise format remained eight, seven-column pages.
Comics in advertising were used for the first time in 1921
under the heading: “ The Boy’s Careful Shopper.” Illustrations
accompanied stories and other comics were being used more fre-
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quently. “ Kettner’s Cartoons” was one of the favorites of
Enterprise readers starting in 1922. The Enterprise continued to
be a Saturday publication until 1924 when it published on Thurs
day. When advertising slacked off during January 1926, the
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paper went from eight pages to six pages, but once advertising
picked up it was back to eight pages by Feb. 18, 1926. The paper
was printed on Wednesday and Thursday and mailed Thursday
so it would reach readers on Friday morning via the mail and
newsstands.
Extras became an annual affair during the late 1920’s and
early 1930’s. They usually were published after the state le
gislature adjourned and carried the newly enacted laws, bylaws,
statutes, revisions and amendments. If nothing else, Brown was
consistent, and the Enterprise’s pages remained unnumbered
and uncut at the top fold.
This practice continued until 1936 when Brown sold the
weekly paper to T.S. Wadsworth. His most immediate move was
to change the name of the paper to the Penobscot Times and
revamp the general makeup and design. He changed it to a fivecolumn tabloid averaging 12 to 16 pages. An annual subscrip
tion still cost $1.50 a year, but Wadsworth raised the newsstand
price from four to five cents a copy.
Other innovations included carrying colored comics which
appeared Nov. 12, 1936. Wadsworth concentrated on the sports
news which Brown had generally overlooked. More often than
not, Wadsworth would run sports stories on page one. Bud
Leavitt wrote a sports column for the Times while Wadsworth
was owner. Leavitt later went on to join the staff of the nowdefunct Bangor Commercial and in 1946 went to the Bangor
Daily News where he still writes an outdoors column. Leavitt’s
Penobscot Times column covered the sports scene for the Old
Town sportsman, touching everything from hunting and fishing
to golf.
Wadsworth brought more dimension to the Times with his
broader coverage of town affairs and the sports scene. Ad
vertising still appeared occasionally on the front page and ad
vertising inserts were another first.
However, by 1939, Wadsworth’s paper went from a 16-page to
an eight-page tabloid. A change in ownership came about in 1940
when Thomas R.Phillips took over. He kept the paper operating
in much the same manner as did Wadsworth, with the exception
of the editorial page. Phillips beefed up the editorials and would
often run editorials on the front page to make his point. During
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the first year he took over, Phillips kept the tabloid size, but on
Oct. 24, 1941, he switched from tabloid to broadsheet pages with
10, seven-column pages. He dropped the price to three cents a
copy.
During the World War II years, newsprint and help were
often in short supply. By 1942 yet another editor took over the
reins. He was James Coghill, who told his readers that “ The chief
purpose of the Times is to keep its readers informed on world
events at a fraction of the cost and time required to get lesser facts
elsewhere.”
Coghill went from broadsheet to tabloid in 1944 and raised
the price of his 16-page paper to $2 a year, holding the newsstand
price at five cents a copy. He hired J. Edward Goodin as “ acting
editor,” while Coghill was known as the “ private editor.”
By January 1949, the Times was running much boilerplate, a
full page of comics, a full picture page called “ Changing World
News Events Pictures” all compressed in a 12-page tabloid
format. The paper was published Fridays and declared under its
nameplate, “ A local paper for Old Town, Stillwater, Great Works,
Milford, Bradley, Howland, Enfield, Passadumkeag, Costigan,
Hudson, Argyll, Alton, Olamon.”
The subscription price was lowered to $1 a year, again por
tending financial difficulties.
Appearing in a 1948 copy of the Bangor Commercial was this
story:
Old Town Editor,
Publisher out,
Paper for sale
“ John Coghill, editor and publisher of the Penobscot Times
in Old Town, said today that the paper had not been sold yet and
that sales negotiations were still going on.
“ At the same time, Coghill revealed he’s no longer active on
the Penobscot Times.”
Shortly after that story made its appearance, the Times
changed owners. John McKernan and Joseph Sewall became the
new publishers.
With a new nameplate (The Penobscot Times, an indepen
dent weekly newspaper), the paper announced the change on
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Friday, April 9, 1948, when on page one this story ran:
“ A Statement by the Publishers
“ ...Just as no business exists for any length of time if no one
buys its product, so will a newspaper fail if it does no attract the
attention of a sufficient number of readers. That, therefore, is a
prime objective.
“ How do we propose to accomplish it? The obvious way is to
make the reading matter so readable that no one in the area would
be content to allow a week to go by without a close scanning of the
Penobscot Times...”
Sewall, a local businessman, and McKernan, were listed as
publishers in the masthead of the newly acquired paper. The
Times was operating out of the plant at 118 North Brunswick St.
McKernan, an experienced newspaperman, took over as
editor. McKernan had been with the Bangor Commercial and
later the Associated Press until he went to Washington D.C., in
1942, where he worked for the government. He and Barbara Guild
were married in 1942. After the war, McKernan came back to
Bangor, where he worked for the Daily News as sports editor, a
job he held until he took over as editor of the Penobscot Times.
Under McKernan’s direction, the Times took on a new look,
gave broader coverage to community affairs and phased out the
comics page after Sept. 17, 1948. McKernan’s sports flair was de
monstrated in his popular weekly column “John McKernan
Says” .
By Oct. 28, 1954, the Times announced in a red banner head
line on page one: “ Keep Your eyes on the Times. Bigger Times
coming next week...This will be the second such expansion by the
Times in recent years. On Sept. 2, 1949, the Times grew from a
five-column, 15-inch tabloid to the present seven-column, 20-inch
format.” With the next week’s issue, the Times grew to eight
columns, 21 inches deep and averaged 12 pages.
Sewall sold out his interest in the paper to McKernan in 1956,
and by Nov. 22, 1956, the masthead read “ John R. McKernan,
publisher,” but no story of the sale appeared in the paper.
McKernan’s love for sports carried over from his under
graduate days at Dartmouth. He was born in Barre, Vt., and after
graduating from Dartmouth in 1935, he went to work as a sportswriter for the Framingham (Mass.) Evening News. When he re
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turned to Maine after the war, he also became a sportscaster for
WLBZ radio, a job he held down along with his positions on the
Daily News and the Penobscot Times. His career was cut short on
March 20, 1964.
The March 26, 1964, Penobscot Times carried this page one
story: “A Spokesman is Gone: John R. McKernan, 49, died
suddenly at 4 p.m. Friday (March 20) at the Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, after he became ill at his hotel room.
He was in Boston to present the play-by-play broadcast o f the
New England Schoolboy Tournament.”
Ironically, McKernan was to have been presented an award
in April as “ Sportscaster of the Year for 1963,” an honor bes
towed on him by the National Sportswriters and Sportscasters
Association.
Although a strong supporter of the Republican party,
McKernan grew leery of endorsements after he had supported a
Republican candidate who had been soundly defeated in the
election. McKernan claimed he wouldn’t endorse any candidates
thereafter, but news stories about Republican candidates were
given a “ preferred, page-one, outside-column position,” accord
ing to his widow, Mrs. Barbara McKernan.
During these growth years under Sewall and McKernan, the
Times had moved to the Bickmore Building on South Main Street.
Merle Hillman started working toward the editorial side, moving
from the back shop to proofreading and general editing and news
writing. “ Eventually I was made a sort of general assistant to the
editor,” Hillman recounted. “ I took pictures, edited the copy
wrote lead stories and also edited commercial printing copy.”
In the 1960’s the Times bought a Miehle press. It could print
four broadsheet pages at a time and had a folder hitched on to the
press where inserts could be fed into the folder. The next step was
the web press in the basement o f the old linament factory.
When John McKernan died, his widow, Barbara, assumed
ownership and became publisher, naming Hillman editor. Her
editorial policy followed much the same lines as those laid down
by her late husband.
“ If it’s one thing I learned from John,'' she recalled when re
viewing her years as publisher after her husband’s death, “ it^ as
never to endorse any candidates.”
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Her paper was always a weekly, concerned with community
news, and Mrs. McKernan maintained that if people wanted to
read about national news it could be found in the dailies. “ The
Times is only interested in the news that interests the people of
Old Town,’’ she had said in an interview. “ The Times only wants
to present news of the community, therefore it stays closer to the
people.”
Mrs. McKernan, as owner and publisher, worked in the office
each day, but left the day-to-day operation of the Times to
Hillman. She devoted much of her time to the business side.
Hillman took on the editing duties. He said his years as editor
were filled with trying to keep ahead of the news, covering regular
beats such as police and city hall. “ It doesn’t seem very earthshaking now,” Hillman said. “ It was really pretty much routine.
We had some serious firek; one of the biggest was the Knights of
Columbus Hall which was located on the top floor of a building
where the Merrill Bank is now located. The fire gutted the upper
floors, and the worst part of it was that there was a child who died
in the fire.”
The editorial policy “ didn’t usually support any candidate
or take an obvious stand on issues that were causing a lot of
tension,” Hillman said.
According to both Hillman and Mrs. McKernan, the Times
was virtually forced to go to offset printing because it grew in
creasingly difficult to obtain parts for the Linotypes. The web
press in the basement had only been in operation a few years,
“ and although we had several web breaks and really never got
used to operating the press, it was the Linotype machines that
made us decide to go to offset printing,” Hillman said.
In 1972, the Times started the transition to offset printing, at
first setting the type on the Linotype and pulling galley proofs for
paste-up. Later a Compugraphic typesetter was-purchased and
the pages were set, laid out and made camera-ready in the Bickmore Building, then carried to the Connors Printing Co. in
Brewer, delivered and in the homes by Thursday.
The Times continued publishing at 119 South Main St. under
the banner of Penobscot Press Associates. It stopped printing inhouse in 1972, moving to Connors Printing. It changed from
broadsheet to four-column tabloid on March 15, 1973. The front
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page ran four columns, and the inside pages carried six columns.
More photos were used as a result o f going offset. After a year at
Connors, the Times was printed by the Journal Publishing Co.,
Belfast.
Spring floods hit Old Town, and in the May 3, 1973, edition
page one carried two photos, one of Main Street, Old Town, under
water on May 1, 1923, and another of an inundated Bradley Main
Street taken April 30, 1973. The Banner Headline read: “ ‘Area Hit
by Worst Flood in 50 Years’...In Old Town this time, the re
sidents hardest hit were at the perennially flooded south end of
Water Street and intersecting Congress Street. In Orono, there
was water damage to residences on Penobscot Street...’’Page nine
was filled with flood pictures of Old Town, Orono, Costigan and
Bradley.
A few years after the Times went offset, a 33-year-old Illinois
native had been visiting Old Town looking at the Times. Over a
span of four or five years, the Penobscot Times was the sixth or
seventh Maine weekly newspaper that David C. Wollstadt had
viewed with an eye to buying.
“ I think that if you scratch any journalist or newspaperman,
you’ll find underneath an aspiring publisher-someone who
wants to publish his own weekly newspaper,” Wollstadt said.
In November 1974, Wollstadt stopped looking when he found
the Penobscot Times was for sale and decided it would be a worth
while venture. His father, Paul Wollstadt of Short Hills, N. J.,
agreed and the two bought the Times in November. Paul
Wollstadt was listed as the sole stockholder and chairman of the
board of the Penobscot Times, Incorporated. David is corporation
president, and his wife, Eugenie, is vice president and treasurer.
In 1976, Paul Wollstadt transferred his stock ownership in the
paper to David.
As publisher of the Times, Dave Wollstadt takes an active
role in the paper. He writes all the editorials, which have a
definite Republican tone.
Dave classifies his newspaper “ like all the other Republican
newspapers in the state-we’re independent. We are not affiliated
in any way with a political party. My personal sentiments or my
personal loyalties tend to be Republican....From a practical
standpoint the worst thing a publisher can do to his editorial page
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is to allow it to become predictable, and if for that reason alone I
have a strong incentive to look at things from an independent
standpoint rather than a pro-party standpoint.”
When Wollstadt took over the Times that November in 1974,
he increased the size of the tabloid from 12 to 16 pages, which is
the minimum number of pages he allows to run. The sports
coverage rose from one page to two or three pages, and a part-time
sports editor was hired. Outside comments and opinions were
solicited for the editorial page, and “ we began taking a leadership
role,” Wollstadt said.
The Times format varies from four-column, 14-pica front
page layout to six-column pages scattered throughout, with the
exception of the editorial page which runs a three-column layout.
Down-style headlines were introduced in the March 6, 1975, issue.
Shortly after Wollstadt took over, a big story to hit the town
was the sale of a venerable town enterprise. In the Dec. 26, 1974^
issue ran this page one story: “ Old Town Canoe Co. Sold. The Old
Town Canoe Co., Old Town’s most famous manufacturing firm,
has been sold to S.C. Johnson and Son, Inc., makers of Johnson
Wax...”
Although a newcomer to the area, Dave plunged into
community issues in the belief that his should be a “ good re
spectable, solid community newspaper.”
He wants the Times to be “ in the position to study issues af
fecting the communities we serve, and we attempt to serve Orono
as well as Old Town...Not just study issues and report them, but
identify issues which are important or ought to be important, to
those communities, and then take a leadership position in bring
ing those issues to the attention of the public.”
A position of leadership has been partially achieved,
Wollstadt said. “ I think we did take a strong leadership role in the
dispute between the city and the police union an'd later in the
dispute between the police union and the city council which led to
an attempt, an unsuccessful attempt, to recall four of the seven
councilors. We were against the police union and against the
recall of the councilors. We supported the city administrations’s
right to hire a police sergeant from outside rather than promote a
police sergeant from within, and we opposed vigorously the
attempt to recall four of the seven city councilors.”
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A native of Rockford, 111., David was born in 1941, and when
he was 11 moved to New Jersey, where he grew up. He graduated
from Bowdoin College in 1963 and worked as a reporter for the
Hartford (Conn.) Times before he joined the Air Force for six
years. In 1970 he went to work as a reporter for the Rockford (111.)
Morning Star, and after a year went to the Baltimore Sun as a
copy editor. He left to work in the Employee Communications De
partment of Pfizer, Inc., in New York, where he was employed un
til he came to Old Town in 1974.
The Times was located in the Bickmore Building, which was
still owned by Mrs. McKernan after she sold the paper to Paul
Wollstadt. The Times was being printed by the Journal Pub
lishing Co. in Belfast and continued to be printed there until 1976
when the Ellsworth American became the printer. In August
1975, the Times moved into a large, one-story concrete block build
ing at 400 North Main St., Old Town.
As chairman of the board, Paul Wollstadt doesn’t play an
active part in the day-to-day operations of the paper. The Times’s
policy decisions are handed down by David Wollstadt, who also
writes the editorials.
When Dave became publisher of the paper, he appointed Dee
Fearon the editor. She had edited the Elderberry Times, a pub
lication for senior citizens published by the Penobscot Times.
Dave phased out the Elderberry Times. Mrs. Fearon was suc
ceeded by Stefanie Matteson on March 6, 1975. Stefanie had
worked part time for the Penobscot Times beginning in January
1975 before assuming the editorship. She left in 1976 after her
husband received his degree from the University of Maine,
Orono, and he took a job out of state.
The next editor was 1976 University of Maine, Orono,
graduate Jeffrey Beebe. His stay was short-lived when he was
hired by the Ellsworth American. Throughout these personnel
changes, Hillman and Wollstadt would fill in reporting and
covering beats as needed. Wollstadt now is editor-publisher.
The Penobscot Times was the only non-campus newspaper in
the state that catered to university students, according to
Wollstadt. Each week the Times distributes 1,000 free copies to
students at the University of Maine, Orono, campus. When the
Times started this service, it was the only newspaper in Maine
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carrying the Doonesbury comic strip, which it began running in
the Aug. 21, 1975, Welcome UMO Freshman edition.
Wollstadt runs one week’s worth o f Doonesbury in each issue
on six different pages for broader exposure.
“ I intend to have free distribution at UMO indefinitely as
long as the indications are that the students read it or at least pick
it up and look at it,” Dave said. “ I believe the benefits, in terms of
additional appeal to advertising, outweighs the cost.”
The Times may be located in Old Town, but readers have
differing opinions about just what towns it does serve.
“ This is kind of a funny thing,” Wollstadt explained. “ De
pending on whether the person you ask is an Orono resident or an
Old Town resident. An Orono resident is likely to think o f the
Times as an Old Town Newspaper. An Old Town resident, who
sees one or two stories about Orono on the front pages, is likely to
say, ‘Well, aren’t you covering Old Town anymore? ’ ”
A glance at the Times will show where the confusion sets in if
a reader is trying to claim the paper as his own and representing
his particular town. But Wollstadt strives to give both towns equi
table news treatment.
The front page more often than not will carry stories with
both Old Town and Orono datelines. In some cases a regional
story will take the lead position on page one, such as a late-winter
storm hitting the Old Town-Orono area.
Such twin-city coverage is carried throughout the paper, and
overall, the balance seems about equal, with the edge one week
perhaps going to Old Town, while another week the lead may be
taken by Orono, generally because o f University of Maine stories.
Correspondents cover Old Town, Bradley, Milford, Howland,
Orono and Veazie.
However, Wollstadt does admit he would like to do a better job
in covering Orono. Mail subscriptions run “ about 400 in Orono
and 500 in Old Town,” Wollstadt said. “ Newsstand sales are
heavier in Old Town than in Orono simply because there are more
commercial outlets for newsstands in Old Town than in Orono.”
Paid circulation is 3,700, with an additional 1,000 copies dis
tributed free at the University of Maine, Orono.
The day of publication was changed from Thursday to Wed
nesday, as announced in a page-one story in the July 7, 1977,
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issue:
“ The Penobscot Times will change its publication day from
Thursday to Wednesday, starting next week, publisher David
Wollstadt announced today.
“ The new publication date is intended to provide better ser
vice to readers and advertisers and to get the paper into the mail
system for Wednesday delivery, Wollstadt said.
“ Under the new system, the paper will be printed Tuesday
afternoon, prepared for mailing Tuesday evening, and mailed
Tuesday night for Wednesday delivery in the local area. The
paper will be available on newsstands Wednesday morning and
through paperboys and girls on Wednesday after school.
“ Wollstadt said there would be limited distribution to
newsstands late Tuesday evenings, probably about 8 p.m.
“ Wollstadt said advertising and news deadlines would be
moved up about a day, starting with next week’s issue: The ad
vertising deadline will be 5 p.m. Monday for display advertising;
noon Monday for classified advertising (5 p.m. Monday for in
clusion under the ‘too late to classify’ heading).
“ Editorial deadlines will normally be 9 a.m. Monday for the
‘Area Calendar’ and 5 p.m. Friday for other local news items.
“ ‘The New editorial deadlines are necessary because we’ll be
trying to get a lot of news into the paper in a shorter period of
time,’ Wollstadt said.”
Looking ahead, Wollstadt is a realist who views the future of
his newspaper frankly: “ Both Old Town and Orono are close
enough to Bangor so that a weekly newspaper serving this
community is at a disadvantage. Old Town and Orono tend to be
bedroom communities for Bangor. It’s much easier for Old Town
and Orono residents to do their daily shopping or their occasional
shopping in Bangor than it is for people living in Lincoln, DoverFoxcroft or Dexter...Consequently, there’s more of a tendency on
the part of Bangor advertisers to regard us as duplicate cir
culation.
“ It’s easier for the Bangor Daily News to provide continuing
coverage of our news events. There’s some question in my mind as
to whether a newspaper located this close to Bangor is going to be
able to survive. I really can’t make a firm predition as to whether
we’ll be here five years from now.”

The Valley Times

Ambitious and imaginative 16-year-old Charles B. Haskell
established an advertising sheet for Pittsfield in 1882. Young
Haskell became editor and publisher. His father printed The
Pittsfield Advertiser.
A metamorphosis took place over the years as the paper
changed from a monthly advertising sheet to a weekly
newspaper. Its success, in part, can be measured today as the
newspaper continues to publish but under the name of The Valley
Times.
Haskell’s four-page paper was the product of the time and re
flected the vigorous growth of Pittsfield in the late 1800’s. There
was a spirit of community with the town, and young Haskell was
caught up in the mood.
He solicited the support of town merchants who lent their
jacking through placing their ads in the modest monthly. The
paper was printed by Orin S. Haskell and Son from the building
the senior Haskell had built at 12 Park St., opposite Union Hall.
Another paper, the Pittsfield Times, had been started in the
late 1870’s but failed within a year or two. The town was without
its own paper until Haskell undertook the Advertiser venture.
The youth published the neat SVYby-llinch, 3-column, fourpage sheet in April, 1882. It was a monthly paper “ Devoted to the
Interests of the Business Community.”
Amidst its many ads, Haskell sprinkled news items. His page2 editorial was headlined: “ Note-To the Public: In presenting the
Advertiser to the public, it is not the intention of the proprietor to
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publish a regular newspaper, but he takes this method of
advertising for those, who for a small amount, are enabled to
make their business or occupation more generally known in this
vicinity than by an other means, and at the same time contain
enough locals, & etc. to make it interesting and insure its being
read by all those into w'hose hands it may fall.
“ As it is to be circulated extensively through this and all
adjoining towns, advertisers can readily see that it is the best
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advertising medium of this section.
“ We have been obliged to refuse considerable advertising for
this issue for want of space, but intend to enlarge it next month to
about twice its present size, when we can accommodate it.
“ For advertising rates and further particulars, apply to C.B.
Haskell, publisher.” Reception of Haskell’s advertising paper
was good, and in the May issue he increased the size to four
columns, four pages with a two-page supplement.
Along with the ads ran a few local items, a feature article and
some personals. The May issue was enlarged to include a page of
local news, and correspondence from Burnham, Detroit,
Harmony, Madison, Newburgh, Palmyra, Ripley, Solon and St.
Albans. The front page had the left-most column filled with ads,
ran a three-inch poem and filled the rest of the three columns with
a story, “ An Eligible Boarding Place.”
The editorial ran on page 2 under the masthead which stated
that the price was 35 cents a year.
In his second editorial, Haskell told readers: “ When we pre
sented the first number of the Advertiser to the public it was not
our intention to publish a regular local paper, but to publish an
advertising sheet with just enough local notes to insure its being
read. But after the first number had been issued, we consented, at
the urgent request of a number of businessmen of this place, to
enlarge it and make it a regular local monthly paper, so this
month we present it in an enlarged form and if the public suf
ficiently sustains us we shall endeavor in the future to make it
THE local paper of this section.”
After thanking the public for its warm reception, Haskell
promoted a sales campaign which included a choice of magazines
which could be subscribed to for a small additional cost if they
were taken along with a year’s subscription to the Advertiser at
35 cents per annum.
Within six months of its start, the Advertiser started
publishing regular six-page editions, and at the end of its first
year, Haskell announced in the March 1883 issue that the next
issue of the Advertiser “ will appear Wednesday, April 11, and
after that date will be issued regularly every other Wednesday at
75 cents per year.”
Success followed success and the decision to become a weekly
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was made by April 3, 1884. The Advertiser was “ An Independent
Home Journal of News, Agriculture & General Literature.” It was
published Thursdays by the Haskells.
That April 3, Vol. 3, No. 1 edition was a seven-column, fourpage paper. Its first page carried two columns of ads, a directory
of churches and associations and business cards, including an
illustrated set of false teeth advertising E.C. Bryant, D.D.S. You
could still smoke Tansill’s Punch, “ America’s finest 5-cent cigar,
F.W. Lapham, Sole Agent for Pittsfield.” No local news appeared
on page one.
However, news of “ The Neighborhood” appeared on page two
from Waterville, Newport, Skowhegan, Canaan, Detroit and St.
Albans, along with local editorials and a news story describing
an area train wreck: “ The Pullman train on the Maine Central
encountered a slide on the track in Sodom Cut, full speed. The
engine, tender and baggage, mail and express cars were thrown
from the track and badly wrecked. All the passenger cars and
sleeper remained on the track. No one was hurt.”
Home news and chit-chat filled page three along with ads.
One-line items were typical:
“ Easter Cards at Libby’s.
“ The snow is fast disappearing.
“ The spring term of M.C.I. will close this week.”
Three columns of ads were bordered in another column by
vital statistics of those born, married or dead. Local hotel arrivals
were gleaned from the hostelry register.
The fourth and last page was the agriculture page carrying
such stories as Why Eggs Do Not Hatch, Profit in Strawberries,
Secure Your Seeds Early, and a series o f briefs: An Unfinished
Sermon, A Quaker’s Friendly Scuffle, Nice Girls, and Dishes
Made of Paper.
Advertisements crammed more than half the last page, and
readers were assured that “ D.D. Meader’s Salve...cures every
thing from burns, scalds, sprain, pimples, felons, erysipelas,
croup, ring bites of insects, sore nipples, swollen breast, piles, sore
throat, barber’s itch, chilblains, corns, chapped hands & etc. 25
cents a box, 5 boxes for $1.”
And for the unafflicted, the paper ran its own house ad: “ Bear
in mind that the Advertiser Steam Printing Office is now sup
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plied with improved machinery and well stocked with new type
and that we are now prepared to execute all kinds of job work with
neatness and dispatch.”
As business continued to expand, the Advertiser building on
Park Street gained an additional story which was added in 1887.
Along with expansion came more pages and by Jan. 3, 1895,
in Vol. 14, No. 1, the Advertiser was running eight pages in a sixcolumn format. The masthead now read: “ C.B. Haskell,
publisher, Pittsfield, Maine, entrance to the counting room, 19
Park St.”
Haskell obviously was displeased with the economic year,
and with the New Year’s edition he ran a page-one editorial which
told it all: “ A Dismal Record-The Year Will be Parted From With
out Regret.” He also filled three page-one columns with the “ Full
Text of Able Message of Gov. Cleaves, Delivered Today.”
Page four was the editorial page, and the Advertiser was now
carrying the Somerset Supreme Court Proceedings.
Charles Haskell’s interests lay elsewhere after 13 years of edi
ting and publishing the Advertiser, and in 1895 he sold his
interest in the paper to his brother, L.O. Haskell. Charles
operated a small insurance business and at the same time he grew
interested in politics. In 1904 he sold the insurance business and
was appointed U.S. Deputy Sheriff in Portland and in 1908 was
appointed postmaster.
In the fall of 1906, a major fire hit the center of town. L.O.
Haskell gave the spectacular blaze front-page treatment and the
Nov. 1, 1906, four-column headline described the scene: “ Bad Fire
at the Lancey House-Sunday Morning Blaze Leaves Pittsfield’s
Fine Hotel in Ruins. Narrow Escape from Conflagration.”
Photos of the “ Old Lancey House” and the “ Lancey House Before
the Fire” were displayed prominently.
Although the building was gutted in 1906, for more than five
years L.O. Haskell ran stories week after week urging someone to
do something about repairing and renovating the Lancey House.
His perseverance paid off. Finally in 1911 a group o f citizens got
together and financed repairs to the hotel, renovated the building,
hired a manager and opened the hotel for business once more.
In 1914 Charles B. Haskell died at the comparatively young
age of 48. He was eulogized in the book, Pittsfield on the
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Sabasticook (1866-1966) by Sanger Mills Cook:
“ He was born the year M.C.I. was founded, yet in his short
lifetime contributed as much as any single individual to the
growth and prestige of Pittsfield. At the age of 16 he began to
publish the Pittsfield Advertiser at first an inconsequential ad
vertising sheet, and later, within 10 years, he had built it into the
leading Maine weekly and one of the finest weeklies in New
England. His editorials, his promotions, his great enthusiasm in
advancing the prosperity of his community leave us deeply in his
debt even today....”
The Advertiser changed hands again and this time was
taken over by a woman, Caro Murray, who ran it successfully
until 1915 when it was turned over to Garfield Horne, a young
man who had worked on the staff.
Later, the Advertiser was bought by George Huff, owner of
the Eastern Gazette in Dexter. In 1920, Irving Whitman became
the Advertiser editor and remained with the paper for many
years.
Four months after contractor J.R. Cianchette bought the
Lancey House in January 1945, he acquired control of the news
paper from Huff. Cianchette is a cousin of Ralph Cianchette,
father of the present owners of Cianbro Corp., which would later
become publishers of the newspaper.
J.R. Cianchette bought the building that housed the
Advertiser in 1945. The building once had been the stable at the
Going Hathorn estate that was located at what is now Hathorn
Park. The newly acquired building was renovated. A new onestory addition was built on the rear, the old wooden floors were
ripped out and replaced with concrete for the heavy printing
equipment and presses, the heating plant was replaced and a
front office added.
Once Cianchette took over, he named Marshall Hammond
editor. Hammond stayed at the Advertiser about a year. He was
succeeded by a series of other editors, including Richard Kendall,
Ralph Long, the Rev. William Willoughby, the Rev. Donald
Hinckley, Edward Stanley and Gerald Hackett. Norval Lewis
also served briefly as editor.
Officers of the company were J.R. Cianchette, president; Roy
U. Sinclair, treasurer and editor; and Irving Whitman,
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production manager. After nearly two decades of ownership,
Cianchette sold the paper to David Olson. But Olson’s tenure was
brief and after a year it was sold again.
The Guy Gannett Co. was the new owner, and it was operated
under the auspices of the Waterville Sentinel. Gerald F. Mitchell
became the managing editor and eventually he bought the
Advertiser and formed the Pittsfield Publishing Co.
Mitchell was with the paper and printing business for seven
years before the company was purchased by Cianbro Corp.,
owned by Ival, Kenneth and Alton Cianchette, sons of Ralph
Cianchette, J.R.’s cousin. Shortly after, Mitchell left to work for a
Rockland printer.
In June 1972, Prentiss Strong, Jr. was appointed general
manager and managing editor of the Pittsfield Publishing Co.,
which is a division of Cianbro Corp.
Strong wore two hats in the Pittsfield Publishing Co.~
managing the commercial printing, which accounted for about 70
percent of the annual gross income, and editing the weekly
newspaper.
He learned that advertising was spread rather thin, and a
weekly with 1,700 circulation found it difficult to compete with
dailies and the other competition.
Pittsfield is bracketed by the Sentinel in Waterville, the
Bangor Daily News, the Eastern Gazette in Dexter and the
Somerset Reporter in Skowhegan.
When Strong first came to the paper, one of his ideas was to
see if he could run a viable area newspaper. The theory was that
since Pittsfield was located in one corner of Somerset County, it
could be used as an epicenter. By going out in a 15-mile radius, it
was thought that the Pittsfield weekly could be an area paper.
This was tried for 20 months, but it didn’t work. The adver
tising support wasn’t there, nor were the readers. Circulation
rose to about 2,600, and the paper ran up to 20 pages. But it was
losing money, and it was decided to cut back, retrench and
concentrate on Pittsfield.
The paper also cut back its name from Pittsfield Advertiser
and Valley Times to Pittsfield Valley Times. Today it is The
Valley Times Pittsfield. When Mitchell ran the paper it was a
broadsheet. Later it became a 5-column tabloid printed offset in
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its own plant. During the transition from hot type to cold type,
copy was set on a Linotype, proofs pulled and the printing done
in-house. Later a Compuwriter was acquired, streamlining the
copy flow and pasteup operation. The paper is still printed offset
and in the Valley Times’s shop at 4 Hunnewell Avenue, Pitts
field.
When Strong held the editorship, it was agreed when he took
the position that the editorial policy decisions would be his. Both
the publishers and Strong agreed that the newspaper should be a
positive force in Pittsfield.
“ What we tried to do was to get key points on public issues
across to readers,” Strong said at the time. “ We’re a strictly localissues oriented paper. The publishers of the paper are extremely
community-minded.
They use their efforts to further this
community to make the lifestyle a good one for all citizens. The
publishers have lived here all their lives, and they know the back
ground on many things.”
After four years with the Advertiser, Strong left in 1976. The
editorship was assumed by Barbara Jones, who had been a
veteran staff member of the paper. She had worked for Mitchell
and Strong during their tenures as editor.
As a staff member, she was “ writing local news, taking
pictures, doing a little of everything,” Mrs. Jones said. “ When the
paper was expanded to include more towns, I did much of the
editing of correspondents’ copy-and on occasion I wrote
editorials.”
Her background in reporting, writing and editing stood her in
good stead, and her promotion to the editorship came naturally.
Upon Strong’s departure, “ I was offered the position of
editor,” Mrs. Jones said. “ My family is pretty well grown now-I
didn’t go to work until the youngest was in school-and I have
found the position a challenge. It has also given me an op
portunity to express some of my ideas in setting up the paperthings I noted both under Mitchell and Strong which I thought
needed changing. And they have worked out well.”
“ The Valley Times Pittsfield” the front-page nameplate
reads and under it runs the legend “ A Four-County Voice in
Central Maine.” Pittsfield gets most of the coverage, while
Corinna and St. Albans are the towns which have regular
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columns in the paper.
The paper averages 12 pages, and its five-column tabloid
pages are printed on offset book stock. Editorials, sports and
town news fill the pages.
Following the 1977 Egg Festival, an annual town affair, The
Valley Times ran a full center spread on pages six and seven o f its
July 28 issue. More than 50 pictures were carried in the two-page,
candid-photo-montage. The only words on that page were in a 36point caption, “ They are worth a thousand words.”
The down-style headlines, sharp photos and crisp contrast of
type on the white paper all lend to a compact news package,
which Mrs. Jones is working to improve with each issue. Unlike
Strong, Mrs. Jones wears only one hat-editor.
Mrs. Jones’s responsibility is solely the newspaper. David
Griffiths runs the commercial printing shop, which publishes the
paper and does job work of all descriptions.
Circulation is now 1,400, which breaks down to 1, 100 local
sales and 300 subscriptions.
“ To me,” Barbara Jones said, “ the paper is a continuing
history of Pittsfield, and I feel I have the responsibility of keeping
that record. I also feel that things should be presented positively
and constructively.
“ The paper is a force in the community; I try to make my
editorials thoughtful and constructive in regard to local issues.
And gradually it appears that I am getting more support from ad
vertisers, and more people are making me aware of news and
bringing in items. With a ‘staff of one’ I need help-people un
derstand this and have been most cooperative.”

The Gannett Newspapers

The history of the current Sunday and daily newspapers in
Portland is complex. In order to simplify the telling, their
chronology will be traced up to the 1920s when Guy Gannett came
on the scene to begin what today is the publishing company bear
ing his name.
The Press Herald
Monday morning, June 23, 1862, the new tabloid, four-page
Portland Daily Press began issuing from 82'/a Exchange St. It
was published by N.A. Foster & Co. in the Fox Block.
Subscriptions cost $5 a year or 50 cents a month.
Why did another daily newspaper wish to enter the fray with
three others--the Daily Advertiser, the Daily Eastern Argus and
the Daily Evening Courier? The two principal newspapers, the
Advertiser and the Eastern Argus, failed to give firm support to
the Lincoln administration. The Daily Press chose to reverse this
trend, lending its full editorial support to President Abraham
Lincoln.
Three men started the fledgling Press: Newell A.-Foster, John
T. Gilman and Joseph B. Hall. Hall retired from the newspaper
soon after it started, but Foster was business manager and
Gilman was the editor for the first five years, which were eventful
to say the least. In the city-wide fire of July 4, 1866, the Press lost
everything except its subscription lists and accounts, but it miss
ed only two days of publication. From 1867 to 1914 it was publish
ed in the Printer’s Exchange Building at 97 Exchange St., moving
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into new quarters in Monument Square.
After Foster’s death in 1868, the Portland Publishing Co. was
formed and control of the Press passed to it. Succeeding Gilman
as editor were H. W. Richardson, George H. Knowlton and George
Gifford.
Stanley Pullen became editor-in-chief and part owner of the
Press, but by 1883, Pullen sold his interest in the Press, and James
P. Baxter took over as principal owner.
Walter Allen was elected president of the Press in 1883 and
held the editorial chair for less than a year. He was followed by
Lemuel H. Cobb who was described as an all-around
newspaperman and editorial writer.
During the 1890s members of the Portland Publishing Co. in
cluded James P. Baxter, Sidney W. Thaxter, W. W. Thomas Jf.,
Charles F. Libby, and George S. Hunt.
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Cobb held the editorship until his death in 1903, and while
with the Press he gained controlling interest in the paper. The
paper was subsequently purchased by U.S. Senator Frederick
Hale of Maine, who was the owner and publisher up to the sale of
the paper to Guy Gannett.
Other succeeding editors were James E. Deering (1903-1906),
Frederick G. Fassett (1906-1911), and Harry M. Bigelow, who had
started as a reporter on the Press in 1895. Bigelow would continue
as editor up to and including the years after Guy Gannett came to
Portland in 1921.
The Evening Express
“ The only one-cent paper in the state,” the Portland Evening
Express rolled off the presses for the first time on Oct. 12, 1882.
The four-page, five-column newspaper was founded by Arthur
Wood Laughlin, who was born March 1, 1854, in Pembroke,
Maine.
When he was 16, Laughlin came to Portland and learned the
printer’s trade. He started as a printer, moved to the business
office and then went into editing. Laughlin published a small
daily newspaper in Portland for two years called the City Item,
but when the Item went out of business he took over the equip
ment and started the Evening Express.
In 1882, the Portland newspaper market was saturated with
three dailies, the Daily Press and the Eastern Argus in the
morning and the Daily Advertiser in the evening; four Sunday
papers, three weeklies and five monthlies. Between 1870 and
1890, 38 newspapers were published in Portland; but the attrition
rate was high, and by 1896 five dailies and a handful of weeklies
were appearing regularly.
However, in 1882, in order to compete with the two-cent dailies,
Laughlin sold his Evening Express for one cenL The paper
measured 12‘/2-by-19 inches. Its offices scarcely filled the third
floor at 55 Union St.
At first newsboys peddled the Express on the street, but later,
issues were delivered to homes by carriers for six cents a week.
After two years the single-copy price was raised to two cents.
During the four years he was editor and sole proprietor, Laughlin
enlarged the paper and moved the offices from Union Street to 88
Exchange St., where the Express occupied the first floor and base-
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ment.
In 1886 Laughlin bought a new Hoe three-revolution press
capable of printing 2,500 copies an hour. It replaced the Babcock
drum cylinder press. Laughlin sold half interest in the Express in
January 1886 to Alonzo A. Melvin who became editor. After a
third expansion in March, Laughlin bought out Melvin’s interest
and in June accepted William H. Smith into partnership.
Although the paper was prospering, more capital was needed
to improve its facilities, and in October 1866 the Evening Express
Publishing Co. was formed with a number of prominent men
becoming stockholders. Smith was elected president and
Laughlin, treasurer and general manager. It was at this time the
Express moved to 88 Exchange St.
The paper^expanded to seven columns on Nov. 1, and 18 days
later was enlarged to eight columns. The circulation increased
and by February 1887 a Hoe double cylinder press capable of
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printing 4,500 an hour was installed.
Changes in personnel and ownership were also in the offing.
In June 1887 Smith sold his stock in the company and retired
from the editorship. William Stevens was hired as editor.
A company headed by Col. Frederick Neal Dow took over the
Evening Express. As president of the company, Dow’s influence
was felt. He was the son of Neal Dow, the staunch prohibitionist.
Col. Dow brought even greater strength to the Express when he
assumed control in 1887. After Dow became owner and publisher
of the Express, many improvements in equipment meant wider,
faster coverage. The paper was served by two telephone
companies, neither of which had many instruments, and outside
the office patiently waited a horse and buggy-sometimes two-for
the use of reporters dashing to the scene of an accident or fire. The
paper also was among the first to use photography.
Dow’s strong convictions pervaded the editorial pages of the
Express, which clung almost with religious fervor to Republican
dogma, and it was even violent in its support of the old Maine
laws, unique in the nation, going so far as to slant its news stories
of liquor offenders with editorial bias and scorn.
Stevens retired as editor after a long illness. F. E. C. Robbins
edited the paper for a year, and was succeeded by Dudley Holman,
former city editor. The Express had passed all competitors and by
1889 claimed the largest circulation of any daily paper in the
state. Greater press capacity was needed and in July 1890 a
Stonemetz web perfecting press, with a capacity of 10,000, four or
eight-page papers, folded and ready for delivery, was installed.
The Express changed to an eight-page paper, seven columns to
the page.
Within two years, the Stonemetz press was replaced by a faster
Goss Clipper stereotype web perfecting press. Three
Merganthaler Linotypes were installed in July 1895, and the
type was now set mechanically in the composing room.
The Express raised its price from six cents a week to 10 cents a
week or $5 a year on Jan. 1, 1893. Despite the price rise, the
Express continued to grow, and again, in 1900, another press was
purchased which could print up to 20,000 copies an hour. By 1899
an elaborate carrier and delivery system was in operation.
Portland was divided into 29 districts and there were eight more
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outlying districts serviced by carriers or an agent using several
carriers. Local carriers picked up their bundles at the office and
the others were sent by electric and steam railroads or by special
delivery wagons.
Dow acquired the evening competitor, the Daily Advertiser, in
1910. The Advertiser had its origins in the Portland Gazette,
established in 1798 by Eleazer A. Jenks. The weekly Gazette pass
ed through a series of owners under the same name until 1826
when it merged with the Portland Advertiser. Dow changed the
name of his paper to the Portland Evening Express and Daily
Advertiser in 1910.
The Evening Express had the largest circulation in the city,
and by virtue of this claim, Dow was able to charge premium ad
vertising rates, which provoked city merchants. They hoped to
force Dow’s hand by acquiring their own daily, but when they ap
proached Sen, Hale, owner of the morning daily Press, and asked
him to sell, Hale refused. In retaliation the merchants revived the
defunct Eastern Argus and issued it as the morning daily
Portland Herald in direct competition with Sen. Hale’s Press. A l
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though the merchants had their own morning newspaper, they
still were obliged to go to Col. Dow for advertising coverage in his
Evening Express.
Thus the battle lines were drawn on the daily newspaper front
by the 1920’s. Although appearing only once a week, the Sunday
newspapers were an integral part of the scene which would face
Guy Gannett in 1921.
The Maine Sunday Telegram
Sunday newspapers had been part of the Portland publication
world since Aug. 8, 1875, when the Portland Sunday Times first
appeared under the editorship and ownership of Giles O. Bailey.
Like many of its counterparts, the Times met with fierce com
petition (by 1882 there were four Sunday papers in the city) and its
last issue was published Dec. 26, 1909.
The predecessor of today’s Maine Sunday Telegram was
established May 1, 1888, by C. B. Anderson & Co. Anderson was
from Boston and his editor was George B. Bagley. The Portland
Sunday Telegram was a success from the first day; however,
Anderson left after a short time, and Bagley took over the
Telegram. It was independent in its editorial policy under Bagley
who remained editor and publisher until his death in 1897.
Bagley’s widow took over the operation with Thomas J.
Flaherty as editor and general manager. Flaherty remained as
editor for the next 30 years, during which time he saw the owner
ship change three times. Flaherty had seen the circulation of the
paper grow from a few hundred to about 40,000, and its size in
crease from four pages an issue to four or five sections, profusely
illustrated.
Like many of the Sunday newspapers then and now, the
Telegram was published in conjunction with a daily newspaper.
When Col. Dow, owner of the Evening Express, bought the
Sunday Telegram along with the Advertiser in 1910, the Sunday
paper was growing stronger each year. As the Express-Advertiser
reported Feb. 21, 1915, “ The circulation statement o f the Evening
Express-Advertiser and Sunday Telegram for the past 13 years
tells the story of consistent advancement and a widening of its in
fluence...the Sunday Telegram has increased its clientage from
6,936 copies in 1901 to 14, 130 in 1915.” Col. Dow and his son.
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William H. Dow, continued to publish the Express and Sunday
Telegram until the mid-1920s, when Guy Gannett expanded his
holdings of Portland newspapers.
Guy Gannett Comes to Portland
The late Guy Patterson Gannett was the man responsible for
the acquisition, merger and consolidation of Portland’s major
morning and afternoon dailies and the Sunday newspapers in the
1920s. The Gannett legacy lives on today as his daughter, Jean
Gannett Hawley, continues as chief officer of the Guy Gannett
Publishing Co.
Guy Gannett was the son of William H. Gannett of Augusta,
Maine. The senior Gannett amassed his fortune through
manufacturing and merchandising Oxien Health Toxic Tablets
and publishing Comfort magazine, America’s first magazine to
reach one million circulation. Guy joined his father in the
Augusta-based business in 1901 after a less-than-successful year
at Yale University. Guy assumed more and more of the
responsibility of running his father’s enterprises until event
ually Guy became the guiding force behind them.
Guy’s interest in newspaper publishing was stirred in 1921
when he was approached by the publishers of two competing
Portland dailies. Portland long had been a city of several and
diverse newspapers, but in 1921 journalism was in a sorry state in
the port city. One of its oldest papers, The Eastern Argus, started
in September 1803 in support of the Jefferson administration, had
ceased publishing in January 1921. The major papers in the city
at that time were the Portland Daily Press, a morning paper
owned by U.S. Sen. Frederick Hale of Maine, and the Portland
Evening Express-Advertiser, owned by Col. Fred Neal Dow.
When Hale refused to sell his Daily Press to the city’s
merchants so they could combat Col. Dow on his own territory,
they resurrected the old Daily Argus. Hale found himself faced
with some insurmountable odds: another morning newspaper
founded by the merchants and Dow’s Evening Express, which
still managed to have the largest circulation of any of the dailies
in the city.
Dow’s supremacy in the circulation was was a provocation to
Sen. Hale, but the real blow came when he found the merchants’
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morning Portland Herald eating away at his morning daily’s
circulation and revenues. He set out to do something about it.
In an attempt to meet the challenge of a competing morning
paper, Sen. Hale hired Roy Moore, who immediately converted
the Press from a conservative paper to a sensational daily
fashioned after the New York Journal American. Moore’s efforts
notwithstanding, Portland found itself with two foundering
morning papers and an evening daily which was high in
circulation but low in esteem with its merchant-advertisers.
Moore thought the morning papers should be consolidated and
told his boss, Sen. Hale.
About that time, E. C. Bowler, Portland Herald manager, had
approached Guy Gannett to determine if Gannett were interested
in buying the merchant-owned Herald. Gannett said no.
Shortly after Gannett turned down the Herald overtures, Sen.
Hale sounded out Gannett about buying the Press. He invited
Gannett to Washington, D. C., to visit the senator, and while there
Gannett met with President Warren Harding. Harding was the
owner of the Marion (Ohio) Morning Star and told Gannett that
newspapers were a sound investment. However, Gannett wasn’t
convinced he should venture into newspaper publishing. Back in
Portland again, he was approached by the Press’s Moore. Ap
parently Moore was as good a salesman as he was an editor, for he
convinced Gannett to get into the newspaper publishing
business.
In the summer of 1921, Gannett bought the Herald from the
merchants by paying them $ 10,000 for all common stock and later
paying $50,000 for all preferred stock. He also bought Sen. Hale’s
Press for $150,000 and paid another $25,000 for the Sunday Press.
Later that year he bought the Waterville Sentinel and an
agricultural weekly, the Maine Farmer. These papers, coupled
with his Portland acquisitions, formed the Guy Gannett
Publishing Co.
Gannett was a Maine native, and he was determined his news
papers should be Maine oriented. His business acumen prompted
him to take action on his newly acquired Portland morning
papers. He thought it unwise and economically unsound to have
two morning dailies competing for the same readers and
advertisers. He set out to change this.
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The Press carried this story in its Nov. 19, 1921, edition: “ On
Monday morning the Portland Daily Press and the Portland
Herald will be consolidated and published as one newspaper
under the name o f the Portland Press Herald.” Hereafter the
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Sunday Press became the Sunday Press Herald.
Gannett put the full weight of his influence and finances be
hind his now-combined Press Herald, buying a new Hoe press
and expanding the paper from seven to eight columns. He intro
duced new features and sponsored contests to lure readers away
from the larger-circulation Evening Express, a formidable rival
still under the ownership of Col. Dow.
Gannett brought his Maine-first viewpoint to the newspaper,
giving instructions to his editors to try to give the news a Maine
slant where appropriate. The Press Herald had its own
Washington correspondent in May Craig, whose reputation and
hats gained as much notoriety at times as the Washington per
sonalities and events she covered for Gannett.
From the outset, Gannett told his editors and reporters to
“ make a paper for all the people and give unbiased news of all
creeds and all parties. Be accurate, be clean, be wholesome, be fair
and impartial.”
By the end of its first year, the Press Herald’s circulation rose
from 18,000 to 28,000. Soon the Press Herald had outgrown its
quarters in the old Press Building in Monument Square. Gannett
spent a quarter of a million dollars to construct the Press Herald
Building on Federal Street between Exchange and Market
Streets. The new plant was ready and was occupied Oct. 23, 1923.
The Press Herald of March 13, 1924, reported in a feature
piece on Guy Gannett that “ he took special pains to make it clear
to his editorial force that his own political and personal views
were not to be considered in the handling of a story; the news was
always to be treated from the standpoint of the actual facts. The
result has been an independent Republican newspaper that in the
little more than two years that it has been in existence has
reached a circulation of more than 34,000, the highest ever at
tained by a Maine newspaper.”
While the Press Herald was progressing successfully as a
daily, it decided to expand its Sunday edition in 1924. It an
nounced its plans in the Sunday Press Herald of May 11, 1924:
“ On or about June 1st the Sunday Press Herald will be
expanded by the incorporation of the Maine Farmer, the oldest
and best-known agricultural publication in the State. The Maine
Farmer is 92 years old and has an extensive circulation covering
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all parts of Maine. Arrangements have been nearly concluded for
its purchase by the Press Herald and after June 1st will be pub
lished with that newspaper.
“This is the policy of the Press Herald to reach out into the
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State of Maine and draw its several sections closer together. It is
believed that the people living in the rural sections of the State
want to know more about the problems of those living in the cities
and that it is essential that the people living in the cities, parti
cularly in the city of Portland, should have a better conception of
the questions which confront the farmers and come into much
closer relationship with them.
“ In incorporating Maine’s largest and oldest agricultural
paper with the Sunday Press Herald the policies already adopted
by the Sunday newspapers of the larger cities in the United States
are being adhered to. A great many of these great Sunday news
papers are publishing a magazine section each week devoted to
the discussion of agricultural subjects and for the same reason
that the Sunday Press Herald is about to add the Maine Farmer to
its publication as a regular feature...
“ Along this pathway the Sunday Press Herald is about to set
forth, finding its progress made easier because it is following the
daily newspaper which has become well established and has
gained so many substantial supporters. Carrying as a part of it a
section devoted particularly to the interests of the farmers of
Maine it is anticipated that the Sunday Press Herald and the
Maine Farmer together will win the approval and gain the cir
culation which the daily newspaper has already achieved.”
Although the Press Herald had increased its circulation
dramatically, Gannett’s paper continued to lose money; Dow’s
Evening Express still led in advertising linage.
Never one to overlook either competition or fiscal commonsense, Gannett approached Col. Dow with a proposition:
Gannett would either buy the Evening Express from Dow, or sell
the Press Herald to Dow. Now 84, Dow had relinquished most of
the responsibility of operating the Express to his son William H.
Dow. The Dows considered Gannett’s proposition and agreed to
sell the Express to Gannett, who paid $550,000 for physical assets
and $10 for each subscriber. At the same time, Gannett acquired
the Portland Sunday Telegram in the purchase. The Telegram
was consolidated with Gannett’s Sunday Press Herald on Aug. 3,
1925.
On July 31, 1925, the Evening Express carried this news
story:
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EXPRESS AND
TELEGRAM IN
NEW CONTROL
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Mr. Guy P. Gannett Buys
From Col. Fred. N. Dow
Anri Mr. Wm. H. Dow
Publication to Be Con
tinued, Eventually in
Press Herald Building.
Sunday Press Herald to
Be Consolidated With
Sunday Telegram.
"With the close of business today, the evening Express and
the Sunday Telegram pass from ownership by Col. Fred N. Dow
and Mr. William H. Dow to Mr. Guy P. Gannett, Publisher of the
Portland Press Herald.
“ Mr. Gannett said today that he will continue the pub
lication of the Evening Express and Sunday Telegram and hopes
to continue the high standard maintained by these newspapers.
“ Mr. Gannett will consolidate the Sunday Press Herald and
the Sunday Telegram and endeavor to widen the field of useful
ness of this Sunday paper throughout the State. Eventually he
will move the plant of the Evening Express in Monument Square
to the Press Herald building on Federal Street.
“ Mr. and Mrs. Gannett are to make Portland their permanent
home, removing here from Augusta where Mr. Gannett has
always lived and where he is associated with the Gannett
Publishing Co.”
Col. Dow’s stamp had been firmly affixed to Portland
journalism. He and his son, William, wrote his valedictory in the
Evening Express of July 31, 1925:
“ A Word of Parting: Our connection with the Portland
Evening Express and Daily Advertiser and with the Portland
Sunday Telegram ceases at the close of business today. Mr. Guy
P. Gannett succeeds to our interest in the Evening Express Publ i s h i n g Comp an y and the m ana ge m ent o f those
publications...Though our retirement was primarily prompted by
a desire to conserve our health and strength, a less personal and
more important motive also influenced us. We had come to believe
that in the future the public could be better served were the control
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we are relinquishing seasonably committed to younger men.
During our connection with the papers now passing to Mr.
Gannett our chief desire was to make them serve the highest
interests of Portland and of Maine, and we are glad to know that
Mr. Gannett cherishes the same purpose.
“ When we obtained an interest in the Express and in the
Telegram their combined circulation was about 6800. Now it ex
ceeds 67,000. Then all the departments of the Express found
ample accommodations in a single second-story room, about 20feet square. Now, with an equipment not excelled by that of any
paper in a city not larger than Portland, the two papers utilize
more than an acre of space. The growth thus indicated testifies to
the loyalty, zeal and ability of employees whose cordial co
operation with us and with each other made such progress
possible. None ever parted with more regret from more desirable
associates than we do in severing the ties which united us with
such comrades and work-fellows. We shall continually remember
with pleasure and pride that our association with them was
always characterized hy mutual esteem and friendship.”
A few years after Gannett bought out the Dows, Dr. Ernest
Gruening came to the city as editor of a rival paper, the Portland
Evening News in October 1927. From the beginning, the News
made it clear that it opposed the Gannett papers on virtually
every front. It was Democratic in tone and politics, claiming to
give the Democratic minority a voice for the first time in years.
But the News was never on firm footing and went through a ser
ies of ownership changes until its last issue appeared May 18,
1938, leaving the Gannett papers once again without daily
competition in Portland.
When Gruening started the News in the late Twenties, he met
a strong competitor in Gannett, who consolidated his news
papers’ operations. They all operated out of the Press Herald
Building, and he cut production costs by using the same printing
and press facilities. In addition Gannett boosted his advertising
revenues by selling combination ads-buy one in the Press Herald
and get the same ad in the Evening Express at the ^ame rate.
Although there was little doubt about who owned the
Portland newspapers, Gannett knew how to delegate authority.
He hired able men and women to edit his newspapers, but the
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publisher was Guy Gannett. When he saw that the growth of his
papers brought crowding to their facilities, he had the Press
Herald Building expanded in 1948 to cover the entire block be
tween Congress and Federal Streets. A new Hoe press was
installed to increase printing speed and to give the papers the ca
pacity to offer color.
Guy Gannett maintained his strong position up until his un
expected death in New York City in 1954. On Gannett’s death, his
daughter, Jean, became publisher.
Jean Gannett Hawley had studied music at Bradford (Mass.)
Junior College. Before taking over upon her father’s death, she
was national sales manager and executive vice president of the
Gannett papers. She now resides in Bath with her husband,
Sumner Hawley, who is deputy headmaster of Hyde School. Mrs.
Hawley has three children, one of whom is an account executive
with the Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services radio station
(WINZ) in Miami, Fla.
Back in the earlier days, Harry Bigelow had been a veteran
editor, who continued as editor of the Press Herald after Guy
Gannett assumed ownership. Bigelow retired in 1936, and he was
succeeded by H. Duncan Oliphant, who was the last to hold the
unadorned title of editor and chief editorial writer. He retired with
the title editor emeritus.
As the daily newspaper business became more complex, one
individual could not oversee the entire operation. The publisher
delegated duties to the editors, who in turn passed on more
responsibility to sub-editors. Managing editors began to take over
many of the editor’s executive tasks. City editors, wire editors,
state editors and other editorships and positions were created as
authority was delegated in specialized areas.
One man whose active lifetime spanned as many years as
any in development of the “ flagship” of the Gannett papers, the
Press Herald, was the late Nathaniel E. (Ned) Gordon. In 1895 he
began as a reporter for the Portland Press and was city editor of
the Press Herald in 1922. He advanced to managing editor of the
Press Herald, Evening Express and Sunday Telegram in 1927,
soon after those newspapers came under Gannett’s ownership.
Gordon served as managing editor for 20 years, retiring in 1947.
Another former long-time Gannett employee, Robert B.
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Beith, had been named Gordon’s assistant in 1940 and succeeded
Gordon in 1947 as managing editor.
Beith, whose career with the Gannett papers spanned nearly
50 years, retired in 1976 as publisher of the Gannett-owned news
papers. He was born in 1904 in Camden, N.J., graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania in 1926, when he joined the
reportorial staff of the Camden (N.J.) Courier. He came to the
Press Herald in September 1927, In 1936 he left to work for the A s
sociated Press in New Jersey but returned to the Evening Express
in 1938. He rose through the ranks to become city editor, assistant
managing editor, managing editor, executive editor, general
manager, and in 1971 was named publisher of the Gannett
papers, which included the Portland newspapers, the Kennebec
Journal in Augusta and the Central Maine Morning Sentinel in
Waterville.
Yet another mainstay has been Ernest W. Chard, who was
city editor and managing editor of the Press Herald, executive
editor of the Sunday Telegram, succeeding Beith in 1959. Chard
became executive editor of the three Portland papers and the
Kennebec Journal and Central Maine Morning Sentinel upon
Beith’s retirement. But by January 1977, Chard retired, and his
successor was John K. Murphy.
Shortly before his retirement, Beith said that the Portland
newspapers “ try to be scrupulously fair to candidates and citizens
of all political persuasion in its news columns.” He said the editor
ial policy favors no political group.
Current Executive Editor Murphy amplified Beith’s remarks.
“ My assessment of the Portland papers is that they are still
doing what Guy Gannett said he wanted his newspapers to d^in
1921--focus on Maine news,” Murphy said. “ News of Maine and
its people is still our bread and butter. We think we offer complete
newspapers, covering the world and the nation in all aspects, but
we work especially hard to tell people of Maine what is going on
around them and what it means to their lives. We write a lot of
hometown news and we try to put it in focus. And, as Guy Gannett
said, we put out our papers for all people with unbiased and
impartial news.”
Under the corporate structure today, there is one corporation,
Guy Gannett Publishing Co., which operates the three Portland
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newspapers and the dailies in Waterville and Augusta. When
Beith retired as publisher of the five Gannett papers, Mrs. Jean
Gannett Hawley, president of the corporation, became publisher.
One advertising staff serves all three Portland papers.
On the news-editorial side, there are separate, but over
lapping, staffs for the Press Herald and the Evening Express.
Staffs from both these papers serve the Maine Sunday Telegram,
which changed its name from the Portland Sunday Telegram on
Jan. 7, 1968, to better reflect the nature of its coverage. Mrs.
Hawley had said at the time, “ Over these 80 years the Telegram
has grown from a local to a state newspaper...and has grown from
four to 80 pages and several sections; from a few hundred
circulation to more than 110,000, and from delivery only in
Portland and Cumberland County to circulation in every Maine
city and all 16 Maine counties....”
In order to keep pace with the growth of the three newspapers,
another building was erected in 1966 to house the five new Hoe
press units added to double output to 90,000 papers an hour. The
new $2.6 million press building was constructed diagonally
across the street from the Press Herald Building and next to city
hall. Construction started in March 1965, and the first paper, an
edition of the Evening Express, was printed March 7, 1966.
The plant has 86,000 square feet and is a two-story steelframe building of cement block with a facade of brick on three
sides. The front is faced with polished Maine granite to match the
older Press Herald Building across the street. The two buildings
are connected by a 154-foot-long tunnel.
The three Gannett papers in Portland have a more or less
joint staff of more than 100 full-time news reporters and editors.
In addition to staff specialists, there are eight full-time and sev
eral part-time photographers. The papers maintain news offices
in South Paris, Rockland, Brunswick, Biddeford, Sanford, and
the State House. Each bureau is connected to the central Portland
newsroom by teletype.
However, changes have been and continue to be made,
according to Murphy. “ Our newest development in the news
department is a Hendrix 6500, a computerized electronic editing
and production system that is replacing typewriters with editing
terminals now and in the next phase reporter terminals,” he said.
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“ Our news wires feed directly into a computer, and hard wire copy
will disappear in the next few months. Our teletype circuits
between news bureaus and Portland are being replaced by ter
minals that feed over telephone lines into the computer.”
When May Craig retired as Washington correspondent in
1965, coverage of the nation’s capital was expanded through the
Griffin-Larrabee News Bureau. Donald Larrabee, owner of the
bureau, started as a reporter for the Express and Press Herald just
prior to World War II.
Four editorial writers work for the three papers and are not at
tached to or answerable to the news departments. The day-to-day
policy is made by the editorial writers in association with General
Manager John R. DiMatteo and Assistant General Manager
George F. Marshall Jr. Editorial writers are encouraged to make
recommendations and discuss and debate among themselvs, and
when they arrive at a conclusion they meet with the manage
ment representative.
Editorially, the Gannett papers in Portland classify
themselves as independent, stressing issues and personalties
rather than partisanship, according to former publisher Beith.
Although the papers operate under a single corporate struc
ture, each tries to maintain its own identity.
The Press Herald sells more than 55,000 copies daily in
Maine’s five most-densely populated counties, ranging inland
and up the coast from Kittery to Camden. The news columns
attempt to reflect the statewide nature of the morning paper by
carrying comprehensive reports. It also acts as a newspaper of
record for the cities and towns it covers, which means there are
five editions and a daily total of about 140 columns of news space.
As executive editor of the Guy Gannett papers, Chard viewed
the Press Herald as a diverse newspaper which “ should appeal to
the lifestyle of its constituency, and the value it has should be
measured in large part by the manner in which it reflects that
kind of endeavor.”
On the other hand, the Evening Express, with a circulation
hovering around 30,000 differs in its approach to news coverage.
Where the Press Herald strives for broad coverage of the state, the
Express gives much emphasis to the growing suburbs, the 10community Portland area, as well as the core city.
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Officers of the Guy Gannett Publishing Co. are Jean Gan
nett Hawley, president; John R. DiMatteo, executive vice presi
dent; John H. Gannett, vice president; and James E. Baker,
treasurer.
The newspapers’ executives include Mrs. Hawley, publisher;
DiMatteo, general manager; George F. Marshall Jr., assistant
general manager; Amory M. Houghton II, business manager;
Byron J. Israelson, educational services manager-promotion dir
ector; and Robert G. Nisbet, advertising director.
Murphy is executive editor for the three Gannett-owned Port
land newspapers. He was born in Augusta in 1927 and is a 1950
graduate of the University of Maine, Orono, where he majored in
journalism. After receiving his degree, Murphy worked on the
Kennebec Journal from 1950-54 as a reporter. Murphy joined the
reportorial staff of the Portland Press Herald in 1954. He has been
a reporter, assistant city editor, city editor and managing editor
on both the Evening Express and the Press Herald. He was mana
ging editor of the Press Herald prior to assuming his position as
executive editor.
Other editors include A. Stephen Riley, who is managing
editor o f the Press Herald and Evening Express; assistant mana
ging editor Robert M. Moorehead, who heads the Maine Sunday
Telegram: David C. Langzettel, Express city editor; Michael D.
Harmon, Press Herald city editor, and Albert F. Barnes, state
editor for the Press Herald, Express and Telegram.
The production manager for the three newspapers is William
B. Marshall.
Although advertising is sold in combination with the Press
Herald, the Evening Express generally runs a smaller paper than
its morning counterpart. The attempt to give the Express a
parochial outlook was the result of retrenchment in the 1960s
when it was decided the Press Herald would be devoted to broad
statewide coverage--at least from Kittery to Camden-while the
Express would concentrate on the city scene, domestic and
foreign news. The Express has one edition with a makeover and is
out on the streets by 1:30 p.m.
As president of today’s corporation, Mrs. Jean Gannett
Hawley said she deliberately stays away from day-to-day opera
tions of the newspapers. However, this by no means diminishes
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her influence, which is conveyed by those to whom she has
delegated authority. Much as her father believed in hiring an
expert staff to carry out his concepts and philosophies as pub
lisher, Mrs. Hawley has a professional staff which gets the job
done.
Mrs. Hawley’s remarks on the 90th anniversary of the
Express are appropriate for today’s three Portland papers:
“ While the mere passage of years is in itself worthy of note, of
much more importance in observing the age of a newspaper is
recognition of its unbroken decades of public service...We intend
to be beholden only to such ultimate goals as alert, progressive
and honest government; progressive, well-managed com
munities; and all other precepts which lead men in the pursuit of
happiness.”

Star-Herald

More than a year before Presque Isle was incorporated as a
town, the first newspaper in Aroostook County was established
here. The Aroostook Pioneer published its first issue late in the
year 1857, and Presque Isle has been served by at least one weekly
newspaper continuously since that time.
Although this is a history of the Star-Herald, it’s vital that
the genealogy of that weekly newspaper be established, and to do
so is to look at some of its predecessors, some of which became the
Star-Herald.
Late in 1870 Joseph B. Hall was secretary of the Maine
Senate. He conceived the idea of a weekly newspaper for Presque
Isle during the previous winter while at Augusta and persuaded
William S. Gilman, then a printer and compositor in the office of
the Maine Farmer, to join him in the venture. They founded the
Aroostook Pioneer, purchased an old hand press and some type
formerly used by the Bangor Gazette and started publishing the
Pioneer in an office over Winslow Hall’s store.
Joseph Hall continued to edit the Pioneer until 1860, when he
sold out to Gilman who stayed in Presque Isle publishing the
paper until 1868, when he moved the Pioneer to Houlton.
In 1860, Hall had decided to start another paper. He founded
the Aroostook Herald and announced it as “ Independent in
Everything, Neutral in Nothing.” The Herald was one of the fore
runners of the Star-Herald.
However, the Herald lasted only two years. Hall discontinued
the Herald in 1862 and left for Portland to start the Maine State
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Press.
Gilman later moved south to Houlton with the Pioneer, and in
the meantime, Presque Isle had witnessed the rise and fall of one
weekly newspaper, the start of another, and a bitter end. A
vitriolic newspaper vendetta arose between two Star City
weeklies, the Loyal Sunrise and the North Star.
Volume one, number one of the Sunrise appeared Aug. 5,
1863, was published every Wednesday morning by I). Stickney
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and Co. and edited by Daniel Stickney, who admonished sub
scribers: “ Terms $1 a year in advance, 25 cents will be added to
the price for every three months delay of payment.”
A prospectus of the Loyal newspaper for Aroostook: “ The
subscribers propose to publish, if sufficient encouragement is
given, a Loyal union newspaper in Aroostook to be printed in
Presque Isle to be called the Loyal Sunrise, edited by Daniel
Stickney. It will give an efficient and unconditional support to all
measures of the government for the suppression of the rebellion.
It will advocate the right of all men white and colored to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
“ Literature of questionable moral influence will be excluded
from its columns as also all advertisements of intoxicating drinks
or any of their forms, whether under the pretense of medicine or
for any other purpose. It will be published every Wednesday so
that it may reach every part of the county the same week as a
sheet a little smaller than the other Aroostook papers with new
and small type so that it will contain more reading matter than
either of them. The importance of having some organ of
communication between the loyal men in this county at this time
and especially in the next presidential election in which it will be
involved. The most important issues ever presented to the
American people will be approached by all.”
But the Sunrise faced competition when F. G. Parker pub
lished the North Star in January 1871. It had a seven-column
format and averaged four pages. The first two pages generally
ran news stories and sometimes a long, rambling piece of fiction.
Page three carried five columns of advertising with some news
items filling the other two columns. The last page was filled with
mostly advertising.
A July 1, 1876, page-two ad urged the citizens to vote for
Rutherford B. Hayes of Ohio for U. S. president and William A.
Wheeler of New York for vice president.
The masthead declared “ The North Star, Free and
Unshackled.”
Unshackled it may have been, but the North Star had a fierce
competitor in the Sunrise, and directing that paper was Stickney,
an able and forceful writer, “ fearlessly and mercilessly opposing
any movement which he thought was wrong and courageously
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supporting any measure which he regarded as right without con
sidering whether his course was popular or otherwise. By his
energy and the vigorous and persistent manner in which he pre
sented the claims and advantages of Aroostook, he did much
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toward the development of this section of the county.”
Now in his seventies, Stickney sold the Sunrise on March 6,
1868, to A. W. Glidden and George S. Rowell. Stickney remained
as editor.
The two papers were in stiff competition, and their two
editors flung bitter invectives at one another. Stickney was
considered eccentric and purportedly was the instigator of the
editorial battle which continued against North Star editor I)r. F.
G. Parker. Apparently Dr. Parker won the war of words, and the
Loyal Sunrise moved to Fort Fairfield in 1876, leaving the North
Star in full control of the newspaper scene in Presque Isle.
But a loyal son returned in 1883, when Joseph Hall surveyed
the local newspaper scene and once again became publisher of the
second Aroostook Herald.
The North Star, still edited by Dr. Parker, had been sold to
George H. Collins in 1887. Again Presque Isle had two
newspapers each doing its best to advance the interests of the
town and the county.
Both papers heartily advocated the building of the Northern
Maine Railroad. Hall had supported building a direct line to
Aroostook, but he never saw his dream realized. He died July 6
1889.
Meanwhile, Collins had moved his shop into the bank
building which he had bought from C.F.A. Johnson. After Hall
died, the Herald was bought by F.S. Bickford, but he held on to it a
short time before selling to Collins, who consolidated both his
papers into the Star-Herald on January 16, 1890. It was an eightcolumn broadsheet.
By 1893, the headlines increased in size and the pages to
eight. A typical copy mightbe the March 2, 1893, edition: the front
page carried Maine news and notes, there are two full columns of
ads and in addition an ad for “ Hood’s Cures. It has never failed.
After diptheria, the grippe, heart troubles etc.” Hood’s sasparilla apparently was a cure-all as testimonials from a Peachham, Vt., woman indicate.
Other pages carried reprints from the Boston Budget,
another story tells of the new druggist bill before the legislature in
Augusta, as well as news from Fort Fairfield, Mapleton, Bridgewater, Blaine, a half column of business locals, some poetry and
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tips on tipping.
Collins, although he may not have had the direct line to
Augusta that earlier editor Joe Hall had, was a staunch suppor
ter of the County. He editorialized in the Feb. 25, 1909, StarHerald:
“ Above all that the Maine legislature has so far done in a
broad way since it has convened is to serve notice upon capital in
other states that it is not welcomed here for investment in the
development and upbuilding of the newer sections of our state. No
state in the Union has greater need of extending the open hand to
outside capital for there are hundreds of avenues of development
where capital is needed and where its investment would result in
immense benefits in the way of increase of business wealth and
population. But Maine, speaking through its legislature, prac
tically notifies capital that the attitude of Maine is hostile to
corporate investment and enterprise. The concrete evidence of
this prejudice and hostility is afforded by the public attitude
toward railroad building, but a narrowness of feeling and bitter
ness of sentiment toward capital in one form is likely to give the
state a reputation in all financial circles that is not well cal
culated to turn investment this way.”
As a supplement to the Star-Herald, the April 8, 1909, edition
ran a 14-page index of the public laws voted on by the 74th Legis
lature. It also ran its regular eight-page newspaper.
Over in Europe the sounds of war grew more threatening.
Newspapers the country over were split over whether or not the
U.S. should enter World War I. Once the United States declared
war, the Star-Herald stood firmly behind the decision. Patriotic
ads were the order of the day. In 1918, the patriotic fervor reached
its zenith with such front-page ads as this: “ Now Uncle Sam is
ready. His troops are in action, gaining momentum every day, but
the billions subscribed to the first and second liberty loans we
have put our men across. We’ll put the third loan over with a bang
that will hearten our boys and wake up Kaiser Bill.”
A transition was slowly taking place in the Star-Herald. Its
makeup was changing with larger headlines and splashier
display of stories. But another name was being introduced to the
public in 1920 by publisher Collins, who brought his son-in-law,
Charles F. West, on board as business manager. Gradually West
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took over more duties from Collins.
A box under the masthead of the Jan. 2, 1930, edition an
nounced that “ George H. Collins, editor of the Star-Herald and
dean of Aroostook journalism, died at his home on Second Street
this Thursday morning at 2 after an illness of only a few days.”
West continued as business manager and hired Roland T.
Patten of Skowhegan as editor. Patten had been owner and edi
torial writer of the Independent Reporter in Skowhegan from
1913 to 1928. Patten became Star-Herald editor Feb. 13, 1930.
The paper was seven columns wide and averaged eight
pages. The news content was growing more local with stories
about the history of the United Baptist Church, coverage of
basketball, improvements at the airport, and flying by plane to
woods wilderness areas appeared in the Jan. 4, 1934, edition.
The Presque Isle Water Co. was searching for a water supply,
and a letter signed “ Member of the 86th Legislature” went on at
length to declare that past criticism of the legislature had been
unfair. Columns of local items and pages of correspondence from
other towns filled the pages. Headlines were growing larger and
increasing from one column to two columns near the top of the
page, but 12-point heads were used on stories below the fold.
After six years on the Star-Herald, Patten resigned effective
March 19, 1936. That edition carried the story: “ For some time
past R. T. Patten has not been able to devote his entire time to
newspaper work and at his request he is now relieved of the
editorial duties and responsibilities which have been his for the
past six years. We are happy to say, however, that his services are
to be retained as a news and feature writer.” Charles West,
Collins’ son-in-law, became editor and business manager.
Boosting Aroostook County had long been a practice of its
newspapers, but the most ambitious effort came Oct 15, 1936, in
a Star-Herald story. A seven-column 48-point headline declared:
“ Entire County of Aroostook Aroused to Need of Advertising its
Recreation Advantages.” A deck head followed: “ Aroostook
Press Association Sponsors Drive to Create Interest In the Dire
Need of Advertising to the Outside World What Aroostook
County has to Offer.”
Yet another deck head read: “ The Caribou Republican, Fort
Fairfield Review, Houlton Times and Presque Isle Star-Herald
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comprising the Aroostook Press Association have united in an
endeavor to get from the leading citizens of Aroostook County
their ideas and plans as to the best method of advertising
Aroostook to tourists from other sections. Following there are a
few of the letters that have been received. What is your plan? Send
it and your ideas to any of the above-named papers at once” .
In the latter months of 1936, the paper started carrying front
page personality profiles, and by Dec. 3, 1936, Keith S. Field had
the additional title of assistant editor as well as ad manager. He
was replaced by Guy E. Durgin in January 1939.
Potatoes have always been a way of life in the County and on
the March 14, 1940, front page six out of the 29 news stories dealt
with potato-related subjects.
Throughout the World War II years, the Star-Herald ran
many war-related stories-most with a local angle concerning the
Air Transport Command, servicemen and bond drives. On Aug.
16, 1945, an eight-column headline measuring five inches high
proclaimed: “Japs Surrender” followed by a deck head: “ Yellow
Men Threw in Sponge, Bowed to Might of Atomic Bomb and
Inspired Fighting Forces.”
Another turning point in the history of the paper took place a
year later when it changed hands as announced on page one,
Aug. 29, 1946: “ Star-Herald Under New Management,” followed
by this story:
“ Charles F. West, editor and publisher of the Presque Isle
Star-Herald, sold the Star-Herald to Edward G. Perrier, and
associates this week. Negotiations for the purchase were
completed this past Monday.
“ Mr. West, who is retiring from the publishing field because
of his health, has been affiliated with the Star-Herald for the past
30 years. In June, 1916, he became employed as manager and in
September, 1917, he purchased the stock of the weekly from
George Henry Collins, then editor of the Star-Herald. Since that
time he has served as editor and treasurer and manager of the
Newspaper.
“ Mr. Perrier has served as advertising manager and
assistant editor of the Presque Isle Star-Herald since 1940 and
has been affiliated with the newspaper field the past 15 years.
Writer of the column ‘the Observer’ featured in the Star-Herald
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for the past five years. Mr. Perrier will resume writing the column
the first of the month.
“ Mr. Perrier has announced that William A. Walsh of Fort
Thomas, Kentucky, has been employed as the news editor of the
Star-Herald. Mr. Perrier has also announced that Ernest
Bragdon who has been with the Star-Herald the past two years
will be Foreman of the mechanical plant of the paper.”
Perrier, a native of Fort Fairfield, attended Colby College and
began his newspaper career after he got out of Colby, becoming
Aroostook correspondent for the Bangor Daily News and several
other newspapers in New England and New Brunswick.
As soon as Perrier bought the Star-Herald he implemented
several new features. He increased the number of pages from
eight to Hi, introduced a sports page, changed the style of make
up and started an advertising campaign to increase lineage.
With the changeover came an increase in circulation, which
rose to 2,800. Perrier replaced much of the plant equipment.
The format changed and the emphasis on some stories went
from boosterism to one of watchdog in the community.
For instance, on page one in a three-column photographic
coverage it says the “ Higgins Starch Factory in Mapleton
empties its waste into the north branch which in turn flows into
the Presque Isle Stream at a point just above the spot where the
water district gets the city’s water supply. This waste matter has
brought about the stream pollution problem and is the major
cause of the unpleasant odor in the water. At the right is shown
the North Main Street spring to which many citizens have gone
for drinking water because of the poor-quality city water. In the
past the City Health Department posted signs at this spring that
the water was unfit for public consumption, but these were
disregarded by the public. This is found to be polluted in a test
made some time ago, but it is not known whether any recent tests
have been made.”
As the years progressed more and more photographs were
used, generally photos of people, and under Perrier the newspaper
improved with better coverage. One page devoted to sports ran a
column, “ Spudland Sportlines” by Del Hodgkins. The newspaper
averaged eight pages.
Ads covering the top part of the page with news running
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under it were not uncommon in the 1957 editions of the StarHerald.
In the Jan. 3, 1957, edition, the editorial page at this timehas
a different look about it. There is generally one editorial set on
wide measure over a 3-column space. The format of the page is 8
columns each, 14 picas wide.
Perrier remained publisher until the closing days of 1962
when he sold out his interest to Bernard E. Esters, publisher of the
Pioneer Times in Houlton, and Charles P. Helfenstein, publisher
of the Aroostook Republican in Caribou. They remained in
control up to Feb. 10, 1966, during a period that saw the
circulation grow to 3,284, and the advertising volume showed a
substantial increase over preceding years.
At the time of the purchase, Gene Rowe was editor. He re
mained in that post until August, 1964, when he resigned. Esters
took over the editorial responsibility, which he continued until
the paper was sold to the Northeast Publishing Co. in February
1966.
On the front page of the Feb. 10, 1966, edition is a lead story
covering four columns with a four-column headline reading:
“ Aroostook’s three leading papers, Presque Isle, Caribou,
Houlton under new ownership February 1.”
“ An announcement issued jointly on Tuesday of this week
revealed acquisition by Northeast Publishing Co., an affiliate of
Bangor Publishing Co., publishers of the Bangor Daily News, of
certain newspapers and printing properties in Aroostook County.
The transaction became effective Feb. 1, 1966, after several
months of negotiations involving the Presque Isle Star-Herald,
the Houlton Pioneer Times, the Aroostook Republican, Caribou,
and Consolidated Printing Service, Skyway Industrial Park,
Presque Isle, where the three newspapers have been printed by
the offset process for the past three months.
“ Making the announcement were Richard K. Warren, a
director of the newly formed publishing firm as well as publisher
of the Bangor Publishing Co.; Bernard E. Esters, publisher of the
Houlton Pioneer Times; and Charles P. Helfenstein, publisher of
the Aroostook Republican. Esters and Helfenstein were joint
owners of the Star-Herald, Presque Isle, and of Consolidated
Printing Services.
“The new owner of the three newspapers, which have a
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combined age of almost three centuries, 287 years to be exact,
plans no changes in personnel at present, and proposes to main
tain the same general policies now in effect. Each paper will be
continued as strictly independent and local weekly newspapers
serving its areas completely as it has in the past. If anything, area
coverage will be stepped up, the new owners said, and services
will later be improved by the installation of new and more modern
equipment and facilities.”
In Presque Isle, William H. Ramsay continued as adver
tising manager on the Star-Herald, a position he held since Oct
ober, 1964.
C.
M. Goolsby of Belvedere, N.J., was named general
manager of the three newspapers with headquarters in Presque
Isle. His responsibility was to supervise the operation of the three
newspapers as well as the printing plant. Goolsby was also
named president of Northeast Publishing Co.
Early in June 1967, the Star-Herald went semi-weekly with a
tabloid format starting June 10, 1967.
It published Wednesday and Saturday. The Saturday paper
was a broadsheet averaging 10 pages, while the Wednesday
edition continued as a 24-page tabloid.
However, the Star-Herald went back to regular weekly
editions after a few years.
The editor of the Keene (N.H.) Sentinel, Herbert L. Rafford,
43, became the new Star-Herald editor and publisher July 29,
1968, and stayed with the publication until Oct. 27, 1969. Former
radio and television newsman Frank S. Knight became editor in
January 1970, and in March Karl E. Hall was named Star-Herald
publisher.
Knight and Hall left in 1971. Hall started a now-defunct
daily, The County Times, in Presque Isle.
Succeeding the pair was Horace Moody, 24, a former
University of Maine, Orono, journalism student and Bangor
Daily News reporter. Moody was with the Star-Herald four years
before leaving in September 1975.
Moody said that during his tenure he tried to “ cover every
thing local, and give a full presentation of the news. For instance,
if the city council meets about the budget, we’d run two or three
columns--as much as it takes to put in every cent they spend.”
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However, the Star-Herald under Moody did not carry
editorials as such, but ran an opinion page. For a time he wrote
“ The Editor’s Piano,” a column of commentary, but this was
dropped after a time because Moody said he “ was too busy trying
to make the paper stronger financially by increasing advertising
and circulation.”
By the time Moody left for a new job in the advertising depart
ment of the Bangor Daily News, the circulation was 5,800 and
averaged 20 pages with an eight-column layout.
Homer Ford succeeded Moody in September 1975, but left in
about a year.
Today the newspaper is administered by Jack Faulkner, an
executive with the Northeast Publishing Co., publishers of the
Star-Herald and two other weeklies.
Overseeing the Northeast Publishing Co. operation is John
P. Bishop, a Youngstown, Ohio, native and Miami (Ohio) Uni
versity graduate. Bishop is treasurer and general manager of
Northeast, but is also a department head working for the Bangor
Publishing Co., Northeast’s parent company and owner of the
Bangor Daily News.
Bishop said all the papers owned by the Northeast Publish
ing Co. are autonomous, yet he does get involved with some po
licy matters. The three Aroostook County papers owned by
Northeast are monopolies, but Bishop believes they are “a lot
stronger, a lot healthier because of it. We’re able to do a better job
than if each paper were individually owned and operated. As far
as the policies of each paper, we like to have them autonomous as
far as possible.”
The central plant for Northeast is located at Skyway Indus
trial Park, Presque Isle. All the papers are printed the same daystarting Tuesday about 2 p.m., running all the back sections of
each newspaper. The Goss community press has a 16-page
capacity and is kept busy right through to the early hours of Wed
nesday morning.
Although his background was in chemical engineering,
Bishop got into the business side with Great Northern Paper Co.
before taking over as general manager o f the Somerset Reporter
in Skowhegan, which at that time had been owned by Northeast.
Bishop came to Presque Isle in 1972 to manage the Northeast
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operation, and he says, “ you get a lot of ribbing from people downstate about up here in the County-it’s a little bit farther away, but
I wouldn’t trade it for anything. I couldn't ask for anything more
challenging and interesting than what I’m doing now.”

The Courier-Gazette

Out of the ashes of a Christmas eve fire in 1881 rose the
phoenix of a newspaper which would become Maine’s only thriceweekly journal.
The night of Dec. 24, 1881, Rockland was hit by a fire which
destroyed the Jones, Glover and Ames Blocks. The Courier pre
mises in the Jones Block were partially covered by insurance, but
the blaze spelled the end of that eight-year-old weekly and the be
ginning of a new weekly for Rockland.
Rockland was served by two weeklies, the Courier, owned by
W. O. Fuller, Jr., and Arnold H. Jones; and the Gazette, owned by
John B. Porter and Z. Pope Vose.
After the fire, a partnership between the Courier and Gazette
was formed when Fuller bought out Vose’s interest in The
Gazette. The firm was now Porter and Fuller, which would
publish The Courier-Gazette.
The first issue of The Courier-Gazette was printed in January
1882. New quarters were rebuilt on the old Courier site and the
paper stayed here for the next 42 years.
But what about the origins of the two weeklies before the
merger? The Gazette was the senior and was begun in 1846. The
Courier got its start in 1874.
The first issue of the Lime Rock Gazette appeared Thursday,
Jan. 22, 1846, in what was then East Thomaston. Two young
men, John Porter and Lewis Richardson, were the publishers.
Porter had some knowledge of printing, and the pair produced the
four-page, seven-column paper on a hand-operated Washington
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press. The Gazette office was in the upper floor of the Frye Block
on Main Street by The Brook-site of today’s Masonic Block.
The Gazette appeared two years before the-then Shore
Village or East Thomaston, separated from Thomaston and
incorporated, and 14 years before East Thomaston changed its
name to Rockland.
In that first issue, the Gazette carried a page of adver
tisements, along with national and foreign news. The local scenenews of the town and county-was covered in three brief items.
The Porter-Richardson partnership was short-lived, and at
the end of the first year, Porter bought out his partner’s interest
and continued the paper alone. In 1850, Porter brought his son,
Greenleaf, into the business and formed a partnership, John
Porter and Son, which lasted until 1865 when Greenleaf died.
Two years later John Porter, the elder, retired from the
business, and his youngest son, John B. Porter, joined forces with
Elijah E. Wortman. In 1866 the firm of Wortman and Porter was
publishing the Gazette from its quarters on the third floor of the
Custom House Block, on the east side of Maine Street, where
Porter’s father had relocated in 1854.
There was a succession of Gazette editors. Its first editor was
James Fogg, who continued until the fall of 1846. He was succeed
ed by Dr. Albert Shaw from 1847 until he left for Bath. M. Parker
Williams took over until Jan. 28, 1850, when he was followed by A.
D. Nichols from Jan. 31, 1850, to Feb. 25, 1853. Wakefield G. Frye
became editor Feb. 25, 1853, and remained until March 19, 1857,
when Z. Pope Vose was named editor and later a partner in the
business.
Once again the business changed partners when Wortman
retired from the Gazette in 1871 and sold his half interest to Z.
Pope Vose, who had been editor since 1857. The business was now
Vose and Porter. Vose continued as editor until 1882.
The Gazette stayed in the Custom House Block until 1875,
when the Gazette owners bought the plant of the Daily Globe
which had ceased publication after six months. The Gazette
moved to the old wooden building at The Brook. Later the struc
ture was replaced by a brick building. When the Courier-Gazette
was started in 1882, it found new quarters on the site of the old
Courier building in the Jones Block.
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However, Wortman, although retired from the Gazette,
decided he would set up a small printing office on the third floor of
the Kimball Block. He stayed in business for three years, before
selling out to W. O. Fuller, Jr., and W. T. Williams in 1874. They
carried on the job printing as Fuller & Williams.
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After a few months, they decided to publish a weekly news
paper, The Courier, which began in June 1874. It was a fivecolumn newspaper of four pages. At the end of the year, Williams
sold out to Fuller, who continued alone. His newspaper career in
Rockland was to span more than 50 years.
Fuller moved to the Jones Block in 1876, and two years later
he sold a half interest in the company to Arnold H. Jones. Now
Fuller & Jones published the Courier and did so until that fateful
Christmas Eve fire in 1881.
When The Courier-Gazette published its first issue in
January 1882, Fuller took over as editor from his former partner
Vose. By 1886 Fuller sold out his share of the business to Arnold
H. Jones, one-time foreman of the Rockland Free Press who would
later become a mayor of Rockland. Fuller went West to pursue a
successful career in insurance and banking during the Kansas
land boom. He would return to Rockland and The Courier-Gazette
in a few years. Succeeding him as editor was Herbert M. Lord,
until 1897.
With Fuller’s departure, the firm of Porter and Jones con
tinued to publish The Courier-Gazette until January 1893, when
the business was consolidated into a corporation named the
Rockland Publishing Company, Inc. Stock was held in equal
parts by John B. Porter, Arnold H. Jones, W. O. Fuller Jr., and H.
M. Lord. Porter, senior member of the business, died in 1897, and
Fuller and Jones later became sole owners of the company.
After four years in Kansas, Fuller had returned to Rockland
where he bought the Rockland Free Press in 1891. He was editor
and publisher of the Free Press, then located on Limerock Street,
until 1893 when it changed its name to The Tribune. That year
Fuller joined The Courier-Gazette when it moved to the Jones
Block. Fuller continued to edit the Tribune in the merged
Rockland Publishing Company, with Lord editing The CourierGazette: until 1897, when the papers merged and the
incorporation as Rockland Publishing Company created what is
the current Courier-Gazette.
W. O. Fuller, Jr., who had started his long journalistic career
as a Rockland schoolboy, became editor and publisher of The
Courier-Gazette in 1897 and continued until his death in Sep
tember 1941 at the age o f 86.
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During those years Fuller had injected into The CourierGazette columns “ much of the humor which had given him wide
spread fame, and which had found ready sale with metropolitan
newspapers. He was the originator of the so-called personal
column, also the Twenty-Five years ago column....”
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Fuller purportedly was the first editor in the U. S. to start the
“ Twenty-Five Years Ago” column. The column ran under the title
“ The Week” and under it in smaller type “ Twenty-Five Years
Ago.”
In one of the first columns, it told about the trustees of the
Universalist church voting to build a new church building.
Within a week Rockland was visited by dozens of architects who
came to submit designs for the church that had been built 25
years ago.
Another column, in which business opportunists failed to
take note of the “ 25 years ago” tagline, brought some unexpected
solicitations upon the city treasurer, whose marriage had been
mentioned in the column. Shortly after that item’s appearance
the treasurer was barraged by baby carriage ads and other matter
directed at the “ newlyweds” of 25 years ago.
Fuller was succeeded as president of the newspaper corpora
tion by his wife Kathleen S. Fuller, who also became associate
editor and contributed such columns as “ This and That” and
“ Book Chat.” The Fuller interests were held in trust.
An editorial in its 100th anniversary edition on Jan. 22, 1946,
stated: “ The Courier-Gazette is politically a Republican News
paper, but avoids the offensive partisanship which characterized
so many publications (including Rockland’s) years ago. The
paper feels that it owes much of its present standing to its val
uable staff of correspondents....”
A Courier-Gazette veteran, Frank A. Winslow, who had held
the editorship during Fuller’s final illness, was appointed editor,
and John M. Richardson, became business manager in 1946.
Richardson was a grandson of Lewis Richardson, one of the ori
ginal founders of the Gazette.
Frank Winslow became a cub reporter on the Courier-Gazette
in 1890.
In a 1942 interview with Winslow, Chenoweth Hall of the
Bangor Daily News, gave this account: “ Frank A. Winslow,
editor of the Rockland Courier-Gazette, became a newspaper man
by being expelled from high school. It was probably a pretty
disconsolate Frank Winslow who met General Lord on the streets
o f Rockland, and he was probably pretty slow about telling Mr.
Lord what he was doing on the street during school time. If he was
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slow about telling it, Lord was not slow with his answer, for he
asked young Frank to come in and work on his paper as a
reporter. I wonder if those teachers who shook their heads over
unruly Frank Winslow lived to see him interview four presidents
of the United States and make friends with scores of other famous
people....”
When Winslow went to work on The Courier-Gazette, it was
published as a weekly. About 1915 it became a semi-weekly
coming out on Tuesdays and Fridays. In 1929, The CourierGazette expanded into a tri-weekly, with publication days on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Winslow liked to call it an
“ every-other-daily.”
The thrice-weekly continued as such until World War II when
newsprint shortages forced it to revert to a semi-weekly for the
duration. After the war, the paper went back to its “ every-otherdaily” publication schedule.
After long service with the paper, Winslow was named
associate editor in 1931. Prior to that he had been a general re
porter and also covered sports. He wrote the popular and widely
read column, “ The Black Cat.” He was coastal correspondent for
the Associated Press for 50 years, and local correspondent for the
Boston Globe for 62 years.
Winslow took great pride in his column. “ My prize depart
ment,” he had said, “ is one called the Black Cat. I wanted a ManAbout-Town Department, but I was not contented until I got a
really good title.” The column carried-and is still running todayitems commenting on a variety of local subjects such as the time
Winslow pointed out that a church steeple was askew which
caused the clock to chime only one stroke no matter what the
hour. He continued as editor until his death Dec. 5, 1952.
The Fuller interests were bought in December 1948 by John
M. Richardson, who had joined the staff in 1924 as advertising
manager and was named business manager in 1946. Richardson
became sole owner, publisher and general manager of The
Courier-Gazette. The grandson of co-founder Lewis Richardson,
he was also well known as the author of “ Steamship Lore of the
Penobscot.” Richardson was to continue as owner and publisher
of The Courier-Gazette until he died on March 20, 1959. Veteran
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staffer and City Editor Sidney L. Cullen served as editor and
general manager for the estate of Richardson.
Back in 1939, Sidney L. Cullen joined the Courier-Gazette as a
reporter-photographer. He was with the paper much of his
professional career except for service in the U. S. Coast Guard
during World War II. In 1946 Cullen was named city editor.
After taking over as editor and manager upon Richardson’s
death, Cullen had an option to buy The Courier-Gazette. He was
president of the corporation which purchased the paper on July
31, 1959. Cullen also was editor and publisher of the CourierGazette. Other members of the corporation were Richard K.
Warren of Bangor and the late Robert Kiah of Brewer. Warren is
the publisher of the Bangor Daily News and Kiah was its former
general manager.
The Courier-Gazette started making strides under the leader
ship of Cullen, and it soon outgrew its quarters at 465 Main St.
Cullen purchased property on Park Drive and a new plant was
started in the fall of 1965. By April 30, 1966, the new Fairchild
News King offset press had been installed, and the first edition of
The Courier-Gazette was issued from the new plant at 1 Park
Drive.
The new building, measuring 170 by 60 feet, was built on a
tract of land bought from Rhama Philbrick of Philbrick Realty.
The 26,000-square-foot area was cleared of an old barn and former
kiln shed and leveled to improve the site.
The late Everett Blethen of The Courier-Gazette staff spent
an entire winter planning the new building and constructing a
model. The 20,400 square feet of space is occupied largely by The
Courier-Gazette with the exception of 7,000 square feet of office
space on the Park Drive level. The remainder of that level is used
by The Courier-Gazette as general office space including the
newsroom, advertising and editorial offices and business office.
The lower level houses all the mechanical, printing, art and
photographic services.
Cullen had been planning an expansion of the production
area during the last two years of his life. However, he never did
see his plans take effect, although within a year after his death, a
5,000-square-foot addition was being constructed, with a second
floor to accommodate a tenant.
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The Courier-Gazette has a large commercial printing
business, which includes printing other newspapers and
shoppers as well as books and its own popular cookbooks, one of
which is in its 24th printing.
According to current publisher Raymond E. Gross, 49, The
Courier-Gazette grew rapidly. “ When we moved here from the old
plant in 1966, we had 28 employees,” he said. “ Now we have 80.”
Gross, a Camden native, attended the University of Maine,
Orono, from 1946-1950 and went to work for the Lewiston Sun as a
city reporter for three years, eventually coming to Rockland
where he worked for radio station WRKD for five years. A few
months after Cullen had formed the new corporation, he asked
Gross to join the paper as city editor. “ I was the only editor we
had,” Gross recalled. “ There were two on the news staff besides
myself.”
He was responsible for the news content of the paper except
the editorial page which Cullen directed. “ About four years ago
Sid made me managing editor. I was just beginning to get
involved in the business aspects of the paper when Sid was taken
ill. Nine months later-in 1973—he died, and suddenly I became
assistant publisher. That lasted about six months, and I was
named editor and publisher. Since then it's been a do-it-yourself
crash course in how to become a publisher.”
When Cullen was alive, corporation member Kiah became ill
and retired from the business. The corporation bought his stock.
After Cullen died his stock went into a trust, and today the trus
tees of the Cullen estate and Richard K. Warren are the principal
stockholders.
Gross is a vice president of the corporation and publisher, but
he is not a shareholder.
Warren is president and chairman of the corporation. Gross
and Warren meet “ about every four or five weeks,” Gross said. “ I
almost exclusively run The Courier-Gazette. Rarely has Dick
ever had any comment on editorials or other policy matters. We
are virtually autonomous here.”
The commercial printing business accounts for “ about 50
percent of the business,” according to Gross. However, Gross is
publisher of the paper, while Sidney Orin runs the commercial
shop.
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Gross said he distributes more of the responsibility than did
predecessor Cullen; however, as editor he maintains responsi
bility for the editorial page, and he writes at least one editorial
each issue and writes the Black Cat column.
The Courier-Gazette is the only thrice-weekly newspaper in
Maine. The population o f the paper’s market area has been static
for the past 30 to 40 years, and it has deferred going to a
daily newspaper, which, according to Gross, “ the market area
just doesn’t warrant nor could it support a daily today. We are
much like an afternoon paper. We found that we get a good street
sale in the early evening if the paper is on the street by 6:30 on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evening.” The paper carries
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday publication dates.
The four-unit Newsking prints 16-page sections, and the
average number of pages in the weekly press runs are Monday, 12
to 14; Wednesday, 24-36 pages; and Friday, 16 pages. Circulation
averages 9,400 for each edition.
In 1959 the circulation was 4,200. “ I’m quite proud of our
growth,” Gross said. “ The market area hasn’t expanded,
although we are strengthening our coverage in Waldoboro and
Camden.”
Part of the circulation increase can be attributed to the
creation of a fulltime circulation and promotion position. In
addition, credit is given to saturation coverage by The CourierGazette.
“ We consider everybody our competition, and the dailies-the
Portland Press-Herald and the Bangor Daily News--continually
beat us by the calendar because they’re dailies and we’re only
three times a week,” Gross said. “ We try to give our readers more
details, and we have the space which the dailies don’t have
today.”
The circulation area covers about a 25-mile radius of
Rockland. This includes the islands of Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Matinicus and Monhegan.
Following Cullen’s philosophy, Gross believes most staff
reporters should know how to handle a camera. “ I also think a
photographer should be a reporter in training at least....photos
must tell the story.”
Gross is as good as his word. When the famed Samoset Hotel
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was destroyed by fire in the early morning hours of Oct. 13, 1972,
Gross was there along with now-news editor John Hammer to
cover the story in word and photo. Some spectacular news photos
appeared in the next edition of The Courier-Gazette, and a
Samoset Pictorial Souvenir-The End O f An Era was published
by The Courier-Gazette that month.
Today, Gross said, the paper is independent editorially and
takes a stronger stand on issues than it did in the past. Describ
ing Sid Cullen as a man “ way ahead of his time,” Gross said Cul
len “ wasn’t content to publish a weekly that was nothing but
social chit-chat. He was a pioneer in news photography in Maine.
Sid also developed a Thursday feature which covered the news of
the various high schools, and the students and teachers did the re
porting and writing. Cullen helped found the New England Press
Association and helped write the original Maine right-to-know
law.”
A sense of history is maintained by The Courier-Gazette
today. Its archives carry a complete collection of bound volumes
and/or microfilms of every edition of its predecessors back to
January 1846, despite the disastrous fire during its early years.
Publisher Gross sees the role of The Courier-Gazette as that
of a leader in the community. “ Our job is to inform,” he said, “ but
it has to go beyond simply informing. The paper has to suggest
courses of action.” In the future, Gross believes the newspaper
will follow the pattern of the community’s growth. “ If there’s a
substantial population growth, then the retail market grows. If
that’s the case, then the community should have its own daily.
But right now, we’d rather be a good weekly.”

Rumford Times

Young Everett Martin had just received his B.A. in German
summa cum laude from Bowdoin College in 1927 when he went to
work as a reporter for the Rumford Falls Times, his employer for
more than 50 years,.
Martin, now in his early seventies, became editor in 1930. One
of his prize possessions is an antique telephone with a Western
Union headset with one earpiece which he used to take down
news stories from spoken to written work.
“ I gravitated naturally to the newspaper business,” Martin
said. “ My mother, Jessie Swift Martin, worked for the Lewiston
Sun and Journal. Her brother, J. Otis Swift, was with the old New
York World and the World Telegram. The whole family had been
in the newspaper business beginning with my great grandfather
who was founder of one of the Farmington papers.”
Great grandfather Josiah Swift once visited Edgar N. Carver
who ran the Canton Telephone, predecessor of the Rumford Falls
Times. His visit was noted in a news item in the Telephone, which
also said that Swift was the “ originator of the local news item.”
When the railroad moved from Buckfield to Canton in 1882,
Carver went to Canton to start the Canton Telephone in 1883. It
was shortly after this that Swift stopped by. Canton was about 15
miles southwest of Rumford. Its news coverage included the
surrounding towns of Rumford, Dixfield, Peru and Mexico.
Matters of local interest filled the five-column, four-page ll'/t-by15 inch paper. Merchants and farmers advertised their wares.
Those first issues were printed on a small platen press, one page
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at a time, which meant each issue had to be run through the press
four times.
Around 1887, the railroad extended to Dixfield, and Carver
followed its course, moving his print shop to that town, where he
published the Dixfield Telegraph.
By this time the paper was being printed on a larger press,
which could accommodate four pages and a larger page size. As
the paper followed the railroad, which linked up the towns, the
paper grew. In 1898 the Telegraph moved to Rumford, and Carver
made it the weekly Rumford Falls Times. It was a natural move to
make since it was evident to the most casual observer that the
development of water power provided by the mills, would help
make Rumford an industrial center, which it did.
Once established in its new hometown, Carver organized the
Rumford Falls Publishing Co. with Waldo Pettengill, George D.
Bisbee and Arthur E. Morrison as minority stockholders. Carver
continued as editor and business manager until he retired in 1905.
During his more than 20 years as editor, the paper had grown
from a small four-page sheet to an eight-page broadsheet. Al
though retired from his newspaper, Carver went on to become the
state’s auditor of printing. He was appointed to that job by Gov.
William T. Cobb.
After Carver left, the Times was bought by Pettengill,
Stanley Bisbee, Ralph T. Parker and John A. Decker. Tracy L.
Barker was named editor and publisher.
Within three years, Barker bought out the quartet of owners
and continued as editor and publisher until 1920, when he sold the
Times and departed Rumford.
The new owners were James O’Kane, James A. O’Brien and
George W. Lane. The trio formed a new corporation, the Rumford
Publishing Co. Lane was also an officer of the Lewiston Trust Co.
Under its new ownership, the Times flourished as did the
town during the boom days of the 1920’s. When Everett Martin
joined the staff as reporter in 1927, O’Kane was the publisher and
manager; the editor was William Burns, who broke Martin in on
the job.
In recollecting his early days on the Times, Martin said that
it was his impression “that it was a typical weekly paper. They
were still using handset type in the headlines, although we did
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have a Linotype. The paper was burned out from its quarters
under the old Hotel Rumford on Congress Street in 1929. We
moved to the old Mechanics Institute which today is the Greater
Rumford Community Center.”
The Times operated out of office space in the institute build
ing and was printed at the plant in Skowhegan, which was under
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the same ownership as the Times. The Times finally moved into
its own quarters which were built in part of Morse’s Garage. "It
used to be a stable and was on Congress Street with a rear
entrance on River Street," Martin said.
The depression years hit Rumford and the Times. The
International Paper mill closed which meant a loss of population.
The circulation of the Times decreased and advertising revenue
dropped. However, while other county newspapers were sus
pending publication, the Times managed to struggle ale ng.
Martin took over as editor in 1930 after the fire.
The times moved in 1931, going from its cramped Morse’s
Garage quarters to a new building at 42 Prospect St. at the cor
ner of Bridge Street. Surrounding businesses dubbed the area
“ Times Square.” New Linotype machines, a new job press and
dark room and photo-engraving departments were added.
Publisher O’Kane ran on hard times, and in 1938, the
majority control of the Rumford Publishing Co. went to George W.
Lane, Jr., who had bought out the shares of stock owned to
O’Kane. O’Brien remained a minority shareholder.
Lane’s stepson, Douglas Fosdick, became manager of the
corporation, and the following year was appointed treasurer and
general manager.
Before working on the Times, Fosdick, a Bowdoin graduate,
had been secretary to Maine’s then-senior Senator Wallace White.
He also had worked on the former Portland Evening News, a New
York advertising agency and the Associated Press.
Circulation rose from 2,900 to 3,700, and along came World
War II, when newsprint shortages and the rigors of wartime hit
the town and the Times.
There were times when publisher Fosdick wasn’t sure enough
newsprint would be available to print the next week’s edition.
Through cutbacks and smaller papers, the Times was able to
continue publishing without interruption.
Within a few years, Fosdick and Lane would seek advice
about the newspaper from Albert A. Rowbotham.
In the 1930’s Lew'iston native Rowbotham had dropped out of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology after a semester for
financial reasons. He went to work as a printer and sometimes
reporter on such papers as the Boston Traveler, the Brooklyn
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Eagle, New York Herald Tribune, Chicago News, Los Angeles
Times and the Times Picayune in New Orleans.
"After traveling through .‘it! states as a printer and reporter
covering sports, hard news and even writing editorials-I came
back to Maine and the Portland Press-Herald and later the
Kennebec Journal,” Rowbotham said. In 1942 he joined the army
as a private and rose to the rank of colonel, serving with Gen.
George Patton in the 3rd Army.
After the war, he went back to work for the Gannett Co. in
Portland, but by June 194b, Rowbotham started the Maine
Composition Co. in Lewiston.
"I had known both Doug Fosdick and George Lane in 1947,”
Rowbotham said. “ Lane said his stepson was running into dif
ficulties on the Times and would I look over the operation. I deter
mined that the paper could make money, but there was a problem
with overstaffing. Lane had been subsidizing the paper up to this
point.”
Rowbotham gave Lane his appraisal and forgot about the
Times until Melvin Stone came in and asked Rowbotham if he’d
like to buy the Times. "After some time, Stone and I agreed on a
50-50 partnership,” Rowbotham said. “ We bought the Times from
Fosdick in late 1947, but we didn't take over until April 1, 1948,
because it had been tied up with legal entanglements.”
Stone became president and publisher and Rowbotham was
treasurer and general manager.
Stone’s background was in radio broadcasting, and the
management of the Times was left to Rowbotham.
“ The first thing we did was cut the staff in half,” Rowbotham
explained. “ We went from 30 to 15 staffers and started running
things on a more businesslike basis.”
That year, Stone and Rowbotham started the Wilton Times,
the Rangeley Record and the Westbrook American, printing all
the newspapers in the Times’ printing plant. Later the pair
bought out the Lisbon Falls Enterprise.
Business increased and by the fall of 1952, the weekly Times
converted to the afternoon Daily Times. “ We operated on a
skeleton staff then,” said Martin, who was also the Daily Times’s
editor.
Rowbotham said the daily was successful, and the central
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printing plant was kept busy publishing the other papers. He and
Stone started radio station WRUM, which was also located in the
Times’s building. Within a year there was a drastic turn of events.
July 10, 1954, a fire started up the street from the daily’s plant
at 42 Prospect St. The blaze began in a lumber yard up the block
and wiped out the entire block. The Daily Times was burned flat.
Nothing was salvageable in the printing plant.
“ Only 25 percent of the loss was covered by insurance,” Row
botham said. “ We made a mistake by not increasing our
insurance as the business grew because we needed all available
capital, but we managed to pull through. It took much organizing
to get WRUM going, but we had the station on the air the next
morning broadcasting from a store.”
The fire spelled the end of the daily newspaper, but it meant
the resurrection of the weekly.
“ People were good to us," Rowbotham explained. “ They
loaned or gave us equipment. I went to Lewiston and made a deal
with the owners o f the French-language paper, Le Messager, to
lease their plant at night to me. I took my whole crew down there.
We’d work at night, and the Le Messager crew put out their paper
during the day. We had dropped the daily back to a weekly, so we
never missed publishing an edition of the Times.”
Stone’s interests always had been more inclined toward the
radio station, and Rowbotham was oriented to the publishing
business. They decided to divide the business in 1957. Stone took
all the radio interests; Rowbotham and his wife, Kmily, became
the sole owners of the Rumford Publishing Co., Inc.
“ After the fire, we regrouped and started publishing from our
own plant again,” Rowbotham said.
Getting a new plant took some doing, but Rowbotham had a
scheme. He learned the Troy (N.Y.) Observer was for sale.
“ I went up to Troy and bought out the plant,” Rowbotham re
counted. “ I put out one issue of the Observer and then closed it
down. It took us six months, but we brought all the equipment
back to Lewiston and set up a plant there.”
The Lewiston site was chosen as a central printing plant
because at the time Rowbotham was publishing the Westbrook,
Lisbon and Wilton weeklies as well as the Rumford Falls Times.
“ It made good sense to have the plant more conveniently lo
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cated,” Rowbotham said. Later, he sold the three weeklies and
moved the Times back to Rumford. It had a few locations on “ the
island” in Rumford before moving to 240 Waldo St.
In its Waldo Street plant, the Times set up news-editorial and
book publishing offices on the first floor, and in the basement the
production department was installed. The paper was still being
printed letterpress when the move was made in 1972.
The Times was an eight-column broadsheet, although “ we
tried changing over to a six-column paper, but the readers
objected vigorously,” Rowbotham said. “ So we changed back to
our eight columns.”
The front page ran up to 25 percent ads, which, Rowbotham
said, were “ in big demand. We got more than double the ad rate
for premium front-page space, but I wouldn’t run anything above
the fold.
“ The reading public’s wishes have to be listened to,” Row
botham said, “ and they liked the way the paper was printed. We
ran 12 to 15 stories off the front page. Even if we put in only a
paragraph or two with headline and then jumped it, the readers
didn't mind because they read the heads and if they liked the
story they’d read it. If not, they’d skip it.”
The Times tried running only a few stories with large
headlines on the front page, but the readers objected, according to
a survey the paper conducted.
Changes came about in 1974, when Rowbotham decided to
get rid of the letterpress operation and convert the paper to cold
type. The format of the paper stayed about the same, but cold
typesetting equipment was installed at the Waldo Street plant
and the pages were laid out, pasted up and sent over to the Nor
way Advertiser-Democrat to be printed. The paper had a Tuesday
noon deadline for news and ads and was made up Tuesday after
noon and evening. No matter what time of night the Times
finished up, the pasteups could be left at the Advertiser-Democrat
and it would be printed Wednesday right after lunch.
At that time, a man and wife team acted as the circulation de
partment and would pick up the paper in Norway and make the
drops on the news stands on the return trip. By 6 p.m. it was in the
mail carrying a Thursday dateline.
When publisher, Rowbotham made all the editorial decisions
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and wrote the editorials. He ran “ editorial pages which were open
to everyone, including the Birchers.” He said the newspaper was
independent in editorial outlook and “ we tried to criticize subtly. I
found that if you come out too strongly or negatively and fight
over an issue, it polarizes the parties involved and can become
bitter-sometimes that bitterness lasted for years. If you try to talk
it out, oftentimes you can defuse a potentially explosive situation.
Many people like flamhoyant-stvle journalism, hut I found it to
be counterproductive in Rumford.”
In 1975, Rowbotham was unhappy with the legislative
coverage of the Times. He said he couldn’t afford to hire a reporter
to cover the state legislature in Augusta, “ hut I could afford to pay
for a UPI wire to be run into the office.”
The United Press International wire clattered away in one
corner of the busy Times’s office-the only weekly newspaper in
Maine to subscribe to a major wire service. Everett Martin said
the “ coverage of the legislature was excellent, and I used many
UPI columnists or features if we needed them.” Passersby on
Waldo Street also enjoyed reading the UPI dispatches which were
hand-printed and prominently displayed in the big front window
of the Times’s building.
But within a matter of a year a major change came about
when Rowbotham sold the Times to Howard A. James, editor and
publisher of the Berlin (N.H.) Reporter.
“ After 40 years in newspapering, with 28 of those years in
Rumford, I have decided to retire from newspapering to devote my
full time to editing and publishing books,” Rowbotham said in a
Times's news story about the sale of the paper. “ I have been
talking to Howard James, and his wife Judy, for several months
about the paper,” he added. “ I am convinced that they are in
terested in doing a first-rate job here. They are both experienced
newspaper people. Both are used to hard work, and I feel certain
they will carry on in a way that will satisfy our readers and ad
vertisers.”
James graduated from Michigan State University, where he
majored in communications. He worked his way through college
as a radio and television reporter for WJIM-TV in Lansing, Mich.,
and WOOD-TV in Grand Rapids. He also was a correspondent for
United Press.
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His first newspaper job was with the daily Mining Journal in
Marquette, Mich. In 1960 James became a reporter for the
Chicago Tribune, and in 1964 was named Midwestern Bureau
Chief of The Christian Science Monitor.
In 1968 James was awarded a Pulitzer Prize for national re
porting for a Monitor series on the American justice system. The
articles, rewritten as a book, appeared under the title, “ Crisis in
the Courts.’’
The series was awarded a silver gavel from the American Bar
Association, the Public Service Award of the American Trial
Lawyers, a Sidney Hillman Award by the foundation of that
name, and other awards.
James is also author of two other books, “ Children in
Trouble: A National Scandal” and “ The Little Victims.”
James left the Monitor in 1970 to research, write, lecture and
serve as a consultant. In 1972 he became publisher of the Berlin
Reporter after marrying Judith V. Munro, a widow with four
children. They have seven children, Marck, 16; Eric, 13; Paul, 11;
Katherine, 7; Heidi, 7; Stevenson, 5; and Jonathan, 3.
Mrs. James, wife of the late Stevenson Munro, published
shopping guides in the Rumford, South Paris and Berlin areas in
the mid-1960’s.
Following the purchase of the Times, James said, “ I believe
very strongly in community service. I plan to urge the staff
members here to participate, most have in the past and I hope to
do my share as well.”
On the news-editorial side, Everett Martin continued as
editor for a time, writing a column, "Looking Back.” During 1977,
Martin was named Emeritus Editor.
Shortly after James became publisher of the Times, Paul
Gates Jr., 24, joined the staff as managing editor and general
manager on June 14. Gates was a graduate of Hobart (N.Y.)
College. He spent two years as head of the Junior Staff of the
Christian Science Monitor in Boston and was a stringer for the
New York Times and the Monitor in upstate New York for two
years. Before coming to Rumford, he worked as a reporter for the
Finger Lakes Times in Geneva, N.Y.
After a year as publisher of the Times, James wrote in his
column “ Turning the Crank” :
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“ I’ve been meaning to write this column for weeks. In fact,
months may be a more accurate time-frame.
“ My first anniversary as owner and publisher of your com
munity newspaper has come and gone. I planned to thank you for
your support during our first year on the anniversary date. But
work got in the way, time rambled on, and when I looked up it was
August. It was a good first year. Many hours were spent
reshaping The Rumford Falls Times to more closely reflect the
community in the last quarter of this century.
“ We have added features, strengthened the editorial page,
redesigned the front page, expanded news coverage, improved
our picture coverage of the community, and, most recently, added
a special section-the Cracker Barrel.
“ Our efforts have been rewarded in many ways. Circulation
has continued strong. Hundreds more people buy the Times today
than a year ago.
“ We have heard many kind things said about our staff. That
is gratifying, for I hold them in high regard.
“ ...Fellow publishers have commented on our effort to pro
vide the community a strong, independent newspaper....”

The Somerset Reporter

The history of journalism in Somerset County is a long and
venerable one, going back to 1823 when the Somerset Journal was
established at Norridgewock. There were dozens of newspapers
published in the county over the course of the next several dec
ades, but the focus here is on the Somerset Reporter.
That newspaper got its start in July 1841 as the Democratic
Clarion. Moses Littlefield was its owner. He and J.B. Hill had
published the Skowhegan Sentinel, and Littlefield had acquired
full ownership prior to April 1841, and ceased publication from
April to July 1841, when Littlefield decided to strike out afresh
with Vol. 1, No. 1 of the Democratic Clarion.
The names o f Littlefield and the Clarion were to remain
synonymous for more than a quarter century. Littlefield was de
scribed as “ somewhat eccentric and often made enemies by
expressing his opinion too freely.”
What effect that eccentricity had on a youthful printer is pure
conjecture, but his stay at the Clarion was short-lived. Charles F.
Brown, 14. had been traveling from one printing office to another
throughout the state before he landed at the Clarion in 1851. His
work apparently left something to he desired, and it wasn’t long
before he was on the road again.
Later in his career he adapted the name Artemus Ward, the
renowned American humorist. Ward’s biographer, Don Seitz,
wrote that Skowhegan always lived ironically in Ward's mind.
When Ward asked an acquaintance if he was familiar with
American newspapers, and in particular the Clarion, he got a
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negative answer. Ward was said to have replied, “ I am sorry for
you if you do not read the Skowhegan Clarion. It is your duty to
read it. There is no paper like it in the States-nor anywhere else.”
Whatever Ward may have thought of the Clarion, it mattered
little to Moses Littlefield who had become an adept printer by
teaching himself the trade. Before entering the newspaper field,
Littlefield had been a hatter. His versatility was matched by the
strong stands he took on issues. He was an ardent advocate of
temperence and disapproved the Abolitionist and Free Soil move
ments. He felt compelled to switch parties after the passage of the
Fugitive Slave Act, joining the Republican party. He changed the
name of his paper from the Democratic Clarion to the Republican
Clarion on June Id, 1857.
The year before, his son, Frank P. Littlefield, joined his father
in the business, and the publishers became “ M. & F.P. Little
field.” The Clarion ran four, six-column pages and then changed
over to a seven-column format by 1858. Its publication day varied.
It appeared on Thursday in 1848, Wednesday, 1849; Thursday,
1855 and 1856; Wednesday, 1858; Tuesday, 1862; and Saturday in
1867 and 1868.
More often than not, the Clarion’s first page carried literary
selections, poems, stories and other news. Sometimes the entire
text of the governor’s addresses would fill page one and run over
to two-thirds of page two. Normally, the second page had
editorials, state and national and international news, letters and
reprints from other Boston dailies. Editorial comments were
partisan and heated, especially during the campaign months.
The Clarion seldom ran much local or county news while
owned by the Littlefields. Some of the senior Littlefield’s
eccentricity showed up in the columns of the Clarion: “ The
weather has been so hot that notwithstanding we had an
abundance of ideas in embryo, they all melted down before we
could bring them to maturity” is how the absence of any editorial
comment was explained during a particularly hot summer
month.
In June 1868, the paper suspended operations for two weeks
to give the employees a vacation. Eccentric? No. Good Yankee
practicality? Yes.
By the middle 1860's the Clarion was deteriorating in its
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news coverage, oftentimes carrying no local or county news and
using only reprinted stories from other papers.
Moses Littlefield was in failing health, and his son, Frank P.,
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had decided to sell out his interest in August 1867 when C.A.F.
Emery bought his share of the business. Moses Littlefield sold out
his interest in February 1868 to Zembro Augustus Smith. Moses
Littlefield died Aug. 21, 1868.
Zembro Augustus Smith, the son of Barnabas C. and Maria L.
Smith, w'as born Aug. 16, 1887. He graduated from Colby College
in 1862 and went into the Union Army where he rose from captain
to brevet colonel by war’s end. Before coming to Skowhegan, he
was editor of the Hancock Journal.
Although Smith did not stay with the Somerset Reporter for
long, he left his imprint. He was the first seasoned professional
journalist to take over the paper, and gave it a new name which
has survived on and off through the years. Smith declared in his
prospectus that the Reporter would be paying “ much attention to
local matters and the collection of all items of interest in this
county. For this purpose we have secured correspondents in
nearly every locality....”
After Smith left the Reporter, he remained in the newspaper
field and died in Indianapolis May 25, 1903.
Under the co-ownership of C.A.F. Emery and Smith, the
Clarion continued with that name until April 1868, when Smith
decided to name it the Somerset Reporter to better reflect its
county coverage. The Reporter moved to the second floor of the
Emery and Turner Building on Water Street. However, changes
in location and ownership were soon to take place.
In January 1870, the Reporter relocated to the old town hall
where it remained for about 40 years. That same month Smith
bought out Emery’s half interest and turned around and sold it to
A.L. Brown. On April 19, 1871, Smith sold out to W.K. Moody. In
June, Brown’s interest was sold to C.A.F. Emery who again
became co-owner.
W.K. Moody was editor as well as co-owner, and by Oct. 25,
1872, he became sole owner.
Moody was born at Strong, Maine, on April 19, 1840, attended
Colby College for three years before becoming publisher of the
Winthrop Gazette and later the Androscoggin Herald.
When Moody became editor of the Somerset Reporter, he
increased the size of the paper to eight pages, each with five
columns. The paper stayed this size until October 1878. Carried
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under the nameplate was the legend: “ Progressive and
Literature, Truth and Justice, For The Public Good.”
Meanwhile, in June 1875, C.H. Kilby and C.A. Woodbury
bought the business, and it operated under the name “ Kilby &
Woodbury” until May 1878 when Woodbury assumed the
ownership and editorship.
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A brother of Z.A. Smith became the next owner. Joseph O.
Smith purchased the Reporter from Woodbury Sept. 15, 1878.
Smith’s first edition was published Oct. 4, 1878. His brother-inlaw, E.P. Mayo, became Smith’s partner, and by the second issue
in October the paper was published by “ Smith & Mayo.’’
The policy of the newspaper was set forth by Smith on his
editorial page:
“ My purposes are:
“ To make the Reporter pre-eminently the local paper of
Somerset County, wide-awake, progressive, and actively
identified with every interest, material, intellectual and moral.
“ To make as thoroughly a general newspaper as it is possible
for a weekly paper in a similar locality to be. No effort will be
spared to condense and present the general news of the day, with
such comments as are deemed important.
“ To make the Reporter an exponent of Republican principles
and an aid to the cause, particularly in Somerset County....To the
utmost of my ability and the means at my command, I will strive
to make the Reporter a welcome family visitor, promoter of local
interests and an advocate of sound principles.’’
J.O. Smith personally published and edited the paper for two
years, but at the end of 1880 he moved to Augusta where he held
the office of secretary of state. His brother-in-law became editor
from 1881 to 1884.
However, in 1885 Smith returned to make his home in
Skowhegan and once again took over as editor, a position he fill
ed for 20 years. He bought out M ayo’s interest in February 1886,
but by January 1888, he sold a third interest in the paper to E. E.
McNeelie. The business was now known as “ J. O. Smith & Co.”
McNeelie became manager in January 1904.
During his tenure as editor, Smith built up the Reporter,
giving it a more local flavor and carrying much discussion of leg
islative and state affairs. He was strongly Republican but tried to
appeal to all readers, although his viewpoint had a decidely
Republican bias. He went back to a four-page, seven-column
format, expanding to eight columns in 1880.
Smith’s wife, Emma, wrote a column, "Walks and Talks by
E.M.S."
Despite a fire which badly damaged the Reporter quarters in
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the old town hall in November 1881, the paper remained in the
building after renovations were made on the lower story. By May
1882, the Reporter had moved to its ground-floor location.
Business increased, as did competition, and Smith converted
it to a semi-weekly in May 1892, publishing each Monday and
Thursday, running four pages an issue. The semi-weekly lasted
until February 1895, when it returned to a weekly edition, but pub
lished eight pages.
Smith followed his dictum of bringing more local and county
news to his readers throughout his 25 years on the Reporter. After
the eight-page weekly was brought out in 1895, the paper was con
sistent in its approach to the news. Poetry and fiction were taken
off the front page, replaced by two or three columns o f editorials,
news of local or county meetings and other events. Page two car
ried farm, garden and home news and advice; page three ran a
fiction piece and other selections; page four, county letters; five,
local items; six, more letters; seven, general and state news and
local items; eight, locals. Ads were sprinkled throughout the
pages.
Although there were other papers published concurrently
with the Reporter, its first real challenger came when the
Somerset Argus appeared in May 1892. William R. Buchanan was
its manager and owner, and Col W.R.G. Estes was financial
backer. Estes was Buchanan’s father-in-law, and the paper had a
definite Democratic bent. The Argus published Wednesday from'
its Littlefield Building quarters on Elm Street. Estes took over as
editor and publisher when Buchanan left for Massachusetts.
Estes sold out to Charles H. Bowden and Albert L. White in
1894. The paper was reduced in size from eight to four pages, and
by February 1895 the Argus was bought out by the Somerset Re
porter. The Reporter was publishing semi-weekly at the time. It
cancelled its Monday edition, which was started when the Argus
came on the scene. Eda K. Smith, daughter of Joseph O., became
editor of the newly acquired Argus, which stopped publishing at
the end of 1897.
Back in 1877, Elmer E. McNeelie, had joined the Reporter as a
printer’s apprentice. Within four years he was foreman of the
printing department, and in 1884 began writing local items. His
stature and knowledge of the paper grew as did the Reporter, and
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by 1888 he had acquired a one-third interest in the paper. In 1905,
after managing the paper for a year, McNeelie became its sole
owner and manager. J. O. Smith died Aug. 81, 1905.
McNeelie maintained his interest in the Reporter until 1909,
when another competitor, the Somerset Independent, entered the
field. Clyde H. Smith was owner and publisher. The paper was
similar in format to the Reporter, but was issued on Wednesday, a
day before the Reporter. It published from a printing plant on the
south side of Russell Street.
Skowhegan couldn’t support two newspapers, and after
publishing 16 editions, the Independent issued its final number
Sept. 1, 1909.
Although the Independent stopped publishing, a merger
had been worked out between the two owners of the weeklies.
Clyde H. Smith and his wife held controlling interests in the
newly formed Independent-Reporter Co. Smith was president and
responsible for its editorial and general policy. McNeelie owned a
third interest and was in charge of the business office. Another
weekly, The Union Advocate, was absorbed by the new firm.
The Independent-Reporter assumed the volume number of
the Reporter and its Thursday publication date. The new weekly
took over the offices of the Independent on Russell Street, and
also leased space on the second floor of the Colby Block on Madi
son Avenue, which was adjacent to the Independent offices.
When McNeelie retired in January 1913, C. H. Smith re
tained majority control and was joined in the business by Roland
T. Patten and Cecil H. Tilton.
Patten had been a newswriter on the Reporter from 1903 to
1909, and in January 1913 began his 16 years as business mana
ger of the Independent-Reporter. He and his wife first bought into
the Independent-Reporter Co. in 1913 and within a few years they
bought most of the Smith stock and the Tilton interest. Smith
kept one share of stock as long as the Patten ownership lasted,
and continued to serve as president of the corporation.
Patten was a strong editor and his influence was felt keenly.
He lent much to the columns, writing many personal features
dealing with a variety of topics, but he particularly enjoyed
writing outdoor pieces. He introduced the “ Big Woods Pages"
which carried descriptions o f hunting camps and summer resorts,
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stories of sporting events, woods and field.
By 1925 the paper was running 16 pages and its circulation
reached 5, 148.
In October 1928, Patten sold the Independent-Reporter to
George W. Lane, Jr., of Auburn; James B. O’ Kane and James A.
O’Brien of Rumford. Patten left Skowhegan to become editor of
the Star-Herald in Presque Isle in February 1930. Later he
became secretary to Rep. Margaret Chase Smith, who was to
become Maine’s senior senator.
The new ownership in November 1928 named Seth Rounds
editor, and Francis E. Croteau business manager. The business
and editorial offices were moved to the second floor of the
Madison Avenue Block, and the three-story Russell Street
building was equipped with printing apparatus for the growing
Independent-Reporter.
The paper continued under this management until December
1939, when three Skowhegan men became the new owners. They
had been associated with the Independent-Reporter for a number
of years. Lionel F. Foster was named business manager and
president of the new company; Harold W. Roff, vice president in
charge of the mechanical department, and Harry F. Chase, trea
surer and advertising manager.
John L. Fysche, formerly with the Boston American, the
Kennebec Journal and the Orlando Evening Reporter Star,
became editor. Fysche had been editor on the IndependentReporter from 1919 to 1926, when he was succeeded by Francis
Croteau, who had been superintendent of advertising. Croteau
held the editorship two years.
The Independent-Reporter pledged to “ serve the people of
Somerset with a friendly interest; to bring them news of the
people in the radius from Moose River to Fairfield and from
Palmyra to Mercer, and to continue to serve the best interests of
Somerset county citizens....a weekly newspaper, independently
serving the people of the section to their best interests.”
The paper won first place in the Maine Press Association
competition for best news coverage in 1940. Fysche introduced a
popular feature, “ Home Folks,” which carried personality
sketches.
Foster was a native of Skowhegan. He began his career as an
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apprentice on the Independent-Reporter in October 1923 and
became plant superintendent in 1931.
Roff was a native of South Portland and learned the printing
business at the Southworth Press, Portland. He came to Skowhe
gan in July 1926 as a Linotype operator at the IndependentReporter.
Chase had been with the paper for 10 years prior to becoming
treasurer and advertising manager in the new company.
In the early 1950’s the paper changed its name back to the
Somerset Reporter.
By 1966 the newspaper was moved to a new location on Water
Street, where it continues to publish today.
Shortly, a major corporate change was to take place. In 1967,
the Somerset Reporter was sold to the Bangor Publishing Co.,
owners of the Bangor Daily News. John Bishop was hired as its
general manager, and later Michael Scanlin became editor.
Scanlin changed the format of the paper implementing downstyle headlines, horizontal makeup and more photos. He
modernized a paper which had become predictable in makeup.
Scanlin left after about a year.
When Bishop was promoted in August 1971 to the general
managership of the Northeast Publishing Co. in Presque Isle,
another Bangor Publishing Co. subsidiary, his replacement was
Davis S. Rawson, who had been hired in May 1971 as the
Reporter’s editor.
Rawson was a Portland native and a 1964 Bowdoin graduate.
He attended Boston University graduate school in broadcasting,
then joined the Army for two years. After service as a public in
formation officer, he returned to the Bangor Daily News as assis
tant promotion manager for two years before leaving. He left to
earn a Master’s degree in journalism from Boston University in
May 1971. He joined the Reporter as editor that spring, moving to
the managership three months later.
Most of the design changes in the Reporter had been made by
Scanlin, Rawson said, and he continued using that style format.
In addition to publishing the Somerset Reporter, Rawson was
responsible for supervising all commercial printing done by the
Independent-Reporter Co. Bishop had started promoting more
printing business for the large offset press which often stood idle,
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and Rawson also built up the newspaper job-printing orders.
On the Somerset Reporter, John Hale was editor. He was in
charge of the daily operation of the paper, and as publisher,
Rawson set the policy.
Lack of adequate advertiser support and strong competition
from the Waterville Sentinel meant the Reporter “ usually strug
gled to get 40 to 45 percent advertising each week, and the paper
averaged 10 broadsheet pages a week,” Rawson said in 1975.
Although the parent company was the Bangor Publishing
Co., Rawson said he set the Reporter’s editorial policy. An edi
torial run during the 1972 U.S. Senate campaign between
incumbent Republican Sen. Margaret Chase Smith and
challenger Democrat Rep. William Hathaway brought national
attention to the weekly Reporter.
Although Sen. Smith was a Skowhegan resident and had
previously been supported by the Reporter, the hometown weekly
endorsed Hathaway in an editorial prior to the 1972 election.
Ironically, Mrs. Smith had worked at the Reporter from 1919 to
1928 and married Clyde Smith in 1930. When in Congress, her
secretary had been former Independent-Reporter editor Roland
Patten.
The decision to back Hathaway came after Mrs. Smith’s
opponent in the Republican primary, Robert Monks, outpolled
her in Skowhegan, although ultimately he lost in that race as Sen.
Smith picked up support in the smaller towns. “ We knew Mrs.
Smith was in real trouble,” Rawson said after Monks’ showing
against the senator.
Hale and Rawson had an editorial conference before the
election and “ the only race we could agree on was the SmithHathaway contest,” Rawson said. “ We had examined both their
Congressional records and felt Hathaway was the best choice of
the two. Hale wrote the editorial supporting Hathaway.”
After the editorial appeared in the paper, “ we sat around that
night and discussed it,” Rawson said. “ We thought the Asso
ciated Press might be interested in the fact that Senator Smith’s
hometown paper didn’t support her, so we called. AP was interest
ed.”
After verifying the story with Hale and Rawson, the AP put
it on the wire. The story appeared the next day on page one of the
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Waterville Sentinel and was carried by the national press.
The decision to endorse Hathaway was made by Rawson and
Hale without any prior contact with the parent Bangor Pub
lishing Co. “They didn’t know about it beforehand," Rawson
explained. “ Their reaction was one of mild surprise, and, if any
thing, a little approving because we got quite a bit of publicity be
cause of the stand we took.”
That editorial was a high point in Rawson’s tenure as pub
lisher. He left in 1976 after the Independent-Reporter Co. was sold
to a new company, The Somerset Reporter Co., with Joseph
Myerson as president and publisher.
He is the majority stockholder in the company, which on May
17, 1976, purchased the assets of the Independent-Reporter
Company from the Bangor Daily News. At that time Myerson
also assumed the duties of editor.
Myerson was born in Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 14, 1947, and
was raised in Brookline, Mass. He graduated from Harvard Col
lege in 1969 and upon graduation worked for the Washington
(D.C.) Evening Star for six months. For two years he was
employed as a writer-photographer on the state staff of the Provi
dence Journal-Bulletin. In June 1972 he was editor of the Mount
Washington Valley Signal in North Conway, N.H. He later
worked as a roving editor for the North Shore Weeklies chain in
Ipswich, Mass., and from August 1974 to June 1975 he was mana
ging editor of the Berlin (N.H.) Reporter.
After leaving Berlin, Myerson was interested in buying his
own weekly newspaper. He formed his own company and has
been editor and publisher of the Somerset Reporter since May 17,
1976.
One of the first changes he made was to go to a Thursday pub
lication date, “ to accommodate more hard news,” Myerson said.
This also meant deadlines were revised. Correspondents’ copy
deadline is noon Monday; advertising is 2 p.m. Tuesday, and the
news deadline is 10 a.m. Wednesday.
Myerson said one of the more significant changes in the
paper has been redesigning the news hole “ to a six-column (14
picas) format, and the use of photographs has increased vastly.
The editorial page has been cleaned up, and weekly columns by
the publisher and editor have been instituted.”
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According to Myerson, the Someret Reporter “ gives in-depth
coverage and photographic coverage to the towns from Jackman
through Skowhegan. The quality of its features and pictures is, I
believe, above that of the competition.”
The major competition comes from the Central Maine Morn
ing Sentinel out of Waterville, Myerson said. “ The Bangor Daily
News also circulates in the area,” Myerson said, “ but little or no
local advertising money seems to go to Bangor, but a great deal
goes to Waterville.”
Joseph Nagy joined the Reporter staff in July 1977 as a repor
ter-editor; he is listed as managing editor in the masthead. Other
key personnel include Janine Roberts, ad director; and Robert P.
Gauvin, production manager.
Circulation has built to 4,000, the number of pages runs be
tween 10 and 12 a week and the price is 20 cents a copy.
Now that there is an additional editor, matters o f policy are
discussed, but Myerson, as publisher, determines editorial policy
and retains the final word in such matters.
Within a few months of taking over ownership of the
Reporter, Myerson set to work on a special edition
commemorating the end of log driving on the Kennebec River.
His efforts culminated in August 1976 with the publication of the
special edition. It was printed in sepia “ to simulate old paper,”
Myerson said. “ It featured historical and contemporary stories,
photos and interviews with log drivers. It was well received, and
nearly 4,200 copies were sold.”
The Somerset Reporter has taken some strides under the
guidance of Myerson, who said that “ since my acquisition of the
paper, it has taken stands on local issues, and on environmental
matters. To date no personal political endorsements have been
made, but there is no policy against such pronouncements.”
In its legend next to the front-page nameplate, the Reporter
declares itself “ Somerset County’s Largest Weekly Newspaper.”
As the biggest weekly, Myerson believes his newspaper plays a
significant role by managing to maintain a close touch with the
communities it serves. "I see the Somerset Reporter as the
hometown newspaper for most of the towns in Somerset County,”
Myerson said, “ and as the only editorial voice that is really con
cerned with affairs in those communities.”

Island Ad-Vantages

Out front at the Island Ad-Vantages, the pharmacist was
filling prescriptions while out back in the print shop the owners
were filling news columns with type.
D. Jewett Noyes came to Stonington in 1895 where he opened
a drugstore. He came from Grand Manan, N.B., and he had done
some work for the Eastport Sentinel. Noyes’s father was a doctor
and drugstore owner, his brother was a druggist and doctor, and
Noyes was talked into opening a drugstore in Stonington. He also
co-owned the Opera House theatre.
His penchant for newspaper work never left him and it
wasn’t long before he bought out the Deer Isle paper and was
publishing the Stonington-Deer Isle Press for a short time. His
print shop was over the Main Street drugstore, and the paper was
handset.
His daughter, Helen Noyes MacKay, recalled. “ I occasionally
worked for him as a part-time printer when I was a girl.”
Mrs. MacKay went to Wheaton College in Massachusetts
after graduating from Stonington High School. She went on to
the Yale University School of Nursing where she received her
R.N. and B.N. She taught nursing, at Bloomingdale Hospital,
White Plains, N.Y., and also taught lab classes at the West
chester School of Nursing.
While in New York she met Gordon MacKay, a 1924 Amherst
College graduate. In 1931, they came back to Stonington where
they were married. It was MacKay’s first visit to Maine, but
apparently he was smitten by the beauty of this picturesque
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coastal village. Helen and Gordon returned to Stonington in 1933
from New York City where he had been a sales representative for
the New York Life Insurance Co.
Her father still ran the drugstore, and MacKay established
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an insurance and real estate business in town. Hut that wasn’t all
as his wife discovered when returning from a trip to New York.
“ In thosedavs-19,'lb-the steamboat sailed from Rockland to
Stonington. Mrs. MacKay said. “ 1 was returning from my trip
when a woman said to me. ‘That's a nice little paper (Jordon's put
ting out.’ I didn’t know anything about it at the time.” He had
been printing a mimeographed paper during her absence distrib
uting about 100 copies.
The unique name of the paper was an adaptation of an ad
vertising circular which I). Jewett Noyes distributed from his
drugstore. The flyer was called the Rexall Ad-Vantages.
Gordon MacKay started modestly in 1935, and it wasn’t long
before the Island Ad-Vantages'circulation rose to 400. He and his
wife both produced the paper, and at the same time MacKay
continued in his insurance and real estate business.
His writing ability lay dormant during his first year in
Stonington, but it took a sick lighthouse keeper to bring out his
writing talents.
“ One November afternoon, the keeper of the Mark Island
Light fell ill,” MacKay said in a 1950 interview. "There was no
communication with the mainland, so his wife sent up smoke
signals to Stonington by means of a bonfire.
“ The ocean-going tug Eugenie Spofford happened to be
anchored in Stonington harbor. We went out in a blinding snow
storm and took the lightkeeper ashore for medical assistance.
“ It seemed like a good story and I wrote it up for several
papers. When I saw myself in print, I got a bit of confidence and
was soon busy on the original publicity work for the Deer IsleSedgwiek Bridge."
In addition to doing much of the writing for the Ad-Vantages,
MacKay was also Stonington correspondent for the Associated
Press, the Bangor Sunday Commercial, and Portland Telegram.
MacKay had to abandon his mimeographed paper in order to
qualify for second-class mailing privileges and started printing it
letterpress. He bought some printing equipment, hand set the
type and later had the type set by the B & W print shop in Brewer.
Copy was sent up to the shop via bus. All news copy was set at the
Brewer shop which sent back type and proofs on the evening bus.
At first, MacKay ran off the paper on his father-in-law's hand
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press, resetting paragraphs by hand when corrections were
needed.
Late items and ads were all set in Stonington. Both Helen
and Gordon were adept at setting type and making up forms to
put on the press. They also hired a girl to set type part time.
Gradually the couple acquired more up-to-date printing
equipment, but they continued to have the type set in Brewer.
They set up a small print shop in the back part of the drugstore.
Equipment included a Little Giant flat bed press and a Chandler
& Price job press, along with 200 fonts o f type, casting box, saw,
addressograph and paper cutter.
The MacKays became the only printing shop on the island
after they bought out the Deer Isle Messenger. In addition to
printing and publishing their weekly newspaper, they also had a
growing commercial printery.
The man-and-wife team watched their circulation climb from
100 to more than 1,000. “ We were strictly a local paper,” Mrs.
MacKay said. “ Every week we’d mail about half the copies to
summer people and former residents of the island who moved
away. We always sold more copies in the summer than in the
winter, and circulation went as high as 1,400 at one time....”
Gordon MacKay wrote a weekly column sometimes built
around an imaginary character, Captain Marcus Aurelius
Mulligan. MacKay had described him as growing “ into quite a
philosopher and has sound theories on local customs and
pronunciations. He was quite disturbed by the many ways of
saying ‘Isle Au Haut.’ I have a tough time getting him the honor
of the final word in any controversy.”
Helen MacKay wrote a column of interest to women. Both
she and Gordon covered the news and made up the pages
together. They later had a printer who helped with typesetting,
printing, folding and addressing.
The paper had 10 to 15 correspondents, some of them on the
mainland, where about 10 percent of the paper’s circulation was
distributed.
In 1946 the MacKays took over operation of Noyes Drug
Store. They employed a registered pharmacist to fill prescrip
tions, sometimes helped by Mrs. MacKay’s father. D. Jewett
Noyes died in February 1953.
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The Ad-Vantages grew in size from a small mimeographed
paper to a five-column tabloid size paper.
Despite their family’s involvement with the newspaper,
Gordon MacKay kept up his insurance and real estate business.
Their son, Donald, often worked part time on the paper when a
youngster. He went on to become a physician and now is in
Hanover, N.H. Their daughter helped out on the paper now and
then. The senior MacKay was also a notary public, justice of the
peace, dedimus justice, and town moderator and selectman.
When MacKay died in August 1965, he was 67. Mrs. MacKay
ran both the drugstore and the Ad-Vantages alone for three years.
In 1968 Mrs. MacKay decided to sell out.
“ I realized that I was busy with both enterprises and felt it
was about time I sold both businesses,” Mrs. MacKay said. She
ran an ad in Downeast magazine to sell the newspaper.
About this time, R. Nathaniel W. Barrows, who had just re
ceived his B.A. in history from the University of Denver, was
home with his family in Clinton, Conn. Born in Glen Ridge, N. J.,
Barrows was raised in Clinton. His family spent the summers in
Gorham, Maine, at their ancestral homestead which was sold in
the mid 1960’s. Nat Barrows had an abiding interest in Maine
and was in hopes of finding real estate to buy in western Maine.
A neighbor knew of Nat’s interest in Maine real estate and
called his attention to the Island Ad-Vantages for sale ad which
appeared in the July issue of Downeast magazine.
“ Not knowing whether or not it was a 20-person or one-person
operation, I responded to the ad,” Nat said. “ I got a letter back
from the owner saying the paper had been sold. I had never been
to Stonington before, and I put my hopes aside. Three weeks later,
Helen MacKay wrote and said the previous deal had fallen
through and was I still interested. I said yes.
“ I drove up at the time of the Democratic convention in
Chicago,” Nat said. “ It was an August morning and as I came
over Caterpillar Hill I had a view of the waters surrounding the
island. A huge schooner under full sail was plying the bay. It was
beautiful, and I knew that this is where I wanted to settle.”
He drove into Stonington, which had a few deserted store
fronts. “ 1 visited the newspaper which was being printed in an old
shed behind the drugstore,” Barrows said. “ I put a deposit on the
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paper and by the first week of October, 1968, I put out my first
issue of the Island Ad-Vantages.”
Nat was the editor and publisher. He was the entire full-time
staff. Part-time staff members pitched in to help Nat get out the
paper. The Ad-Vantages was printed by letterpress, and had a
circulation of about 950 when Barrows took ownership.
At that time the type was still being set in Brewer. “ The copy
was mailed to Brewer and sent back by express,” Barrows re
called. “ It was a hopeless deadline system. We’d send enough
copy for two pages up to Brewer twice a week. We ran four pages at
that time, and as the paper grew in size the system wasn't able to
handle it.”
Those first months of operation brought back some memories
to Barrows: “The paper was still printed in a small room out back
of the drugstore. It was too small, it was cold; the ink wouldn t run
it was so cold, the roof leaked, and the phone was four feet away
from the press.”
With these conditions facing him, Nat hired a woman with
some offset makeup experience, and in the spring of 1969 bought
the current Ad-Vantages building which overlooks the harbor.
After several months renovation, the weekly moved to its new.
enlarged and handsome weathered-shingled building in late
summer 1969.
Surely Nat Barrows must have one of the loveliest spots in
North America for a newspaper office. The 51-year-old publisher
now has two editorial offices which overlook Stonington harbor
where fishing boats and lobster traps bob alike in the bay, with
outlying islands and granite sites lending to the vista.
Barrows considers the location “ perfect." It is at a busy in
tersection in town, next to a municipal parking lot, near the post
office, liquor store, mail-boat dock and is good for over-thecounter business. And coupled with these assets, there is ample
room for future expansion.
With the new owner came changes in the Ad-Vantages.
Barrows said he decided that the paper should be less of a per
sonal newspaper and lie one of a more didactic, crusading nature.
He featured photographic, issue-oriented covers rather than front
pages, perhaps carrying one feature a week which was spot
lighted on the cover or in an accompanying editorial.
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"I put some new features in the paper and began carrying real
estate transfers, school news, guest columns and a regular
history column," Barrows said. “ The news stories were tighter
written-more like a news magazine style.”
Once the Ad-Vantages moved to its new location it went
offset, which meant that it stopped printing in its own shop.
Barrows acquired cold-type equipment, and all the composition
was done in his shop. The paper was laid out, pasted up and the
camera ready and sent to Belfast to be printed by Journal Pub
lications.
Barrows is the publisher and managing editor of the Island
Ad-Vantages and also president of the Penobscot Bay Press,
which publishes only the Island Ad-Vantages.
However.
Penobscot Bay Press does job printing and graphics for other
publications including the Maine Coast Guide, Farmstead
magazine and the Maine Commercial Fisheries, a monthly
newspaper, in which Barrows personally has a direct interest.
Barrows draws the distinction between the two organi
zations with which he is affiliated. Penobscot Bay Press is
a privately owned company whose sole stockholder is Nat
Barrows. The Maine Commercial Fisheries is a publicly owned
non-profit organization owned by members. Nat is president and
chairman of the board, and also publisher and managing editor
of its monthly publication.
From the outset, Barrows has had an abiding interest in the
marine environment and the fishing industry upon which the
island is, to a great extent, dependent.
Barrows explains his business philosophy: “ I'd rather invest
in people rather than machines. I've stayed away from settingup
a complicated print shop and having our own press mainly
because it ties up capital, and I’d rather tie up capital in people.
This means I can concentrate in developing talents in people
rather than paying bank notes on expensive equipment. In addi
tion it's foolhardy for small publications to invest in equipment
because you don't have the work to pay them off.”
Each week at the Ad-Vantages nominally starts Friday
morning, when the paper reaches its readers in the mail and on
the newsstands. The paper is printed Thursday, delivered by
noon or 1 p.m. that day to be addressed and in the mails later that
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afternoon.
On Friday Business Manager Edith Olsen sends out ads, files
them, cleans up material from the last issue, and editor Denis
Thoet works on features or the next week’s editorials. No pro
duction work is done Fridays.
Monday finds the editor, who is the only full-time staff
member, either in the office or out afield newsgathering. By
Tuesday the correspondents’ copy arrives in the mail. It is edited
and sent to the compositor. That morning routine news copyhigh school, real estate transfers, obituaries-is being set by the
compositor. Tuesday evening a part-time compositor also sets
type.
Wednesday the typesetting is finished, pasteups completed in
the afternoon. The editor usually supervises the page layouts. By
Wednesday night the paper is finished and ready for the printer.
The pasteups are taken to Belfast Thursday morning where it’s
printed and returned to Stonington for mailing.
From a staff of one, the paper has grown to a full-time editor,
a business manager who works four days a week; the ad manager,
who works three days a week; an ad representative, a part-time
mailer and proofreader, pasteup, jobprinting and typesetting
personnel. Barrows is on the job full time but “ I only work a
minimal amount o f time for the Penobscot Bay Press-most of my
time is put in on the Maine Commercial Fisheries.”
When Barrows came to Stonington he had some definite
ideas about the goals of the newspaper. “ Initially, I wanted to
increase the environmental awareness of the citizenry of this
area about the paradise they were living in and how important it
was to understand the pressures put upon the area by the expand
ing megalopolis to the south,” Barrows said. “ I tried to do this
through a number of stories and by using scenic pictures.”
Of key importance, in Barrows’ view, is public awareness. He
concentrated on carrying strictly local news, avoiding state,
county or national news. However, if “ off-island” news were to
have a definite effect on the island Barrows would print it, such as
the news story of a possible oil refinery for Searsport, which,
Barrows said, “ I was extremely adamant in opposing and went
all out-personally and in the paper. Although it was far removed
from the circulation area, the activities and the transportation
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would directly affect our towns.”
However, he reflected candidly, he was a newcomer to the
town. “ I was known as the outlander hippie in the beginning and
received some hate letters-expecially when I crusaded for long
hair in schools. People were calling me up and threatening me. I
printed many controversial letters that other papers might not
touch because they chastised local institutions. Some people
didn’t like the paper because they had been criticized in their
public roles by the paper.”
Despite antagonizing some readers, which is more often the
rule than the exception of newspapers, Barrows believes most
people “ respect the paper because it’s been honest and forthright.
But whether or not they like the personnel involved is another
matter. I think now it is read and consumed by most of the people
in the community.”
The Ad-Vantages has a circulation of 2,450. Stonington has
a year-round population of 1,400, and 2,000 in the summer, while
Deer Isle has a year-round populace of 1,400 and 3,000 in the
summer.
Barrows looks at the fluctuation in population realistically.
“ If it weren’t for the seasonal community there probably wouldn’t
be a newspaper; they provide the difference in being able to
publish on a break-even basis or whether we publish on a losing
basis.
“ Part of the success of the Ad-Vantages is because it’s the
only newspaper dealing solely with this island. No paper other
than this is based here and run here,” Barrows said. “ My
philosophy is somewhat different. The profit motive obviously
didn’t motivate me, although I want to make enough money to
meet the payroll and overhead costs. But one of the things I set
out to do was to enlarge the job market in town. We started out
with two employees and now there are 12 people working here.”
Barrows said all policy decisions are made by him, but the
“ editor is given much freedom I try to delegate as much authority
as possible, especially now since I don’t have as much time to tend
to the Ad-Vantages as in the past. The editor writes most of the
editorials, and I’ll write some occasionally. I usually check all the
editorials, but we very seldom have any differences of opinion.
We have a commonality of thinking. If I don’t agree, I’ll go over
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the facts, and if the editor has the knowledge and the facts, then
I’ll go along with it....”
All business decisions on the Ad-Vantages are made by the
business manager, which goes along with Barrows’ delegation of
authority.
In addition to conveying news, Barrows believes his paper
should “ titillate the reader’s thinking, be an opinion leader, be
controversial occasionally and encourage thought on the
immediate challenges to the community.”
He has met with success and failure in laying out some
objectives for his paper, but he remains undaunted and optimistic
about the future. Barrows hopes to build up his business-not
necessarily expanding the newspaper, but by expanding his
printing and graphics in order to subsidize the newspaper.
Today, the paper averages 12 pages a week and covers the
“ Salt Air Society,” which includes Stonington, Deer Isle, North
and South Deer Isle, Little Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooksville,
Oceanville, Sunshine, Sunset, Isle Au Haut and Swans Island.
Although Barrows has made a move to include the adjacent
mainland towns along the Reach and the two outer islands (Isle
Au Haut and Swans) in the circulation area, Barrows said he
doesn’t have the resources to really push that.
“ Although I’ve received a number o f overtures from
surrounding com m unities to expand and cover those
communities, I felt rather than try to disperse our efforts and our
resources, it was far better to concentrate on the core
communities: Stonington and Deer Isle.”

Maine Times

When you talk about the Maine Times, John Nelson Cole and
Peter Winston Cox are in the forefront of that success story. Both
men have contributed mightily to the 18,800-circulation weekly.
But Cox is quick to emphasize that the “ real picture of the
Maine Times will come from the staff....I think that the others on
the staff do stand out....One of my jobs is to get good people and
then to inspire them. By God, we’ve really got a good staff.”
Despite this self-effacing outlook, the story behind the Maine
Times is indeed, Cole and Cox, who have much in common. Above
all, they have an abiding respect for one another. Both are
Yale graduates, they love Maine and each had a strong news
paper background before deciding to launch the Maine Times.
“ One thing John and I both have is a deep love for Maine and
a broad knowledge of Maine,” Cox confided in his spacious
Times’s office on the first floor of the big Federal house at 41
Main St., Topsham, to which it relocated in 1974.
And in his office on the opposite side of the Times’s building,
Cole added, “ We have an unusual relationship with our readers
which I don’t believe can be duplicated anywhere.”
In many ways the readers have helped the Times in
determining its role. “ Because of the nature of our publication, be
cause it does address the issues,” Cole said, “ the readers come
back at us with suggestions for areas that we ought to look into or
write about or become concerned about.”
An overall theme of the Maine Times that hasn’t changed
since it began publishing in 1968 is a great respect for Maine and
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the will to build a sense of pride in the state.
Cole and Cox may not agree on everything, but they do agree
that the Maine Times “ responds to its readership and is an issuesoriented journal of opinion addressed to the community of
Maine....”
What kind of relationship does the Maine Times have with its
readership? “ It’s a very sensitive and delicate interplay that
takes place, and I don’t think it happens in many other pub
lications,” Cole observed. “ Somewhere in that sort of intimate
give and take between the readers is what in many ways gives us
not only our income, because more of our income comes from
readers than most other papers, but also gives us our role in a very
sort of subtle way.”
Another factor contributing to the paper’s overall success
has been a deep knowledge of the state. Cox said, “ We know who
to contact for a story. I very seldom give a story idea without
telling someone, ‘Look, here’s a good person to talk to.’ I’ve got
some basis for it. If you want to find someone who knows trivia
about Maine, it’s me....”
Cole also sees the Times as a provocateur “ in a sense that we
hopefully provoke people into thinking about other solutions
rather than just standard solutions.”
What the Times has tried to do since its beginnings in 1968
was to “ build up a sense of pride within your community of
Maine,” according to the paper’s founders, who have known each
other for more than 20 years.
Peter Cox, who was born in New York City in 1937, had
strong family ties to Maine. His father was originally from
Portland, went to Washington, D.C., where he was an influential
member of the Roosevelt administration. After World War II he
went into private practice in international law. Oscar Cox died in
1966.
Peter went to Phillips Exeter Academy, Yale University and
spent a semester at Yale Law School “ which I hated.”
Peter’s father had bought the former Booth Tarkington house
in Kennebunkport in 1952, and the family often spent their
summers in that town. During the summer of 1958, Cox worked
for the Kennebunk Star. John Cole was its editor. Cox said he
worked as a reporter and out in the back shop. “ I worked every-
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where. I averaged about $20 a week, working about 80 hours a
week....John always had acolytes, and I was one of his acolytes at
that stage.”
After one semester at law school, Cox went in the army for six
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months. In 1960 he was a campaign worker for Democratic guber
natorial candidate Frank Coffin, who lost to Republican John
Reed. At the end of the campaign, Cox worked briefly for the
Biddeford-Saco Journal.
In 1961, when he was 23, Cox became editor of the
Adirondack Daily Enterprise, (Saranac Lake, N.Y.) a 3,700circulation daily. Six months after taking over as editor, the
general manager quit, and Cox was named editor and acting
publisher. “ So I learned very quickly how a newspaper worked
and actually turned that paper from being in the red into the
black.”
When Cox had been in Maine, he had met Cam Niven,
Publisher of the-then Bath Daily Times and the weekly Bruns
wick Record. After four years on the upstate New York daily, Cox
wrote to Niven about a job. Niven hired Cox as editor of the Bath
Daily Times in 1965.
Prior to this, John Cole had left the Kennebunk Star in
August 1960 to take on the editorship of the weekly Brunswick
Record, which he built into a prize-winning paper.
Cole was born in New York City and lived there for 27 years.
He attended private school and entered Yale University, class of
1945. However, he served in the Air Force from 1942 to 1946, when
he returned to Yale and graduated in 1948. He worked in public re
lations in New York City for a few years but didn’t enjoy the city
nor public relations.
He went out to Long Island and became a commercial
fisherman for seven years. Toward the end of these seven years
Cole had written some magazine articles, one for Esquire about
commercial fishing. He enjoyed writing, left the fishing industry
and went to Dayton, Ohio, where he worked on a weekly news
paper and as a stringer for the Dayton News.
While in Dayton, Sandy Brook (former owner of the York
County Coast Star) contacted Cole and convinced him to come to
Maine and work on the Kennebunk Star, which Brook was
planning to buy. Cole moved east and joined Brook on the Star as
editor on March 17, 1958. He left in August 1960 to move up the
coast to the Brunswick Record.
Both the Bath Daily Times and the Record were owned by the
Niven family. Cox said it was no accident he came to Bath. “ I
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went there,” he said, “ because John (Cole) was in Brunswick and
the merger was already being talked about.” A year after Cox
joined the Times, Niven merged the two papers, forming the daily
Times Record published in Brunswick. Cole was named editor
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and Cox was the managing editor of the daily, which had a cir
culation of 7,500.
After about a year with the Times Record, Cole and Cox left
the Times Record to start the Maine Times, an idea they had been
discussing since 1958. It was to be a weekly centering on current,
valid Maine issues.
“ One o f the reasons we started the Maine Times,” Cox said,
“ was because we could not accomplish, journalistically, what we
wanted on the Times Record. The Maine Times idea and John
Cole had been connected in my mind since those summer
evenings in the house in Kennebunkport when we sat around dis
cussing the concept with my father. It may well have been John’s
idea, but it went through many metamorphoses, both in John’s
mind and in mine. Circumstances led to our making the decision
to go on our own when we did.”
Although initially Cox put in $11,000 and Cole $10,000, today
Cox owns a greater majority of the stock. However, Cox said,
financial ownership has not been a major factor in what
happened at the Maine Times. “ John and I were essentially equal
partners in starting the Maine Times, and that is what is im
portant,” Cox said.
“ As we started to need more money,” Cox said, “ I had what
amounted to $56,000 my father had left me, and I put that entirf
amount in the Maine Times. There are a half dozen outside inves
tors, but they have Class B non-voting stock. They were friends
who put money in.”
But in the beginning it was a two-man proprietorship, and
on Oct. 4, 1968, the Maine Times first appeared on newsstands
across the state.
The owners were confident the Maine Times would be a
success and in the first issue told their readers why: “ We believe
there are many Maine citizens who care about their state-more
than enough, certainly, to help Maine Times prosper.
“ We believe there are thousands of Maine people who want to
save their beloved state from the crass ravages of the Twentieth
Century spoilers. We believe most Maine people want their rivers
cleansed, their schools improved, their government overhauled
and their fisheries and forests preserved. We don’t underrate the
citizens of Maine; we don’t write down to them and we don’t in
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tend to fill Maine Times with news of no consequence merely to
separate one advertisement from another.”
Turning to page 18, the new reader found further words of ex
planation: “ If you have read this far, you have now seen most of
Maine’s newest newspaper.
“ It is intended to be a new adventure in journalism: not quite
a newspaper and not quite a magazine. The founders call it ‘a
weekly journal of news and opinion.’ Their goal is to deal with the
state of Maine as a community and try to report state news so
Maine citizens will act to preserve the best of their state and
prevent the spoilers from doing their worst....
“ Maine Times is a product of 1968. Technically, the news
paper would have been impossible five years ago. The editorial
offices are in Topsham, in the old bank building at 13 Main St.
The entire office consists of two rooms with pumpkin pine floors
and a fireplace. All of the type and headlines are set on two
modern machines, one of which has only been on the market for a
year.
“ The newspaper is assembled and then taken to Belfast
where it is printed on a photo-offset press. In 1968 it is feasible to
have editorial and printing offices 90 miles apart.
“ The staff is small. Kenneth H. Morrison, one of the top
investigative reporters in the state, is doing the major in-depth
reports for Maine Times. Mrs. Elizabeth Fine, who started as a
newswoman on the West Coast and continued in Maine, edits the
myriad of material that comes into the office.
“ Mrs. Linda Tobey, formerly an advertising executive with a
Maine food store chain and an inveterate buyer of real estate, is
the advertising manager. Mrs. Barbara Booth, who came to
Maine because her husband is assigned here with the Air Force, is
the designer. Mrs. Kay Evans, who does everything, and Patricia
Dodge, who does everything else, round out the total full-time
staff.
“ Maine Times is circulated statewide every Friday morning
and for the first few months circulation will be maintained at
20, 000. ”
Since that first issue, the Maine Times has been a handsome,
three-column tabloid. It has always been strong on graphics and
through the natural evolution of trial and error, the newspaper
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has grown into an award-winner, both typographically and edi
torially. The paper is well laid out, and illustrations and pho
tographs are used to good advantage throughout.
“ When we started, John (Cole) was doing all the editorial
duties-writing his editorials, stories, laying out the paper, over
seeing the reporters,” Cox said. “ I was just doing the art pages,
the dining, but I had a lot of business and circulation duties. Ken
Morrison was doing the major stories, and we covered the stories
nobody else did.”
The Times started out as a 24-page paper, and during the first
year it went down to 20 pages only once, the issue between
Christmas and New Year’s Day. Since then it grew steadily until
today it averages 36 pages.
Although it gained many new subscribers that first year, the
paper still wasn't making money. It had started out with a 20,000
press run which was determined by this rationale: In 1968
Maine’s daily newspapers had a total circulation of 200,000 each
day. Cole and Cox theorized that if the dailies could sell that
many papers in one day, then a Maine community weekly should
be able to sell 20,000 copies a week.
It didn’t work out quite like that, but the formula wasn’t too
far off the mark. The first few weeks the Times distributed the
majority of copies free in order to introduce it to the public. The
Times originally went to press with 853 paid subscribers. With
total saturation the key, three weeks later 3,500 copies were sold
with the number increasing each week. Six months later the
paper had 4,500 paid subscribers in Maine, 47 states and 19
foreign countries.
New subscriptions averaged 100 a week and weekly
newsstand sales were more that 2,500. By the end of the first year
the circulation was 9,000 and on its second anniversary it rose to
12 , 000 .
“ Even though we averaged $300 to $500 a week in adver
tising, we lost $2,000 a week the first year,” Cox said, “ But that’s
what we knew would happen. We didn’t get the proportions right,
but we knew we were going to take a big loss because you have to
get the circulation to get the advertising.”
In planning the newspaper, “ we set it up to be operated on an
everyday basis,” Cox said. “ Most weeklies are done on a day or
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two a week. We work every day of the week. In fact, the first issue
was designed as a 24-page paper, starting the first pages on
Thursday. We print on Thursday morning. The first pages would
be done Thursday, Friday, then Saturday, so there were pages
done and completed every day.” Thursday is a slow day, but on
Friday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday pages are closed.
All the type and pre-press production work is done in the
Times’s offices, and has been since the first day of operation.
Despite all their projections, according to Cox, “ one thing we
didn’t project was that we have 67 percent perhaps 75 percent
chance of renewals, but that means that with today’s more than
12,000 mail subscriptions we are losing 5,000 a year, and that’s
what we’ve been getting for new subscriptions. We get 100 new
subscriptions a week, which just keeps us even. But what’s
happened is that the newsstand sales have started going up, and
these are the people who don’t renew who are buying....”
How does such a newspaper support itself other than through
subscriptions? Cox said the advertising base is statewide,
generally the small specialty shops. Advertising fills about 40-50
percent of the paper. Real Estate display and classified ads have
developed into popular and successful sections.
In reviewing those early years, Cole said the Times was a dif
ferent type of newspaper then. “ When we started the paper in
1968, we covered the environmental issue, so-called, and the
war...we were a little more strident. We weren’t quite as oriented to
the legislature and state government, mostly because we didn’t
have the resources to keep somebody up there. But I remember in
the beginning a reader wrote us about a company that was selling
land. We did a lot after that but because of a reader’s note we
began to look into land sales in Maine....
“ We never planned it that way, but we became one o f the
major land-use publications in the state, if not the major one. We
got into the energy question and became in a sense the devil’s
advocate on energy.”
Apparently the Times hit on the right subjects because in the
third year circulation reached 14,500, which included 10,000 sub
scriptions. In 1971, the Times showed a profit for the first time in
its young life.
Some of the first issues brought with them “ John’s Column” ,
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which today has become an institution and also appears in the
Boston Globe Sunday magazine. Cole’s column is highly
personal and he writes about a myriad of topics which might
include a nostalgic piece on salt-water fishing, the post-industrial house which he and his family constructed, family
adventures and misadventures and other subjects done in a
lyrical, warm style. Cole says the column is so personal that it’s
sometimes embarrassing.
During the first year or so, “ Take a Trip with the Times” was
a popular feature which focused on places and travels in Maine.
However, it eventually was phased out.
As Cole and Cox point out, the kinship between the readers
and the Maine Times is no less than remarkable, as was noted in a
Feb. 14, 1969, editorial.
“ After editing three other Maine newspapers with
circulations a bit larger than Maine Times’ current figure, we
thought we had experienced most of the problems confronting us
during the early days of this new adventure.
“ Our readers-in a most gracious and gratifying way-have
proven us wrong. For they are without a doubt the most res
ponsive and productive group of readers of any publication in our
acquaintance or experience. It is a phenomenon to be reckoned
with.
“ Every morning when we arrive at this crowded and com
fortable office, we find our desk covered with mail, much of it
large manila envelopes containing manuscripts for considera
tion; the rest of it letters to the editor commenting on some point
we have made, or bringing new information and insights to bear
on issues facing Maine people.
“ These communications from our responsive readers are the
single most exciting experience of our time in this business. It
means we are not only reaching many different kinds of readers,
but that many of them are interested enough, or provoked
enough, or concerned enough, to put their thoughts down on
paper and see that we share them.
“ We have shared many of them with other readers, and not
only on the ‘Letters’ page. Some of the most provocative articles
in the paper have been those that arrive unsolicited, on this desk
in those fine manila envelopes. Many of the pieces on education,
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for example, have come from teachers and educators and
professors who have not only taken the time to organize an essay,
but have never hesitated to express their individual and out
spoken opinion.
“ We have also published other letters in other departments.
Often you’ll find a reader’s response to an art critic published on
the art pages, a letter to the food columnist on that page.”
“ John’s Column” on October 2, 1970, the second anniversary
of Maine Times, has even more to say about reader loyalty and
response. “ We are already assured that we have the most res
ponsive, the most loyal, the most ingenious, the most supportive,
the most self-sacrificing, the most articulate and the most pro
vocative bunch of readers enjoyed by any other publication in the
land.
“ Our readers write us the best letters; they telephone us with
the best suggestions; they give us the best story ideas. Whenever
a reader visits an advertiser, the advertiser soon learns the reader
learned about the place in Maine Times. Our readers find us other
readers, they give wonderful numbers of Maine Times for Christ
mas and birthdays and every days. They correct us when we are
wrong, they disagree whenever they feel like it, and they are con
stantly in touch on an almost personal basis. It is an incredible
and awesome phenomenon, this Maine Times reader loyalty.
There really is a community of Maine, and every one of our
readers is part of it, no matter where they live at the moment.”
Cole continues to express his philosophy to his readers and
tells them that “ there is still so much Maine times has to do. We
need more investigative reporting over a longer period of time to
learn more about the major issues facing the state. You readers
should have more than just provocation, you should also have the
outlines for solutions, for new and creative approaches to ways to
save Maine. The state’s schools, its coast, its forests, its govern
ment, its culture, its roads, hospitals, students, universities, lakes
and bays-these and every component that makes up every corner
of the Maine community can use a great deal more communi
cation, the kind o f two-way communication that Maine Times
seems to have started since it’s been around.”
When the Maine Times started, Cox said there were two
things he was “ determined to accomplish: One. That eventually
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we would be in a financial condition to be able to do what we want
ed to do which was to hire good reporters who have enough time to
write the stories, and two, that we’d have no technical limita
tions; we could go as far in design and printing as we wanted to
g o .”

Along with this. Cox said he wanted an interplay of the staff
to generate enthusiasm. “ Both John and I are editors, and I do
the publishing so that we can get the money to the editors. But it’s
the contents of the paper that counts, and the staff sees each other
all the time. We’ll discuss an idea for weeks before it germinates
and becomes a story...today we use very little freelance.”
It wasn’t always that way. During the first years much of the
content was freelanced, which can have its disadvantages,
according to Cox. One of the major difficulties was that some of
the freelancers’ stories contained inaccuracies which caused
some real problems. But through the process of evolution, the
Times was able to depend less and less on freelancers and built up
a staff of reporters which Cox considers “ the best around.”
Among those reporters today are Phyllis Austin, former
Associated Press correspondent; Barbara Riegel and Peggy
Fisher. J ack Aley, formerly with AP, was a staff reporter for three
years and still contributes articles. Tom Jones is the staff photog
rapher.
Excellent typography always has been a strong point of the
Times. There are two full-time and one part-time employees in the
production department. A typical session with graphic designer
Meredith Herzog is described by Cox:
“ I’ll go over the paper with Meredith (alias Gidget), and she
will be given the layout. She gets that, and she’ll also get future
layouts. I do all that. These are the layouts for the next two weeks
which are all filled in now. They’ll change probably...1 give the
dummies to Gidget either Friday or Monday along with all the
pictures. She will not necessarily use all the pictures, but she
makes all the decisions on how many pictures to use, what
pictures to use. In addition, she places all the ads-the ad de
partment doesn’t. She has the final say because she has to deal
with the ads in the overall design of the pages.”
Gidget had been going to secretarial school, decided to drop
out, and went to work as a typesetter at the Times Record. Shortly
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after the Maine Times started, she joined the staff as an assistant
doing paste-up and advertisements. Pat Arbour, a graduate of
Portland School of Art, did the design. When Arbour was to leave
her job on the Times, Cox said he told Gidget, “ Well, you can have
a voice in who we hire to be the designer. She said, ‘I’ll do it for six
months and if you don't like me you can fire me.’ She’s better than
anybody we’ve ever had. She learned on the job, butshe also used
a lot of intuition.”
Cox said that Gidget has always worked in “ our system with
three-column layout and there are a lot of little tricks to
it....Aesthetics has a lot to do with the presentation of news.
Margaret (Campbell) is such a fine, fast artist that we use more of
her drawings to break it up.”
The advertising department, under the direction of G.
Cameron Smith, has always been a soft-sell operation, according
to Cox. “ They’re selling the product; there’s never any question of
the advertiser getting any special preference,” Cox said. “ Our
writers aren’t paranoid about the ad department.
With the exception of a woman who comes in to type letters
once a week, the Times has no secretaries. Cox said he’s willing to
put money into editorial content and if he can cut expenses else
where it means those savings can be ploughed back into paying
for costs incurred in getting news.
In its own self description found on the back side of the ad
vertising rate card, the Maine Times is a statewide journal of
news and opinion. As of Oct. 1, 1977, total paid circulation was
18,800. Of this total, 12,200 were mail subscribers and 6,600
copies were sold on the newsstands. Newsstand sales climb to
about 8,000 in the summer. About 5,500 mail subscribers live out
of state but 57 percent of them own property in Maine.
A detailed readership survey conducted in 1972 showed the
average Maine Times reader: has an average family income of
$17,000; 88 percent have college degrees; an average of three
people read each copy and 90 percent read the ads; the average
reader digests 70 percent of the paper and keeps it around the
house for rereading and further reference; 85 percent own stereo
phonographs but only five percent own snowmobiles; 92 percent
read at least one book a month and 44 percent read a book a week.
The readership survey underscores what John Cole views as
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the people he writes for each week. He said people write claiming
the Times is elitist. “ The guy says, ‘Why don’t you do more for
Maine labor and the Maine farmer?’ Well, I’m not a laborer and
I’m not a farmer. I don’t know these people. I’m a middle-class
kid who went to prep school then to college, so I write for those
people. I don’t think you should be ashamed. I don’t think you
should reach for an audience just to improve circulation.”
Cole says that if a farmer wants to write an article about farm
problems in Maine or if a blue-collar shoe factory worker wants to
write about problems in shoe factories, the Times will consider
running the piece.
Some issues which the Times has been involved in have been
environmentally oriented, including land speculation, land use
regulations, site selection laws, and alternative energy. As a re
sult of some of its hammering away at such subjects, legislation
has been passed or brought to the attention o f the public and the
state legislature.
Cole believes “ the Office of Energy Resources grew right out
of Maine Times because most of the language in the bill is lan
guage that appeared in the paper.” The issue-oriented Maine
Times has gotten embroiled in the boys training center con
troversy which was “ ready for reform, but no reforms took place,”
according to Cole. “ We did a couple of articles on snowmobiles in
Baxter State Park. That was a pretty obvious result.... The
advisory committee just outlawed snowmobiles in the park after
that series of articles.”
Cole’s assessment of the Times’s influence on the state is real
istic. “ ...On the long haul-on the idea that Maine doesn’t have to
play second best, that Maine doesn’t have to be poormouthing it
all the time, that Maine ought to be more imaginative about the
use of its own resources, that Maine ought not to pimp for in
dustry from the outside-I just don’t know if we’ve changed much.
We certainly have tried. The one big thing Maine has to do is to
recognize that it does have resources that will enable it to be
economically strong.
“ I think the Maine Times is established now and we will con
tinue to do what we have done. I don’t see any major new role for
us in a large sense; there will be different issues. We still are an
issues-oriented journal of opinion addressed to the community of
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Maine and that’s what’s going to keep us going. I think we can do
better reporting from the State House; I would hope that our
political and governmental reporting will get progressively
better.”
Through the years the roles of Cole and Cox have changed.
As editor, Cole was responsible for the news-editorial staff and
the editorial page. He wrote the majority o f the editorials; Cox, as
publisher, was responsible chiefly for the business end of the
Times.
Today those positions have altered, and were formally rec
ognized on Dec. 31, 1976, when Cole wrote this editorial:
“ As of this issue I am ending my duties as editor of Maine
Times.
“ Beginning next week (next year) I shall be listed on these
pages as editor o f the editorial pages. It is an orderly evolution,
not a sudden change.
“ During 1977 we shall mark the tenth year of our publication
In the first of those years, I did select and edit articles, assign
stories, write stories, write headlines, select photographers,
promote the publication and write its editorials and my weekly
column. Editorial policy-if, indeed, there is such an entityemerged from discussions between myself and Peter and the
reporters.
“ During the coming year I will be writing editorials and my
weekly column; I will continue to promote the Maine Times, to
have an office in this building and to suggest story ideas. Peter
Cox will continue to be listed here as managing editor....”
Now Cox spends “ about 20 percent of my time on the business
end...the other 80 percent of my time is the day-to-day editing,
dealing with the staff, and I write almost once a week on one thing
or another.”
Every Monday, Cox and the staff discuss upcoming stories
two weeks hence or later. Once the assignments are made and
questions resolved, the staff sets to work.
“ I think a managing editor’s role is to make the reporter look
as good as possible, and the managing editor lives as an alter ego
to a reporter,” Cox said. “ In his working relationship with that re
porter, the managing editor has to be absolutely merciless...he’s
the ultimate reader. Everything has to be perfect; all the
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questions have to be answered...and I’ll take absolute
responsibility for anything that’s in the paper.”
Cole left the Maine Times at the end of 1977 to start a Bostonbased weekly newspaper, the World Paper. No successor had been
named to Cole’s position. Cox writes the editorials.
When Cole was editorial page editor, Cox read the editorials
and sometimes disagreed with them. “ Theoretically I can say, ‘ It
can’t run,' but I can see editorials more as a personal expression
rather than a corporate expression. So we often disagree with
each other on a lot of things, but no editorial has ever been killed.
We’ve always been good friends. We get goddamned mad at each
other once a year, but then it disappears.”
Cox said he gives the advertising department and the
reporters plenty of autonomy; however, all copy goes through
Cox’s hands because “ one problem with reporters is that they
aren’t editors.”
Looking to the future, Cox said he’d like to see the Maine
Times go up to 44 or 48 pages on a regular basis. But rather than
have more stories, Cox would rather have better stories. “ I don’t
want to have that big production rush just to get the stuff out. I
would like to grow to about 30,000 circulation,” he said.
“ I think we should be the ideological vanguard...we used to be
called the environmental journal...I would say we’re now the
journal of the future....”
Cox said he judges the Maine Times by the worst issue, not by
the best, and he wants every issue, every week to be good. “ We
have not improved the quality of our best stories that much over
ten years because usually once a month we had a good story.
What we’ve done is improve the quality of our worst stories.
People used to tell me, ‘I’m getting bored, the stories are re
dundant.’ I don’t hear that anymore, and I think that’s because of
the quality of the staff and their writing.
“ There’s an internal self-generating enthusiasm by the staff,
and we like each other. The real picture of the Maine Times will
come from the staff. We are journalists so we’re always in
terested in something new. In other words, if we get bored with
something, then we move on to something else; we’re always
changing. I think we’re in love with the state of Maine. We re in
love with our community. There’s no other place we want to be.
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There’s nothing else we want to do so much as we want to be in
Maine putting out the Maine Times.”

Central Maine Morning Sentinel

Before the Waterville Morning Sentinel made its appearance
on March 3, 1904, the city had seen 15 different newspapers
published in Waterville between 1823 and 1904, and all of them,
except the Sentinel, failed.
Of all the 19th Century Waterville newspapers, the Water
ville Mail was the most successful. It was first published in
1847 as the Eastern Mail but in 1863 changed its name to the
Waterville Mail. On Jan. 29, 1896, the Mail Publishing Co. began
the city's first daily, The Waterville Evening Mail.
There were two Republican-oriented newspapers in
Waterville from June 29, 1896, to June 18, 1907, the daily Mail and
the weekly Waterville Mail. Their chief competition came from
the Waterville Sentinel, a Democratic weekly, which started Dec.
1, 1880, and lasted until Dec. 8, 1904. The Sentinel was last owned
by the W.M. Ladd Publishing Co.
On March 3, 1904, the Waterville Morning Sentinel began
publication. From that date until June 18, 1907, Waterville had
two competing daily newspapers, the Democratic Sentinel and
the Republican Mail. The two papers waged a constant editorial
battle until June 19, 1907, when the Mail suspended publication.
Now the Sentinel was the city’s only daily. But when the Mail
shut down it sold its subscription list to the Kennebec Journal of
Augusta, an old Sentinel enemy, a new editorial war ensued and
lasted until 1921 when Guy P. Gannett became owner of the
Journal and the Sentinel.
But that first Morning Sentinel of March 3, 1904, deserves
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scrutiny.
The front page had seven columns of which three were de
voted to an article about a local horse breeders show, another to
the collapse of a skyscraper in New York and the remaining space
was given over to international news. Page two held more inter
national and national news items, sports news, including the
results of a basketball game between Boston College and
Tacconet which was played at Winslow, Maine, and some
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financial news. Page three was devoted to local news submitted
by unofficial (and unpaid) correspondents, and page four carried
editorial opinion. The first issue totalled eight pages and cost
three cents. Other space was used for a women’s section and
several columns of fiction and poetry.
The editorial page spelled out the Sentinel policy:
This morning the first number of the Water
ville Morning Sentinel is presented to the read
ing public of Waterville and Central Maine in the
hope that it will meet with welcome and be de
serving of commendation. Each morning of the
week, except Sunday, this paper will be issued
and may be read at the breakfast table or before
the business of the day is begun...The editorial
views of the Sentinel will be expressed in a posi
tive and unequivocal way. Our opinion on
political questions will be formed only after care
ful thought and mature deliberation. Believing
as we do in the principles of the Democratic party
we shall support these principles with all the abi
lity and with all the energy we possess. In doing
so, however, we shall be charitable to those who
disagree with our sentiments and shall,
courteously but firmly, endeavor to convince
them of the errors of their views...Our opinions
are our own.
Once the Sentinel was launched its political leanings were
never in doubt. Five days after its inception the Democrats
elected Cyrus W. Davis mayor of Waterville. He was also the
owner of the Sentinel, which gave the story full front page treat
ment including a row of six American flags across the top of the
page, a picture of Davis and a cartoon of a rooster tabbed “ The
Booster that Crows for Waterville Democracy.”
A content analysis of the early editions o f the Sentinel re
veals interesting stories, the advent of a variety of “ firsts,” and
the use of sensationalism. On March 10, 1904, Waterville felt the
effects of an earthquake which was recorded throughout the East
ern seaboard. In the same issue, a column by the president of the
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National Association of Manufacturers was printed which called
for the abolition of labor unions.
Among the firsts were the Sentinel’s first cartoon (Vol.
1, No. 12), the first full-page headline devoted to a sports event
(the Britt-Corbett boxing match), the first front page devoted to a
single news story (June 16, 1904) which reported “ 600 People Lost
Lives On A Burning Excursion Steamer Near New York,” and the
first full-page advertisement.
By Jan. 1, 1905, the price was dropped to two cents, and
sensationalism prevailed especially on the front page.
Apparently it worked.
On its first anniversary, the Sentinel used the entire front
page to report the banquet held to celebrate the milestone. The
story included photos of the officers of the paper, the Sentinel
office and a copy of the banquet menu. An eight-page supple
ment was printed, and circulation was reported at 3,500.
During its early years, the Sentinel was the personal tool for
three ambitious Waterville politicians: Sentinel founder and
owner Cyrus W. Davis, Charles F. Johnson and William R.
Pattangall. These three men dominated the Maine Democratic
party for more than 30 years.
Davis was born Sept. 25, 1856, in Buxton, Maine, and
graduated from Gorham Academy in 1871. In 1880, after working
for several years in a dry goods business, he moved to Waterville
where he established an investment business. By 1898 Davis
decided to enter local politics and served two terms in the Maine
House of Representatives from 1900-1904. He was minority floor
leader and in 1903 was also elected mayor of Waterville.
He founded the Waterville Sentinel Publishing Co. in 1904.
He was treasurer and owner. Charles F. Johnson a Waterville
lawyer and leading Democrat, was chosen president of the
company. The Waterville Sentinel Publishing Co. bought the
Waterville Sentinel from the W.M. Ladd Publishing Co. The
company continued to publish the weekly Sentinel as well as the
new Morning Sentinel for nine months to fulfill advance sub
scriptions sold by the Ladd firm. The editorials of the two news
papers were identical and the same equipment was used to print
them both. Only the mastheads varied.
Thomas F. Murphy, an active Democrat, was hired as editor.
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The business manager was L. Euguene Thayer, who later became
mayor of Waterville. With this coterie of active Democrats con
trolling the Sentinel, it soon became accepted all over Maine,
along with the Daily Eastern Argus, as a leading Democratic
newspaper.
Under Davis the Sentinel succeeded in re-electing Davis
mayor in 1904. On the state level, its influence was less powerful;
Davis was defeated in 1904 by William T. Cobb in the guber
natorial race. In 1906, Davis again was nominated as the Demo
cratic gubernatorial candidate. The Republicans renominated
Gov. Cobb. Although Davis was again defeated, “ the Democrats
showed large gains and Davis’s total vote was the largest ever re
ceived by a losing candidate up to that time.” This was the last
attempt at elective public office by Davis.
In 1907, Davis and the Sentinel suffered financially, and on
Nov. 23, 1911, bond holders took over control of the company from
Davis. From 1912 until 1916 the Sentinel borrowed money from
local banks in order to stay open. It lost money until 1918 when
the Sentinel changed from a political journal to a business
enterprise.
Another benefactor of Sentinel editorial backing was the first
president of the Waterville Sentinel Publishing Co., Charles F.
Johnson. Johnson attended Colby and Bowdoin colleges,
graduating from Bowdoin in 1879. He was admitted to the bar in
1886 and established a law practice in Waterville.
In 1892 and 1894, Johnson was an unsuccessful guber
natorial candidate. Johnson was also unsuccessful in two
attempts to become Congressman from the Third District. In
1904, 1912, and 1916 Johnson was a delegate to the Democratic
national convention.
Johnson and Davis were long-time business associates. They
were financially involved with the Waterville Sentinel Pub
lishing Co. as well as with the Waterville Land Co., a real estate
development firm. Although Davis was forced to bow out for
financial reasons, Johnson remained with the Sentinel as presi
dent until 1916 and was a stockholder until 1921.
The Democrats swept the 1910 election gaining control o f
both the State House o f Representatives and the Senate for the
first time since 1847. Frederick W. Plaisted was elected first
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Democratic governor of Maine since his father held the same
office in 1882. The Democrats held a majority in the state legis
lature, and Charles F. Johnson was elected to the United States
Senate, the first Democratic Senator from Maine since Hannibal
Hamlin.
Two years later, the Republicans recouped their losses and
again controlled the legislature and recaptured the governorship.
The Sentinel, like the Democrats, was declining in political in
fluence and power.
The Sentinel did its share to insure a Democratic victory in
1916 by editorially boosting the Maine Democratic party.
Johnson was running for re-election to the United States Senate
and his opponent, Frederick Hale, was the son of the owner of the
Portland Daily Press. The election pitted Maine’s two leading
newspapers against each other as well as the two major policical
parties.
But 1916 was a Republican year in Maine. The GOP won
control of both branches of the State Legislature; elected a
governor, four U.S. Representatives and two United States
Senators.
Shortly, after his defeat, Johnson resigned his post at the
Sentinel and returned to practice law. In 1917President Woodrow
Wilson appointed him Judge of the United States CircuitCourt of
Appeals.
The third Democrat associated with the Sentinel during its
political organ days was Wiliam R. Pattangall. Pattangall was
graduated from Maine State College (later the University of
Maine) in 1884. After a brief teaching career, he began practicing
law in 1898.
Pattangall changed political parties with regularity. His
family was Republican, but he supported Democrat Grover Cleve
land in 1892. In 1896 he supported William McKinley; Pattangall
was elected to the Maine House that year. In 1900, changing par
ties once again, Pattangall favored William Jennings Bryan.
That year he was re-elected to the House, this time as a Democrat.
Along with a strong political bent, Pattangall had an interest
in journalism. He edited the Machias Union from 1908 to 1906.
Using the pseudonym of Stephen A. Douglas (Sad) Smith, he
wrote the famous Meddybumps Letters.
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Davis and Pattangall were friends and political allies on
occasion. When they ran for office in 1904 and 1900, they cam
paigned together. As a result of their association, the Sentinel
reprinted the Meddvbumps Letters and other editorials which
Pattangall had written for the Machias Union. After the 1906
election, Pattangall came to Waterville as Sentinel editor. In 1908
Pattangall was elected to the Maine legislature, and, upon his se
lection as minority floor leader, he resigned as Sentinel editor.
After the overwhelming Democratic victory of 1910, Davis
and Pattangall became political enemies for a time. Their initial
dispute arose over the Sentinel’s opposition to the Kennebec Dam
and Reservoir Co. charter. The charter would have allowed
competition to develop in the field of public utility service, which a
part owner of the Sentinel--the Central Maine Power Co. -until
this point had monopolized.
The 1912 state election helped to heal the battle scars suf
fered by Davis and Pattangall. This was the year that Teddy
Roosevelt formed the Bull Moose Party (which prompted a rare
Sunday edition of the Sentinel)- The Sentinel urged the state
Republicans to follow Roosevelt's lead. The split between Re
publicans never developed, and the split between Pattangall and
Davis was closed. The Republicans won within the state, but the
Democrats won nationally.
After several attempts to gain a seat in the United States
House, Pattangall refused to run again, but when the Democrats
gained control o f the Maine House, the 77th Maine Legislature
chose Pattangall as Attorney General.
In 1915 Pattangall discontinued his association with the
Sentinel although he continued to hold stock in the Waterville
Sentinel Publishing Co. until 1921.
Although the Sentinel had a Democratic bias during its early
years under Davis, Johnson and Pattangall, it advocated edi
torially many policies and programs which were enacted into
law.
Along with proposing and arguing for much progressive le
gislation, the Sentinel helped the Democratic party to gain a firm
base of support in Maine, strengthening the two-party system.
In 1921 the Sentinel became the property of the Guy Gannett
Publishing Co. which purchased the controlling interest. The
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policy of trying to cover the entire state was dropped in favor of an
attempt to monopolize the central Maine market.
Gannett gave Sentinel editors little room to speculate what
the editorial stance of the paper was to be now that he owned it.
Please remember that this paper is not a po
litical organ or propaganda sheet of any kind,
but an independent newspaper. Avoid anything
that looks like partisanship or personal pub
licity. So long as you are certain of your facts and
avoid the law of libel, I expect you to attack
dishonesty, graft, and mismanagement in public
affairs. I expect you just as carefully to avoid at
tacking anyone because he represents a different
political, religious or social belief than the pub
lisher. Give facts, but refrain from writing into
them your views of my views.
Guy Patterson Gannett was born in 1881 in Augusta, Maine.
His father William Howard Gannett had risen from impoverished
beginnings to accrue a small fortune through two enterprises.
One was a main-order cure-all business which featured a product
known as Oxien Health Tonic and Tablets. When he wrote his ad
vertising copy for insertion in national magazines and it helped
to sell his medicine, William Howard decided to undertake his
second project. He decided to publish Comfort magazine in
November, 1888. Its growth was phenomenal and by January,
1892, subscriptions exceeded the million mark, the first U.S.
magazine to do so. Gannett ordered a Hoe press capable of color
reproduction. Gannett was the first man in America to own a
color press built in this country.
Meanwhile, his son, Guy, was attending Yale where his
academic career lasted less than one year, and he never did
graduate from college. When his father suddenly became ill, Guy
was called home just when he had floundered at Yale
in 1901. He helped in the Comfort offices, and a year later upon
his father’s recovery, he was made company treasurer. Although
he performed capably his heart was not in what he was doing, but
Guy stayed on.
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Guy helped build up the family business and by 1921 he had
become an influential force in the business world. It was in 1921
that he entered newspaper publishing.
After he sought advice from a number of people, including
President Warren G. Harding, an owner of the Marion (Ohio)
Daily Press, Gannett bought two Portland papers, the Daily
Press and the Herald, and the Waterville Sentinel. The Gannett
Publishing Co. was formed which published the Portland PressHerald (a combination of the old Daily Press and the Herald), the
Waterville Morning Sentinel, Comfort and the Maine Farmer, a
weekly.
Unlike previous Sentinel owners, Gannett was a business
man rather than a politician or a journalist.
The kind of newspapers Gannett wanted and got were ones
that offered something for every potential reader, and ones that
stressed a Maine-first policy.
Although Gannett’s newspapers were called “ Independent
Republican” by their owner, they were sometimes accused of
Democratic leanings. The Sentinel and other Gannett papers
maintained a relatively moderate tone when compared to the
Sentinel of old.
Probably as a result of his less than totally pleasant
experiences in public utilities and banking, Gannett remained on
the sidelines in matters of politics preferring to work indirectly
for the most part. He contributed heavily to both the National
and Maine Republican committees and was a National
Republican Committeeman for many years.
He was also a founding member of the Civil Air Patrol which
reflects his avid interest in aviation. He stressed the importance
of aviation to the development of Maine and used his own air
plane for both business and pleasure. On several occasions his
plane which was equipped with photographic equipment was
used to obtain the first published photographs of such things as
the proposed site of the tidal power development project at
Quoddy.
Since his primary interest was in communication it is not sur
prising that soon after the advent of commercial broadcasting,
Gannett filed for a station license. In 1938 WGAN (Portland)
went on the air. Eventually the Gannett holdings included
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WGAN radio (AM and FM), WGAN-TV, and WGUY radio in
Bangor.
On March 3, 1954, the Sentinel celebrated its 50th anni
versary, and a month later Guy P. Gannett was dead.
During the early Gannett years the Sentinel was expanded.
By March 5, 1934, the 30th anniversary of the Sentinel, the paper
included a full sports page, political cartoons, a full page of
Waterville news, a full page of comics, a full entertainment page
including fiction and crossword puzzles, a daily schedule of radio
programs broadcast locally, and “ The People’s Voice” , a column
devoted to letters to the editor. The price was back to three cents.
Caleb Lewis had worked for the Sentinel from its inception.
Recently graduated from Colby College in 1904, Lewis worked as
a proofreader, a reporter and as city editor before leaving the
Sentinel in 1907 to work for the Waterville Morning Mail briefly.
For several years he was part owner of the Fairfield Publishing
Co., a commercial printing plant. He was Waterville area rep
resentative for the Daily Kennebec Journal of Augusta when he
was asked to return to the Sentinel as business manager. He took
the job on Nov. 1, 1917.
In his dual role as business manager and later managing
editor, Lewis built the Sentinel into a strong daily. And in his
jam-packed routine, he somehow found time to write a column,
“ Seeing and Believing” under the pen name Ima Wanderer. He
relinquished some of his duties to Gene Letourneau in the early
1940’s. Lewis retired in 1955, and Robert Drake was named
editor.
Today the Sentinel is still owned by the Guy Gannett
Publishing Co. with Jean Gannett Hawley, Guy’s daughter,
serving as president; John R. Hooper as general manager and
Drake as editor.
Hooper joined the Sentinel in July 1975 and was assigned to
the project of converting the paper’s production facilities from the
traditional hot-metal process to photo composition. In October of
the following year, he was promoted to general manager.
Waterville wasn’t new to him. Hooper attended Colby Col
lege, graduating in 1961.
Hooper is from Vermont, where his father, a Maine native,
was editor of the Brattleboro Reformer before retirement.
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Before coming to the Sentinel, Hooper was general manager
of ;t group of weeklies in Columbus, Ohio. He also had been with
papers in Illinois and Vermont.
Boh Drake took it moment to reflect on his early years with
the Sentinel, and said of Caleb Lewis, the man Drake succeeded in
1955: "He was an editor of the old school. Caleb supported his
staffers. You could go out and make the most horrendous blunder
in the world and if someone came in to complain about that
blunder and that reporter, Caleb would support that staffer-until
the complainer had gone. Then he would chew the staffer out, but
never in front of someone complaining. If you worked for Lewis
you were right-no matter what you did-at least as far as the
public was concerned. He'd back you all the way. Of course, he
might fire you afterward; hut he was also such a nice guy that I
don't think he ever fired anyone in his life. "
Caleb Lewis commanded respect as reflected in the words of
Drake, who at 62 is a veteran Gannett newsman. A Gardiner,
Maine, native, he received his degree from Boston University in
1936, the year he joined the news staff of the Kennebec Journal.
He became city editor there in 1911 and moved up to the-then
Waterville Sentinel in 1946 as managing editor. He was named
editor and assistant general manager in 1955. His immediate pre
decessor was (iene 1.etourneau, who became outdoor writer for all
the Gannett papers.
Another mainstay at the Sentinel was Howard Gray, who
took over as general manager in 1952. He began his career on the
Sentinel more than 50 years ago in the circulation department as
a young man. Over the course of the years, he became circulation
manager and business manager. In 1952 Gray was appointed a
vice president o f the Guy Gannett Publishing Co. and general
manager of the Sentinel. For years he was secretary-treasurer of
the Maine Daily Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
While managing the paper. Gray found time to play an active
role in community and statewide affairs. He has been honored by
the Waterville-area Chamber of Commerce, the Pine Tree Society
for Crippled Children, and the Lions clubs of central Maine.
On his retirement in 1976, the company newsletter noted his
half century of service:
"...At the paper his door has always been open, not only to
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members of the Sentinel ‘family’ but to anyone who wanted to see
him. All who have passed it have been hailed by the warm salu
tation, ‘Howdy,’ and invited to take a seat and talk.
“ His interest in people who have worked for him has always
extended far beyond the confines of their job. Anyone with a prob
lem-personal, family or whatever-has always found a sym
pathetic listener in ‘Mr. Gray’ and, more often than not, real help
in overcoming, or at least living with, the problem.”
Gray was succeeded by Hooper as general manager in 1976;
however, Gray serves as a consultant to the Sentinel.
Drake directs a news editorial staff of 17 as well as two staf
fers in the Skowhegan bureau and 35 area correspondents. He
manages to write about 80 per cent of the editorials, while Stan
Hall, a former Christian Science Monitor staffer, writes the other
20 per cent. Other staff members write an occasional editorial.
Today’s coverage takes in 76 towns within a five-county
region in central Maine, but the Sentinel has only one edition.
However, there are makeovers and the Franklin and Somerset
County pages are replated. The edition is off the press at 2 a.m.
and on the road. Sentinel deliveries go 90 miles northwest to
Rangeley, north to Jackman, east to Belfast, and south to overlap
in some Augusta fringe towns also served by the Kennebec
Journal.
For obvious reasons, the Waterville Morning Sentinel
changed its name to the Central Maine Morning Sentinel on July
10, 1971.
“ We consider our competition as the Lewiston Sun, the
Bangor Daily News and to a certain extent the Kennebec
Journal,” Drake said. “ We don’t compete officially with the KJ,
but the staffers compete.”
The Sentinel, the KJ and the Portland Press-Herald trade
stories. Each night at 5 the editors of the Portland, Augusta and
Waterville dailies-all Gannett-owned-have a news conference
call. They discuss what each has that might be of interest to the
other papers.
“ We try to receive the advantages of each other’s resources,”
Drake said. “ We’re (the Sentinel) probably the greatest bene
ficiaries because we’re not the state capital nor the largest city in
the state. You might say it’s sort of a Gannett news service, with-
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out getting into the areas serviced by the Associated Press. How
ever, we do use all of Bob Cummings (environmental writer for
the Portland papers), and the three Gannett morning papers
share a statehouse bureau man.”
Most of the editorial policy decisions are made by Drake in
consultation with Hooper when necessary. When Sen. Edmund
Muskie was running for vice president of the United States, “ we
had a policy discussion,” Drake said. “ The Sentinel supported
Humphrey and Muskie. Obviously, because Muskie was a
Waterville man entered into the decision.”
When asked about Gannett Company’s policies emanating
from the Portland home office, Drake says the Sentinel doesn't
“ feel any restraints placed upon the paper’s editorial integrity.”
Drake explained that in a local political contest, unless there
is some strong reason to support one individual or the other,
“ when we’re the only newspaper in town our motives might be
suspect if we supported one candidate over another. However, if
we saw a candidate come along who wasn’t qualified, then we’d
say so, and we have on occasions. That’s what I mean by in
dependent. Probably we’d be inclined to support principles rather
than individuals, unless there was someone obviously unquali
fied.”
The Sentinel has recently completed an extensive production
modernization program, a project initiated with the appointment
of Hooper as general manager. The newspaper has made the
transition to photocomposition, and is printed on a new 40-page
offset press. Creative engineering has successfully married the
new technology to the old Sentinel building, a venerable threestory structure with a commanding presence in downtown
Waterville.

American Journal

The American Journal of Westbrook got its start in 1950 as
the free-distribution Westbrook Shopper.
Its owners were Melvin L. Stone and Albert A. Rowbotham,
who were also co-partners in the Rumford Times Publishing Co.
The Westbrook Shopper was a consolidation of the Suburban
Shopper and the Westbrook Shopper and was printed in the Rum
ford printing plant.
The Westbrook Shopper grew, and plans were made for a
paid-circulation newspaper. The Shopper was a 5-column tabloid,
and it announced Oct. 10, 1951, in its Vol. 2, No. 41 edition in a 72point headline: “ American Bows in Oct. 24-New Weekly Paper to
Give Full News Coverage to Area.
“ W estbrook’ s long-aw aited weekly newspaper, the
American, will make its first appearance in two weeks. The first
issue will be out on Oct. 24 and will be sent free of charge to every
one in the greater Westbrook trading area now receiving the
Shopper.
“ Plans call for initial publication of a 16-page tabloid news
paper giving full news coverage to Westbrook, Cumberland Mills,
Gorham , the W indham s, Standish, Buxton and West
Scarborough. The management is busy now organizing a full
staff of reporters to cover these sections on local and personal
news as well as sports.
“ Immediately after publication of the first edition on Oct. 24,
a large group o f subscription workers plan a house-to-house
canvass of the area to be covered by the newspaper to solicit sub-
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scriptions. Starting Nov. 1, the American will be mailed out only
to paid subscribers. Subscription rates will be $2 a year in
Cumberland County and $2.50 elsewhere. Copies will be on sale at
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many newsstands in the circulation area at 5 cents a copy.
“ The establishment of the new weekly newspaper comes
about as the result of a determined effort on the part of a large
group of civic-minded residents of the greater Westbrook region to
convince the publishers of the Shopper to convert the publication
to a full-fledged newspaper with added space for news and views
about Westbrook, with greater pictures, sports and editorial
coverage.
“ In a recent contest to select a name for the newspaper nearly
100 entries were received, completely overwhelming the panel of
judges...They unanimously selected Westbrook American as the
name for the newspaper. The name was suggested by Mrs.
Wyman Kemp of Westbrook.”
Although the Westbrook American started afresh, its first
issue on Oct. 24, 1951, continued the Shopper’s volume and
number-Vol. 2, No. 43, and was “ published weekly at Westbrook
by the Westbrook American Co. at 810 Main St.”
The American’s first editorial introduced itself to the readers:
“ American is Here to Stay-Any city is enriched in many ways
when a reliable new business starts operations there. Our own
city o f Westbrook is so enriched by the launching today of the
Westbrook American.
“ This is our newspaper, the friendly voice of our own
community and, through its pages, Westbrook may make itself
felt as the thriving city it has become.
“ Our people need the paper, and the paper needs our people. It
needs the cooperation of every citizen. It will serve our citizens
well if it receives that cooperation and support of the readers in
the city and surrounding communities, but the advertisers will
realize benefits to them through increased business, which will
come through the American.
“ An additional regular weekly payroll is no small contribution
to the economic life of the city. This money will circulate here for
our benefit.
“ The Westbrook American is proud and happy to join the
ranks of Greater Westbrook business. We are with you to stay.”
The Westbrook American was published Wednesdays, but the
logistics of producing the paper led to complications which cul
minated in a minor crisis.
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A page-one box in the Vol 3, No. 1, Jan. 2, 1952, edition
declared:
“ No more 8-page Americans
“ The editor and management regret the 8-page paper sent to
subscribers last week,
“ Material is mailed from Westbrook each Saturday by special
delivery. This is received by the Rumford Publishing Co.,
publishers of our paper, early on Monday morning, normally. The
paper is printed on Monday and sent down to Westbrook where it
is mailed to you from the Westbrook Post office on Tuesday.
“ Last week, because of the heavy Christmas mail, the
Rumford office did not receive our copy until late Monday; and,
consequently, time did not permit printing a full paper. In the
future the paper will be a uniform 16 pages, with a drop to 12
pages made only when necessary. No more drops to 8!”
Although there was no story announcing her appointment,
Elizabeth Lyden’s name appeared as editor in the masthead of
the Feb. 27, 1952, American, and on June 11, 1952, Roger
Woodcock of Sanford assumed control of the American.
Woodcock was the former publisher of weeklies in Madison and
Sanford. A page-one story in the American read:
“ In turning over control of the American, (Melvin) Stone
pointed out that supervising a newspaper 75 miles away
presented an insurmountable obstacle when the same
management had to be responsible for four other weekly
newspapers as well....”
Under a mutual agreement between Woodcock and the
Rumford Publishing Co., the American would continue to be
printed in the Rumford Times plant. Frank Hurynowicz was
named editor of the American.
By Sept. 9, 1953, the American had decreased in size to an
eight-page tabloid. Woodcock’s name was replaced in the mast
head on Sept. 23, 1953, by that of Raymond B. Durgin as “ editor
and publisher.”
A change in ownership was announced in a page-one story on
Dec. 9, 1953:
“ Snow-Durgin Purchase American
“ From Rumford Publishing Co.”
“ Purchase of the Westbrook American by Raymond B. Durgin
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and Roger V. Snow, Jr. was announced today.
“ Durgin and Snow bought the American from Melvin Stone
and Albert Rowbotham of the Rumford Times and radio station
WRUM.
“ Stone and Rowbotham owned the American since it started
publication as a weekly in 1950.
“ The paper was previously known as the Suburban Shopper.
On Jan. 1, 1951, it was consolidated with The American and
circulation has surpassed 4,000...The Rumford firm said they
were selling the paper in order to concentrate their efforts in the
Rumford area. They sold another weekly, The Lisbon Enterprise,
within the past month.
“ ...Durgin has been managing the American since September
(1953). He came from a similar post with the Lisbon paper. Prior
to that he was editor of the Wilton Times and was with the Port
land Press Herald.
“ Snow resigned from the Portland Press Herald two weeks
ago. During more than seven years on its editorial staff, he
handled aviation and medical news and general reporting. Snow
is a Williams College graduate.”
Durgin became business manager and Snow was editor o f the
American. The paper was back up to 16 pages and remained a
tabloid. On the 100th anniversary oftheS.D. Warren PaperCo. of
Westbrook, the American ran a 64-page special edition printed on
white book stock. It appeared May 19, 1954, and sold for 5 cents.
Later in 1954, Durgin became president and advertising
manager, and Snow was editor and treasurer of Durgin-Snow
Publishing Co., Inc. Although the paper was carrying more news
of Westbrook and surrounding towns, it ran no editorials.
Again the corporate officers changed when the Jan. 23, 1957,
masthead read: “ Published by Durgin-Snow Publishing Co., Inc.,
Roger V. Snow, Jr., president and treasurer. Business and
editorial offices, 806 Main St.” Durgin’s name no longer ap
peared in the masthead after this date.
A page-one story in the April 22, 1959, edition read:
“ Big paper ahead--one more week of voting, anyway, folks, on
the future size. Exactly 103 votes have been cast so far and the
tally is big paper-56 votes; small paper, 47 votes.”
April 1, 1959, the American appeared as a broadsheet, and the
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page-one story indicated that it was merely an experiment:
“ New size-The size of your Westbrook American is different
this week. It’s full sized just like the daily paper.
“ However, the change is not necessarily permanent.
“ This issue and possibly next week’s are run as an
experiment...drop us a line about how you like the size...”
The decision to go broadsheet was made and after April 29,
1959, the American became an eight-column, eight-page
newspaper. The Durgin-Snow Publishing Co. continued
publishing the American, and Snow continued as publisher and
editor.
On Jan. 6, 1965, Robert Moorehead was named assistant
editor. Moorehead was a graduate of the University of Alabama,
where he gained newspaper and radio experience. He stayed with
the American until Oct. 27, 1965, when he left to accept a district
reporting position with the Portland Press Herald-Evening Express-Sunday Telegram.
It was in the Oct. 27, 1965, edition of the American that the
“ Sale of American Scheduled for Near Future” headline and story
appeared. The front-page story said a controlling interest in the
American was to be purchased within the next few weeks by
Harry T. Foote, veteran Portland newsman.
“ American publisher Roger V. Snow, Jr., principal owner of
the American, said he expects the transfer to take place sometime
between now and Nov. 15. Snow has been a major owner of the
American since Nov. 1, 1953.
“ Foote will assume the key role in management before then,
probably the latter part of this week.
“ Foote is also purchasing a controlling interest in the
fledgling South Portland-Cape Elizabeth Journal, currently
owned by Snow and his wife, and by Campbell B. Niven of
Brunswick and his wife. Niven is publisher of the Brunswick
Record and Bath Daily Times.
“ Both the American and the Journal will continue to be print
ed by the Brunswick Record and composed by the Bath Times.
‘“They will continue their policy of maximum service to the
news and advertising needs of these bustling communities,”
Foote said.
‘ “ As the communities grow, we will continue to help that
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growth by all the means that a modern weekly newspaper can em
ploy, including news stories that give close attention to the com
munities’ problems and opportunities, editorial comment to
stimulate thought about them, and advertising facilities to match
the best in the weekly newspaper industry.’”
At the time, Foote was 50 years old and had worked for the Guy
Gannett Publishing Co. since graduation from Bowdoin College
in 1938. In World War II he learned Japanese in the Navy and
served as a lieutenant-interpreter in four battle campaigns with
the 1st Marine Division.
He grew up in Lorain, Ohio, and his first newspaper job was on
the semi-weekly Wellington, Ohio, Enterprise.
In Portland, he began as a reporter and served successively as
assistant city editor of the Press Herald, assistant city editor of
the Evening Express, city editor of the Express, and city editor of
the Press Herald, Express and Sunday Telegram combined.
After 12 years with the American, publisher Snow had a front
page valedictory:
‘‘Note from the publisher:
“ Dear Readers:
“ The American is selling a controlling interest in the very near
future to a friend of mine, Harry T. Foote....
“ I shall remain with the American for the time being and will
retain a substantial interest in it, both financial and personal.
“ My emotions are mixed in the matter. On one hand, I am put
ting aside, at least in part, a most pleasant and constructive re
lationship with our communities that has endured for a dozen
years. I hope that, as publisher and editor of the American, I have
helped not only to bring you news of your community, but also to
contribute something constructive to it.
“ On the other hand, I am also a state senator with respon
sibilities to serve you to the best of my ability. I cannot serve two
masters and serve them both as well as I believe I should.
“ Harry Foote is a man I have know for 19 years. He is among
Maine’s ablest newspapermen. He is dedicated to his profession
and to serving it with all his ability. I am convinced, as are others
of the American, that he is capable of maintaining that which is
good about your paper and adding more to it.
“ I hope you will join in offering your help and a friendly hand
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to him, just as you have to me....”
Foote took over as editor the next issue and he told his readers
in Vol. 16, No. 44 on Nov. 3, 1965:
“ Hello, Citizen: In the complex sogiety of today, the newsman
is a lucky man. While others go about their jobs, his job is simply
to tell them what they could have seen, heard, learned and
enjoyed for themselves had they not been hard at work.
"Sound like fun? It is.
“ When you add to this the privilege of working in a community
as nice as this, and as the inheritor of the good work done by
Roger Snow and the newsmen associated with him, you’ll see why
I count myself lucky to be here.
“ I'm doubly lucky in that I'm going to have the help of Roger,
Bill Caldwell, Marjorie Sinclair, Joy Grosso, Edna Hawkes,
Anita Finn, Sharon Wires and a big team of others. You’ll he
hearing from us. Let us hear from you, too.
“ Your new editor, Harry Foote.”
That first issue under Foote’s editorship ran four pages. Foote
decided to convert from broadsheet to tabloid early in 1966. “ At
that time, the advertising volume, circulation and everything else
was very low, and we were coming out with four and six-page
broadsheets,” he said. “ It seemed much more practical and at
tractive to make it an 8- or 12- page tabloid. The American had
been a tabloid during its most prosperous years...I don’t think I’d
ever go back to a broadsheet, although I felt very uncomfortable
with a tabloid at first because I had always worked on
broadsheets....”
After that modest beginning, the American started a slow
pattern of growth under Foote’s leadership. When he bought the
American he also acquired the Journal. He merged the two Sept.
11, 1968, as the American Journal (“ Serving the SuburbsWestbrook, Gorham, Windham, South Portland, Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough” ).
At first, Foote had all the composition for the papers done at
the Bath Times but after a year there and a year at the Church
World, which was then in Portland, he purchased an IBM
Executive typewriter and for the next eight years all body type
was set on it at the 820 Main St. American Journal office. Not un
til 1975 did he acquire a Compuwriter II. All type is set by
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Florence Wing who “ was out of the organization for a time, and
we missed her terribly, expecially when we were running the IBM
Executive,” Foote said. “ She came back. She is a key person, and
she also produces the Westbrook personals column.”
Trying to build up the paper, Foote has spent much time on the
business and advertising side.
The employee of longest service is Edna Hawkes, the business
manager. She joined the staff in 1964 and Foote gives her much of
the credit for the paper’s financial stability through the years.
“ She keeps the bills paid and the bills collected, knows when we
can afford to spend and when we can’t, sees trouble coming before
it’s obvious and usually has the answers when trouble does
materialize,” Foote said.
Foote is the publisher and managing editor, and does some
advertising selling, but the newspaper has been a family enter
prise through the years. The children, Susan, Thomas, Raymond
and Daniel Foote, grew up working in it, and Anne Foote has
come to do more and more of the work with her husband,
including payroll accounting, some news and advertising
composition, most of the makeup, proofreading and much more.
She writes a popular column of local recipes.
The paper was administered “ out of checkbook,” Foote said.
“ From the beginning, I operated the business according to how
much money we had left. If we had a lot of money-$2,000 or
$3,000-and I knew we’d get by the next two or three printings,
then I might stick my neck out and spend an extra $100 for
something I knew we had been needing. If we ran behind cashwise, as we often did, then I’d go out collecting and try to get some
money in.”
Building up the American Journal has been a long, slow
process and hasn’t been made easier by the competition from the
Portland papers and a succession of throwaway shoppers, the
latest called the Wise Guide. “ Our position is perhaps unique in
the state—although Old Town may share it-we are dominated,
blanketed, by the dailies,” Foote said. “ You have to read both
their papers and ours to see the extent to which the major news
has been taken away from us by the dailies. They’re out 13 times a
week, and we’re only out once. Yet we scoop them all the time....”
Foote sees his paper as “ entertaining enough to keep the
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readers’ interest” but "actually we’re not there to entertain but to
provide as many facts as we can, to help keep our society a
working democracy.” He sees the paper’s features and its heavy
volume of personals and trivial police news as a mixture of enter
tainment and news of social value.
Emphasis is placed on police news because Foote sees the
police department as the prime collector of humanity and its prob
lems.
"I'm not interested in the major crimes,” Foote said. "For one
thing, the Portland papers cover them. People are repelled, in
trigued, fascinated by major crime, but the kind of things they’re
really interested in and talk about with each other are apt to be
misdemeanors and human-interest-type crimes and accidents.”
Foote said the specifics of crime have to be known and thought
about by the people to accomplish something. “ We try to look at
crime as a social problem. Basically, we’re feeding the facts of the
crime to the public and counting on them to adjust to those things.
The same thing applies to city hall....”
Although Foote says he is a Republican, he doesn’t follow any
party line. “ I’m not really for either party nor am I an indepen
dent,” Foote said. “ I’m just fiscally conservative. The only way I
can see the country pulling itself out of its huge national debt is to
have a conservative fiscal policy, cut spending and have people
do for themselves once again. I consider myself liberal as far as
humanitarian causes are concerned, although that clashes with
fiscal conservatism at times.”
Today’s American Journal is a compact, five-column, 4,850circulation tabloid averaging 24 pages and is still published every
Wednesday by Durgin-Snow Publishing Co., Inc. at 820 Main St,,
Westbrook. Foote said he “ owns 80 percent of the company and
John Rich Jr. the other 20 percent.”
Foote has beefed up his staff and the contents of the paper.
Staff members other than Foote, include, advertising, Thomas O.
Foote and Lawrence Woodward; reporting, Peter Morelli and
Woodward; sports reporting, Robert Smyth; photography, Harry
Daniels; circulation, Gregory Thorup and Marland Wing; and
composition, Florence B. Wing and Thorup.
Today, page two carries the editorials, oftentimes upwards of
six, punchy and pointed essays, more often than not carrying
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Foote’s initials-H.T.F.
Although many of Foote’s editorial battles have been fruitless
—he cites in particular losing editorial battles against urban
renewal and for retention of the selectmen form of governmenthe hasn’t lost his 1965 conviction: “ Sound like fun? It is.”

The York Weekly

“ We’re just a small newspaper. We’re everybody’s newspaper.
If anyone wants to put something in the paper, we let them; it’s
their paper. We don’t print anything nasty. It’s the people’s paper.
We’re just a small operation; there are only two of us running the
place, and we’re busy.”
That in a nutshell describes The York Weekly as portrayed by
Raymond H. Hollingworth. The paper is a 10-to-12 page fivecolumn tabloid published by Horace L. and Raymond H. Holling
worth from their unpretentious building at 21 Hospital Drive,
York. The paper’s circulation averages 2, 100 in the summer and
about 1,600 in the offseason.
The Weekly has a two-man staff-Horace, 60, and Raymond,
57. There are no reporters or any staff members. “ We edit it, put it
together and print it,” is how Horace explained the operation.
“ Rather than make it a glamorous weekly, we stick to the local
news, and if there are people coming in who want to visit, why it’s
all right. We run local items, things like that.”
The paper doesn’t go out and cover meetings or any regular
beats. Most of the news is brought in by the newsmakers
themselves. “ People who are interested in whatever event they’re
involved in will bring it in and we’ll use it,” Horace said. “ Once in
a while people will bring in stories of meetings, but not too often.
If they feel it’s important enough, they bring it in.”
York is covered by other outside newspapers such as the York
County Coast Star, the Portland Press Herald and the
Portsmouth (N.H.) Herald “ so we gave up trying to battle all those
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people, and we do our own little thing here,” Horace said without
any apology.
The Weekly’s circulation area includes York, Cape Neddick,
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York Beach and York Harbor and a fringe of Ogunquit.
About 70 per cent of the newspaper is filled with advertise
ments which often take up one-third of the front page. The news
items include many announcements of meetings, church,
hospital, York High news, anniversaries, birthdays, garden club
and other club activities which wraps itself haphazardly around
the ads.
Horace looks at it this way: “ I’ve always felt this small paper
does a service to the town. I know a lot of them appreciate it, but
some don’t realize how much it does. A lot of the young fellows
contract for work. They put an ad in the paper and get good
results. If somebody locally can do the job, people like to give them
the work.”
Most of the ads come from York Village perhaps because of the
central location of the paper. The Weekly building has been
owned by the Hollingworths since the early 1950’s under the cor
porate name The York Press. Prior to that the paper was
published at the York Realty Building on York Street.
The Weekly is one of two Maine weekly newspapers printed
letterpress. (The other is The Bethel Oxford County Citizen.)
“ We’re strictly a letterpress operation,” Horace said. “ We have
a Little Chief offset press, which we’ve used, but we do the paper
letterpress. If we were going to go to offset, we’d make the whole
change. You can’t be sending out to have the photos and the rest
done outside. It’s a big investment. If the letterpress is fulfilling
our needs, then why should we switch? Age has a lot to do with it.
If we were younger, we’d seriously consider a change, but we
figure we’ll stick it out this way.”
According to Horace Hollingworth, no one in the family is in
terested in taking over the business. He has three daughters all
married and living out of state. None of the children wish to enter
newspaper publishing.
Both brothers operate and maintain all the equipment, from
the Linotype to the Miehle Vertical press. Horace’s wife comes in
to operate the Addressograph to mail out the papers each week,
and she takes care of the office work a few days a week.
There was a time when the Hollingworths had some outside
help from transient printers. “ Some have stayed with it and
others have gone on to other things,” Horace said. “ Ours has been
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sort of an apprenticeship program.”
But printing letterpress and using a sheet-fed press to print
the newspaper has its drawbacks. “We’re having a hard time
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getting paper. We’re been scrambling around—two or three years
ago we bought five bundles which cost $87. Today it’s over $175,”
Horace said.
The Weekly will stay about as it is today, according to the
brothers. Horace explained: “If we try to get bigger, we’ll pro
bably knock ourselves out. By just staying in the community and
trying to serve the community, I think we hold our own. We try to
keep it to what we can handle.
“ If we print another 1,000 papers, we’d have to add three more
people. There’s a certain level that’s economically feasible, and I
think that’s where we are today...unless we decide to change over
and go out and try to cover the area-Wells, South Berwick-but we
decided to stay local. Another reason is our age-w e’re not 25 years
old. Between the printing business and the newspaper, one
complements the other. We couldn’t exist on the paper and
probably couldn’t exist on the job shop itself. With the two of
them, we make a living out of it.”
A two-man shop means the pair usually works Saturday
mornings. They also print church programs, and the only time
they can get them out is Saturday mornings. Normally, the Holl
ingworths try to adhere to an eight-to-five day. “ If we finish a
little early, we just close; and if we have to work overtime, then we
do. At town report time, we work seven days a week,” Horace said.
He also looks at the other newspapers coming into the area real
istically.
“ We don’t expect to compete with a daily newspaper. But the
York County Coast Star-they do their thing and there’s never
been any real competition. I think people will buy their paper for
one thing and buy ours for the local color.”
On occasion Horace will write an editorial but “ not every
week and only if I feel one is necessary.”
Townsfolk have varied reactions to the paper, Horace said. “ I
think a lot of people feel that they couldn’t do without the paper
and they just wait for Thursday. There are always the complaints
that we don’t have enough in it.”
York is a resort town and about 500 papers go out of state and
1, 100 are sold in town-600 through newsstand sales, at 10 cents a
copy, the remainder by subscription which costs $5 a year.
The Weekly has a Wednesday 12 noon deadline for news and
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advertising copy. “ If we have a 12-page paper, we’ll start printing
it Wednesday afternoon,” Horace said. “ We try to get out on the
street Thursdays by 3 p.m. and in the mails so the paper is in the
mailboxes by Friday morning. The paper carries a Thursday
publication date.
This wasn’t always the case. It published Fridays when it
first started. An announcement in the York Courantof 1894 read:
“ York’s only newspaper was published at South Berwick
from Nov. 7, 1890, to Sept. 4, 1891, when the plant of the Courant
and Life was purchased and located at York Corner, Maine, by
the present proprietor.
“ York is fast becoming the leading watering place. The
people are alive to its beauties as such. Magnificent hotels, bank,
railroad and waterworks. No better beach on earth.
“ The Courant is bright, sparkling and alive to the best
interests of York....-George Plaisted, founder, editor and
proprietor.”
The site of the Courant had been sold to Plaisted’s father,
Francis Plaisted (1840-1917), popularly called Mayor, who had a
general store and printing shop there and published the first
weekly in York on Sept. 4, 1891.
In that first York Courant, Plaisted had a message for his
readers:
“ This is the first issue of a newspaper ever printed in the
Town of York.
“ We believe it is an important stride in the welfare of our good
old town.
“ In assuming full management of the paper, we do so with
mingled feelings of pride and embarrassment, and, while we will
not use extravagant language as to what we will do, we can safely
promise that we shall use our best endeavors to make a paper
worthy of your support and patronage.
“ Our columns will be open to criticism and comment.
“ Letters of a vindictive nature will not be published.
“ We will be ever ready to defend the innocent and expose
wrong without fear or favor as to person or rank.
“ Politics will be a thing unknown in these columns.
“ No blackguardism, no personal imputations without proof.
“ We will work to improve our paper and to increase its useful
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ness.
“ We shall be alive and alert to the best interests of the public.
“ With these few remarks we launch out into the newspaper
world asking the support of the public.”
The York Courant was published every Friday and cost $1.50
a year. Helping Plaisted was E. W. Cook, foreman o f the shop, and
they produced a four-to-eight-page paper, with six columns a
page. Coverage was broad, and Plaisted tried to give an alli
terative verve to his town news columns which carried such heads
as: Scotland Scatterings, Ogunquit Oracles, North Berwick
Notes, Kittery Point Kabbelow, Harbor Happenings, Kittery
Kindlings, Village Voicings, and South Berwick Soundings.
Although typical of newspapers of its day, the Courant was
well printed and took strong stands editorially.
Plaisted got a sharp reaction to the editorial: “ Expected
Hydrant Service a Failure-That delays are dangerous in life
insurance is true, is likewise true when dealing with the Water
Company....” The next week’s mail brought letters to the editor
some approving and disapproving his stand.
In its second year, Volume II, Number 1, Plaisted ran this
piece: “ Such as our heading today, this being the first issue of
Volume II. How well the Courant has prospered both in size and
appearance and circulation therewith September 1, we leave our
readers to decide. Ourselves we are highly pleased with its growth
and general outlook. As a journalist we cannot entertain hope in
matching the illustrious Horace Greeley, only in one point: he did
the best he could. That’s what we proposed to do and will
endeavor to fill the space as well as he did in proportion to the field
and our ability.
“ Of course, dollars and cents are essential in conducting this
business; but dollars and cents are not to stand in the way of our
endeavors to present our readers a newspaper each week worthy
of their patronage. As we said when we entered this field of labor,
we will make no rash promises to be perhaps later repented or not
carried out. We rely upon our work to merit the confidence and
patronage of a generous public we believe will not fail to support
so worthy an object as a good and well-conducted newspaper...”
An ad in the 1894 edition of the Courant gave notice of its
printing capabilities:
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“ Reprint of Second Edition-Ancient City of Gorgeana and
Modern Town of York (Maine) From Its Earliest Settlement. Also
its Beaches and Summer Resorts. Written, compiled and
typographically composed by Geo. Alex. Emery, York Corner,
Courant Steam Job Plant.”
Today several volumes of the York weekly newspapers are
missing. Some have been bound while others are unbound in piles
on the second floor of the current Weekly printing plant.
Another York weekly newspaper was established April 6,
1899, when Edwin D. Twombly started the Old York Transcript.
It was a handsome, four-page seven-column paper with many
historical pieces and scenic photos.
In a few years the two-newspaper town soon would have one
weekly newspaper serving it. The York Publishing Company was
formed with Edward S. Marshall as trustee. Under the new
company The York Courant and The Old York Transcript con
solidated Nov. 18, 1901, and became The Old York Transcript.
The paper was now using more photos and larger headlines and
was a six-column paper. E. D. Twombly was editor.
A major fire made the front page of the Friday, Oct. 30, 1903,
issue:
“ Garrison House Burned-Only a fragment of chimney and
bed of ashes mark the site of one of York’s oldest summer hotels.
Believed to be the dastardly deed o f an incendiary. Loss estimated
at $12,000; insured for $5,000. Fire discovered at 10:30 and by mid
night the hotel was totally destroyed. Flames light up country for
miles around. Hotel built 20 years ago, no clue to identity of fire
fiend.”
That eight-page edition carried other stories including one
about the winter timetable for the local “ electric roads.” Boiler
plate was used including an analysis of current events. There
were other stories covering commerce, industry, labor, science
and “ miscellaneous.”
New owners took over the York Publishing Company in 1912
when Edward Hawkes became president and Myron Cox,
Treasurer and general manager.
A void of several years now appears in the available copies of
the newspaper. The volumes from July 1904 to Feb. 22, 1935, are
missing from the files of The York Weekly.
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However, in the Friday, Sept. 27, 1935, edition, the masthead
of the page-six editorial reads: The York Press Company,
established 1890, Realty Building, York Village, Maine,
Telephone 7. Commercial printers and publishers of The Old York
Transcript, The Wells-Ogunquit Compass, York County Pioneer.
Editors and publishers: Howard R. Bangs and Francis H. Bangs.
Contributing editor John Fust.
On the front page of this issue under the nameplate is the
legend: “ An Every-week Chronicle of Maine’s Premier Resort
Centers.” The six-column format is a hodgpodge of varied type
styles and headline styles. Some headlines are all-capitals, other
caps and lower case and some with deck heads.
A front-page box: “ The Old York Transcript Enters 45th
Year. With this issue The OLD YORK TRANSCRIPT celebrates
its forty-fifth birthday anniversary, quite a substantial old age as
weekly newspapers in country communities go. The average life
of the weekly press is less than five years, according to national
statistics.
“ The Transcript has done well considering the period of de
pression which the world was recently passed, and in holding its
own has testified to the virility of its character and to the
confidence in which it is held by its advertising patrons, some of
whom have patronized its columns for almost as many years as
the Transcript has been alive.”
Two page-one stories were given prominent display: “ $85,000
Wells School Project is Approved--Voters Must Accept PlanPublic Works Administration Notifies Selectmen of ApprovalSpecial Town Meeting to be Called in Immediate Future.” The
other story was out of the Transcript’s circulation area, but
“ Quoddy On 2nd Million” captured the fancy of the editor who in
a note announced, “ This is the first of a series of articles on the
Quoddy project prepared exclusively for the York Press
Company...” And the deck head on that story said optimistically:
“ Everyone Believes Hugh Power Project is Sure To Go Through.”
History was to prove otherwise.
The other seven pages carried news of Ogunquit, Kittery and
a “ Heard About York” column. There was a full editorial page
with a full two-column editorial on “ Mark Twain Centenary
(1835-1935)” by John Fust. Next to that was another column
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“ Fust of the Hutch” in which he writes: “ Our planet is fecund, and
the prime virtue of its creatures, biologically speaking, is prop
agation...” The national scene and pastime were covered by the
Transcript. A cartoon shows two boxers in the ring wearing
trunks labelled National League and American League, and
there was a World’s Series tag on the timekeeper’s bell. Three
other editorials picked up from the Boston Herald, Portland
Press-Herald and Boston Transcript fill out the rest of the page.
A full-page ad was run by the York Press Co., another page
opposite the editorial page is filled with boilerplate-syndicated
columns in mat form which included photos, dress patterns, the
Story of the Constitution, Today and Tomorrow and a cartoon
strip, The House o f Hazards. Each of the inside pages used the
folio line, “ A York Press Publication.”
That publication was sold in the late 1930’s by Howard and
Francis Bangs. The new owners were Mason Newark and Henry
Fuller. The pair changed the name of the paper to The York Week
ly. An experienced printer was needed to run the backshop, and
the Weekly owners ran an ad in a Boston daily in 1940.
About this time, Horace Hollingworth, a Providence, R.I.,
printer, read the ad and decided to answer it. He and his wife, who
was a bookbinder, visited York and were impressed with what
they saw. Newark and Fuller offered Hollingworth the job, and he
accepted.
Hollingworth took over the printing duties in the backshop in
1940. He and his wife had two sons, Horace L. and Raymond H .,
who were destined to join their father in a family enterprise
within the next few years. In 1942 Hollingworth bought the York
Press Co. from Newark and Fuller and ran the operation virtually
singlehandedly until after World War II when his sons returned
from the service to join him in the business. A partnership was
formed and the three worked together.
When the senior Hollingworth took over the paper, he
changed it to a tabloid format. “ The paper had been a broadsheet
when my father took over the Weekly,” his son Horace L. said. “ At
that time there was a much bigger newspaper press than the
present-day Miehle, but they had a lot of trouble with it. My father
decided to junk that press and fitted up the paper with this one.”
Hollingworth continued in the business with his sons until
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1957 when he turned the business over to them. Hollingworth re
tired and made his home in Kittery. Up until a few years before
his death in April 1976, Hollingworth would drop by the print
shop to visit his sons. “ When he did, he’d always say that he
wished he could do something to help us,” his son Horace said.
Today, the York Press Company continues as a two-man
operation, which means hard work and much effort goes into the
business of job printing and producing the modest weekly news
paper. In the shop crowded with reams of paper, galleys of type
and filled with the sounds of a clacking Linotype and the
repetitious roar of the workhorse vertical Miehle press, the late
afternoon sun filters through the old shop’s windowpanes. To the
outsider, the pace of the print shop may appear to be hectic, hut to
the Hollingworth brothers it is a way of life from which they gain
a livelihood and much satisfaction.
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Maine Farmer and Political Register, 45
Maine Fish and Game Department, 346, 347
Maine Free Press, 45
Maine Gazette, 118
Maine Inquirer, The, 118-120
Maine Intelligencer, 123
Maine Life, 46
Maine Maritime Academy, 88
Maine Palladium, 308
Maine Press Association, 103, 114, 122, 166,
194, 196, 197, 212, 235, 247, 250, 258, 261,
295, 297, 304
Maine Publicity Bureau, 21, 290
Maine Scene, 358, 361
Maine State College, 558
Maine State Labor News, 349
Maine State Police, 110, 278
Maine State Press, 476, 477
Maine Sunday Telegram, 354, 460, 467, 472,
474
Maine Temperance Advocate, 105
Maine Times, 131, 132, 313, 535-551
Maine Workingman’s Advocate, 45
Mamaroneck Paragraph, 255
Manchester College (Ind.), 80, 81
Manchester Union Leader, 339
Manset, 30, 36
Mapleton, 480, 484
Marion Morning Star, 462
Marion Daily Press, 561
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Maryland, 173, 242
Mason, 54
Massachusetts, 8, 46, 69, 99, 105, 118, 136,
141, 142, 153, 194, 197, 210-212, 398, 424,
520, 522, 524
Massachusetts Institute o f Technology, 328,
337, 504
Matinicus, 498
Mattanawcook Observer, 340-342
Mattawamkeag, 406
Mechanic Falls, 329, 356
Meddybemps, 158
Meddybumps Letters, 558, 559
Medway, 406, 417
Mellen, George L. & Co., 420
Mercer, 519
Merchants Bulletin, The, 400
Merchants Press, Inc., 400
Mexico, 500
Miami University (Ohio), 487
Michigan, 184, 187, 298, 428, 508, 509
Middlebury College, 245
Milbridge, 381
Milford, 435, 442
Millinocket, 342, 348, 396, 398-404, 406-410,
414, 417
Millinocket Herald, 401
Millinocket Journal, 342, 348, 396, 398-404,
408
Millinocket Printing Co., 396
Millinocket Publishing Co., 404
Millinocket Times, The, 400
Millinocket Times and Weekly Exchange,
400
Milo, 235, 417
Milton, 54
Mining Journal, 428, 509
Minnesota, 259, 260
Minot, 356
Mirror, 120
Mississippi, 101
Missouri, 154
Missouri, University of, 156
Monhegan, 498
Monroe, 47
Monson, 213, 292, 293, 296
Montreal, 290
Moore & Dickerson, 42
Moose Island, 293
Moose River, 519
M oosehead Gazette, 211, 212, 286-296
Moosehead Lake, 211, 286-288, 290, 292-296
Moosehead Lake Stage (coach), 223
Morrill, 47
Mount Desert, 30
Mount Desert Ferry, 30
Mount Desert Herald, 28, 29
Mount Desert Island, 28, 30, 31, 33, 36
Mount Vernon, 373
Mount Washington Valley Signal, 522

Naples, 106, 115
National Editorial Association, 183,258,304
National Fisherman, 46, 47
National Intelligencer, 1
National Newspaper Association, 126, 194,
235, 304
National Observer, 173, 235
National Sportswriters and Sportscasters
Association, 437
Nebraska, 242
New Brunswick Canada, 152, 153, 183, 240,
242, 243, 245, 246, 386, 393, 395, 484, 524
Newburg, 446
Newcastle, 194
New Castle, 190, 192
New England Linotype School, 314
New England Weeklies, 258
New England Press Association, 126, 133,
196, 212, 234, 499
New England Weekly Press Association,
122, 126, 196, 197, 304
New Field, 73
New Hampshire, 51, 52, 54, 66, 70, 100, 187,
200, 208, 237, 334, 335, 339
New Hampshire Times, 132
New Hampshire, University of, 420, 422,
426, 427, 486, 509, 522, 529, 578
New Hampton Commercial College, 420
New Hampton Literary Institute, 420
New Jersey, 24, 81, 89, 136, 141, 142,237,242,
304, 312, 439, 441, 471, 486, 529
New Milford Times, 314
New Orleans, 169, 170, 327, 505
New Planet, 45
Newport, 210 213, 296, 448
Newry, 54, 59
News Publishing Co., The, 52
New Sweden, 181, 184, 186
Newsweek, 33
New York, 10, 24, 35, 42, 48, 69, 78, 113, 154,
183, 206, 210, 223, 254, 255, 290, 312, 420,
441, 470, 478, 504, 506, 509, 524-526, 536,
538, 553, 556
New York American, 346
New York Daily Advertiser, 78
New York Daily News, 113
New York Herald, 13, 14
New York Herald Tribune, 505
New York Journal American, 462
New York School of Printing, 272, 372
New York Sun, 326
New York Times, 131, 260, 509
New York Tribune, 106, 150
New York University, 48
New York World, 256, 326, 500
Norridgewock, 218, 219, 223, 511
North Berwick, 66, 73, 315, 584
North Berwick Enterprise, 317
North Bridgton, 106, 111
North Carolina, 99, 125, 131
North Deer Isle, 534
North Edgecomb, 103
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North Fayette, 366
North Haven, 498
North Jay, 366, 373
North Leeds, 366
North Paris, 59
North Shore Weeklies, 522
North Star (Caribou), 176
North Star (Presque Isle), 477, 478, 480
Northeast Harbor, 30
Northeast Publishing Co., 184, 185, 187, 285,
305, 348, 403, 404, 406, 485-487
Northern Leader, 276, 278, 285
Northern Statesman, 250
Northern Tribune, 120
Northern Tribune and Eastern Times, 120
Northport, 47
Norway, 114, 418-422, 424, 426, 427
Norway Advertiser-Democrat, 405, 418-429,
507
Norway and Oxford Democrat Advertiser,
425

Observer Publishing Co., 226, 233
Ocean Point, 103
Oceanville, 534
Ogunquit, 73, 312, 313, 315, 317, 580,584,586
Ohio, 48, 102, 190,388,392,393,400,462,478,
487, 538, 561, 563, 573
Ohio State University, The, 48, 392
Oklahoma, 23
Olamon, 435
Old Orchard Beach, 69, 73, 100, 315, 317
Old Town, 346, 348, 430-435, 437-443, 575
Old Town Enterprise, 431-434
Old York Transcript (The), 579, 585-587
Onawa, 296
Ontario, 16
Orient, 344
Orland, 138, 145
Orlando Evening Reporter Star, 519
Orono, 347, 430, 439-443
Otis, 30
Otter Creek, 36
Outlook, 74
Oxford County, 423, 424, 426
Oxford County Advertiser, 419-425
Oxford County Citizen, 52, 54
Oxford Democrat, 418, 420, 425
Oxford Hills Publishing Co., 114
Oxford Observer, 418, 420
Oxford Oracle, The, 418
Oxien Health Tablets, 8, 461

Palermo, 47, 52
Palmyra, 446, 519
Paris, 418
Paris Hill, 418
Parlin Printing Co., 376, 380

Parsonsfield, 73
Passadumkeag, 435
Passamaquoddy Reporter, 156
Patten, 399, 406
Pease Air Force Base Seacoast Flyer, 317
Pejepscot Journal, 123
Pemaquid Messenger, 192
Pembroke, 242, 456
Pennsylvania, 141, 142, 183, 185
Pennsylvania, University of, 471
Penobscot, 86
Penobscot Bay Press, 531, 532
Penobscot County, 23, 213^ 340, 345
Penobscot Press Associates, 438
Penobscot Times, The, 346, 348, 430-443
Penobscot Times, Inc., 439
People’s Advocate, 45
People’s Organ, 120
Perham, 186
Perry, 242
Peru, 500
Philadelphia, 4, 136, 141, 142, 216, 386
Philadelphia Inquirer, 23
Phillips Exeter Academy, 536
Pike, D. T. & Co., 250
Pine Tree State, 159
Piscataquis County, 23, 219, 222, 225, 232,
234, 235
Piscataquis Farmer, 220, 221
Piscataquis Herald, 214-216, 218-221
Piscataquis Observer, 205,214,217,219,221236
Pittsfield, 304, 444, 445, 447-453
Pittsfield Advertiser, 210, 304
Pittsfield Advertiser and Valley Times, 451
Pittsfield Publishing Co., 451
Pittsfield Times, 444
Pittsfield Valley Times, 451
Pleasant Point, 242
Poland, 356
Politician, The, 418
Porter, 73
Porter and Leonard, 177
Porter and Jones, 492
Porter and Son, 490
Portland, 2, 8, 10, 12, 52, 54, 66, 68, 101, 103,
115, 125, 320, 339, 354, 355, 358, 418, 420,
449, 454-476, 505, 520, 536, 561, 564, 572576
Portland Advertiser, 459
Portland Daily Press, 66, 454-456, 459, 461,
462, 558, 561
Portland Evening Express, 108, 354, 456458, 572-573
Portland Evening Express and Daily
Advertiser, 459-461, 464-466, 468-474
Portland Evening News, 469, 504
Portland Gazette, 459
Portland Herald, 459, 462, 463, 561
Portland Junior College, 354
Portland Press-Herald, 8, 269, 303, 339, 354,
454, 455, 463-466, 468-474, 498, 505, 561,
571-573, 578, 587
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Portland Publishing Co., 455
Portland School of Art, 547
Portland Sunday Telegram, 460, 461,
468-472, 526, 572, 573
Portland Sunday Times, 269, 460
Portsmouth Herald, 578
Presque Isle, 23, 176, 178, 184-187, 276,
297, 298, 305, 306, 347, 348, 393, 394,
404, 406, 476-480, 482-487, 519, 520
Presque Isle Star-Herald, 154, 178, 184,
305, 403
Princeton, 156
Printing Magazine, 307
Progressive Age, 45
Prospect Harbor, 30
Providence Daily Post, 42
Providence Journal-Bulletin, 522
Publisher's Auxiliary, 102, 156
Pulitzer Prize, 428, 509

466,

285,
403,

Rumford Falls, 50
Rumford Falls Publishing Co., 502
Rumford Falls Times, 427, 429, 500,502,506510
Rumford Publishing Co., Inc., 502, 504, 506,
570
Rumford Times, 427, 429, 500-510
Rumford Times Publishing Co., 566,570,571
Rutland Evening News, 194

186,

Quoddy Tides, 237-248
Quoddy Tides Foundation, 244, 248

Radical, The, 250
Randolph, 329
Rangeley, 270, 564
Rangeley Record, 505
Raymond, 115
Reliance Publishing Co., 400
Republican, 6, 18, 38, 44, 66-68, 85, 113, 120,
125, 126, 148, 153, 167, 171, 184, 196, 199,
214, 216, 226, 229, 232, 252, 269, 270, 276,
278, 282, 306, 308, 322, 328, 338, 415, 437,
439, 458, 464, 494, 512, 516, 521, 538, 552,
557-559, 561, 576
Republican (Machias), 375, 376
Republican Clarion, 512-514
Republican Journal, 37-49, 172, 174, 399
Revolution, American, 218
Rexall Ad-Vantages, 526
Rhode Island, 42, 125, 131, 146, 522, 587
Ripley, 213, 296, 446
Robbinston, 242
Rock County Star, 259
Rockford Morning Star, 441
Rockland, 23, 100, 164,294,451,472,489-499,
526
Rockland Courier-Gazette, 47, 100, 101, 197,
489-499
Rockland Daily Star, 118
Rockland Free Press, 492
Rockland Publishing Co., 492
Rockport, 45, 165
Rock port News, 159
Rockwood, 286, 290, 293, 294
Round Pond, 116
Rowe & Griffin, 41, 42
Rumford, 52, 54, 314, 429, 500, 502-510, 519,
566, 570, 571
Rumford Citizen, 52

Sabattus, 322
Saco, 61, 66-68, 7L-73, 100, 317
St. Albans, 446, 448, 452
St. Francis, 390
St. George, 243
St. John Valley, 183, 184, 386, 388, 390-393,
395
St. John Valley Times, 386-395
St. John Valley Publishing Co., Inc., 394
St. Stephen, 154, 158, 243, 246
St. Stephen Courier, 153, 158
Salty Dog, 212
Sandy Point, 47
Sandy River Yeoman, 264
San Fernando Valley State College, 230
Sanford, 61, 70, 73, 472, 570
Sanford Publishing Co., 70
Sanford Star, 317, 318
Sanford Tribune, 61, 70, 74, 317
Sanford Tribune and Advocate, 70
Sanford Weekly Tribune, 70
Sangerville, 202, 293
Santa Monica College, 230
Scarborough, 73
Scotland, 584
Seal Harbor, 36
Sears Island, 146
Searsmont, 47
Searsport, 47, 145, 532
Sebago Lake, 115
Seboeis, 344
Sedgwick, 86, 526, 534
Semi- Weekly News, 342
Sentinel (Bath), 122
Sentinel (Saco), 66
Sentinel (Wilton), 367
Sentinel and Times Publishing Co., 122
Shapleigh, 73
Sheepscot Echo, 193
Sherman Station, 406
Shirley, 293
Signal & Planet, 45
Skowhegan, 23, 232, 291, 294, 376, 448, 451,
482, 487, 503, 511-523, 564
Skowhegan Clarion, 512
Skowhegan Sentinel, 511
Smith College, 196
Smith, J.O. & Co., 516
Smith & Mayo, 516
Solon, 446
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Somerset Argus, 517
Somerset County, 7, 23, 219, 449, 451, 511,
516, 519, 564
Somerset Independent, 518
Somerset Journal, 219, 511
Somerset Reporter, 234, 291, 451, 487, 511,
513-518, 520-523
Somerset Reporter Co., 522
Somesville, 36
Songo Pond, 59
South Berwick, 315, 582-584
South Berwick Chronicle, 317
South Bridgton, 106
South Dakota, 278
South Deer Isle, 534
South Fayette, 366
South Gouldsboro, 30
South Hiram, 73
South Lincoln, 343
South Livermore, 366
South Paris, 420, 421, 425, 429, 472, 509
South Portland, 520, 572, 574
South Portland-Cape Elizabeth Journal. 572
South Woodstock, 59
Southport, 96, 103
Southwest Harbor, 30, 36
Southworth Press, 520
Spanish-American War, 336
Spectator, The, 291
Sprague & Son, 6
Springfield Republican, 136, 142, 303
Springvale, 73
Squirrel Island, 96
Standard, 66, 69
Standish, 566
Star-Herald, 476-488, 519
Star Press, 316-318
Star Print, Inc., 308, 310, 312
Stars and Stripes, 10
State Paper, 6
Steep Falls, 73
Steuben, 30, 381
Stickney, D. & Co., 477, 478
Stillwater, 435
Stockholm, 182, 184, 186
Stockton Springs, 47, 141
Stonington, 83, 86,87, 141, 142, 524-529, 532534
Stonington-Deer Isle Press, 524
Strong, 270, 514
Suburban Shopper, 566, 571
Sunday Herald, 8
Sunday Press, 462, 464
Sunday Press Herald, 464-466, 468
Sunday River, 59
Sun-Journal Publishing Co., 327, 328, 337,
339
Sun-Journal Press, 325
Sunset, 534
Sunshine, 534
Surry, 86, 260
Swans Island, 36, 534

Sweden, 115
Swift, J.S. & Co., 268
Syracuse Democrat, 42
Syracuse University, 131
Taconet, 553
Teague Publishing Co., 376, 380
Tennessee, 78, 95, 242, 394
Territorial College, 230
Texas, 242
The Lengthening Shadow o f a Maine Man, 8
The Old Schoolmaster, 221
Thomaston, 490
Thomaston Express, 386, 388
Thorndike, 47
Times Picayune, 505
Times Record, 103, 116-135, 198, 232, 362,
539, 540, 546
Times Record Publishing Co., 102
Tokyo, 10
Topsfield, 158
Topsham, 131, 535, 541
Tories, 150, 219
Towle Co., J.C., 16
Towle and Parson’s, 16
Town Hill, 36
Tremont, 36
Trevett, 103
Tribune (Rockland), 492
Tribune Association, 120
Troy, 47
Troy Observer, 506
Tulane University, 170
Turner, 356, 373
Union, 61, 67
Union, The, 375, 376
Union and Journal, 61, 62, 67
Union Advocate, 518
Union Banner, 45
Union-Republican, 376, 378-380
United Nations, 249, 258, 260
United Press International, 173, 428, 508
Unity, 47
University of Maine, 22, 47, 69, 70, 100, 136,
186, 187, 197, 228, 238, 262, 276, 278, 328,
347, 354, 372, 395, 430, 441, 442, 474, 486,
497, 558
Up-River Weekly News, 342
Upton, 59
Valley Times, 444, 452, 453
Valley Times Pittsfield, 447, 451, 452
Van Buren, 184, 388, 390, 391
Vassar College, 125
Veazie, 442
Vermont, 131, 194, 436, 480, 562, 563
Verona, 138
Village Echo, 159
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Village Herald and Lincoln Record, 189, 191,
192
Vinalhaven, 498
Virginia, 113, 186, 256, 318
Vose and Porter, 490
Wabash Plain Dealer, 80
W A G M -T V , 283
Waldo County, 23, 37, 49
Waldo County Herald, 45
Waldo Democrat, 37
Waldo Patriot, 45
Waldo Signal, 45
Waldoboro, 190, 192, 195, 498
Walls Newspaper Inc., 394
Washburn, 181, 184, 186
Washington County, 23, 154, 156, 157, 245,
378, 381, 382
Washington County Times, 380
Washington, D. C., 1, 10,84,88, 129, 170, 173,
194, 196, 210, 237, 253, 260, 278, 436, 462,
464, 473, 536
Washington Post, 249, 258, 260
Washington Star, 317, 522
Washington Times Herald, 260
Waterboro, 73
Waterford, 106, 115
Waterville, 105, 117, 192, 378, 386, 448, 451,
471, 472, 521, 523, 552-565
Waterville Evening Mail, 209, 552
Waterville Mail, 552, 562
Waterville Morning Sentinel, 552-564
Waterville, Sentinel, 8, 9 303, 378, 451, 462,
521-523, 552
Waterville Sentinel Publishing Co., 556,557,
559
Wayne, 366
Weekly News Review, 317
Weekly Packet, 76-91, 238, 240, 247, 347
Weld, 276, 366
Wellington Enterprise, 573
Wells, 73, 315, 582
Wells-0gunquit Compass, 586
Wells-Ogunquit Star, 317
West Bethel, 59
West Boothbay Harbor, 103
West Franklin, 30
West Kennebec, 381
West Mt. Vernon, 366
West Paris, 59
West Scarborough, 566
West Sedgwick, 257
West Southport, 103
West Virginia, 11, 24
Westbrook, 427, 506, 566-577
Westbrook American, 132, 505, 506, 566-568,
570-572
Westbrook American Co., 568
Westbrook Chronicle, 807
Westbrook Shopper, 566
WGAN, 8, 461, 462
W G A N -T V , 462

WGUY, 8, 462
Wheaton College, 524
Whigs, 4, 118, 148, 150,214, 216,218,220,221,
250
Whiting, 242
Whitefield, 194
Wilson’s Mills, 59
Williams College, 46, 245, 571
Wilton, 270
Wilton Record, 269
Wilton Times, 505, 506, 571
Windham, 566, 574
Winn, 406
Winslow, 553
Winter Harbor, 80
Winterport, 47
Winthrop, 371
Winthrop Gazette, 514
WINZ, 470
Wiscasset, 101, 134, 193
Wiscasset Newspaper, The, 101, 102
Wisconsin, 187, 237
Wisconsin, University of, 187
Wise Guide, 575
W JIM -T V , 428
WLBZ, 437
WMKR, 407
WNET, 8
WOOD—TV, 428, 508
Woodland, 182, 186
Woodstock, 54
Worcester Daily Spy, 108
World Paper, 550
World-Telegram, 326, 500
World War I, 7, 30, 125, 166, 271, 481
World War II, 9, 22, 23, 99, 168, 169, 182, 237,
260, 312, 347, 392, 435, 437, 473, 483, 495,
496, 504, 505, 535, 573, 583
Worrell Chain, 318
Wortman and Porter, 490
WRKI), 497
WRUM, 506, 571
Yale, 9, 24, 183, 312, 336, 461, 524, 535 536,
538, 560
Yarmouth, 355
Yarmouth Shopping Notes, 132
York, 315, 578-588
York Beach, 580
York Corner, 583, 585
York County, 64, 66-68, 71, 74, 316
York County Coast Star, 307-318, 431, 432,
538, 578, 582
York County Pioneer, 586
York Courant, 583-585
York Harbor, 580, 584
York Press, 580
York Press Co., 586-588
York Publishing Co., 585
York Village, 580, 584, 586
York Weekly, 58, 384, 578-588

Update

Since this manuscript was completed, some newspapers have
made personnel and other changes. However a history must stop
somewhere, and this final revision ends my chronicle.
The Gardiner Times issued its first edition July 14, 1977, and
it continues to publish a 3,000-circulation weekly in the Gardiner
area.
The Milo Town Crier has been publishing since September
1962. The publisher of the 500-circulation weekly is Mrs. Joanne
Brigham. The paper is distributed throughout the Milo area
through news stand sales. It does not deliver via the mails.
Blue Hill — Hugh Bowden, editor of the Weekly Packet for 14
years, has resigned, and David Walsh is his successor.
Kennebunk — The Star Press, Inc. plans to move its
headquarters and printing facilities to a new location on Route 1,
Kennebunk. George Pulkkinen is now associate publisher of Star
Press, Inc.
Millinocket — The Katahdin Times has moved to its own
building 202 Penobscot Avenue, Millinocket.
Biddeford — At the Journal Tribune, David Ramsay is
executive editor, Chet Lunner managing editor and Dennis
Flaherty is assistant publisher.
Add to acknowledgements: Russ Gerrould and Tom Sinclair
for their contributions to the chapters on the Moosehead Gazette
and the Camden Herald, respectively.

Errata

page 18: ...and Towle were conservative Republicans...
page 21: He was a friendly type and people liked him.
page 64: interest transpiring in their several localities.
page 72: ...which included Casavant...
page 82: ...the first employee was Mrs. Charles Torrey...
page 102: ...I’ve ever seen in my life...
page 160: ...publications. The motto...
page 172: “ About Freedoms — the leader of this community’s...
page 200: Chapter title should read The Gazette.
page 215: “ A neutral paper to be called...
page 216: Edes’ inaugural edition was no exception.
page 221: ...support the Whig party candidates, so it was on...
page 225: Dr. William Buck.
page 250: ...reelection of Mr. Adams.
page 262: ...been LD 1994...
page 283: With more than 47 years...
page 283: ...fellas that have been around as long as I have...
page 292: Lance Gagnon
page 313: ...new owner’s imprint.
page 318: Morin left a short time later. (An earlier reference was
dropped. Richard R. J. Morin had joined the Star executive staff
when Joe Allbritton assumed ownership.)
page 324: ...no Linotype composition...
page 325: ...the Journal saw many changes...
page 344: ...gave a wood bee...
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page
page
page
page
page

382:
461:
504:
515:
531:

Jay (not Jan) Hinson
...circulation war was...
owned by O’Kane
the legend: “Progress...
pasted up and camera ready (delete the)

(Continued from front flap)
• Today a Downeast newspaper
ch ooses to have its type set on Deer
Island, Canada, which means going
through customs.
• Influential politicos on ce ow ned a
Maine daily, using it to their party’s
advantage.
• O ne weekly’s name is derived from
a pharmacy’s advertising flyer.
• W henever the D em ocrats won an
election years ago, a partisan editor
headed his jubilant editorials with engrav
ings of one or m ore roosters-crow in g, of
course.
• Another spirited editor left two full
columns on page one blank on a slow news
day, with this note: “ The news that didn’t
happen this week would have filled these
two colum ns.”
These and a host of other colorful
anecdotes and historical data abound in
this ambitious, highly readable work.
This book had its start in fall 1974,
when Miller broached the idea to Maine
n ew sp a p er p u b lish ers and e d ito rs.
Encouraged, he traveled m ore than 30,000
miles to con du ct interviews and peruse
countless volumes of old newspapers,
records and histories. His four-year effort
has culminated in this study of Maine
newspapers which have withstood the test
of time, be it a century, a decade or a year.
Ja cke t design by G eorge S pindler
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